The New Zealand National Bibliography (NZNB) contains catalogue records for the New Zealand imprint. It is produced monthly (12 issues per year). The National Library of New Zealand has responsibility for producing the Bibliography. Most of the material listed is received by the National Library of New Zealand under the Legal Deposit provisions of the National Library (Te Puna Mātauranga o Aotearoa) Act 2003. It contains New Zealand and Tokelau resources, both physical and digital, including books, serials, newspapers, maps, music, websites and podcasts. Items are included after they have been received at the National Library. The records are created in accordance with international cataloguing standards.

This document contains all the items that have been catalogued during the month of November 2020. The items are grouped by format and then separated into digital and physical. Within each format grouping the items are arranged alphabetically by title.
Title: Chart symbols.
Edition: Edition 3
Format: 1 online resource (2 image files)
Contents: MAP 1 appendix 1 -- MAP 1 appendix 2.
Series: NZMS 11.
Subject: Aeronautical charts.

Title: Conventional signs for N.Z. topographic maps.
Publishing Details: [Wellington] : [Department of Lands and Survey], [1940s?].
Format: 1 online resource : colour
Subject: Maps Standards New Zealand.
Topographical drawing Conventional signs.
Links: https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA1129977283002836

Title: Diagram showing how grid numbers are shown on face of map. 1:25,000 topographical series.
Publishing Details: [Wellington] : [Department of Lands and Survey], [1949?].
Format: 1 online resource : colour
Subject: Grids (Cartography) New Zealand.
Maps Standards New Zealand.
Links: https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA1129964953002836
Title  Diagram showing how grid numbers are shown on face of map. 1:63,360 topographical series.

Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [Department of Lands and Survey], [1942?].
Format  1 online resource : colour
Subject  Grids (Cartography) New Zealand.
         Maps Standards New Zealand.
Links  https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21292316220002836

Title  The Hodder family of the Wairarapa, New Zealand.
Edition  Updated.

Format  1 online resource (1 video file (104 min.)) sound, colour
Summary  Covers the English origins, coming to New Zealand, and history of the Wairarapa from the 1840s. Includes the Hodder family reunion in June 1992.

Subject  Documentary films.
         Hodder family.
         Internet videos.
         New Zealand Genealogy.
         Nonfiction films.
         Wairarapa (N.Z.) Genealogy.
         Wairarapa (N.Z.) History.

Title  Keep kids safe = Bao hu er tong an quan / Plunket.
Edition  Mandarin version.

Publishing Details  [Auckland, New Zealand] : North Health, Northern Regional Health Authority, [1993?]
Format  1 videocassette (approximately 18 min.) : sound, colour ; 1/2 in.
Summary  This video will help you spot the potential dangers in your home, and show the simple steps you can take to keep your kids safe at home, at play and in the car.

Subject  Children's accidents Prevention.
         Educational films.
         Instructional films.
         Nonfiction films.
         Safety education New Zealand.
Dewey  363.137.2.23
Title He rourou. Breads ; Titi (muttonbirds) / T.V.N.Z. Enterprises.

Format 1 videocassette (approximately 40 min.) : sound, colour ; 1/2 in.
Series Educational videos.
Summary Traditional recipes for cooking Titi (muttonbird) accompanied by Māori bread.
Subject Baking.
  Cooking (Game)
  Cooking New Zealand.
  Cooking, Māori.
  Educational films.
  Maori (New Zealand people) Hunting.
  Nonfiction films.
  Sooty shearwater.
  Tunu kai.
  Tītī.
Dewey 641.592994


Format 1 videocassette (45 min.) : sd., col. ; 1/2 in.
Series Educational videos
Summary Traditional recipes for cooking Keruru (wood pigeon), have been adapted for pheasant, accompanied by watercress salad and karaka kernels. Recipes for wild pork follow with details on the marinade.
Subject Cooking (Game)
  Cooking (Pork)
  Cooking, Māori.
  Educational films.
  Food
  Home economics
  Kererū.
  Nonfiction films.
  Nutrition.
  Tunu kai.
Dewey 641.592994
Title ... annual report / Royal Society of New Zealand, Canterbury Branch
Publishing Details [Christchurch] : [Royal Society of New Zealand, Canterbury Branch]
Format 1 online resource
Frequency Annual
Publication Numbering Print began in 1937?
Subject Royal Society of New Zealand. Canterbury Branch Periodicals.
https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21353528290002836

Title ... integrated report / Contact
Former Title Contact (Firm). Annual report ... (Nz)9918585671502836
Creator Contact Energy Limited.
Publishing Details Wellington, New Zealand : Contact Energy Limited, [2020]-
Format 1 online resource
Frequency Annual
Subject Contact Energy Limited Periodicals.
Links https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21352892970002836
https://contact.co.nz/aboutus/media-centre/archive#Reports-and-Results

Title ... newsletter : TENZ Technology Education New Zealand.
Publishing Details [Wellington?] : TENZ Technology Education New Zealand,
Format 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Frequency Bimonthly
Subject Technology Education New Zealand Periodicals.
Technology Study and teaching New Zealand Periodicals.
Links https://tenz.org.nz/newsletters/
https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21335928610002836
Title ... projects / Anglican Missions.

Publishing Details Wellington : [Anglican Missions], [2016]-
Format 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Frequency Annual
Publication Numbering Print began with 2016.
Subject Anglican Missions (N.Z.) Periodicals.
Church of England Missions Periodicals.
Links https://angmissions.org.nz/resources
https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21347272590002836

Title [Community news]

Publishing Details Wellington, New Zealand : Deaf Aotearoa New Zealand,
Format 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Frequency Weekly
Subject Deaf Aotearoa New Zealand (Organization) Periodicals.
Deaf Services for New Zealand Periodicals.
Hearing impaired Services for New Zealand Periodicals.
https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21351290380002836

Title Annual report

Creator Predator Free 2050 Limited.
Publishing Details Auckland : Predator Free 2050 Limited, 2018-
Format 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Frequency Annual
Publication Numbering Began with 2018?
Subject Predator Free 2015 Limited Periodicals.
Links https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA11354150660002836
Title Annual report / Taranaki Kiwi Trust.
Creator Taranaki Kiwi Trust.
Publishing Details [Stratford] : Taranaki Kiwi Trust,
Format 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Frequency Annual
Subject Taranaki Kiwi Trust Periodicals.
Links https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA11354150620002836

Title Annual report / Piha SLSC.
Creator Piha Surf Life Saving Club.
Publishing Details Piha, Auckland : Piha Surf Life Saving Club,
Format 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Frequency Annual
Publication Numbering Began with 2016/2017?
Subject Piha Surf Life Saving Club Periodicals.
Links https://www.pihaslsc.com/
https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21354924660002836

Title Annual report : NZKGI.
Creator New Zealand Kiwifruit Growers.
Publishing Details Mount Maunganui : New Zealand Kiwifruit Growers Inc.
Format 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Frequency Annual
Subject New Zealand Kiwifruit Growers Inc. Periodicals.
Links https://www.nzkgi.org.nz/annual-reports/#article
https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21354859250002836
Title Connect. Kinloch.
Publishing Details [Taupo] : Great Lake Taupō, Taupō District Council,
Format 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Frequency Annual
Publication Numbering Began with [2017/2018]? 
Subject Kinloch (N.Z.) Periodicals.
Taupō District (N.Z.). District Council Periodicals.
Links https://www.taupodc.govt.nz/council/publications/connect-specialeditions
https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21349221770002836

Title Connect. Mangakino.
Publishing Details [Taupo] : Great Lake Taupō, Taupō District Council,
Format 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Frequency Annual
Publication Numbering Began with [2017/2018]? 
Subject Mangakino (N.Z.) Periodicals.
Taupō District (N.Z.). District Council Periodicals.
Links https://www.taupodc.govt.nz/council/publications/connect-specialeditions
https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21349221720002836

Title Connect. Southern settlements : community news with Taupō District Council.
Former Title Connect. Turangi/southern settlements
Publishing Details [Taupo] : Great Lake Taupō, Taupō District Council, [2019]-
Format 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Frequency Annual
Publication Numbering Began with [2019].
Subject Taupo District (N.Z.) Periodicals.
Taupō District (N.Z.). District Council Periodicals.
Links https://www.taupodc.govt.nz/council/publications/connect-specialeditions
https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21349221680002836
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Connect. Turangi : community news with Taupō District Council.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Former Title</td>
<td>Connect. Turangi/southern settlements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[Taupo] : Great Lake Taupō, Taupō District Council, [2019]-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource : colour illustrations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>Annual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Numbering</td>
<td>Began with [2019].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Taupo District (N.Z.). District Council Periodicals.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Turangi (N.Z.) Periodicals.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Links</td>
<td><a href="https://www.taupodc.govt.nz/council/publications/connect-specialeditions">https://www.taupodc.govt.nz/council/publications/connect-specialeditions</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><a href="https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21349221610002836">https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21349221610002836</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Connect. Turangi/southern settlements.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Later Title</td>
<td>Connect. Turangi Connect. Southern settlements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[Taupo] : Great Lake Taupō, Taupō District Council, -[2018]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource : colour illustrations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>Annual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Taupo District (N.Z.) Periodicals.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Taupo District (N.Z.). District Council Periodicals.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Links</td>
<td><a href="https://www.taupodc.govt.nz/council/publications/connect-specialeditions">https://www.taupodc.govt.nz/council/publications/connect-specialeditions</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><a href="https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21349221590002836">https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21349221590002836</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Farmstrong ... year report ... / Farmstrong.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Farmstrong (Programme).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[New Zealand] Farmstrong, [2016]-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource : colour illustrations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>Annual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Numbering</td>
<td>Began with first year (June 2015 to June 2016).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Farmstrong (Programme) Periodicals.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Links</td>
<td><a href="https://farmstrong.co.nz/resources/">https://farmstrong.co.nz/resources/</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><a href="https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21346802500002836">https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21346802500002836</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Title</td>
<td>Forestry and land management : sawmilling newsletter.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Former Title</td>
<td>Spatial, forestry and land operations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[Wellington] : Te Uru Rākau, Forestry New Zealand, [2020]-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>Irregular</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Numbering</td>
<td>Began with issue 17 (August 2020)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Forest management New Zealand Periodicals.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Logging New Zealand Periodicals.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sustainable forestry New Zealand Periodicals.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><a href="https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57l7d/NLNZ_ALMA21354656630002836">https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57l7d/NLNZ_ALMA21354656630002836</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Lakes380 newsletter.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>Lower Hutt : Lakes380</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource : colour illustrations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>Three times a year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Lakes New Zealand Periodicals.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lakes380 Project Periodicals.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Water quality New Zealand Periodicals.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Water quality biological assessment New Zealand Periodicals.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Links</td>
<td><a href="https://us19.campaign-archive.com/home/?u=ea6574e7f7ecdbd52e560b677&amp;id=db8759205a0a4f4670002836">https://us19.campaign-archive.com/home/?u=ea6574e7f7ecdbd52e560b677&amp;id=db8759205a0a4f4670002836</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>LegaSea accountability report.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Former Title</td>
<td>LegaSea quarterly report</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[Auckland?] : [LegaSea], [2019]-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource : colour illustrations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>Quarterly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Fisheries New Zealand Periodicals.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fishery management New Zealand Periodicals.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fishing Government policy New Zealand Periodicals.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LegaSea (Organisation) Periodicals.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Links</td>
<td><a href="https://legasea.co.nz/about-us/financials/">https://legasea.co.nz/about-us/financials/</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><a href="https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57l7d/NLNZ_ALMA21347911310002836">https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57l7d/NLNZ_ALMA21347911310002836</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Title: LegaSea quarterly report.
Later Title: LegaSea accountability report

Publishing Details: [Auckland?] : [LegaSea], -[2018]
Format: 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Frequency: Quarterly
Publication Numbering: Ceased with November 2018.

Subject:
- Fisheries New Zealand Periodicals.
- Fishery management New Zealand Periodicals.
- Fishing Government policy New Zealand Periodicals.
- LegaSea (Organisation) Periodicals.

Links:
https://legasea.co.nz/about-us/financials/
https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21355071600002836

Title: Lizard News : Aongate, Omokoroa, Pahoia, Te Puna, Whakamarama / Lizard News.

Publishing Details: Whakatane, New Zealand : Lizard News Ltd,
Format: 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Frequency: Monthly
Publication Numbering: Began with June 2017.

Subject:
- New Zealand newspapers.
- Western Bay of Plenty District (N.Z.) Newspapers.

Links:
https://lizardnews.net/
https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21354690270002836

Title: Long term plan consultation document ... / Central Otago District Council.


Publishing Details: Alexandra : Central Otago District Council, [2015]-
Format: 1 online resource
Frequency: Annual

Subject:
- Central Otago District (N.Z.) Politics and government Periodicals.
- Central Otago District (N.Z.). District Council Periodicals.

Links:
https://www.codc.govt.nz/publications/plans
https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21354987760002836
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Northland Te Tai Tokerau, including the Bay of Islands : visitor guide ...</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>Whangarei, New Zealand : Big Fish Creative,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource : colour illustrations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>Annual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Numbering</td>
<td>Began with 2018?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Northland (N.Z.) Description and travel.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Northland (N.Z.) Guidebooks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><a href="https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21332709460002836">https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21332709460002836</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>NZ landscaper magazine.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ISSN</td>
<td>2703-3015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>Wellington : DCL Corporate Publishing, 2020-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource : colour illustrations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>Bimonthly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Numbering</td>
<td>Began with issue 01 (March 2020)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Landscape design New Zealand Periodicals.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dewey</td>
<td>712.099305</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Links</td>
<td><a href="https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21334211190002836">https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21334211190002836</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Off-site.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>Auckland : NZ Fishing Media Ltd., [2017]-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource : colour illustrations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>Bimonthly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Numbering</td>
<td>Began with issue 1 (June 2017)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Fishing New Zealand Periodicals.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hunting New Zealand Periodicals.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Links | [https://issuu.com/nzfishingmedia](https://issuu.com/nzfishingmedia)
| | [https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21348081510002836](https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21348081510002836) |
Title  The Shout New Zealand.
Former Title  FMCG business 2624-4802 Hospitality business 2463-4352
ISSN  2744-3531
Publishing Details  Auckland : The Intermedia Group (NZ) Ltd, [2020]-
Format  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Frequency  Bimonthly
Publication Numbering  Began with September 2020.
Subject  Alcoholic beverage industry New Zealand Periodicals.
Dewey  338.4766310993
Links  https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21352731920002836

Title  Social Justice Week ... : resources and liturgy notes.
Former Title  Social justice series (Wellington, N.Z.) 2253-3362
ISSN  2744-3779
Publishing Details  Wellington, New Zealand : Caritas Aotearoa New Zealand,
Format  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Frequency  Annual
Subject  Social justice Religious aspects Catholic Church.
Dewey  303.372
       https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA71353762340002836

Title  State of the art in regulatory governance research paper.
ISSN  2744-3698
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : Victoria University of Wellington; Government Regulatory Practice Initiative,
2019-
Format  1 online resource
Frequency  Irregular
Subject  Administrative procedure.
Links  https://www.victoria.ac.nz/sog/researchcentres/chair-in-regulatory-practice/working-papers
       https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21329300960002836
Title  State of volunteering report / Volunteering New Zealand.
Former Title  State of volunteering in New Zealand 2703-2221
ISSN  2744-3787
Publishing Details  Wellington, New Zealand : Volunteering New Zealand, [2018]-
Format  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Frequency  Irregular
Subject  Voluntarism New Zealand Periodicals.
Dewey  361.37099305
Links  https://www.volunteeringnz.org.nz/state-of-volunteering/
       https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21354926500002836

Title  Statement of performance expectations : for the financial year ending 30 June ...
Creator  New Zealand. Office of the Children's Commissioner.
ISSN  2382-0365
Publishing Details  Wellington : Office of the Children's Commissioner, [2015]-
Format  1 online resource
Frequency  Annual
Publication Numbering  Began with 2015.
Series  Parliamentary papers presented to the House of Representatives of New Zealand ; E.65.
Subject  New Zealand. Office of the Children's Commissioner Periodicals.
Dewey  353.536099305

Title  Strategic plan.
Creator  New Horizons for Women Trust.
Format  1 online resource
Frequency  Irregular
Subject  New Horizons for Women Trust Periodicals.
Links  https://www.newhorizonsforwomen.org.nz/annual-reports/
       https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21334958680002836
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Wellington branch NZFFA newsletter</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>Wellington?: [New Zealand Farm Forestry Association, Wellington Branch]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource : colour illustrations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>Irregular</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>New Zealand Farm Forestry Association. Wellington Branch Periodicals. Small-scale forestry New Zealand Wellington (Region) Periodicals.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Links</td>
<td><a href="https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21336646680002836">https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21336646680002836</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Title                  | Yearbook : New Zealand/world record game fishes, NZSFC/IGFA rules and angling regulations / New Zealand Sport Fishing. |
| Publishing Details     | Hunua : New Zealand Sport Fishing Council Incorporated |
| Format                | 1 online resource : colour illustrations |
| Frequency             | Annual |
| Links                 | https://www.nzsportfishing.co.nz/ https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21348081240002836 |
**Serials**

**Title** ... safety handbook.

**Former Title** Jet Boating New Zealand (Organization) Safety/year book 1177-7516

**Creator** Jet Boating New Zealand (Organization)

**ISSN** 2744-3604

**Publishing Details** Christchurch : Jet Boating NZ, [2020]-

**Format** volumes : illustrations ; 21 cm

**Frequency** Annual

**Publication Numbering** Began with 2021.

**Subject** Jet Boating New Zealand (Organization) Periodicals.
   Jet boats New Zealand Safety measures Periodicals.
   Motorboat racing New Zealand Safety measures Periodicals.

**Dewey** 797.125099305

---

**Title** Annual report.

**Creator** Predator Free 2050 Limited.

**Publishing Details** Auckland : Predator Free 2050 Limited, 2018-

**Format** volumes : colour illustrations ; 30 cm

**Frequency** Annual

**Publication Numbering** Began with 2018?

**Subject** Predator Free 2015 Limited Periodicals.

---

**Title** Annual report = Te Pūrongo ā-Tau

**Creator** CCS Disability Action Whanganui (Organisation).

**Publishing Details** Whanganui : CCS Disability Action Whanganui Inc,

**Format** volumes : colour illustrations ; 30 cm

**Frequency** Annual

**Publication Numbering** Began with

**Subject** CCS Disability Action Whanganui (Organisation) Periodicals.
Title Aotearapa mailing ... : Moa bone stew ...
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : Aotearapa
Format volumes : illustrations ; 30 cm
Frequency Bimonthly
Subject Aotearapa (Organisation) Periodicals.
Fan magazines Periodicals.

Title Aranui Community Trust newsletter.
Publishing Details Christchurch : Aranui Community Trust Incorporated Society
Format volumes : illustrations ; 30 cm
Frequency Irregular
Subject Aranui (Christchurch, N.Z.) Periodicals.
Community information services New Zealand Christchurch Periodicals.
Community organization New Zealand Christchurch Periodicals.

Title Biosecurity bites. Central issue.
Format volumes : colour illustrations ; 30 cm.
Frequency Irregular
Subject Canterbury (N.Z.). Environment Canterbury Periodicals.
Environmental monitoring New Zealand Canterbury Periodicals.
Environmental protection New Zealand Canterbury Periodicals.

Title Biosecurity bites. Northern issue.
Format volumes : colour illustrations ; 30 cm.
Frequency Irregular
Subject Canterbury (N.Z.). Environment Canterbury Periodicals.
Environmental monitoring New Zealand Canterbury Periodicals.
Environmental protection New Zealand Canterbury Periodicals.
Biosecurity bites. Southern issue.

Title: Biosecurity bites. Southern issue.
Format: volumes: colour illustrations; 30 cm.
Frequency: Irregular
Environmental monitoring New Zealand Canterbury Periodicals.
Environmental protection New Zealand Canterbury Periodicals.

The bulletin / Whanganui Collegiate School.

Title: The bulletin / Whanganui Collegiate School.
Former Title: Bulletin (Wanganui Collegiate School: Online)
Publishing Details: Whanganui: Whanganui Collegiate School, [2019]-
Format: volumes: colour illustrations; 30 cm.
Frequency: Semiannual
Publication Numbering: Began with issue 74 (May 2019).
Subject: Whanganui Collegiate School Periodicals.

Canterbury Folk Music Festival.

Title: Canterbury Folk Music Festival.
Publishing Details: Christchurch: Canterbury Folk Music
Format: volumes: illustrations; 21 cm
Frequency: Annual
Subject: Canterbury Folk Festival Periodicals.
Folk music New Zealand Canterbury Periodicals.

Cerebral palsy news: magazine of the New Zealand Spastic Fellowship.

Title: Cerebral palsy news: magazine of the New Zealand Spastic Fellowship.
Publishing Details: Auckland: [New Zealand Spastic Fellowship], [1958]-
Format: volumes; 21 cm
Frequency: Quarterly
Publication Numbering: Began with vol. 1, no. 1 (September, 1958)
Subject: Cerebral palsy New Zealand Periodicals.
New Zealand Spastic Fellowship Periodicals.
Spasticity New Zealand Periodicals.
Title  ...integrated report / Contact
Former Title  Contact (Firm). Annual report ... (Nz)9918585672202836
Creator  Contact Energy Limited.
Publishing Details  Wellington, New Zealand : Contact Energy Limited, [2020]-
Format  volumes ; 21 × 30 cm
Frequency  Annual
Subject  Contact Energy Limited Periodicals.

Title  Interim report ... / thl.
Creator  Tourism Holdings.
Publishing Details  Auckland : thl
Format  volumes : illustrations ; 30 cm
Frequency  Annual
Publication Numbering  Began with 2019?
Subject  Tourism Holdings Periodicals.

Title  Kelstonian ... / Kelston Boys' High School.
Publishing Details  [Auckland] : Kelston Boys High School
Format  DVD-ROMs
Frequency  Annual
Publication Numbering  Print began with 1959; ceased with 2011?
Subject  Kelston Boys' High School Students Yearbooks.

Title  Long term plan consultation document ... / Central Otago District Council.
Creator  Central Otago District (N.Z.). District Council.
Publishing Details  Alexandra : Central Otago District Council, [2015]-
Format  volumes ; 20 cm
Frequency  Annual
Publication Numbering  Began with 2015/25.
Subject  Central Otago District (N.Z.) Politics and government Periodicals.
           Central Otago District (N.Z.). District Council Periodicals.
Title The Mairehau.
**Publishing Details** Christchurch : Neighbourhood Trust
**Format** volumes : illustrations ; 30 cm
**Frequency** Irregular
**Publication Numbering** Ceased in 2018?
**Subject** Community information services New Zealand Christchurch Periodicals.
Community organization New Zealand Christchurch Periodicals.
Mairehau (Christchurch, N.Z.) Periodicals.

Title Māori strategy = Te rautaki / New Zealand Film Commission
**Creator** New Zealand Film Commission
**Publishing Details** [Wellington] New Zealand Film Commission = Te Tumu Whataata Taonga
**Format** volumes ; colour illustrations 21 cm
**Frequency** Triennial
**Publication Numbering** Began with 2018/2021
**Language** Parallel text in English and Māori
**Subject** Kiriata
Maori (New Zealand people) in motion pictures Periodicals.
Motion picture industry New Zealand Periodicals.
New Zealand Film Commission Periodicals.

Title News on I.C.E : Christchurch's Eastern Inner City community newspaper.
**Publishing Details** Christchurch : ICENG Inc and Te Whare Roimata Trust
**Format** volumes : illustrations ; 30 cm
**Frequency** Monthly (except January)
**Subject** Community information services New Zealand Christchurch Periodicals.
Community organization New Zealand Christchurch Periodicals.

Title Newsletter.
**Publishing Details** [Christchurch] : Hornby Working Mens Club
**Format** volumes : colour illustrations ; 21 cm
**Frequency** Irregular
**Subject** Hornby Working Mens Club Periodicals.
Working-men's clubs New Zealand Christchurch Periodicals.
Title  Newsletter / NZ Society of Genealogists, South Canterbury Branch.

Publishing Details  [Timaru] : New Zealand Society of Genealogists
Format  volumes : illustrations ; 22 cm
Frequency  Irregular
Subject  New Zealand Genealogy Periodicals.
New Zealand Society of Genealogists. South Canterbury Branch Periodicals.
South Canterbury (N.Z.) Genealogy Periodicals.

Title  NZ landscaper magazine.
ISSN  2703-3007

Publishing Details  Wellington : DCL Corporate Publishing, 2020-
Format  volumes : colour illustrations ; 30 cm
Frequency  Bimonthly
Publication Numbering  Began with issue 01 (March 2020)
Subject  Landscape design New Zealand Periodicals.
Dewey  712.099305

Title  Te rautaki / Te Tumu Whataata Taonga.
Creator  New Zealand Film Commission

Format  volumes ; colour illustrations 21 cm
Frequency  Triennial
Subject  Kiriata
Maori (New Zealand people) in motion pictures Periodicals.
Motion picture industry New Zealand Periodicals.
New Zealand Film Commission Periodicals.

Title  Report ... : for the six months ended 31 December ...
Creator  Health Waikato.

Publishing Details  [Hamilton] : Health Waikato, Manaakitia Te Ira Tangata
Format  volumes ; 30 cm
Frequency  Annual
Subject  Health Waikato Periodicals.
Title Statement of corporate intent ... / Transmission Holdings Limited.
Creator Transmission Holdings Limited.
Publishing Details [Wellington] : Transmission Holdings Limited
Format volumes ; 30 cm
Frequency Annual
Publication Numbering Began in 2002?
Subject Transmission Holdings Limited Periodicals.

Title Statement of intent ... / National Pacific Radio Trust.
Creator National Pacific Radio Trust.
Publishing Details [Auckland] : [National Pacific Radio Trust]
Format volumes ; 30 cm
Frequency Annual
Subject National Pacific Radio Trust Periodicals.

Title Statement of performance expectations : for the final year ending 30 June ...
Creator New Zealand. Office of the Children's Commissioner.
ISSN 2382-0357
Publishing Details Wellington : Office of the Children's Commissioner
Format volumes ; 30 cm
Frequency Annual
Publication Numbering Online began with 2015.
Series Parliamentary papers presented to the House of Representatives of New Zealand ; E.65.
Subject New Zealand. Office of the Children's Commissioner Periodicals.
Dewey 353.536099305

Title Te Reo NZSME / New Zealand Society for Music Education.
Publishing Details [Dunedin?] : New Zealand Society for Music Education
Format volumes ; 21 cm
Frequency Bimonthly
Subject Music Instruction and study New Zealand Periodicals.
New Zealand Society for Music Education Periodicals.
Title Waka Kotahi NZ Transport Agency annual report ; National Land Transport Fund annual report : for the year ended 30 June ...

Former Title NZ Transport Agency annual report and the National Land Transport Fund annual report 2324-2078

Creator Waka Kotahi NZ Transport Agency.

ISSN 2744-3647

Publishing Details Wellington : Waka Kotahi NZ Transport Agency, 2020-

Format volumes : colour illustrations ; 30 cm

Frequency Annual

Publication Numbering Began with 2020

Series Parliamentary papers presented to the House of Representatives of New Zealand ; F16

Subject National Land Transport Fund Periodicals.

Waka Kotahi NZ Transport Agency Periodicals.

Dewey 388.099305

Title Waka Kotahi NZ Transport Agency statement of performance expectations ...

Former Title NZ Transport Agency. Statement of performance expectations ... 2382-1957

Creator Waka Kotahi NZ Transport Agency.

ISSN 2744-3663


Format volumes : colour illustrations ; 30 cm

Frequency Annual

Publication Numbering Began with 2020/21

Series Parliamentary papers presented to the House of Representatives of New Zealand ; F16.

Subject Waka Kotahi NZ Transport Agency Periodicals.

Dewey 354.76099305

Title West of the Taieri : The Outram & Rural District Community newsletter.

Publishing Details [Outram] : [Pat Macaulay]

Format volumes : illustrations ; 21 cm

Frequency Irregular

Subject Taieri County (N.Z.) Social life and customs Periodicals.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Title</strong></th>
<th>Working paper.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Format</strong></td>
<td>volumes : illustrations ; 30 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Frequency</strong></td>
<td>Irregular</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subject</strong></td>
<td>Banks and banking New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Title</td>
<td>Aerodrome - New Zealand, South Island.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edition</td>
<td>Edition 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource : colour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Series</td>
<td>NZMS 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Airports New Zealand South Island Maps.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Digital maps.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>South Island (N.Z.) Maps.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Aerodromes - New Zealand, North Island.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edition</td>
<td>Edition 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource : colour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Series</td>
<td>NZMS 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Airports New Zealand North Island Maps.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Digital maps.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>North Island (N.Z.) Maps.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Awarua or Big Bay District, Westland / G. Mueller, Chief Surveyor.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>New Zealand. General Survey Office.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Digital maps.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Southland District (N.Z.) Maps.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Topographic maps.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Westland District (N.Z.) Maps.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Links</td>
<td><a href="https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA11299772590002836">https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA11299772590002836</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Title  Egmont National Park / drawn by the Department of Lands & Survey, N.Z.
Creator  New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey.
Edition  Edition 3
Format  1 online resource
Series  L & S 31 ; 2.
Subject  Digital maps.
  Tourist maps.
  Trails New Zealand Egmont National Park Maps.
Links  https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21228713610002836

Title  Low flying areas, glider flying areas and parachute dropping zones. [Central New Zealand].
Creator  New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey.
Edition  Edition 1
Format  1 online resource : colour
Series  NZMS 11.
Subject  Aeronautical charts.
  Digital maps.
  New Zealand Maps.

Title  Low flying areas, glider flying areas and parachute dropping zones. [Lower South Island, New Zealand].
Creator  New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey.
Edition  Edition 1
Format  1 online resource : colour
Series  NZMS 11.
Subject  Aeronautical charts.
  Digital maps.
  South Island (N.Z.) Maps.
Title  Military low level routes (jet), low flying areas and glider flying areas. [Upper North Island, New Zealand].
Creator  New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey.
Edition  Edition 1
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : Department of Lands and Survey, for Civil Aviation Administration, Air Dept., 1964.
Format  1 online resource : colour
Series  NZMS 11.
Subject  Aeronautical charts.
         Digital maps.
         North Island (N.Z.) Maps.

Title  Military low level routes (piston engine), low flying areas and glider flying areas : [Canterbury, New Zealand].
Creator  New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey.
Edition  Edition 1
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : Department of Lands and Survey for Civil Aviation Administration, Air Dept., 1964.
Format  1 online resource : colour
Series  NZMS 11.
Subject  Aeronautical charts.
         Digital maps.

Title  Mountainous terrain. North Island, New Zealand.
Creator  New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey.
Edition  Edition 1
Format  1 online resource : colour
Series  NZMS 11.
Subject  Aeronautical charts.
         Digital maps.
         Mountains New Zealand North Island Maps.
         North Island (N.Z.) Maps.
Title  New Zealand two-mile sheet.
Creator  New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey.
Publishing Details  Wellington, New Zealand : Head Office, Department of Lands and Survey, <1926>-<1928>
Format  1 online resource : colour
Subject  Cadastral maps.
          Digital maps.
          Land subdivision New Zealand Maps.
          New Zealand Maps.
          Real property New Zealand Maps.
Links  https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA11299534060002836

Title  Plan of City of Nelson / R.T. Sadd, Chief Surveyor ; G.H. King, draughtsman, Nelson.
Creator  New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey.
Publishing Details  Wellington : N Z Lands and Survey, [between 1909 and 1912].
Format  1 online resource : colour
Series  NZMS 16.
Subject  Cadastral maps.
          Digital maps.
          Land subdivision New Zealand Nelson Maps.
          Real property New Zealand Nelson Maps.
Links  https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA11278297550002836

Title  Plan of the Borough of Gore, Southland, N.Z. / drawn by W. Deverell, October 1902.
Creator  New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey.
Publishing Details  Wellington, N.Z. : Department of Lands and Survey, [1903]
Format  1 online resource
Series  NZMS 16.
Subject  Cadastral maps.
          Digital maps.
          Gore (N.Z.) Maps.
          Land subdivision New Zealand Gore Maps.
          Real property New Zealand Gore Maps.
Links  https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21258148110002836
Title Radio navigation chart, Pacific islands.
Creator New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey.
Edition Edition 2
Publishing Details [Wellington] : Published by Lands and Survey Dept. for Civil Aviation Administration, Air Dept., 1961.
Format 1 online resource : colour
Contents Fiji Islands -- Rarotonga Island -- Western Samoa -- Aitutaki Island -- Tahiti Island -- Bora Bora Island.
Series NZMS 11.
Subject Aeronautical charts.
Digital maps.
Oceania Maps.

Title Radio navigation chart, Wellington area.
Creator New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey.
Edition Edition 2
Publishing Details [Wellington] : Published by Lands and Survey Dept. for Civil Aviation Administration, Air Dept., 1961.
Format 1 online resource : colour
Series NZMS 11.
Subject Aeronautical charts.
Digital maps.
North Island (N.Z.) Maps.

Title Search and rescue areas : [South Pacific].
Creator New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey.
Edition Edition 6
Format 1 online resource : colour
Series NZMS 11.
Subject Digital maps.
Search and rescue operations South Pacific Ocean Maps.
South Pacific Ocean Maps.
Title: Aerodromes - New Zealand, North Island.
Edition: Edition 12
Format: 1 online resource : colour
Series: NZMS 11.
Subject: Airports New Zealand North Island Maps.
Digital maps.
North Island (N.Z.) Maps.

Title: Aerodromes - New Zealand, South Island.
Edition: Edition 11
Format: 1 online resource : colour
Series: NZMS 11.
Subject: Airports New Zealand South Island Maps.
Digital maps.
South Island (N.Z.) Maps.

Creator: Great Britain. Hydrographic Office.
Publishing Details: London : Published at the Admiralty, 1942.
Publishing Source: 2178 Hydrographic Office
Format: 5 maps on one sheet ; 77 x 66 cm, on sheet 87 x 72 cm
Subject: Canterbury (N.Z.) Maps.
  Harbors New Zealand Canterbury Maps.
  Harbors New Zealand Marlborough District Maps.
  Marlborough District (N.Z.) Maps.
  Nautical charts.
  Topographic maps.

Creator Great Britain. Hydrographic Office.

Publishing Details London : Published at the Admiralty, 1962.

Publishing Source 1896 Hydrographic Office

Format 1 map ; 66 x 109 cm, on sheet 72 x 112 cm

Subject Harbors New Zealand Hauraki Gulf/Tikapa Moana Maps.
  Hauraki Gulf/Tikapa Moana (N.Z.) Maps.
  Nautical charts.
  Topographic maps.

Title Approaches to Onehunga / surveyed by Lieutenant Commander W.J. Doole, R.N.Z.N. H.M.N.Z.S "Takapu" & Tarapunga" 1961 ; topography mainly from Department of Lands and Survey data.

Creator New Zealand. Hydrographic Branch.


Publishing Details Wellington : Published at the Hydrographic Branch, Navy Department, 1981.

Publishing Source NZ 4315 Hydrographic Branch

Format 1 map : colour ; 67 x 99 cm, on sheet 73 x 110 cm

Contents Inset: Onehunga wharf. Scale 1:2,000.

Subject Harbors New Zealand Auckland Maps.
  Nautical charts.
  Topographic maps.

Title Approaches to Onehunga : surveyed by Lieutenant Commander W.J. Doole, R.N.Z.N., H.M.N.Z.S. "Takapu" & "Tarapunga" 1961", topography mainly from Department of Lands and Survey data.

Creator New Zealand. Hydrographic Branch.


Publishing Details Wellington : Published at the Hydrographic Branch, Navy Department, 1998.

Publishing Source NZ 4315 Hydrographic Branch

Format 1 map : colour ; 67 x 99 cm, on sheet 73 x 110 cm

Contents Inset: Onehunga wharf. Scale 1:2,500.

Subject Harbors New Zealand Auckland Maps.
  Nautical charts.
  Topographic maps.
Title  Cape Palliser to Kaikoura / surveyed by J.M. Sharpey-Schafer, R.N., H.M.N.Z.S. "Lachlan" 1951 ; typography mainly from Lands and Survey Dept. data.
Creator  New Zealand. Hydrographic Branch.
Publishing Details  Wellington : Published at the Hydrographic Branch, Dept. of the Navy, 1956.
Publishing Source  NZ 9 Hydrographic Branch
Format  1 map : colour ; 66 x 97 cm, on sheet 70 x 103 cm
Subject  Kaikoura District (N.Z.) Maps.
          Marlborough District (N.Z.) Maps.
          Nautical charts.
          Quadrangle maps.
          South Pacific Ocean Maps.
          Topographic maps.

Creator  New Zealand. Hydrographic Branch.
Publishing Details  Wellington : Published at the Hydrographic Branch, 1954.
Publishing Source  NZ 23 Hydrographic Branch New Zealand
Format  1 map : colour ; 98 x 66 cm, on sheet 103 x 70 cm
Subject  Cook Strait (N.Z.) Maps.
          Marlborough Sounds (N.Z.) Maps.
          Nautical charts.
          Topographic maps.

Title  Danger and restricted areas. North Island, New Zealand.
Creator  New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey.
Edition  Edition 9
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : Published by Lands and Survey Dept., for Civil Aviation Administration, Air Dept., 1962.
Format  1 online resource : colour
Series  NZMS 11.
Subject  Aeronautical charts.
          Digital maps.
          North Island (N.Z.) Maps.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Danger and restricted areas. North Island, New Zealand.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edition</td>
<td>Edition 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[Wellington] : Published by Lands and Survey Dept., for Civil Aviation Administration, Air Dept., 1961.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource : colour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Series</td>
<td>NZMS 11.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Danger and restricted areas. North Island, New Zealand, Auckland area.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edition</td>
<td>Edition 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[Wellington] : Published by Lands and Survey Dept., for Civil Aviation Administration, Air Dept., 1962.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource : colour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Series</td>
<td>NZMS 11.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Danger and restricted areas. North Island, New Zealand, Auckland area.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edition</td>
<td>Edition 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[Wellington] : Published by Lands and Survey Dept., for Civil Aviation Administration, Air Dept., 1961.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource : colour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Series</td>
<td>NZMS 11.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Title  Kaponga village settlement / surveyed by E.S. Brookes.
Creator  Brookes, E. S., 1840?-1904.
Format  1 map : col.
Subject  Cadastral maps.
         Digital maps.
         Taranaki (N.Z.) Maps.
Links  https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA11278282350002836

Title  Low flying areas, glider flying areas and parachute dropping zones. [Central New Zealand].
Creator  New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey.
Edition  Edition 4
Format  1 online resource : colour
Series  NZMS 11.
Subject  Aeronautical charts.
         Digital maps.
         New Zealand Maps.

Title  Low flying areas, glider flying areas and parachute dropping zones. [Central New Zealand].
Creator  New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey.
Edition  Edition 3
Format  1 online resource : colour
Series  NZMS 11.
Subject  Aeronautical charts.
         Digital maps.
         New Zealand Maps.
Title  Map of village settlement and suburban lots, town of South Rakaia / T.M. Hardy
Johnston, surveyor, March 1879.
Creator  New Zealand. General Survey Office.
Format  1 map
Subject  Cadastral maps.
Digital maps.
Land subdivision New Zealand Rakaia Maps.
Rakaia (N.Z.) Maps.
Real property New Zealand Rakaia Maps.
Links  https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21258056270002836

Title  Military low level routes (jet). [Central New Zealand].
Creator  New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey.
Edition  Edition 5
Format  1 online resource : colour
Series  NZMS 11.
Subject  Aeronautical charts.
Digital maps.
New Zealand Maps.

Title  Military low level routes (jet). [Lower South Island, New Zealand].
Creator  New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey.
Edition  Edition 4
Format  1 online resource : colour
Series  NZMS 11.
Subject  Aeronautical charts.
Digital maps.
South Island (N.Z.) Maps.
Title  Military low level routes (jet). [Upper North Island, New Zealand].
Creator  New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey.
Edition  Edition 5
Format  1 online resource : colour
Series  NZMS 11.
Subject  Aeronautical charts.
Digital maps.
North Island (N.Z.) Maps.

Title  Military low level routes (jet), low flying areas and glider flying areas. [Central New Zealand].
Creator  New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey.
Edition  Edition 3
Format  1 online resource : colour
Series  NZMS 11.
Subject  Aeronautical charts.
Digital maps.
New Zealand Maps.

Title  Military low level routes (jet), low flying areas and glider flying areas. [Central New Zealand].
Creator  New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey.
Edition  Edition 2
Format  1 online resource : colour
Series  NZMS 11.
Subject  Aeronautical charts.
Digital maps.
New Zealand Maps.
Title Mountainous terrain. South Island, New Zealand.
Creator New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey.
Edition Edition 2 IFR edition only
Format 1 online resource : colour
Series NZMS 11.
Subject Aeronautical charts.
Digital maps.
Mountains New Zealand South Island Maps.
South Island (N.Z.) Maps.

Title Nelson Anchorages / surveyed by Captn. J.L. Stokes, R.N. 1850 with corrections from a survey by Captain R. Johnson, 1882 and from surveys by the Nelson Harbour Board to 1935.
Creator Great Britain. Hydrographic Office.
Publishing Source 2185 Hydrographic Office
Format 1 map ; 63 x 49 cm, on sheet 70 x 52 cm
Subject Nautical charts.
Topographic maps.

Title New Zealand Meteorological Service forecasting chart for Australasia / drawn by the Dept. of Lands & Survey, N.Z..
Creator New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey
Edition 2nd edition
Format 1 online resource
Series Met; 744. NZMS 98 ; 70.
Subject Australasia Maps.
Digital maps
Meteorological charts
Links https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA11278468750002836
Title  North Island New Zealand & 4 city & town centre maps.
Creator  Kiwimaps Ltd.
Publishing Details  Christchurch : Kiwimaps, [2018]
Publishing Source  Product 21 Kiwimaps
Format  5 maps on 1 sheet : colour ; 61 x 42 cm or smaller, on 61 x 42 cm, folded to 21 x 11 cm
Contents  North Island -- Auckland -- Rotorua -- Hamilton -- Wellington
Series  Minimap series
Subject  Cities and towns New Zealand North Island Maps.
         North Island (N.Z.) Maps.
         Road maps.

Title  North Pacific Ocean : magnetic variation 1975 and annual rates of change.
Creator  Great Britain. Hydrographic Office.
Publishing Source  5377 Hydrographic Office
Format  1 map : colour ; 66 x 100 cm, on sheet 72 x 104 cm
Subject  Geomagnetism North Pacific Ocean Maps.
         Magnetic declination North Pacific Ocean Maps.
         Nautical charts.
         North Pacific Ocean Maps.
         Quadrangle maps.
         Topographic maps.

Title  N.Z. trig map series. Sheet N105, Gisborne and Hawkes Bay land districts.
Creator  New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey.
Edition  2nd edition
Publishing Details  Wellington, New Zealand : Issued by the Department of Lands & Survey under the authority of the Surveyor-General, 1969.
Format  1 online resource
Series  NZMS 130 ; sheet N105.
Subject  Digital maps.
         Triangulation stations New Zealand Wairoa District Maps.
Title  Pacific Ocean (in four sheets). North West sheet : comprised between the parallels of 37° North and 37° South and the meridians of 120° East and 120° West / compiled from the latest information in the Hydrographic Department, 1957, with additions and corrections to 1975.
Creator  Great Britain. Hydrographic Office.
Publishing Details  London : Published at the Admiralty, 1980.
Publishing Source  781 Hydrographic Office
Format  1 map : colour ; 65 x 98 cm, on sheet 72 x 104 cm
Subject  Nautical charts.
          Pacific Ocean Maps.
          Quadrangle maps.
          Topographic maps.

Title  Pacific Ocean (in four sheets). South East sheet : comprised between the parallels of 37° North and 37° South and extending from the Philippine and Celebes Is., New Guinea and Australia, to San Francisco and Easter Island / compiled from the most recent surveys in the Hydrographic Office, 1875 ; drawn by R.C. Carrington, Hydrographic Office ; engraved by Davies & Company.
Creator  Great Britain. Hydrographic Office.
Publishing Details  London : Published at the Admiralty, 1913.
Publishing Source  783 Hydrographic Office
Format  1 map : colour ; 65 x 98 cm, on sheet 69 x 104 cm
Subject  Nautical charts.
          Pacific Ocean Maps.
          Quadrangle maps.
          Topographic maps.

Title  Pacific Ocean (in four sheets). South East sheet : comprised between the parallels of 37° North and 37° South and extending from the Philippine and Celebes Is., New Guinea and Australia, to San Francisco and Easter Island / compiled from the most recent surveys in the Hydrographic Office, 1875 ; drawn by R.C. Carrington, Hydrographic Office ; engraved by Davies & Company.
Creator  Great Britain. Hydrographic Office.
Publishing Details  London : Published at the Admiralty, 1924.
Publishing Source  783 Hydrographic Office
Format  1 map : colour ; 65 x 98 cm, on sheet 71 x 103 cm
Contents  Pitcairn Island, 1:25,000.
Subject  Nautical charts.
          Pacific Ocean Maps.
          Quadrangle maps.
          Topographic maps.
Title: Plan of subdivision of Port Chalmers Endowment, Dunback [cartographic material] / Dennison & Grant, Civil engineers, Oamaru.

Publishing Details: [Dunedin, N.Z. : Donald Reid & Co., 1879]

Format: 1 map ; 30 x 43 cm.

Contents: Inset: Key plan. 8 x 13 cm.

Subject: Dunedin (N.Z.) Maps.
- Land subdivision New Zealand Dunedin Maps.
- Land subdivision New Zealand Waitaki District Maps.
- Real property New Zealand Dunedin Maps.
- Real property New Zealand Waitaki District Maps.

Title: Plan of the town of Halcombe, Manchester Block, Manawatu District / drawn by H. McCardell.

Creator: McCardell, H. (Harry), 1858-1915.


Format: 1 map

Subject: Cadastral maps
- Digital maps.
- Land subdivision New Zealand Halcombe Maps.
- Real property New Zealand Halcombe Maps.

Links: https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA11277999320002836

Title: Plan of the town of Horndon / [surveyed by] Thomas Maben, Decr. 1878.


Format: 1 map

Subject: Cadastral maps.
- Darfield (N.Z.) Maps.
- Digital maps.
- Land subdivision New Zealand Darfield Maps.
- Real property New Zealand Darfield Maps.

Links: https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21257986140002836
Title  Plan of the town of Orari / G.S. Anderson, surveyor, April 1879.
Creator  New Zealand. General Survey Office.
Format  1 map
Subject  Cadastral maps.
          Digital maps.
          Land subdivision New Zealand Orari Maps.
          Land tenure New Zealand Orari Maps.
          Orari (N.Z.) Maps.
          Real property New Zealand Orari Maps.
Links  https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57l7d/NLNZ_ALMA21258165030002836

Title  Plan of the town of Seddonville / surveyed by J. Snodgrass, May 1893; drawn by J.M. Kemp 1893.
Creator  New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey.
Publishing Details  Wellington, N.Z.: Lands and Survey Department, 1893.
Format  1 online resource
Series  NZMS 16.
Subject  Cadastral maps.
          Digital maps.
          Land subdivision New Zealand Seddonville Maps.
          Real property New Zealand Seddonville Maps.
          Seddonville (N.Z.) Maps.
Links  https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57l7d/NLNZ_ALMA11278300330002836

Title  Plan of the township of North Invercargill / surveyed by Henry E. Moors; drawn by James Fraser.
Creator  New Zealand. General Survey Office.
Format  1 map
Subject  Cadastral maps
          Digital maps.
          Invercargill (N.Z.) Maps.
          Land subdivision New Zealand Invercargill Maps.
          Real property New Zealand Invercargill Maps.
Links  https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57l7d/NLNZ_ALMA21258082550002836
Title: Port Taranaki to Farewell Spit including Stephens Island.
Publishing Source: NZ 45 Hydrographic Office
Format: 1 map: colour; 100 x 67 cm, on sheet 110 x 73 cm
Subject: Nautical charts.
Taranaki (N.Z.) Maps.
Tasman Sea Maps.
Topographic maps.

Creator: Great Britain. Hydrographic Office.
Publishing Details: London: Published at the Admiralty, 1957.
Publishing Source: 1493 Hydrographic Office
Format: 1 map; 99 x 66 cm, on sheet 104 x 71 cm
Subject: Nautical charts.
Queen Charlotte Sound/Tōtaranui (N.Z.) Maps.
Topographic maps.

Title: Radio navigation chart, North Island.
Edition: Edition 3
Publishing Details: [Wellington]: Published by Lands and Survey Dept. for Civil Aviation Administration, Air Dept., 1962.
Format: 1 online resource: colour
Series: NZMS 11.
Subject: Aeronautical charts.
Digital maps.
North Island (N.Z.) Maps.
Title  Radio navigation chart, Wellington area.
Creator  New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey.
Edition  Edition 3
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : Published by Lands and Survey Dept. for Civil Aviation Administration, Air Dept., 1962.
Format  1 online resource : colour
Series  NZMS 11.
Subject  Aeronautical charts.
Digital maps.
North Island (N.Z.) Maps.

Creator  Great Britain. Hydrographic Office.
Publishing Details  London : Published at the Hydrographic Office of the Admiralty, 1940.
Publishing Source  2520 Hydrographic Office
Format  1 map ; 64 x 49 cm, on sheet 71 x 52 cm
Subject  Awanui River (N.Z.) Maps.
Topographic maps.

Title  Search and rescue areas : [South Pacific].
Creator  New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey.
Edition  Edition 9
Format  1 online resource : colour
Series  NZMS 11.
Subject  Digital maps.
Search and rescue operations South Pacific Ocean Maps.
South Pacific Ocean Maps.
Title  Trig plan of NZMS 1. Sheet N70, Gisborne land district.
Creator  New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey.
Edition  1st edition
Format  1 online resource
Series  NZMS 130 ; N70.
Subject  Digital maps.
   Opotiki District (N.Z.) Maps.
   Triangulation stations New Zealand Opotiki District Maps.
Links  https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21258623440002836

Title  Trig plan of NZMS 1. Sheet N91, South Auckland and Taranaki land districts.
Creator  New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey.
Edition  2nd edition
Format  1 online resource
Series  NZMS 130 ; N91.
Subject  Digital maps.
   Triangulation stations New Zealand Waitomo District Maps.
   Waitomo District (N.Z.) Maps.
Links  https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21258649230002836
Music – Sound recordings
Digital

**Title**  Awake as the sun / Anecdata.
**Creator**  Anecdata (Musician)
**Publishing Details**  [Auckland, New Zealand] : [Anecdata], [2020]
**Format**  1 online resource
**Links**  https://anecdata.bandcamp.com/track/awake-as-the-sun

**Title**  Bad humors / Laumé (fka MADEIRA).
**Creator**  Madeira (Musician)
**Publishing Details**  [Washington, D.C.] : [Carpark Records], [2016]
**Format**  1 online resource
**Subject**  Popular music New Zealand 2011-2020.
**Links**  http://store.carparkrecords.com/products/572323-cak116-madeira-bad-humors

**Title**  Brain Bagz / Blood Bags.
**Creator**  Brain Bagz (Musical group).
**Publishing Details**  [Lovettsville, Virginia] : Big Neck Records, [2020?]
**Format**  1 online resource
**Links**  https://brainbagzbigneck.bandcamp.com/
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Clear Path Ensemble remixes / by Clear Path Ensemble.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Clear Path Ensemble.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[Berlin?] : [Cosmic Compositions], [2020]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Links</td>
<td><a href="https://cosmic-compositions.bandcamp.com/album/clear-path-ensemble-remixes">https://cosmic-compositions.bandcamp.com/album/clear-path-ensemble-remixes</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Collected ambient tracks / by Team Cat Food.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Team Cat Food (Musical group).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[Auckland, New Zealand] : [Team Cat Food], [2020]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Links</td>
<td><a href="https://teamcatfood.bandcamp.com/album/collected-ambient-tracks">https://teamcatfood.bandcamp.com/album/collected-ambient-tracks</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Demos 1 / by Roy Irwin.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Irwin, Roy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[Auckland, New Zealand] : [Roy Irwin], [2020]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Links</td>
<td><a href="https://royirwin.bandcamp.com/album/demos-1">https://royirwin.bandcamp.com/album/demos-1</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Title A distant light / Montano.
Creator Montano (Musical group).
Publishing Details [London?] : [Flaming Pines?], [2020]
Format 1 online resource
Links https://flamingpines.bandcamp.com/album/a-distant-light

Title DOLO / choicevaughan.
Creator choicevaughan (Musician)
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [choicevaughan], [2020]
Format 1 online resource
Links https://choicevaughan.bandcamp.com/album/dolo

Title Equinox / by The Empty's Response.
Creator Empty's Response (Musician).
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [The Empty's Response], [2020]
Format 1 online resource
Links https://dysthymia.bandcamp.com/album/equinox
Title: Future piano : music for short film / Mike Beever.

Creator: Beever, Mike, 1969-

Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Crash Productions], [2014]

Format: 1 online resource


Title: The garden of synthetic sentiments / by French Concession.

Creator: French Concession (Musician).

Publishing Details: [Sydney, Australia] : [French Concession], [2020]

Format: 1 online resource


Links: https://frenchconcession.bandcamp.com/album/the-garden-of-synthetic-sentiments

Title: Glory glory (Hallelujah) remix / by Head Like A Hole.

Creator: Head Like a Hole (Musical group)

Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Head Like A Hole] : [2020]

Format: 1 online resource

Links: https://headlikeahole.bandcamp.com/track/glory-glory-hallelujah-remix
Title  The glow / by Ruddaring & Un Ciego.
Creator  Ruddaring (Musician)
Publishing Details  [California] : [Big Brass Bed], [2020]
Format  1 online resource
Contents  Machine-generated: 1. Prologue : only soft throat -- 2. The glow : nothing beats pelting rain / we rest in garbagehills / listen ( ) this morning / we shift (together / vituperous haunt / we disappear into the woods / but you were different from before, spectral, as though drawn with chalk against the dark, and you fell -- 3. The glow : as long as we cling I know / medianoche / this place is for chloroplasts / it's a victory for the heart everytime / sleep is a double ritual -- 4. Epilogue : coyote hole communiqué.
Links  https://bigbrassbed.bandcamp.com/album/the-glow
https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/primo-explore/fulldisplay?docid=NLNZ_ALMA113
54596140002836&context=L&vid=NLNZ&search_scope=NLNZ&tab=catalogue&lang=en_US

Title  If they come for me in the morning : b/w Lemonade / by Gabriel Teodros & SoulChef.
Creator  Teodros, Gabriel, 1981-
Publishing Details  [Seattle, Washington] : [Gabriel Teodros & SoulChef], [2020]
Format  1 online resource
Contents  Machine-generated: 1. If They Come For Me In The Morning... (feat. Aisha Fukushima) -- 2. Lemonade (feat. Aisha Fukushima).
Links  https://gtandthechef.bandcamp.com/album/if-they-come-for-me-in-the-morning-b-w-lemonade
https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/primo-explore/fulldisplay?docid=NLNZ_ALMA113
54997400002836&context=L&vid=NLNZ&search_scope=NLNZ&tab=catalogue&lang=en_US

Title  If you were a tree / Anna van Riel, Arthur Baysting.
Creator  Van Riel, Anna.
Publishing Details  [Auckland, New Zealand] : [Anna van Riel], [2019]
Format  1 online resource
Links  https://annavanriel.bandcamp.com/track/if-you-were-a-tree
https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/primo-explore/fulldisplay?docid=NLNZ_ALMA113
54188710002836&context=L&vid=NLNZ&search_scope=NLNZ&tab=catalogue&lang=en_US
Title Into your arms : (Lemonheads) / by Lisa Crawley.
Creator St. Clare, Robyn.
Publishing Details [Auckland, New Zealand] : [Lisa Crawley], [2020]
Format 1 online resource
Links https://lisacrawley.bandcamp.com/track/into-your-arms-lemonheads

Title Klavierwerke 3 / Mike Beever.
Creator Beever, Mike, 1969-
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Crash Productions], [2013]
Format 1 online resource
Links http://crash.bandcamp.com/album/klavierwerke-3

Title Lazervision / by AD90.
Creator AD90 (Musician).
Publishing Details [Oslo, Norway] : [Adi Dick], [2020]
Format 1 online resource
Links https://adidick.bandcamp.com/album/lazervision

Title Letter to a friend / Mike Beever.
Creator Beever, Mike, 1969-
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Crash Productions], [2014]
Format 1 online resource
Links http://crash.bandcamp.com/album/letter-to-a-friend
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>The light within / Pitch Black.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Pitch Black (Musical group : N.Z.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[London] : [Dubmission], [2020]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>Remixes from the album &quot;Third Light&quot; by Pitch Black by a range of musicians from around the world.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Links</td>
<td><a href="https://dubmission.bandcamp.com/album/the-light-within">https://dubmission.bandcamp.com/album/the-light-within</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Live at Rhythm and Vines, 2019 / by Eno x Dirty.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Eno x Dirty (Musical group).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[New Zealand] : [Eno x Dirty], [2020]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Live from Pigpen / Wavepig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Wavepig (Musical group).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[New Zealand] : [Wavepig], [2014]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Links</td>
<td><a href="https://wavepig.bandcamp.com/album/live-from-the-pigpen">https://wavepig.bandcamp.com/album/live-from-the-pigpen</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Title: He manu anō.
Creator: Aro (Musical group).
Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Aro], [2020].
Format: 1 online resource
Links: https://aromusicao.bandcamp.com/album/he-manu-an

Title: Meridian / Subset.
Creator: Subset (Musician).
Format: 1 online resource
Links: https://thedubfactory.bandcamp.com/album/meridian

Title: Music for dance II / Eden Mulholland.
Creator: Mulholland, Eden.
Format: 1 online resource
Language: Performed in English and Latin.
Summary: 18 excerpts from contemporary dance theatre works from 2017-2020.
Links: https://edenmulholland.bandcamp.com/album/music-for-dance-ii
Title  Music is happiness / by Julie Mojo.
Creator  Julie Mojo (Musical group).
Publishing Details  [Melbourne, Vic.] : [Julie Mojo], [2020]
Format  1 online resource
Contents  Machine-generated: Crouching Dragons and Mountains -- Pyramids Are Rising -- The Sky is Blue -- Jennifer -- The Ice Cream Song -- Like a Ghost -- Do Re Mi -- Lightning On My Feet -- DJ Robot -- DJ Fairies.
Links  https://juliemojo.bandcamp.com/album/music-is-happiness

Title  Now what / Dharmarat.
Creator  Dharmarat, 1994-
Publishing Details  [Auckland? New Zealand] : [Dharmarat], [2019]
Format  1 online resource
Links  https://dharmarat.bandcamp.com/album/now-what

Title  ...or that the hummingbird is so seldom seen / by Churlington.
Creator  Churlington (Musical group).
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Churlington], [2020]
Format  1 online resource
Contents  Machine-generated: 1. The Tigers Have Found Me and I Do Not Care -- 2. We've forgotten much...how to struggle...the rainbow is bleached -- 3. There Is Enough Treachery, Hatred, Violence, Absurdity in the Average Human Being to Supply Any given Army on Any given Day -- 4. From the popular culture to the propaganda system, there is constant pressure to make people feel that they are helpless -- 5. This Is Genius.
Links  https://churlington.bandcamp.com/album/or-that-the-hummingbird-is-so-seldom-seen
Title Pangolin / International Observer.
Creator International Observer (Musician)
Publishing Details [London] : [Dubmission Records], [2020]
Format 1 online resource
Links https://dubmission.bandcamp.com/album/pangolin

Title Psych slasher : 4-track demo / by Joe Sampson.
Creator Sampson, Joe (Musician).
Publishing Details [Christchurch, New Zealand] : [Salad Boys], [2020]
Format 1 online resource
Links https://saladboys.bandcamp.com/track/psych-slasher-4-track-demo

Title Quarintinoise / Isn'tses.
Creator Isn'tses (Musical group)
Publishing Details [London, UK] : [Isn'tses], [2020]
Format 1 online resource
Links https://isntses.bandcamp.com/album/quarantinoise

Title Roasted days / Wavepig.
Creator Wavepig (Musical group).
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Wavepig], [2016]
Format 1 online resource
Links https://wavepig.bandcamp.com/album/roasted-days
Title  Sax serpentine remix / by Crude.
Creator  Crude (Musician)
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Crude], [2013]
Format  1 online resource
Links  https://crude.bandcamp.com/album/sax-serpentine-remix

Title  The seasons of man / Mike Beever.
Creator  Beever, Mike, 1969-
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Crash Productions?], [2013]
Format  1 online resource
Links  https://crash.bandcamp.com/album/the-seasons-of-man-ep

Title  Sixteen sunrises / Misled Convoy.
Creator  Misled Convoy (Musician)
Publishing Details  [London] : [Dubmission], [2020]
Format  1 online resource
Links  https://dubmission.bandcamp.com/album/sixteen-sunrises
Title  Stamps.
Creator  Valentine, Fletcher.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Fletcher Valentine], [2020]
Format  1 online resource
Links  https://fletchervalentine.bandcamp.com/album/stamps

Title  Star-off machine / by Anecdata.
Creator  Anecdata (Musician)
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Anecdata], [2020]
Format  1 online resource
Links  https://anecdata.bandcamp.com/track/star-off-machine

Title  That's messy / Wavepig.
Creator  Wavepig (Musical group).
Format  1 online resource
Links  https://wavepig.bandcamp.com/album/thats-messy

Title  Tooms.
Creator  Tooms (Musical group).
Format  1 online resource
Links  https://eugenetooms.bandcamp.com/album/tooms
Title Waste free Wanda : workin' on a waste free world.
Creator Van Riel, Anna.
Publishing Details [Auckland, New Zealand] : [Anna van Riel], [2020]
Format 1 online resource
Summary "Waste Free Wanda is an interactive rock opera for children. Inspired by music of the 1980's, the show has a focus on empowering listeners by offering simple solutions on how we can reduce our single use waste on the planet"--Bandcamp site.

Title The witch trials / Threat Meet Protocol.
Creator Threat.Meet.Protocol (Musical group)
Format 1 online resource
Links https://threatmeetprotocol.bandcamp.com/album/the-witch-trials

Title Without you / Truth.
Creator Truth (Musical group : N.Z.)
Publishing Details [Los Angeles, Calif.] : [Deep, Dark & Dangerous], [2020]
Format 1 online resource
Links https://deepdarkdangerous.bandcamp.com/album/without-you-ddd066
Title  Woodsheddin' / Chris Thompson.

Publishing Details  [Hamilton, New Zealand] : [Pinenut Records], [2020]

Format  1 online resource


Language  Performed in English and French.

Links  https://pinenutrecords.bandcamp.com/album/woodsheddin
Music – Sound recordings

Physical

**Title** 1000 lions / Reuben Stone.
**Creator** Stone, Reuben (Musician).
**Publishing Details** Christchurch : Pedestrian Records, [2011]
**Format** 1 CD : digital ; 12 cm
**Contents** 1000 Lions (drive mix) -- 1000 Lions (visual mix).

**Title** 2 Foot Flame.
**Creator** 2 Foot Flame (Musical group)
**Publishing Details** Broadway, NYC : Matador Records, [1995]
**Format** 1 CD : digital ; 12 cm
**Contents** Lindauer -- To the sea -- Already waiting -- Mr. H. -- Reinvention -- Compass -- The arbitrator -- Cordoned off -- Chisell.
**Subject** Rock music 1991-2000.

**Title** Adults only! : bawdy party songs. Volume One.
**Publishing Details** Christchurch [New Zealand] : Lucky, [1984]
Harbord, N.S.W. : Trans Tasman Productions
**Format** 1 audio cassette : analog ; 10 x 7 cm, 4 mm tape
**Contents** Side 1: Boy meets girl -- Woodpecker's hole -- Roll me over -- Freckles -- Whoredean School -- The more vulgar minded -- Side 2: O'Reilly's daughter -- Little red hen -- Bang Bang Lu Lu -- Bullshit -- Dicki Di DO -- Bastard King of England.

**Title** Adults only! : bawdy party songs. Volume Two.
**Publishing Details** Christchurch [New Zealand] : Lucky, [1984]
Harbord, N.S.W. : Trans Tasman Productions
**Format** 1 audio cassette : analog ; 10 x 7 cm, 4 mm tape
**Contents** Side 1: Lymerics -- Maggie Mae -- If I were the marrying king -- Four letter words -- Will you marry me? -- Was it you who did the pushing? -- Side 2: The traveller -- Virgin sturgeon -- Keyhole in the door -- The gay cavalero -- Piss off parking inspector -- Tug, tug, tug.
Title At the tartan ball / the Joe Gordon Folk Four.
Format 1 audio disc : analog, 45 rpm ; 18 cm
Contents Side One: The tartan ball -- Grannie's heilan' hame --- Side Two: Ball at Kerriemuir -- Ho re ho ro.
Subject Folk songs, Scots.

Title Beyond the Valley of the Ugly Boys / Manthyng.
Creator Manthyng (Musical group).
Publishing Details [New Zealand?] : [Manthyng], [2014]
Format 1 CD : digital ; 12 cm
Contents Night time -- Tallulah -- You'll feel it too -- Sharon O'Neill -- Slow motion -- Repeat -- Wanted more -- Daddy got male -- Solomon says -- Dirty old tongue -- Noni -- It's party time.

Title Blue groove / Roy Phillips.
Creator Phillips, Roy (Musician)
Publishing Details [Christchurch, New Zealand] : [Robyn Promotions], [2014]
Format 1 CD : digital ; 12 cm
Contents Blue groove -- Nothing's gonna change -- Walking with Jesus -- Sunset mornings -- Perfect -- Key preacher -- Questions -- Just a thought ago -- Soul-less places -- First light.

Title Blue Note re:imagined 2020.
Format 2 CDs : digital ; 12 cm
Title  Blue Note re:imagined 2020.
Format  2 audio discs : analog ; 12 in.

Title  Bootleg / Shihad.
Creator  Shihad (Musical group)
Format  1 CD : digital ; 12 cm
Contents  Big Day Out Live: The General Electric (Gold Coast - 23.01.00) -- Thin White Line (Adelaide - 04.02.00) -- You Again (Sydney - 26.01.00) -- My Mind's Sedate (Melbourne - 30.01.00) -- Pacifier (Gold Coast - 23.01.00) -- Home Again (Auckland - 21.01.00). Music videos: The General Electric -- My Mind's Sedate -- Pacifier -- Wait and see.
Subject  Live sound recordings.
Music videos.
Rock music New Zealand.

Title  Connected.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : Native Forest Action [1997?]
Format  1 CD : digital ; 12 cm
Title Dance suite ; Divertimento / Richard Strauss ; [performed by ] New Zealand Symphony Orchestra ; [conductor] Jun Märkl.
Creator Strauss, Richard, 1864-1949
Publishing Details Germany : Naxos
[Germany?] : Naxos, [2020]
Format 1 CD (66 min.) : digital ; 12 cm
Contents Tanzsuite nach Klavierstücken von François Couperin, TrV 245 (1923) (27:54) -- Divertimento aus Klavierstücken von François Couperin für kleines Orchester, op. 86 (1940-41) (36:25).

Title Delta / Shapeshifter.
Creator Shapeshifter (Musical group)
Publishing Details [Christchurch] : [Truetone Recordings], [2013]
Format 1 USB flash drive : digital ; 6 x 3 x 2 cm, container 10 x 7 x 3 cm
Contents Monarch -- Gravity -- Taste of memory -- Giving up the ghost -- In colour -- Diamond trade -- Arcadia -- Stadia -- Shadow boxer -- Little flame -- Endless -- 141.

Title Down in splendour [sound recording] / Straitjacket Fits.
Creator Straitjacket Fits (Musical group).
Format 1 sound disc : digital ; 4 3/4 in. + 1 videocassette (3 min., 56 sec.)
Contents CD: Down in splendour (Album mix) -- Missing presumed drowned (George Martin knew my father mix) -- Bad note for a heart (Single mix) -- Cave in (Non album track). Videocassette: Down in splendour.

Title Dreamweavers / Mark de Clive-Lowe, Andrea Lomabardini, Tommaso Cappellato.
Creator De Clive-Lowe, Mark, 1974-
Format 1 audio disc : analog, 45 rpm ; 7 in.
Contents Side A: Masina -- Side B: Mizugaki.
Title  Dusk / This Pale Fire.
Creator  This Pale Fire (Musician)
Publishing Details  [Auckland] : [This Pale Fire], [2014]
Format  1 CD : digital ; 12 cm

Title  Every garden grows one / Brother Love and his far out space nuts.
Creator  Brother Love (Alternative rock musician)
Format  1 CD : digital ; 12 cm
Contents  Opium -- Lately (II) -- I am she said -- Goodnight.

Title  Filthy Reel.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Filthy Reel?], [2010?]
Format  1 CD : digital ; 12 cm
Contents  Molly Malone ; Raggle taggle gypsy (trad.) -- Whiskey in the jar (trad.) -- Pat Horgan's #1 ; Pat Horgan's #2 ; £40 float (trad.) -- Dominion Road / The Muttonbirds ; Dirty old town / Ewan MacCol (The Pogues).

Title  Fvey / Shihad.
Creator  Shihad (Musical group)
Format  1 CD : digital, stereo : 12 cm + 1 pamphlet.
Title  Heatseeker ; Space harp ; Swamp funk thing / Brendan Power.
Creator  Power, Brendan.
ISBN  $10.95
Publishing Details  Auckland, New Zealand : Rimu Records, [1993]
Australia : Festival Records
Format  1 CD (approximately 13 min.) : digital, stereo. ; 12 cm
Subject  Harmonica music.

Title  I love Paris : from "Can Can" ; A woman in love : from "Guys and Dolls" / The
Stardusters.
Publishing Details  Distributed by Columbus Radio Centre
[Wellington] : Tanza, [1956]
Format  1 audio disc : analog, 78 rpm, mono ; 10 in.
Subject  Popular music 1951-1960.

Title  I wish I wuz ; I might fall back on you / Mavis Rivers and Peter Gwynne with The Astor
Trio.
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : Tanza, [1951]
Format  1 audio disc : analog, 78 rpm, mono ; 10 in.
Contents  I wish I wuz / Kuller and Murray -- I might fall back on you / Kern and Hammerstein II.

Title  Introducing Jupiter Sulphur Mine.
Creator  Jupiter Sulphur Mine (Musical group).
Publishing Details  [Auckland, N.Z.] : [Jupiter Sulphur Mine], [2016]
Format  1 CD : digital ; 12 cm + 1 pamphlet
Contents  Captain Reevo -- Saudade -- What it is -- Crucified green tea bag -- Twittery frittery.
Title It's a marshmallow world ; Hold me / Aileen Keyes, Dell Harris with the Syncrotones.

Publishing Details [Auckland] : Zodiac, [1951?]

Format 1 audio disc : analog, 78 rpm, mono ; 10 in.

Contents It's a marshmallow world / Little, Oppenheim & Schuster -- Hold me / Peter de Rose, Carl Sigman.

Title It's not real ; Neutron star MMX.


Format 1 CD : digital ; 12 cm

Contents Machine-generated contents note: -- 01 It's Not Real / Haszari -- 02 It's not real (nsu Are Those Real remix) / Haszari -- 03 It's Not Real (Aural Trash Pass The Dutchie remix) / Haszari -- 04 It's Not Real (Snake Charmer Dark Matter remix) / Haszari -- 05 Neutron Star MMX / NSU -- 06 Neutron Star MMX (Haszari SSE remix) / NSU -- 07 Neutron Star MMX (Greg Churchill Last Gas Station Before Pluto remix) / NSU -- 08 Neutron Star MMX (Snake Charmer Hyperdrive remix) / NSU.

Subject Electronic dance music New Zealand.
Remixes New Zealand.

Title Juggernaut : (we are just skeletons wrapped in electronic meat) / The Drab Doo-Riffs.

Creator Drab Doo Riffs (Musical group)

Publishing Details [Auckland, New Zealand] : [Drab Doo Riffs] : [2011]

Format 1 CD : digital ; 12 cm

Title Last night you saw this band / Minuit

Creator Minuit (Musical group).

Publishing Details [New Zealand] : Minuit Productions, [2012]

Format 1 CD : digital ; 12 cm


Subject Alternative rock music New Zealand.
Synthpop (Music) New Zealand.
Title: Leeches.
Creator: Leeches (Musical group).

Format: 1 CD : digital, stereo ; 12 cm
Contents: Damnation -- Paybacks a bitch -- Never forget -- Already dead -- Love the bands, hate the fans.

Title: Lucero.
Creator: Lucero (Musician).

Format: 1 CD : digital ; 12 cm
Contents: Top weight -- Mean theme -- Mystery theme -- Beautiful people / Fats Thompson ; Lucero remix -- Aotearoa / Minuit ; Lucero remix -- Excess -- Esophagus -- Circles : live glitch return -- J bird beats -- Firefly -- Interluder -- Under the stars -- Sugar daddy (on a minimum wage) -- What might have been.

Title: Many times ; Scrap of paper / Mary Feeney with the Astor Trio.

Publishing Details: [Wellington] : Tanza, [1953]
Format: 1 audio disc : analog, 78 rpm, mono ; 10 in.

Title: Masks.
Creator: Masks (Musical group).

Publishing Details: [United Kingdom] : Buzzowl Records, [2020]
Format: 1 audio disc : analog ; 7 in.
Contents: Side A: Our weekend starts tomorrow -- Side B: Broken glass.

Title: A means to an end EP.
Creator: Karrados (Musical group).

Publishing Details: [Auckland] : The Karrados, [2010]
Format: 1 CD : digital ; 12 cm
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Motivation / Tyree.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Tyree (Rapper).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 CD : digital ; 12 cm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Mud / Bill Morris.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Morris, Bill (Musician).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[New Zealand] : Bill Morris, [2012]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 CD : digital ; 12 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contents</td>
<td>Last year's starlings -- Mud -- Coronation Day China -- Monsoon bride -- Road to Colombo -- One more -- Dreadlock Moses -- Volcano -- Shenandoah.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Alternative rock music New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Folk-rock music New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Nature's worst : songs about New Zealand.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[Tauranga, New Zealand] : [Nature's Worst Record], [2010?]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 CD : digital ; 12 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contents</td>
<td>Government pet rockers / by Alien Pop Band -- Joe and Joans dream / by Discjockey Joe Bloggs -- Home brand / by C90 -- Down to earth / by Libra Accord -- Little dark, rainy island / by Voom V. Sidekicknick -- Smack my kids up / by the Postgraduates -- Bad cafe art / by Southern Mix Master -- Make a sound / by Black Science -- The Ballard of a family of Kiwis slaughtered by a feral cat in the Waitakere Ranges / by Coach -- Dangle the bat / by Wendyhouse -- Spoilt / by Mr. Sterile -- Snow / by the Missing Leech -- Splash some water in your hair / by Robo Distaste -- Paper bag lover / by Pony Club -- The tonguing of a broken tooth / by the Shrugs -- Psychotic Hillbilly life in NZ / by King Mountain -- Out on the piss again / by CJA.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Alternative rock music New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Country music New Zealand 2001-2010.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Folk-rock music New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
New release sampler #1.


1 CD : digital ; 12 cm

How far / Burd Early -- Blackdot / Burd Early -- Mind and mother / Burd Early -- World is leaving / Mikael H. -- My old mind / Mikael H. -- Missed / Mikael H. -- Ridin lo / The Feds -- Underground / Pilot -- Bullet holes / Mary -- The ice in yr head / Chris Knox -- We're so lost, we're in danger / Voom.

Now that's what I call music. 106.

[United States?] : Universal Music on Demand : Sony Music, [2020]

2 CDs : digital ; 12 cm

Title  Nowhere fast / Nine Signals.
Creator  MacIver, Tony (Musical artist).
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [Nine Signals], [2008]
Format  1 CD : digital ; 12 cm
Contents  Nowhere fast -- Simple thing -- Killer -- The same -- Erase -- Red brick house
Subject  Rock music New Zealand 2001-2010.

Title  The old tape.
Publishing Details  Auckland, New Zealand : Walking Monk Tapes, [1988?]
Format  1 audio cassette : analog, stereo ; 10 x 7 cm, 4 mm tape
Contents  Side one: Suburban reptiles to Paradox: 45 single / The Suburban reptiles -- Flak Rags and Tatters -- Can't explain / Crunchy something -- Waiting for you / Crunch something -- Fitland / 8 living legs -- Buried in the sand / The Merkins -- Iced tears / Freudian Slips -- Failsafe / This Sporting Life -- Shooter / This Sporting Life -- Inside track / The Stridulators -- Screen / Paradox -- Side B: Toylove to Skank attack: Yummy yummy yummy I've got love in my tummy ; Positively 4th street / Toy Love -- Jingle / Toy Love -- The rain / The Battling Strings -- Otis Mace sleeps early in avengeance / 500 Shrubs -- Authoritarian mother / Rome -- Jasna Gora / Rome -- Plans to escape -- K4 -- Children of the cold / Corners -- Demo / Green Dogs -- Esmerelda / IF -- Hermaphrodite / Skank Attack -- Limbs akimbo / Skank Attack.
Summary  Twenty three songs by eighteen disbanded bands from 1979 to 88, including the legendary sounds of the Sub Reps, Toy Love live, 8 Living Legs in London, IF in Amsterdam, Skank Attack in Wellington, 500 Shrubs in a bedroom, The Stridulators at the Windsor, Crunchy Something in a TV studio, Rome in Tauranga, Flak at university and the Battling Strings in the rain

Title  Orange coloured sky ; My heart cries for you / Henry Rudolph's Harmony Serenaders with soloist John Hoskins.
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : Tanza, [1951]
Format  1 audio disc : analog, 78 rpm, mono ; 10 in.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Creator</th>
<th>Publishing Details</th>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Contents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
Title  Show me where it hurts.
Creator  Show Me Where It Hurts (Musical group).
Publishing Details  [Auckland] : [Show Me Where It Hurts], [2014]
Format  1 CD : digital ; 12 cm

Title  Sing a song. Vol. 2 / Tessa Grigg with Brian Ringrose.
Publishing Details  Christchurch, New Zealand : Tessarose Productions, [1998?]
Publishing Source  Tessarose Productions, P.O. Box 4461, Christchurch, N.Z.
Format  1 audio cassette : analog ; 10 x 7 cm, 4 mm tape
Contents  Side 1: What do you think my name is -- Animal crackers in my soup -- Old McDonald -- Mary had a little lamb -- One little pig -- Gallop away -- Tadpole blues -- Hot potato -- Obwisana -- Waddley Archer -- Mr. Knickerbocker -- Autumn dance -- Little red car -- Paki paki -- Side 2: What colour are your eyes -- The sheepdog song -- This little pig jazz -- What's new pussy cat -- Dingle dangle scarecrow -- Humpty dumpty -- Rocket ship -- Brush your teeth -- Skippy -- Old King Cole -- Crash bang -- Little Bo Peep -- Kiwi Lullaby -- Pokarekare ana.
Language  Performed in English and Māori.
Summary  A collection of songs for preschool children.
Subject  Children's songs New Zealand Juvenile sound recordings.
Dewey  782.42083

Title  Sixteen tons ; Only you / The Stardusters.
Format  1 audio disc : analog, 78 rpm, mono ; 10 in.

Title  Tete ia ole sami = Let me hear you whisper / Bill Wolfgramme and his Islanders ; vocal by Bill-Daphne-Georgie-Ann. Tahi nei taru kiho = Māori love song / Bill Wolfgramme and his Islanders ; vocal by Daphne and Ann.
Format  1 audio disc : analog, 78 rpm, mono ; 10 in.
Contents  Tete ia ole sami = Let me hear you whisper / Tuiteleaphea-Livingstone-Evans -- Tahi nei taru kiho = Māori love song / [arranged by] Hemi Piripata.
Subject  Hopu reo.
Walata.
Title These Automatic Changers.
Creator These Automatic Changers.
Publishing Details [Auckland, New Zealand] : [These Automatic Changers], [2010]
Format 1 CD : digital ; 12 cm
Contents Good things (come from bad things) -- How many times -- Blackfly -- All that leaves me wanting.

Title Tooms.
Creator Tooms (Musical group).
Format 1 audio cassette : analog ; 10 x 7 cm, 4 mm tape
Contents Rats -- The Triffids -- Types Of Dicks -- Dryson's Creek -- Black Hands -- Lower Hutt -- Doom -- The One Called Duke.

Title Verdi/Puccini: arias / Kiri Te Kanawa.
Publishing Details [Australia?] : CBS Records Masterworks, [1983]
Format 1 audio cassette : analog, stereo ; 10 x 7 cm, 4 mm tape
Contents Side one. Kiri Te Kanawa sings Verdi arias. Tu che le vanità conoscesti (Don Carlo, Act V) -- Timor di me - D'amor sull'ali rosee (Il Travatore, Act IV) -- È strano - Ah, fors'è lui (La traviata, Act I) -- Side two. Kiri Te Kanawa sings Puccini arias. Se come voi (Le villi, Act I) -- Vissi d'arte (Tosca, Act II) -- Chi il bel sogno di Doretta (La rondine, Act I) -- Quando m'en vo'solelta (La Bohème, Act II) -- In quelle trine morbide (Manon Lescaut, Act II) -- O mio babbino caro (Gianni Schicchi) -- Un bel di vedremo (Madame Butterfly, Act II).

Title Watch over me / Hanne Jøstensen.
Creator Jøstensen, Hanne.
Publishing Details [Wellington, New Zealand] : [Hanne Jøstensen], [2013]
Format 1 CD : digital ; 12 cm
Contents Windowsill -- Within the reach of you -- One of a kind (live recording) -- Straight back -- Watch over me.
Title  Why don't you believe me ; The song from Moulin Rouge (Where is my heart) / Mary Feeney with the Lloyd Sly Quartet.

Publishing Details  Distributed by Columbus Radio Centre  
[Wellington] : Tanza, [1953]

Format 1 audio disc : analog, 78 rpm, mono ; 10 in.

Contents Why don't you believe me / Douglas-Laney-Rodde -- The song from Moulin Rouge : Where is my heart / Auric.


Title  You and the night and the music / The Judy Bailey Trio.

Creator  Judy Bailey Trio.

Publishing Details  [Bruchsal, Germany] : [BE! Records], [2020?]

Format 1 audio disc : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, stereo ; 12 in.


Creator Spain, Paul.

Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2017]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary "Celebrating over 1-million downloads of NZ Tech Podcast on this our 6th anniversary. Topics included Homeland Security vs Travellers, Australian Banks vs Apple, PayPal account risks, Logitech's 4K webcam, Intel Coffee Lake, near Invisible Malware. We also giveaway over $3000 in prizes this week if you sign up to Paul Spain's email newsletter at http://paulspain.com"--RSS feed.

Subject Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.

https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/56893937-56893937

Title $100m DHB IT Project could die, Russian Malware Killing IT, Financial Advise in an automated world - NZ Tech Podcast 404.

Creator Spain, Paul.

Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2018]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)


Subject Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.

https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/d7b43297-d7b43297
Title  $110B In Weapons Cant Be Wrong.
Creator Lund, Jeb.
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2017]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Jeb and Tim discuss whether or not President Trump understands how NATO works and the wider question of whether Trump is a true idiot or acting an idiot for the benefit of the voting base. Also, climate change gets a limp wrist, France gets a terrible hand shake, the Pope gets dissed and journalists get body slammed. Plus a brief look at the future of Europe in a post-America led world, the Saudi-American relationship, an extended chat about the climate of being a journalist in 2017 and beyond."--RSS feed.
Subject Podcasts.
World politics.
Links https://traffic.omny.fm/d/clips/6e2a797b-0cc4-4c0b-a44d-a51e0019bc3c/f5c796b6-19ca-41d0-8bf-68c00df11ad/e1d08999-5bad-41e7-bf03-a78300bd5249/audio.mp3?utm_source=Podcast&in_playlist=193caf0a-87f4-4441-934d-a68c00e44c3e&t=1496145931
https://omny.fm/shows/polidicks/1-10b-in-weapons-cant-be-wrong

Title  15 John Summers: The Scarecrow by Ronald Hugh Morrieson.
Creator Adam, Pip.
Publishing Details [Wellington] : [Pip Adam], [2015]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "The Scarecrow by Ronald Hugh Morrison is the subject of today's discussion about reading and writing with Pip Adam. We also talk about John Summers' collection of short non-fiction The Mermaid Boy published by Hue & Cry Press."--RSS feed.
Subject New Zealand literature.
Podcasts.
Summers, John, 1983- Interviews.
Links https://mcdn.podbean.com/mf/web/zw4578/Ep15JohnSummersScarecrow.mp3
"Kia ora Whanau. We would like to thank you for being with us for the first year of Dirt Church Radio. What follows is the live recording of our special at Hallertau Brewery. Eugene, Matt, and a barrel room full of enthusiastic trail runners reflect on the year that was, highlights, more highlights, and an enduring love of sharing interesting conversations with interesting runners. We speak to Andrew McDowall about backing up in the silver fern for the 24 world championships and moving his family to France for 3 months so that he can tackle UTMB. What follows after this is a betrayal of Shakespearean proportions, Matt and Shaun Collins (the problematic step father of trail running and Lactic Turkey head honcho) turn the mic onto Eugene Bingham in a DCR ambush. As you will hear, Eugene is reticent to a fault, and far more comfortable telling other people’s stories rather than his own, and at the risk of him editing this part out as he loads it (DON’T BRO!!!) Eugene has been running for as long as he can remember and spends his life telling important stories. Eugene currently works for as an investigations and special projects journalist for Stuff. His career in journalism has spanned over 25 years in which he has covered a number of roles including producer, editor, and writer. Eugene lives with his wife Suzanne, herself an incredibly talented journalist and broadcaster and our editor Kieran, (which sounds weird until you consider that Keiren is the couple’s son). Eugene has been running for most of his life and I couldn’t list the number of races that he has taken part of (not that he would tell you). I will tell you this though, his marathon PB is 2:43:46 which he set as part of the gold medal winning team at the national champs. And he still goes under 20 for a five km. We also talk to Dr Katie Wright about her pending Big’s Backyard trip, there are stories, a live Greatest Run Ever, prizes, games, and more. Enjoy!!!!!!!"--RSS feed.
"Rob Lawrence retires at the end of this month and recently turned 70. Last week I interviewed him about his life journey and that will come out later this week, but in this short episode he offers 20 life lessons from his last 50 years working in business. Rob's photography site: https://www.roblawrencephotographer.com/ Linked In profile: https://www.linkedin.com/in/rob-lawrence-a678375/ Email: birdman22@xtra.co.nz

1. The sooner you learn to let go of something the more opportunity is created for everyone.
2. Throwing rocks at Government is really a waste of time - and rocks. You always hit the wrong person and they bounce off anyway.
3. You can never please everybody all the time - but spend the time pleasing the most important, your family.
4. Use the Force whenever possible. It may not be anything that may be fantasy and not work, but it sure feels good saying it.
5. Turn the NOs into NOWs every chance you get.
6. There is never enough market validation on anything.
7. There is never enough money, but check your business plan first before you start complaining about availability of funding.
8. Read children's books. They explain everything more clearly than any consultant can.
9. Live to enjoy the people around you - your life is too short, and it is nice to leave a place better than you found it.
10. Look both ways when crossing the street - no matter which hemisphere you are in.
11. See value more than cost.
12. Collaboration is not as painful as you think and we need to do more of it. Both as business people and as a nation.
13. The more you have to hide your IP, the less you have to show.
14. Life is like a jigsaw, walking away is often the best way to see the solution more clearly.
15. Have fun, don't be too serious. Life is just too short. A corollary to that: always have interesting work. I've been lucky in my business to have interesting jobs.
16. Government needs to recognise more fully that there is value in digital development, not just R.
17. You can be productive anywhere.
18. Don't be afraid you don't know - it is better to have integrity and credibility than trying to appear to be smarter than you are.
19. Failure is always the best teacher, but don't fear it. You learn more from what doesn't work than what does, and you grow from it.
20. The world is bigger than you, having a faith helps - and it helps guide you through your journey. For more visit www.theseeds.nz" --RSS feed.
Title  The 200th Episode!  Highlights from 30 conversations ...

Creator  Moe, Steven, 1976-

Publishing Details [Rolleston] : Steven Moe, [2020]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary  "This episode is a celebration of reaching 200 episodes and 75,000 listens. In it we hear from 30 different people to give a taste of the wide variety of voices, stories and conversations we have had so far. Thank you so very much for your support of the show, it means a lot when you listen and share and tell others about it! Visit www.theseeds.nz for more details about the show and how to access it in podcast apps like Spotify and Apple Podcasts. I wanted to feature something from every episode but that would have been a 2 hour episode easily so this has short excerpts from 30 episodes to show the wide variety of voices so far, including:

Episode #1 - Michelle Sharp  Episode #78 - Sister Mary Scanlon  Episode #5 - Shanna Moe
Episode #18 - John Hammond  Episode #61 - Simon Mbonyinshuti  Episode #83 - Kerri Bonner
Episode #108 - Osman Ahmed  Episode #112 - Israel Cooper  Episode #99 - Isabel age 6
Episode #10 - Mark Ambundo  Episode #24 - Amy Marsden  Episode #102 - Ian Harvey
Episode #84 - Lisa Mead  Episode #114 - Hannah McKnight  Episode #117 - Bridget Williams
Episode #88 - Matthew Goldsworthy  Episode #32 - Erica Austin  Episode #19 - Mark Prain
Episode #8 - Daniel Flynn  Episode #191 - 'Anau Mesui Henry  Episode #30 - Camia Young
Episode #44 - Michael Mayell  Episode #45 - Samantha Jones  Episode #26 - Dorenda Britten
Episode #55 - Julia Rucklidge  Episode #79 - Kathleen Gallagher  Episode #89 - Peter Beck
Episode #174 - Michael Philpott  Episode #189 - Kaila Colbin  Episode #125 - Natasha Zimmerman "--RSS feed.

Subject  Podcasts.
Social entrepreneurship New Zealand.

Links https://chtbl.com/track/89G95E/traffic.libsyn.com/secure/seeds/Reflections.mp3?dest-id=5715 58
https://seeds.libsyn.com/the-200th-episode-reflections-on-podcasting-and-some-highlights-so-f ar

Title  2016 wrap up.

Creator  Amery, Mark, 1969-

Publishing Details [Wellington] : [CIRCUIT Artist Film and Video Aotearoa New Zealand], [2016]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary  "How do we create indigenous spaces in our institutions? Our 2016 end of year pod took place immediately after a wānanga on curating indigenous art at Takapūwāhia Marae and Pātaka Art + Museum, and a subsequent panel at City Gallery Wellington. Pod guests Nina Tonga, Martin Patrick and Nathan Pohio discuss questions of making space with host Mark Amery. All this plus highlights of 2016 - Best emerging artist? Best show? And looking towards the future, where do artists want to situate their art and why? Image: Detail from Ladies (2016) Chris UlutupuApologies for the technical issues in this podcast, which were a product of a) technical failure and b) the crazy idea to situate this conversation in a bar pre-Xmas. Yes, we know."--RSS feed.

Subject  Patrick, Martin Interviews.
Podcasts.
Pohio, Nathan Interviews.
Tonga, Nina Interviews.
Video art New Zealand.

https://soundcloud.com/circuit-2/episode-56-2016-wrap-up
2017 End of Year wrap-up.

Creator: Amery, Mark, 1969-

Publishing Details: [Wellington]: [CIRCUIT Artist Film and Video Aotearoa New Zealand], [2017]

Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary: "For our 2017 recap, host Mark Amery is joined by Cameron Ah Loo Matamua, Abby Cunnane and Judy Darragh. Topics covered include: powerful women, generational shifts, emerging artists, Documenta, Labour's arts policy, great pieces of writing, documents and flags. Honourable mentions are made of many but include Sione Monu, Chris Krause, Leafa Wilson, Ahilapalapa Rands, Lana Lopesi, Luke Willis-Thompson, Matt Galloway, Dirt Future, Gil Hanly, and we raise a glass in memory of Paul Cullen. Thanks to The Audio Foundation, Auckland for the generous loan of their recording facilities."--RSS feed.


2019 in review.

Creator: Amery, Mark, 1969-

Publishing Details: [Wellington]: [CIRCUIT Artist Film and Video Aotearoa New Zealand], [2019]

Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary: "In this CIRCUIT Cast 2019 review we welcome Becky Hemus (Writer), Remco de Blaaij (Director, Artspace Aotearoa), Judy Darragh (artist) and Lucinda Bennett (writer). Our panellists gather to discuss the notable shows, artists, works and provocations of the Aotearoa artworld in the year past; in the moving image and every other discipline you can name. Among the highlights celebrated are Māori Moving Image: An Open Archive, works by Natasha Matila-Smith, Sorawit Songsataya, Selina Eshadi and Ruth Buchanan's ambitious response to the Govett Brewster's 50th anniversary."--RSS feed.


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>2degrees buys Snap, Netflix hits NZ, Self Driving Cars due mid-year, Magic Leap.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Spain, Paul.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2015]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource (1 audio file)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;This week we discuss 2degrees acquisition of Internet provider Snap, Netflix arrives in NZ, Tesla indicates Self Driving Cars due mid-year, Magic Leap AR demo revealed, Fitbit goes on the cycle track and Intel refreshes the NUC. Running time : 0:58:04&quot;--RSS feed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Podcasts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Technology New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><a href="https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/69a3b2af-69a3b2af">https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/69a3b2af-69a3b2af</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>2degrees LTE trial, Sony Xperia M2, Telecom Lightbox video streaming, World's Best Mobile Internet?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Spain, Paul.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2014]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource (1 audio file)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;We discuss the World’s best mobile internet provider, 2degrees recent $35m loss and their new 4G LTE network, Sony Xperia M2, Telecom Lightbox video streaming and some tech acquisitions including the mindboggling purchase of Skybox by Google for US$500m. Running time : 0:45:51&quot;--RSS feed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Podcasts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Technology New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><a href="https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/07bd52a9-07bd52a9">https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/07bd52a9-07bd52a9</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Title 300th Episode Live Recording.
Creator Hanlon, Chris.
Publishing Details [Hamilton, New Zealand] : [Chris Hanlon and Sam Elton-Waters], [2020]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "This is our 300th episode, 300 episodes of randomness, technology and life. We recorded this episode live for the first time with an actual audience as well as live streamed it to our Facebook page. We cover a couple of things we have been up to this past week. We then dive into how we got started, we cover some of our favourite bits of the podcast and have awards for our listeners. This episode is double the length of our normal episode, so buckle in and see what the 300th episode came out like."--RSS feed.
Subject Podcasts.

Title 31c0n Ticket Giveaway, Luggage Robots, Windows 10 Cloud edition, Is your TV watching you?
Creator Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2017]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "In this episode, we discuss the ratepayers footing the bill to fly in extra IT professionals to NZ, train travel pod trials in India, Gita the personal cargo carrying robot, plus the 31 c0n tech conference coming this month in Auckland."--RSS feed.
Subject Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.
Title 3D-Printed Motorbikes, Free Inflight Wi-Fi, DJI Osmo Pocket vs GoPro, Meet Niesh’s founder and CEO - NZ Tech Podcast 417.

Creator Spain, Paul.

Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2018]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)


Subject Podcasts.

Technology New Zealand.

Links https://dts.podtrac.com/redirect.mp3/cdn.simplecast.com/audio/083219/083219e0-dcd5-4385-9d15-8105e91523a6/568cee85-1bf1-4d77-921a-f01b7572a31b/beedfaf0_tc.mp3?aid=rss_feed

https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/beedfaf0-beedfaf0


Title 5G and mega zoom on Galaxy S20 Ultra, Cora NZ Autonomous Air Taxi trial, Tesla’s new ridesharing, NZ Game revenue soars.

Creator Spain, Paul.

Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2020]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary "Samsung Z Flip, Samsung S20 range delivers 5G plus massive zoom and 8k video, Mother meets deceased child in VR, Tesla ridesharing, SpaceX satellites, companies cut tax dodge, Wisk gets NZ approval for air taxi trials, NZ Games revenue jumps, Huawei/Oppo/Vivo/Xiaomi join to compete with Google Play.NZ Tech PodcastPaul SpainGorilla TechnologyFree Tesla SuperchargingSpecial thanks to organisations who support innovation and tech leadership in New Zealand by partnering with NZ Tech Podcast:Sumo LogicHPSamsungVodafone NZSpark NZVocus"--RSS feed.

Subject Podcasts.

Technology New Zealand.


https://nztechpodcast.com

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>5G auction on hold, 2degrees layoffs, Esports shining, new streaming platform arrives.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Spain, Paul.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2020]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource (1 audio file)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;New Zealand 5G auction on hold, 2degrees announce major cost cutting and staff layoffs, Esports shining while everyone's at home, Quibi is the new streaming platform that takes a fresh approach, working from home, Foodstuffs / Satellite txt supermarket queuing, Shawn Achor and Sumo Logic partner up and free remote work observability service. NZ Tech Podcast Paul Spain Gorilla Technology Free Tesla Supercharging Special thanks to organisations who support innovation and tech leadership in New Zealand by partnering with NZ Tech Podcast: Sumo Logic, HP, Samsung, Vodafone, NZ Spark, NZ Vocus&quot;—RSS feed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Podcasts. Technology New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>The $9 computer, Nanogirl and force touch nanotech, Autonomous Trucking.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Spain, Paul.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2015]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource (1 audio file)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;We discuss an autonomous truck approval, Apple's force touch technology, a $9 computer Netflix data impact, tax changes for online services, new smartphones from Microsoft, a very robust Samsung tablet and finally a stylish wearable device. Running time : 0:55:00&quot;—RSS feed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Podcasts. Technology New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Links</td>
<td><a href="https://dts.podtrac.com/redirect.mp3/cdn.simplecast.com/audio/083219/083219e0-dcd5-4385-9d15-8105e91523a6/1ef3e38f-8b54-42f1-8d41-794cc78c524c/7071ba0d_tc.mp3?aid=rss_feed">https://dts.podtrac.com/redirect.mp3/cdn.simplecast.com/audio/083219/083219e0-dcd5-4385-9d15-8105e91523a6/1ef3e38f-8b54-42f1-8d41-794cc78c524c/7071ba0d_tc.mp3?aid=rss_feed</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

National Library of New Zealand 114 Te Puna Mātauranga o Aotearoa
Title The "A Nightmare on Elm Street" Series | Film Franchise Fortnights Redux.

Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2020]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Series Cult popture ; June 14, 2020.


Subject Motion pictures Reviews.

Podcasts.

Links https://sphinx.acast.com/cult-popture/theanightmareonelmstreetseries-filmfranchisefortnights/ media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/cult-popture/theanightmareonelmstreetseries-filmfranchisefortnights

Title Aaron Lister: Fiona Pardington's A Beautiful Hesitation.

Creator Adam, Pip.

Publishing Details [Wellington] : [Pip Adam], [2016]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary "Fiona Pardington's A Beautiful Hesitation is the topic of this episode"--RSS feed.

Subject Lister, Aaron Interviews.

New Zealand literature.

Podcasts.

Links https://mcdn.podbean.com/mf/web/8ix4sd/Ep30AaronLister.mp3
Title  Aaron Smart and Tarawera preview.
Creator  Rayment, Matt.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Dirt Church Radio], [2020]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "This week Eugene sits down to talk with film maker Aaron Smart about Chasing Pounamu, his stunning film about one man's quest to finish the Tarawera 100 miler. Matt and Eugene also run down a full Tarawera preview, scooching through our hot takes on who's in to win, the history of the event, just how Eugene will manage his cheese n' pickle cravings and how many Spring Energy Gels is too much? We also have a musical treat, Stuff You Should Know about the bushfire relief effort and an amazing Greatest Run Ever. Enjoy!"--RSS feed.
Subject  Mountain running New Zealand.
Podcasts.
Smart, Aaron Interviews.
Links  https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5b12367ff8370a538dd229e3/t/5e39052df9e038494764e64f/1580795822469/ep+79+Aaron+Smart+and+TUM+preview.mp3

Title  Acting Out.
Creator  Amery, Mark, 1969-
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [CIRCUIT Artist Film and Video Aotearoa New Zealand], [2017]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "In this pod Martin Patrick, Thomasin Sleigh and host Mark Amery discuss Acting Out, an Adam Art Gallery survey of New Zealand and international artists "who express the raw physicality of sex with varying degrees of candour.""--RSS feed.
Subject  Patrick, Martin Interviews.
Patick, Martin Interviews.
Sleigh, Thomasin, 1983- Interviews.
Video art New Zealand.
https://soundcloud.com/circuit-2/episode-64-acting-out
Actually Interesting: machines can make decisions, but can it understand why?

In the second episode of Actually Interesting, The Spinoff's new monthly podcast exploring the effect AI has on our lives, Russell Brown explores how aware machines really are with Aware Group's head data Scientist Kane O'Donnell. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.

Ad Blocking, Mako Networks Receivership, Dutch Autonomous Buses, N4L.

This week we discuss iOS 9 and Ad blocking, Mako Networks receivership, EzyFlix shutdown, flexible e-ink touch screen tech, Network for Learning, Samsung NZ Springboard, Windows 95 anniversary and an autonomous bus service in the Netherlands. Running time : 0:50:54"--RSS feed.
"Kia Ora Whanau. It's another packed show this week, and one which touches on the losses that inevitably affect all of us in this life. We start by remembering the runner who passed away after his 100 mile attempt, and also South Auckland's own Naomi McCrae, who was tragically killed in an accident last week. Embracing life, as those two surely did, we drop the news that we will be doing a once-in-a-lifetime live show with the one and only Lazarus Lake on Thursday April 3rd as he makes his way down for the Riverhead Backyard Relaps. We then go through the results of the Shotover Moonlight Marathon (held confusingly in the day) and the Tarawera 21km results. We have a double interview this week, with Eugene continuing to bring the heat with two more brilliant conversations he had at Tarawera, this week, with Adam Kimble and Francesca Canepa. Adam Kimble...Won Gobi March (China) stage race and Desert Ultra (Namibia) stage race, taking 13th overall at Western States in 2018, and finishing 3rd at the Vermont 100-Miler. But he also takes on huge (er?) adventures, running across America in 2015, and running with his friend Kris King the length of Great Britain from John o’ Groats in Scotland to Lands End in England. The two became the first people to complete a self-supported run the length of Scotland, Wales and England, while summiting the highest peak (Ben Nevis, Scafell Pike and Mount Snowdon) in each country along the way. He also appeared in a Discovery Channel Show, The Wheel, where contestants had to survive in the South American wilds for 60 days. Francesca Canepa is a former top-level snowboarder, and experimental psychologist, who started running at 40. Francesca was second at UTMB in 2012, and won it in 2018. She won the Oman by UTMB race in 2019. And she’s twice won the Tor des Geants. In 2014 she was falsely accused by another runner of accepting a ride in the TDG. She took the accuser to court and he was later last year found guilty of defaming her. So the moral of the story is...don’t ever cross an Italian psychologist during a 330km mountain race... Or maybe, don’t accuse someone of cheating when they didn’t....Either way, Francesca Canepa RULES!! Enjoy!!"--RSS feed.
Title: Adharanand Finn.
Creator: Rayment, Matt.
Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Dirt Church Radio], [2019]
Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary: "Adharanand Finn is the British author of Running with the Kenyans, Way of the Runner, and his new book Rise of the Ultra Runners: A Journey to the Edge of Human Endurance. Running with the Kenyans was the Sunday Times Sports Book of the Year, won Best New Writer at the British Sports Book Awards, and was shortlisted for the William Hill Sports Book Award. Adharanand is also an editor at the Guardian and a freelance journalist. He is also a former junior cross-country runner and now competes for Torbay AC in Devon, where he and his family usually live. For the first two of his books, Adharanand transported himself to Kenya and Japan to immerse himself and his family within the wider culture that he was documenting. For Rise of the Ultra Runner, Adharanand transformed himself from a traditional marathon runner into an ultra distance athlete, ultimately competing in the UTMB in France. We speak to Adharanand from his home in Totnes, Devon about his journey towards UTMB, the many things that he learnt along the way and just what makes elite athletes like Zach Miller tick. Adharanand has a wealth of knowledge about Kenyan athletes and his discussion on just why top flite Kenyan athletes have been reluctant to compete at ultra distance trail events is fascinating. Enjoy!"--RSS feed.
Subject: Finn, Adharanand Interviews.
Mountain running New Zealand.
Podcasts.
Links: https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5b12367ff8370a538dd229e3/t/5c7e218c1905f4d42911d5e7/1551770873410/Ep+32+Adharanand+Finn.mp3

Title: Aeronavics raises $1.5m, Apple rumoured to enter car market, NSA hacks hard disks.
Creator: Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2015]
Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary: "This week Raglan drone maker Aeronavics raises $1.5m, will Apple enter car market, NSA hacks hard disks, Kiwi Zane Lowe to join Apple, Rapidshare to close, Megaupload conviction, a wearable that Zaps you, Parrot Zik 2.0 headphones, Windows 10 for phones Running time : 0:42:51"--RSS feed.
Subject: Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/845030d1-845030d1
Title Aidan Rasmussen: 2666 by Roberto Bolaño.

Creator Adam, Pip.

Publishing Details [Wellington] : [Pip Adam], [2014]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary "2666 by Roberto Bolaño is the topic of today's discussion about reading and writing with Pip Adam."--RSS feed.

Subject New Zealand literature.
Podcasts.
Rasmussen, Aidan Interviews.

Links https://mcdn.podbean.com/mf/web/6zvktm/AidanEp12666.mp3

Title Air and underwater drone, Police 3D mugshots, Samsung vs Huawei, Plan B grabs ICONZ.

Creator Spain, Paul.

Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2016]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary "Discussed this week – Japan Police capturing 3D mugshots, Huawei aces Samsung in China, a drones that flies/floats/dives, Microsoft’s underwater datacentre, Plan B buys ICONZ, Samsung ad blocking, Microsofts licensing shuffle, Windows Phone vs the world Running time 0:35:12"--RSS feed.

Subject Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.

https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/379c2b4c-379c2b4c
Title Air NZ Wi-Fi now 10x faster, NZ Cybersecurity breaches, NZ’s Colour X-ray tech.

Creator Spain, Paul.

Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2018]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary "Air NZ Wi-Fi is 10x faster now, new MacBook Pros, U.S. and ZTE makeup, George Hotz Self Driving Vs Assisted Driving Comma.ai, NZ’s Colour X-ray tech, Elon - stop tweeting, a dose of NZ Cyber Security reality from KPMG and Gorilla."--RSS feed.

Subject Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.

Links https://dts.podtrac.com/redirect.mp3/cdn.simplecast.com/audio/083219/083219e0-dcd5-4385-9d15-8105e91523a6/55b3908e-d879-4408-a0e9-9386ca988fc/1e8901f9_tc.mp3?aid=rss_feed
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/1e8901f9-1e8901f9

Title Airport trials virtual officer, Drone carries passenger, Intel laser projection Smartglasses.

Creator Spain, Paul.

Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2018]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)


Subject Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.

https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/820056f0-820056f0
Title: Alexandre Larose.
Creator: Amery, Mark, 1969-.
Publishing Details: [Wellington] : [CIRCUIT Artist Film and Video Aotearoa New Zealand], [2017]
Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary: "The film strip is a body acquiring memory". Ahead of group show PULSE / REPEAT at The Audio Foundation, Montreal film-maker Alexandre Larose discusses his recent New Zealand residency, the making of his work St Bathans repetitions and "putting myself in a situation I can't control". PULSE / REPEAT opens 5.30pm Thurs 30 November at The Audio Foundation, and runs until 20 December 2017."--RSS feed.
Subject: Larose, Alexandre Interviews.
Podcasts.
Video art New Zealand.

Title: Alice Shouldn't Live Here Anymore.
Creator: Matafeo, Rose, 1992-.
Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcasts Network], [2020]
Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary: "Alice bought a microwave and it may have led to a fuse blowing in the Airbnb. The discussion quickly devolves into a full examination of Rose and Alice's particular brands of anxiety. Not many laughs in this one but sometimes you have to get heavy, y'know. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject: Podcasts.
Links: https://sphinx.acast.com/both/aliceshouldntlivehereanymore/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/both/aliceshouldntlivehereanymore
Title  All the Zoom's a stage: New Zealander of the Year Jennifer Ward-Lealand, on how to act in the face of the Covid-19 crisis.

Creator  Dudding, Adam.

Publishing Details  [Wellington]: [Stuff Limited] [2020]

Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary  "Theatre legend, Equity president and 2020 New Zealander of the Year Jennifer Te Atamira Ward-Lealand reveals how performing artists have coped with the shutdown of every venue in the country (which in her case includes staging a play on Zoom instead). Stuff's Kylie Klein-Nixon bids a bittersweet farewell to lockdown karaoke, baking and dog-walks. And Eugene is very rude about Adam's hair. Links: Click here for every episode of Coronavirus NZ. Full Stuff coronavirus coverage Eugene on Twitter; Adam on Twitter. Support Stuff. Our email: viruspod@stuff.co.nz" -- RSS feed.

Subject  COVID-19 (Disease) New Zealand.

Klein-Nixon, Kylie Interviews.

Podcasts.

Ward-Lealand, Jennifer Interviews.

Links  https://media.whooshkaa.com/show/11846/episode/653521.mp3

https://player.whooshkaa.com/episode?id=653521

Title  Amazon arrives, Stuff Pix, Media pain, UBCO is road ready, Echo coming to NZ, ARM Surface.

Creator  Spain, Paul.

Publishing Details  [New Zealand]: [Podcasts NZ], [2017]

Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary  "Amazon opens in Australia, Stuff Pix is a new Fairfax joint venture streaming pay per view movies, modern media challenges, Tauranga's UBCO bikes hit the road and it seems Amazon Echo is coming to NZ and Microsoft may have a new ARM Surface coming" -- RSS feed.

Subject  Podcasts.

Technology New Zealand.


https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/c0dbcf4a-c0dbcf4a

Title: Amazon Echo, Office for free, Dropbox and Microsoft hook up, Android Lollipop, HP Stream 7.

Creator: Spain, Paul.

Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2014]

Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary: "This week we discuss Amazon's upcoming Echo device and the Fire TV Stick, the Dropbox and Microsoft Office 365 alliance, Android 5.0 Lollipop, Wirelurker, Samsung Galaxy Note 4, Galaxy Gear S, Microsoft Band, HP Stream 7 and Microsoft Office free Running time : 0:53:11"--RSS feed.

Subject: Podcasts.

Technology New Zealand.

Links: https://dts.podtrac.com/redirect.mp3/cdn.simplecast.com/audio/083219/083219e0-dcd5-4385-9d15-8105e91523a6/5dda40c4-b331-4d8c-a0d2-fbfc4ca93cec/fd05f530_tc.mp3?aid=rss_feed

Title: Amazon vs Retail, Nissan Autonomous cars, Microsoft Surface Laptop, Oracle vs NZ Tech, telco updates.

Creator: Spain, Paul.

Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2017]

Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary: "This week – Owl 360 degree conference cam, autonomous Nissan, Microsoft Surface Laptop / 2017 Surface Pro, Sky/Vodafone ditch merger, Google Flight Search, 4.5G mobile in NZ, Amazon and Whole Foods Market, Vodafone ups performance, Oracle vs NZ Tech"--RSS feed.

Subject: Podcasts.

Technology New Zealand.


https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/778a2a31-778a2a31

Title: America's PRISM surveillance dilemma, iOS 7, iTunes Radio, E3.
Creator: Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2013]
Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary: "In this episode we discuss the impact of the USA's PRISM surveillance scandal, Apple's WWDC news (iOS 7, new MacBook Air, iTunes Radio, new Mac Pro), the E3 Gaming Conference and a look at HP's Envy 15 and Envy 17 Running time : 1:01:42"—RSS feed.
Subject: Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.
Links: https://dts.podtrac.com/redirect.mp3/cdn.simplecast.com/audio/083219/083219e0-dcd5-4385-9d15-b105e91f23e6/a5b28ad3-d146-498b-a6e6-9707c709e5f9/2acacb50_tc.mp3?aid=rss_feed
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/2acacb50-2acacb50

Title: Americarnage!
Creator: Lund, Jeb.
Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2017]
Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary: "Trump's carnage-ridden inaugural address, one massive march and alternative facts! Time for Jeb and Tim to pick apart White House Press Secretary Sean Spicer's performance so far and question exactly why the newly minted President wants to scare the heck out of the populace."—RSS feed.
Subject: Podcasts.
World politics.
Links: https://traffic.omny.fm/d/clips/6e2a797b-0cc4-4c0b-a44d-a51e0019bc3c/f5c796b6-19ca-41d0-8bfc-a68c00df11ad/033b92a3-4fae-46e9-9608-a70600a7b5c7/audio.mp3?utm_source=Podcast&in_playlist=193caf0a-87f4-4441-934d-a68c00e44c3e&t=1485339263
https://omny.fm/shows/polidicks/americarnage
In the fourth episode of Actually Interesting, The Spinoff's monthly podcast exploring the effect AI has on our lives, Russell Brown speaks to Ana Arriola, general manager and partner at Microsoft AI and Research, about ethics and transparency in tech. Ana Arriola's talk at the recent Future of the Future seminar – about intersectionality, surveillance capitalism and the risks of AI – might not have been the stuff of your Dad's (or Steve Ballmer's) Microsoft, but it was actually a great reflection of the way Microsoft thinks now. In recent years, the company has devoted attention and resources to contemplating both the power of its technologies and ways to ensure they help rather than harm. Most notably, there's FATE – for Fairness, Accountability, Transparency and Ethics – a Microsoft Research group set up to "study the complex social implications" of AI and related technologies and match those against the lessons of history. This year, FATE published a thoughtful paper on designing AI so it works for people with disabilities, and another on fairness in machine learning systems, which observes bluntly that the problem starts in the way the datasets on which ML systems are trained are curated. The same paper points out that AI design teams often don't know their systems are biased until they're publicly deployed and, to quote one software engineer, "someone raises hell online." There's also the company's advisory board AI Ethics and Effects in Engineering and Research (Aether), which last year published a set of six principles for any work on facial recognition – and whose advice has apparently already led Microsoft to turn down significant AI product sales over ethics concerns. The company also publishes a general set of ethical principles for AI. And Arriola – whose full job title is General Manager & Partner, AI + Research & Search – has established another group within the company, called ETCH (Ethics, Transparency, Culture and Humanity). It's evident that Microsoft takes this stuff seriously – and that it's about more than simply aiming for diversity in recruitment. 

"So much more," Arriola told me a couple the day before her talk at the seminar. "Diversity and inclusion just means making sure that there's safety and security within any given organisation, but it's really about global intersectionality."

See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Title: 'Anau Mesui Henry on Empowering Pacific People.

Creator: Moe, Steven, 1976-

Publishing Details: [Rolleston] : Steven Moe, [2020]

Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary: "Anau shares her story of coming from Tonga as a child. What is it like to grow up with two cultures and how do you adapt? This is a really fascinating insight into the story of an immigrant as she is very open and honest with us about her journey. I love the podcast for the different perspectives it can offer us on life, other journeys and what we might otherwise take for granted. Check out some of the things that 'Anau is involved in below. Talanoa Tuesday Facebook https://www.facebook.com/talanoatuesday Talanoa Tuesday IG https://www.instagram.com/talanoa_tuesday/ LinkedIn https://www.linkedin.com/in/anau-m-64aa62163/ Four Shells Kava https://www.foursheells.nz Short highlights of this episode here: https://seeds.libsyn.com/we-only-had-bread-short-excerpts-of-a-conversation-with-anau-mesui-henry This is episode 191 of seeds - check out more at www.theseseeds.nz Thank you Mele Wendt and Saia Mataele for your respective roles in helping this episode happen. "--RSS feed.

Podcasts.
Social entrepreneurship New Zealand.

Links: https://chtbl.com/track/89G95E/traffic.libsyn.com/secure/seeds/Anau_Mesui_Henry.mp3?dest-id=571558
https://seeds.libsyn.com/anau-mesui-henry-on-empowering-pacific-people

Title: Andrew Nimick, Vend to grow, Nelson tech company sold for $45m, Vocus buyout offered - NZ Tech Podcast 441.

Creator: Spain, Paul.

Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2019]

Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary: "Andrew Nimick is the guest this week discussing - Ransomware attack on Baltimore City, Microsoft xCloud streams 3,500 games from cloud, Vend to grow team by 50%, Nelson tech company sold for $45m, Swedish private equity firm offers $A3.3b to buy Vocus. www.nztechpodcast.com/survey www.paulspain.com www.gorillahq.com"--RSS feed.

Subject: Nimick, Andrew Interviews.
Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.

https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/b8926131-b8926131
Title: Andrew Thompson.
Creator: Rayment, Matt.
Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Dirt Church Radio], [2019]
Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary: "Kia Ora whanau!! After just missing out on a spot in the New Zealand Junior Development Squad for orienteering Andrew Thompson’s life steered away from running into university and a love of Drum & Bass, frequencies the amazing scene in Wellington in the early 2000’s and quickly becoming a DJ, VJ, and successful promoter and curator of Bass Drop, a popular NZ Drum & Bass forum. It wasn’t until years later, when by chance Andrew found himself out on a trail run with Evan Short of Concord Dawn that the spark for trail running was reunited. Fast forward some impressive results, a harriers club, massive growth as a runner and taking on board a coach and Andrew found himself out in front with 12 kilometers to go in the 2018 trail running champs at the Crater Rim Ultra. Andrew dug in, crossed the line in first with his daughters alongside him and became the Aotearoa/New Zealand and Oceania Trail Running Champion for 2018. Andrew is off to Portugal with the rest of the New Zealand team and is fundraising hard to fund his trip. What!?? I hear you ask. That’s right. The bro has to get himself there. We’d like to do what we can and have included a link below to Andrew’s Givealittle page, anything you could spare would really help. This is a wonderful conversation with an impressive running talent and interesting, grounded, and very choice human being. Thanks for coming on, Andrew!! A warning though... We hit peak Wellington about 5 minutes in. Hacky Sack anyone?? Enjoy!!"--RSS feed.
Subject: Mountain running New Zealand.
Podcasts.
Thompson, Andrew (Runner) Interviews.

Title: Android 5 Lollipop and PlayStation TV hit NZ, Internet Balloons, Huawei/Spark.
Creator: Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2014]
Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary: "We discuss the arrival of Android 5 and PlayStation TV in NZ, along with 'Traveller' Internet Balloon trial, Huawei’s deal to refresh Spark’s mobile network, Apple iMac 5k, and Southern Cross Cable signs biggest customers through to 2030. Running time : 0:51:22"--RSS feed.
Subject: Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Android 8.0 Oreo lands, Sky TV heads down, Snap founder is out, LinkedIn Video.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Spain, Paul.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2017]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource (1 audio file)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Podcasts. Technology New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Android 9.0 Pie, Oppo R15 Pro, Scott Bartlett on Kordia’s 4K TV broadcast - NZ Tech Podcast 400.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Spain, Paul.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2018]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource (1 audio file)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Podcasts. Technology New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Title  Andy Good.
Creator  Rayment, Matt.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Dirt Church Radio], [2020]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Kia Ora Whanau. Andy Good is the New Zealand Mountain Running Champion. And the world has gone mad. New Zealand is in lockdown, and we are bringing this to you from isolation. This week on DCR Eugene speaks to Andy Good, New Zealand Mountain Running Champion. Andy came late to running, and took to it like a duck to water, going from “a couple of runs a week” to representing New Zealand at the world mountain running championships, where he felt a bit of his pelvis break off...um, ewwww. Eugene talks to Andy about his journey back from injury, his love of running, and his life post military. Also ebikes. We also cover That Fecking Virus, seeking consent when using people’s balconies to run marathons, and how soon is too soon to say running is contagious? ...Enjoy!"--RSS feed.
Subject  Good, Andy Interviews.
Mountain running New Zealand.
Podcasts.
Links  https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5b12367ff8370a538dd229e3/t/5e79cbbba19ce463e8804a466/1585041453966/ep+86+Andy+Good.mp3

Title  Angela Tiatia survey at Māngere Arts Centre.
Creator  Amery, Mark, 1969-
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [CIRCUIT Artist Film and Video Aotearoa New Zealand], [2016]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "How does a gallery best serve it’s public? How does a gallery best serve an artist? In this podcast Ema Tavola, Judy Darragh and host Mark Amery find many resonances in the work of Angela Tiatia, but lament the missed opportunities in a survey at Māngere Arts Centre.Image credit: Angela Tiatia, Walking the Wall, 2014, Digital Video, Duration 13:04 minutes. Courtesy of the Artist & Alcaston Gallery, Melbourne."--RSS feed.
Subject  Darragh, Judy, 1957- Interviews.
Podcasts.
Tavola, Ema Interviews.
Video art New Zealand.
Title: Angus Ta'avao.
Creator: Ta'avao, Angus, 1990-
Publishing Details: Wellington, New Zealand : Rugby New Zealand [2020]
Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Series: All Blacks podcast ; September 24, 2020.
Summary: "Angus Ta'avao joins the All Blacks Podcast to talk about his journey from Dilworth College to the All Blacks."--RSS feed.
Subject: Podcasts.
Rugby Union football New Zealand.
Ta'avao, Angus, 1990- Interviews.
https://soundcloud.com/all-blacks-podcast150183620/all-backs-podcast-aungus

Title: Anna Frost.
Creator: Rayment, Matt.
Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Dirt Church Radio], [2019]
Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary: "Kia Ora Whanau. Anna Frost is arguably the most successful trail and ultra running export New Zealand has produced and the person Eugene and Matt both had at the top of their “must talk to” lists from day one. Anna burst onto the scene in what was the first wave of the professional ultra athlete, running for the mighty Salomon team. Going from spending weeks travelling around Europe partying and sleeping in the back of a station wagon to pulling on the white strip and racing for a European giant, Anna was catapulted into the media at the same time as other famous names such as Anton Krupicka, Scott Jurek, Geoff Roes and others. International success came however with not an inconsiderable amount of challenge for Anna. Fast forward ten years and Anna is now running for Merrell and co owns Trail Run Adventures with her husband, which brings people to beautiful parts of the world for trail running trips. We spoke to Anna via phone from her home town of Dunedin, where she is enjoying a much welcomed rest and awaiting the arrival of the couple’s first baby. Anna talks candidly, openly, and movingly about her journey with running, the successes and costs, and her abiding love for the sport. This was a true highlight for us and we are thankful for having the opportunity to speak to one of the legends of our sport. Enjoy!"--RSS feed.
Subject: Frost, Anna, 1981- Interviews.
Mountain running New Zealand.
Podcasts.
Links: https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5b12367ff8370a538dd229e3/t/5c3bc867c2241bdece829c7b/1547422429680/Ep+25+Anna+Frost.mp3
https://www.dirtchurchradio.com/dirtchurchradio/2019/1/16/dcr-episode-25-anna-frost
**Title**  Anne Rodda on Music, Creative Arts and Developing Good Strategy.

**Creator**  Moe, Steven, 1976-

**Publishing Details**  [Rolleston] : Steven Moe, [2020]

**Format**  1 online resource (1 audio file)

**Summary**  "Anne started her career as a professional musician before getting involved in a wide variety of initiatives focusing on the creative arts. In this interview we hear about her life story, the influence of a meeting with Yo-Yo Ma, how she came to move to New Zealand, starting the Michael Hill International Violin Competition, and her role today in helping NFPs shape their futures. Anne has led a wide variety of organisations including the NZ Centre for Gifted Education, James Wallace Arts Trust, Cognition Education Trust, Auckland Writers Festival and the Auckland Philharmonia Orchestra (among others). Most recently, she was in charge of running the New Zealander of the Year Awards. One topic we dive into is the role that creatives can play on Boards and that conversation has become an example of what Seeds podcast is at its best: Anne and I are now co-writing a white paper on this topic. Be watching out for it and if you know of examples that would fit with that topic then let me know. Website: https://www.voyageradvisory.nz/ Youtube video of this interview: https://youtu.be/yf3uz1fPLtk For more interviews visit www.theseseeds.nz  "--RSS feed.

**Subject**  Podcasts.

Rodda, Anne interviews.

Social entrepreneurship New Zealand.

**Links**  https://chtbl.com/track/89G95E/traffic.libsyn.com/secure/seeds/Anne_Rodda_2.mp3?dest-id=571558

https://seeds.libsyn.com/anne-rodda-on-music-creative-arts-and-developing-good-strategy


---

**Title**  Anton Lienert-Brown.

**Creator**  Lienert-Brown, Anton, 1995-

**Publishing Details**  Wellington, New Zealand : Rugby New Zealand [2020]

**Format**  1 online resource (1 audio file)

**Series**  All Blacks podcast ; June 17, 2020.

**Summary**  "The All Blacks Podcast presented by Vodafone is back and better than ever. Hosted by popular broadcaster Jay Reeve and podcaster Rob Dunne, the first guest on the podcast is Chiefs and All Blacks midfielder Anton Lienert Brown. Lienert-Brown talks about growing up in rugby mad Christchurch before making the move north to the Chiefs and cracking the All Blacks. He talks about some of the highs and lows of his career including the loss to England in the 2019 Rugby World Cup semifinal and also about being a part of the first professional live sports event with crowds since the start of the global Covid-19 lockdown."--RSS feed.

**Subject**  Lienert-Brown, Anton, 1995- Interviews.

Podcasts.

Rugby Union football New Zealand.


https://soundcloud.com/all-blacks-podcast150183620/anton-lienert-brown

Title  Anton Matthews on normalising Te Reo in the Workplace.
Creator  Moe, Steven, 1976-
Publishing Details  [Rolleston] : Steven Moe, [2020]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Anton spoke at the Impact Unconference in April 2020 and this is the audio of his session about normalising Te Reo in the Workplace. I really enjoyed what he had to share and I thought some of you would appreciate his positive and proactive style too. I've heard Anton speak many times and really appreciate his enthusiasm for this topic which you will see is infectious. And if you are in Christchurch check out the restaurant Fush. Fush website: https://fushshorebro.co.nz/ Maori phrase a day: https://www.facebook.com/groups/263436354660573/ Video version of this presentation: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SJM1qAvtBSk Impact Unconference - 32 different sessions: https://www.impactunconference.nz/videos For more content visit www.theseeds.nz"--RSS feed.
Subject  Matthews, Anton Interviews.
Podcasts.
Social entrepreneurship New Zealand.
Links  https://chtbl.com/track/89G95E/traffic.libsyn.com/secure/seeds/Anton_Matthews.mp3?dest-id=571558
https://seeds.libsyn.com/anton-matthews-on-te-reo-in-the-workplace-practical-steps

Title  ANZAC I: Caesar the Anzac Dog.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [True Crime New Zealand], [2020]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Series  True crime New Zealand ; May 04, 2020.
Summary  "In early 1916, the 4th Battalion of the NZ Rifle Brigade took part in a parade down Queen Street, Auckland before they embarked overseas to Egypt to fight in World War I. 'A' company marched down the street waving to the cheering crowd, they were joined by their mascot, an American bulldog called Caesar. Visit www.truecrimenz.com for additional information on this case. Including a transcript of this episode, with supporting pictures, sources, and credits."--RSS feed.
Subject  Crime New Zealand.
Podcasts.
Links  https://truecrimenewzealandcom.files.wordpress.com/2020/05/caesar-the-anzac-dog-final.mp3
https://truecrimenz.com/2020/05/anzac-i-caesar-the-anzac-dog/
Title  Appendages.

Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [Yellow Fever], [2020]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Series  Phoenix City ; January 01, 2020.
Summary  "The Phoenix travelled to Ballarat for a successful whacking day, but what was Steven Taylor doing with his arms? Patrick is sick of VAR and talking about VAR but we discuss the VAR."--RSS feed.

Subject  Podcasts.
Soccer New Zealand.
Wellington Phoenix FC (Soccer club)

Links  https://thekidsareallwhite.podomatic.com/enclosure/2019-12-31T23_17_12-08_00.mp3
https://www.podomatic.com/podcasts/thekidsareallwhite/episodes/2019-12-31T23_17_12-08_00

Title  Apple acquires NZ's PowerbyProxi, Amazon Key, Vocus (incl Slingshot, Orcon, Callplus) for sale.

Creator  Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2017]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Apple acquires NZ's PowerbyProxi, Amazon Key, Vocus (incl Slingshot, Orcon, Callplus) put up for sale by Australian owner, Nokia and Android 8 Oreo, New All Blacks streaming options, Trade Me Trials all-you-can-eat deliveries."--RSS feed.

Subject  Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.

https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/abbf3ba0-abbf3ba0
Title Apple Airpod 2 vs Samsung Galaxy Buds, Chorus exploitation in the spotlight, Artificial Intelligence for Truckies - NZ Tech Podcast 435.

Creator Spain, Paul.

Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2019]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary "Amazon free Music, Apple’s $500m Arcade, Microsoft Surface earbuds, Chorus promises improvements, Kiwi truckie fatigue monitoring, Sky TV vs Spark Sport, Rocket Lab’s satellite platform, Samsung Galaxy Buds vs Apple Airpod 2, Slingshot routers for charity www.nztechpodcast.com/survey"--RSS feed.

Subject Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.

https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/6cd92c8e-6cd92c8e

Title Apple Autonomous Cars vs Waymo, Huawei’s 4 camera P20 Pro, 1.1.1.1, Lightwire.

Creator Spain, Paul.

Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2018]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary "Upcoming high-speed satellite gets closer as US approves providers, Huawai P20 Pro offers 4 cameras in a phone, Vocus sale and Trustpower, Lightwire insights, what is 1.1.1.1 DNS? Autonomous car news from Apple, Waymo, Tesla and Uber."--RSS feed.

Subject Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.

https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/4d88603e-4d88603e
Title Apple Car, Hyperloop build, Owlet baby wearable, HP Public Cloud killed.
Creator Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2015]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "This week we discuss the artificial intelligence expert that Apple hired, the upcoming Hyperloop build, Samsung's Gear S2 Tizen watch, Mt Albert Grammar's email shock, Owlet baby wearable, the death of HP's Public Cloud and ITx 2016. Running time 0:44:39"--RSS feed.
Subject Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/150f8861-150f8861

Title Apple farewells Sir Jony Ive, Oppo Reno 10x, Dyson,
Creator Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2019]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Trump deal helps Huawei, Sir Jony Ive departing Apple, Apple acquires self-driving car startup, Oppo Reno 10x, Dyson V11, what is Duratek Plus, Lenovo ThinkPad T490, Plexure update, 2degrees and Spark change of leadership. NZ Tech Podcast"--RSS feed.
Subject Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/9354c234-9354c234
Title: Apple iPad Air, Telecom 4G LTE, Vodafone HD Voice.
Creator: Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2013]
Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary: "We discuss Apple's new iPad Air (and its competitors), Amazon's move to Sunday deliveries and online retail closer to home, Vodafone HD Voice calling, Telecom's 4G LTE mobile launch and a discussion about Office 365, Google Apps and Apple iWork. Running time: 0:44:33"--RSS feed.
Subject: Podcasts.
Links: https://dts.podtrac.com/redirect.mp3/cdn.simplecast.com/audio/083219/083219e0-dcd5-4385-9d15-8105e91523a6/4d4c3092-b5c4-424c-b55d-d81f7866f69c/96bc04d6_tc.mp3?aid=rss_feed
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/96bc04d6-96bc04d6

Title: Apple iPhone 6, Apple Pay, Apple Watch, TechEd, Logitech Video Conferencing, ThinkPad Tablet 10, .NZ domains.
Creator: Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2014]
Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary: "This week we discuss Microsoft TechEd, the Minecraft acquisition, Logitech's new CC3000e Video Conferencing system, Lenovo ThinkPad Tablet 10 and big change coming for .NZ domains. We also share thoughts on Apple iPhone 6, Apple Pay and Apple Watch. Running time: 0:59:41"--RSS feed.
Subject: Podcasts.
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/f44c1589-f44c1589
Title Apple News, Stumbling Robots, Insights from Unisys' Chief Engineer, Rural Broadband.

Creator Spain, Paul.

Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2015]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary "Unisys Chief Engineer Jim Thompson is in NZ for CIO Summit and joins NZ Tech Podcast along with Nate Dunn. We discuss DARPA’s Robot challenge, Rural Broadband, UFB and Apple WWDC announcements – including WatchOS 2, Payments, iOS 9 and OS X El Capitan.
Running time: 0:46:32"--RSS feed.

Subject Dunn, Nate Interviews.
Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.
Thompson, Jim (Engineer) Interviews.

Links https://dts.podtrac.com/redirect.mp3/cdn.simplecast.com/audio/083219/083219e0-dcd5-4385-9d15-8105e91523a6/e035d006-2140-44b3-9d3d-ca8cf34b858a/0d8ea0be_tc.mp3?aid=rss_feed
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/0d8ea0be-0d8ea0be

Title Apple Pay, Ile De Re Fibre Laying Ship, Sony Xperia XZ, Samsung goes 10nm.

Creator Spain, Paul.

Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2016]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary "This episode Apple Pay arrives on Apple Watch and iPhone in NZ, Samsung launches 10nm chips, Sony Xperia XZ arrives, Note 7, TomTom Touch, Vodafone Fibre X, Tasman Global Access Cable update and visit to Ile De Re fibre cable laying ship, Hololens in NZ. Running time 00:58:19"--RSS feed.

Subject Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.

https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/8d1856a9-8d1856a9
Title  Apple shakes up Mac, iOS, iPadOS and WatchOS plus Netflix ‘Local Originals’, Rocket Lab ups pace, TikTok vs Trump.

Creator  Spain, Paul.

Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2020]

Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary  "Sarah Putt (CIO) and Paul Spain (Gorilla Technology) discuss the big news from Apple's online Worldwide Developers Conference across Mac, iOS, iPadOS, WatchOS. Plus the frozen $140m linked to Cybercrime, Netflix ‘Local Originals’, TikTok vs Trump and Rocket Lab increase their pace as they prepare to shoot for the moon in 2021. NZ Tech PodcastPaul SpainGorilla TechnologyFree Tesla SuperchargingSpecial thanks to organisations who support innovation and tech leadership in New Zealand by partnering with NZ Tech Podcast:Sumo LogicHPSamsungVodafone NZSpark NZVocus"--RSS feed.

Subject  Podcasts.

Links  https://dts.podtrac.com/redirect.mp3/cdn.simplecast.com/audio/083219/083219e0-dcd5-4385-9d15-8105e91523a6/5fe6941-8c9b-469b-ac01-14f87d0df98/nztechpodcast494_tc.mp3?aid=rss_feed
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/494-ouDAMWhZ

Title  Apple Watching NZ launch, Intel and IBM vs Moore's Law, NZTA's BlipTrack Big Brother sensors.

Creator  Spain, Paul.

Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2015]

Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary  "This week we discuss NZTA's 'BlipTrack' Big Brother sensors, hacking of adultery website Ashley Madison, Apple Watch NZ launch, Intel's sad news about 10nm chips and Windows 10 ready for release. Running time : 0:29:06"--RSS feed.

Subject  Podcasts.

https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/842a7dde-842a7d
Title Apple WWDC, Vodafone/Vocus UFB venture, Kogan Mobile NZ, Google Neighbourly.
Creator Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2018]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Subject Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.
Links https://dts.podtrac.com/redirect.mp3/cdn.simplecast.com/audio/083219/083219e0-dcd5-4385-9d15-8105e91523a6/fc0d10f2-572b-4603-ae9f-b77e11f0a91d/2f9da3cc_tc.mp3?aid=rss_feed
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/2f9da3cc-2f9da3cc

Title Apple's big WWDC news plus Computex Taipei news, Tesla Model 3 NZ price and availability.
Creator Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2019]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Subject Joire, Myriam Interviews.
Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.
Links https://dts.podtrac.com/redirect.mp3/cdn.simplecast.com/audio/083219/083219e0-dcd5-4385-9d15-8105e91523a6/a6484e32-c55d-4be5-828b-db35b1bb808d/3d9f9b5a_tc.mp3?aid=rss_feed
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/3d9f9b5a-3d9f9b5a
Title  Apple's iPhone malware nightmare, Amazon's US$50 tablet, Uber vs Everyone Else.

Creator  Spain, Paul.

Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2015]

Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary  "Apple's worst malware nightmare hits iPhones, iPads and iPods, Amazon's US$50 tablet, Uber vs Everyone Else, the new Microsoft Band, Oyster shutting down, HP's little Windows tablet with stylus and keyboard, new Apple iPhones, iOS 9 and watchOS 2. Running time: 0:49:33"--RSS feed.

Subject  Podcasts.

https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/7650e1d3-7650e1d3

Title  Apple's new iPhone 5 SE and iPad Pro, Sophia Robot, Snakk Media's $215k mistake, NZ's new Fibre link to the world, Pizaa Robot.

Creator  Spain, Paul.

Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2016]

Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary  "Apple's new iPhone 5 SE and iPad Pro, Sophia the humanoid Robot, Email encryption, Sony PlayStation VR, Snakk Media's $215k mistake, NZ's new Fibre link to the world (via Australia), Pizaa Robot and more. Running time: 0:51:46"--RSS feed.

Subject  Podcasts.

https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/a64fbf60-a64fbf60
Title: Apple's WWDC, Microsoft buys LinkedIn, HP Elitebook Folio G1, E3.
Creator: Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2016]
Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary: "Microsoft buys LinkedIn for $37 Billion, we try the HP EliteBook Folio G1 and discuss HP x3 and chat through some news from E3. Also lots of news from Apple's Worldwide Developer Conference in San Francisco across iOS, watchOS, tvOS and macOS. Running time 00:43:32"--RSS feed.
Subject: Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/770df76b-770df76b

Title: Are Humans Really the Smartest Animals?
Creator: Dickinson, Michelle.
Publishing Details: [Auckland] : [NZME], [2017]
Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary: "Comedian Jeremy Corbett and scientist Dr Alex Taylor join host Dr Michelle Dickinson for an entertaining discussion on intelligence. Where do different animals sit in the smartness stakes – including crows, dogs, dolphins, elephants and humans?"--RSS feed.
Subject: Corbett, Jeremy Interviews.
Podcasts.
Science.
Taylor, Alex (Alexander Harwood) Interviews.
Links: https://media.blubrry.com/sqfs/content.blubrry.com/sqfs/SQFS001.mp3
https://blubrry.com/sqfs/21952842/1-are-humans-really-the-smartest-animals/
Title  Are viruses indiscriminate mass murderers or trainable ninjas?
Creator  Dickinson, Michelle.
Publishing Details  [Auckland] : [NZME], [2017]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Viruses, are they mass murderers trained to kill other living organisms, or can you train them to only target certain enemies? Senior Lecturer in Dr Heather Hendrickson joins comedian and presenter Dai Henwood to discuss the role of viruses with host Dr Michelle Dickinson. Recorded with a live audience, topics including whether or not cold sores are more likely to appear when you are stressed, how antiretroviral treatments are helping patients with HIV and why having more friends could help you to fight off the flu virus!"--RSS feed.
Subject  Hendrickson, Heather Interviews.
Podcasts.
Science.
Links  https://media.blubrry.com/sqfs/content.blubrry.com/sqfs/SQFS007.mp3
https://blubrry.com/sqfs/23205176/7-are-viruses-indiscriminate-mass-murderers-or-trainable-ninjas/

Title  Are you cuddling a Care Bear?
Creator  Amery, Mark, 1969-
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [CIRCUIT Artist Film and Video Aotearoa New Zealand], [2014]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "What were the best exhibitions of 2014? Best emerging artist? Best art writing? Did the public programme taken over the exhibition? Are you cuddling a Care Bear? Megan Dunn, Martin Patrick and host Mark Amery ask the important questions about the year that was, with email best-of's from Pod regular Thomasin Sleigh. Part 1: 00:00-12:50 Best shows of 2014, Auckland's aggressiveness versus Wellington's fruityness, Robert Leonard at City Gallery. Part 2: 12:50-26:00 Shannon Te Ao, Freedom Farmers, Wystan Curnow, Has the public programme taken over the exhibition? Part 3: 26:00-34:30 Thoughts on the Walters Prize and Simon DennyImage: Collectors Edition (Glitch), Eddie Clemens. Adam Art Gallery, Wellington 2014. Photo by Shaun Waugh"--RSS feed.
Subject  Dunn, Megan Interviews.
Patrick, Martin Interviews.
Podcasts.
Sleigh, Thomasin, 1983- Interviews.
Video art New Zealand.
Title  Armband.
Creator  Taylor, Steven, 1986-
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [Yellow Fever], [2019]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Series  Phoenix City ; August 01, 2019.
Summary  "New Phoenix captain Steven Taylor drops by the pod to discuss leading the team, preseason under Ufuk Talay and goals for the season. Meanwhile, Team Wellington have joined forces with Olé."--RSS feed.
Subject  Podcasts.
Soccer New Zealand.
Taylor, Steven, 1986- Interviews.
Wellington Phoenix FC (Soccer club)
Links  https://thekidsareallwhite.podomatic.com/enclosure/2019-08-01T15_28_37-07_00.mp3
https://www.podomatic.com/podcasts/thekidsareallwhite/episodes/2019-08-01T15_28_37-07_00

Title  Arria natural language AI, Boeing Black self-destructing phone, GoPro Karma recall, Android Auto for all.
Creator  Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2016]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "This week – Earthquakes impact communications, Boeing Black self-destructing phone, GoPro Karma recalled, Android Auto for all, SnapChat spectacles from a vending machine, Select.ID social network, lithium batteries and Arria's Artificial Intelligence. Running time 00:53:32"--RSS feed.
Subject  Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/954fd87f-954fd87f
Title "Artificial Intelligence" it's already affecting our lives.

Creator Brown, Russell, 1962-

Publishing Details [Auckland] : [The Stuff], [2019]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary "In the first episode of The Spinoff's new podcast, Actually Interesting, Russell Brown explores the world of A.I. and the way it's already affecting our lives. When you hear the words "Artificial Intelligence" your mind might turn to science fiction – a vast army of robots with aspirations to rule over us – but we already experience AI in our lives every day. When Netflix recommends something we might like, Facebook recognises us in a picture or Spotify builds us a playlist, that's AI at work. In the first episode of Actually Interesting, brought to you by Microsoft, I talk to AUT's Mahsa Mohaghegh and Microsoft big data and AI expert Chimene Bonhomme about what AI, algorithms and machine learning actually are – and what they imply for our future. We also talk about the way that AI works is a product of the assumptions – conscious or unconscious – of the people who design the rules. (That's what algorithms are: sets of rules.) And the problems that can create when humans are teaching machines about the world. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.

Subject Artificial intelligence.

Bonhomme, Chimene Interviews.

Mohaghegh, Mahsa Interviews.

Podcasts.

Links https://media.acast.com/actually-interesting/artificialintelligenceit-salreadyaffectingourlives/media.mp3

https://play.acast.com/s/actually-interesting/artificialintelligenceit-salreadyaffectingourlives


Title ASB tech update, Sky vs, Invsta, Xero’s Rod Drury to CEO, Self Driving Car Wars.

Creator Spain, Paul.

Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2018]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary "Sky vs Spark/Netflix, Arizona and California self-driving car wars, Toyota's $2.8B self-driving car investment, Australia vs ISP marketing, Advertising Standards Authority and Influencers, Invsta, Rod Drury stepping down as Xero CEO, ASB tech update"--RSS feed.

Subject Technology New Zealand.


Title  At Our Most F***ed (w/ Maddy & Simone).
Creator  Budd, Maddy.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2019]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Maddy and Simone go deep with the most meta guests of all - themselves. Maddy regrets how egotistical she sounds on the pod, then proceeds to tell Simone about how cool and fashionable she was at high school. The pair say ciao for now and are grateful / apologetic to anyone who listened!"--RSS feed.
Subject  Podcasts.
Links  https://traffic.omny.fm/d/clips/6e2a797b-0cc4-4c0b-a44d-a51e0019bc3c/eb973831-bec2-4164-994f-aa010039c7dc9c3dc13f-109e-407f-b542-aa1e007cf33f/audio.mp3?utm_source=Podcast&in_playlist=6bf27a02-f54d-4e2d-a915-aa01003c6349&t=1559871977
https://omny.fm/shows/every-stupid-question/at-our-most-f-ed-w-maddy-simone

Title  Auckland Art Fair.
Creator  Amery, Mark, 1969-
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [CIRCUIT Artist Film and Video Aotearoa New Zealand], [2013]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "In this month's edition of CIRCUIT CAST the pod deliver an extended onsite discussion from the Auckland Art Fair. Host Mark Amery is joined by Andrew Clifford (Curator, Gus Fisher Gallery) and visiting ex-patriate Serena Bentley (Curator, Next Wave Festival, Melbourne). In part 1 the pod discuss the Art Fair's place in the wider art ecology and wonder where are all the dealers this year? In part 2 they reflect on highlights, and in part 3 they address the puzzling absence of the moving image in this years event."--RSS feed.
Subject  Bentley, Serena Interviews.
Clifford, Andrew, 1973- Interviews.
Podcasts.
Video art New Zealand.
Title Auckland Art Fair.
Creator Amery, Mark, 1969-
Publishing Details [Wellington] : [CIRCUIT Artist Film and Video Aotearoa New Zealand], [2016]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Auckland Art fair returns, so what's new this year? With dozens of exhibitors representing over 200 artists from New Zealand and abroad, the 2016 Auckland Art Fair is an ambitious re-invention. Host Mark Amery chatted with co-director Stephanie Post in the lead up to the first fair in three years."--RSS feed.
Subject Podcasts.
Post, Stephanie Interviews.
Video art New Zealand.

Title Auckland Art Fair 2019.
Creator Amery, Mark, 1969-
Publishing Details [Wellington] : [CIRCUIT Artist Film and Video Aotearoa New Zealand], [2019]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "From 30 April-4 May 2019 the Auckland Art Fair expects up to 10,000 people through its doors. What's showing? Who is it for? How does an event like this represent local practice? Does that matter? Host Mark Amery sat down with co-director Stephanie Post, projects curator Francis McWhannell and artist Judy Darragh to discuss what an event like this means for contemporary New Zealand art. artfair.co.nz/"--RSS feed.
Subject Darragh, Judy, 1957- Interviews.
McWhannell, Francis Interviews.
Podcasts.
Post, Stephanie Interviews.
Video art New Zealand.
Title: Auckland's $1.2B IT blowout, UFB uptake hits 20%, Hololens, 4.5G vs 5G mobile.

Creator: Spain, Paul.

Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2016]

Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary: "A first hand report from Mobile World Congress in Barcelona including the focus on virtual reality and Gigabit plus 4.5G vs 5G mobile networks. Also Google Loon, UFB uptake hits 20%, Windows 10 rollout to business, Auckland Councils $1.2B IT spend. Running time 0:55:40"--RSS feed.

Subject: Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.


Title: Australia v New Zealand: who's doing it best?

Creator: Dudding, Adam.

Publishing Details: [Wellington] : [Stuff Limited] [2020]

Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary: "Comparing NZ to Australia is our national sport, says Finance Minister Grant Robertson. He ain't wrong. So naturally, people have been comparing the two countries' coronavirus responses. Luke Malpass, stranded in Sydney, describes the view from the other side of the ditch. Steve Kilgallon talks about schools in Level 3. And Eugene is kinda over it all. Links: Click here for every episode of Coronavirus NZ. Full Stuff coronavirus coverage Eugene on Twitter; Adam on Twitter Plague playlist: Quarantina, by The Starlets Our email: viruspod@stuff.co.nz."--RSS feed.

Subject: COVID-19 (Disease) New Zealand.
                Kilgallon, Steve Interviews.
                Podcasts.

Links: https://media.whooshkaa.com/show/11846/episode/632327.mp3
https://player.whooshkaa.com/episode?id=632327
Title  Autonomous bus on public roads, Homes.co.nz vs QV, Pushpay does utilities bills, new Xbox.
Creator  Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2016]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "An autonomous bus takes to public roads, Pushpay goes after utilities bills, Microsoft’s new 2TB UltraHD Xbox One S almost here, Semble pulling plug on mobile wallet, Uber update, Microsoft wins fight with YS Govt over cloud data, all about Homes.co.nz. Running time 01:00:37"--RSS feed.
Subject  Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/15f9311e-15f9311e

Title  Autonomous driving in NZ, Microsoft Build 2016, Hawaiki Cable, Pentagon open for hacking.
Creator  Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2016]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Microsoft's Artificial Intelligence drama, Holoportation, Maps error gets wrong house demolished, Oculus Rift lands, iOS 9.3 issues, Toyota safety tech goes mainstream, Samsung Smart Windshield, Huawei Mate 8, Spark grabs more mobile spectrum. Running time 51:20"--RSS feed.
Subject  Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/c4010a74-c4010a74
Title: Autonomous Truck Crash, Unbundling Fibre, eScooters go wild, Huawei - NZ Tech Podcast 427.

Creator: Spain, Paul.

Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2019]

Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary: "Vodafone and Vocus CEOs talk unbundling New Zealand's UFB Fibre, an Autonomous Truck Crash in Australia, eScooters go wild. And is auto-generated text dangerous? Will Huawei find its place in NZ? www.nztechpodcast.com/support www.nztechpodcast.com" --RSS feed.

Subject: Podcasts.

Technology New Zealand.

Links: https://dts.podtrac.com/redirect.mp3/cdn.simplecast.com/audio/083219/083219e0-dcd5-4385-9d15-8105e91523a6/ae8f17cb-3ea8-468c-aab5-a2e6b8a30483/2d863345_tc.mp3?aid=rss_feed

https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/2d863345-2d863345


Title: The Bachelorette gets naked, teary and herniated in Argentina.

Creator: Yee, Jane.

Publishing Details: [Auckland] : [The Spinoff], [2020]

Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary: "The Real Pod reassembles to dissect the nude and rude third week of The Bachelorette NZ with special thanks to Nando's. Two wonderful women and a mixed bag of lads jetted off to Argentina this week, one which saw a serious culling of the meek set of the herd. Conor, Flynn and Mr Wedge all departed, nearly joined by Tavita, who was only saved after his hernia was given a double shaka down at the hospitable. The big change at the actually plausible winners' end of the competition was Aaron disintegrating before our wide eyes. First he snitched on Steve for his hobby of the odd sly dart, then he did a diary cam in maybe the worst possible location in their mansion/prison, then he fell apart in ways which we found either endearing or terrifying. Alex, Jane and Duncan recount every wild moment, with a little recap of the first few MAFS AU weddings for dessert. Delicious, like a block of fresh gouda. To listen use the player below, jump or download this episode (right click and save). Feel free to subscribe via Apple Podcasts, RSS or via your favourite podcast client, and be sure to get involved on social media using #realpod" --RSS feed.

Subject: Podcasts.

Reality television programs.

Links: https://media.acast.com/the-real-pod/therealpod-thebachelorettegetsnaked-tearyandherniatedinargentina/media.mp3

Title  The Bachelorette NZ lads have found love... with each other.
Creator  Yee, Jane.
Publishing Details  [Auckland] : [The Spinoff], [2020]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "The Real Pod reassembles to dissect the second week of The Bachelorette NZ with special thanks to Nando's. The dramatic second week began with Lily walking in to the mansion and ended with The Mole revealing his true moley self to the bewildered men. Will the twists ever stop? Maybe everyone is a mole! The only thing we're sure of is that Glenn has continued to be weird and Aaron has continued to showcase a range of hats. In the mansion, things are starting to get interesting and strong feelings are starting to form. Tavita has declared he would "go to war" with Marc, Liam has a gratitude circle for his birthday and Logan, Kurt and Jonathan compose an original song together. Oh yeah, and Lily and Lesina are there too. To listen use the player below, jump or download this episode (right click and save). Feel free to subscribe via Apple Podcasts, RSS or via your favourite podcast client, and be sure to get involved on social media using #realpod"--RSS feed.
Subject  Podcasts.
Reality television programs.
Links  https://media.acast.com/the-real-pod/therealpod-thebachelorettenzladsfindlove...witetheachother/media.mp3
https://thespinoff.co.nz/tv/05-02-2020/the-real-pod-the-bachelorette-nz-lads-find-love-with-each-other/

Title  The Bachelorette NZ moves to Big Dad's farm.
Creator  Yee, Jane.
Publishing Details  [Auckland] : [The Spinoff], [2020]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "The Real Pod reassembles to dissect the fifth week of The Bachelorette NZ, with special thanks to Nando's. The boys have escaped jail for the Argentinian countryside this week, complete with rabbit hunting and a whole lot of prickles. Steve tries to serenade his way to a kiss, Liam goes on a jean short journey and Mike finally lets down those handsome walls. Logan is writing a rom-com, Jesse is writing poetry and Michael is still trying to write the perfect cake recipe. On the pod, things are evolving too. Duncan has changed his mind (again) about Richie, Jane needs to go hospitable with a chronic case of missing Tavita-itis and Alex has some more feelings about eggs. It's The Real Pod and it's about as real as it gets. To listen use the player below, jump or download this episode (right click and save). Feel free to subscribe via Apple Podcasts, RSS or via your favourite podcast client, and be sure to get involved on social media using #realpod"--RSS feed.
Subject  Podcasts.
Reality television programs.
Links  https://media.acast.com/the-real-pod/therealpod-thebachelorettenzmovestobigdadsfarm/media.mp3
https://thespinoff.co.nz/podcasts/06-03-2020/the-real-pod-the-bachelorette-nz-moves-to-big-dads-farm/
Title  Back to Basics.

Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [Yellow Fever], [2017]

Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)

Series  Phoenix City ; December 14, 2017.

Summary  "The Phoenix got things back on track with a steady 0-0 draw against the Roar, and this weekend they are travelling over for the latest instalment of the Distance Derby. We look at whether the Nix will sign a replacement for the departed Gui Finkler, and the TeeDubs are back in action in the Handy Prem after a week off."--RSS feed.

Subject  Podcasts.
Soccer New Zealand.
Wellington Phoenix FC (Soccer club)

Links  https://thekidsareallwhite.podomatic.com/enclosure/2017-12-13T18_54_53-08_00.mp3
https://www.podomatic.com/podcasts/thekidsareallwhite/episodes/2017-12-13T18_54_53-08_00

Title  Bad Santa.

Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [Yellow Fever], [2017]

Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)

Series  Phoenix City ; December 29, 2017.

Summary  "The 12 Pubs of Lochhead was a roaring success, we review how the day went before moving onto the actual football. The Nix fell over more than the Fever after those 12 Pubs on the weekend, we chat about the loss to Sydney and how we can try to get at least a point out of the Mariners on New Year's Eve."--RSS feed.

Subject  Podcasts.
Soccer New Zealand.
Wellington Phoenix FC (Soccer club)

Links  https://thekidsareallwhite.podomatic.com/enclosure/2017-12-28T17_28_01-08_00.mp3
https://www.podomatic.com/podcasts/thekidsareallwhite/episodes/2017-12-28T17_28_01-08_00
Bailey Mackey takes Māori storytelling to the world.

He started as a journalist, became a producer, and is now one of NZ’s most successful TV creators. Bailey Mackey joins Duncan Greive on The Fold. This month’s episode of The Fold, The Spinoff’s media podcast, features host Duncan Greive in conversation with Bailey Mackey, a TV producer with one of the most interesting CVs in the entertainment industry. Mackey grew up in and around Gisborne, and got his start in broadcasting on Radio Ngāti Porou, before hitching to Auckland to audition for Te Karere. When he arrived he wore a suit two sizes too small, and saw Julian Wilcox auditioning for the same job. They both got the job, with Wilcox becoming an on-screen legend, while Mackey gravitated towards production, and eventually to reality TV, where he learned from the master – Julie Christie. Mackey was then a highly successful head of sport at Māori TV before launching his own businesses, first Black Inc and latterly Pango, which aims to take Māori storytelling to the world. His career has been stunningly successful, with the creation of hit shows in New Zealand like the huge but unjustly maligned The GC and Sidewalk Karaoke, a format sold to Fremantle, along with a slew of other shows created here and watched globally. Greive spoke with him about how you sell a show, what New Zealand does right and wrong in the screen trade, and the business as it is right now, decimated by Covid-19, but boiling with opportunity too. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information.
Title Beautiful Creatures, Pulp Fan Fiction and Online Sales.
Creator Amery, Mark, 1969-
Publishing Details [Wellington] : [CIRCUIT Artist Film and Video Aotearoa New Zealand], [2013]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "In this months CIRCUIT podcast your host Mark Amery welcomes Dick Whyte, who offers a brief and pained shakedown on Warhol at Te Papa before discussing his remake of Pulp Fiction using over 400 You Tube fan videos. Wanganui artist Brit Bunkley talks about embracing digital distribution and a new online service [S]edition which promises Artists video for your smartphone, tablet or TV at a fraction of the dealer price. And kicking it all off for June, Abby Cunnane and Tim Corballis reflect on Beautiful Creatures at the Adam Art Gallery, featuring Bill Henson, Jacqueline Fraser and the man sometimes described as the original Warhol, Mr Jack Smith. Produced with the assistance of Creative New Zealand, Massey University School of Fine Arts and Mike Heynes. Music by Orchestra of Spheres."--RSS feed.
Subject Bunkley, Brit Interviews.
Cunnane, Abby Interviews.
Podcasts.
Video art New Zealand.

Title Ben Duffus.
Creator Rayment, Matt.
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Dirt Church Radio], [2020]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Kia Ora Whanau. No longer Lockdown Larrys, but Level 2 Larrys, Eugene and Matt remain FOILED by Matt’s sore throat in their quest to podcast in the same room, let alone suburb. But if you had to do it remotely, you couldn’t find a more engaging fellow than two-time Australian Mountain Running Champion Ben Duffus. This conversation goes all over the place from race walking to quantum physics, climate change to Kawerau. Ben discusses his start in the sport, his love of the King of The Mountain race in said Kawerau, coaching, data, why not to burn down cell phone towers, and we ponder if we can all go inside for COVID, how is climate change so hard? We've also got TWO greatest runs ever (one from our youngest ever contributor), we implore people not to be a racist on Stuff You Should Know (seems funny to have to say it out loud but here we are) and we also get to report on a real live WORLD RECORD! All this and more on a freewheeling DCR. Enjoy."--RSS feed.
Subject Duffus, Ben Interviews.
Mountain running New Zealand.
Podcasts.
Links https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5b12367ff8370a538dd229e3/t/5ec38366e9fdce3755ad52c5/1589872313154/ep+94+Ben+Duffus.mp3
In the fifth episode of Actually Interesting, The Spinoff’s monthly podcast exploring the effect Artificial Intelligence has on our lives, Russell Brown speaks to Ben Reid, executive director of the AI Forum, about the role of government in embracing and regulating AI. Here’s a thing you probably didn’t know: if you’ve sought ACC cover in the past couple of years, your claim was very likely processed by artificial intelligence. More precisely, your likelihood of cover was assessed by an algorithm trained on an anonymised dataset of 12 million claims made between 2010 and 2016. The AI system embodies a predictive model that decides whether or not your claim clearly falls within the criteria of the Accident Compensation Act 2001. Most claims do, and are thus swiftly and efficiently approved. Uncertain cases or potential refusals are then handled by human staff. It’s designed so the computer literally can not say "no". ACC’s system is one of a number of case studies cited in Towards Our Intelligent Future: An AI Roadmap for New Zealand, the new report from the AI Forum New Zealand. The report is a substantial work – 180 pages dedicated to explanations of the key AI technologies, a look at the international AI landscape (which is dominated by two research and investment superpowers, the US and China) – and a polite, repeated request for a national AI strategy. The forum made essentially the same call in a report last year and, in a landscape of task forces and working groups, we still haven’t seen that strategy. Is government listening? Ben Reid, the AI Forum’s executive director, is both diplomatic and optimistic. “They’re beginning to. Just recently a group of us from the AI Forum presented to the select committee on economic development, science and innovation and that was the first time I think that AI’s been considered by Parliament. I think it’s a really positive sign.”

See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information.”--RSS feed.
Title Bentleigh Blues.

Publishing Details [Wellington] : [Yellow Fever], [2018]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Series Phoenix City ; August 09, 2018.
Summary "The pod reflect on the 1-0 FFA Cup loss to 10 man Bentleigh Greens, is it panic stations yet or is there still time for Mark Rudan to steady the ship? Elsewhere, FIFA’s CRWG have returned their report and we look at what it might mean for the Phoenix, and Andreas Heraf has followed Andy Martin out the door at NZF."--RSS feed.
Subject Podcasts.
Soccer New Zealand.
Wellington Phoenix FC (Soccer club)

Links https://thekidsareallwhite.podomatic.com/enclosure/2018-08-08T22_03_11-07_00.mp3
https://www.podomatic.com/podcasts/thekidsareallwhite/episodes/2018-08-08T22_03_11-07_00

Title The best and worst parenting advice and questions from a not-yet-parent.

Creator Yee, Jane.
Publishing Details [Auckland] : [Jane Yee], [2017]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "This week Jane and Nicola are discussing terrible parenting advice, what happens when the grandparents don’t like the name you’ve chosen for your kid and they have an honest conversation with a not-yet-parent about what to expect when you’re not even expecting."--RSS feed.
Subject Child rearing New Zealand.
Podcasts.

Links https://mcdn.podbean.com/mf/web/e86maj/breeders_digest_002.mp3
https://breedersdigest.podbean.com/e/episode-2-1506054121/

Title Best of 2013.

Creator Amery, Mark, 1969-
Publishing Details [Wellington] : [CIRCUIT Artist Film and Video Aotearoa New Zealand], [2013]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "It’s our final podcast for 2013, and in this edition we decamp to the pub and discuss the highs and lows of 2013, while host Mark Amery attempts to extracts guest picks for the 2014 Walters Prize. Featuring guests Abby Cunnane (vodka/tonic), Michelle Menzies (light ale), Megan Dunn (vodka/tonic) and Martin Patrick (light ale). Later in the pod we dial up Mel Oliver at the Physics Room in Christchurch to review the year that was, and recent artist mobile cinema project Picture House, featuring a collection of works curated by CIRCUIT."--RSS feed.
Subject Cunnane, Abby Interviews.
Dunn, Megan Interviews.
Menzies, Michelle Interviews.
Podcasts.

Title  Best of 2015.
Creator  Amery, Mark, 1969-
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [CIRCUIT Artist Film and Video Aotearoa New Zealand], [2015]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "From moving images to gang portraits to wonky pots; in this podcast our panel consider the most interesting events in the New Zealand art world of 2015. Host Mark Amery is joined by regulars Martin Patrick and Thomasin Sleigh plus newbies Emma Bugden and Reuben Friend."--RSS feed.
Subject  Bugden, Emma, 1973- Interviews.
Patrick, Martin Interviews.
Podcasts.
Sleigh, Thomasin, 1983- Interviews.
Video art New Zealand.

Title  Best of The Guests #1.
Creator  Warth, Waveney.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2020]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Subject  Environmental protection New Zealand.
Kamo, Miriama, 1973- Interviews.
Podcasts.
Links  https://traffic.omny.fm/d/clips/6e2a797b-0cc4-4c0b-a44d-a51e0019bc3c/e621c193-b63b-4c9f-8040-aa5e00298aa9/f2148440-6deb-46ea-ae13-ab5700aca5b3/audio.mp3?utm_source=Podcast&utm_playlist=40bbac5c-4bb0-4f46-b798-aa5e002ea629&t=1580870736
https://omny.fm/shows/how-to-save-the-world/best-of-the-guests-1
Title: The best tech of 2013.

Creator: Spain, Paul.

Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2013]

Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)


Subject: Podcasts.

Technology New Zealand.

Links: https://dts.podtrac.com/redirect.mp3/cdn.simplecast.com/audio/083219/083219e0-dcd5-4385-9d15-8105e91523a6/d7bc4ce4-e32a-41ed-a578-5bd3ad36d600/1267a6c9_tc.mp3?aid=rss_feed
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/1267a6c9-1267a6c9

Title: The bestselling NZ author behind Mystic, TVNZ's latest teen series.

Creator: Pound, Simon.


Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary: "Business is Boring is a weekly podcast series presented by The Spinoff in association with Callaghan Innovation. Host Simon Pound speaks with innovators and commentators focused on the future of New Zealand. This week he talks to Stacy Gregg, author of Pony Club Secrets and The Princess and the Foal. After building a successful career in journalism specialising in fashion writing as the founder of Runway Reporter, Stacy Gregg decided it was time for a change. So she left the world of media and began writing books for children. It was a leap of faith. Her new subject matter - ponies and horses - wasn't in vogue with publishers at the time, but it was something she loved and stories she wanted to tell. It wasn't long before Gregg's stories found an audience both here and overseas, and she's now one of Aotearoa's most internationally successful and locally awarded writers. Her Pony Club Secrets and Pony Club Rivals series, as well as her standalone novels like The Princess and the Foal, have so far sold more than two million copies. But it was no overnight success: 20-plus years of dedicated and strategic work went into building the audience, market and world of the books, as well as the TV adaption Mystic which is out now on TVNZ. It's a great series combining an environmental message with the characters and world of the Pony Club Secrets books. To talk what goes into being an international best selling author, the business of books and what's next, Stacy Gregg joined Business is Boring for a chat. Download now, subscribe through Apple Podcasts, or visit Business is Boring on Acast or Spotify."--RSS feed.

Subject: Business.

Gregg, Stacy Interviews.

Podcasts.

Links: https://media.acast.com/business-is-boring/howstacygreggwentfromfashionjournalistobestsellingchildrensbookauthor/media.mp3
Better Futures w/ Shane Ward.

Title: Better Futures w/ Shane Ward.
Creator: Warth, Waveney.
Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2020]
Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary: "We chat to Shane Ward about the recently launched Better Futures Forum (BFF), the hot new platform where New Zealanders are meeting to facilitate the transition towards a more resilient Aotearoa. BFF is seizing the transformational power of COVID-19. In just three weeks since it launched, the organization, co-founded by Dr Mike Joy, has received tremendous support with a groundswell of people joining them. They have a focus on six key areas: Land and Water; Infrastructure; Transport; Building and Housing; Energy; and Economy, and are encouraging any interested New Zealanders to join them. We also chat to Shane (international regenerative-agriculture design-consultant, speaker, teacher, writer and founder of Action Ecology) about his vision for NZ's future and get him to explain the powerful impact of regenerative agriculture. Check out Shane's recent lecture at Victoria University here. Hear more from Dr Mike Joy in a previous How To Save the World episode 'Saving Our Waterways with Dr Mike Joy'. Thanks to Auckland Council and Live Lightly for supporting this podcast!"--RSS feed.

Subject: Environmental protection New Zealand.
Podcasts.
Ward, Shane Interviews.

Links:
https://traffic.omny.fm/d/clips/6e2a797b-0cc4-4c0b-a44d-a51e0019bc3c/e621c193-b63b-4c9f-8040-aa5e00298aa9/8293a9b7-46f6-41cc-80c9-abb100a8a4da/audio.mp3?utm_source=Podcast&in_playlist=40bbac5c-4bb0-4f46-b798-aa5e002ea629&t=1588588058
https://omny.fm/shows/how-to-save-the-world/better-futures-w-shane-ward

Better Wi-Fi, Smaller Windows, New Blackberry.

Title: Better Wi-Fi, Smaller Windows, New Blackberry.
Creator: Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2013]
Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary: "This episode we discuss 8" Windows tablets, Windows 8.1, the future of Wi-Fi, Blackberry Z10, Sony NEX6 camera, Fitbit Flex fitness gadget, Microsoft Surface Pro, Samsung Galaxy S4 mini, Igloo, Intel's upcoming Haswell and Cedar Trail technologies. Running time : 1:07:14"--RSS feed.

Subject: Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.

Links:
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/98b364ad-98b364ad
Title  The big smartphone giveaway, telco news both good and bad.
Creator  Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2013]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "This week we discuss our big smartphone giveaway, TelstraClear disappears, HD Voice, Telecom UFB announcement and large job cuts, finalists announced for the Hi-Tech Awards and sad news regarding 2degrees CEO Eric Hertz. Running time : 0:45:26"--RSS feed.
Subject  Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.
Links  https://dts.podtrac.com/redirect.mp3/cdn.simplecast.com/audio/083219/083219e0-dcd5-4385-9d15-8105e91523a6/08421999-95e0-4817-af82-576fc7d5ebc2/8e1b0fa4_tc.mp3?aid=rss_feed
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com(episodes/8e1b0fa4-8e1b0fa4

Title  Big Time Boi's.
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [Yellow Fever], [2018]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Series  Phoenix City ; October 18, 2018.
Summary  "The A-League season is finally upon us, and the Nix are taking on Ernie and the Jets. We preview the game, talk about who we think the 11 players to line up for the Nix will be, and discuss the best way to extract three points from the start of the season. Note: the audio quality improves a few minutes into the episode."--RSS feed.
Subject  Podcasts.
Soccer New Zealand.
Wellington Phoenix FC (Soccer club)
Links  https://thekidsareallwhite.podomatic.com/enclosure/2018-10-17T20_41_06-07_00.mp3
https://www.podomatic.com/podcasts/thekidsareallwhite/episodes/2018-10-17T20_41_06-07_00
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Bill Nelson Talks about Two Poems.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Adam, Pip.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[Wellington] : [Pip Adam], [2016]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource (1 audio file)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;The Alchemy of Snow by Kerrin P Sharp and Bill Nelson's poem Russel are the subject of today's discussion about reading and writing with Pip Adam.&quot;--RSS feed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Nelson, Bill, 1979- Interviews.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Links</td>
<td><a href="https://mcdn.podbean.com/mf/web/axvt5y/Ep_31_Bill_Nelson.mp3">Links</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><a href="https://PipAdam.podbean.com/e/ep-31-bill-nelson-talks-about-two-poems/">Links</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Title       | Bill’s big super bang-bang, the rise of Jacinda and timeless Winstonian truths. |
| Creator     | Lee-Mather, Annabelle.             |
| Publishing Details | [Auckland] : [The Spinoff], [2017] |
| Format      | 1 online resource (1 audio file)  |
| Summary     | "In the historic first ever Spinoff Gone By Lunchtime podcast since the arrival of LifeDirect as sponsor of the politics section, we discuss a range of important topical issues, before eventually making it to politics. On the agenda: • Bill English announcing a change in superannuation qualifying age a mere 23 years from now; • the political management of that change; • calls for an inquiry into abuse in state care; • Jacinda Ardern's Mt Albert triumph and rise to Labour deputy, the departure of Annette King and the leadership of • Andrew Little (including that kaupapa Māori thing); • whether the best thing to be in the Green Party today is an old bloke; and • Are the stars aligning for a storming year for Winston Peters and NZ First? See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed. |
| Subject     | New Zealand Politics and government. |
Title  Billy White.

Creator  Rayment, Matt.

Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Dirt Church Radio], [2019]

Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary  "Kia ora Whanau. This week, we speak with chef Billy White about his debut cookbook Eat, Run, Enjoy. The book combines two of Billy's biggest passions, trail running and delicious food and features such trail running stars as Courtney Dauwalter, Zach Miller, Ricky Lightfoot, Emily Forsberg, Ida Nilsson and Mimmi Kotka. Billy White was born in York and has been a chef for over 20 years. Initially buying into the hard living hospitality lifestyle wholesale. Billy worked in the kitchens of various Michelin star and world-renowned restaurants, including St John in London, and then later Fäviken and Restaurant Mathias Dahlgren, in Sweden. Now Billy works as the head chef at the cafe/restaurant at Rosendals trädgård in Stockholm, a biodynamic commercial garden and cafe. Billy initially started running for a challenge, completing a half marathon, then accompanied a friend on a multi day adventure through forests and trails across the coast to coast in the UK. Billy recounted that whilst on this multi day run he started eating standard service station fare, but by the end of the week was eating lighter, fresher food. Billy found himself moving to Stockholm to be with his now-wife over ten years ago and fell into the trail and ultra running scene in one of the most beautiful and challenging environments in the world. This discussion with Billy is brilliant, discussing his journey to running, living , working, and cooking in such a profoundly seasonal environment such as Stockholm. We discuss his good fortune spending time with some of the best trail and mountain runners in the world, hearing their nutritional advice and tips, and how these differ from runner to runner. Does Courtney Dauwalter indeed have a bowl of candy on every flat surface in her house and many burritos will Zach Miller eat when he hikes down from Barr Camp? We also discuss Billy's own nutrition strategies, how food should be more than just fuel, Matt brings up Refused (of course) and also we highlight that as a non nordic skiing native, just how jarring it can be to witness Swedes zooming about on giant elongated roller blades. Just because you can, doesn't mean you should. Enjoy."--RSS feed.

Subject  Mountain running New Zealand.

Podcasts.

White, Billy (Chef) Interviews.

Links  https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5b12367ff8370a538dd229e3/t/5df86061007162372266dbc9/1576559573807/ep+73+billy+white.mp3
https://www.dirtchurchradio.com/dirtchurchradio/2019/12/18/episode-73-billy-white
Title  Bite size Windows tablets, I'm Watch, Galaxy S4, Orcon update.
Creator  Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2013]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "This week we discuss bite size Windows tablets, Asus Padphone, Samsung Galaxy S4, Slingshot's Igloo bundle, I'm Watch, Sonos Playbar, Dlink Wireless Extender and an update from Orcon following its sale. Running time : 0:50:57"--RSS feed.
Subject  Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.
Links  https://dts.podcastacast.com/redirect.mp3/cdn.simplecast.com/audio/083219/083219e0-dcd5-4385-9d15-8105e91523a6/1d66371f-6d48-4ad2-9c0c-42dafa5fe0a63/eda2d74d_tc.mp3?aid=rss_feed  
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/eda2d74d-eda2d74d  

Title  Blighty ripples, immigration debate, and Sir Knight Sir John Sir Key.
Creator  Lee-Mather, Annabelle.
Publishing Details  [Auckland] : [The Spinoff], [2017]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "The Gone By Lunchtime team returns, with more hot takes than a jalapeno thief. In the latest medium-intensity-hitting Spinoff politics podcast, Toby Manhire is joined by Annabelle Lee of The Hui and Ben Thomas of Exceltium to sigh, pontificate and radio-jingle on a range of subjects including a dramatic UK election and what it means for New Zealand, Labour's freshly unveiled immigration policy, the knighting of former PM John Key, the budget (yes, it's been a while) and what's up with Ngapuhi and the crown. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  New Zealand Politics and government.
Podcasts.
**Title**  Blue Oyster Gallery.

**Creator**  Amery, Mark, 1969-

**Publishing Details**  [Wellington] : [CIRCUIT Artist Film and Video Aotearoa New Zealand], [2015]

**Format**  1 online resource (1 audio file)

**Summary**  "What is an artist-run space today? Mark Amery talks to Chloe Geoghegan, Director of Dunedin's Blue Oyster about the evolution of the gallery, her previous role at Dog Park in Christchurch and Dunedin's new City Council-led arts precinct."--RSS feed.

**Subject**  Geogheagan, Chloe Interviews.
Podcasts.
Video art New Zealand.


---

**Title**  BMW Connected Drive, Tech down on the farm, iOS 8, iPhone 6 sales.

**Creator**  Spain, Paul.

**Publishing Details**  [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2014]

**Format**  1 online resource (1 audio file)

**Summary**  "Topics this week include the arrival on BMW Connected Drive in NZ, tech on the farm, Kindle Voyage, Huawei Ascend P7, Oculus Crescent Bay Virtual Reality prototype, Asus G750, DisplayPort via USB connection along with iOS 8 and iPhone 6 and 6 plus. Running time : 1:01:41"--RSS feed.

**Subject**  Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.

[https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/71a3fb86-71a3fb86](https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/71a3fb86-71a3fb86)
**Title**  BNZ Startup Alley.

**Creator**  Spain, Paul.

**Publishing Details**  [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2014]

**Format**  1 online resource (1 audio file)

**Summary**  "This week we share a tech oriented episode of NZ Business Podcast with NZ Tech Podcast listeners. Paul Spain spoke with the founders of a number of exciting tech start-ups who were finalists in the BNZ Startup Alley event held recently during Webstock. Running time : 0:25:12"—RSS feed.

**Subject**  Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.

**Links**  
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/179fac06-179fac06

---

**Title**  Brad Dixon.

**Creator**  Rayment, Matt.

**Publishing Details**  [New Zealand] : [Dirt Church Radio], [2018]

**Format**  1 online resource (1 audio file)

**Summary**  "Kia Ora Whanau. This week we speak to Brad Dixon, of Everfit Coaching and ENDURObeet about his journey from triathlete to trail and ultra runner, physio to coach, and why living an integrated life full of joy and balance is key to fulfillment. We discuss Brad’s approach to training, and how he will forgo quality over quantity and process over goals every time as he strives to be the best he can in his main roles as husband and father. Rather than preach or set what would be for most unattainable goals, Brad lays it down when discussing his love for cold water swimming, a plant-based diet, his approach to role modeling as a parent and his love for getting amongst it on the trails and Brad’s burgeoning love of ultra distance events. As ever, we discuss Brad’s Greatest Run Ever and were left alternately shaking our heads grinning and holding our fists in the air. This conversation was a straight up whirlwind. Both Matt and Eugene came away stoked and reinvigorated after talking to Brad and we are sure that you will be after listening. Did we mention Brad’s infectiously joyous nature? In fact, we feel like we need to put a warning on this episode - PMA AHEAD!!! We dare you not to be stoked."—RSS feed.

**Subject**  Dixon, Brad Interviews.
Mountain running New Zealand.
Podcasts.

**Links**  
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5b12367ff8370a538dd229e3/t/5b7a7ef421c67c19541d569d/1534755189081/Episode+6+Brad+Dixon.mp3
Title: Brannavan Gnanalingam: A Briefcase, Two Pies, and a Penthouse.
Creator: Adam, Pip.
Publishing Details: [Wellington]: [Pip Adam], [2016]
Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary: "A Briefcase, Two Pies, and a Penthouse by Brannavan Gnanalingam is the subject of today's discussion about reading and writing with Pip Adam."--RSS feed.
Subject: Gnanalingam, Brannavan, 1983- Interviews.
New Zealand literature.
Podcasts.
Links: https://mcdn.podbean.com/mf/web/672c5g/Ep_32_Brannavan_Gnanalingam_Briefcase.mp3

Title: Breaking Astoria in Curran affairs.
Creator: Lee-Mather, Annabelle.
Publishing Details: [Auckland]: [The Spinoff], [2018]
Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary: "Bookended by revelations of sexual assault at a Young Labour summer camp and calls for broadcasting minister Clare Curran's resignation over a curious meeting with RNZ head of news Carol Hirschfeld, March has presented easily the steepest challenges for the new prime minister yet. Discussing all this, along with the government's big house-building announcement for the Unitec site, turbulence from NZ First, the Green leadership and also other things, are a record high five podders. Spinoff editor Toby Manhire is joined by Exceltium's Ben Thomas, and three editorial executives from the best television programme in New Zealand, The Hui: Annabelle Lee, Waimihia Rose and special guest star Mihingarangi Forbes. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject: New Zealand Politics and government.
Podcasts.
Title Breeder’s Digest: The little white lies we tell our kids.

Creator Yee, Jane.

Publishing Details [Auckland] : [Jane Yee], [2018]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary "This month on Breeder’s Digest we bow down to our new Breeder Leader Jacinda Ardern, we discuss the little white lies we tell our kids, share our triumphs and trials since the last episode and we open up about our experiences with miscarriage."--RSS feed.

Subject Child rearing New Zealand.

Podcasts.

Links https://mcdn.podbean.com/mf/web/hatqdb/breeders_digest_final_26_01.mp3
https://breedersdigest.podbean.com/e/tfryukiutyf/

Title Brickwall, Jellyfish, or Backbone (w/ Diane Levy, family therapist).

Creator Budd, Maddy.

Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2019]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary "Are some kids just born bad? Which of the pod hosts’ parents raised them better? And when did men become expected to parent their kids? All these q’s are a’d with iconic fam therapist and professional wise owl, Diane Levy.Sponsored by GoNative NZ - Get the ingredients you need to create your own skincare products at wholesale prices."--RSS feed.

Subject Levy, Diane Interviews.

Podcasts.

Links https://traffic.omny.fm/d/6b2a797b-0cc4-4c0b-a44d-a51e0019bc3c/eb973831-bec2-4164-994f-aa10039c7dc/5bb56baa-6c54-498d-97b0-aa18006fd46/audio.mp3?utm_source=Podcast&in_playlist=6bf27a02-f54d-a915-aa0003c6349&t=1557450243
https://omny.fm/shows/every-stupid-question/brickwall-jellyfish-or-backbone-w-diane-levy-famil

Title Broadpwn – iOS vs Android, Alphabay and the Dark Web, Genoapay, Vodafone Giveaway.

Creator Spain, Paul.

Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2017]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary "This week – Genoapay, Broadpwn Wi-Fi risks on iOS and Android, GLAS Cortana thermostat, lvl5 advancing self-driving tech, Crown Infrastructure Partners, Microsoft vs Windows 10 users, fingerprints vs boarding passes, Alphabay, Vodafone giveaway"--RSS feed.

Subject Podcasts.

Technology New Zealand.

https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/08376317-08376317
Title Broken Angel: the unsolved murder of schoolgirl Alicia O'Reilly.
Creator Leask, Anna, 1982-
Publishing Details [Auckland] : [NZME], [2020]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "In August 1980 six-year-old Alicia O'Reilly was raped and killed in her bed by an intruder. Her sister was sleeping less than a metre away. Forty years on, the offender has never been found and her family are still desperate for answers."--RSS feed.
Subject Crime New Zealand.
Podcasts.
Links https://api.spreaker.com/download/episode/40276093/a_moment_in_crime_podcast_alicia_o_reilly.mp3
https://www.spreaker.com/user/nzme/170620nzhmmguy

Title Brown hands : a snow crime recorded.
Format 1 online resource
Summary A four-part comedic podcast aired on Radio Hauraki, New Zealand, which attempts to solve the mystery of who produced a fart while snoring after a night-out at a local bar after drinking heavily and eating nachos.
Subject Humorous fiction.
New Zealand wit and humor.
Podcasts.
Radio comedies.

Title Bubble trouble part II: understanding the new-look Level 3.
Creator Dudding, Adam.
Publishing Details [Wellington] : [Stuff Limited] [2020]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Covid-19 clearly isn't anything like 'a bad case of flu', But the fact remains that influenza kills many thousands every year. So are we being too blase about the flu just because it's so familiar? Vaccinologist Dr Helen Petousis-Harris explains all. Health journalist Hannah Martin reports on the coronavirus clusters afflicting New Zealand rest homes. And Eugene and Adam try to understand the new bubble rules that will arrive when we move to Level 3.Links: Click here for every episode of Coronavirus NZ. Full Stuff coronavirus coverageEugene on Twitter; Adam on TwitterOur email: viruspod@stuff.co.nz."--RSS feed.
Subject COVID-19 (Disease) New Zealand.
Martin, Hannah (Journalist) Interviews.
Petousis-Harris, Helen Interviews.
Podcasts.
Links https://media.whooshkaa.com/show/11846/episode/626501.mp3
https://player.whooshkaa.com/episode?id=626501
Title Bubble trouble: confusion over isolation.
Creator Dudding, Adam.
Publishing Details [Wellington] : [Stuff Limited] [2020]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Senior Stuff journalist Andrea Vance reveals the confusion over NZ's "bubble" guidelines. National correspondent Dana Johannsen joins hosts Adam Dudding and Eugene Bingham to discuss the state of sport, and how the pause in play will shake-up the competitions Kiwis love. And Eugene is reeling at new police guidelines about beards. Links: Click here for every episode of Coronavirus NZ. Full Stuff coronavirus coverage Eugene on Twitter Adam on Twitter Our new email: viruspod@stuff.co.nz."--RSS feed.
Subject COVID-19 (Disease) New Zealand.
Johannsen, Dana Interviews.
Podcasts.
Vance, Andrea Interviews.
Links https://media.whooshkaa.com/show/11846/episode/613601.mp3
https://player.whooshkaa.com/episode?id=613601

Title Buckingham's Chalice.
Creator Buckingham, Des.
Publishing Details [Wellington] : [Yellow Fever], [2019]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Series Phoenix City ; April 24, 2019.
Summary "Des Buckingham fills the empty seat on the pod this week, coming on board to talk about the mens U20's and their upcoming World Cup campaign, his experiences travelling the country and spending time with all the Handy Prem teams, and to address whether or not he'll be applying for the Phoenix job. Meanwhile, a last gasp Roy goal saves the Nix and keeps the hopes of a home playoff alive."--RSS feed.
Subject Buckingham, Des Interviews.
Podcasts.
Soccer New Zealand.
Wellington Phoenix FC (Soccer club)
Title BUILD 2016 with Tom Warren (The Verge).
Creator Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2016]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Microsoft's Artificial Intelligence drama, Holoportation, Maps error gets wrong house demolished, Occulus Rift lands, iOS 9.3 issues, Toyota safety tech goes mainstream, Samsung Smart Windshield, Huawei Mate 8, Spark grabs more mobile spectrum. Running time 22:56"--RSS feed.
Subject Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.
Warreen, Tom (Editor) Interviews.
Links https://dts.podtrac.com/redirect.mp3/cdn.simplecast.com/audio/083219/083219e0-dcd5-4385-9d15-8105e91523a6/b39aca7f-e2a3-4792-aab5-74c5eaaf0c5d/76125a2f_tc.mp3?aid=rss_feed
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/76125a2f-76125a2f

Title Building a Story Brand: Book Review.
Creator Moe, Steven, 1976-
Publishing Details [Rolleston] : Steven Moe, [2020]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "This is a short book review of "Building a Story Brand: Clarify Your Message So Customers Will Listen" by Donald Miller. More on the book: https://buildingastorybrand.com For more content visit www.theseeds.nz "--RSS feed.
Subject Social entrepreneurship New Zealand.
Links https://chtbl.com/track/89G95E/traffic.libsyn.com/secure/seeds/How_to_build_a_storybrand.mp3?dest-id=571558
https://seeds.libsyn.com/building-a-story-brand-book-review
Title: Business is Boring: How to drink - and sell - a New Zealand wine.
Creator: Pound, Simon.
Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary: *Business is Boring* is a weekly podcast series presented by The Spinoff in association with Callaghan Innovation. Host Simon Pound speaks with innovators and commentators focused on the future of New Zealand. This week he talks to wine expert Sam Harrop. Wine is big business in New Zealand. The prices we command for our wine are some of the best margins in the world, and just about anywhere you go in the world there’ll be a New Zealand Sauvignon Blanc on the menu. But this week’s guest believes the potential of our fine wine is only just starting to be realised. New Zealand has had many trailblazers on the winemaking side of things, and a few on the industry side too. Sam Harrop is a bit of both. He’s worked as winemaker both here and overseas, before becoming winemaker and buyer for massive UK grocer Marks & Spencer, revolutionising the way they made, bought and marketed wine. Then he became one of fewer than 400 people ever to make the grade as a Master of Wine and spent 10 years as co-chair of the International Wine Challenge, perhaps the most influential gold sticker a bottle of wine can get. Sam now splits his time between his winemaking business in Spain, which makes nearly six million bottles a year of some of the world’s best organic wine, and living in New Zealand, where he makes beautiful single-vineyard wines with a focus on simplicity. Sam joined us to chat about his journey, the drinks biz and how he makes such good wine. Download now, subscribe through Apple Podcasts, or visit Business is Boring on Acast or Spotify”–RSS feed.

Subject: Business.
Harrop, Sam (Sam John) Interviews.
Podcasts.

Links: https://media.acast.com/business-is-boring/howtodrink-andsell-anewzealandwine/media.mp3

Title: Business is Boring: Saving thousands of tonnes of zinc and acid from going to landfill.
Creator: Pound, Simon.
Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary: *Business is Boring* is a weekly podcast series presented by The Spinoff in association with Callaghan Innovation. Host Simon Pound speaks with innovators and commentators focused on the future of New Zealand. This week he talks to Jonathan Ring, CEO of C-Prize winning company Zincovery. Considering how important steel is to so much of the construction and manufacturing industry, it hasn’t seen a great deal of environmentally-friendly innovation. That’s especially true of galvanised steel (steel that’s covered in a protective layer of zinc to help it last longer) with the process creating waste problems that see tonnes of valuable resources usually go down the drain. But now a New Zealand company has a plan to fix this and create the first clean process, and it’s an idea that’s getting noticed. Zincovery has just won the $100,000 C-Prize - the Callaghan Innovation challenge to find environmental answers through clever business innovation. To talk about the C-Prize and creating change in the construction and manufacturing industries, Zincovery CEO Jonathan Ring joined Simon Pound this week for a chat. Download now, subscribe through Apple Podcasts, or visit Business is Boring on Acast or Spotify”–RSS feed.

Subject: Business.
Podcasts.
Title  Business Is Boring: The Dunedin company growing NZ's high-tech manufacturing sector.

Creator  Pound, Simon.


Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary  "Business Is Boring is a weekly podcast series presented by The Spinoff in association with Callaghan Innovation. Host Simon Pound speaks with innovators and commentators focused on the future of New Zealand. This week he talks to Sarah Ramsay, CEO of United Machinists.

Not that long ago in the scheme of things New Zealand did a lot of its own manufacturing. While some of the industries we used to have wouldn't make much sense to restart now, there's always room for specialists, no matter how small your home market. There's a new generation of high-tech manufacturers thriving in New Zealand right now, and this week's guest is one of the best examples.

Sarah Ramsay's company United Machinists recently expanded its Dunedin HQ, taking over another section of land and building a state-of-the-art temperature-controlled facility with millions of dollars of new machinery. It allowed them to make more high-tech components and assemblies for things as diverse as camera mounts and prosthetic hands.

Sarah has a background in investment and marketing and came to the family-owned business through her husband, and in moving to the CEO role has led their growth into a company set up for another few generations of business. She has also been a driving force in the local Dunedin start-up scene and created a body helping lead the renaissance of engineering in the region, now serving as director of the Southern Otago Regional Engineering Collective, SOREC.

To talk about high-tech business, manufacturing, growth and the journey, Sarah Ramsay, CEO of United Machinists joined Business is Boring for a chat. Download now, subscribe through Apple Podcasts, or visit Business is Boring on Acast or Spotify"--RSS feed.

Subject  Business.

Podcasts.

Ramsay, Sarah Interviews.

Links  https://media.acast.com/business-is-boring/thedunedincompanygrowingnzshigh-techmanufacturingsector/media.mp3


Title  Business Tech Special - Shaun Ryan, SLI Systems.

Creator  Spain, Paul.

Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2014]

Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary  "To start 2014 we share a special NZ Business Podcast chat to the NZ Tech Podcast audience with this interview featuring Shaun Ryan, CEO and co-founder of NZX listed tech firm, SLI Systems. Running time : 0:34:30"--RSS feed.

Subject  Podcasts.

Technology New Zealand.

https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/aef9854c-aef9854c

Title  Buy Nothing Day (w/ Suzanne McFadden).

Creator  Warth, Waveney.

Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2019]

Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary  "This episode is sponsored by Ecotricity - New Zealand’s only carboNZero certified electricity retailer. Join Ecotricity now!To mark Buy Nothing Day (Friday 29 November) we’re joined by special guest Suzanne McFadden talk about her one year challenge to buy no clothes except for essentials. Suzanne is also the founder of the online women’s sports hub The Locker Room – who are doing a great job of raising the profile of women in sport in Aotearoa. Suzanne rocked her year, she even nailed the Media Awards in an op-shop find.Buy Nothing Day combats Black Friday, the day of hyper commerce after Thanksgiving - It's the biggest shopping day of the year in the US when stores drop their prices to work up a buying (crowding crushing) frenzy. It started off as an American tradition but now is undertaken around the world, including New Zealand.Shout out to two other Buy Nothing kiwi heroes: Kristy Lorson and Chris Morrison - both making their living out of selling stuff but would rather you didn’t buy it. Kristy is the guru behind zero waste hub Earth Savvy and Chris is the co-founder of Aotearoa’s most successful fair trade businesses Karma Cola and All Good Bananas. When asked what the one thing people could do to save the planet is, Chris said “buy less.” Kristy boldly took her shop off line for Black Friday / Buy Nothing Day last year.If you don’t get why you can’t buy as much fair trade, organic, plastic free “STUFF” as you want then listen on."--RSS feed.

Subject  Environmental protection New Zealand.

McFadden, Suzanne interviews.

Podcasts.

Links  https://traffic.omny.fm/d/clips/6e2a797b-0cc4-4c0b-a44d-a51e0019bc3e621c193-b63b-4c9f-8040-a5e00298aa9/8f608894-878f-4e26-9a39-ab10003c1e55/audio.mp3?utm_source=Podcast&in_playlist=40bbac5c-4bb0-4f46-b798-aa5e002ea629&t=1574653893
https://omny.fm/shows/how-to-save-the-world/buy-nothing-day-w-suzanne-mcfadden
**Title**  Bye bye Toffee.

**Creator**  Hanlon, Chris.

**Publishing Details**  [Hamilton, New Zealand] : [Chris Hanlon and Sam Elton-Waters], [2020]

**Format**  1 online resource (1 audio file)

**Summary**  "This week we had to say goodbye to our producer on the show, Toffee the cat. Find out what happened and how it affected Chris as he tried to organise his first night of a 6 week improv class he is doing. A bit of space news this week with NASA's Astronaut's splashing down, and SpaceX is trialling a new type of spacecraft to take lots more cargo into space. Amazing footage has been coming out of the huge explosion in Beruit. We aren't art people, but sometimes we can't get our head around the winning entries in competitions, find out what the latest winning piece of art is that made Sam both mad and wanting to enter competitions in the future. Sex starved monkeys are eating themselves to death, and what exactly is the wrinkly scrotum of Lake Titicaca? It might take a while for humans to clean up all the plastic in waterways apparently, and what does a self healing fibre optic cable actually do? All this and more, come check it out."--RSS feed.

**Subject**  Podcasts.

**Links**  https://traffic.libsyn.com/secure/thechrisandsampodcast/TCASP_EP293.mp3?dest-id=223105

**Title**  Camille Henrot and high-tech Primitivism.

**Creator**  Amery, Mark, 1969-

**Publishing Details**  [Wellington] : [CIRCUIT Artist Film and Video Aotearoa New Zealand], [2016]

**Format**  1 online resource (1 audio file)

**Summary**  "Curator George Clark and Writer Martin Patrick discuss Camille Henrot's Grosse Fatigue, Sol Le Witt's assertion that conceptual artists are not rationalists but mystics, and how we mediate the claims of the internet to represent the world. George Clark is CIRCUIT's 2016 curator at large. Martin Patrick is a writer and academic based in Wellington, NZ. Grosse Fatigue is at City Gallery Wellington until 13 March 2016. Image: Camille Henrot ,Grosse Fatigue, 2013. Courtesy Silex Films and Galerie Kamel Mennour, Paris"--RSS feed.

**Subject**  Clark, George (Curator) Interviews.

"Kia Ora Whanau. Camille Herron sucks the marrow out of the long bones of life. The Comrades Champion and five-time world record holder (50 and 100 miles on the road, 100 miles, 12 hours and 24 hours on the track) was involved in a car accident days before she was to fly down to Aotearoa/New Zealand to compete in the 2019 Tarawera 100 mile endurance run. Emerging from the upside down wreck of her car shaken and bruised, Camille’s determination to live was further enhanced. Good fortune, excellent genes and a resolute attitude saw Camille in Rotorua a matter of days later with her beloved husband Conor where she drank the beer, ate the Burger Fuel, and tore Tarawera to pieces, leading outright until Jeff Browning caught her on the last technical aspects of the 100 mile, as Camille discussed “I’m still learning” about trail running having come from a road background. Heavens-to-betsy what Camille will be like when she feels she’s mastered technical running? And for reference, ask Zach Marrion, who destroyed himself in a vain attempt to chase Camille down. Gosh..where do you start with such a story? After triple shot long blacks, hearts beating like hummingbird’s wings, Eugene and Matt sat down with the joyful and mighty Camille to talk about all this and more; her journey towards track and ultra success honed practicing basketball in the heat till she passed out AT SEVEN YEARS OLD, Just why gender doesn’t matter in terms of competition, how many IPAs is too many in a hundred mile race (and can you be scientific about it?). Above all, during this most glorious chat Camille reinforced again and again and again that our lives are fleeting, and we have the most wonderfully capable bodies, so do all the things, move a lot, drink all the beers if it works for you (and others), have a taco, and above all else, LIVE. This was a true privilege and even now that the 3SLB has worn off we’re still completely and utterly stoked. Enjoy! And here’s to life."--RSS feed.

Links
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5b12367ff8370a538dd229e3/t/5c74e24f24a6949a1b491cc8/1551164618787/Ep+31+Camille+Herron.mp3
Can eating fat make you skinny?

Professor Grant Schofield and comedian Robin Ince join host Dr Michelle Dickinson for a fascinating and entertaining discussion about how going against the norm by eating fat and limiting carbohydrates can reduce levels of obesity, cardiovascular disease, and diabetes. --RSS feed.

Subject
Ince, Robin Interviews.
Podcasts.
Schofield, Grant Interviews.
Science.

Links
https://media.blubrry.com/sqfs/content.blubrry.com/sqfs/SQFS005.mp3
https://blubrry.com/sqfs/22840402/5-can-eating-fat-make-you-skinny/

Can researching the past help us build for our future?

Dr Iain White and Andre King join host Dr Michelle Dickinson to talk about the future of our cities in an ever-changing landscape. Should we build for the future knowing how likely natural disasters may become or continue to grow where the dangers are high? --RSS feed.

Subject
King, Andre (Comedian) Interviews.
Podcasts.
Science.
White, Iain Interviews.

Links
https://media.blubrry.com/sqfs/content.blubrry.com/sqfs/SQFS009.mp3
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Can you put a value on life?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Wilkinson, Bryce.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[Wellington] : [New Zealand Taxpayers' Union Inc.], [2020]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource (1 audio file)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Series</td>
<td>Taxpayer talk ; April 17, 2020.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;The conversation around how and when to raise the lockdown has generated some unenviable problems for policy makers, none more so than how to value the lives of those saved by lockdown versus the jobs and businesses it will destroy. Dr Bryce Wilkinson joins the podcast to discuss his latest paper, which helps to shed some light on how these calculations of life and death are made. You can read Dr Wilkinson's paper here. You can subscribe to Taxpayer Talk via Apple Podcasts, Spotify, Google Podcasts and all good podcast apps. Support the show (<a href="http://www.taxpayers.org.nz/donate)%22--RSS">http://www.taxpayers.org.nz/donate)&quot;--RSS</a> feed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Podcasts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Taxation New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wilkinson, Bryce Interviews.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><a href="https://www.buzzsprout.com/944017/3390022-taxpayer-talk-can-you-put-a-value-on-life">https://www.buzzsprout.com/944017/3390022-taxpayer-talk-can-you-put-a-value-on-life</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Can you use maths to win the lottery?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Dickinson, Michelle.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[Auckland] : [NZME], [2017]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource (1 audio file)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;Can you use mathematics to win the lottery? Senior Lecturer in mathematical sciences Dr Robin Hankin joins actress and presenter Jaquie Brown to discuss maths and statistics with host Dr Michelle Dickinson. Covering everything from why traffic seems to move faster in other lanes to how to pick the best supermarket checkout line, the definition of randomness is not only defined in this show but also experienced through a fascinating assortment of topics.&quot;--RSS feed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Brown, Jaquie, 1975- Interviews.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hankin, Robin Interviews.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Podcasts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Science.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Links</td>
<td><a href="https://media.blubrry.com/sqfs/content.blubrry.com/sqfs/SQFS006.mp3">https://media.blubrry.com/sqfs/content.blubrry.com/sqfs/SQFS006.mp3</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><a href="https://blubrry.com/sqfs/22976461/6-can-you-use-maths-to-win-the-lottery/">https://blubrry.com/sqfs/22976461/6-can-you-use-maths-to-win-the-lottery/</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Title: Car Blew Up.
Creator: Hanlon, Chris.
Publishing Details: [Hamilton, New Zealand] : [Chris Hanlon and Sam Elton-Waters], [2020]
Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary: """--RSS feed.
Subject: Podcasts.
https://thechrisandsampodcast.libsyn.com/car-blew-up-ep297-the-chris-and-sam-podcast
https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/primo-explore/fulldisplay?docid=NLNZ_ALMA113
53682530002836&context=L&vid=NLNZ&search_scope=NLNZ&tab=catalogue&lang=en_US

Title: Car Tech, inside local social network Neighbourly, a $3/month Netflix competitor.
Creator: Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2015]
Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary: "We talk with Neighbourly co-founder Casey Eden about this growing local social network, along with discussion about new tech from Toyota and Audi, a streaming video service that wants to compete with piracy, and some fascinating Google and Microsoft news. Running time: 0:44:31"--RSS feed.
Subject: Eden, Casey Interviews.
Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.
Links: https://dts.podtrac.com/redirect.mp3/cdn.simplecast.com/audio/083219/083219e0-dcd5-4385-9d15-8105e91523a6/7fbecdf6-9005-46bb-b925-5481b8e2245b/a4f851d0_tc.mp3?aid=rss_feed
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/a4f851d0-a4f851d0
https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/primo-explore/fulldisplay?docid=NLNZ_ALMA113
53700090002836&context=L&vid=NLNZ&search_scope=NLNZ&tab=catalogue&lang=en_US

Title: Caretaker Greenie.
Creator: Greenacre, Chris.
Publishing Details: [Wellington] : [Yellow Fever], [2018]
Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Series: Phoenix City ; March 22, 2018.
Summary: "Chris Greenacre joins the podcast to chat about everything Phoenix - from the 1-0 loss against Newcastle in Auckland right through to the crop of players who could make the step up from the WeeNix. The All Whites are taking on Canada, and we are into the Handy Prem semifinals with TeeDubs taking on Canterbury at home after getting out of jail very late against Hamilton."--RSS feed.
Subject: Greenacre, Chris Interviews.
Podcasts.
Soccer New Zealand.
Wellington Phoenix FC (Soccer club)
Links: https://thekidsareallwhite.podomatic.com/enclosure/2018-03-22T00_46_55-07_00.mp3
https://www.podomatic.com/podcasts/thekidsareallwhite/episodes/2018-03-22T00_46_55-07_00
https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/primo-explore/fulldisplay?docid=NLNZ_ALMA113
53688540002836&context=L&vid=NLNZ&search_scope=NLNZ&tab=catalogue&lang=en_US
Title Carl Read.
Creator Rayment, Matt.
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Dirt Church Radio], [2020]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "This week on Dirt Church Radio Eugene speaks to fellow South Auckland kid and Ultraman champion Carl Read. Coming from a rugby and cricket background, Carl decided to try his hand at Triathlon in 2007 to make some healthy change in his life. Unlike most people who make healthy changes in their life, by 2012 Carl was a professional triathlete who competed in multiple Ironman (Ironmen?) triathlons around the world. Doing his darnedest to run into the biggest fire he could, Carl turned his sights to Ultraman, a hellish three day event which encompasses a 10km swim, 421km bike and an 84km run on the last day. Carl dug deep and won the event in 2018 and 2019 and then turned his sights to ultramarathon (having set the record on the run leg of Ultraman), winning his first 100km race in 8.27 and then having a tilt at the Tarawera 100 miler. You could say that Carl well and truly has the bit between his teeth. Honest about his struggles, infectious in his enthusiasm for the sport he loves, tattoos (he's got loads) and that mighty flying mullet, this chat with Carl is a ripper."--RSS feed.
Subject Mountain running New Zealand.
Podcasts.
Read, Carl Interviews.
Links https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5b12367ff8370a538dd229e3/t/5edf2454147fb91ae2787893/1591682974821/ep+96+Carl+Read.mp3
https://www.dirtchurchradio.com/dirtchurchradio/2020/6/10/episode-96-carl-read

Title Carl Shuker: 10th Anniversary of The Method Actors.
Creator Adam, Pip.
Publishing Details [Wellington] : [Pip Adam], [2015]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Pip Adam and guests celebrate the tenth anniversary of the publication of Carl Shuker's novel The Method Actors."--RSS feed.
Subject New Zealand literature.
Podcasts.
Shuker, Carl, 1974- Interviews.
Links https://mcdn.podbean.com/mf/web/fch2py/Ep19MethodActors.mp3
Title: CarPlay and Android Auto hands on, Global Mode, Apple Music, Voyager consumer Internet.

Creator: Spain, Paul.

Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2015]

Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary: "We try CarPlay and Android Auto, discuss the demise of Global Mode, Apple Music and Beats 1 radio, Voyager’s new consumer Internet services, Hacking Team themselves getting hacked and Blackberry’s Android, Lumia 940, One Plus 2, Galaxy S6 Edge Plus. Running time: 0:54:20"--RSS feed.

Subject: Podcasts.

Technology New Zealand.

Links:
- https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/a6c24f92-a6c24f92

Title: Cascarino.

Creator: Dome, David.

Publishing Details: [Wellington] : [Yellow Fever], [2018]

Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Series: Phoenix City ; May 03, 2018.

Summary: "David Dome joins the pod to dispel all the recent rumours about the Phoenix selling the club to Australia, what went wrong last season and what they are doing differently this off-season. Meanwhile, Team Wellington have toppled Auckland City in the OCL for the first time to make it through to the final."--RSS feed.

Subject: Dome, David Interviews.

Podcasts.

Soccer New Zealand.

Wellington Phoenix FC (Soccer club)

Links:
- https://thekidsareallwhite.podomatic.com/enclosure/2018-05-02T20_08_37-07_00.mp3
Title  Case 10: Brent Garner.

Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [True Crime New Zealand], [2019]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Series  True crime New Zealand ; September 03, 2019.
Summary  "PALMERSTON NORTH, MANAWATU. On the 25 August 1996, a letter came across the desk of Detective Constable Brent Garner. Brent opened the letter and began reading, "COP, you drew the straw. Chapter 1 starts. You will die, I guarantee. The Executioner."
Visit www.truecrimenz.com for additional information on this case. Including a transcript of this episode, with supporting pictures, sources, and credits."--RSS feed.

Subject  Crime New Zealand.
Podcasts.

Title  Case 11: Harvey and Jeannette Crewe (EPILOGUE).

Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [True Crime New Zealand], [2019]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Series  True crime New Zealand ; October 05, 2019.
Summary  "PUKEKAWA, WAIKATO. On the 2nd of March 1971, Arthur Allan Thomas, having been found guilty of double murder, was driven from the Auckland District Court, 30km north, over the Auckland Harbour Bridge. Exiting at Albany, the police van eventually got onto Paremoremo Road. The 'paddy wagon' drove another 5km before taking a left, soon after the van pulled over. When Arthur exited the vehicle he was greeted by, what would be his home for the foreseeable future, Paremoremo Maximum Security Prison. The song that ends the podcast today is courtesy of Folksong NZ: Mist on the Waitako Visit www.truecrimenz.com for additional information on this case. Including a transcript of this episode, with supporting pictures, sources, and credits."--RSS feed.

Subject  Crime New Zealand.
Podcasts.
https://truecrimenz.com/2019/10/05/case-11-harvey-and-jeannette-crewe-epilogue/
Title Case 11: Harvey and Jeannette Crewe (INVESTIGATION).

Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [True Crime New Zealand], [2019]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Series True crime New Zealand ; September 23, 2019.
Summary "PUKEKAWA. WAIKATO. 22nd of June 1970. 2.20pm. Tuakau police constable Gerald Wyllie answered a call from Owen Priest. Owen explained that Harvey and Jeannette Crewe, farmers in Pukekawa were missing. There were bloodstains in the kitchen and lounge. Furthermore, Rochelle; the Crewe’s 18 month old daughter was found to be without her parents in the house for five days. Although, most peculiar, it appeared Rochelle had been fed and looked after for those five days. Visit www.truecrimenz.com for additional information on this case. Including a transcript of this episode, with supporting pictures, sources, and credits."--RSS feed.
Subject Crime New Zealand.
Podcasts.

Title Case 11: Harvey and Jeannette Crewe (PROLOGUE).

Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [True Crime New Zealand], [2019]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Series True crime New Zealand ; September 15, 2019.
Summary "PUKEKAWA. WAIKATO. Pukekawa is a small district in the Waikato, approx. 66km from central Auckland. In the early years of NZ, Pukekawa was used as a battleground for the early NZ wars. By the early 1900s, Pukekawa was known as a ‘rural Pakeha settlement’. The area was known to have fertile soil; over time it became a popular farming spot. By 1970, Pukekawa was a small, albeit affluent farming community. On the 22 June 1970, the small community of Pukekawa was shattered by one of New Zealand’s most infamous crimes. Visit www.truecrimenz.com for additional information on this case. Including a transcript of this episode, with supporting pictures, sources, and credits."--RSS feed.
Subject Crime New Zealand.
Podcasts.
**Title**  Case 12: The Rainbow Warrior (PART I).
**Publishing Details**  [New Zealand] : [True Crime New Zealand], [2019]
**Format**  1 online resource (1 audio file)
**Series**  True crime New Zealand ; October 19, 2019.
**Summary**  "AUCKLAND CITY, AUCKLAND. In April 1985, Fernando Pereira said goodbye to his children in the Netherlands, his departing words were, “Just take care of your mom, I'll do my trip and I'll be home soon”. With goodbyes said to his loved ones, Fernando travelled to Hawaii and reported for duty. Fernando boarded the ship that would be his home for the next six months as he travelled around the globe - the Rainbow Warrior. Visit www.truecrimenz.com for information on how to vote for the next episode or click here to take you directly to the page. Visit www.truecrimenz.com for additional information on this case. Including a transcript of this episode, with supporting pictures, sources, and credits."--RSS feed.
**Subject**  Crime New Zealand.

**Title**  Case 12: The Rainbow Warrior (PART II).
**Publishing Details**  [New Zealand] : [True Crime New Zealand], [2019]
**Format**  1 online resource (1 audio file)
**Series**  True crime New Zealand ; October 27, 2019.
**Summary**  "AUCKLAND CITY. AUCKLAND. French Defence Minister Charles Hernu caught wind of Greenpeace's plan to protest upcoming French tests in late 1984. After reportedly ‘exploding with fury’, Hernu ordered the French security service, the General Directorate for External Security or in French, Direction Générale de la Sécurité Extérieure (DGSE) to investigate the rumours. To ensure the security of France, discussions surrounding ‘neutralising’ the Greenpeace mission commenced. Ideas in the form of reports began coming across Charles Hernu’s desk. In late March 1985, the DGSE was given the green light to go ahead with the plan. They codenamed the mission, “Operation Satanique”. Visit www.truecrimenz.com for information on how to vote for the next episode or click here to take you directly to the page. Visit www.truecrimenz.com for additional information on this case. Including a transcript of this episode, with supporting pictures, sources, and credits. Link to video mentioned at the end of the podcast: The Rainbow Warrior Bomber Breaks His Silence "--RSS feed.
**Subject**  Crime New Zealand.

National Library of New Zealand  184  Te Puna Matarangi o Aotearoa
Case 13: Hayden Poulter.

**Summary**

"AUCKLAND CITY. AUCKLAND. 19th of October 1996. 9.40am. Sister Janet Swindle, a nun, was walking her dog along Karangahape Road. Sister Swindle and her canine companion entered Pigeon Park, an area of the Symonds Street Cemetery. Among the many corpses laid peacefully to rest, to her horror, Sister Swindle discovered one unpeaceful and unburied; the mutilated corpse of Natacha Hogan.

Visit www.truecrimenz.com for additional information on this case. Including a transcript of this episode, with supporting pictures, sources, and credits."--RSS feed.

Case 14: Sophie Elliott (PART I).

**Summary**

"EDITOR'S NOTE: This episode was recorded on new equipment and we did not get an ideal recording. We learnt a lot of lessons though. We hope the quality isn't too distracting from the information for all you audiophiles out there. Much love, TCNZ. DUNEDIN. OTAGO. "I then heard the door being unlocked so I opened it and stepped into a small bedroom. In front of me, to my left, was the body of a young Caucasian female on the floor. She was covered in blood around her neck and upper torso. A male was standing with his hands by his sides at the end of the bed next to the body. I said to this person, 'What have you done?' To which he replied, 'I killed her.'

Visit www.truecrimenz.com for additional information on this case. Including a transcript of this episode, with supporting pictures, sources, and credits. If any of this is sounding familiar, or you are a victim of domestic abuse -- please know that help is available: Women's Refuge crisis | 0800 733 843 - 24 hoursFamily violence information line | 0800 456 450Shine National Helpline | 0508 744 633 - 9am to 11pmShakti – for women from migrant and refugee communities | 0800 742 584 - 24 hoursNational network of stopping violence | 03 391 0048Elder Abuse Helpline | 0800 32 668 65 - 24 hoursGandhi Nivas | 0800 426 344"--RSS feed.
**Title**  Case 14: Sophie Elliott (PART II).

**Publishing Details**  [New Zealand] : [True Crime New Zealand], [2019]

**Format**  1 online resource (1 audio file)

**Series**  True crime New Zealand ; December 16, 2019.

**Summary** "DUNEDIN. OTAGO. The day after stabbing 22 year old Sophie Elliott to death, the 10th of January 2008, Clayton Weatherston appeared in court in Dunedin -- he pled not guilty to the charge of murder. This began long and lengthy court proceedings. Visit www.truecrimenz.com for additional information on this case. Including a transcript of this episode, with supporting pictures, sources, and credits. If you are a victim of family violence or in a relationship that makes you fearful about your own or anyone else's safety, seek help as soon as possible. We have linked some resources in the show notes. You have the right to be safe. Women's Refuge crisis | 0800 733 843 - 24 hoursFamily violence information line | 0800 456 450Shine National Helpline | 0508 744 633 - 9am to 11pmShakti - for migrant and refugee women | 0800 742 584 - 24 hoursNational network of stopping violence | 03 391 0048Elder Abuse Helpline | 0800 32 668 85 - 24 hoursGandhi Nivas - supporting men to be free from violence | 0800 426 344Hey Bro helpline - supporting men to be free from violence | 0800 HeyBro (439 276)Hohou te rongo kahukura - outing violence - building rainbow communities free from violenceYou, me, us - promoting healthy queer, trans and takatāpui relationshipsSensitive Claims ACC | 0800 735 566"--RSS feed.

**Subject**  Crime New Zealand. Podcasts.

**Links**  
https://truecrimenedezlandcom.files.wordpress.com/2019/12/sophie-elliott-part-ii-real-final.mp3  
https://truecrimenz.com/2019/12/16/case-14-sophie-elliott-part-ii/  

---

**Title**  Case 15: Beverly Bouma.

**Publishing Details**  [New Zealand] : [True Crime New Zealand], [2020]

**Format**  1 online resource (1 audio file)

**Series**  True crime New Zealand ; January 16, 2020.

**Summary** "REPOROA. WAIKATO. 30th of November 1998. Highschool sweethearts and husband and wife, Henk and Beverly Bouma are alone in their farmhouse property located on Plateau Road in Reporoa, a small rural community 40km outside of Rotorua. The couple's three children were not home, their son 22-year-old Russell was working on another farm; their two daughters, 17-year-old Sandra and 15-year-old Cherie were away for school in Hamilton. Henk and Beverly Bouma are awoken to four men wearing ski masks and gloves, one pointing a .22 rifle at them. Visit www.truecrimenz.com for additional information on this case. Including a transcript of this episode, with supporting pictures, sources, and credits."--RSS feed.

**Subject**  Crime New Zealand. Podcasts.

**Links**  
https://truecrimenedezlandcom.files.wordpress.com/2020/01/beverly-bouma-final-fixed.mp3  
"PALMERSTON NORTH. MANAWATU. Four months into his sentence, in August of 2002, Mark Lundy took his case to the Court of Appeal based on the belief that he was convicted on “bad science”. Upon upholding the conviction, the Court added an additional three years to Mark’s non-parole period; bringing the total non-parole term to 20 years. The reason for the increase was due to the Court of Appeal believing the original trial judge was too lenient and didn’t fully take into account the horrific circumstances of Amber Lundy’s murder, “She must have died with the awful injuries to her mother as her last living memory ... we have to say that Mr Lundy's murder of his daughter in these circumstances, coming on top of the murder of his wife, requires denunciation and demonstration of society's abhorrence at a very high level”. While Mark continued to maintain his innocence. The legal avenues to express that innocence were running out. Visit www.truecrimenz.com for additional information on this case. Including a transcript of this episode, with supporting pictures, sources, and credits."--RSS feed.

Subject Crime New Zealand.

Links https://truecrimenewzealandcom.files.wordpress.com/2020/03/the-lundy-murders-epilogue-final.mp3
https://truecrimenz.com/2020/03/08/case-16-the-lundy-murders-epilogue/

"PALMERSTON NORTH. MANAWATU. 30th of August 2000. 11.59am. Mark Lundy took a call from a client who wanted to place an order; Mark emotionally communicated through tears that he couldn’t right now as he was on his way home because "something happened to his wife and child". Mark arrived home to 'Palmy' about an hour and 16 minutes later at 1.15pm, police stopped Mark Lundy at the cordon about a block from 30 Karamea Crescent -- they had something to tell him. Police broke the news that both his wife Christine and daughter Amber were found dead that morning. Furthermore, all signs pointed to murder. Visit www.truecrimenz.com for additional information on this case. Including a transcript of this episode, with supporting pictures, sources, and credits."--RSS feed.

Subject Crime New Zealand.

Links https://truecrimenewzealandcom.files.wordpress.com/2020/02/the-lundy-murders-investigation-final.mp3
https://truecrimenz.com/2020/02/19/case-16-the-lundy-murders-investigation/
**Title** Case 16: The Lundy Murders (PROLOGUE).

**Publishing Details** [New Zealand] : [True Crime New Zealand], [2020]

**Format** 1 online resource (1 audio file)

**Series** True crime New Zealand ; February 01, 2020.

**Summary** "PALMERSTON NORTH. MANAWATU. 30th of August 2000. 9.30am. Christine’s brother James Weggery arrived at 30 Karamea Crescent in the suburb of Kelvin Grove in Palmerston North. James knew Christine’s routine well, he knew she would be home after taking her 7-year-old daughter Amber to school. Although, James had been having difficulty getting Christine on the phone; he decided to just head over to her house. Christine had been working on the accounting for James’ trucking business and his taxes were due at the end of the month; today. James Weggery approached the Lundy residence. He knocked on the front door. No answer. James already knew Christine’s husband Mark would not be home as he was in Wellington on business but Christine was always home at this time. Furthermore, the curtains were still pulled and her car occupied the carport. James wandered the property looking for signs of life. Something’s wrong, something’s off; James thought. Visit www.truecrimenewzealand.com for additional information on this case. Including a transcript of this episode, with supporting pictures, sources, and credits."--RSS feed.

**Subject** Crime New Zealand. Podcasts.

**Links**
- https://truecrimenewzealandcom.files.wordpress.com/2020/02/the-lundy-murders-prologue-fin al.mp3
- https://truecrimenz.com/2020/02/02/case-16-the-lundy-murders-prologue/

**Title** Case 17: Baby Kahurautete.

**Publishing Details** [New Zealand] : [True Crime New Zealand], [2020]

**Format** 1 online resource (1 audio file)

**Series** True crime New Zealand ; April 18, 2020.

**Summary** "LOWER HUTT. WELLINGTON. Saturday. 13th of April 2002. 11.20am. Donna Hall gathered her two nieces, Manumea and Erena Durie to take a morning stroll along the Hutt River with ‘baby Kahu’ and the family dog. The fivesome left their house and wandered through the suburbs of Woburn. The two nieces pushed Kahu in the pushchair a few metres ahead of Donna who walked the dog behind. Eventually the quintet walked southwest onto Saint Albans Grove. As they made their way down the road towards the riverbank a Mitsubishi Magna passed them and parked ahead at the end of the grove, near the stairs to Strand Park. As the quintet approached the stairs leading up to the riverbank, a man wearing a balaclava, gloves and wielding a .22 Ruger semi automatic rifle burst out of the Mitsubishi and quickly approached the group. The attacker pointed the rifle at the head of Erena Durie and threatened to kill her along with her sister Manumea if they didn’t leave baby Kahu. Visit www.truecrimenewzealand.com for additional information on this case. Including a transcript of this episode, with supporting pictures, sources, and credits."--RSS feed.

**Subject** Crime New Zealand. Podcasts.

**Links**
- https://truecrimenz.com/2020/04/19/case-17-baby-kahurautete/
Title  Case 18: The Raurimu Rampage.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [True Crime New Zealand], [2020]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Series  True crime New Zealand ; May 11, 2020.
Summary  "RAURIMU, MANAWATU. Saturday the 8th of February 1997. 9.05am. Stephen Anderson walks into the kitchen holding a 12 gauge sawn-off shotgun and carrying a shotgun cartridge in his mouth. His father Neville immediately sprang from his seat and approached the gunman “What are you doing… Give it to me Stephen”. Neville grabbed hold of the barrel of the shotgun, attempting to wrestle it out of his son’s hands when Stephen accused his father of being wicked, “You’re the devil incarnate.” BANG! The shotgun fired, fatally injuring Neville Anderson. Stephen’s rampage had begun. Visit www.truecrimenz.com for additional information on this case. Including a transcript of this episode, with supporting pictures, sources, and credits."--RSS feed.
Subject  Crime New Zealand.
Podcasts.
Links  https://truecrimenewzealand.com.files.wordpress.com/2020/05/the-raurimu-rampage-final.mp3
https://truecrimenz.com/2020/05/12/case-18-the-raurimu-rampage/

Title  Case 19: Gordon McKay.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [True Crime New Zealand], [2020]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Series  True crime New Zealand ; June 05, 2020.
Summary  "PIHA, AUCKLAND. In 1939 Piha was in the news for something completely unrelated to its beach; it was in the headlines for a house fire claiming the life of one person. As the events unfolded, more information rose to the surface and ultimately the story of the ‘Piha Fire’ of 1939 became one of the most curious crimes in the archives of NZ’s history. This is the tale of Gordon McKay and The Duplicitous Inferno. Visit www.truecrimenz.com for additional information on this case. Including a transcript of this episode, with supporting pictures, sources, and credits. "--RSS feed.
Subject  Crime New Zealand.
Podcasts.
https://truecrimenz.com/2020/06/06/case-19-gordon-mckay/
Title  Case 1: Parker-Hulme Murder (Part 1).

Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [True Crime New Zealand], [2019]

Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)

Series  True crime New Zealand ; June 15, 2019.

Summary  "CHRISTCHURCH, CANTERBURY. 22 June 1954. The body of forty-five year old Honora Parker was discovered in Victoria Park, in Christchurch, New Zealand. That morning Honora had gone for a walk through Victoria Park with her daughter Pauline Parker, and Pauline's best friend, Juliet Hulme. Approximately 130m down the path, in a wooded area of the park near a small wooden bridge, Juliet and Pauline bludgeoned Honora Parker to death with half a brick enclosed in an old stocking. Visit www.truecrimenz.com for additional information on this case. Including a transcript of this episode, with supporting pictures, sources, and credits."--RSS feed.

Subject  Crime New Zealand.

Links  https://truecrimenewzealandcom.files.wordpress.com/2019/06/parker-hulme-murder-part-1-v2.mp3

Title  Case 1: Parker-Hulme Murder (Part 2).

Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [True Crime New Zealand], [2019]

Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)

Series  True crime New Zealand ; June 22, 2019.

Summary  "CHRISTCHURCH, CANTERBURY. June 22, 1954 "The Day of The Happy Event. I am writing a little of this up in the morning before the death. I felt very excited and 'The night before Christmas-ish' last night. I did not have pleasant dreams though. I am about to rise" Visit www.truecrimenz.com for additional information on this case. Including a transcript of this episode, with supporting pictures, sources, and credits."--RSS feed.

Subject  Crime New Zealand.

Links  https://truecrimenewzealandcom.files.wordpress.com/2019/06/parker-hulme-murder-part-2-v2.mp3
Title  Case 2: Urban Hoglin and Heidi Paakkonen (EPILOGUE).

Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [True Crime New Zealand], [2019]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Series  True crime New Zealand ; July 12, 2019.
Summary  "THAMES, COROMANDEL PENINSULA. Parakiwai Valley is situated about 70km away from Thames, it is a tranquil and quiet place, famed mostly for the Wharekirauponga Track. A 5km trek through NZ bush, punctuated by natural swimming holes. Reach the end of the trek and you are rewarded with a series of waterfalls. A destination, under normal circumstances, Urban would loved to have visited. It was here, Sven Urban Hoglin met his end and his body lay for two and a half years; undiscovered. Visit www.truecrimenz.com for additional information on this case. Including a transcript of this episode, with supporting pictures, sources, and credits."--RSS feed.

Subject  Crime New Zealand.
Links  https://truecrimenewzealandcom.files.wordpress.com/2019/07/heidi-paakonene-and-urban-hoglin-epilogue-v2.mp3

Title  Case 2: Urban Hoglin and Heidi Paakkonen (INVESTIGATION).

Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [True Crime New Zealand], [2019]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Series  True crime New Zealand ; July 07, 2019.
Summary  "THAMES, COROMANDEL PENINSULA. Swedish couple Heidi Paakkonen and Urban Hoglin were backpacking around New Zealand late 1988 and early 1989. They were last seen in Thames in the Coromandel on the 7th of April 1989. Their 1976 Subaru Wagon was found abandoned on the 14th of April on Watling Street in Mt Eden, Auckland where it had been motionless for six weeks. Heidi and Urban were reported missing. Visit www.truecrimenz.com for additional information on this case. Including a transcript of this episode, with supporting pictures, sources, and credits."--RSS feed.

Subject  Crime New Zealand.
Title Case 2: Urban Hoglin and Heidi Paakkonen (PROLOGUE).

Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [True Crime New Zealand], [2019]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Series True crime New Zealand ; June 29, 2019.

Summary "THAMES, COROMANDEL PENINSULA. In the early morning hours of Friday the 16th of September, 1988. Two Swedes, a young couple; Heidi Paakkonen and Urban Hoglin were waiting at the Stockholm Airport to begin their once in a lifetime, around the world trip. They were set to return in May of the next year, 1989. Full of wide eyed optimism about their immediate future, they waved goodbye to their parents and siblings. They would travel to the United States, then move on to Australia before finally reaching New Zealand. Visit www.truecrimenz.com for additional information on this case. Including a transcript of this episode, with supporting pictures, sources, and credits."--RSS feed.

Subject Crime New Zealand.

Links https://truecrimenewzealandcom.files.wordpress.com/2019/06/heidi-paakonene-and-urban-hoglin-prologue-legal-cut-v2.mp3

Title Case 3: Schlaepfer Family Murders.

Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [True Crime New Zealand], [2019]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Series True crime New Zealand ; July 14, 2019.

Summary "PAERATA, AUCKLAND. May 19 1992, 7.40am. Police Constable Jeff Stuck answers a 111 emergency call from a hysterical woman. Stuck was unable to extract much information from the woman. She was screaming into the receiver, when suddenly the conversation ended. The phone fell to the ground. Constable Stuck, still listening heard in the background, raised voices of a woman and a man; yelling. Accompanied by a pair of loud gunshots. Visit www.truecrimenz.com for additional information on this case. Including a transcript of this episode, with supporting pictures, sources, and credits."--RSS feed.

Subject Crime New Zealand.

Links https://truecrimenewzealandcom.files.wordpress.com/2019/07/schlaepfer-family-murders-redux-v4.mp3
https://truecriminenz.com/2019/07/14/case-3-schlaepfer-family-murders/
Case 4: Delcelia Witika.

**Summary**
"MANGERE, AUCKLAND. On the 21st of March 1991, Martin Smith, an ambulance officer was responding to a call about a dead child at an address in Mangere. When he entered the property he found an emaciated two year old girl in the fetal position. She was lying on a filthy, blood covered mattress. The child had extreme scarring on her body appearing to be burns. Similar burns were on her hands and feet with deep bruising covering the remainder of her body. The girl was unresponsive, when Smith knelt down to check her pulse, he discovered she was dead. Visit www.truecrimenz.com for additional information on this case. Including a transcript of this episode, with supporting pictures, sources, and credits."--RSS feed.

**Links**
https://truecrimenewzealandcom.files.wordpress.com/2019/07/deleclia-witika-redux-v2.mp3
https://truecrimenz.com/2019/07/21/case-4-delcelia-witika/

Case 5: Maketū Wharetōtara (DEATH PENALTY – PART I).

**Summary**
"RUSSELL, BAY OF ISLANDS. In the Bay of Islands, about four kilometres northeast of Russell, you will find Motuarohia Island. A small island of only two kilometres in length. Today, the island exists mostly as a tourist attraction, selling itself with promises of crystal clear waters, sandy beaches and stunning walking tracks. Although in 1841, when Aoetereoa was still in its infancy, the island which directly translates to ‘beloved island’ was more infamous than famous. Infamous, for it was the island at the centre of an incident, an event that one newspaper of the time described as a ‘most shocking and inhuman atrocity’. Visit www.truecrimenz.com for additional information on this case. Including a transcript of this episode, with supporting pictures, sources, and credits."--RSS feed.

**Links**
https://truecrimenewzealandcom.files.wordpress.com/2019/07/maketu-wharetotara-v2.mp3
Case 6: Minnie Dean (DEATH PENALTY – PART II).

Summary
"WINTON, SOUTHLAND. On August the 12th 1895 ‘Southland baby farmer’ Williamina Dean became the first and only woman to be sentenced to death in New Zealand. The name of Minnie Dean lives on, and around that name has grown a legend. Southland children who misbehave are threatened, not with boogeymen, but with being sent to Minnie Dean. Visit www.truecrimenz.com for additional information on this case. Including a transcript of this episode, with supporting pictures, sources, and credits."--RSS feed.

Links
https://truecrimenewzealandcom.files.wordpress.com/2019/07/minnie-dean-redux-v2.mp3
https://truecrimenz.com/2019/07/30/case-6-minnie-dean-death-penalty-part-ii/

Case 7: Walter James Bolton (DEATH PENALTY – PART III).

Summary
"WANGANUI, MANAWATU. On the 18th of February 1957, the eighty fifth, and last person was executed in NZ. A man, a farmer from the district of Wanganui in the Manawatu. One newspaper described the events that unfolded. On the scaffold, a rope was placed around his neck. When the trap door snapped open beneath him. He dropped, surviving the fall. Sickening the small audience of reporters, clergy and prison warders, many vomited. The man continued to hang, writhing while he slowly strangled to death. Visit www.truecrimenz.com for additional information on this case. Including a transcript of this episode, with supporting pictures, sources, and credits."--RSS feed.

Links
https://truecrimenewzealandcom.files.wordpress.com/2019/08/walter-bolton-no-song.mp3
Title  Case 8: Graeme Burton (PART I).
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [True Crime New Zealand], [2019]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Series  True crime New Zealand ; August 04, 2019.
Summary  "LOWER HUTT, WELLINGTON. In 1992, Paul Anderson was a lighting technician at Wellington nightclub, The Carpark. After hearing some commotion with a man and the club’s security. Anderson found himself confronted by a large, enraged and intoxicated man. The man was also wielding a knife. The man asked Anderson if he worked at the club. Anderson supposedly confirmed this and the knife was put to use, Paul was viciously stabbed and he collapsed. Later bleeding out. Visit www.truecrimenz.com for additional information on this case. Including a transcript of this episode, with supporting pictures, sources, and credits."--RSS feed.
Subject  Crime New Zealand.
Podcasts.
Links  https://truecrimenz.com/2019/08/04/case-8-graeme-burton-part-i/  

Title  Case 8: Graeme Burton (PART II).
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [True Crime New Zealand], [2019]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Series  True crime New Zealand ; August 11, 2019.
Summary  "WAINUIOMATA, WELLINGTON. On the afternoon of January the 6th 2007. Karl Kuchenbecker was riding his quad bike in the hills that connect Lower Hutt to Wainuiomata. Karl was riding through a firebreak on his way home. When he was confronted by a drug frenzied, overly aggressive man wielding a shotgun. The man fired. Karl was hit and he fell to the ground. The man fired the shotgun two more times hitting Kuchenbecker. Karl, with what strength he had left made a run for it. He was then grabbed and stabbed repeatedly. Puncturing his lung. Kuchenbecker lay dying, alone. As the man looked for more victims. This random act of killing has chilling similarities to the 1992 murder of Paul Anderson. Both were a victim seemingly chosen at random, both were completely unprovoked, and both were committed by Graeme Burton. Visit www.truecrimenz.com for additional information on this case. Including a transcript of this episode, with supporting pictures, sources, and credits."--RSS feed.
Subject  Crime New Zealand.
Podcasts.
Links  https://truecrimenz.com/2019/08/12/case-8-graeme-burton-part-ii/  
Title Case 9: Joe Kum Young.

Summary "WELLINGTON CITY, WELLINGTON. 24th of September 1905, 7.45pm. The now 68 year old Joe Kum Young, still recovering from his mining injury, was limping down Haining Street. Footsteps quickly approached him from behind. Young may have sensed a wisp of dread when he heard a revolver being cocked from the same direction. A loud gunshot quickly followed, followed by a quicker bullet. Joe Kum Young was shot in the back of the head. He fought his injuries in hospital for the next two hours, but later died at 10pm that night. The unknown gunman slipped back into the nearby crowds. Escaping in the chaos. Police were lost. It was a random killing, they had no leads. The next day, a man walked calmly into the Lambton Quay Police Station; he placed a revolver on the front desk, then proclaimed proudly, "I have come to tell you that I am the man who shot the Chinaman in the Chinese quarters of the city last evening. I take an interest in alien immigration and I took this means of bringing it under the public notice." Visit www.truecrimenz.com for additional information on this case. Including a transcript of this episode, with supporting pictures, sources, and credits."--RSS feed.

Subject Crime New Zealand.
Podcasts.

Links https://truecrimenz.com/2019/08/18/case-9-joe-kum-young/
https://truecrimenz.com/2019/08/18/case-9-joe-kum-young/

Title Catalyst NZ cloud, Tomizone update, Lenovo Superfish, Is your phone off or spying?

Summary "This week - UE Mega Boom, fabric printing for fashion designers, Lenovo and Superfish Adware, Tomizone update, Catalyst NZ cloud, Zomato, Blackberry Classic, Android malware that operates when your phone is off, is NSA/GCHQ listening to your calls? Running time : 0:48:06"--RSS feed.

Subject Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.

Links https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/e6e8d381-e6e8d381
Title Catch 22.
Publishing Details [Wellington] : [Yellow Fever], [2018]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Series Phoenix City ; October 05, 2018.
Summary "In a seemingly uneventful week, both NZF and FFA ended up having major developments. FFA congress reform is happenings, we discuss what this means for the Nix and the A-League. Back home, Pip Muir delivers her report into NZF, making 22 recommendations for NZF."--RSS feed.
Subject Podcasts.
Soccer New Zealand.
Wellington Phoenix FC (Soccer club)
Links https://thekidsareallwhite.podomatic.com/enclosure/2018-10-04T17_54_40-07_00.mp3
https://www.podomatic.com/podcasts/thekidsareallwhite/episodes/2018-10-04T17_54_40-07_00

Title Catharsis.
Creator Lund, Jeb.
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2016]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "The election is over. President-elect Donald Trump has been chosen by the Electoral College to lead America for the next four years. Tim and Jeb and are surprised and unthrilled to learn this.In this episode we chat about the emotional impact of a Trump victory, the immediate response to the election result and then dig into the collective dialogue between the Left and Right going forward. Climate change, the nature of online interaction and a timely reminder on the humanity and fragility of journalists also awaits your ears in this quite depressing but altogether necessary airing of fear and loathing."--RSS feed.
Subject Podcasts.
World politics.
Links https://traffic.omny.fm/d/clips/6e2a797b-0cc4-4c0b-a44d-a51e0019bc3c/f5c796b6-19ca-41d0-8bff-a8c00df11ad/e43a4dfe-f3d2-44ea-b0f6-a6bd016f2036/audio.mp3?utm_source=Podcast&in_playlist=193ca0a-87f4-4441-934d-a68c00e44c3e&t=1479075855
https://omny.fm/shows/polidicks/catharsis
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>CES 2016 - Highlights and Hilarity.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Spain, Paul.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2016]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource (1 audio file)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;Our first in studio podcast is all about CES 2016. We discuss news on car tech, drones, wearables and a range of other gadgets. Are you ready for the smart fridge which orders your food? Or maybe a drone which will carry you across town double quick? Running time 0:42:10&quot;--RSS feed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Podcasts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technology New Zealand.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Links</td>
<td><a href="https://dts.podtrac.com/redirect.mp3/cdn.simplecast.com/audio/083219/083219e0-dcd5-4385-9d15-8105e91523a6/0f7bd83c-f9b8-4502-9e26-c73620dcc7e0/4a02b3d8_tc.mp3?aid=rss_feed">https://dts.podtrac.com/redirect.mp3/cdn.simplecast.com/audio/083219/083219e0-dcd5-4385-9d15-8105e91523a6/0f7bd83c-f9b8-4502-9e26-c73620dcc7e0/4a02b3d8_tc.mp3?aid=rss_feed</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/4a02b3d8-4a02b3d8">https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/4a02b3d8-4a02b3d8</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>CES 2018 – Robots, Assistants, Modular TV, Virtual Reality, Autonomous Vehicles.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Spain, Paul.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2018]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource (1 audio file)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;Robots, assistants, modular TV, virtual reality, autonomous tech, smart fridges, smartphones, cameras and headphones – from Panasonic, Samsung, Sony, Lyft and more. Paul Spain was in Las Vegas and joined by Steve Biddle and Michael Murphy.&quot;--RSS feed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Biddle, Steve (Network engineer) Interviews.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Murphy, Michael (Executive) Interviews.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Podcasts.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technology New Zealand.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/4990bdf5-4990bdf5">https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/4990bdf5-4990bdf5</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Title</td>
<td>CES 2019 Highlights.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Spain, Paul.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2019]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource (1 audio file)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;Recorded at CES 2019 in Las Vegas, Paul Spain and Myriam Joire (tnkgrl) review highlights of CES 2019 announcements across autonomous air taxis, to the LG rollup OLED TV and a variety of other gadgets and news. <a href="http://www.nztechpodcast.com">www.nztechpodcast.com</a> <a href="http://www.paulspain.com">www.paulspain.com</a> <a href="http://www.gorillahq.com">www.gorillahq.com</a> &quot;--RSS feed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Joire, Myriam Interviews. Podcasts, Technology New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Links</td>
<td><a href="https://dts.podtrac.com/redirect.mp3/cdn.simplecast.com/audio/083219/083219e0-dcd5-4385-9d15-8105e91523a6/c6cd21c4-4c76-41a9-9511-f6808154f1e2/7f18e39c_tc.mp3?aid=rss_feed">https://dts.podtrac.com/redirect.mp3/cdn.simplecast.com/audio/083219/083219e0-dcd5-4385-9d15-8105e91523a6/c6cd21c4-4c76-41a9-9511-f6808154f1e2/7f18e39c_tc.mp3?aid=rss_feed</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><a href="https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/7f18e39c-7f18e39c">https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/7f18e39c-7f18e39c</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>CES 2020, Travelex massive Ransomware hit, NZ internet improving with Fibre, Satellite and 5G.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Spain, Paul.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2020]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource (1 audio file)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;Insights on key New Zealand technology related news, highlights from CES 2020 in Las Vegas, Travelex massive Ransomware hit, Kashmir forced internet outage, Orcon launches first 4Gbps Fibre plan, Kacific 1 satellite to provide massive reach. NZ Tech Podcast Paul SpainGorilla TechnologyFree Tesla SuperchargingSpecial thanks to organisations who support innovation and tech leadership in New Zealand by partnering with NZ Tech Podcast:Sumo LogicHPSamsungVodafone NZSpark NZVocus&quot;--RSS feed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Podcasts, Technology New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

National Library of New Zealand 199 Te Puna Matarauranga o Aotearoa
Title  Charlotte McEleny - Editor, The Drum.
Creator  O'Brien, Beth (Creative director)
Publishing Details  [Auckland] : Colenso BBDO, [2018]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "In Episode 2, we interview the sublime Charlotte McEleny, Editor at The Drum APAC"--RSS feed.
Subject  Advertising New Zealand.
Marketing New Zealand.
McEleny, Charlotte Interviews.
Podcasts.
https://soundcloud.com/lovethispodcast/e1-charlotte-mceleny-editor-the-drum

Title  Charting the Future: A framework for thinking about change - Live discussion.
Creator  Moe, Steven, 1976-
Publishing Details  [Rolleston] : Steven Moe, [2020]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "In this live session I discussed with Craig Fisher the paper we released called "Charting the Future: A framework for thinking about change". We discuss what the paper covers and why we wanted to issue the challenge of 7 questions for organisations to consider when they look at their strategy. There were 55 attending this Zoom call on Friday 12 June 2020. To download the paper visit https://www.parryfield.com/charting-the-future/ Video version of this talk https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Uba1wjoarak Index of video content - the audio follows this: 00:00: Welcome by Steven 01:08: Craig Fisher intro and context 03:11: Steven Moe intro and context 04:41: Explaining why we wrote the paper now + thoughts 13:18: Giving context of paper before looking at questions 14:50: Question 1: What is our purpose? 19:53: Q2: Do we have a right to exist? 22:22: Q3: Do we still need to exist? 27:52: Q4: Should our organization have an end date? 31:07: Q5: Should we continue to try and go it alone? 37:02: Q6: Who could we collaborate with? 41:16: Q7: Can we reimagine the future? 45:25: Discussion about guardianship and legacy 49:18: Discussion on key things to consider 52:01: Discussion on summary of key questions to ask 53:55: Discussion on funding 56:15: Final thoughts 58:40: End For a lot more content visit www.theseeds.nz"--RSS feed.
Subject  Fisher, Craig, 1966- Interviews.
Podcasts.
Social entrepreneurship New Zealand.
Links  https://chtbl.com/track/89G95E/traffic.libsyn.com/secure/seeds/Charting_the_Future.mp3?dest-id=571558
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>A chat with Chris Quin - CEO Telecom Retail.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Spain, Paul.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2013]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource (1 audio file)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;In this special NZ Tech Podcast episode Paul Spain talks with Chris Quin, CEO at Telecom Retail about Business in NZ, Ultra-Fast Broadband, 4G LTE Mobile, The Icehouse (Quin is Chairman of the Board) and of Telecom NZ past, present and future. Running time: 0:40:29&quot;.--RSS feed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Podcasts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Quin, Chris Interviews.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Technology New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><a href="https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/1465a7b6-1465a7b6">https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/1465a7b6-1465a7b6</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>A chat with Eugene Kaspersky, Cybersecurity Billionaire.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Spain, Paul.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2017]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource (1 audio file)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;Bonus episode - Paul Spain chats with Eugene Kaspersky, founder/CEO at Russian Cybersecurity firm Kaspersky Lab. Featured on Forbe's Billionaires list, Eugene shares his background with viruses starting in 1989 and opinions on the state of Cyber Security.&quot;.--RSS feed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Kaspersky, Eugene Interviews.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Podcasts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Technology New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><a href="https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/9bc5d6cb-9bc5d6cb">https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/9bc5d6cb-9bc5d6cb</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Title  A chat with Graham Mitchell, CEO, Crown Fibre Holdings.
Creator  Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2013]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "An update on the challenges and opportunities of Ultra-Fast Broadband (UFB) in New Zealand as Paul Spain chats with Graham Mitchell (CEO - Crown Fibre Holdings) Running time : 0:35:05"--RSS feed.
Subject  Mitchell, Graham (Chief executive officer) Interviews.
Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.


Title  A chat with Rod Drury, CEO, Xero.
Creator  Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2013]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Two days prior to Xero’s big win at the NZ Hi-Tech Awards Paul Spain and Nate Dunn of the NZ Tech Podcast sit down for a word with Xero CEO Rod Drury. They discuss the Xero story, its culture and use of social media both internally and externally. Running time : 0:29:14"--RSS feed.
Subject  Drury, Rod Interviews.
Dunn, Nate Interviews.
Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.

https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/7eae91b-7eae91b
Title: A chat with Vodafone NZ CTO Tony Baird.

Creator: Spain, Paul.

Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2019]

Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary: "5G update and use cases such as stadiums, factories plus the role of Mobile Edge Compute, Fixed Wireless Access. And: 5G safety, RBI and Rural Connectivity Group (RCG), Impact of new Vodafone NZ ownership, Sure Signal / Femtocells, Fixed Wireless broadband.NZ Tech PodcastPaul SpainGorilla TechnologyFree Tesla SuperchargingSpecial thanks to organisations who support innovation and tech leadership in New Zealand by partnering with NZ Tech Podcast:Vodafone NZVocusSumo LogicHPSpark NZSamsung"--RSS feed.

Subject: Baird, Tony Interviews.
Technology New Zealand.

https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/467-ePivwBCE

Title: A chat with Vodafone's Global Chief Technology Officer - Johan Wibergh.

Creator: Spain, Paul.

Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2016]

Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary: "For this NZ Tech Podcast, Paul Spain joins Vodafone's worldwide CTO Johan Wibergh for a discussion that delves into future tech such as communications devices that will run for 10-years without charging and mobile broadband speeds approaching 10gb/sec. Running time 0:36:46"--RSS feed.

Subject: Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.

https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/b18381e9-b18381e9
Title Cheers! How lockdown could change our drinking forever.
Creator Dudding, Adam.
Publishing Details [Wellington] : [Stuff Limited] [2020]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "We all saw the pictures of Kiwis panic-buying booze before lockdown. But how has six weeks of lockdown life actually changed our drinking habits? National correspondent Steve Kilgallon has been finding out. And Tracy Watkins joins the show to critique the communication skills of communications graduate Jacinda Ardern over the past few months. And Adam and Eugene honour their promise to Hilary Barry and get all fancy for Friday. Links: Click here for every episode of Coronavirus NZ. Full Stuff coronavirus coverage Eugene on Twitter; Adam on Twitter; Support Stuff. Plague Playlist: Cookie Jar from team "The Morris Buchanans" Our email: viruspod@stuff.co.nz"--RSS feed.
Subject COVID-19 (Disease) New Zealand.
Kilgallon, Steve Interviews.
Podcasts.
Watkins, Tracy (Editor) Interviews.
Links https://media.whooshkaa.com/show/11846/episode/648312.mp3
https://player.whooshkaa.com/episode?id=648312

Title Chelsea Aitken on co-founding New Zealand and Beyond.
Creator Moe, Steven, 1976-
Publishing Details [Rolleston] : Steven Moe, [2020]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Chelsea Aitken co-founded New Zealand and Beyond and shares a few insights from her entrepreneurial journey in this episode. We also find out about her background and what has led her to become an entrepreneur and the business model supporting NZ companies going to China. I enjoyed this interview and am sure you will as well. Be sure to check out the 4 minute excerpts in the last episode as well. And this is episode 197 so there is a lot more content and stories at www.theseeds.nz Website: https://nzandbeyond.co/ "New Zealand and Beyond is a full service business model, supporting New Zealand skincare companies on every step of their journey into China. NZB was created by Co-founders Chelsea Aitken and Millie Morgan after discovering the underrepresentation of Kiwi brands in China." Check out other interviews at www.theseeds.nz "--RSS feed.
Subject Aitken, Chelsea Interviews.
Podcasts.
Social entrepreneurship New Zealand.
Links https://chtbl.com/track/89G95E/traffic.libsyn.com/secure/seeds/Chelsea_Aitken.mp3?dest-id=571558
https://seeds.libsyn.com/chelsea-aitken-on-co-founding-new-zealand-and-beyond
Title Chelsea Jade.

Creator Dallas Momoisea, Leilani.

Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Snacks and Chats], [2018]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary "We're back with a one-off episode to end the year, with our favourite musician of 2018 - Chelsea Jade. She talks to us about how she almost quit being an artist when she moved to LA, learning not to torture herself and others when writing, overcoming the toxic nature of jealousy, and all the good tears she's shed after working with a roomful of women engineers, producers and songwriters - and how nurturing and needed that kind of experience is for other women in the music industry."--RSS feed.

Subject Chelsea Jade Interviews.

Links https://snacksandchats.podomatic.com/enclosure/2018-11-17T18_36_35-08_00.mp3
https://www.podomatic.com/podcasts/snacksandchats/episodes/2018-11-17T18_36_35-08_00

Title Chemical romance: Coronavirus's fatal attraction.

Creator Dudding, Adam.

Publishing Details [Wellington] : [Stuff Limited] [2020]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary "Sure - you know you're meant to wash your hands with soap, but precisely what's going on at the molecular level? And what's so great about cardboard? Chemistry prof Allan Blackman explains all to hosts Adam Dudding and Eugene Bingham. Health reporter Hannah Martin on why we should care about clusters. And Adam has an excuse for not doing his homework.Links: Full Stuff coronavirus coverageEugene on TwitterAdam on TwitterOur new email: viruspod@stuff.co.nz"--RSS feed.

Subject Blackman, Allan (Allan G.) Interviews.

COVID-19 (Disease) New Zealand.

Martin, Hannah (Journalist) Interviews.

Podcasts.

Links https://media.whooshkaa.com/show/11846/episode/608711.mp3
https://player.whooshkaa.com/episode?id=608711
Chic as Feeq (w/ Georgia Currie, fashion designer).

Creator: Budd, Maddy.

Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2019]

Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary: "The girls are getting fired up talking fashion and femininity. Georgia tells us what it is like reaching success at such a young age and how the fashion industry is changing in the internet age. You'll fall in love with her if you weren't already. Sponsored by GoNative NZ - Get the ingredients you need to create your own skincare products at wholesale prices."--RSS feed.

Subject: Currie, Georgia Interviews.

Links:
https://traffic.omny.fm/d/clips/6e2a797b-0cc4-4c0b-a44d-a51e0019bc3c/eb973831-bec2-4164-994f-aa010039c7dc/e4829b67-ed66-41b8-8b55-aa180070c232/audio.mp3?utm_source=Podcast&in_playlist=6bf27a02-f54d-4e2d-a915-aa01003c6349&t=1558058063
https://omny.fm/shows/every-stupid-question/chic-as-feeq-w-georgia-currie-fashion-designer

Chicken Wings.

Publishing Details: [Wellington] : [Yellow Fever], [2018]

Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Series: Phoenix City ; November 02, 2018.

Summary: "The Phoenix came back from Brisbane with a point, can they continue their form so far into the WSW game this weekend? TeeDubs continued their season with a 3-0 win over Waitak and host their first home game of the season this weekend, and NZF have released their action plan following the Moir report."--RSS feed.

Subject: Soccer News Zealand.

潍坊 Phoenix FC (Soccer club)

Links:
https://thekidsareallwhite.podomatic.com/enclosure/2018-11-01T17_09_47-07_00.mp3
https://www.podomatic.com/podcasts/thekidsareallwhite/episodes/2018-11-01T17_09_47-07_00
Title China cracks down on online rumours, iPhone 6, Sony UHD/4K TV, Renaissance to liquidate.

Creator Spain, Paul.

Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2014]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary "This episode - China's crackdown on online rumours, the predicted iPhone launch in September, Sony UHD/4K TVs, Lenovo's IBM acquisition, video streaming options for NZ, Microsoft Cortana and Windows 9, Nokia Lumia 930, Telecom becomes Spark and more. Running time : 0:40:18"--RSS feed.

Subject Podcasts.

Technology New Zealand.

https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/8a7dcf27-8a7dcf27

Title China goes phishing, Apple's big product refresh, Intergen sold, UFB 200/200.

Creator Spain, Paul.

Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2014]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary "This week we discuss Apple's product refresh across iPad, iMac, iOS and OS X, hear about a massive phishing attack in China, Intergen's sale, Microsoft's Azure data centre launch in Sydney, Spark's Socialiser and the $US179 tablet/laptop hybrid. Running time : 0:53:50"--RSS feed.

Subject Podcasts.

Technology New Zealand.

https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/e2e8d9b2-e2e8d9b2
Title  China vs USA, Waymo and Tesla autonomous cars, Microsoft Edge going Open Source, Chorus drama - NZ Tech Podcast 418.

Creator  Spain, Paul.

Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2018]

Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)


Subject  Bodley, Ben Interviews


Title  China’s Big Brother mishap, E-Moped service Kwikli, US vs Huawei - NZ Tech Podcast 416.

Creator  Spain, Paul.

Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2018]

Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)


Subject  Podcasts.

Links  https://dts.podtrac.com/redirect.mp3/cdn.simplecast.com/audio/083219/083219e0-dcd5-4385-9d15-8105e91523a6/283911e3-441a-49e6-a4ca-689191f18801/ecab1dd1_tc.mp3?aid=rss_feed

https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/ecab1dd1-ecab1dd1
"From our bedrooms to your bubbles, we bring you Dirt Church Radio in lockdown. Welcome. This week Eugene and Matt speak to Chris Hope, the founder of Running Calendar, Australasia’s most exhaustive resource for events. We discuss the history of Running Calendar, the current challenges faced by the racing community, plus a deep dive into running trends, just how niche is too niche, and Chris’ own history of running, his love of trail and ultramarathon running, and where he sees the trail community going post-pandemic. As per the regular, we have news, views, Stuff You Should Know, and a Greatest Run Ever. We are also announcing our partnership with Vert.Run as they launch their new Ruth Croft training program. Will Matt win the Mont Blanc Marathon after doing this plan? Prolly not, but it will be fun to find out how he goes with some structured training. Enjoy."--RSS feed.

Title Chris Hope.
Creator Rayment, Matt.
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Dirt Church Radio], [2020]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "From our bedrooms to your bubbles, we bring you Dirt Church Radio in lockdown. Welcome. This week Eugene and Matt speak to Chris Hope, the founder of Running Calendar, Australasia’s most exhaustive resource for events. We discuss the history of Running Calendar, the current challenges faced by the racing community, plus a deep dive into running trends, just how niche is too niche, and Chris’ own history of running, his love of trail and ultramarathon running, and where he sees the trail community going post-pandemic. As per the regular, we have news, views, Stuff You Should Know, and a Greatest Run Ever. We are also announcing our partnership with Vert.Run as they launch their new Ruth Croft training program. Will Matt win the Mont Blanc Marathon after doing this plan? Prolly not, but it will be fun to find out how he goes with some structured training. Enjoy."--RSS feed.

Subject Hope, Chris (Website developer) Interviews.
Mountain running New Zealand.
Podcasts.

Links https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5b12367ff8370a538dd229e3/t/5eb123a6fcf9c7222f5b1018/1588668185163/ep+92+Chris+Hope.mp3

Title Chris Ord.
Creator Rayment, Matt.
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Dirt Church Radio], [2019]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Kia Ora whanau!! The concept of adventure in our culture is one that is generally associated with the most. The most vert, the most trail, the most difficulty, the most. Mostness. Our conversation with Chris Ord certainly covers this facet of adventure, but also challenges us to think that adventure is something that is individual and that we can intertwine with our everyday lives. But hey, we’re getting ahead of ourselves. Chris Ord is the editor in chief of TrailRun Magazine. Which documents trails in a more coffee table/narrative style than just a dirty running tabloid. He is also the director of Tour de Trails, which provides guided running tours through Australia, Europe, and South Asia. In the time that we’ve been doing DCR, Chris has been someone that multiple people have reached out to us to have on the show due to his love of trail running, his involvement in the sport for many years, his perspective as someone who has documented the culture exhaustively and because he tells a ripping good yarn. And it was a ripping good yarn. We talk about Chris’ love of adventure (both big A and little a), his first ever “10 km” trail run with a guy named Dean Karnazes, and the genesis of TrailRun Magazine, amongst many other things such as the future of adventure tourism and his role as a consultant in that field. Chris tells us how purposefully misplacing the car keys can lead to an amazing day out. This is indeed a ripping good yarn and we are very thankful to Chris for speaking to us. Heck, we even let him have TWO Greatest Runs Ever because they were such gems. Enjoy!!"--RSS feed.

Subject Mountain running New Zealand.
Ord, Chris (Editor) Interviews.
Podcasts.

Links https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5b12367ff8370a538dd229e3/t/5cc7fc5f104c7b28d8c44217/1556610869310/Ep+40+Chris+Ord.mp3
Title  Chris Penk - Flattening the Country.
Creator  Penk, Chris, 1980-
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [New Zealand Taxpayers’ Union Inc.], [2020]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Subject  Penk, Chris, 1980- Interviews.
Podcasts.
Taxation New Zealand.

Title  Christian Beedgen - Data ethics, bias and unintended consequences.
Creator  Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2019]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Subject  Beedgen, Christian Interviews
Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/23200e08-23200e08
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Christina Read on The Brain.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Amery, Mark, 1969-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[Wellington] : [CIRCUIT Artist Film and Video Aotearoa New Zealand], [2015]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource (1 audio file)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;Where does your mind go? Christina Read talks to Mark Amery about her installation The Brain which brings together 15 artists works in an idiosyncratic spatial and conceptual diagram of a brain. Curated by artist Christina Read and commissioned by CIRCUIT in partnership with Te Uru Waitakere with the support of Creative New Zealand, The Brain is ituated within a sculptural platform conceived and constructed by Paul Cullen. 15 single channel video works explore themes including landscapes of perception and cognition, tangible thoughts, altered states, phantom limbs, the wandering mind, TV brains, dream archives, memory files, and the body in movement. Exhibited until 15 November 2015 at Te Uru Waitakere Contemporary Gallery.&quot;--RSS feed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Podcasts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Read, Christina, 1972- Interviews.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Video art New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>CHRISTMAS I: THE FIRST NZ XMAS.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[New Zealand] : [True Crime New Zealand], [2019]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource (1 audio file)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Series</td>
<td>True crime New Zealand ; December 31, 2019.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;On the 17th of December 1642. Abel and his crew saw land in the far distance; it was Te Tai Poutini -- the west coast of the South Island of NZ. As the Dutch mariner approached the unknown land, he saw a succession of fires burning upon the coastline. The days that followed saw the first meeting of European and Maori people. It was not a peaceful encounter.&quot;--RSS feed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Crime New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Podcasts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Links</td>
<td><a href="https://truecrimenewzealandcom.files.wordpress.com/2019/12/christmas-i-the-first-nz-christmas-final.mp3">https://truecrimenewzealandcom.files.wordpress.com/2019/12/christmas-i-the-first-nz-christmas-final.mp3</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><a href="https://truecrimenz.com/2019/12/31/christmas-i-the-first-nz-xmas/">https://truecrimenz.com/2019/12/31/christmas-i-the-first-nz-xmas/</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Title Chrome vs Android, Apple TV, Google Podcasts, My Kiwi Life Podcast, LG 4k OLED TV.
Creator Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2015]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "This episode we discuss NZ’s newest podcast – My Kiwi Life, Google’s new podcast play, Google Chrome vs Android, the new Apple TV box, LG’s local 4K OLED, OneDrive storage promises (to be continued next week) and Microsoft Surface problems. Running time 0:40:12"--RSS feed.
Subject Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/04306764-04306764

Title Claiming immunity: Should Covid-19 survivors get special treatment?
Creator Dudding, Adam.
Publishing Details [Wellington] : [Stuff Limited] [2020]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Around the world there’s been talk of Covid-19 immunity passports - dividing the population into the had-its and the had-nots. But what do we actually know about immunity to coronavirus? Scientist Dr Jo Kirman joins us to explain. And Stuff writer Kylie Klein-Nixon discusses flour and the nation's obsession with baking, inspiring an investigation by Adam and Eugene: Where's the Flour?Links: Click here for every episode of Coronavirus NZ. Full Stuff coronavirus coverageEugene on Twitter; Adam on TwitterPlague playlist: Ground control to Captain TomOur email: viruspod@stuff.co.nz."--RSS feed.
Subject COVID-19 (Disease) New Zealand.
Kirman, Jo Interviews.
Klein-Nixon, Kylie Interviews.
Podcasts.
Links https://media.whooshkaa.com/show/11846/episode/635579.mp3
https://player.whooshkaa.com/episode?id=635579
Title  Clare Needham: The Wasp Factory by Iain Banks.
Creator  Adam, Pip.
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [Pip Adam], [2015]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "The Wasp Factory by Iain Banks is the subject of today's discussion about reading and writing with Pip Adam."--RSS feed.
Subject  Needham, Clare (Author) Interviews.
         New Zealand literature.
         Podcasts.
Links  https://mcdn.podbean.com/mf/web/9xhepa/Ep17WaspFactory.mp3

Title  A classic hits election with one month to go.
Creator  Lee-Mather, Annabelle.
Publishing Details  [Auckland] : [The Spinoff], [2017]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "The very latest from the Ardernified election campaign, which has claimed yet another leader resignation. Fresh from having read all 140 pages of the Prefu just minutes after it was published, Annabelle Lee, Ben Thomas and Toby Manhire rest their chins upon their fingers and analyse the issues of the moment. How is National coping with the Labour momentum under Jacinda Ardern? Is Labour's position on tax a bit crap? How will we remember Peter Dunne? Does anyone give a flying fuck about Gareth Morgan? And just how nightmarish a metaphor can Ben Thomas conjure up to explain what Labour has done to the Greens? See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  New Zealand Politics and government.
         Podcasts.
Title  Climate Action w/ Erica Finnie (of 350 Aotearoa).
Creator  Warth, Waveney.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2020]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Erica Finnie is a community organiser, climate activist and the Director of 350 Aotearoa - the organisation standing up against the fossil fuel industry in NZ (and around the world). 350 was founded by American environmentalist/journalist/author Bill McKibben and is named for the Parts Per Million of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere that has been deemed acceptable for the health of the planet. We are currently at over 400 PPM and climbing. Erica and 350 Aotearoa have successfully lobbied institutions like Auckland University to pull investment money from fossil fuel industry and meet all around the country to coordinate climate action. But don't be scared – they're super friendly, even if you don't know the first thing about Climate Change! Erica talks to us about climate change, the importance of collective action and the very simple but powerful actions individuals can take to positively impact the environment. Learn more about 350 Aotearoa here and see if you can join a group near you! 350.org's global website is also worth a visit."--RSS feed.
Links  https://traffic.omny.fm/d/clips/6e2a797b-0cc4-4c0b-a44d-a51e0019bc3c/e621c193-b63b-4c9f-8040-aa5e00298aa9/c5f1dbfa-8f3d-4928-a169-ab5c009cb63e/audio.mp3?utm_source=Podcast&in_playlist=40bbac5c-4bb0-4f46-b798-aa5e002ea629&t=1581240822

Title  Coastline Paradox – Josette Chiang.
Creator  Amery, Mark, 1969- 
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [CIRCUIT Artist Film and Video Aotearoa New Zealand], [2016]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "...avoid the Pakeha books on Maori mythology … take a look in the kids’ section instead." How to respond to a place that is not your own? Hong Kong artist Josette Chiang talks to Mark Amery about her recent residency in Wellington and the subsequent installation at Toi Poneke Gallery 'Coastline Paradox', which presents various systems of measure applied to Wellington's landscape. Coastline Paradox was completed during Josette's recent residency in Wellington as part of the Wellington Asia Residency Exchange programme with the support of Wellington City Council, Asia New Zealand Foundation and CIRCUIT."--RSS feed.
Subject  Chiang, Josette Interviews. Podcasts. Video art New Zealand.
Title Comeback.

Publishing Details [Wellington] : [Yellow Fever], [2019]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Series Phoenix City ; January 19, 2019.
Summary "The Phoenix fought back against CCM from 2-0 down to win - we discuss if the Phoenix actually got better or if the Mariners just became terrible. Can they continue the record unbeaten streak against the Victory?"--RSS feed.
Subject Podcasts.
Soccer New Zealand.
Wellington Phoenix FC (Soccer club)
Links https://thekidsareallwhite.podomatic.com/enclosure/2019-01-19T13_24_37-08_00.mp3

Title Common Ground with Mairi Gunn.

Creator Amery, Mark, 1969-
Publishing Details [Wellington] : [CIRCUIT Artist Film and Video Aotearoa New Zealand], [2017]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "How do we fill in the blanks of our own histories? This week on the podcast we speak with Mairi Gunn about moving from a career in the film industry to working in contemporary art. Speaking to host Mark Amery at the Pah Homestead we hear the backstory of her installation Common Ground, which looks at New Zealand Māori and Scottish Highlanders and their relationships to the land of their ancestors. In this wide-ranging conversation Mairi discusses working as a woman in the film industry, relational art, Merata Mita, public funding and having difficult conversations."--RSS feed.
Subject Gunn, Mairi Interviews.
Podcasts.
Video art New Zealand.
Title A completely comprehensive dissection of 2017.
Creator Lee-Mather, Annabelle.
Publishing Details [Auckland] : [The Spinoff], [2017]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Jacinda Ardern! Bill English! Metiria Turei! Winston Peters! Those are the names of some people who were in the political news this year. Ben Thomas! Annabelle Lee! Toby Manhire! Those are the names of some people who in the last GBLT of 2017 talk about the people above, and conclusively decide how they got on. May also contain: emotional tribute to Leighton Smith and awkward exposé of a non-disclosed participant in politician's clutches. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject New Zealand Politics and government.
Podcasts.

Title Complicated Love - 2018 in review (part 1 Of 2).
Creator Amery, Mark, 1969-
Publishing Details [Wellington] : [CIRCUIT Artist Film and Video Aotearoa New Zealand], [2018]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Subject Galbraith, Heather Interviews.
Gennard, Simon Interviews
Te Ao, Shannon, 1978- Interviews.
Video art New Zealand.
Title  Complicated Love - 2018 in review (part 2 Of 2).
Creator  Amery, Mark, 1969-
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [CIRCUIT Artist Film and Video Aotearoa New Zealand], [2018]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "In this end of year podcast panellists Heather Galbraith, Shannon Te Ao, Simon Gennard join host Mark Amery to discuss the highs and lows of 2018, charting shifting tides, the artworld's 'Complicated Love', and a year of diverse perspectives moving to the centre. Part 1: Personal Highlights of 2018, Trends of the year, Best show. Part 2: Biggest surprises, Best publication, Best writing, Best moving image work! Image: Still from Ziarah (2018) Bridget Reweti. Commissioned by CIRCUIT with the support of Creative New Zealand"--RSS feed.
Subject  Galbraith, Heather Interviews.
Gennard, Simon Interviews
Podcasts.
Te Ao, Shannon, 1978- Interviews.
Video art New Zealand.

Title  Computex Special - plus Apple WWDC and Microsoft Surface Pro 3 hands on.
Creator  Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2014]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Paul Spain reports from Asia's largest tech event - Computex Taipei. Featuring the latest news from Intel, Asus, Ford and NZ's own Power by Proxi. Added to that is a first hands on experience of the Microsoft Surface Pro 3 and an update on Apple WWDC. Running time : 0:58:03"--RSS feed.
Subject  Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/0aee6872-0aee6872
Computex wrap up with Tnkgrl, Fixed and wireless networking update.

Title: Computex wrap up with Tnkgrl, Fixed and wireless networking update.

Creator: Spain, Paul.

Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2016]

Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary: This special episode features Myriam Joire (TnkGrl) sharing her impressions from Computex in Taipei. This is followed by a chat with Netgear’s Tris Simmons who shares thoughts on what’s happening in the world of fixed and wireless networking. Running time 00:57:19"--RSS feed.

Subject: Joire, Myriam Interviews.

Podcasts.

Technology New Zealand.


https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/7a301611-7a301611


Confessing at a Funeral.

Title: Confessing at a Funeral.

Creator: Hanlon, Chris.

Publishing Details: [Hamilton, New Zealand] : [Chris Hanlon and Sam Elton-Waters], [2020]

Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary: "It's all go this week, from TEDx happening today live, to all sorts of other cool stuff, including the countdown to our 300th episode. We talk about some different police encounters in the US this week. Probably the largest 3D printed sculpture in the world has finally been put in place in Rotorua. What is a coffin confessor? And just how much money does he get paid to do this job? Microsoft had finished another trial with their underwater datacenters we talked about ages ago. Chris has a documentary recommendation for you and it involves an octopus.

We have a couple of Kickstart or Dropkicks for you to check out, exciting news about Venus, fire management using old methods and so much more. Make sure to tell a friend."--RSS feed.

Subject: Podcasts.


Title Conflict of Interest.

Publishing Details [Wellington] : [Yellow Fever], [2018]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Series Phoenix City ; June 23, 2018.
Summary "After a quick Phoenix roundup, the pod discuss the recent revelations about Andreas Heraf's time in charge of the Football Ferns, and what they might mean for his future at NZF. Meanwhile, the World Cup group stage is in full swing and we try not to get bogged down talking about VAR."--RSS feed.
Subject Podcasts.
Soccer New Zealand.
Wellington Phoenix FC (Soccer club)
Links https://thekidsareallwhite.podomatic.com/enclosure/2018-06-23T03_44_09-07_00.mp3
https://www.podomatic.com/podcasts/thekidsareallwhite/episodes/2018-06-23T03_44_09-07_00

Title THE CONTROVERSIAL LOST EPISODE!
Creator Williams, Guy, 1987-
Publishing Details New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcasts], [2020]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary ""To me this episode is done.. and I want no part of it" - Paul Williams. The following episode was so controversial and chaotic that it wasn't released! Recorded under lockdown in late May the Advanced Analytics NBA team was so enraged by the passionate debates (Is Shaq a good board member? What makes a triple threat? And who would you draft 1st if you could draft anyone: MJ or Lebron?) It became mired in controversy and lost in the Covid chaos! Luckily for the NBA world it has been found, and now, after a lot of editing it's being released for the first time as an instant classic… Enjoy!  See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information.""--RSS feed.
Subject Basketball United States.
Podcasts.
Links https://sphinx.acast.com/advanced-analytics-nba/thecontroversiallostepisode-/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/advanced-analytics-nba/thecontroversiallostepisode-
"Kia Ora whanau!! This week on the podcast we speak with professional ultramarathon runner Coree Woltering. Coree loves to run, and notes that he will race any distance or any surface. From his start racing 200 and 400 metres at high school Coree then took up swimming and cycling to manage injury and before-you-know-it had qualified twice for the world 70.3 Ironman championships, all the while running on his college 4x400m relay team. Coree’s head was turned to trails when he found himself pacing his friend at the iconic Leadville 100 and universally loved the experience. Fast forward a few years and Coree is now sponsored by The North Face and experiencing life as a full time athlete. Of note, Coree ran a 5:30:15 50-mile PR at the Tunnel Hill 50 Miler, in 2016, which was the 2nd fastest American 50 mile time that year. Coree also has a 2:26 Marathon and podium finishes at the American River 50 and Quicksilver 50K among many notable finishes. This conversation, as with every DCR episode, veers all over the map...from Coree’s experience at UTMF, where the race was cancelled due to storms and it was so cold that in Coree’s own words “I had to wear pants”. We also discuss the factors he’s learnt to manage and cope with whilst travelling as an athlete, to his love of Colorado, and how even though Coree loves going fast (he is fast) his love of the engagement and interaction at 100 mile event is what makes the sport incredibly special to him. We also discuss the importance of stating your goals, no matter if it makes you nervous. We are firmly Team Coree and can’t wait to see how he goes with a stacked summer of racing. Enjoy!!"--RSS feed.

Subject
- Mountain running New Zealand.
- Podcasts.
- Woltering, Coree Interviews.

Links
- https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5b12367ff8370a538dd229e3/t/5cece994104c7be18b8b7df1/1559030826574/Ep+44+Coree+Woltering.mp3
Title: Countdown.

Summary: "Ella Reilly returns to the pod to chat about the prospects of a Phoenix team in the W-League, and with just over a week until the season start, the pod launch into part one of their season preview, looking at the squad changes the Nix have made."--RSS feed.

Title: Countdown to lockdown with Matt Boyd, Don Brash, Islay Aitchison & Jordan Williams.

Summary: "The PM has just announced a move to level 3 and then level 4 COVID-19 alert level. We interview Dr Matt Boyd, a specialist in health economics and global catastrophic risk, and Dr Don Brash, former RBNZ Governor. Support the show (http://www.taxpayers.org.nz/donate)"--RSS feed.
"Kia Ora Whanau, Welcome back!! To paraphrase Run The Jewels, when we started this podcast we didn’t have no arc, no plan, and certainly no expectations. Every week it seems that we are staring over the microphone at each other, shaking our heads at the pearls of wisdom that each person we are privileged enough to speak with drops on us. Courtney Dauwalter is no exception. Although perhaps she is an exception as we were both the most nervous we’ve ever been talking to anyone on DCR. Like, ever. Last year, Courtney’s performances transcended the niche world of trail and ultra (and ultra ultra ultra) running and burst onto the mainstream. Courtney garnered extensive coverage in the New York Times, and had an intimate chat with Joe Rogan on his podcast (don’t worry, we had to google him too). Courtney is the current 2018 Western States, UTMF, Sean O’Brien 100k, Squamish 50 mile AND Tahoe 200 mile champion (finishing 2nd overall at that race) however is probably best known for her utter domination of the Moab 240 mile in 2017 and finishing 2nd overall at last year’s Big Backyard Ultra, running 279.168 miles. We talk about all this, sort of, Courtney’s philosophy on competition, distance, and training and much more (including, but not limited to, Fargo, Prince, Nordic Skiing, Funny Accents, Animal Jokes, and, most importantly for Matt, Lord of The Rings) in this wonderful conversation. We are beyond stoked to be back for 2019 and beyond beyond stoked to start off with such an amazing human as Courtney. We must give thanks to Mark from Tailwind NZ for facilitating the conversation. Thanks brother! Lastly, look out for Courtney at the Tarawera 102 km this February, where no doubt Courtney will be in hot contention for the win. Enjoy!"—RSS feed.
Title Covert attacks on NZ security, HiTech Awards, Lily’s ‘follow me’ Drone, Samsung’s widest screen yet.

Creator Spain, Paul.

Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2015]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary "We get insights into security attacks from both covert organisations and nation states – including insights on North Korea’s 1000s of paid hackers. We also discuss the Lily Drone, Amazon and Xero news, NZ HiTech Awards and Samsung’s widest screen yet. Running time : 0:46:15"--RSS feed.

Subject Podcasts.

Technology New Zealand.

Links https://dts.podtrac.com/redirect.mp3/cdn.simplecast.com/audio/083219/083219e0-dcd5-4385-9d15-8105e91523a6/2d83c45f-c5f7-4106-b837-f1cf57f1802f/6b09d567_tc.mp3?aid=rss_feed
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/6b09d567-6b09d567

Title #COVID-19 discussion, Vodafone NZ work trial, OPPO Find X2 Pro hands on (updated).

Creator Spain, Paul.

Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2020]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary "This week on NZ Tech Podcast, Morgan Halim Managing Director of Oppo joins Paul Spain to discuss this weeks’ tech news. COVID-19 learnings, news and insights – Vodafone NZ work from home trial went well, RSA’s cybersecurity conference in San Francisco two attendees test positive, Comcast and T-Mobile upgrading customers to unlimited data for 2 months. Oppo Find X2 hands on. You can keep current with our latest NZ Tech Podcast updates via Twitter @NZTechPodcast, the NZ Tech Podcast website or the facebook page. Published by World Podcasts and Podcasts NZNZ Tech PodcastPaul SpainGorilla TechnologyFree Tesla SuperchargingSpecial thanks to organisations who support innovation and tech leadership in New Zealand by partnering with NZ Tech Podcast:Sumo LogicHPSamsungVodafone NZSpark NZVoc"--RSS feed.

Subject Halim, Morgan Interviews.

Podcasts.

Technology New Zealand.

Links https://dts.podtrac.com/redirect.mp3/cdn.simplecast.com/audio/083219/083219e0-dcd5-4385-9d15-8105e91523a6/3b742ca2-194a-4f3e-b00d-fbb1e2c1ec93/nztechpodcast480a_tc.mp3?aid=rss_feed
https://nztechpodcast.com
Title  Creatives & the Arts: How can they shape our future? A live panel discussion.
Creator  Moe, Steven, 1976-
Publishing Details  [Rolleston] : Steven Moe, [2020]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Live panel discussion on Creatives & the Arts: How can they shape our future? This was held as part of "Vision Week" and this panel brought together 4 thought leaders in the Arts from across a variety of sectors. We have assembled an experienced lineup of panelists including:

Anne Rodda, among other cultural and arts initiatives, Michael Hill Violin Competition organiser, formerly professional Cellist and now advisor to NFP sector. Profile here.
Professor Peter O'Connor, Director of the Centre for Arts and Social Transformation at Auckland University. Profile here and a short video profile here. Hannah Teipo, Facility Co-ordinator of Te Oro http://www.teoro.org.nz as well as an artist in her own right.
Co-director of Malae Collective and musician SEMA. Hannah Teipo is a NZ born Indo-Cook Island artist recreating the narrative of what it means to be a Pasifika artist in New Zealand. Link to profile: https://www.instagram.com/sema... Felicity Letcher, Formerly a theatre producer working across comedy, theatre and dance who has been on several boards including Red Leap Theatre and Theatre Stampede and now runs Main Reactor Ltd, chair of the Screen Sector Covid 19 Action Group. Profile here. Video of this panel discussion: https://youtu.be/67zuQxFRZ2o If you enjoyed this there are more than 180+ other episodes and a lot more content is at www.theseeds.nz"--RSS feed.
Subject  O'Connor, Peter (Writer on theatre) Interviews.
Rodda, Anne interviews.
Social entrepreneurship New Zealand.
Teipo, Hannah Interviews.
Links  https://chtbl.com/track/89G95E/traffic.libsyn.com/secure/seeds/Creatives_and_the_Arts.mp3?dest-id=571558
https://seeds.libsyn.com/creatives-the-arts-how-can-they-shape-our-future-a-live-panel-discussion
Title  The Crewe murders: New Zealand's most infamous cold case.

Creator  Leask, Anna, 1982-

Publishing Details  [Auckland] : [NZME], [2020]

Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary  "On June 17 1970 Harvey and Jeanette Crewe were gunned down in the living room of their Pukekawa farmhouse. Fifty years have passed since the brutal crime - which remains unsolved despite one man being convicted twice of murder. In episode seven of Herald podcast A Moment in Crime, we look back at the infamous cold case - one of New Zealand's most enduring murder mysteries."--RSS feed.

Subject  Crime New Zealand.

Podcasts.

Links  https://api.spreaker.com/download/episode/35493412/amic_ep_7.mp3
https://www.spreaker.com/user/nzme/the-crewe-murders-new-zealands-most-infa

Title  Crush the Cargill (Steve Tripp and Andrew Glennie).

Creator  Rayment, Matt.

Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Dirt Church Radio], [2018]

Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary  "Kia Ora Whanau. This week Eugene and Matt have the distinct pleasure of our first two-on-two podcast, as we speak to Andrew Glennie and Steve Tripp, the gentlemen behind the Crush The Cargill 24 Challenge. Billed as “the longest 24 hour race in the world”, Crush the Cargill takes place in Dunedin, racing up and down Kapukataumahaka (or Mt Cargill) for 24 hours to benefit the Valley Project, which is a community led initiative focussing on the wellbeing of the residents of the North East Valley suburbs of Dunedin, focussing on healthy homes, a sustainable environment and a sense of belonging for all. The marketing and approach that Steve and Andrew have taken to promoting Crush the Cargill has been informal, entertaining and irreverent, frequently hijacking other forums on social media with the now infamous hashtag #Crushingit, informing top flight international runners that they have won complimentary entries (the race entry is by Koha, or donation) and disqualifying others. This approach sits with the grassroots ethos of Crush the Cargill and whilst appearing blithe, it soon becomes apparent that both Steve and Andrew care very much about the event that they have started, and the cause behind it. As for the men themselves? Those clowns who showed up to Northburn in Lucha Libre masks with a Crush the Cargill flag, well... they are crushing it in their own right. Steve Tripp is a doctor, who teaches at the Otago School of Medicine, having previously moved to Cambodia as a missionary with his family and began human rights monitoring. He also runs Justees, a T-shirt company which supports at-risk young men in the Cambodian slums. No slouch when it comes to events, Steve has a 6:44 Kepler PB. Andrew Glennie is a community mental health worker, who works with at risk youth and in his spare time is the current Aotearoa/New Zealand 24 hour champion and the current holder of the Slam of the Damned (all four 100 mile events in New Zealand in a calendar year). We’re stoked to bring you this highly entertaining and freewheeling conversation with the enfants terribles of our trail and ultra running scene."--RSS feed.

Subject  Glennie, Andrew Interviews.

Mountain running New Zealand.

Podcasts.

Tripp, Steve, Dr Interviews.

Links  https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5b12367ff8370a538dd229e3/t/5bb3139a4785d3a9471f675c/1538463266421/Ep+12+Crush+the+Cargill.mp3
Title Crypto Currencies and Blockchain special.
Creator Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2018]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "A special episode where we dive into Blockchain and Crypto Currencies – with loads of insights, opinions and also some tips of how to get a little hands on and some direction on currencies to consider other than Bitcoin."--RSS feed.
Subject Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/cacb369f-cacb369f

Title Cutting-Room Floor.
Publishing Details [Wellington] : [Yellow Fever], [2020]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Series Phoenix City ; February 04, 2020.
Summary "With no Phoenix match to talk about, the pod team take a week off from recording and give you a special episode full of chat that didn't make it onto the actual podcast. Enjoy."--RSS feed.
Subject Podcasts.
Soccer New Zealand.
Wellington Phoenix FC (Soccer club)
Links https://thekidsareallwhite.podomatic.com/enclosure/2020-02-04T13_20_26-08_00.mp3
https://www.podomatic.com/podcasts/thekidsareallwhite/episodes/2020-02-04T13_20_26-08_00
Title Cyber Security, ASB, Free Mobile Data, Robots vs employment.
Creator Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2016]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Bryce Boland (FireEye) and James Bergin (ASB) join Paul Spain to discuss cyber security, ransomware, banking tech, robots vs employment, shooting down drones, Telstra’s free mobile data day, UFB update and the Asia Pacific Podcast Conference. Running time 0:54:32"--RSS feed.
Subject Boland , Bryce Interviews.
Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/349b364b-349b364b

Title Cybersecurity with KPMG, Netflix price hike, Gigabit UFB for all, Pixel Phones, Oakley using NZ technology?
Creator Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2016]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Philip Whitmore (KPMG Cyber Security) joins the discussion to talk Cyber Security and the tech news of week. Topics included Netflix NZ price hike, Gigabit UFB for all, Google Pixel Phones, HP Elite Slice, Oakley Radar Pace and Skype for Business devices. Running time 00:53:26"--RSS feed.
Subject Podcasts.
Whitmore, Philip (Of KPMG New Zealand) Interviews.
Links https://dts.podtrac.com/redirect.mp3/cdn.simplecast.com/audio/083219/083219e0-dcd5-4385-9d15-8105e91523a6/db00e89f-13b7-40e3-bfcd-efcd29823c1e/09f52927_tc.mp3?aid=rss_feed
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/09f52927-09f52927
Title  Dai Henwood.
Creator  Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2014]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "This episode host Paul Spain catches up with Dai Henwood to discuss the latest local and international tech topics. Along the way Dai reveals which low cost tech he'd pay $10,000 to have in his home tomorrow. Running time : 0:40:10"--RSS feed.
Subject  Henwood, Dai, 1978- Interviews.
Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.
Links  https://dts.podtrac.com/redirect.mp3/cdn.simplecast.com/audio/083219/083219e0-dcd5-4385-9d15-8105e91523a6/70ce6770-7f0b-42fb-b861-43264955a0d0/a9bb3b7d_tc.mp3?aid=rss_feed
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/a9bb3b7d-a9bb3b7d

Title  Dai Henwood and Paul Spain on 3D replicators and other tech.
Creator  Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2013]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "This week Dai Henwood joins Paul Spain to discuss 3D replicators, Ubi's any surface touchscreen, smartphones, Microsoft's future as CEO Steve Ballmer announces his departure, PlayStation 4 vs Xbox One, the TranscribeMe/Livescribe news. Running time : 1:03:44"--RSS feed.
Subject  Henwood, Dai, 1978- Interviews.
Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.
Links  https://dts.podtrac.com/redirect.mp3/cdn.simplecast.com/audio/083219/083219e0-dcd5-4385-9d15-8105e91523a6/10972853-51fd-44cb-ad9f-9730e3e0f93f/ca435f66_tc.mp3?aid=rss_feed
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/ca435f66-ca435f66
Title  Dai Henwood and Paul Spain Special Episode.
Creator  Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2019]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Subject  Henwood, Dai, 1978- Interviews.
Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.
Links  https://dts.podtrac.com/redirect.mp3/cdn.simplecast.com/audio/083219/083219e0-dcd5-4385-9d15-8105e91523a6/4b0f7018-2903-4e49-b695-598d4154e0bf/c01b439a_c.mp3?aid=rss_feed
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/c01b439a-c01b439a

Title  Dai Henwood on Smartphones, Xbox, WiFi Blimps + more.
Creator  Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2013]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Paul Spain is joined by geek comedian Dai Henwood to discuss Google’s rumoured Wi-Fi blimps, the upcoming Xbox One, Microsoft’s Surface Pro and the cool ‘My Little Geek’ book. Also featured is a treasure trove of information on choosing a smartphone to buy Running time : 1:06:21"--RSS feed.
Subject  Henwood, Dai, 1978- Interviews.
Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.
Links  https://dts.podtrac.com/redirect.mp3/cdn.simplecast.com/audio/083219/083219e0-dcd5-4385-9d15-8105e91523a6/ebb784b2-b3c0-4c4c-89f6-dc4fb58ae8d2/07911e3e_tc.mp3?aid=rss_feed
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/07911e3e-07911e3e
"Kia Ora Whanau. Most of us, at a certain time in our lives will undergo what noted developmental theorist Erik Erikson described as a psychosocial crisis. These happen for us at different stages of our life’s journey however for Damian Hall, it was between the stages of Integrity vs. Role Confusion and Generativity vs. Stagnation. This is commonly referred to as an (ahem) mid-life crisis. Like most people who undergo such a crisis, Damian looked for a change or challenge. In Hall’s case, the journalist trained for and completed a half marathon. I mean, you could construct a very common narrative around that, right? Hiker and football enthusiast trains for half marathon, does well, enjoys self, gets fitter. What is not so common in this story is that from there Hall went on to represent Great Britain at the Trail Running World Championships, completed UTMB four times (placing fifth in 2018) and has numerous FKTs to his name, including the Paddy Buckley round. We discuss Damian’s start in running, how hiking the Kepler fist gave him an insight into ultra distance racing, the contrast between the big European races and more laconic British affairs. We unpick the innocuous word “bimble”, and how whilst sounding like the gerund that one uses to describe how a hamster walks, may actually consist of tearing hither and yon around the moors and mountains. If this isn’t enough we also tackle climate change and how to navigate using your voice as a well known sports person to highlight issues your care about and also how to weather the accusations of hypocrisy having the temerity to fly to overseas races rather than kayak. Finally, and most importantly, we touch on why, and how in so many ways, Blur are a far superior band than Oasis. Shots fired. Enjoy."--RSS feed.

Subject  Hall, Damian (Freelance outdoor journalist) Interviews.  
Mountain running New Zealand.  
Podcasts.

Links  https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5b12367ff8370a538dd229e3/t/5dc128b326331e2b8f5cf2e0/1572940737441/ep+67+Damian+Hall.mp3  
Title Damien Grant on COVID-19 economic response.
Creator Grant, Damien.
Publishing Details [Wellington] : [New Zealand Taxpayers' Union Inc.], [2020]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Series Taxpayer talk ; March 20, 2020.
Summary "Taxpayers' Union member and Sunday Star-Times contributor Damien Grant doesn't like the economic package recommendation published by the Taxpayers' Union earlier in the week. He sits down with Jordan Williams and Joe Ascoft to discuss. Support the show (http://www.taxpayers.org.nz/donate)"--RSS feed.
Subject Grant, Damien Interviews.
Podcasts.
Taxation New Zealand.

Title Dan "Hangman" Hooker.
Creator Dallas Momoisea, Leilani.
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Snacks and Chats], [2020]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "I drive myself insane with this sport. I think about it every minute, of every day. I obsess over it. To be this successful at something, you actually have to obsess over it." Dan "Hangman" Hooker came into the fight game with the express purpose of exciting crowds. He talks to Lani and Ben about his intensity in the cage, what makes a good coach and how things have changed since his 2014 UFC debut to becoming the headline fight in his hometown in 2020. Dan also discusses why the Barbosa loss became the reason for his future success, and how he intends to rip Dustin Poirier’s head off to take him one step closer on his quest for the championship belt."--RSS feed.
Subject Hooker, Dan Interviews.
Podcasts.
Links https://snacksandchats.podomatic.com/enclosure/2020-06-08T04_58_18-07_00.mp3
https://www.podomatic.com/podcasts/snacksandchats/episodes/2020-06-08T04_58_18-07_00
Title  Danyl McLauchlan: Time Travel by James Gleick.
Creator  Adam, Pip.
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [Pip Adam], [2017]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Time Travel by James Gleick is the subject of today's discussion about reading and writing with Pip Adam."--RSS feed.
Subject  Danyl, 1974- Interviews.
New Zealand literature.
Podcasts.
Links  https://mcdn.podbean.com/mf/web/ds2qpk/Ep_42_Danyl_Time_Travel_Real.mp3

Title  Data Futures Partnerships NZ, AI vs Dota 2, NZ Post Shipmate vs Amazon Prime, Goodnest, Hoist.
Creator  Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2017]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "This week – Data Futures Partnerships NZ, Commerce Commission warns Telcos, JB HiFi struggling in NZ, Artificial Intelligence vs Dota 2 players, NZ Post launches Shipmate service with Amazon Prime similarities, Facebook Watch, Goodnest update, Hoist app  Paul Spain's weekly 3-minute videos: www.facebook.com/paulspainofficial Email updates: www.paulspain.com/updates  "--RSS feed.
Subject  Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.
Links  https://dts.podtrac.com/redirect.mp3/cdn.simplecast.com/audio/083219/083219e0-dcd5-4385-9d15-8105e91523a6/9a1ab888-601e-4490-97e4-bf5f06e71d08/06fc360c_tc.mp3?aid=rss_feed
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/06fc360c-06fc360c
**Title** Dave Beeche.

**Creator** Rayment, Matt.

**Publishing Details** [New Zealand] : [Dirt Church Radio], [2019]

**Format** 1 online resource (1 audio file)

**Summary** "This week, we speak with Dave Beeche, Managing Director of IRONMAN Oceania. Why IRONMAN, you ask? Because IRONMAN now owns two of the biggest races in our neck of the woods, UTA in Australia, and Tarawera here in New Zealand. IRONMAN are open that they have designs on expanding their trail portfolio. So we thought it would be good to go to the horse’s mouth. This is a no holds barred conversation about Ironman’s intentions in the world of trail, about their own perception, and his insight into where the sport is going. In addition to being the head of IRONMAN in Oceania, Dave’s pedigree in sports administration and management is incredible. Dave is the former honcho of the Queenstown and Hawkes Bay Marathons, past CEO of Triathlon NZ, he headed the ITU world triathlon final when it was New Zealand, and the FIFA Under 20 World Cup. Dave is also a keen trail and ultra marathon runner himself, completing a bunch of marathons, Kepler, UTA, and the CCC at UTMB festival. To top this off Dave’s Greatest Run Ever is an epic you want to hang around for. Enjoy."--RSS feed.

**Subject** Beeche, David Interviews.

Mountain running New Zealand.

Podcasts.

**Links**
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5b12367ff8370a538dd229e3/t/5ddcc0f45957c152ac248fae/1574753346221/Ep+70+Dave+Beeche.mp3

**Title** Dave Proctor.

**Creator** Rayment, Matt.

**Publishing Details** [New Zealand] : [Dirt Church Radio], [2020]

**Format** 1 online resource (1 audio file)

**Summary** "Kia Ora Whanau. Together at last. After two months of lockdown, Matt and Eugene are finally able to record in the same room. There’s even a high five. And with just cause. Because this episode includes a remarkable conversation. Matt had the chance to speak to the one and only Dave Proctor, the relentless Canadian ultramarathoner. This is a conversation about running, yes, but it’s mostly about love, determination, how he would run to the end of the Earth for his son. Dave became known to listeners as Fast Dave-Canadian Dave at the after the incredible Big’s Backyard Ultra at Lazarus Lake’s race in Tennessee last year. Talking to him completes the set of the top four, with Maggie Guterl, Will Hayward, and Katie Wright having already featured on DCR. We’ve also got one of the most touching Greatest Runs Ever (with a follow-up email), and tales of hitting the dirt, literally. Enjoy."--RSS feed.

**Subject** Mountain running New Zealand.

Podcasts.

Proctor, Dave Interviews.

**Links**
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5b12367ff8370a538dd229e3/t/5eccb9890d634c6b2ab1b7f5/1590476065343/ep+95+Dave+Proctor.mp3

National Library of New Zealand 234 Te Puna Matauranga o Aotearoa
Title  David Dallas.
Creator  Dallas Momoisea, Leilani.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Snacks and Chats], [2017]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "David Dallas talks about his identity as a Samoan/Palagi afakasi growing up in South Auckland and how that shaped him and his music. He talks about being a rap and computer nerd, a music pirate, and how Sirvere and DLT's The True School on Max TV influenced and informed his knowledge of rap. He also goes deep about his latest album Hood Country Club, why long time collaborators Fire & Ice were tougher on him this album, and why the album was more difficult to write than others."--RSS feed.
Subject  Dallas, David 1982- Interviews.
Podcasts.
Links  https://snacksandchats.podomatic.com/enclosure/2017-05-21T21_58_02-07_00.mp3
        https://www.podomatic.com/podcasts/snacksandchats/episodes/2017-05-21T21_58_02-07_00

Title  David Fleming: Moby Dick by Herman Melville.
Creator  Adam, Pip.
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [Pip Adam], [2014]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Moby Dick by Herman Melville is the topic of today's discussion about reading and writing with Pip Adam."--RSS feed.
Subject  Fleming, David (Author) Interviews.
        New Zealand literature.
        Podcasts.
Links  https://mcdn.podbean.com/mf/web/y7fmvc/DaveFEp3.mp3
Title Dawn of the age of Simon Bridges, king of the National Party.
Creator Lee-Mather, Annabelle.
Publishing Details [Auckland] : [The Spinoff], [2018]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "The GBLT quartet chew over all the leadership changes. Coruscating analysis of the new leader of New Zealand's biggest parliamentary party. Hot'n'smoky takes. Terrible but melodic puns. All that and more in a new audio content presentation from Annabelle Lee, Ben Thomas, Toby Manhire and a mostly cross Waimihia Rose. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject New Zealand Politics and government. Podcasts.

Title Dawn Tuffery.
Creator Rayment, Matt.
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Dirt Church Radio], [2018]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "This week we have the distinct pleasure of speaking to Dawn Tuffery, who alongside her roles as mother and video producer is also the 3 x NZ 100 km champ and the current New Zealand 24 hour champ (and the person who ran the farthest in the 2017 competition overall). We speak to Dawn about her varied approach to running, life, and how telling stories in different mediums is Dawn's main love. Of course we talk about the 24 hour champs and the 100km, but we also discuss stilt-walking, what indeed exactly a Carnie is, and when is the ideal time to put woolie socks over your five fingers. We ask Dawn what her Greatest Run Rver is and reflect that, as a parent, sometimes you just have to run up the mountain at three in the morning. We have two amazing Greatest Run Ever listener contributions and a special appearance from Rigby the Dog. www.dirtchurchradio.com"--RSS feed.
Links https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5b12367ff8370a538dd229e3/t/5b729a92562fa741a1d43986/1534237814323/DCR+Ep+5+Dawn+Tuffery.mp3
**Title**  DAZN sports streaming coming to NZ, insights on Tuia 250 breach, Cashierless stores.

**Creator**  Spain, Paul.

**Publishing Details**  [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2020]

**Format**  1 online resource (1 audio file)

**Summary**  "DAZN sports streaming coming to NZ and numerous 100+ countries globally, reports indicate Ministry of Culture and Heritage Tuia 250 website that was breached was reviewed and signed off internally, unified Office app for mobiles, Next steps for Amazon Go cashierless stores, Samsung is fixing Galaxy S20 cameras, Apple has blocked Clearview AI's iPhone app for violating its rules.NZ Tech PodcastPaul SpainGorilla TechnologyFree Tesla SuperchargingSpecial thanks to organisations who support innovation and tech leadership in New Zealand by partnering with NZ Tech Podcast:Sumo LogicHPSamsungVodafone NZSpark NZVocus"--RSS feed.

**Subject**  Podcasts.

**Links**  

**Title**  de Jong.

**Creator**  Reilly, Ella.

**Publishing Details**  [Wellington] : [Yellow Fever], [2018]

**Format**  1 online resource (1 audio file)

**Series**  Phoenix City ; September 20, 2018.

**Summary**  "Ella Reilly from In the Back of the Net joins us this week to talk about the start of the NWL and their new podcast, The Return Fixture. Meanwhile, the Nix have missed out on Obafeni Martins, the FFA have missed the mark with their music plans, and NZF have a new (interim) technical director."--RSS feed.

**Subject**  Podcasts.

**Links**  
https://thekidsareallwhite.podomatic.com/enclosure/2018-09-20T14_15_17-07_00.mp3
https://www.podomatic.com/podcasts/thekidsareallwhite/episodes/2018-09-20T14_15_17-07_00
Title Dean Karnazes.
Creator Rayment, Matt.
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Dirt Church Radio], [2018]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Kia Ora Whanau. We are super excited this week to talk to our first international guest and a man who is a giant in our culture, Mr Dean Karnazes. Over a 25 year career Dean has run more ultramarathons that one can count, set various endurance records, gained 11 one day buckles at Western States Endurance Run and has been a previous Badwater winner. Dean is a best-selling author, having written four books detailing his life and adventures whilst running, including his epic 50/50 - which detailed Dean running 50 Marathons in 50 states of the USA in 50 days and The Road To Sparta, which details his odyssey leading up to and including the Spartathlon in Greece. Perhaps what Dean is best known for is his unrelenting positivity, advocacy, and love of running, activity and inspiring others to move and challenge what they thought possible. We spoke to Dean about his journey to this point and where he sees the future heading, his ongoing and evolving love of running and humanity. Engaging, candid, and generous, we were absolutely blown away by the chance to talk to someone who has engaged so many for so long. Thank you, Dean! Enjoy!!"--RSS feed.
Subject Karnazes, Dean, 1962- interviews.
Mountain running New Zealand.
Podcasts.
Links https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5b12367ff8370a538dd229e3/t/5b85090d2b6a28ec8052c4da/1535445714389/Ep+07+Dean+Karnazes.mp3

Title Dear Disillusioned Junior Lawyer, don't give up yet. Here's why.
Creator Moe, Steven, 1976-
Publishing Details [Rolleston] : Steven Moe, [2020]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Dear Disillusioned Junior Lawyer.  I do understand, but don't quit yet.  I keep meeting you. Everywhere I go I hear some of your story and it echoes the other stories of people just like you.  It's part of my own journey too as I've been there.  Let me tell you how this story goes. The Law attracted you because it felt like it would be a way to help people, to bring about change and contribute to our world.  Your first year at law school was hard but intellectually challenging.  You got into second year and enjoyed the diversity of subjects.  You did well in your studies and came out with a degree and even got a job offer to work in a law firm.  That's when things changed.  What you saw did not match your dreams because you realised there was a strong focus on billing, a very hierarchical system, a focus on profits, an unhealthy obsession with success while relationships and family were sacrificed on the altar of career.  You also started measuring your life in 6 minute units.  You were offered gold but you began to realise that the gold was in the shape of handcuffs.  It's now been a few years and you are about to leave the Law.  You are either about to decide to try something else, or you have already left - maybe a month ago, maybe 10 years ago, maybe longer.  For all of you I want to give you three points to ponder:  1. Don't walk away yet: Just because it hasn't worked out yet doesn't mean it cannot work out.  We need more purpose driven lawyers who want to help bring about the change we want to see in the world.  I spent years helping rich people get richer and it was not fulfilling.  But I changed to another area where I help purpose driven people achieve their goals - so my experience is that the Law can provide a means to be a catalyst to work with people who have great ideas but don't understand the legal side of what their options are.  We need more lawyers like you with the right motivations to help such
people. 2. Where are you: It is possible that you were placed in an area of law which does not resonate with your true call. Law firms are businesses and it may be that you ended up in an area that does not match who you are or what you actually want to do, which you probably did not know when you graduated. When you came out of law school you were happy to have a job as a lawyer - but there are a wide variety of specialist areas and none of us really know what it is like to practise law as opposed to studying it. The point is that I have no idea what area is right for you but just that you might not have found it yet. You might be doing tax law but would really be great at doing family law. Or vice versa. Fight for finding the area that can really resonate with who you truly are. 3. Integration, not balance: We have given in to the lie that work/life balance should be our main aim. Balance implies that one of these is good and the other is bad - I work so that I can have fun and feel fulfilled in my spare time when I am actually doing "life". This is a misconception that sells short the true possibility of what you can contribute. What you do in your spare time is important but what you do in your work time is also important. Search for integration of your life on all levels so that you do not resent your work for taking you away from life - rather, embrace the mission that work can call you too, so that this old saying is true: "Choose a job you love and you will never work a day in your life". And maybe that is the foundation I am trying to call you back to: Being a lawyer can be a calling. Not about ego, money or feeling like you are moving paper from one side of the desk to another. Robert Kennedy said this: "Courage is the most important attribute of a lawyer - it should pervade the heart, the halls of justice, and the the chambers of the mind." So I do know what you are feeling. I've been there myself and almost walked away. But it is possible to fight for a career in the law which is both fulfilling and meaningful and where you do give back in ways that are really important and even vital for our society. We need more lawyers like you who care deeply enough to feel that the system and practising law does not match why you wanted to be a lawyer - we need you because it is that attitude which can help transform and change the system and what you don't like. So here is the seed to leave you with: Maybe the law could be what you dreamed and you just haven't found the right place within it yet. Fight for finding where the part of the puzzle is fit by you and your unique make up, vision and skills. And if you have walked away, why not consider coming back? I will link to a 6 minute talk explaining some of my journey (here: https://www.pechakucha.com/presentations/global-citizenship--generational-legacy-and-kaitiakitanga) and feel free to contact me if you'd like to have a conversation. Some of us are also in the process of setting up a group for Impact Driven Lawyers: Join us. There is a link in the show notes here https://www.linkedin.com/groups/13903582/ Until next time."--RSS feed.
Title: Death of a farmer: the mysterious murder of Scott Guy.
Creator: Leask, Anna, 1982-
Publishing Details: [Auckland] : [NZME], [2020]
Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary: "In the early hours of June 8 2010, Feilding farmer Scott Guy was gunned down in the driveway of his rural home as he headed out to work. A decade on, despite an arrest and a high profile trial, there has been no one held accountable for the slaying, and no justice for Scott or his family."--RSS feed.
Subject: Crime New Zealand.
Links: https://api.spreaker.com/download/episode/37185529/amic_ep_8.mp3
https://www.spreaker.com/user/nzme/death-of-a-farmer-the-mysterious-murder-_1

Title: Death on duty: tales of tragedy on the police front line.
Creator: Leask, Anna, 1982-
Publishing Details: [Auckland] : [NZME], [2020]
Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary: "In episode 11 of NZME podcast A Moment In Crime we look back at the front line deaths and revisit some of the stories that have shocked and saddened New Zealand. The episode comes two days before the annual police Remembrance Day - a date marked internationally to pay tribute to cops killed while on duty, and others who have passed during the year."--RSS feed.
Subject: Crime New Zealand.
Links: https://api.spreaker.com/download/episode/41074153/amic_11.mp3
https://www.spreaker.com/user/nzme/a-moment-in-crime-hunt-demo

Title: Demented Architecture.
Creator: Amery, Mark, 1969-
Publishing Details: [Wellington] : [CIRCUIT Artist Film and Video Aotearoa New Zealand], [2015]
Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary: "Art vs Architecture? Ego vs Id? In this pod we review Demented Architecture at City Gallery Wellington and discuss whether the show really sets out to show the two disciplines as the best of enemies. Host Mark Amery is joined by regular guests Martin Patrick and Thomasin Sleigh."--RSS feed.
Subject: Patrick, Martin Interviews.
Title: Derby Days.
Publishing Details: [Wellington] : [Yellow Fever], [2019]
Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Series: Phoenix City ; October 31, 2019.
Summary: "A dodgy lack of red card contributes to the Nix going down 2-1 in the first Distance Derby of the season, can they get their first points of the season in Melbourne this weekend? Another round of the NWL has been played with Capital scoring big, and the Handy Prem kicks off."--RSS feed.
Subject: Podcasts.
Soccer New Zealand.
Wellington Phoenix FC (Soccer club)
Links: https://thekidsareallwhite.podomatic.com/enclosure/2019-10-31T03_06_35-07_00.mp3
https://www.podomatic.com/podcasts/thekidsareallwhite/episodes/2019-10-31T03_06_35-07_00

Title: Determination Over Negativity.
Creator: Williams, Guy, 1987-
Publishing Details: New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcasts], [2020]
Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary: "Playoff P* is back (*playoff podcast). The guys talk all things playoffs, apart from the Raptors vs Nets series which I don't think they mention at all. Luka! Donovan Mitchell! Chris Paul Vs James Harden! Seth Curry Vs Paul George! Everything! See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject: Basketball United States.
Podcasts.
Links: https://sphinx.acast.com/advanced-analytics-nba/determinationovernegativity/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/advanced-analytics-nba/determinationovernegativity
Title Digital Nationz, Destiny, IFA Berlin, GM's hands free driving.
Creator Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2014]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "We discuss Digital Nationz, Chorus broadband pricing, gaming sensation Destiny, IFA Berlin announcements from Samsung, Sony, Microsoft, Intel, HP, Motorola, Asus and others. Along with the new Blu-Ray, 2degrees 4G in Wellington and GM's hands free driving. Running time : 0:52:16"--RSS feed.
Subject Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/9433c6ea-9433c6ea

Title Digital timelines - an interview with Jae Hoon Lee.
Creator Amery, Mark, 1969-
Publishing Details [Wellington] : [CIRCUIT Artist Film and Video Aotearoa New Zealand], [2015]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "On the phone from Sydney, Jae Hoon Lee talks to Mark Amery about showing his work in a hotel at the Spring 1883 art fair, how his practice draws on Eastern spiritual philosophy and his recent residency at the Dunedin Public Art Gallery."--RSS feed.
Subject Lee, Jae Hoon Interviews.
Podcasts.
Video art New Zealand.
The Dinosaur was THIS big.

*Hanlon, Chris.*

**Publishing Details** [Hamilton, New Zealand] : [Chris Hanlon and Sam Elton-Waters], [2020]

**Format** 1 online resource (1 audio file)

**Summary** "Sam got back from a trip to Christchurch. He flew with Air NZ, and was able to go on a dreamliner. Find out what his experience was like. Fox news got caught out when they reported part of a very old Mony Python sketch, makes you wonder why they can be called news at all. We touch on Trump a bit this episode, from Melania striking a better deal, to what his daughter calls her, and the story coming out of how Trump was going to smooth things over with North Korea with a CD. Find out just how batshit that story sounded. Apparently Australia had some sort of dinosaur that was bigger than a T-Rex, all this from footprints. What happened when a hairdresser had covid in the US, and more of out weekly banter. Come check it out."--RSS feed.

**Subject** Podcasts.

**Links**
https://thechrisandsampodcast.libsyn.com/the-dinosaur-was-this-big-ep287-the-chris-and-sam-podcast

Dirt Church Christmas Special.

*Rayment, Matt.*

**Publishing Details** [New Zealand] : [Dirt Church Radio], [2018]

**Format** 1 online resource (1 audio file)

**Summary** "Kia Ora Whanau, Meri Kirihimete and welcome to Dirt Church Radio’s Christmas special, or Dirchmas as we like to call it. It’s been a roller coaster ride for us since we started off waaaaaaay back in July this year and we thought we’d look back with a fond eye on the happenings for the year, the standout performances, the scandals (well, scandal) and also recap with the greatest of our guest greatest runs ever! You’ll hear from Paul Charteris, Fiona Hayvice, Brad Dixon, Dylan Bowman, Majell Backhausen and Lucy Bartholomew. Oh, yeah, and we officially throw our hats in the ring behind Brook Van Reenan, as he sets out next year to run Te Araroa trail to raise money for the Mental Health Foundation. Recorded in the sweltering main room at Little House of Savages (Matt’s lounge) after an amazing trail run, we rip through our 2018 with a nostalgic eye, whilst keeping the other eye firmly fixed on the horizon. We’re not slacking off through the new year though, so stay tuned. From us though, we wish to express our gratitude to you all for listening and getting in touch, we feel an intense privilege holding this space and can’t wait to keep bringing the heat for you all. We wish you and your loved ones a holiday season filled with light, love, and joy. We hope foremost that adventures are had, and your ankles all get rather muddy. Thanks again. Aroha Nui and enjoy!"--RSS feed.

**Subject** Mountain running New Zealand.

**Links**
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5b12367ff8370a538dd229e3/t/5c204c8c2b6a282c9922dbb4/1545621174488/Ep+23+Dirt+Church+Christmas+Special.mp3
Title  Do We Own a Mirror? (w/ Louise Wallace, TV multi-threat).
Creator  Budd, Maddy.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2019]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Maddy and Simone get the inside scoop from Lou Wal, beloved Real Housewife and Simone's childhood best friend's mum - in the process, Lou's secret Facebook page is exposed! Sponsored by GoNative NZ - Get the ingredients you need to create your own skincare products at wholesale prices."--RSS feed.
Subject  Podcasts.
Links  https://traffic.omny.fm/d/clips/6e2a797b-0cc4-4c0b-a44d-a51e0019bc3c/eb973831-bec2-4164-994f-aa010039c7dc/e7c60dd8-c82c-4915-a8c7-aa180058dfe5/audio.mp3?utm_source=Podcast&in_playlist=6bf27a02-f54d-4e2d-a915-aa01003c6349&t=1556839934
https://omny.fm/shows/every-stupid-question/do-we-own-a-mirror-w-louise-wallace-tv-multi-threat

Title  Domesticated.
Creator  Dome, David.
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [Yellow Fever], [2020]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Series  Phoenix City ; May 08, 2020.
Summary  "David Dome joins the pod to discuss what's going on with the Phoenix and the A-League in general during the COVID-19 hiatus - what will the league look like when it resumes and what does this mean for the future of the club? Elsewhere, Danny Hay has removed Des Buckingham as NZ men's U23 coach and replaced him with Danny Hay."--RSS feed.
Subject  Dome, David Interviews.
Podcasts.
Soccer New Zealand.
Wellington Phoenix FC (Soccer club)
Links  https://thekidsareallwhite.podomatic.com/enclosure/2020-05-07T17_50_48-07_00.mp3
https://www.podomatic.com/podcasts/thekidsareallwhite/episodes/2020-05-07T17_50_48-07_00
Title  Dona Sarkar - Microsoft.
Creator  Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2017]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Subject  Podcasts.
          Sarkar, Dona Interviews.
          Technology New Zealand.
        https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/777cc443-777cc443

Title  Double Doyle.
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [Yellow Fever], [2018]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Series  Phoenix City ; November 30, 2018.
Summary  "A 3-1 loss to Adelaide in the "best performance of the season", is there any hope against the unbeaten Glory this weekend? Meanwhile the U17 women made it through to their World Cup semifinal, and Team Wellington roll on with a vital win against Eastern Suburbs."--RSS feed.
Subject  Podcasts.
          Soccer New Zealand.
          Wellington Phoenix FC (Soccer club)
Links  https://thekidsareallwhite.podomatic.com/enclosure/2018-11-29T19_30_55-08_00.mp3
        https://www.podomatic.com/podcasts/thekidsareallwhite/episodes/2018-11-29T19_30_55-08_00
**Title** Dougal McNeill: Writing the 1926 General Strike by Charles Ferrall and Dougal McNeill.

**Creator** Adam, Pip.

**Publishing Details** [Wellington] : [Pip Adam], [2015]

**Format** 1 online resource (1 audio file)

**Summary** "Writing the 1926 General Strike: Culture, Literature, Politics by Charles Ferrall and Dougal McNeill is the subject of today's discussion about reading and writing with Pip Adam."--RSS feed.

**Subject** McNeill, Dougal, 1981- Interviews.

New Zealand literature.

Podcasts.

**Links**


---

**Title** Dr James Kuegler and Love (of running) in the Time of COVID-19.

**Creator** Rayment, Matt.

**Publishing Details** [New Zealand] : [Dirt Church Radio], [2020]

**Format** 1 online resource (1 audio file)

**Summary** "Kia Ora whanau. A week ago when we were speaking to John Ellis about coronavirus in Hong Kong it was in an abstract manner, this week it seems that people worldwide are feeling the effects of travel restrictions and enforced isolation. Here in Aotearoa, we implemented strict travel guidelines regarding self-isolation, which has made journeying to races for many people who live overseas impossible. The guest that we initially had lined up had to postpone due to having to attend to COVID related issues with their business, it just seems ubiquitous at the moment, right? So what are we to do? We keep going, that's what (from a safe distance, mind). All it took was one slightly panicked cluster of messages sent from a bus stop for Coach James Kuegler to throw himself into the breach, laying it down for us in regards to a simple and commonsense approach to maximising your wellbeing. We also discuss the raft of cancellations (including our Evening with Lazarus Lake live event) and bring you an exceptional Greatest Run Ever, Stuff You Should Know, all the race results you need and more on this week's episode of Dirt Church Radio. Enjoy!"--RSS feed.

**Subject** Kuegler, James Interviews.

Mountain running New Zealand.

Podcasts.

**Links**

https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5b12367ff8370a538dd229e3/t/5e707677cc91b94727e0e5f9/1584429283055/ep+85+James+Kuegler+and+Love+%28of+Running%29+in+the+Time+of+COVID-19.mp3
**Title** Dr John Onate II.

**Creator** Rayment, Matt.

**Publishing Details** [New Zealand] : [Dirt Church Radio], [2019]

**Format** 1 online resource (1 audio file)

**Summary** "Kia Ora Whanau. Last time Matt spoke to Dr John Onate, they were sitting in Matt’s lounge in the heat, luxuriating after a beautiful trail run and drinking a cold beer. This time, Dr John is calling in from a sweltering Sacramento and Eugene and Matt are shivering in the Auckland rain. This episode of Dirt Church Radio covers the topics of running and depression. Mental health is an increasingly important topic in both the trail and ultra running world and the world in general, but how much do we really know about depression? and how can running affect it and what are the advantages and challenges of such an approach? Does running really work as well as an antidepressant? And if so, why doesn’t everybody run? This conversation is important and we are very thankful for Dr John for making time to speak with us before he jets off the the UTMB festival to have a crack at the CCC. As Dr John has already been on the show we forgo the Greatest Run Ever for the “Greatest example of you helping someone at Devil’s Thumb during Western States when you were aid station captain”. Just rolllls off the toungue doesn’t it? As a bonus, we also speak to Brook Van Reenen just before he sets off for his Te Araroa attempt which we wish him every success with. Brook is also raising funds for the Mental Health Foundation during his endeavor. A warning, this podcast does deal with the topic of suicide. Please be aware, and take care of yourself. Thank you and enjoy."--RSS feed.

**Subject** Mountain running New Zealand.

Podcasts.

**Links**
- https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5b12367ff8370a538dd229e3/t/5d64e05366ff76000129301c/156689290187/Ep+57+John+Onate+II.mp3

---

**Title** Dr Katie Wright's sensible prescription.

**Creator** Rayment, Matt.

**Publishing Details** [New Zealand] : [Dirt Church Radio], [2020]

**Format** 1 online resource (1 audio file)

**Summary** "Kia Ora Whanau. We've just weathered our first weekend in New Zealand in lockdown and we are joined by Dr Katie Wright, fresh from her first shift at Blenheim Hospital to talk about her year, how things have changed thanks to COVID-19 (or not) and the etiquette, benefit, and perhaps pitfalls of exercise during a pandemic. We keep it comforting with a Greatest Run Ever, and a Stuff You Should Know. As a bonus you'll have all the trials and travails of two men, who after living in each other’s pockets for the last year and a half, have not seen each other for ten days. Flying blind! Enjoy."--RSS feed.

**Subject** Mountain running New Zealand.

Podcasts.

**Links**
- https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5b12367ff8370a538dd229e3/t/5e82fbe922523959572dca/1585643930703/Ep+87+Dr+Katie+Wright_s+sensible prescription.mp3
Title Dr Tony Page.

Creator Rayment, Matt.

Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Dirt Church Radio], [2018]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary "Kia whanau. This week's interesting conversation with an interesting runner is a bit different. Eugene sits down with All Blacks doctor Tony Page who gives us an insight not only into the world of high performance sport but also his own accomplished running career. He's completed 10 Keplers, four Coast to Coasts, and competed in the tough Two Oceans ultramarathon in his homeland of South Africa. He talks about growing up in the apartheid era of South Africa, before deciding to move his family to New Zealand where they settled in Opotiki on the East Coast. It was there his love of Kiwi trails began. Tony started out as a GP before doing a Fellowship in Sports and Exercise Medicine, a career switch which has seen him be a team doctor in AFL and rugby. Tony talks about the latest in sports science thinking around hydration, as well as running the morning after the World Cup final in 2015. Delightful, thoughtful and insightful, this is a conversation we hope you'll learn something from as well as enjoy."--RSS feed.

Subject Mountain running New Zealand.
Page, Tony, Dr Interviews.
Podcasts.

Links https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5b12367ff8370a538dd229e3/t/5b8e463aaa4a99a498415232/1536051224890/Ep+08+links+and+interview.mp3

Title A dramatic and devastating podcast with 10 days to go.

Creator Lee-Mather, Annabelle.

Publishing Details [Auckland] : [The Spinoff], [2017]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary "The Spinoff presents its exclusive poll of the opinions of Annabelle Lee, Ben Thomas and Toby Manhire as New Zealanders flock to vote in chilled out Election 2017. Toby Manhire welcomes Annabelle Lee of The Hui, Ben Thomas of Exceltium, and the spirit of Newstalk ZB legend Leighton Smith into the penultimate Gone By Lunchtime pod before voting day. On the agenda: the gobsmacking Newshub poll, whether National's campaign is working after all, Labour's tax pickle, the Greens' encounter with catastrophe, and the fortunes of the Māori Party. Also Gareth Morgan revs past on a motorbike, probably. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.

Subject New Zealand Politics and government.
Podcasts.

Links https://media.acast.com/gone-by-lunchtime/a-dramatic-and-devastating-podcast-with-10-days-to/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/gone-by-lunchtime/a-dramatic-and-devastating-podcast-with-10-days-to
Title: Drones over Tokyo, Lumia 950 PC and phone, Xero's Mayor, Solar vs North Carolina.

Creator: Spain, Paul.

Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2015]

Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary: "This week we discuss Xero MD’s bid for Auckland Mayorally, Police intercept drones, Commerce Commission’s copper ruling, Samsung Galaxy S7, odd Solar opinions, Microsoft Lumia 950 phone come PC, Sony's new 4K projector and Christmas tech gifts. Running time 0:45:57"--RSS feed.

Subject: Podcasts.

Links: https://dts.podtrac.com/redirect.mp3/cdn.simplecast.com/audio/083219/083219e0-dcd5-4385-9d15-8105e91523a6/7ca269bc-c45a-4215-8ad3-28f4b41dbb10/8fe1ce22_tc.mp3?aid=rss_feed
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/8fe1ce22-8fe1ce22

Title: Duet.

Publishing Details: [Wellington] : [Yellow Fever], [2018]

Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Series: Phoenix City ; December 13, 2018.

Summary: "Frostie and Dave man the pod by themselves this week, discussing the 3-1 Nix win over Sydney, TeeDubs in the Club World Cup, the Handy Prem and A-League expansion."--RSS feed.

Subject: Podcasts.

Links: https://thekidsareallwhite.podomatic.com/enclosure/2018-12-12T20_19_45-08_00.mp3
https://www.podomatic.com/podcasts/thekidsareallwhite/episodes/2018-12-12T20_19_45-08_00
Title Durexit.

Publishing Details [Wellington] : [Yellow Fever], [2019]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Series Phoenix City ; June 24, 2019.

Summary "Dura's off, Krishna's found a new home, Talay signed some players, VAR is dominating the World Cup, and everything is definitely fine with Mark Rudan. Nothing to see here."--RSS feed.

Subject Podcasts.

Links https://thekidsareallwhite.podomatic.com/enclosure/2019-06-23T21_12_16-07_00.mp3

Title Dwight Grieve.

Creator Rayment, Matt.

Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Dirt Church Radio], [2020]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary "Kia Ora whanau. Whilst down in Te Anau for the Kepler Challenge in December Eugene and Matt had the pleasure of sitting down at Dwight Grieve’s dining room table for a proper Southland yarn. You see, about ten years ago, Dwight was a painter-decorator living in Invercargill, overweight, a bit unhappy, and wanting to make changes in his life. As you’ll hear from our discussion, he certainly has: Dwight is now one of the local Te Anau Police, has represented New Zealand at the World Mountain Running Championships, and has a 5:29 Kepler PB that he was itching to put to bed last year. Alas, the weather had other ideas, but you’ll hear a brilliant chat about change, motivation, drive, fitting training in around a very busy life as a public servant and in a DCR first you’ll hear a man transcend the sound barrier on live podcast space imitating a large mythical herbivore. Enjoy."--RSS feed.

Subject Grieve, Dwight Interviews.

Links https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5b12367ff8370a538dd229e3/t/5e16901ddc9fd475fce55a0a/1578537579004/ep+77+Dwight+Grieve.mp3

https://www.dirtchurchradio.com/dirtchurchradio/2020/1/22/episode-77-dwight-grieve

Title: Dylan Bowman.

Creator: Rayment, Matt.

Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Dirt Church Radio], [2018]

Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary: "Kia Ora whanau. We're back, refreshed after our one week break and storming right out of the gates with the indefatigable Dylan Bowman. Dylan has many fans in Australasia, having won Ultra Trail Australia and being a two-time Tarawera champion (and second fastest finisher of the original course behind Jim Walmsley). Dylan spoke to Eugene and Matt from his home base of Colorado and we went deep into his history with the sport, his current period of rebuilding, how he chooses to engage with others to affect change and of course, his love for German Shorthaired Pointers. We even learned about Lacrosse. We just had to ask which direction he prefers his Tarawera, and also why he has such an affinity for the 100 mile distance. As always, we spring the "'Greatest Run Ever" question on Dylan and are blown away by his answer. We were stoked beyond belief to get to spend time with Dylan, who was generous, engaging and candid. Enjoy!"--RSS feed.

Subject: Bowman, Dylan Interviews.

Mountain running New Zealand.

Podcasts.

Links: https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5b12367ff8370a538dd229e3/t/5be92bf0ebbe885c5acf a27/1542008288695/Ep+17+Dylan+Bowman.mp3

Title: E3 and the best of Intel's 4th Gen Core launch with Sony and Acer.

Creator: Spain, Paul.

Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2013]

Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary: "Recorded in Sydney, this episode discusses some technologies you are likely to be using in the future – from the Xbox One and PlayStation 4 at E3, to some ground breaking new Sony and Acer devices at Intel's 4th Generation Core (Haswell) product launch. Running time : 1:04:10"--RSS feed.

Subject: Podcasts.

Technology New Zealand.

https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/f4d2699e-f4d2699e
Title  E3 has kicked off in Los Angeles and AMD has launched a new 16-core gaming chip, Tableau has sold to Salesforce, US border woes, CostCo coming to NZ, Smartphones ban in schools, under reporting of cyber security stats, who’s talking now?

Creator  Spain, Paul.

Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2019]

Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)


Subject  Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.

https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/ccd3ae55-ccd3ae55

Title  E3 Highlights, Hands on - LG G4, Gear VR, Sony Smartwatch 3 Steel, UE Roll.

Creator  Spain, Paul.

Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2015]

Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary  "This episode we talk about testing commercial drones in NZ, highlights from the world of gaming at E3, Samsung's security nightmare plus our hands on experiences with LG G4, Gear VR, Sony Smartwatch 3 Steel and Ultimate Ears Roll Bluetooth speaker Running time : 0:41:42"--RSS feed.

Subject  Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.

https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/e9e84127-e9e84127
Title E3 Highlights incl Xbox One X, UFB 1 rollout 75% complete, Magpie GPS tracker, Elanation kids wearable.

Creator Spain, Paul.

Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2017]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary "This week we discuss from E3 in Los Angeles, NZ’s Ultra-Fast Broadband rollout progress, highlights Magpie GPS tracker, ETurbo kids smartwatch from Elanation, Kin2Kin startup shares monetisation plans, Fuji Xero NZ financial dramas."--RSS feed.

Subject Podcasts.

Technology New Zealand.

Links https://dts.podtrac.com/redirect.mp3/cdn.simplecast.com/audio/083219/083219e0-dcd5-4385-9d15-8105e91523a6/1c874b5c-532d-4a07-b4fd-b0af5765853/8a5e259f_tc.mp3?aid=rss_feed
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/8a5e259f-8a5e259f

Title E-Bikes, Ubco 2x2, AirPods hands on, Korea’s 997km/h train, Samsung battery update.

Creator Spain, Paul.

Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2017]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary "This episode we discuss E-Bikes, smart helmets, New Zealand’s Ubco 2x2 which is currently crowdfunding, AirPods hands on (ears on?), Korea’s 997km/h take on the HyperLoop, Samsung Note 7 battery update. Running time 0:48:34"--RSS feed.

Subject Podcasts.

Technology New Zealand.

https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/00e31609-00e31609

National Library of New Zealand 253 Te Puna Matauranga o Aotearoa
Title: Economic relief spending: is it worth the cost?

Creator: Ascroft, Joe.

Publishing Details: [Wellington] : [New Zealand Taxpayers' Union Inc.], [2020]

Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Series: Taxpayer talk ; April 08, 2020.

Summary: "Spending of taxpayer money has gone through the roof as the Government helps businesses through the COVID-19 crisis. How concerned should New Zealanders be? And how does our response compare to other countries? Louis interviews local Economist Joe Ascroft and Daniel Bunn of the Tax Foundation (based in Washington DC) - who is leading their project Tracking Economic Relief Plans Around the World during the Coronavirus Outbreak. Support the show (http://www.taxpayers.org.nz/donate)"--RSS feed.

Subject: Ascroft, Joe Interviews.

Bunn, Daniel (Of Tax Foundation) Interviews.

Podcasts.

Taxation New Zealand.


https://www.buzzsprout.com/944017/3280627-taxpayer-talk-economic-relief-spending-is-it-wor th-the-cost


Title: Eden Hazards.

Publishing Details: [Wellington] : [Yellow Fever], [2020]

Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Series: Phoenix City ; February 20, 2020.

Summary: "Another win in Auckland, should the Nix play there more often? The Snakes come to town again this week, and a win would send the Nix to dizzying heights on the table."--RSS feed.

Subject: Podcasts.

Soccer New Zealand.

Wellington Phoenix FC (Soccer club)

Links: https://thekidsareallwhite.podomatic.com/enclosure/2020-02-20T12_12_33-08_00.mp3

https://www.podomatic.com/podcasts/thekidsareallwhite/episodes/2020-02-20T12_12_33-08_ 00

Title  Election Day Morning.
Creator  Lund, Jeb.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2016]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "It's 2am in Florida on Election Day. Jeb is up, Tim is also up but that's less impressive cause it's 8pm in New Zealand. The campaigns are officially out of time to win hearts and minds, and your favourite Polidicks chew over the remaining carcass of this dead horse of an election by anaylsing why a kiwi even gives a sh*t about who becomes US President. We take a nice walk down memory lane recalling the 20-odd candidates who at some point were vying to become their party's nominee. Also this episode, the updated FBI fall out and what happens to James Comey on Nov 9 onwards, plus why the President can't fix the economy (according to Tim, a man vastly underqualified to comment)."--RSS feed.
Subject  Podcasts.
World politics.
Links  https://traffic.omny.fm/d/clips/6e2a797b-0cc4-4c0b-a44d-a51e0019bc3c/f5c796b6-19ca-41d0-8bff-a68c00df11ad/8715d8f8-19a0-47db-a427-a6b800aca88e/audio.mp3?utm_source=Podcast&in_playlist=193caf0a-87f4-4441-934d-a68c00e44c3e&t=1478634864
https://omny.fm/shows/polidicks/election-day-morning

Title  Electric Kiwi, Uber Eats Auckland, IS Apple doing Augmented Reality in NZ and Lyft about to launch here?
Creator  Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2017]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Apple employing Wellington creative talent, tasting Uber Eats in NZ, Is Lyft is launching in NZ, Snap Spectacles Review, Super Mario Run Android, Microsoft launches Bookings service, Electric Kiwi story and Dr Michelle Dickinson's science comedy podcast"--RSS feed.
Subject  Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.
Links  https://dts.podtrac.com/redirect.mp3/cdn.simplecast.com/audio/083219/083219e0-dcd5-4385-9d15-8105e91523a6/2a4669d3-b56f-4b36-9788-d686431603ad/0c387eed_tc.mp3?aid=rss_feed
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/0c387eed-0c387eed
Title: Electronic taste sensations, NZ's Quebee hits Kickstarter, Xbox One, Kiwi Bank Home Hunter.

Creator: Spain, Paul.

Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2013]

Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary: "Highlights include electronic taste simulations, NZ's Quebee camera launch on Kickstarter, Xbox One initial impressions, Kiwi Bank's Home Hunter app, Ninja Blocks, Logitech G602 gaming/pro mouse, the unique PowerAll USB charger that can start your car. Running time: 0:50:07"--RSS feed.

Subject: Podcasts. Technology New Zealand.


Title: Electronic voting, $80 Child GPS tracker, Telsta's network fail, Did Craig Wright invent Bitcoin.

Creator: Spain, Paul.

Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2016]

Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary: "This week we discuss Electronic voting, the $80 Child GPS tracker, Telsta's network fail, Windows 95 on an Apple Watch, Eye tracking, 2degrees funding, Panasonic Wings Bluetooth earbuds and ponder if Craig Stephen Wright invented Bitcoin or not. Running time 34:42"--RSS feed.

Subject: Podcasts. Technology New Zealand.

Links: https://dts.podtrac.com/redirect.mp3/cdn.simplecast.com/audio/083219/083219e0-dcd5-4385-9d15-8105e91523a6/0a1454b9-b0eb-447a-b716-fabacc3d0b8c/b65dcfed_tc.mp3?aid=rss_feed

https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/b65dcfed-b65dcfed

Title Elise Downing.
Creator Rayment, Matt.
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Dirt Church Radio], [2019]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Kia ora whanau. In 2015, having ran a marathon whilst dressed as a crayon, Elise Downing decided to set herself a bigger challenge. I mean, if you’ve run 42.2 in crayola cosplay anything else is gravy, right? To cut a long story short, in 2016 Elise ran the entire coast of Britain - London to London. That’s 5000 miles, 301 days, 7 pairs of running shoes, and according to Elise, approximately 987 slices of cake. Undertaking this type of challenge is undoubtedly life-changing and since this, running has become an integral part of Elise’s life. Elise has relayed her experience as a public speaker, motivating other young people to undertake challenges that they may have thought unthinkable. Elise was recently in New Zealand in her role with Breca Swimrun, handling social media and marketing for the company. Flying solo, Eugene met up with Elise in Ponsonby armed with a microphone and ginger slice to talk about Elise’s journey towards running around Britain, how the process has impacted on her wider life, dealing with recognition and how what started as a solitary undertaking exposed Elise to a multitude of people displaying kindness and community. We also ask, because we’ve always wanted too….just what is Swimrun? And how do you have a greatest run ever that isn’t running around a whole country? Enjoy!"--RSS feed.
Subject Downing, Elise Interviews.
Mountain running New Zealand.
Podcasts.
Links https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5b12367ff8370a538dd229e3/t/5cb585e771c10b32949c4e47/1555400732362/Ep+38+Elise+Downing.mp3

Title Emergency measures, and a Māori response.
Creator Dudding, Adam.
Publishing Details [Wellington] : [Stuff Limited] [2020]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "With a state of emergency declared and Parliament shutting down, hosts Adam Dudding and Eugene Bingham speak with Sunday Star-Times editor Tracy Watkins (assisted by her dog Murphy) about the constitutional implications. National correspondent Carmen Parahi joins the show to discuss how Māori communities are responding to the crisis - for Māori, by Māori. Meanwhile, Adam and Eugene listen to Italian mayors losing their ... minds."--RSS feed.
Subject COVID-19 (Disease) New Zealand.
Parahi, Carmen Interviews.
Podcasts.
Watkins, Tracy (Editor) Interviews.
Links https://media.whooshkaa.com/show/11846/episode/600854.mp3
https://player.whooshkaa.com/episode?id=600854
Title  Emergency podcast! John Key is gone at lunchtime!
Creator  Lee-Mather, Annabelle.
Publishing Details  [Auckland] : [The Spinoff], [2016]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "A gaggle of shell-shocked geese, in the form of Toby Manhire, Ben Thomas and Hayden Donnell, splutter hot-take spittle all over the mid-price microphones in the Spinoff podcast studio. Guest starring Annabelle Thomas and José Barbosa. John Key, the prime minister of New Zealand, has announced his resignation. He's done. He's had it. He's out. An urgently convened podcast chews over the reasons for his departure, the legacy he'll leave, and who the bejesus is going to come next. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  New Zealand Politics and government. Podcasts.
Links  https://media.acast.com/gone-by-lunchtime/emergency-podcast-john-key-is-gone-at-lunchtime/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/gone-by-lunchtime/emergency-podcast-john-key-is-gone-at-lunchtime

Title  Emergency podcast: Bill English is gone by morning tea time.
Creator  Lee-Mather, Annabelle.
Publishing Details  [Auckland] : [The Spinoff], [2018]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Ben Thomas and Toby Manhire on the English legacy and the contenders to succeed him as National Party leader in this collectible special edition. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  New Zealand Politics and government. Podcasts.
Emergency podcast: Jami-Lee Ross declares war on Simon Bridges.

Title

Emergency politics podcast: Andrew Little gone by brunchtime, cometh the hour of Ardern.

Creator

Lee-Mather, Annabelle.

Publishing Details

[Auckland] : [The Spinoff], [2018]

Format

1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary

"Ben Thomas and Toby Manhire assess an extraordinary 24 hours in NZ politics, as a relatively unspectacular expenses leak transmogrifies into the biggest Jami-Lee-based farce since A Fish Called Wanda. Guest starring Sam Brooks with a critique of Ross's incredible dramatic monologue as he quits parliament. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.

Subject

New Zealand Politics and government.

Podcasts.

Links

https://media.acast.com/gone-by-lunchtime/emergency-podcast-jami-lee-ross-declares-war-on-si/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/gone-by-lunchtime/emergency-podcast-jami-lee-ross-declares-war-on-si

Title

Emergency politics podcast: Andrew Little gone by brunchtime, cometh the hour of Ardern.

Creator

Lee-Mather, Annabelle.

Publishing Details

[Auckland] : [The Spinoff], [2017]

Format

1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary

"The Spinoff's Gone By Lunchtime trio frantically gather their thoughts following the exit of Labour leader Andrew Little, who has been replaced by Jacinda Ardern, with Kelvin Davis as her deputy, with just over 50 days to an election. Within seconds of watching Jacinda Ardern conduct her first press conference as Labour leader, Toby Manhire, Annabelle Lee and Ben Thomas bundle into the studio to chat. The disastrous polls, Andrew Little's bizarre decision to announce that he'd been thinking of resigning, the flurry of activity leading up to today's caucus meeting, the Little legacy, the new pair's debut performance, the Winston factor, and what it means for those accursed billboards: all that, together with a rare insight into Ben Thomas's erotic fantasies. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.

Subject

New Zealand Politics and government.

Podcasts.

Links

Title  Emergency politics podcast: in DC, Ben Thomas watches Donald Trump become actual president.

Creator  Lee-Mather, Annabelle.

Publishing Details  [Auckland] : [The Spinoff], [2017]

Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary  "In this special edition of Gone By Lunchtime, we patch in Ben Thomas from Washington DC, where he's been rubbing shoulders among the crowds on Inauguration Day and the manifestly bigger crowds at the Women's March. It is done: Donald J Trump is the real, actual president of the world's most powerful country. Ben Thomas, PR guy from Exceltium and Gone By Lunchtime regular, had a silver ticket for his spot on the Capitol and was there to breathe it all in. Toby Manhire Skypes him up to hear about the occasion, the speech, the record-setting balderdash of press guy Sean Spicer, and more.  See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.

Subject  New Zealand Politics and government.


Creator  Lee-Mather, Annabelle.

Publishing Details  [Auckland] : [The Spinoff], [2017]

Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary  "Gone By Lunchtime stumbles on a new theme tune to accompany Annabelle Lee, Ben Thomas and Toby Manhire's sleepy reflections on weird court rumbles, Māori places on the Labour Party list, Gerry Brownlee's clumsy start as foreign minister, and Winston Peters bursting out of the electoral traps.  See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.

Subject  New Zealand Politics and government.

Title   Emma Hislop and Pip Adam talk about The Mare by Mary Gaitskill.
Creator  Adam, Pip.
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [Pip Adam], [2016]
Format    1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "The Mare by Mary Gaitskill is the subject of today’s discussion about reading and writing with Pip Adam."--RSS feed.
Subject  Hislop, Emma Interviews.
New Zealand literature.
Podcasts.
Links  https://mcdn.podbean.com/mf/web/k5yy2s/Ep_35_The_Mare.mp3

Title   Empowering Pacific People: short excerpts of a conversation with 'Anau Mesui Henry.
Creator  Moe, Steven, 1976-
Publishing Details  [Rolleston] : Steven Moe, [2020]
Format    1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "'Anau came to New Zealand from Tonga as a child - her full story will follow but this has 4 short excerpts from our conversation telling a few stories about her life. I love the podcast for the different perspectives it can offer us on life, other journeys and what we might otherwise take for granted. Talanoa Tuesday Facebook https://www.facebook.com/talanoatuesday
Talanoa Tuesday IG https://www.instagram.com/talanoa_tuesday/ LinkedIn https://www.linkedin.com/in/anau-m-64aa62163/ Four Shells Kava https://www.fourshells.nz
This is episode 190 of seeds - check out more at www.theseeds.nz Thank you Mele Wendt and Saia Mataele for your respective roles in helping this episode happen. "--RSS feed.
Subject  Mesui Henry, 'Anau Interviews.
Podcasts.
Social entrepreneurship New Zealand.
Links  https://chtbl.com/track/89G95E/traffic.libsyn.com/secure/seeds/Anau_excerpt2.mp3?dest-id=571558
https://seeds.libsyn.com/we-only-had-bread-short-excerpts-of-a-conversation-with-anau-mesui-henry
Title Encrypting ransomware, GeoOp hitting NZX, iPhone 5s and iPhone 5c.

Creator Spain, Paul.

Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2013]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary "Topics include encrypting ransomware and the impact it may have on your data, the listing of NZ software firm GeoOp, Apple's new iPhone 5s and iPhone 5c, Google's Nexus 5 and further thoughts on recent announcements from Microsoft and Apple. Running time : 0:56:01"--RSS feed.

Subject Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.

https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/d12b34dd-d12b34dd

Title The Encryption Debate, a 4 year Troll search, Aura sold, Facebook and foregetting your Ex.

Creator Spain, Paul.

Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2015]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary "This week - the big encryption debate, a 4-year Internet troll search, Facebook and forgetting your ex, MyRepublic, Aura's $10m Kordia sale, Telsa's disappearing autonomous mode, 30 years of Windows plus Windows Server 2016 and System Center 2016. Running time 0:48:15"--RSS feed.

Subject Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.

https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/8be8cb3-8be8cb3
End of the Road.

**Publishing Details**  
[Wellington] : [Yellow Fever], [2019]  
**Format**  
1 online resource (1 audio file)  
**Series**  
Phoenix City ; May 08, 2019.  
**Summary**  
"The season, and the Mark Rudan era at the Wellington Phoenix, is over. The pod react to Phoenix going down 3-1 to the Victory in the elimination final, and the announcement of Ufuk Talay as the new head coach."--RSS feed.

**Subject**  
Podcasts.  
Soccer New Zealand.  
Wellington Phoenix FC (Soccer club)

**Links**  

---

End of XP, Apple CarPlay, Huawei Talkband, Bitcoin, Mobile app revenue.

**Creator**  
Spain, Paul.

**Publishing Details**  
[New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2014]  
**Format**  
1 online resource (1 audio file)  
**Summary**  
"This week we discuss Apple's CarPlay, Fake Google Maps listings and FBI recordings, Mt Gox and Bitcoin, Mobile app revenue stats, OneDrive for Business available standalone, Huawei Talkband, Snakk Media sales rise 58%, Windows XP's 300,000 NZ users. Running time : 0:46:00"--RSS feed.

**Subject**  
Podcasts.  
Technology New Zealand.

**Links**  
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/f8bd6e8d-f8bd6e8d  
The endemic blues: What if the world's stuck with the virus for good?

Creator Dudding, Adam.

Publishing Details [Wellington] : [Stuff Limited] [2020]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary "The World Health Organisation has warned the virus which causes Covid-19 may stick around forever, and become an "endemic" disease. Dr Heather Hendrickson joins the show to explain what that means - and how endemic viruses behave. Stuff national correspondent Katie Kenny previews the new government app that's meant to simplify contact tracing. And Adam watches an old movie which - get this - is based on the crazy premise of a virus bringing the world to its knees. As if! Links: Click here for every episode of Coronavirus NZ. Full Stuff coronavirus coverage Eugene on Twitter; Adam on Twitter Support Stuff Our email: viruspod@stuff.co.nz"--RSS feed.


Links https://media.whooshkaa.com/show/11846/episode/656113.mp3
https://player.whooshkaa.com/episode?id=656113

---

English Premier League, Hyperloop, Martin Jetpack, GCSB.

Creator Spain, Paul.

Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2013]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary "We discuss on demand video with Tim Martin (Coliseum Sports Media) and Seeby Woodhouse (Voyager Internet) then hear about the GCSB bill, Hyperloop, Martin Jetpack and an update on NZ’s Ultra-Fast Broadband and Rural Broadband Initiatives. Running time : 0:56:52"--RSS feed.

Subject Podcasts. Technology New Zealand.

Links https://dts.podtrac.com/redirect.mp3/cdn.simplecast.com/audio/083219/083219e0-dcd5-4385-9d15-8105e91523a6/3b619b03-1923-45a1-bf45-2820eb656c9f/9587d68a_tc.mp3?aid=rss_feed
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/9587d68a-9587d68a
Title  Episode 1.
Creator  Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2011]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Our first episode looks at Mobile World Congress, Vodafone NZ's Sure Signal box, Intel's $1.6 Billion problem with Sandy Bridge, Telstra's new 4G mobile network, Nokia's Windows Phone announcement and other news. Running time : 35:25"--RSS feed.
Subject  Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/cb9a9224-cb9a9224

Title  Episode 10.
Creator  Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2011]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Highlights include NZ Mobile Termination rates with Paul Brislen, Microsoft's Skype acquisition, Bluetooth car solutions, home cinema and hot prices on big screen HD TVs. Running time : 1:03:24"--RSS feed.
Subject  Brislen, Paul Interviews.
Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/d7c509d9-d7c509d9
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Episode 103.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Spain, Paul.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2012]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource (1 audio file)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;Paul Spain is joined this episode by Sam Irvine (GM at Freeview) and Sim Ahmed (Idealog and Stoppress). Topics incl: Fairfax Trademe sale, LED/Laser projectors, Freeview, Quickflix, Nokia Lumia 820, Trademe on Panasonic TVs and a new Internet cable. Running time : 1:14:18&quot;--RSS feed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Ahmed, Sim Interviews.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Irvine, Sam Interviews.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Podcasts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Technology New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><a href="https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/5515807e-5515807e">https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/5515807e-5515807e</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Episode 104.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Spain, Paul.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2013]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource (1 audio file)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;We start 2013 at Startup Debut ahead of CES (formally the Consumer Electronics Show) in Vegas. Paul Spain meets founders of a new start ups including social tool Chnl.it, Leonar3Do 3D sculpting, List Sanity, Simul TV, Focus @ Will, and Zephyr Games. Running time : 0:39:23&quot;--RSS feed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Podcasts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Technology New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Links</td>
<td><a href="https://dts.podtrac.com/redirect.mp3/cdn.simplecast.com/audio/083219/083219e0-dcd5-4385-9d15-8105e91523a6/0e61477c-b7ab-40cb-820d-0c768d0aa2f3/7245c460_tc.mp3?aid=rss_feed">https://dts.podtrac.com/redirect.mp3/cdn.simplecast.com/audio/083219/083219e0-dcd5-4385-9d15-8105e91523a6/0e61477c-b7ab-40cb-820d-0c768d0aa2f3/7245c460_tc.mp3?aid=rss_feed</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><a href="https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/7245c460-7245c460">https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/7245c460-7245c460</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Episode 105.

Title  Episode 105.
Creator  Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2013]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "At CES Paul Spain hears about an electronic fork that helps you lose weight (Hapifork) and a new music streaming service (RaRa). We also hear about Lenovo's new Windows 8 products and Sony's waterproof phones, 4K OLED TV and a camera with a projector. Running time : 0:37:22"--RSS feed.
Subject  Podcasts.
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/d771b7a9-d771b7a9

Episode 106.

Title  Episode 106.
Creator  Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2013]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Paul Spain delivers further interviews from CES 2013 – covering Slingbox (and its relevance to NZ), Toyota self-drive car tech, Ubuntu Mobile, Qi Wireless charging, NZ's Fusion Electronics and finally a word with Xzibit (Rapper, Host of MTV's Pimp my Ride). Running time : 0:45:23"--RSS feed.
Subject  Podcasts.
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/084e45d4-084e45d4
Episode 107.

Creator: Spain, Paul.

Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2013]

Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary: "Paul Spain is joined this episode by Nick MacAvoy and Bill Bennett to discuss Southern Cross Internet price cuts, a UK startup launched by Kiwis called Newsflare and a lot of topics from CES incl Autonomous cars, Pebble watch, Sony Xperia Z and Tactus. Running time: 0:49:45"--RSS feed.

Subject: Bennett, Bill (Journalist) Interviews.
MacAvoy, Nick Interviews.
Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.

https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/c5db9e3c-c5db9e3c

Episode 108.

Creator: Spain, Paul.

Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2013]

Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary: "Paul Spain visits the Dotcom Mansion and along with other TV, print and online media he spends some time with Kim Dotcom to learn more about Mega.co.nz and related sites such Megakey and Mega Movies. Refer to Paul's article on Mashable.com for his impressions of the visit. Running time: 0:49:45"--RSS feed.

Subject: Dotcom, Kim, 1974- Interviews.
Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.

https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/2bcf2832-2bcf2832
**Title**  
Episode 109.

**Creator**  
Spain, Paul.

**Publishing Details**  
[New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2013]

**Format**  
1 online resource (1 audio file)

**Summary**  
"Paul Spain is joined by Nate Dunn and Dan Hesson to discuss topics including Ransomware, the upcoming Blackberry Z10 and Sony Tablet Z. Paul, Nate and Dan also attended Kim Dotcom's launch of Mega.co.nz and share some opinions and experiences with Mega. Running time: 0:52:44"--RSS feed.

**Subject**  
Dunn, Nate Interviews.  
Hesson, Dan Interviews.  
Podcasts.  
Technology New Zealand.

**Links**  
https://dts.podtrac.com/redirect.mp3/cdn.simplecast.com/audio/083219/083219e0-dcd5-4385-9d15-8105e91523a6/dec0e7b2-381c-430b-998c-e4a78af33bad/e2b30d48_tc.mp3?aid=rss_feed  
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/e2b30d48-e2b30d48  

---

**Title**  
Episode 10: Mothers on the brink.

**Creator**  
Yee, Jane.

**Publishing Details**  
[Auckland] : [Jane Yee], [2019]

**Format**  
1 online resource (1 audio file)

**Summary**  
"The wheels are falling off under the strain of All The Things. This week Bec and Jane are jaded, smelly and barely able to form a sentence let alone present a well-structured podcast. This week's Breeder's Digest is an intriguing look into the minds of two mothers on the edge. Join them as they garble their way through: A harrowing tale of a child and husband abandoned in a supermarket carpark The cute/weird nicknames we give our little humans while they're still in utero Bec's attempt to shove an entire* easter egg into her gob The secret behind the mystery siren George keeps activating on Bec's phone if you want to chat, head to our Instagram page to get in touch. Spread the word! Please share the Breeder's Digest parenting podcast with your mates and make sure you subscribe on iTunes, Spotify or Podbean — or use the player below to listen in your browser right now! * actually just half an egg, but that doesn't sound as impressive"--RSS feed.

**Subject**  
Child rearing New Zealand.  
Podcasts.

**Links**  
https://mcdn.podbean.com/mf/web/6vwdzg/Breeder_s_Digest_Ep_10_-_18th_April.mp3  
https://breedersdigest.podbean.com/e/episode-10-mothers-on-the-brink/
Title  Episode 10: The Gone By Lunchtime Christmas Party 2016.
Creator  Lee-Mather, Annabelle.
Publishing Details  [Auckland] : [The Spinoff], [2016]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "An old year, a new prime minister and a very tired world. Toby Manhire, Annabelle Lee and Ben Thomas bedeck themselves with boughs of holly and size up the winners and losers of the year 2016, and what to expect in the next one.Ho, ho, ho, really, when you think about it.Ben and Annabelle sit on Santa's knee and tell him what they make of Bill English so far, struggle to remember the previous PM's name and survey precisely everything that happened in politics in 2016. That covered, they move fearlessly on to what 2017 holds for Winston Peters, Marama Fox, Andrew Little and the rest. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  New Zealand Politics and government.
Podcasts.

Title  Episode 11.
Creator  Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2011]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "This week we discuss computer and telephone scams (and hear a real scammer in action), Google's Chrome Operating System, iPhone 5, LG Optimus 2x, GoogleBook and Skype. Running time : 1:00:44"--RSS feed.
Subject  Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.
Links  https://dts.podtrac.com/redirect.mp3/cdn.simplecast.com/audio/083219/083219e0-dcd5-4385-9d15-8105e91523a6/a6a60bf3-989a-471c-ad00-2243bb79182b/8e6f332c_tc.mp3?aid=rss_feed
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/8e6f332c-8e6f332c
Title Episode 110.
Creator Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2013]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "This week includes further interviews from CES 2013 culminating in a chat with Microsoft Podcast manager Rob Greenlee. Featured from CES were AMD, LG, Panasonic, MPowerd, NZ’s Ben Bodley of Teknique and Samsung Asia President and CEO Gregory Lee. Running time : 1:47:22"--RSS feed.
Subject Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.
Links https://dts.podtrac.com/redirect.mp3/cdn.simplecast.com/audio/083219/083219e0-dcd5-4385-9d15-8105e91523a6/de7ee8a0-de1e-4046-93cb-f9c7aae0d13b/5168f4ab_tc.mp3?aid=rss_feed
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/5168f4ab-5168f4ab

Title Episode 111.
Creator Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2013]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Paul Spain is joined by Nate Dunn to review the first settlement under the ‘3 strikes’ copyright law, Blackberry 10 launch, Microsoft Office for iPhone/iPad and Android, Twitter hack, Telecom’s network upgrade and more. Running time : 0:49:07"--RSS feed.
Subject Dunn, Nate Interviews.
Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/5f98426d-5f98426d
Title  Episode 112.
Creator  Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2013]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Topics this week incl the launch of Telecom’s 4G mobile network trial, Microsoft’s Surface Pro launch, Telecom’s email woes, some debate about mobile updates in light of recent iOS 6.1 issues, and some new smartphones including HTC’s 8X. Running time : 0:52:52"--RSS feed.
Subject  Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.
Links  https://dts.podtrac.com/redirect.mp3/cdn.simplecast.com/audio/083219/083219e0-dcd5-4385-9d15-8105e91523a6/fb7efd8e-9fb3-49d3-9e0e-730579c98acd/6d0ceb29_tc.mp3?aid=rss_feed
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/6d0ceb29-6d0ceb29

Title  Episode 113.
Creator  Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2013]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "We go hands on with Microsoft’s Surface Pro, and ponder IBM’s cloud data center outage and ongoing Yahoo Xtra email issues. We also discuss hardware support failings in NZ, LG Optimus G, Lenovo and HP Chromebooks along with Pitney Bowes smart lockers. Running time : 0:50:58"--RSS feed.
Subject  Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/079589d7-079589d7
Title Episode 114.
Creator Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2013]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "We talk about the PlayStation 4, Google’s Chromebook Pixel, a possible 4G LTE mobile announcement from Vodafone, HP’s new tablet and Samsung’s Galaxy S4 along news from Mobile World Congress - Sony, Nokia, Samsung, Huawei and lots more. Running time : 0:56:43"--RSS feed.
Subject Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.
Links https://dts.podtrac.com/redirect.mp3/cdn.simplecast.com/audio/083219/083219e0-dcd5-4385-9d15-8105e91523a6/6f367e80-a3e3-4157-b1ca-362b3575ce31/7b8e9711_tc.mp3?aid=rss_feed
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/7b8e9711-7b8e9711

Title Episode 115.
Creator Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2013]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "4G LTE launched in NZ today so Paul Spain spoke with Vodafone NZ's Russell Stanners (Chief Executive Office) and Tony Baird (Chief Network Officer) to hear about the launch, Rural Broadband, Ultra-Fast Broadband and the acquisition of TelstraClear. Running time : 0:08:06"--RSS feed.
Subject Baird, Tony Interviews.
Podcasts.
Stanners, Russell Interviews.
Technology New Zealand.
Links https://dts.podtrac.com/redirect.mp3/cdn.simplecast.com/audio/083219/083219e0-dcd5-4385-9d15-8105e91523a6/5d6fde24-94d7-41ab-b05a-0496448e5cf9/2b6fcd16_tc.mp3?aid=rss_feed
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/2b6fcd16-2b6fcd16
Title Episode 116: NZ Census, HP ElitePad 900, HTC One, Sony Xperia Tablet Z, Office 365 launch.
Creator Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2013]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Hands on with HP’s corporate Windows 8 tablet – the ElitePad 900, HTC One, Sony Xperia Z phone and Xperia Tablet Z. We also discuss the NZ Census, Vodafone 4G LTE, Evernote security woes, Apple vs Samsung, Office 365 update, TVNZ On Demand and more. Running time : 0:55:06"--RSS feed.
Subject Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/0f79d640-0f79d640

Title Episode 11: There are 153 ways to spell Kaitlyn.
Creator Yee, Jane.
Publishing Details [Auckland] : [Jane Yee], [2019]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Put the kids down for a nap or shove them in front of the telly and spend your Me Time with us! High on birthday cake and party vibes, this week's Breeder's Digest is a hot mess of loot bag etiquette, normal names spelt youneek ways and a new advice segment where we help a listener figure out how to maintain a friendship with another mum despite the kids not getting on. If you want to chat, head to our Instagram page to get in touch. Spread the word! Please share the Breeder's Digest parenting podcast with your mates and make sure you subscribe on iTunes, Spotify or Podbean – or use the player below to listen in your browser right now! "--RSS feed.
Subject Child rearing New Zealand.
Podcasts.
https://breedersdigest.podbean.com/e/episode-11-there-are-153-ways-to-spell-kaitlyn/
Title  Episode 12.
Creator  Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2011]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "This week Owen from Neowin joins us to discuss the up and coming Windows Phone 7 upgrades, there's discussion about Crown Fibre's UFB announcement, we look at the Samsung Series 9, LG Optimus x2 and a Sony Xperia Play. Running time: 0:45:10"--RSS feed.
Subject  Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/47b408ff-47b408ff

Title  Episode 12: How Donald Trump saved Waitangi Day for all New Zealand.
Creator  Lee-Mather, Annabelle.
Publishing Details  [Auckland] : [The Spinoff], [2017]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "With a hiss and a roar and an ear-splitting primal scream, the political year is under way. Annabelle Lee and Ben Thomas join Toby Manhire to chew over the prime minister's Waitangi decision, the $10k Te Tii charge to media and the hotly anticipated Trump-English dog-and-bone. They debate the first couple of months of Bill English's prime ministership and his perceived sluggishness over the Trump visa ban, and weigh up the surprise announcement that Willie Jackson is to be a high-placing Labour list candidate. Plus: Is Ben Thomas the Liam Gallagher of Gone By Lunchtime? You decide. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  New Zealand Politics and government.
Podcasts.
Links  https://media.acast.com/gone-by-lunchtime/episode-12-how-donald-trump-saved-waitangi-day-for/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/gone-by-lunchtime/episode-12-how-donald-trump-saved-waitangi-day-for
Title  Episode 13.
Creator  Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2011]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Topics include Windows Phone 7 Mango update, Xperia Play and LG Optimus 2X reviews, OS X 10.7 Lion, MeeGo and Fedora 15. We have some interesting apps of the week and discuss the RIM Playbook and other devices. Running time: 0:58:18"--RSS feed.
Subject  Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/490bde0a-490bde0a

Title  Episode 14.
Creator  Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2011]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "This week Apple's WWDC event is in the news, along with Windows 8, the E3 Conference and Sony's new PlayStation Vita. We also discuss Linux and OpenOffice news and interview Dr Murray Milner about World IPv6 day. Running time: 1:12:44"--RSS feed.
Subject  Milner, Murray (Consultant) Interviews.
Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/c11c7734-c11c7734
Title  Episode 15.
Creator  Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2011]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "We review Apple's WWDC event, including iCloud, iOS 5 & Lion, along with the E3 Conference and Codemasters and Epic hackings. We also discuss Adobe Acrobat 10.3 issues discovered on Linux and running Android apps on iOS via the open source project In-the-Box. Running time: 0:55:18"--RSS feed.
Subject  Podcasts.
Links  https://dts.podtrac.com/redirect.mp3/cdn.simplecast.com/audio/083219/083219e0-dcd5-4385-9d15-8105e91523a6/65ef0fdd-28db-461a-955a-22226e93b143/6de62f9a_tc.mp3?aid=rss_feed
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/6de62f9a-6de62f9a

Title  Episode 16.
Creator  Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2011]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Dai Henwood was this week's studio guest – joining Paul and Brad. We discuss Apple's iOS 5 beta (on iPhone and iPad), the 'new' Commodore 64, Xperia Arc and the Kinect SDK. In addition we spoke with Gabe Gravning (AMD) David Brebner (Unlimited Realities). Running time: 1:03:27"--RSS feed.
Subject  Henwood, Dai, 1978- Interviews.
Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/569fe512-569fe512
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Episode 17.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Spain, Paul.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2011]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource (1 audio file)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;Topics include the Office 365 launch, Lulzsec hackers shut up shop, FTC Google investigation, Chevron jailbreak of WP7, Mac OS X updates, Firefox 5, SkyDrive, Nokia N9 with Meego and Windows Phone 7. Running time: 1:03:44&quot;--RSS feed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Podcasts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Links</td>
<td><a href="#">Links</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Episode 18.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Spain, Paul.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2011]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource (1 audio file)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;Australia’s huge broadband caps are discussed this week, we interview Mitch Olson of Small Worlds and run through lots of NZ and global tech and gadget news including our hands on experience with the Samsung Galaxy SII (Android) and a taste of Windows Phone Mango. Running time: 1:07:14&quot;--RSS feed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Olson, Mitch Interviews.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Links</td>
<td><a href="#">Links</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Episode 19.

Creator: Spain, Paul.

Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2011]

Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary: "Coming live from Los Angeles we visit the Microsoft, Apple and Sony stores along with tech supermarket Frys. Ford Sync gets a test drive and we discuss how Google, Bing and WP7 light up in US. We shop for the Sony Bloggie, Roku box and more. Running time: 0:52:14"--RSS feed.

Subject: Podcasts.

https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/bfbf29bc-bfbf29bc

Episode 1: the Key at Waitangi will-he-won’t-he, TPP and leader speeches.

Creator: Lee-Mather, Annabelle.

Publishing Details: [Auckland] : [The Spinoff], [2016]

Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary: "In Gone By Lunchtime, the Spinoff’s new politics podcast, Toby Manhire is joined by former Native Affairs producer Annabelle Lee and Ben Thomas of political PR outfit Exceltium to discuss the Waitangi kerfuffles, the trade deal row, state of the nation speeches from the four main party leaders, and home baking. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.

Subject: New Zealand Politics and government.

Links: https://media.acast.com/gone-by-lunchtime/episode-1-the-key-at-waitangi-will-he-wont-he-tpp-/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/gone-by-lunchtime/episode-1-the-key-at-waitangi-will-he-wont-he-tpp-
Title Episode 2.
Creator Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2011]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Our second episode looks at the iPad 2, Google's Gmail outage, Windows Phone 7 updates, Mac OS X Lion, Google Android Malware problems and more. Running time: 47:26"--RSS feed.
Subject Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.
Links https://dts.podtrac.com/redirect.mp3/cdn.simplecast.com/audio/083219/083219e0-dcd5-4385-9d15-8105e91523a6/23d1a2ef-6a9e-4dd1-a1ba-fd6a20622d5b/b6af8da2_tc.mp3?aid=rss_feed

Title Episode 20.
Creator Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2011]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "This special edition of the NZ Tech Podcast reports lives from Microsoft's Worldwide Partner Conference (USA). Featured: Steve Ballmer's keynote and Award winners Green Button. We review Microsoft's Surface 2 and HP's new Tablet. Running time: 0:49:35"--RSS feed.
Subject Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/a1d53654-a1d53654
Summary

"This special edition of the NZ Tech Podcast reports from day 2 at Microsoft’s Worldwide Partner Conference (USA). Featured: Satya Nadella, Andy Lees and Kurt DelBene and we speak with Ingram Micro and Fisheye. We look at Windows Server 8, Intune 2 and updates on System Center 2012. Running time: 0:55:18"--RSS feed.

Subject

Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.

Links

https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/9d6fdd7f-9d6fdd7f

Summary

"This special edition of the NZ Tech Podcast reports from day 3 at Microsoft’s Worldwide Partner Conference in L.A. We cover the keynote with Sir Richard Branson and talk with Mason Pratt (Provoke), Pablo Garcia (Softsource) and Mary-Jo Foley (ZDNet USA). Running time: 0:55:18"--RSS feed.

Subject

Foley, Mary-Jo Interviews.
Garcia-Curtis, Pablo Interviews.
Podcasts.
Pratt, Mason Interviews.
Technology New Zealand.

Links

https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/c9983838-c9983838
Title  Episode 23.
Creator  Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2011]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "This special edition of the NZ Tech Podcast reports from Microsoft's Worldwide Partner Conference (USA). We wrap up WPC and we speak with Adam Hall from the System Center team and ISV Winner GreenButton. Running time : 0:49:50"--RSS feed.
Subject  Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.
Links  https://dts.podtrac.com/redirect.mp3/cdn.simplecast.com/audio/083219/083219e0-dcd5-4385-9d15-8105e91523a6/1be565bf-ab9f-4f12-b01f-d87685e06f08/5a2b40bf_tc.mp3?aid=rss_feed
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/5a2b40bf-5a2b40bf

Title  Episode 24.
Creator  Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2011]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Topics include Mac OS 10.7, HP TouchPad, Blackberry Playbook, compulsory iPads at Owera College and we review the Roku media box against Apple TV and Xbox 360. We speak with Mary-Jo Foley about interviewing Bill Gates, Windows 8 and other topics. Running time : 0:58:10"--RSS feed.
Subject  Foley, Mary-Jo Interviews.
Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/220df8cc-220df8cc
Title Episode 25.
Creator Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2011]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Topics include Mac OS Lion, Roku media box in NZ, Linux News, issues at RIM, fake Apple stores in China, Telecom New Zealand split, we talk about 2.5" 1TB hard drives and discuss Avatar Kinect via the new Kinect Fun Labs Gadget. Running time : 0:56:09"--RSS feed.
Subject Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.
Links https://dts.podtrac.com/redirect.mp3/cdn.simplecast.com/audio/083219/083219e0-dcd5-4385-9d15-8105e91523a6/360ec0b9-3a90-47b4-85d6-1a77a399cbfa/517f287a_tc.mp3?aid=rss_feed
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/517f287a-517f287a

Title Episode 26.
Creator Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2011]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "This week - Mac OS X Lion issues, Blackberry Playbook, HP Touchpad, Fake FlashPlayer for Mac, Patent Issues, Google+, the Jawbone JamBox and 2degrees hotspot. We speak with Roland Ng from HP about WebOS. Running time : 1:04:41"--RSS feed.
Subject Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/a74548af-a74548af
Episode 27.

Creator Spain, Paul.

Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2011]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary "This week features Windows Phone 7 Mango, NZ ultrafast broadband pricing, Black Hat and Chrome OS, Google TV, 1 million for Foxconn, Gnome 3, iPhone 5, Zotac ZBox, open source news, Microsoft Tech Ed and our Windows Phone Mango treasure hunt competition. Running time: 1:01:56"--RSS feed.

Subject Podcasts.

https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/4baee756-4baee756

Episode 28.

Creator Spain, Paul.

Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2011]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary "Topics this week were Google buying Motorola, Citrix and Netflix on Chrome OS, Wi-Fi at NZ's largest school, Firefox 6, Chrome 14 for OS X Lion, T4E programme, Xbox 360 changes, HP Touchpad and our Windows Phone 7 Mango competition winners. Running time: 1:06:36"--RSS feed.

Subject Podcasts.

https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/d8eb63e2-d8eb63e2
Title Episode 29.
Creator Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2011]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Hot topics included big changes at HP with the PC division the TouchPad, Microsoft TechEd, ThinkPad X1 (finally!), Office 365 outage for some US users, impact of Samsung Galaxy Tab patent issues with Apple reducing, Pacific Fibre/Vodafone NZ announcement and Sony PlayStation 3 price reductions. Running time: 0:47:17"--RSS feed.
Subject Podcasts.
Links https://dts.podtrac.com/redirect.mp3/cdn.simplecast.com/audio/083219/083219e0-dcd5-4385-9d15-8105e91523a6/70c9d52a-ade1-4081-ab16-5b4abff15f8c/a4fe5af1_tc.mp3?aid=rss_feed
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/a4fe5af1-a4fe5af1

Title Episode 2: Pharmac, the flag and the Auckland shambles.
Creator Lee-Mather, Annabelle.
Publishing Details [Auckland] : [The Spinoff], [2016]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "In the second installment of Gone By Lunchtime, the Spinoff's politics podcast, Toby Manhire is joined by Annabelle Lee, producer of The Hui, and Ben Thomas of political PR company Exceltium to discuss Ranginui Walker, Judith Collins and gangs, Pharmac, the flag, and Auckland's unitary woes. Oh, and John Palino, naturally. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject New Zealand Politics and government.
Title Episode 3.
Creator Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2011]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "This episode looks at a recent hacking incident, how to stream movies (legally) from US Services such as Netflix and Zune amongst other topics. Running time : 48:46"--RSS feed.
Subject Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.
Links https://dts.podtrac.com/redirect.mp3/cdn.simplecast.com/audio/083219/083219e0-dcd5-4385-9d15-8105e91523a6/19c0faa9-9de3-4270-bfc6-d2c3bc403f6c/638a24f6_tc.mp3?aid=rss_feed
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/638a24f6-638a24f6

Title Episode 30.
Creator Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2011]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Topics include Steve Jobs resignation as Apple CEO, NZ's 3 strikes copyright bill, HP TouchPad giveaway (thanks to Gorilla Technology), cheap iPhones, new Vodafone Business Smart plans, Microsoft Tech-Ed and the new Windows 8 Explorer ribbon. Running time : 0:58:22"--RSS feed.
Subject Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/31b19042-31b19042
Title  Episode 31.
Creator  Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2011]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Topics include Windows 8, yoobee Britomart opening, iPhone 5, Windows Phone 7 lawsuit, Ubuntu update, new HTC Mango handsets, Apple Final Cut news, updated Parallels Desktop for Mac and HP TouchPad giveaway. Running time : 0:47:42"--RSS feed.
Subject  Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.
Links  https://dts.podtrac.com/redirect.mp3/cdn.simplecast.com/audio/083219/083219e0-dcd5-4385-9d15-8105e91523a6/1655491a-7bc5-44b1-ac74-777db87b7c84/26e0336f_tc.mp3?aid=rss_feed
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/26e0336f-26e0336f

Title  Episode 32.
Creator  Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2011]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "This week we start with an update from HP’s Paul Boshoff. We also discuss Windows 8, big new hard drives, a 'mouse without borders', Jelly batteries, a new music service for NZ, Netflix credit card workaround and Star Wars on Blu-Ray. Running time : 0:55:58"--RSS feed.
Subject  Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/46eda717-46eda717
Title  Episode 33.
Creator  Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2011]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "In recent days Windows 8 has been revealed to the world – so we discuss details of this dramatic change of direction for Microsoft. Other topics - Apple's iCloud and OS X 10.7.2 beta, Red Hat's Fedora 15 and Hewlett-Packards NZ changes data centre plans. Running time: 0:50:53"--RSS feed.
Subject  Podcasts.
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/952c51af-952c51af

Title  Episode 34.
Creator  Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2011]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "This special episode features two of NZ's most experienced social media strategists as we discuss the new Facebook and a more accessible Google+. We also look at the Samsung Galaxy S Wi-Fi 5.0 (Android), Windows Phone 7.5 and we discuss November iPhone 5 availability in NZ. Running time: 0:41:07"--RSS feed.
Subject  Podcasts.
Links  https://dts.podtrac.com/redirect.mp3/cdn.simplecast.com/audio/083219/083219e0-dcd5-4385-9d15-8105e91523a6/cbe2cb2d-f10b-45d2-ae77-b7b172843e0b/669be56c_tc.mp3?aid=rss_feed
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/669be56c-669be56c
Title Episode 35.
Creator Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2011]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "We discuss a local Robotics contest, Amazon (Kindle Touch, Kindle Fire tablet, Silk browser), Xbox 360 update, Android and Mac security hiccups, iPhone 4S and iPhone 5, Ruku, Windows Phone 7.5, Microsoft vs Google Chrome and Panasonic's 3D projector. Running time : 0:53:06"--RSS feed.
Subject Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/d65a9296-d65a9296

Title Episode 36.
Creator Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2011]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "This episode sees us speak with the Free Range Robotics team and remember Apple founder Steve Jobs. We also discuss the Apple iPhone 4s, the new Facebook app for iPad, Sony's Netflix box and we review the HD Homerun. Running time : 0:49:37"--RSS feed.
Subject Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.
Links https://dts.podtrac.com/redirect.mp3/cdn.simplecast.com/audio/083219/083219e0-dcd5-4385-9d15-8105e91523a6/942aab43-2886-4aa3-b44e-aee2320d1e0f2/4db994c3_tc.mp3?aid=rss_feed
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/4db994c3-4db994c3
We focus on Apple’s iPhone 4S and iOS 5, followed by a big discussion about gaming including the latest games coming to PS3. Also covered were Skype acquisition, Samsung vs. Apple and we look ahead at Apple’s potential foray into the TV space. Running time: 0:54:00”--RSS feed.

Join us as we discuss the new biography of Steve Jobs, Android 4 (Ice Cream Sandwich), new Apple MacBooks, Linux Kernal v3.1, and we listen to some interesting scam calls. Running time: 0:40:49”--RSS feed.
Title Episode 3: Key and NZ as tax haven, Labour’s woes, and Helen Clark UN bid.

Creator Lee-Mather, Annabelle.

Publishing Details [Auckland] : [The Spinoff], [2016]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary "Going off like a frog in a sock, the third edition of the Spinoff politics pod, featuring Annabelle Lee and Ben Thomas with Toby ManhireA brand new Gone By Lunchtime is here – unless you’re reading this some time in the future, in which case it will no longer be brand new. On the slate: John Key, the Panama Papers, and a U-turn on reviewing foreign trusts; the continuing struggles of NZ Labour Party as it approaches its 100th birthday; and Helen Clark’s campaign to become the secretary general of the United Nations: not as universally popular in New Zealand as some seem to think. All that, along with ruminations on the craft beer scene and songs about special rapporteurs and changing nappies, on Gone By Lunchtime. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.

Subject New Zealand Politics and government.

Links https://media.acast.com/gone-by-lunchtime/episode-3-key-and-nz-as-tax-haven-labours-woes-and/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/gone-by-lunchtime/episode-3-key-and-nz-as-tax-haven-labours-woes-and

Title Episode 4.

Creator Spain, Paul.

Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2011]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary "This episode we talk iPad 2, Android Tablets, Nintendo 3DS launch, Internal Affairs Dept website issues, AR Drone. Running time : 49:16"--RSS feed.

Subject Podcasts.

Links https://dts.podtrac.com/redirect.mp3/cdn.simplecast.com/audio/083219/083219e0-dcd5-4385-9d15-8105e91523a6/6f6c591b-a0e0-493e-b0d2-e024ed2c7329/96e84c4a_tc.mp3?aid=rss_feed
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/96e84c4a-96e84c4a
Summary "We start by talking further about the Nokia N9 (and offer listeners a chance to win one). Other topics include NZ hackers event Kiwicon, Apple’s iPhone security, iPhone 4S launch on both Telecom and Vodafone networks and upcoming IT conference ITEX. Running time: 0:36:03" -- RSS feed.

Subject Podcasts.

Links https://dts.podtrac.com/redirect.mp3/cdn.simplecast.com/audio/083219/083219e0-dcd5-4385-9d15-8105e91523a6/5671f6da-a1fd-4b49-a66f-d5c82ae4d33c/33ab348e_tc.mp3?aid=rss_feed
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/33ab348e-33ab348b
Title  Episode 42.
Creator  Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2011]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "This show sees us talking about Apple Market Share, Android Ice-cream Sandwich, iDev 2.0, Water Plant Hacking, Spotify coming to NZ, Computerworld NZ turns 25, iCloud the hidden cost and Windows Phone 7 Marketplace milestone. Running time: 0:48:04"--RSS feed.
Subject  Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/eeb26f20-eeb26f20

Title  Episode 43.
Creator  Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2011]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "This week we start with an exclusive interview about NZ Ultra Fast Broadband with John Greenhough - CTO of Crown Fibre. Brad joins from the US and we talk about tech deals, Kindle Fire and Police Drones. We also discuss Netflix and the ITEX conference. Running time: 0:55:23"--RSS feed.
Subject  Greenhough, John (Chief technology officer) Interviews.
Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/317299f2-317299f2
Summary: This week's highlights include 3D Projectors, flight technology, full building projection, Telstra Clear free data weekend, Ford Car technology, Black Friday stats, major Xbox update, Amazon Kindle Fire and a ThinkPad for the classroom. Running time: 0:56:04.

Summary: Highlights of this episode include discussion of Windows 8 beta, 3D projectors, Sony Ericsson Xperia Neo (2degrees), Xbox update and Companion app, HP WebOS goes open source, new Government ICT Minister, more car tech from Ford and the Lync mobile client. Running time: 0:55:48.
Title Episode 46.
Creator Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2011]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Our Christmas episode highlights our favourite tech, gadgets and electronics of 2011 – and helps you make picks for Boxing Day sales and beyond. We talk TVs, Laptops, Cars, Smartphones (Android, iPhone, Windows Phone), Tablets, Projectors and more. Running time : 1:03:53"--RSS feed.
Subject Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.
Links https://dts.podtrac.com/redirect.mp3/cdn.simplecast.com/audio/083219/083219e0-dcd5-4385-9d15-8105e91523a6/de397382-ab2f-48b9-83b6-c7ebc69063c0/c2f5df1f_tc.mp3?aid=rss_feed
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/c2f5df1f-c2f5df1f

Title Episode 47.
Creator Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2011]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "A look back at the first 24 episodes of the NZ Tech Podcast. We revisit some of the amazing guests that have featured - Dai Henwood, Nathan Mercer, Mary Jo Foley and Paul Brislen. We also listen to Steve Ballmer and Sir Richard Branson at Microsoft's WPC. Running time : 00:46:26"--RSS feed.
Subject Foley, Mary-Jo Interviews.
Mercer, Nathan Interviews.
Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/c02e9f0d-c02e9f0d
Title  Episode 48.
Creator  Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2012]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "A look back at the last half of 2011 with the NZ Tech Podcast. We revisit the rise and fall of HP's WebOS, the sad news of Steve Jobs passing away and more favourite clips from the year. We also listen to phone scammers that have been targeting NZ. Running time: 00:48:41"--RSS feed.
Subject  Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/0e803546-0e803546

Title  Episode 49.
Creator  Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2012]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "This is the first CES edition of the NZ Tech Podcast - we interview companies who are in attendance at the Consumer Electronics Show 2012. Products included a new inductive cooktop, Australian audio, Lenovo tablets and ultrabooks and home automation. Running time: 00:48:20"--RSS feed.
Subject  Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.
Links  https://dts.podtrac.com/redirect.mp3/cdn.simplecast.com/audio/083219/083219e0-dcd5-4385-9d15-8105e91523a6/f3205a00-7bb5-495a-bcb5-6380dbf7ee04/b410140b_tc.mp3?aid=rss_feed
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/b410140b-b410140b
Title  Episode 4: the Brexit effect, Paula Bennett's bad month and Hone Harawira's return.
Creator Lee-Mather, Annabelle.
Publishing Details  [Auckland] : [The Spinoff], [2016]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "By Jove, it's only the hotly anticipated return of Gone By Lunchtime, the Spinoff's epoch-defining politics pod with Annabelle Lee, Ben Thomas and Toby Manhire. The Gone By Lunchtime podcast team has been roused from its slumber to fearlessly tackle the big political topics of the day/week/month/etc. Equipped with nothing but Lemsip, ginger beer, some decidedly odd tasting strawberry champagne flavoured Tim Tams and their cold-addled wit, Spinoff politics editor Toby Manhire, The Hui producer Annabelle Lee and Exceltium man Ben Thomas talk Brexit, Winston Peters, Paula Bennett under pressure over housing, Te Puea Marae, Simon Bridges, Hone Harawira's return, the Shewan review of trust laws, and the Lindauer paintings on shower curtains. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  New Zealand Politics and government.

Title  Episode 5.
Creator  Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2011]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Fresh tech and gadget news and discussion including the new Sony Xperia Play, 'Windows 8' leaks, Freeview expansion, iSky, recent security/hacking issues, Android Music 3, Amazon Cloud Drive and more. Running time : 48:34"--RSS feed.
Subject  Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/d3d16782-d3d16782
Title  Episode 50.
Creator  Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2012]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Paul Spain joins Bradley Borrows and Skip Parker from CES 2012 in Las Vegas. We focus on the lead up to the opening of the show floor. Highlights come from Powerbag, Lenovo, and Liquipel’s water repellent nano coating service for protecting smartphones. Running time : 00:53:01"--RSS feed.
Subject  Borrows, Bradley Interviews.
Parker, Skip Interviews.
Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.
Links  https://dts.podtrac.com/redirect.mp3/cdn.simplecast.com/audio/083219/083219e0-dcd5-4385-9d15-8105e91523a6/2dc12603-1c8f-4471-9a45-cf6b239c8e/66500d00_tc.mp3?aid=rss_feed
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/66500d00-66500d00

Title  Episode 51.
Creator  Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2012]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Interviews and dialog with some of the bigger players at 2012 Consumer Electronics Show (CES) – Alan Mulally (CEO Ford), Tom Merritt (TWIT), Ed Bott (ZDNet) and a chat with Lenovo about Windows 8 and their newest laptops and Ultrabooks. Running time : 00:47:16"--RSS feed.
Subject  Bott, Ed Interviews.
Merritt, Tom Interviews.
Mulally, Alan R. Interviews.
Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/f9e93642-f9e93642
Title  Episode 52.
Creator  Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2012]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "We wrap up our coverage of the Consumer Electronics Show (CES) 2012 in Las Vegas and have saved the best to last. Featuring interviews with Sony, 3D Systems/Cubify, Microsoft, Tomaggo, Ford Research along with Joshua Topolsky and Nilay Patel of The Verge. Running time : 01:25:25"--RSS feed.
Subject  Podcasts.
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/733f3bcc-733f3bcc

Title  Episode 53.
Creator  Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2012]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "This week the big topic is a discussion about Megaupload and Kim Dotcom who was seized in a raid on home near Auckland in recent days. We also cover other current news topics such as happenings with Blackberry, IBM, Apple and Yahoo. Running time : 00:40:57"--RSS feed.
Subject  Podcasts.
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/6499021c-6499021c
Title  Episode #53.5 Secret Lives of Drag.

Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2019]

Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)


Summary  "This is the follow up episode to our live show The Secret Lives of Drag where Todd and Alice extend on the ideas that came up in our speaker's stories. They touch on Todd wearing make up in public, getting high while watching Ru Paul's Drag Race, and Police and Pride."--RSS feed.

Subject  Podcasts.

Links  https://traffic.omny.fm/d/clips/6e2a797b-0cc4-4c0b-a44d-a51e0019bc3c/732e5172-1388-4943-a6e8-aa0e0034844c/42e4a29b-7a0f-48a8-a34b-aa1600b1b321/audio.mp3?utm_source=Podcast&in_playlist=2775fe95-d483-495b-b807-aa0e00348451&t=1553078847
https://www.podomatic.com/podcasts/thewatercoolernz/episodes/2019-03-20T02_50_56-07_00

Title  Episode 54.

Creator  Spain, Paul.

Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2012]

Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary  "Topics covered this week include the NZ launch of RDIO's music streaming in NZ, Twitter censorship, Webstock, Fusion Audio, Bluetooth car stereos, new 2degrees $19 mobile plan, Facebook's $100 Billion IPO and a call to boycott Apple products. Running time : 00:53:47"--RSS feed.

Subject  Podcasts.

Technology New Zealand.

Links  https://dts.podtrac.com/redirect.mp3/cdn.simplecast.com/audio/083219/083219e0-dcd5-4385-9d15-8105e91523a6/a3ca01ec-bb1a-4c88-a384-e91df9ed8a84/c2f896dd_tc.mp3?aid=rss_feed
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/c2f896dd-c2f896dd
**Title**: Episode 55.

**Creator**: Spain, Paul.

**Publishing Details**: [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2012]

**Format**: 1 online resource (1 audio file)

**Summary**: "This week the NZ Tech Podcast discusses NZ consumer tech bargains, Tivo, IT 4 Kids classes, a new update from Apple, Skype HD video calling, Nikon's D800, Windows Phone 8, and an interesting NZ launch by mobile game maker Kwalee. Running time: 00:58:05"--RSS feed.

**Subject**: Podcasts. Technology New Zealand.

**Links**
https://dts.podtrac.com/redirect.mp3/cdn.simplecast.com/audio/083219/083219e0-dcd5-4385-9d15-8105e91523a6/bd09083e-bb75-4587-b8ee-e24a1d3c986d/280ca04a_tc.mp3?aid=rss_feed
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/280ca04a-280ca04a

---

**Title**: Episode 58.

**Creator**: Spain, Paul.

**Publishing Details**: [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2012]

**Format**: 1 online resource (1 audio file)

**Summary**: "This week topics discussed on the NZ Tech Podcast include Apple OS X Mountain Lion, Ubuntu 11.10, Windows 8 news, iPad, Android and Windows Phone news, Stephen Fry's rant about NZ internet and a deal on Windows 8 capable tablets from Samsung. Running time: 00:49:51"--RSS feed.

**Subject**: Podcasts. Technology New Zealand.

**Links**
https://dts.podtrac.com/redirect.mp3/cdn.simplecast.com/audio/083219/083219e0-dcd5-4385-9d15-8105e91523a6/e8e80722-993b-4f3f-b3a4-6341e4d492e1/c10111a8_tc.mp3?aid=rss_feed
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/c10111a8-c10111a8
Title Episode 59.
Creator Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2012]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "This week we have Dai Henwood in the studio, we talk Windows 8, Mobile World Congress, new Android devices from Samsung and new Nokia Handsets. We also cover over off Apple OS X Mountain Lion, the iPad3 and Steve Wozniak's upcoming New Zealand visit. Running time: 01:00:25"--RSS feed.
Subject Henwood, Dai, 1978- Interviews.
Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/3bb092de-3bb092de

Title Episode 5: Auckland, Māori Party vs Helen Clark, kiwifruit and sheep.
Creator Lee-Mather, Annabelle.
Publishing Details [Auckland] : [The Spinoff], [2016]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Parliament may be enjoying the longest recess of all time but the Spinoff's Gone By Lunchtime podcast is 100% sitting, friends. Joining Toby Manhire in the futuristic audio-pod are Annabelle Lee and Ben Thomas Among the fat being chewed: Auckland Unitary Plan adventure (but only briefly; if you like that sort of thing, there's more UP-podding here), the Māori Party utu-treachery-treason over Helen Clark's bid for the UN top job, the prospects of Māori-Mana Party unity breaking out, Todd McClay's apology to the PM over steel and kiwifruit and that so-called "trade war" with China, Saudi sheep, (non) legal threats and Murray McCully, and the David Bain (non) compensation. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject New Zealand Politics and government.
Podcasts.
Title Episode 6.
Creator Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2011]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "We talk tech and gadgets - including the Amazon Kindle and other e-reading options, iPad Apps, upcoming Android and Windows Tablets from Acer, Windows Home Server 2011, Sony vs Geohotz and digital cameras and video. Running time : 47:37"--RSS feed.
Subject Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.
Links https://dts.podtrac.com/redirect.mp3/cdn.simplecast.com/audio/083219/083219e0-dcd5-4385-9d15-8105e91523a6/749713e7-3ef5-4bad-a302-7ed9910df02f/8b6e4b50_tc.mp3?aid=rss_feed
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/8b6e4b50-8b6e4b50

Title Episode 60.
Creator Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2012]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Topics this week include Windows 8 Consumer Client Preview and Windows 8 Server Beta, Apple iPad 3 and Apple TV rumors, a $2,000 mobile roaming bill, Skinny Mobile SIM locking, Google privacy changes, potential changes to the blogging laws in Australia. Running time : 00:48:39"--RSS feed.
Subject Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/58e301c0-58e301c0
Title  Episode 61.
Creator  Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2012]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "This week we discuss Apple’s new iPad, Windows 8 Consumer Client Preview two weeks on, Google Chrome, App of the Week, News in Brief, UFB, Orcon Pricing, HD Homerun we speak with Transcribe, and Nate is in the studio. Running time: 00:49:15"--RSS feed.
Subject  Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.
Links  https://dts.podtrac.com/redirect.mp3/cdn.simplecast.com/audio/083219/083219e0-dcd5-4385-9d15-8105e91523a6/e57a02f-4c2b-4365-b926-8fd9d9a46462/3a22bde8_tc.mp3?aid=rss_feed
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/3a22bde8-3a22bde8

Title  Episode 62.
Creator  Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2012]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "The NZ Tech Podcast this week discusses Samoa’s new 4G mobile networks, US Navy Robots, Nokia Lumia in NZ, hands on with the 3rd gen iPad, NZ’s TV ecosystem, gaming and entertainment consoles, a rant about Sky TV and an update from Roku. Running time: 00:52:10"--RSS feed.
Subject  Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.
Links  https://dts.podtrac.com/redirect.mp3/cdn.simplecast.com/audio/083219/083219e0-dcd5-4385-9d15-8105e91523a6/d4bc4fa0-e4ea-4161-91f2-73f6b3463542/e9a140c0_tc.mp3?aid=rss_feed
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/e9a140c0-e9a140c0
This week we discuss employers that want your Facebook password, Sony Alpha cameras, card fraud, Wharf42, Huawei, Apple and Nokia fight over next generation SIM cards, and news that a hacker who released naked photos of Scarlett Johansson pleads guilty. Running time: 00:45:59.--RSS feed.

This week we discuss April Fool's pranks, Kim Dotcom, Quickflix in NZ, NFC payments in NZ, iPad LTE 4G, data roaming in Australia and hacking an HTC HD2 smartphone with Android ICS and Windows Phone 7. We also announce the next phase of the podcast. Running time: 00:53:30.--RSS feed.
Title Episode 65.
Creator Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2012]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "This episode we discuss Scammers being caught, Instagram selling for $1 billion, Mac Malware, NZ startup Unified Inbox, Quickflix, Drones in the sky, layoffs at Yahoo and Sony, and we talk with Pacific Fibre CEO Mark Rushworth. Running time : 00:59:48"--RSS feed.
Subject Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.
Links https://dts.podtrac.com/redirect.mp3/cdn.simplecast.com/audio/083219/083219e0-dcd5-4385-9d15-8105e91523a6/f31a0e55-8223-4c60-b201-d3b0a4b294b1/8375a5c8_tc.mp3?aid=rss_feed
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/8375a5c8-8375a5c8

Title Episode 66.
Creator Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2012]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "This episode we chat about how to get a free Tivo personal video recorder, Mac Flashback Trojan, new Freeview channel Choice TV, Wavii, NAB conference and card skimmers being blocked from NZ. We also talked with Brad in Las Vegas about MMS and Windows 8. Running time : 00:47:50"--RSS feed.
Subject Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.
Links https://dts.podtrac.com/redirect.mp3/cdn.simplecast.com/audio/083219/083219e0-dcd5-4385-9d15-8105e91523a6/fed797e2-be12-4c51-b859-0823935e7317/6c4ee201_tc.mp3?aid=rss_feed
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/6c4ee201-6c4ee201
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Episode 67.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Spain, Paul.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2012]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource (1 audio file)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;We discuss Cadillac's self drive car, Samsung's voice/gesture controlled TV, NZ internet users hitting 3-strikes, Ultra-fast Broadband, Adobe CS6, Unified Inbox, Facebook's 900 million users and new Internet offerings from TelstraClear, Orcon and Snap. Running time: 00:56:06&quot; --RSS feed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Podcasts. Technology New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Links</td>
<td><a href="https://dts.podtrac.com/redirect.mp3/cdn.simplecast.com/audio/083219/083219e0-dcd5-4385-9d15-8105e91523a6/49b1a19d-222b-4d5e-b9c6-d5e3d5921ab0/9c2e66cf_tc.mp3?aid=rss_feed">Links</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Episode 68.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Spain, Paul.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2012]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource (1 audio file)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;Topics this week include Samsung's Galaxy SIII smartphone, Microsoft NZ's Imagine Cup, The Brydge iPad keyboard dock, super fast Wi-Fi, Intel's amazing new CPUs, NFC mobile payments, and cloud storage from Google, Microsoft and Dropbox. Running time: 00:57:11&quot; --RSS feed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Podcasts. Technology New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Links</td>
<td><a href="https://dts.podtrac.com/redirect.mp3/cdn.simplecast.com/audio/083219/083219e0-dcd5-4385-9d15-8105e91523a6/1c9d29d8-dd6f-4ac9-877c-5375f94ba0e9/2ecb9d3f_tc.mp3?aid=rss_feed">Links</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Title</td>
<td>Episode 69.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Spain, Paul.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2012]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource (1 audio file)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;Topics include Mac OS X security, NZ gaming sensation SmallWorlds, the Gather unconference, 2degrees new shared data plans, how to quickly destroy 30 laptops and the new Fyx internet service for accessing to Netflix, Hulu and other international services. Running time: 01:00:04&quot;--RSS feed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Podcasts. Technology New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Episode 6: Andrew Little naked, the immortal Winston, the Māori King &amp; more.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Lee-Mather, Annabelle.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[Auckland] : [The Spinoff], [2016]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource (1 audio file)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;What will Annabelle Lee do when she sees the Labour leader nude on a rug? How will elitist lickspittle Ben Thomas insult Winston Peters? How much fake cocaine will Toby Manhire snort? All these questions answered in a new Gone By Lunchtime. The Spinoff's unrivalled monthly politics podcast returns with a deep audio dive into the pool of truth. Joining Toby Manhire are journo-turned-political-adviser-turned-PR-flak Ben Thomas and Annabelle Lee, the boss of everyone at the country's leading current affairs television programme, The Hui. On the agenda: sushi, Winston Peters, cocaine, Andrew Little on a rug, runaway Labour staff, runaway Kevin Hague, Winston Peters, the Maori King and Labour, Tuku Morgan, Winston Peters, John Key descending on the UN, Winston Peters and Winston Peters. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information.&quot;--RSS feed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>New Zealand Politics and government. Podcasts.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Episode 7.

Creator: Spain, Paul.

Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2011]

Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary: "This week the NZ Tech Podcast is packed with updates on Amazon Kindle, Skype Security problems, Telecom NZ $12m fine, Windows Phone 7 Mango, Xbox 360, CIA vs PokerStars.com and more. Running time: 49:54" -- RSS feed.

Subject: Podcasts.

Technology New Zealand.

Links:
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/c8fa8008-c8fa8008

Episode 70.

Creator: Spain, Paul.

Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2012]

Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary: "This week we discuss what happened to the Fyx Internet service, Telecom NZ’s 4G trial, our experiences with the HTC One X and Galaxy SIII Android phones, accessing Netflix in NZ, hands on with the new 2degrees and Snapper mobile payment system and more. Running time: 01:02:40" -- RSS feed.

Subject: Podcasts.

Technology New Zealand.

Links:
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/962b129e-962b129e
Episode 71.
Creator Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2012]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "In this episode: the Samsung Galaxy SIII arrives, new MacBook Pro rumours, Spotify lands in NZ, Kiwi domain names, paperless receipts, Facebook and other social networks, video service updates including Vevo, Netflix, Foxtel and Amazon Instant Video. Running time: 01:08:46"--RSS feed.
Subject Podcasts.
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/44055409-44055409

Episode 72.
Creator Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2012]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Highlights include Elon Musk’s SpaceX Dragon docking with the Space Station, TelstraClear Internet plans, NZ involved with mega telescope, UFB, Seeby’s recent acquisition, Apple iOS freebies and some cool NZ Apps - ASB, Countdown, NZ Budget and Quickflix. Running time: 01:00:10"--RSS feed.
Subject Podcasts.
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/a9560119-a9560119
Title Episode 73.
Creator Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2012]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "This episode we discuss the new Windows 8 Release Preview along with news and announcements from E3 (Los Angeles, USA) and Computex (Taipei, Taiwan). Sony, Microsoft, Samsung, Nintendo and HP gain mentions along with coverage of local news. Running time: 01:02:18"--RSS feed.
Subject Podcasts.
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/273ac944-273ac944

Title Episode 74.
Creator Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2012]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "This episode we review today’s Apple news – including iOS 6 for iPhone & iPad, OS X 10.8 Mountain Lion and new MacBook Pro laptops. Other topics include Asus Windows 8 devices, LinkedIn password leaks, NZ computer game industry and Orcon's UFB events. Running time: 00:38:38"--RSS feed.
Subject Podcasts.
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/c0568ffd-c0568ffd
Title  Episode 75.
Creator  Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2012]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "This episode we review today’s Apple news – including iOS 6 for iPhone & iPad, OS X 10.8 Mountain Lion and new MacBook Pro laptops. Other topics include Asus Windows 8 devices, LinkedIn password leaks, NZ computer game industry and Orcon’s UFB events. Running time : 01:10:43" -- RSS feed.
Subject  Podcasts.
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/5234e76c-5234e76c

Title  Episode 76.
Creator  Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2012]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "We discuss Kim Dotcom’s pool party, NZ telecommunications topics, Surface and Windows 8, a local IT distribution merger, US and UK TV to watch via Netflix, TUANZ funding challenges and if Linux will flourish if Microsoft competes heavily with PC vendors. Running time : 01:08:38" -- RSS feed.
Subject  Podcasts.
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/cb04b5da-cb04b5da
This episode we focus in on the Google IO conference – including Nexus 7, Nexus Q and Project Glass. Also featured are Microsoft, Apple, security and New Zealand’s upcoming event - The Project: Revolution. Running time: 1:00:21

This week we report from Microsoft’s Worldwide Partner Conference in Toronto – covering Windows 8 and Windows Server 2012 launch dates, Perceptive Pixel, Windows Phone 8 and Green Button. We also discuss Pandora, Dropbox, Imagine Cup and Kim Dotcom. Running time: 00:48:48
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Episode 79 Serena Bentley.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Amery, Mark, 1969-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[Wellington] : [CIRCUIT Artist Film and Video Aotearoa New Zealand], [2019]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource (1 audio file)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;A lot of confessions we make are performative&quot; - Serena Bentley In this podcast Melbourne-based curator Serena Bentley talks to Mark Amery about Personal Space, CIRCUIT's 2019 programme of Artist Cinema Commissions. Personal Space features new works by Natasha Matila-Smith, Campbell Patterson, Janet Lilo, Tanu Gago and Atong Atem. Each artist was asked by Bentley to make a short film which responded to the questions 'What do we call 'home'? What are our shared values? What does home look like?'&quot;Personal Space' premieres 6.30pm, Friday 4 October at the Newtown Community Centre, Wellington. Free Admission. More info: <a href="http://www.circuit.org.nz/project/personal-space-circuit-artist-cinema-commissions-2019%22--RSS">http://www.circuit.org.nz/project/personal-space-circuit-artist-cinema-commissions-2019&quot;--RSS</a> feed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Bentley, Serena Interviews.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Podcasts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Video art New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Episode 79.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Spain, Paul.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2012]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource (1 audio file)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;Highlights in this episode - Google Nexus 7 tablet, free Ultra Fast Broadband, Gigabit Wifi, Microsoft Office 2013, opinions on iPad mini rumours and a local IT firm fails owing $3 million but returns without the debt. And we announce a Nokia Lumia giveaway. Running time: 00:38:52&quot;--RSS feed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Podcasts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><a href="https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/11c122c2-11c122c2">https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/11c122c2-11c122c2</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Title Episode 7: mayoral thrills, byelection spills and Aaron Smith’s cubicles.

Creator Lee-Mather, Annabelle.

Publishing Details [Auckland] : [The Spinoff], [2016]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "In the Spinoff's monthly politics recap, Annabelle Lee and Ben Thomas join Toby Manhire for a power-walk through the topical rain forest. If you're interested in hearing what Toby, Ben and Annabelle have to say about the local elections, the excitements of Phil Goff, someone called Tana winning the Porirua mayoralty, voter turnout, a byelection in Mt Roskill, the 20th birthday of MMP, the Hobson's Pledge thing, Marama Davidson's Mediterranean cruise or John Key's analysis of Aaron Smith's toilet fucking, then this is the podcast for you. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.

Subject New Zealand Politics and government.
Podcasts.


Title Episode 8.

Creator Spain, Paul.

Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2011]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "This episode the NZ Tech Podcast discusses rumours about Apple’s cloud music deals, free groceries in Hamilton, Netflix video content via voice control, recent outages (Sony PlayStation network, NZ Police and Amazon), twitter during the royal wedding and more.. Running time : 47:12"--RSS feed.

Subject Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.

Links https://dts.podtrac.com/redirect.mp3/cdn.simplecast.com/audio/083219/083219e0-dcd5-4385-9d15-8105e91523a6/1b602101-6f7c-48d8-8841-109abbda27f0/43a6764d_tc.mp3?aid=rss_feed
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/43a6764d-43a6764d
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Episode 8  Farewell to Parata and Cunliffe, hello to PM-for-a-day Bennett.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Lee-Mather, Annabelle.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[Auckland] : [The Spinoff], [2016]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource (1 audio file)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;Annabelle Lee and Ben Thomas brave the Spinoff stairwell of doom to join Toby Manhire for another Gone By Lunchtime, the hi-energy Zumba workout of political podcasting. The Spinoff political podcast trio abandon all good sense and attempt to analyse the auditor-general's report into the Saudi sheep farrago and what it means for Murray McCully even before it is published. They fearlessly assess the legacies of exiting MPs Hekia Parata and David Cunliffe, they recall that day last month when Paula Bennett was running the country and the future leadership of the National Party, they ruminate on Mt Roskill byelection &quot;bribes&quot; and they share every thought they can summon about the Max Key scandal. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information.&quot;--RSS feed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>New Zealand Politics and government. Podcasts.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Episode 80.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Spain, Paul.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2012]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource (1 audio file)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;This episode we discuss Apple OS X Mountain Lion, potential iPhone and iPad Mini launch dates, the Defcon security conference, Nokia Lumia 610 hands on and giveaway, the end of era for Telecom and we ponder if broadcast TV is coming to an end anytime soon. Running time : 01:00:30&quot;--RSS feed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Podcasts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><a href="https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/ee752661-ee752661">https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/ee752661-ee752661</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Title Episode 81.
Creator Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2012]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Local topics this week include 2degrees growth, Pacific Fibre’s shutdown, Snap and Telecom NZ Ultra Fast Broadband and event Game of Codes. The big international topic is the landing of Curiosity on Mars. We also draw a winner for the Nokia Lumia 610. Running time: 00:58:12"--RSS feed.
Subject Podcasts.
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/08fa6d3c-08fa6d3c

Title Episode 81 Tanu Gago.
Creator Amery, Mark, 1969-
Publishing Details [Wellington] : [CIRCUIT Artist Film and Video Aotearoa New Zealand], [2019]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "I’m interested in what Pacific work looks like situated in a lens of popular culture" - Tanu Gago
Savage in the Garden is a new work by Tanu Gago, currently showing as part of Personal Space, CIRCUIT’s 2019 Artist Cinema Commissions, curated by Serena Bentley. Here Tanu talks to Mark Amery about a practice based on countering false narratives of Pasifika masculinity and overcoming cultural dislocation to build communities at home and internationally. Apologies for the quality of the audio for the first 4 minutes of this recording."--RSS feed.
Subject Gago, Tanu Interviews.
https://soundcloud.com/circuit-2/episode-81-tanu-gago
Title Episode 82.
Creator Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2012]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "This week we discuss look back on more than 20 years of mobile computer – and give some thought to its future, along with topics: Windows 8, ThinkPad Tablet 2, IBM/Unitech venture, mobile rate reductions, Near Field Communications and recommended apps. Running time : 00:45:13"--RSS feed.
Subject Podcasts.
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/3f90d238-3f90d238

Title Episode 83.
Creator Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2012]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "This week we discuss Windows 8 and Paul shares early hands on experiences with upcoming tablets from Lenovo and Acer. Also upcoming tech events, Surface pricing rumours, Rakon’s big deal, Mars lander descent imagery, and new networking and audio tech. Running time : 01:06:59"--RSS feed.
Subject Podcasts.
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/06082710-06082710
Title Episode 83 An Interview With John Walter.
Creator Amery, Mark, 1969-
Publishing Details [Wellington] : [CIRCUIT Artist Film and Video Aotearoa New Zealand], [2020]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary ""(HIV) doesn't have agency, it's not alive like we are, it's just a piece of programming, but.. in empathising with it, I have gained a greater respect for it" - John WalterIn this podcast Mark Williams talks to John Walter, a British artist exhibiting in Aotearoa as part of the group show Queer Algorithms now on at Gus Fisher Gallery in Auckland until 2 May. Resisting labels, binaries and the need to categorise, Queer Algorithms is conceived from an intersectional viewpoint where gender fluidity and identities are understood as always multifarious and in flux. Walter discusses his work in the show which includes the video 'A Virus walks into a bar' (2018)."--RSS feed.
Subject Podcasts.
Video art New Zealand.
Walter, John (Artist) Interviews.

Title Episode 84.
Creator Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2012]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "This week we discuss the Apple vs Samsung jury decision, robotic lawn mowers and vacuums, Bluetooth car stereo, Chorus, VMOB and Paul's new Ultra-Fast Broadband from Vodafone. We also discuss smartphone and tablet happenings. Running time : 00:59:43"--RSS feed.
Subject Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.
Links https://dts.podtrac.com/redirect.mp3/cdn.simplecast.com/audio/083219/083219e0-dcd5-4385-9d15-8105e91523a6/e45fa60b-d394-43ea-b9c4-dc32d3be878c/03e41e5a_lc.mp3?aid=rss_feed
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/03e41e5a-03e41e5a
Title  Episode 85.
Creator  Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2012]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Join host Paul Spain as he attends The Project Revolution and speaks with Alec Ross (Senior Advisor for Innovation to Hillary Clinton) and Emily Banks (Mashable.com)Running time : 00:32:52"--RSS feed.
Subject  Podcasts.
Ross, Alec, 1971- Interviews.
Technology New Zealand.
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/81688293-81688293

Title  Episode 9.
Creator  Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2011]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "This week we recorded Episode 9 of the NZ Tech Podcast. Highlights included NZ Mobile Termination rates, Apple TV, Sony PlayStation Network, Ubuntu 11.04, Hulu, Asus Eee Slate, Firefox and Chrome.Running time : 54:57"--RSS feed.
Subject  Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.
Links  https://dts.podtrac.com/redirect.mp3/cdn.simplecast.com/audio/083219/083219e0-dcd5-4385-9d15-8105e91523a6/1dbd0710-2f55-4044-879b-fdcaeca0a8b7/09eb3e70_tc.mp3?aid=rss_feed
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/09eb3e70-09eb3e70
Title Episode 9: Are the Wiggles low-key racist?
Creator Yee, Jane.
Publishing Details [Auckland] : [Jane Yee], [2019]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "We're shaking things up on Breeder's Digest this week! We're not beholden to anyone so we're going rogue, ditching the stale segment format and flying where the wind takes us! This week on the pod:- Is burning essential oils in schools really essential? - Are the Wiggles low-key racist, and which Wiggle reigns supreme? - In fear of ball pits: will our kids catch their death or are we Paranoid Paulas? - Plus we reveal some deep dark secrets that we definitely didn't intend to reveal live-on-pod Spread the word! Please share this podcast with your mates and be sure to subscribe. If you want to chat, head to our Instagram page to get in touch "--RSS feed.
Subject Child rearing New Zealand.
Podcasts.
https://breedersdigest.podbean.com/e/episode-9-are-the-wiggles-low-key-racist/

Title Episode Twenty Five - Matafeo.
Creator Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2018]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Rose Matafeo joins Guy and a whisper quiet Tim on the 25th watch of Grown Ups 2, throwing some much needed positive perspective on the project. That positivity though, stops well short of any kind of praise for the film. On the contrary, Rose is so disappointed by former comedy juggernauts and what they've been reduced to by participating in the hot mess that is Grown Ups 2. xSee acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/episodetwentyfive-matafeo-/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/episodetwentyfive-matafeo-
**Title**  
Episode Twenty Four - TwitterDrunk.

**Creator**  
Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)

**Publishing Details**  
[New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2018]

**Format**  
1 online resource (1 audio file)

**Summary**  
"The lads have now clocked up two dozen watches of the film and the mood is high. Tim is punchy after several beers on a Friday night (NZ local time) watch and Guy is still enjoying his holiday abroad but being crushingly brought back down to earth by having to spend 101 minutes on Grown Ups 2 again. Conversation ranges from the movie, to politics, to civic rights icon Rosa Parks to nature of comedic references themselves. It's an interesting listen but as always, it's The Worst Idea of All Time. xa0See acast.com/privacy for privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.

**Subject**  
Motion pictures Reviews.

**Links**

- https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/episodetwentyfour-twitterdrunk/media.mp3
- https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/episodetwentyfour-twitterdrunk

---

**Title**  
Escaping into The Bachelorette NZ and Logan’s scary notebook.

**Creator**  
Yee, Jane.

**Publishing Details**  
[Auckland] : [The Spinoff], [2020]

**Format**  
1 online resource (1 audio file)

**Summary**  
"The Real Pod reassembles to dissect the seventh week of The Bachelorette NZ, with special thanks to Nando’s. The good news is that we are all back in the same country for the first time in a long time, the bad news is that it is definitely not because of The Right Reasons. In a snap decision, Jane left LAX for New Zealand 48 hours ago and recaps her journey home for us in these freaky times of Covid-19. It’s a better time than ever to travel to our alternate reality in Argentina, where the boys are still pulling down pants and popping grapes willy-nilly. Mike and Michael decided they were done with Lesina’s grilling, Logan had a revealing session with his notebook and AMOG has come completely loose at the seams. It’s The Real Pod, and it’s still real. For now. To listen use the player below, jump or download this episode (right click and save). Feel free to subscribe via Apple Podcasts, RSS or via your favourite podcast client, and be sure to get involved on social media using #realpod"--RSS feed.

**Subject**  
Podcasts.

**Links**

- https://media.acast.com/the-real-pod/therealpod-escapingintothebachelorettenzandlogansscarynotebook/media.mp3
Title Esther Whitehead on Neurodiversity.
Creator Moe, Steven, 1976-
Publishing Details [Rolleston] : Steven Moe, [2020]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Esther Whitehead shares in this interview about Neurodiversity. We also find out about her life story and find out about her childhood and decision to move to New Zealand, how she got involved in Neurodiversity and what it is that we mean when talking about that term. In particular, what changes might be needed to expand our conversation? I really enjoyed my conversation with Esther and am sure you will as well. It is one of 200+ so be sure to check out some of the others at www.theseeds.nz Dyslexia Foundation of NZ: https://www.dyslexiafoundation.org.nz/about.html Earlier episode about Dyslexia as superpower https://seeds.libsyn.com/dyslexia-as-superpower-with-geoff-bone Bio: Esther comes from a teaching background having taught primary, secondary, and adult students with learning differences in a variety of schools and workplace settings in several countries. Her passion is equity and diversity in learning, and Esther acts as a change-agent - leading professional development in these domains, particularly in workplace settings. She has worked as an independent educator and director of Education Centres in NZ, providing literacy and numeracy tutoring for students in consultation with parents, schools and Special Education Services. Esther manages the DFNZ and works closely with MoE and NZQA on select committees to address necessary changes in the system. Email esther.whitehead@4d.org.nz"--RSS feed.
Subject Podcasts.
Social entrepreneurship New Zealand.
Whitehead, Esther Interviews.
Links https://chtbl.com/track/89G95E/traffic.libsyn.com/secure/seeds/Esther_Whitehead.mp3?dest-id=571558
https://seeds.libsyn.com/esther-whitehead-on-neurodiversity

Title Eugene Bareman.
Creator Dallas Momoisea, Leilani.
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Snacks and Chats], [2020]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "For every story like mine, and in New Zealand there’s not many, trust me there’s a thousand fighters that have been before me whose names aren’t in the record books."In the first Snacks and Chats of 2020 Lani and Ben sit down with City Kickboxing co-founder and head coach Eugene Bareman. Bareman is fresh off an epic 2019 in which he was named MMA Coach of the Year by multiple news outlets thanks to his and his team’s work with UFC champions Israel Adesanya and Alex Volkanovski, as well as top-tier fighters Dan Hooker, Kai Kara-France and Brad Riddell.He talks about why he left rugby for fighting, how difficult it was in the early years of starting up the gym, how passion got them through the hard times and defending home soil at the upcoming UFC Auckland."--RSS feed.
Subject Bareman, Eugene Interviews.
Podcasts.
Links https://snacksandchats.podomatic.com/enclosure/2020-01-28T02_39_00-08_00.mp3
https://www.podomatic.com/podcasts/snacksandchats/episodes/2020-01-28T02_39_00-08_00
Title: Euphamistic.

Publishing Details: [Wellington] : [Yellow Fever], [2019]

Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Series: Phoenix City ; December 06, 2019.

Summary: "Two wins on the trot! The Phoenix launch themselves into a winning streak ahead of the trip to Auckland this weekend, and controversy in the Handy Prem with a good admin battle between Southern and Tasman."--RSS feed.

Subject: Podcasts.

Soccer New Zealand.

Wellington Phoenix FC (Soccer club)

Links: https://thekidsareallwhite.podomatic.com/enclosure/2019-12-06T04_42_35-08_00.mp3

https://www.podomatic.com/podcasts/thekidsareallwhite/episodes/2019-12-06T04_42_35-08_00


Title: Ex-Googler fined US$179m, AI COVID-19 detector, Spark 5G starter fund, Work from home challenge.

Creator: Spain, Paul.

Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2020]

Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary: "This week on NZ Tech Podcast, Paul Spain and Savannah Petersen (Founder of Savvy Millennial) discuss this week's tech news. Ex-google and Uber engineer breached employee agreement and has been ordered to pay Google US$179 million. Google tracked a man's bike making him the prime suspect in a burglary case. Spark NZ is offering local innovators to bid for half a million dollars to build new 5G enabled technology. Airbnb has started giving renters secret risk assessments and personality tests using a secret algorithm to generate renter "risk scores." Alibaba new AI system can detect COVID-19 with 96% accuracy. Tesla starts offering $2,500 infotainment upgrade on older models. Thoughts on COVID-19 and working from home."--RSS feed.

Subject: Petersen, Savannah Interviews.

Podcasts.

Technology New Zealand.


https://nztechpodcast.com

Exploding Headphones, Philippines Tech, Grab Taxi vs Uber, WhatsApp compromised.

Paul Spain reports in from Philippines – covering what’s happening in the local tech world along with news of exploding headphones aboard a flight to Melbourne, Grab Taxi vs Uber, WhatsApp security issues plus both Microsoft and Google go after Slack.”--RSS feed.

Ex-Uber engineer charged, Australia vs online extremism, Huawei’s Mate 30 challenge, Kill the steering wheel? – NZ Tech Podcast 455.

In this episode we delve into NZ technology startup Spidertracks, we discussing killing the steering wheel, Australia vs online extremism, US customs vs social media, robot taxi dissatisfaction, Ex-Uber engineer Levandowski charged, Huawei Mate 30 to launch under cloud of US ban, Intel vs AMD and news of new Microsoft Surface devices - including possibly an innovative new form factor. NZ Tech Podcast Paul Spain Gorilla Technology 1500kms of free Tesla Supercharging”--RSS feed.
Title  F*** JAMES O'KEEFE, apparently!
Creator  Lund, Jeb.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2016]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "A long overdue return to the swamp! Jeb's fired up! Tim's in Anaheim. And with less than a fortnight till the big date how about this for some October suprises: Trump's kids and vice presidential pick are human. The FBI Director may be unfit for his office. Anthony Weiner is somehow still part of the picture. Strap yourself in for some supreme court chat, light slams on Eric Holder and Donna effing Brazile."--RSS feed.
Subject  Podcasts.
Links  https://traffic.omny.fm/d/clips/6e2a797b-0cc4-4c0b-a44d-a51e0019bc3c/f5c796b6-19ca-41d0-8bff-a68c00df11ad/883a8283-fc4f-4d1a-a094-a6af00174f99/audio.mp3?utm_source=Podcast&in_playlist=193ca0a-87f4-4441-934d-a68c00e4c3e&t=1477791132
https://omny.fm/shows/poldicks/f-james-okeefe-apparently

Title  Facebook for dead people, Google = Alphabet, NZ Drone rules, Paul's Ancestry DNA test.
Creator  Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2015]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "We talk about Google's reorganisation and rebrand to Alphabet, how you can legally fly your drone in an NZ park, Ubiquiti's sad SU$70m scam story, Intel Skylake, Android happenings, JFK's new airport tracking, and a DNA test with Ancestry.com Running time : 0:57:39"--RSS feed.
Subject  Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.
Links  https://dts.podtrac.com/redirect.mp3/cdn.simplecast.com/audio/083219/083219e0-dcd5-4385-9d15-8105e91523a6/13b7bf0c-faf0-407d-8f12-44a98ec2ae86/9265c4b8_tc.mp3?aid=rss_feed
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/9265c4b8-9265c4b8
Title  Facebook's Cryptocurrency play – Libra and Calibra, Huawei predicts US$30b hit to sales, NZ's newest podcasts.
Creator  Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2019]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Subject  Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/40f4cadb-40f4cadb

Title  A Factory of Smoosh (w/ Henrietta Harris, artist).
Creator  Budd, Maddy.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2019]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Henri gave Simone permission to ask the question that is on everyone's lips and the answer is honestly perfect. Simone and Maddy learn a bit about the mysterious world of art and get to see inside the beautiful brain of an artist. What a treat!Sponsored by GoNative NZ - Get the ingredients you need to create your own skincare products at wholesale prices."--RSS feed.
Subject  Harris, Henrietta (Artist) Interviews.
Podcasts.
Links  https://traffic.omny.fm/d/oclips/6e2a797b-0cc4-4c0b-a44d-a51e0019bc3c/eb973831-bec2-4164-994f-aa010039c7dc/2880805e-fadd-4ba1-8a3f-aa18007145e4/audio.mp3?utm_source=Podcast&in_playlist=6bf27a02-f54d-4e2d-a915-aa01003c6349&te=1558706237
https://omny.fm/shows/every-stupid-question/a-factory-of-smoosh-w-henrietta-harris-artist
Title  Failed Experiment.

Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [Yellow Fever], [2019]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Series  Phoenix City ; February 28, 2019.
Summary  "The Phoenix took a home game to Sydney, and came back with no points and a measly crowd of 5000, was it worth it? It's the international break this weekend, but Team Wellington are in action in the OCL."--RSS feed.
Subject  Podcasts.

Wellington Phoenix FC (Soccer club)

Links  https://thekidsareallwhite.podomatic.com/enclosure/2019-02-27T22_26_46-08_00.mp3
https://www.podomatic.com/podcasts/thekidsareallwhite/episodes/2019-02-27T22_26_46-08_00

Title  Fairtrade with Pravin Sawmy.

Creator  Warth, Waveney.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2019]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "We’re joined by Fairtrade Australia & New Zealand’s Business Development Manager, Pravin Sawmy. We discuss how Fairtrade is more than just getting a fair price for farmers - It's about looking after the surrounding farming community to bring lasting positive change, and even bringing in organic practices through incentive schemes. We learn about where our sugar, cotton, coffee and chocolate come from and the how the people who grow it for us live, including the horrific child labour and human trafficking issues which are prevalent in these industries. This ep's top tip: Buy certified Fairtrade products whenever possible - just look for the logo."--RSS feed.
Subject  Environmental protection New Zealand.

Podcasts.

Sawmy, Pravin Interviews.

Links  https://traffic.omny.fm/d/clips/6e2a797b-0cc4-4c0b-a44d-a51e0019bc3c/e621c193-b63b-4c9f-8040-aa5e00298aa9/caa09059-d962-43c1-9e52-aa920090c4df/audio.mp3?utm_source=Podcast&in_playlist=40bbac5c-4bb0-4f46-b798-aa5e002ea629&t=1563785350
Title  Fajinas and Vallopian Tubes (w/ Sexual Health Nurse Rosie).
Creator  Budd, Maddy.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2019]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Do sexual health nurses also get nervous? Is herpes chill? What's PREP and do you need to be on it? Maddy and Simone discover just how much they don't know about sex - and how much they DO know about getting their fajinas waxed. Sponsored by GoNative NZ - Get the ingredients you need to create your own skincare products at wholesale prices."--RSS feed.
Subject  Podcasts.
Links  https://traffic.omny.fm/d/clips/6e2a797b-0cc4-4c0b-a44d-a51e0019bc3c/eb973831-bec2-4164-994f-aa010039c7dc/f8713b2c-92a2-45e6-bed3-aa180056f5e4/audio.mp3?utm_source=Podcast&in_playlist=6bf27a02-f54d-4e2d-a915-aa01003c6349&t=1556228936
https://omny.fm/shows/every-stupid-question/fajinas-and-vallopian-tubes-w-sexual-health-nurse

Title  Farewells.
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [Yellow Fever], [2019]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Series  Phoenix City ; June 13, 2019.
Summary  "We recorded this last week, but Patrick forgot to edit it... so here it is. We chat about the first round of players to leave the club, the most notable being Roy Krishna. Also, we wrap the grand final and an excellently flubbed penalty, and look ahead to the Football Ferns at the World Cup."--RSS feed.
Subject  Podcasts.
Soccer New Zealand.
Wellington Phoenix FC (Soccer club)
Links  https://thekidsareallwhite.podomatic.com/enclosure/2019-06-12T19_56_40-07_00.mp3
https://www.podomatic.com/podcasts/thekidsareallwhite/episodes/2019-06-12T19_56_40-07_00
Feed Me Seymour.
Hanlon, Chris.

[Hamilton, New Zealand] : [Chris Hanlon and Sam Elton-Waters], [2020]

1 online resource (1 audio file)

This week find out what we have been up to, Sam was away for an emergency and Chris has been busy working on this coaching stuff. What has upset the fame Fortnite so much recently and why did they make the ad that they did? We explain it all. Want to break a world record? Might as well do it with souped up wheel barrow, just how fast can it go? What will be the ramifications of the special brain stuff being given to brain dead pigs? Will we have zombie pigs running around soon? Sam came across a man name John this week, who was on a mission to get his clothes, what does this mean? You'll have to listen to find out. And Hamilton is being slightly crappy self again. Find out how an art installation is going in the center of Hamilton, and Chris went to use a new space at the library, find out how that went. All of this, plus the mind blowing (for Chris at least) discussion around The Little Shop of Horrors and the different ending."

Feuding.

[Wellington] : [Yellow Fever], [2018]

1 online resource (1 audio file)

"Patrick and Frostie are back in the same room together after court-mandated separation, and the full complements of podcasters discuss the win over CCM and the upcoming 12 Pubs of Lochhead. Elsewhere, Al Ain snuck past the TeeDubs in the Club World Cup, and the Ferns have lined up a tournament early in the new year."
Title  A few days with Galaxy S5 and Xperia Z2, a chat with Brian Eardley-Wilmot.
Creator  Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2014]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "We discuss the slashing of Google Drive storage prices, Telecom's smart home trial, hands on time with Samsung's Galaxy S5 and Sony's Xperia Z2, and a chat with Brian Eardley-Wilmot including stories of meeting Steve Jobs and Bill Gates. Running time : 0:59:09"--RSS feed.
Subject  Eardley-Wilmot, Brian Interviews.
Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.
Links  https://dts.podtrac.com/redirect.mp3/cdn.simplecast.com/audio/083219/083219e0-dcd5-4385-9d15-8105e91523a6/4b0813ca-46c0-42c5-9a2a-b208ec4b83ef/0285b81d_tc.mp3?aid=rss_feed
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/0285b81d-0285b81d

Title  Fieldays Fun Online.
Creator  Hanlon, Chris.
Publishing Details  [Hamilton, New Zealand] : [Chris Hanlon and Sam Elton-Waters], [2020]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Welcome to this weeks podcast show, this week we remembered a story from last week where a Samoan man spent an extra 5 years in prison, just because he didn't know he could leave. We found out more information about the Corona virus. Fieldays had to move to online this year, and we've been checking out some of the online content, and reckon you should too, find out what videos we've seen and what innovations caught our eye. And there has been a couple of big celebrities deaths this week, Ennio Morricone and Grant Imahara. All this plus the usual banter, and maybe just one of us walked away from the microphones randomly in this episode."--RSS feed.
Subject  Podcasts.
https://thechrisandsampodcast.libsyn.com/fieldays-fun-online-ep290-the-chris-and-sam-podcast
Title  Fighting in front of kids ~ Activities we dread ~ Trying to love our post babe bods.
Creator  Yee, Jane.
Publishing Details  [Auckland] : [Jane Yee], [2019]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "New year, same old us. Fresh from the seaside with our cars full of sand and our shoulders emblazoned with tan lines, this week we're talking:- Fighting in front of kids: Forever damaging or an opportunity to model positive conflict resolution?- Craft-free Zone: Games and activities we dread doing with our kids- I love you I hate you: Learning to deal with our post baby bodies- Top 5: Reasons why going to the beach with kids SUCKSSpread the word! Please share this podcast with your mates and be sure to subscribe. If you want to chat, head to our Facebook page to get in touch "--RSS feed.
Subject  Child rearing New Zealand.
Podcasts.
Links  https://mcdn.podbean.com/mf/web/533gka/Breeder_s_Digest_-_15_January_2019.mp3

Title  Figure.NZ, SpaceX Ironman spacesuits, Cyber Security Summit, VoLTE, P9.
Creator  Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2016]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "This week we discuss Figure.NZ, StretchSenses power by walking, Cyber Security Summit, SpaceX and Blue Origin rocket landings, design space suits, VoLTE, Spark Arena, Netflix gets into Reality TVand first hands on with Huawei P9. Running time 01:06:50"--RSS feed.
Subject  Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.
Links  https://dts.podtrac.com/redirect.mp3/cdn.simplecast.com/audio/083219/083219e0-dcd5-4385-9d15-8105e91523a6/c1c09ef8-ffac-4994-8bfc-1b153a20a0db/7df76496_tc.mp3?aid=rss_feed
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/7df76496-7df76496
Title | The final pod for the final rose.
---|---
Creator | Yee, Jane.
Publishing Details | [Auckland] : [The Spinoff], [2020]
Format | 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary | "The Real Pod assembles one more time to dissect the final week of The Bachelorette NZ, with special thanks to Nando's. We've reached the end of our love journey in more ways than one, as this season of The Bachelorette NZ coincides with end of The Real Pod in its current form. Lesina chose nobody, Lily chose Richie and Alex, Duncan and Jane have a lot of questions. Why did AMOG wear those shoes on the beach? Why is Lesina's mum a crown prosecutor? And who on Earth is Chad? Stay tuned to the end for some virtual goodbyes, as well as 12 minutes of Duncan and Alex recapping After the Final Rose in the Uber home from the filming. It's The Real Pod, and it's been real. To listen use the player below, jump or download this episode (right click and save). Feel free to subscribe via Apple Podcasts, RSS or via your favourite podcast client, and be sure to get involved on social media using #realpod"--RSS feed.
Subject | Podcasts.
Reality television programs.
Links | https://media.acast.com/the-real-pod/therealpod-thefinalpodforthefinalrose/media.mp3

Title | Fiona Amundsen.
Creator | Amery, Mark, 1969-
Publishing Details | [Wellington] : [CIRCUIT Artist Film and Video Aotearoa New Zealand], [2017]
Format | 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary | "Fiona Amundsen talks to Mark Amery about the forthcoming premiere of her CIRCUIT Artist Cinema commission 'A body that lives' which examines the 1944 breakout (from a prison camp in Cowra, Australia) of just over 1,000 Japanese prisoners. Still from A body that lives (2017) Fiona Amundsen."--RSS feed.
Subject | Amundsen, Fiona, 1973- Interviews.
Podcasts.
Video art New Zealand.
Title Fiona Deehan on Conscious Leadership.
Creator Moe, Steven, 1976-
Publishing Details [Rolleston] : Steven Moe, [2020]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Fiona is from Ireland and in this interview we hear about her early days growing up and what brought her to New Zealand. We both share an appreciation for the work of Brene Browne on courage, vulnerability and shame so we end up talking about that as well as what it is that makes good leaders. We also talk about the work she does today through Cara Consulting. This is one of more than 200 interviews so if you enjoy it then check out some of the others as well. Website: http://www.caraconsulting.co.nz/ www.theseeds.nz  "--RSS feed.
Subject Deehan, Fiona Interviews.
Podcasts.
Social entrepreneurship New Zealand.
Links https://chtbl.com/track/89G95E/traffic.libsyn.com/secure/seeds/Fiona_Deehan.mp3?dest-id=571558
https://seeds.libsyn.com/fiona-deehan-on-conscious-leadership

Title Fiona Hayvice.
Creator Rayment, Matt.
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Dirt Church Radio], [2018]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Fiona Hayvice, Wellington, NZ-based Salomon athlete, talks about running success, the things you learn when things don't go quite so well, volunteering, and how her design business and running fit together. Matt and Eugene talk controversy, and share two runners' Greatest Runs Ever."--RSS feed.
Subject Hayvice, Fiona Interviews.
Mountain running New Zealand.
Podcasts.
Links https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5b12367ff8370a538dd229e3/t/5b558aacaa4a995f7aabb614/153233062889/DCR+002+Fiona+Hayvice+final.mp3
Title Fiona Hayvice.
Creator Rayment, Matt.
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Dirt Church Radio], [2019]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Kia Ora Whanau. Fiona Hayvice was the second-ever guest on this-here podcast and this week Eugene and Matt have the pleasure of speaking to her again! Fiona has been busy since we spoke to her last time, coming fourth at the IAU Asia and Oceania 24 hour championships, fourth at the Tarawera 100 miler, fourth at the Tarawera 100km, Ultra Trail Australia 100km and recently setting a course record at the 50km North Range Trio. In addition to these amazing results, Fiona is heading back to the cauldron of 24 hour racing as a member of the New Zealand team taking on the world championships in Albi, France next month. We talk to Fiona about just how one trains to run for 24 hours around a track, the atmosphere of the events and how moving towards 24 hour racing, and 10 km road races, is a new and exciting facet in her journey as an elite runner. For our Wellington whanau, You can Help Fi Fly by attending her movie event on Saturday October 13th a the Penthouse Cinema in Brooklyn. Fi will be giving a talk beforehand, there will be prizes from YOYO Design by Kiwis, Tailwind, Crampfix, and Spring Energy. Link to the event in your show notes! Enjoy!--RSS feed.

Subject Hayvice, Fiona Interviews.
Mountain running New Zealand.
Podcasts.

Links https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5b12367ff8370a538dd229e3/t/5d92fe1181b391136bdc9446/1569915364653/Ep+62+Fiona+Hayvice+II.mp3

Title Fiona Love.
Creator Rayment, Matt.
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Dirt Church Radio], [2019]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Kia ora Whanau. This week, Eugene speaks to Fiona Love, Women’s winner of the 2019 WUU2k 63km. That’s right. The mighty DCR robot had to split into its component flannel shirts for this episode, with Matt on whanau duties Eugene had to bring it on home solo with the mighty Fiona Love. Fiona is relatively new to the ultra marathon scene, heck, WUU2k was her FIRST ONE (for those of you who’ve not run WUU2k forgive the emotion of capital letters, for those of you who have...right???). Fiona and Eugene discuss fitting running around life and not the other way ‘round. Fiona’s peak km’s leading up to WUU2k were around 45 a week with an occasional longer run thrown in. Fiona, who was born in Italy to British parents found her first love in triathlon, rising to the top levels of the sport with a qualification to race Ironman Kona in Hawaii. Fiona came to New Zealand for the Ironman and loved it so much she stayed. Fiona talks about her love of running on all surfaces, her goals for this next stage of racing, including UTMB, and just what Gordon Ramsay (Yes, that Gordon Ramsay) said to her when she blatted by him in a race. As well as this, Eugene and Matt will be bringing you news, results, digression, Stuff you Should Know and Greatest Run Ever. Dirt Church Radio is For the People! Enjoy!!!!!!!!!--RSS feed.

Subject Love, Fiona (Runner) Interviews.
Mountain running New Zealand.
Podcasts.

Links https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5b12367ff8370a538dd229e3/t/5d4939667fda4c00018b7a6d/1565080568544/Ep+54+Fiona+Love.mp3
https://www.dirtchurchradio.com/dirtchurchradio/2019/8/7/episode-54-fiona-love
Title  Fire in the debate disco, fiscal holes and child poverty surprises.
Creator  Lee-Mather, Annabelle.
Publishing Details  [Auckland] : [The Spinoff], [2017]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Annabelle Lee, Ben Thomas and Toby Manhire weigh up the first big Bill English v Jacinda Ardern clashes, the shock National target on child poverty, the claims of a massive hole in Labour's numbers and the poll convulsions. Advance voting opens on Monday, and election day is less than three weeks away. Burning hot with debate fever, the Spinoff Gone By Lunchtimers take stock. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  New Zealand Politics and government.
Podcasts.

Title  Firer in Chief Comeyth.
Creator  Lund, Jeb.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2017]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "FBI Director James Comey has been fired by US President Donald Trump following the advice of Attorney General Jeff Sessions AND IT HAS NOTHING TO DO WITH RUSSIA! It's all about Hillary Clinton's emails, obviously. Tim struggles to say his own name, let alone follow the insane trail of events he's missed in his podcast absence, Jeb is deftly makes pop culture references, historical precedent and Google results to let us know what's happening. Plus, exactly how terrible is the American Healthcare Act 2.0? Real terrible. And now, terrible real. :("--RSS feed.
Subject  Podcasts.
World politics.
Links  https://traffic.omny.fm/d/clips/6e2a797b-0cc4-4c0b-a44d-a51e0019bc3c/f5c796b6-19ca-41d0-8bff-a88c00df11ad/bfbdb5635-48cf-4796-96d9-a76f017abdf/audio.mp3?utm_source=Podcast&in_playlist=193caf0a-87f4-4441-934d-a68c00e44c3e&t=1494465304
https://omny.fm/shows/polidicks/firer-in-chief-comeyth
Title "Fireworks".

Publishing Details [Wellington] : [Yellow Fever], [2018]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Series Phoenix City ; January 05, 2018.
Summary "The Phoenix wrapped up 2017 with a terrible game of football, we review the 0-0 draw and preview the match against Dario's Melbourne City. Meanwhile, the Handy Prem is back with a blast this weekend thanks to the Welclassico."--RSS feed.
Subject Podcasts.
Soccer New Zealand.
Wellington Phoenix FC (Soccer club)
Links https://thekidsareallwhite.podomatic.com/enclosure/2018-01-04T16_02_12-08_00.mp3
https://www.podomatic.com/podcasts/thekidsareallwhite/episodes/2018-01-04T16_02_12-08_00

Title The first day back at the office blues (feat Paddles content).
Creator Lee-Mather, Annabelle.
Publishing Details [Auckland] : [The Spinoff], [2017]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Annabelle Lee, Ben Thomas, Toby Manhire and the land's favourite baby podcaster discuss an embarrassing start for the new government in parliament, Winston Peters' legal blizzard, the state of the National Party "monster" opposition, and Paddles the cat. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject New Zealand Politics and government.
Podcasts.
Title  Fixr, Nokia Android One hands on,, Air NZ Wi-Fi price cut, Tencent takes 80% of NZ developer.

Creator  Spain, Paul.

Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2018]

Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary  "Lightbox refresh, Air NZ Wi-Fi price cut, Credit Card challenges, NEP Group vs Sky, Amazon’s All Blacks doco, Tencent buys 80% of NZ’s Grinding Gears, Hands on with Nokia 6.1 and 7 Plus Android One handsets, Meet Fixr www.nztechpodcast.com www.paulspain.com www.gorillatechnology.com "--RSS feed.

Subject  Podcasts.

Technology New Zealand.

Links  https://dts.podtrac.com/redirect.mp3/cdn.simplecast.com/audio/083219/083219e0-dcd5-4385-9d15-8105e91523a6/0b3efb3a-c7d3-43e0-b265-56a85fcb37d0/1cc48c34_tc.mp3?aid=rss_feed
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/1cc48c34-1cc48c34

Title  Flappy.

Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [Yellow Fever], [2018]

Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)

Series  Phoenix City ; February 02, 2018.

Summary  "The Nix have signed Tando Velaphi after another horror show from the goalkeeping stock against Adelaide - is he any better than Italiano? Patrick rages at the MRP over lenient punishments, and Team Wellington take on Auckland City this weekend in what is essentially a league decider."--RSS feed.

Subject  Podcasts.

Soccer New Zealand.

Wellington Phoenix FC (Soccer club)

Links  https://thekidsareallwhite.podomatic.com/enclosure/2018-02-01T17_29_58-08_00.mp3
https://www.podomatic.com/podcasts/thekidsareallwhite/episodes/2018-02-01T17_29_58-08_00
Title Flexi smartphones, Xero’s $180m cash injection, Galaxy Gear, Windows Phone update.
Creator Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2013]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "We discuss flexi screen smartphones, Xero’s $180m cash injection, NZ launch details of the iPhone 5s and 5c, Windows 8.1/Windows Server 2012 R2, a Windows Phone update, HTC One Max, Fujitsu Forward, HP Microserver and experiences with the Galaxy Gear. Running time : 0:53:29"--RSS feed.
Subject Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.
Links https://dts.podtrac.com/redirect.mp3/cdn.simplecast.com/audio/083219/083219e0-dcd5-4385-9d15-8105e91523a6/6e2ef118-0589-44fc-8cc5-6c7acb5e3b15/a83b83e8_tc.mp3?aid=rss_feed
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/a83b83e8-a83b83e8

Title Floppy Salmon.
Creator Hodge, Tracey.
Publishing Details [Wellington] : [Yellow Fever], [2019]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Series Phoenix City ; December 12, 2019.
Summary "Three on trot for the Nix thanks to a smash and grab in Auckland. Tracey Hodge joins to the pod to chat Auckland, the TeeDubs win over Eastern Suburbs, and to give us a rundown on the upcoming 10th Annual 12 Pubs of Lochhead."--RSS feed.
Subject Hodge, Tracey Interviews.
Podcasts.
Soccer New Zealand.
Wellington Phoenix FC (Soccer club)
Links https://thekidsareallwhite.podomatic.com/enclosure/2019-12-12T13_03_39-08_00.mp3
https://www.podomatic.com/podcasts/thekidsareallwhite/episodes/2019-12-12T13_03_39-08_00
Title Flying Cars, Nest in NZ, US$300m Ransomware sting, a suggestion for iPhone X v2.
Creator Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2017]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "We try Alphabet’s Nest, NZ Police and Facebook launch Amber Alerts, Uber’s ‘flying cars’ could arrive by 2020, photographing the whole planet daily, the sting of ransomware is costing some businesses US$300m, EV update and a tweak for the next iPhone X"–RSS feed.
Subject Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/c1e62402-c1e62402

Title Focus on Vodafone NZ – from VDSL TV to 5G mobile networks.
Creator Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2014]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "This week we discuss geeky kids books Nerdy Numbers and Sci-Fi Shapes, an update for Windows 8.1, Panasonic’s new 7" Toughpad, and Lenovo’s Yoga. Then we hear some interesting things about mobile and fixed networks from Vodafone’s Tony Baird. Running time : 0:45:30"–RSS feed.
Subject Baird, Tony Interviews.
Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/978fc78e-978fc78e
For What Ailes You.

Jeb, Lund.

[New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2017]

"This episode Jeb and Tim discuss the latest in the Trump Russia saga, including the announcement of a Special Counsel investigation headed by former FBI Director Robert Mueller. His appointment by Assistant Attorney General Rod Rosenstein (after AG Sessions recused himself from the case) could be seen as a big old Bird to Trump. Whatever it is, he seems to be an immovable force installed to get to the bottom of an issue Trump just wishes will go away. What will happen to Donnie? Where's next for VP Pence who has been caught out lying about Michael Flynn? Let's make some educated guesses! Plus a chat about net neutrality off the back of the FCC's vote to remove its Title 2 protection and thoughts on the recently deceased Fox News founder, Roger Ailes."--RSS feed.

Links
https://traffic.omny.fm/d/clips/6e2a797b-0cc4-4c0b-a44d-a51e0019bc3cf5c796b6-19ca-41d0-8bff-a08c00d11ac4c35484b-ed6a6-4d01-88da-a778008b537fd/audio.mp3?utm_source=Podcast&in_playlist=193caf0a-87f4-4441-934d-a68c00e44c3e&t=1495182906
https://omny.fm/shows/polidicks/l انه_الايلز_يئ_و

Ford Kuga, Revera sale, Google Glass, next Xbox.

Paul, Spain.

[New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2013]

"This week we discuss stopping the killer robots, Ford Kuga car technology, Galaxy S4, Blackmagic 4K Camera, Google Glass, the next Xbox, tablet market share figures, NZ's demand for internet data, Budweiser's Facebook mug and the sale of Revera to Telecom Running time : 0:48:20"--RSS feed.

Links
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/8fd6bca4-8fd6bca4
| Title | Ford Research and Innovation Center (Silicon Valley), Reddit Co-founder Alexis Ohanian.  
| Creator | Spain, Paul.  
| Publishing Details | [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2015]  
| Format | 1 online resource (1 audio file)  
| Summary | "Paul Spain and Damian O’Carroll visit Ford’s Research + Innovation Center in Silicon Valley, meet the CEO and learn where transport tech is headed. Also included are chats with Ford guests Reddit Co-founder Alexis Ohanian and Getaround’s Padden Murphy. Running time : 0:54:14"--RSS feed.  
| Subject | O’Carroll, Damian Interviews.  
Podcasts.  
Technology New Zealand.  
| Links | https://dts.podtrac.com/redirect.mp3/cdn.simplecast.com/audio/083219/083219e0-dcd5-4385-9d15-8105e91523a6/0d0d0981-8a05-4dab-b10c-009a018f38af/a7866980_tc.mp3?aid=rss_feed  
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/a7866980-a7866980  

| Title | Ford’s City of Tomorrow, Nokia is back, iPhone 8 wireless charging, Plan wars, Galaxy Note 8 Alcantara.  
| Creator | Spain, Paul.  
| Publishing Details | [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2017]  
| Format | 1 online resource (1 audio file)  
| Summary | "Nokia is back, iPhone 8 and Qi wireless charging, NZ’s new mobile plans from Spark/Vodafone/2degrees, Galaxy Note 8 and Alcantara, Ford and the ‘City of Tomorrow’, Hawaiki Cable, Microsoft and the Formula 1 in Singapore, Gorilla and Process Street"--RSS feed.  
| Subject | Podcasts.  
Technology New Zealand.  
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/16f3f341-16f3f341  
Title Four Again.

Publishing Details [Wellington] : [Yellow Fever], [2018]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Series Phoenix City ; February 13, 2018.
Summary "The Phoenix conceded 4 goals against a Sydney team for the second week running, so we invite Hard News onto the pod to give his thoughts on the current playing squad. Back home, Canterbury rallied late to get a win over the WeeNix, and Auckland City, Tee Dubs and Eastern Suburbs all earned themselves three points."--RSS feed.
Subject Podcasts.
Soccer New Zealand.
Wellington Phoenix FC (Soccer club)
Links https://thekidsareallwhite.podomatic.com/enclosure/2018-02-13T00_37_17-08_00.mp3
https://www.podomatic.com/podcasts/thekidsareallwhite/episodes/2018-02-13T00_37_17-08_00

Title Frame TV, Zoho signs Warehouse Group, Kiwis relaxed about open Wi-Fi usage, Logitech Spotlight Presenter.

Creator Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2017]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "This week – Tesla Model 3, Apple/China vs VPN, free antivirus software available in New Zealand, Samsung Frame TV, goodbye iPod, Kiwis relaxed about open Wi-Fi usage, Logitech Spotlight Presenter and proposed NZ/AU battery standards changes cause concern"--RSS feed.
Subject Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.
Links https://dts.podtrac.com/redirect.mp3/cdn.simplecast.com/audio/083219/083219e0-dcd5-4385-9d15-8105e91523a6/27786e03-188c-4b9a-83d8-7985ff47045d/52f2a3af_tc.mp3?aid=rss_feed
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/52f2a3af-52f2a3af
Title  Francis Alys, Phil Dadson & CIRCUIT symposium.
Creator  Amery, Mark, 1969-
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [CIRCUIT Artist Film and Video Aotearoa New Zealand], [2013]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "In this CIRCUIT CAST; host Mark Amery talks abut Francis Alÿs' REEL-UNREEL, recently at the Adam Art Gallery and also on the artists website. Guests are Martin Patrick (writer, academic) and Bronwyn Holloway-Smith (artist). Mid-show we cross to Christchurch where Phil Dadson is preparing a new version of his interactive work the Bodytok Quintet. Phil also talks about the aesthetics of early video and the recent CIRCUIT symposium. To finish CIRCUIT Director Mark Williams makes his biannual pod appearance to wrap up the CIRCUIT symposium and announce two exciting new CIRCUIT initiatives for artists. Image: Francis Alÿs (in collaboration with Julien Devaux and Ajmal Maiwandi), still from Reel-Unreel, 2011. Video documentation of an action. Courtesy the artist and David Zwirner, New York/London."--RSS feed.
Subject  Dadson, Philip Interviews.
Holloway-Smith, Bronwyn, 1982- Interviews.
Patrick, Martin Interviews.
Podcasts.
Video art New Zealand.

Title  "Freddy vs. Jason" + the Reboots | Film Franchise Fortnights Redux.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2020]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Subject  Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links  https://sphinx.acast.com/cult-popture/freddyvs.jason-thereboots-filmfranchisefortnightsredux/media.mp3
Title Free student iPads, 30-years of Mac, Dell Venue Pro 8, Mac Pro, IBM sells out.
Creator Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2014]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "We discuss free iPads for students, IBM's server sale to Lenovo, get hands on with the impressive new Mac Pro, test drive the Dell Venue Pro 8, and look back in time at the first Mac. We also ask Vodafone to be fairer when we hit our home Internet cap. Running time : 0:56:20"--RSS feed.
Subject Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/d1860e63-d1860e63

Title Freeview futures with CEO Jason Foden, Vodafone 5G and Vodafone TV v2, satellite cell towers.
Creator Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2019]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Freeview futures with CEO Jason Foden, Vodafone 5G and Vodafone TV refresh, satellite cell towers, Sky Sport vs Spark Sport, T-Mobile and Sprint merger, don't take my intellectual property, podcast popularity surging says Roy Morgan NZ Tech Podcast Gorilla Technology Podcasts NZ Paul Spain Tesla Referral code - for free Supercharging (1500km)"--RSS feed.
Subject Foden, Jason Interviews.
Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/e2dd6bc4-e2dd6bc4
Title  Freight innovators TNX, Elon Musk and car tunnels, ‘flying cars’, $145k bounty on rouge drone pilots.

Creator  Spain, Paul.

Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2017]

Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary  "On this episode - Elon Musk dreams up cars able to travel 200km/h on underground electric skates, NZ Tech/Transport startup TNX, personal vertical take-off and landing aircraft, your data vs big brother, 500 new Waymo autonomous minivans, bounty for rouge drone pilots, Sony vs Digital SLR cameras. www.nztechpodcast.com www.podcasts.nz www.worldpodcasts.com "--RSS feed.

Subject  Podcasts.

https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/9ddabd41-9ddabd41

Title  Fritz’s Weiner.

Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [Yellow Fever], [2018]

Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)

Series  Phoenix City ; February 22, 2018.

Summary  "The Phoenix finally chalked up another A-League victory, thanks to a shitty penalty and a late winner. Dave’s been over in Sydney talking to FIFA about FFA, we get the goss on what was said and what the outcome might be. Back home, Fritz Schmid is about to be announced as the new All Whites coach, and Canterbury have confirmed a place in the Handy Prem semis."--RSS feed.

Subject  Podcasts.

Links  https://thekidsareallwhite.podomatic.com/enclosure/2018-02-22T02_22_20-08_00.mp3
https://www.podomatic.com/podcasts/thekidsareallwhite/episodes/2018-02-22T02_22_20-08_00
Funny tales from the delivery suite.

Title: Funny tales from the delivery suite.
Creator: Yee, Jane.
Publishing Details: [Auckland] : [Jane Yee], [2019]
Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary: "Here's an early Valentine's gift from us to you, dear listener. Spoiler alert, it's a podcast. This week we're on the energy drinks because #mumlife, so take a sip of taurine and dive into pod where we discuss... - Here comes the tickle monster: Is Russell Brand right when he says we shouldn't tickle kids? - "You should've seen my brother-in-law's face": Hilarious labour tales - Are you gonna die Mum?: Talking to kids about death - Top 5: Best things about being pregnant Spread the word! Please share this podcast with your mates and be sure to subscribe. If you want to chat, head to our Facebook page to get in touch"--RSS feed.

Subject: Child rearing New Zealand. Podcasts.
https://breedersdigest.podbean.com/e/funny-tales-from-the-delivery-suite/

The Future of Farming (and more w/ Te Radar).

Title: The Future of Farming (and more w/ Te Radar).
Creator: Warth, Waveney.
Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2019]
Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary: "This episode is sponsored by Ecotricity - New Zealand's only carboNZero certified electricity retailer. Join Ecotricity now! Te Radar joins us, fully wired and caffeinated to share some incredible developments about the future of farming. Radar is a NZ broadcasting icon and has been making TV and radio programmes for decades about sustainability and our relationship to the environment. He comes from a farming family and has travelled the world meeting agriculturalists from all over the planet who are doing things differently. We discuss the difficulties of treating trees as a total solution for offsetting carbon, moving people from a free hold mentality regarding land to a lease hold mentality (nature being the leaseholder) and much more. Radar also shares his optimism about the future, the younger generation and vertical farming.

Links and Resources: Alanna Mitchell's book, Seasick China has culled 100m pigs AI-assisted pig farming Tech advances in Chinese supermarkets increasing trackability of farm-to-table food journeys 40% of US Farmers' 2019 income will come from government subsidies and insurance"--RSS feed.

Subject: Environmental protection New Zealand. Podcasts. Te Radar (Comedian) Interviews.
Links: https://traffic.omny.fm/d/clips/6e2a797b-0cc4-4c0b-a44d-a51e0019bc3c/e621c193-b63b-4c9f-8040-aa5e00298aa9/a8aa3820-82a8-4abe-a372-ab02003841d0/audio.mp3?utm_source=Podcast&in_playlist=40bbac5c-4bb0-4f46-b798-aa5e002ea629&t=1573443173
The future of Sports broadcasts, New ASB identity trial, USA vs ZTE.

Spain, Paul.

[New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2018]

1 online resource (1 audio file)

Spark NZ to play its part in the future of sports broadcasting, ASB to trial biometrics for opening bank accounts, ZTE ban, Vocus NZ no longer for sale, AI face detection, technology in architecture, Nect phase of Google messaging on Android with Chat. www.paulspain.com www.nztechpodcast.com www.gorillatechnology.com--RSS feed.

Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.

Galaxy S tablet, 4K hands on, Telecom vs Vodafone roaming, Lenovo X1 Carbon.

Spain, Paul.

[New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2014]

1 online resource (1 audio file)

Vodafone vs Telecom roaming, Samsung’s Galaxy S tablet, Lenovo ThinkPad X1 Carbon, Samsung 65” 4K Curved TV, Ultrafast Fibre’s $65 Gigabit fibre connection, E3, PlayStation TV, Eye-Fi, Sky TV, Amazon and Samsung 28” 4K monitor. Running time : 0:51:16--RSS feed.

Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.
Title  Galaxy S4, free airport Wifi, a cyber-warfare manual, Gen-i cutbacks.

Creator  Spain, Paul.

Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2013]

Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary  "This week: Samsung Galaxy S 4 launch, HPs new laser printer beating inkjet, the demise of Google Reader, free airport Wi-Fi, Auckland University's massive network outage, Gen-i cut backs and we hear about a cyber-warfare manual published for the military Running time : 0:49:23"--RSS feed.

Subject  Podcasts.

Technology New Zealand.

Links  https://dts.podtrac.com/redirect.mp3/cdn.simplecast.com/audio/083219/083219e0-dcd5-4385-9d15-8105e91523a6/efddf5ba1-c0ef-46b7-aae5-377de1bc4fb1/b18f5843_tc.mp3?aid=rss_feed
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/b18f5843-b18f5843

Title  Galaxy S7 hands on, Mobile World Congress, $5 Android, 2degrees gets Tidal, Apple vs FBI.

Creator  Spain, Paul.

Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2016]

Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary  "Mobile World Congress in Barcelona - news from Samsung (including Galaxy S7 which we've spent some time with), HP, HTC, Huawei, LG and Sony. Also 5G mobile trials begin, Hoverboards, Hasbro, Tidal + 2degrees, Apple vs FBI, Xero outage. Running time 0:38:22"--RSS feed.

Subject  Podcasts.

Technology New Zealand.

https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/7934a711-7934a711
Title Garden of Eden.

Publishing Details [Wellington] : [Yellow Fever], [2019]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Series Phoenix City ; February 17, 2019.

Summary "The Phoenix dust off from a 3-0 loss to Perth Glory, and take aim at the Victory at Eden Park. Team Wellington rack up two wins in the space of a week, and the pod discuss whether Mark Rudan's future is even worth talking about at this stage."--RSS feed.

Subject Podcasts.

Soccer New Zealand.

Wellington Phoenix FC (Soccer club)

Links https://thekidsareallwhite.podomatic.com/enclosure/2019-02-16T18_37_36-08_00.mp3
https://www.podomatic.com/podcasts/thekidsareallwhite/episodes/2019-02-16T18_37_36-08_00

Title Gareth Morris.

Creator Rayment, Matt.

Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Dirt Church Radio], [2019]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary "Kia Ora Whanau. With Matt out the weekend after Riverhead Rampage, Eugene took the reins and steered the ship into shore (ummm?) with an incredibly interesting conversation with Gareth Morris. Gareth is an elite athlete in his own right, winning a silver medal at the 21st Commonwealth Games in 2018 as part of the Queen’s Prize Pairs rifle event for Team Cymru. Gareth is no slouch on the trails either, completing numerous road and trail marathons and this year coming 14th at the Tarawera 100 mile endurance run with a time of 23:33:49. Can an elite mindset translate from the range to the trails? Gareth and Eugene discuss this and more, including Gareth’s history with both sports, his love of the trails and his approach to planning, presence, and de-constructing the whole into component parts to achieve success. Gareth fits the bill of interesting runner to a tee and was of the first people we both thought of on our original list of people we wanted to speak to for DCR. Sorry we were so slow off the mark, Gareth! We also break down the weekend’s racing, and as always we’ll have our Greatest Run Ever and Stuff You Should Know segments (now with added sting!). We discover how tired Matt needs to be to suffer amnesia on waking, and just what was making that terrifying noise in the den of awfulness at Riverhead Trig. Enjoy!"--RSS feed.

Subject Morris, Gareth (Athlete) Interviews.

Mountain running New Zealand.

Podcasts.

Links https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5b12367ff8370a538dd229e3/t/5c8765599140b7c28f4fc6f8/1552378011934/Ep+33+Gareth+Morris.mp3
“Kia Ora whanau!! For our second-ever race special Eugene and Matt took a tilt at the (if-not-by-now) soon-to-be-iconic WUU2K - The Wellington Urban Ultramarathon. The race is the brainchild of Wellington’s Gareth Thomas, a dyed-in-the-wool creative who decided that the trails he and his friends ran in the hills surrounding Wellington would make a pretty decent race if you strung them together and whaddayaknow? Four years ago the WUU2K was born. I mean, gosh…. This race is as brutal as it is beautiful and we had a blast. Eugene and Matt had the best adventure with their multicultural crew of Aukilagi dandies, aaaaand got served up the best gut-busting climbs and life affirming descents that the 04 had to offer. It was Triumphal. Epochal. Meeeeean as. We dive deep into the race, going over the winners and detailing our experiences. Of course we had the pleasure of interviewing Andrew Thompson, the New Zealand Trail Running Champion, about his race at the World Champs in Portugal. We talk to Alex Futterman, who was at the WUU2K from the USA on a writer’s grant, interviewing participants about why they do what they do. We also speak to Gareth Thomas about his life of creativity and running. With Matt having to dip on the prize giving to catch a flight back to The People’s Utopia of Riverhead Eugene spoke to Mel Atiken about her course record in the team race, a destroyed (but happy) Gareth, and Thee Dave Jack, Florida Gentleman, Insta-Dave, and a person who decided that the WUU2K would make a perfect first ever ultra. Enjoy!!!!!!!”--RSS feed.
Title  Gary Potter.
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [Yellow Fever], [2019]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Series  Phoenix City ; October 26, 2019.
Summary  "With Gary Hooper joining the Nix this weekend, the pod look at what he can bring to the team that was lacking in the loss to Sydney, and whether he'll get gametime against the Distance Derby rivals, Perth. Elsewhere, Danny Hay has appointed his All Whites assistants, and the NWL continues with a double round."--RSS feed.
Subject  Podcasts.
Soccer New Zealand.
Wellington Phoenix FC (Soccer club)
Links  https://thekidsareallwhite.podomatic.com/enclosure/2019-10-25T17_04_21_07_00.mp3
https://www.podomatic.com/podcasts/thekidsareallwhite/episodes/2019-10-25T17_04_21_07_00

Title  Gary Vaynerchuk - Chairman, Vayner X & CEO, VaynerMedia.
Creator  O'Brien, Beth (Creative director)
Publishing Details  [Auckland] : Colenso BBDO, [2020]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Beth and Joe were delighted to welcome Gary Vaynerchuk on episode 62 of the Love This Podcast."--RSS feed.
Subject  Advertising New Zealand.
Marketing New Zealand.
Podcasts.
Vaynerchuk, Gary Interviews.
Links  http://feeds.soundcloud.com/stream/828827800-lovethispodcast-gary-vaynerchuck-chairman-vayner-x-ceo-vaynermedia-e63.mp3
https://soundcloud.com/lovethispodcast/gary-vaynerchuck-chairman-vayner-x-ceo-vaynermedia-e63
Title: Gavin Hipkins, Kim Paton, SPARK Festival.

Creator: Amery, Mark, 1969-

Publishing Details: [Wellington] : [CIRCUIT Artist Film and Video Aotearoa New Zealand], [2014]

Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary: "In this podcast our panel dissect Gavin Hipkins' feature film adaptation of Samuel Butler's 1872 novel Erewhon, asking what message Butler and Hipkins have for us in 2014? In Part 2 we talk to Kim Paton about the vibrant SPARK media arts festival in Hamilton. Your host as always is Mark Amery, with guests Martin Patrick and Thomasin Sleigh."--RSS feed.

Subject: Paton, Kim, 1979- Interviews.
Patrick, Martin Interviews.
Podcasts.
Sleigh, Thomasin, 1983- Interviews.
Video art New Zealand.


Title: Genah Fabian.

Creator: Dallas Momoisea, Leilani.

Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Snacks and Chats], [2020]

Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary: "'I won the fight, and I said to all my friends, 'I'm never doing that again.' It was terrifying. The anxiety before the fight, the uncertainty, the unknown, it was a totally different feeling to what I've experienced before. And then, I took another fight, took another fight.' World champion Muay Thai fighter and mixed martial artist Genah Fabian has been a competitive athlete since she was six years old. She talks to Lani and Ben about how injuries that halted her track career as a teenager not only led her to pursue fighting as a profession, but also taught her valuable lessons about mental toughness, running towards fear and how to persevere when she might once have given up."--RSS feed.

Subject: Fabian, Genah Interviews.
Podcasts.

Links: https://snacksandchats.podomatic.com/enclosure/2020-02-19T01_16_49-08_00.mp3
https://www.podomatic.com/podcasts/snacksandchats/episodes/2020-02-19T01_16_49-08_00
Title A Generation of Losers, Racism and Hard Work — Melissa Lee MP.
Creator Aitchison, Islay.
Publishing Details [Wellington] : [New Zealand Taxpayers' Union Inc.], [2020]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Series Taxpayer talk ; June 08, 2020.
Summary "We're giving taxpayers the opportunity to get to know their MPs beyond photo-ops and party-line speeches. In this episode, Islay Aitchison interviews Melissa Lee MP. Support the show (http://www.taxpayers.org.nz/donate)"--RSS feed.
Subject Lee, Melissa, 1966?- Interviews.
Podcasts.
Taxation New Zealand.

Title George Clark on Phantom Topologies.
Creator Amery, Mark, 1969-
Publishing Details [Wellington] : [CIRCUIT Artist Film and Video Aotearoa New Zealand], [2016]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Could New Zealand's geographical distance be seen as a strength? Is the rumour more potent than the work? How would reframing conceptualist Julian Dashper as a video artist remap New Zealand's art history? Ahead of the CIRCUIT symposium Phantom Topologies our curator-at-large George Clark talks with Mark Amery about This is not film-making. Artists work for cinema, a programme curated by George and commissioned by CIRCUIT. Plus he discusses symposium guests Merv Espina, Martha and Jake Atienza, and new models for artist run space in South East Asia. Jake Atienza and Merv Espina's visit to New Zealand is supported by the Asia New Zealand Foundation."--RSS feed.
Subject Clark, George (Curator) Interviews.
Podcasts.
Video art New Zealand.
Title George Clark on This is not film-making.
Creator Amery, Mark, 1969-
Publishing Details [Wellington] : [CIRCUIT Artist Film and Video Aotearoa New Zealand], [2018]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "The most interesting way to follow an artist is to do the opposite of what they did" This is not film-making. Artists work for cinema was our 2016 programme of Artist Cinema Commissions. As we launch a limited screening season online, we revisit a 2016 podcast interview with curator George Clark, who discusses the legacy and inspiration of conceptual artist Julian Dashper, whose work Clark positioned as a point of response for six artists from New Zealand and Australia."--RSS feed.
Subject Clark, George (Curator) Interviews.
Podcasts.
Video art New Zealand.

Title George Clark, Simon Rees.
Creator Amery, Mark, 1969-
Publishing Details [Wellington] : [CIRCUIT Artist Film and Video Aotearoa New Zealand], [2014]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "This months CIRCUIT CAST talks to keynote George Clark about Camille Henrot and all the exciting screenings, talks and events at the upcoming CIRCUIT symposium Locating the Practice. In part 2 Simon Rees merrily spills the beans on the next 3 years of Govett-Brewster programming and offers a few international perspectives on the contemporary NZ art scene."--RSS feed.
Subject Clark, George (Curator) Interviews.
Rees, Simon, 1972- Interviews.
Video art New Zealand.
Title  Gilly’s Island.
Creator  Gill, Shaun.
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [Yellow Fever], [2019]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Series  Phoenix City ; October 17, 2019.
Summary  "Shaun Gill, Phoenix football operations manager, drops by the podcast to chat about some of the behind the scenes work that his job in the football department entails, such as the process that goes into scouting and signing players and the management of the salary cap. Meanwhile, the Nix went down 1-0 to the Snakes and face a tough trip to Sydney this weekend, and Capital get their first win of the season in the NWL."--RSS feed.
Subject  Gill, Shaun Interviews.
Podcasts.
Soccer New Zealand.
Wellington Phoenix FC (Soccer club)
Links  https://thekidsareallwhite.podomatic.com/enclosure/2019-10-17T01_44_00-07_00.mp3
https://www.podomatic.com/podcasts/thekidsareallwhite/episodes/2019-10-17T01_44_00-07_00

Title  Glen Jackson.
Creator  Jackson, Glen, 1975-.
Publishing Details  Wellington, New Zealand : Rugby New Zealand [2020]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Series  All Blacks podcast ; August 05, 2020.
Summary  "Former Chiefs and Bay of Plenty playmaker and long-serving referee Glen Jackson joins the All Blacks Podcast to look back on his eclectic career and latest move into coaching with the Fiji national team."--RSS feed.
Subject  Jackson, Glen, 1975- Interviews.
Podcasts.
Rugby Union football New Zealand.
https://soundcloud.com/all-blacks-podcast150183620/allblacks-podcast-glen-final
Title: Glenn Gore - Chief Architect, Amazon Web Services.
Creator: Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2017]
Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary: "Paul Spain joins Glenn Gore following his keynote at Amazon's AWS Summit 2017 in Auckland. An Australian based in London, Glenn shares his own story and discusses what he's learnt working with organisations whose innovations leverage cloud technologies."--RSS feed.
Subject: Gore, Glenn Interviews.
Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.
Links: https://dts.podtrac.com/redirect.mp3/cdn.simplecast.com/audio/083219/083219e0-dcd5-4385-9d15-8105e91523a6/d3b4141c-9933-4e08-ac87-880c2a054b72/2fb0e358_tc.mp3?aid=rss_feed
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/2fb0e358-2fb0e358

Title: Glory Days.
Publishing Details: [Wellington] : [Yellow Fever], [2019]
Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Series: Phoenix City ; May 03, 2019.
Summary: "It's playoff week, and the pod are overwhelmingly positive about the chances of beating the Victory to progress to the semifinals following the uplifting 5-0 loss to the Glory! Meanwhile, have the Phoenix signed a new coach already?(Note: the audio quality improves about 13 minutes into the episode.)"--RSS feed.
Subject: Podcasts.
Soccer New Zealand.
Wellington Phoenix FC (Soccer club)
Links: https://thekidsareallwhite.podomatic.com/enclosure/2019-05-02T18_09_13-07_00.mp3
https://www.podomatic.com/podcasts/thekidsareallwhite/episodes/2019-05-02T18_09_13-07_00
Title  Go Forth.

**Publishing Details** [Wellington] : [Yellow Fever], [2019]
- **Format** 1 online resource (1 audio file)
- **Series** Phoenix City ; March 29, 2019.

**Summary** "The Phoenix dispatched the Wanderers with relative ease - can they keep the run up with a win over Newcastle after a week off? Elsewhere, the TeeDubs exposed Auckland City big time, and the Central League kicks off its first round."--RSS feed.

**Subject** Podcasts.
  - Soccer New Zealand.
  - Wellington Phoenix FC (Soccer club)

**Links**
- https://thekidsareallwhite.podomatic.com/enclosure/2019-03-29T01_19_26-07_00.mp3
- https://www.podomatic.com/podcasts/thekidsareallwhite/episodes/2019-03-29T01_19_26-07_00

---

Title  Going viral: a history of conspiracy theories and bad ideas.

**Creator** Dudding, Adam.

**Publishing Details** [Wellington] : [Stuff Limited] [2020]
- **Format** 1 online resource (1 audio file)

**Summary** "The wild theory that Covid-19 has something to do with 5G phone masts isn't the first time humans have freaked out about a new technology. Dr Robert Bartholomew joins the show to give us a lesson on the history of such conspiracies, and why they spread. Stuff political reporter Thomas Manch breaks down the hard-hitting new report into NZ's contact-tracing shortfalls. And hosts Eugene Bingham and Adam Dudding receive an interesting proposition from an online mask retailer.Links: Click here for every episode of Coronavirus NZ. Full Stuff coronavirus coverageEugene on Twitter; Adam on TwitterPlague playlist: Justin Trudeau sings Speaking MoistlyOur email: viruspod@stuff.co.nz."--RSS feed.

**Subject** Bartholomew, Robert E. Interviews.
  - COVID-19 (Disease) New Zealand.
  - Manch, Thomas Interviews.
  - Podcasts.

**Links**
- https://media.whooshkaa.com/show/11846/episode/630482.mp3
- https://player.whooshkaa.com/episode?id=630482
"Kia ora tatou, my name is Toby Manhire and this is Gone By Lunchtime Extra, a special marking the first anniversary of that white smoke moment when Winston Peters appointed Jacinda Ardern the pope of New Zealand. And as luck would have it our guest star on this podcast special is Jacinda Ardern, prime minister of New Zealand, who pope in to the Gone By Lunchtime studio on Wednesday morning. You can read the print version of this podcast at thespinoff.co.nz - as ever a thousand thanks to our sponsors Flick - click through from any Politics post on the Spinoff and you can snag a sweet, sweet deal. I started by asking the PM to cast her mind back to a year ago, the final days of coalition negotiations. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.

Subject New Zealand Politics and government.

Links
"On the latest episode of The Good Citizen podcast, Anahera Rawiri talks to Jeremy Hansen about the unique Māori solutions Auckland’s housing crisis. New Zealand’s housing crisis is a systemic failure on so many fronts: a rapidly growing population, insane house prices, a drastic shortage of quality homes, a volatile renting market, tight lending restrictions, no capital gains tax and so much more. All of it is interdependent and complicated, which is partly why, at a national level, it’s been put in the too-hard basket for too long. But in Auckland, one hapū has been tackling these obstacles – financial, structural, psychological – in innovative ways with remarkable results. It’s been hard, painstaking work at a relatively small scale, but if offers lessons that could be applied across the country – and shows that our housing problems, when tackled one by one, may not be as intractable as we think. Up on the papakāinga at Ōrākei, 30 new warm, dry and generous terrace homes are testament to the determination of the members of Ngāti Whātua Ōrākei to begin to deal with the housing crisis in their own way. “There’s so much pressure on the housing market that people are looking for different ways of doing things,” says Anahera Rawiri, who works for Ngāti Whātua Ōrākei’s development arm. “We knew we had to build some houses, and it was good for us to do that. [But] the only way we could get around some of these barriers was to fund it ourselves.”

"Urban designer Ben van Bruggen spoke to Jeremy Hansen about why we should stop listening to the vocal minority attempting to block change, and be inspired about Auckland’s development. WH Auden once said “we would rather be ruined than changed”. It’s a quote urban designer Ben van Bruggen refers to when I ask him about how we might change the minds of Auckland’s legions of NIMBYs, opposed as they are to increased density, e-scooters, cycle lanes, and anything else that represents a new way of approaching urban problems. But van Bruggen, the Manager of Auckland’s Urban Design Strategy at Auckland Council, says he isn’t going to expend a lot of energy in trying to change these people’s minds. “They are the vocal minority,” he says. “There are a group of people who actually want change but they’re not as vocal or not as demanding, because they may not have seen or been told the stories of what that future might look like. We should appeal to them.” Van Bruggen is an optimist in a job where optimism is most certainly required. Auckland is in the midst of some acute growing pains, with a burgeoning population putting huge pressure on housing and transport infrastructure in particular. Van Bruggen isn’t daunted by this. In fact, he is so excited about Auckland’s potential that he moved here with his family from the UK in 2017. “I was just captivated by what Ludo [Campbell-Reid, Design Champion at Auckland Council] and his colleagues were saying about Auckland and where it was going. [There was] a discourse around what design meant in a place like this. As an urbanist you don’t get that many
opportunities to have a city-wide perspective on what you’re doing. Auckland is small enough to understand, but big enough to matter.” That said, the city faces challenges on multiple fronts. The population is growing by about 2.6 percent each year which, van Bruggen says, is “a lot to be contending with” for any developed nation. In the 1950s Auckland had a terrific tram system with one of the world’s highest rates of ridership, while nowadays some people (looking at you, Judith Collins) are still resisting a single light rail line down Dominion Road and through Māngere to the airport. The road toll is abysmal, and everyone knows we’re in the midst of a severe housing crisis. Still, van Bruggen’s optimism remains. On housing: “The global finance approach to housing as commodity exists, so we have a housing crisis,” van Bruggen says. Auckland Council is already acting, he adds, as the planning regime allows for a million homes to be built within the city limits right now. So why do we have a crisis still? “We’ve given over much of our housing development to the private sector ... they focus on a very narrow bit of the market. If we perhaps take more of a lead from Germany or Holland, where the public sector has a much higher role in enabling people to build for themselves — and it enables a rental market in high-quality renting and secure tenancy. Generally the government [there] owns the land and doesn’t sell it off ... it takes a long-term estate management role in the city.”

Subject: Community development, Urban New Zealand.

Title: The Good Citizen – Fonteyn Moses-te Kani.

Creator: Hansen, Jeremy.

Publishing Details: [Auckland] : [The Spinoff], [2018]

Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary: "From a mostly-Māori rural community to the centre of one of the country’s biggest banks: in the latest episode of The Good Citizen, Fonteyn Moses-Te Kani tells Jeremy Hansen how we can do diversity better. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information.”

Subject: Community development, Urban New Zealand.

Links: https://media.acast.com/the-good-citizen/the-good-citizen-episode-4-ben-van-bruggen/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/the-good-citizen/the-good-citizen-episode-4-ben-van-bruggen
"We need to stop chickening out." Landscape Architect and Urban Designer Henry Crothers is playing a guiding role in the creation of many of the best bits of a whole lot of New Zealand towns and cities, but he thinks it’s time for more bravery when it comes to the reinvention of the places we share. He’s been instrumental in the design of much-lauded projects including Auckland’s Wynyard Quarter, Westhaven Promenade and Te Ara i Whiti (the pink cycle path), and now his firm, LandLAB, is immersed in the rehabilitation of central Christchurch, as well as new master plans for Tauranga and Queenstown. A little more courage, he says, could change these places from good to great.

See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information.

Subject Community development, Urban New Zealand.
Crothers, Henry Interviews.
Kōnae ipurangi.
Podcasts.
Whakapakari ā-iwi.

Links https://media.acast.com/the-good-citizen/the-good-citizen-episode-02-henry-crothers/media.mp3

"On the latest episode of The Good Citizen podcast, Jacqueline Paul talks to Jeremy Hansen about the housing crisis, inequality and why racist stereotyping has got to stop. Landscape architect, housing advocate and aspiring local body politician, Jacqueline Paul (Ngāpuhi, Ngāti Tūwharetoa, Ngāti Kahungunu ki Heretaunga), isn’t sitting around waiting to be heard. She’s speaking up, and speaking loudly. She doesn’t want to hear about hope. In fact, she’s over it – so much so that she asks people not to speak of it, as she has heard too many aspirational statements that haven’t been followed up. But this doesn’t mean she is in the depths of despair. Instead, the 25-year-old wants to see less hope and more concrete action. Because hope is a luxury in increasingly scarce supply for many of the people she knows – rangatahi Māori from south Auckland especially. Paul grew up and still lives in Papakura and has seen the debilitating effects of what happens when hope starts to dry up. The housing crisis is a prime example. "It’s actually had a huge impact on us," she says, "where it’s so far out of reach now that we’ve lost that dream and that hope. Some people might say, big deal, just rent. [But] it’s a sense of stability, a place of belonging ... these massive big-picture things can really affect your wellbeing." See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information.

Subject Community development, Urban New Zealand.
Kōnae ipurangi.
Paul, Jacqueline Interviews.
Podcasts.
Whakapakari ā-iwi.

Links https://media.acast.com/the-good-citizen/jacquelinepaul/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/the-good-citizen/jacquelinepaul
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>The Good Citizen – Jade Kake.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Hansen, Jeremy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[Auckland] : [The Spinoff], [2018]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource (1 audio file)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;In the first episode of The Good Citizen Jeremy Hansen talks to Jade Kake about how the work of the Māori design movement can make life in Aotearoa better for all its citizens. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information.&quot;--RSS feed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Links</td>
<td><a href="https://media.acast.com/the-good-citizen/the-good-citizen/media.mp3">https://media.acast.com/the-good-citizen/the-good-citizen/media.mp3</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Title</td>
<td>Goodbye TrueNet, License Plate tracking, $530 Million Cryptocurrency stolen.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Spain, Paul.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2018]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource (1 audio file)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;U.S. License Plate tracking, $530 Million Cryptocurrency stolen, SpaceX preps Falcon Heavy rocket, Unlimited 1Gbps Internet&quot;--RSS feed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Podcasts. Technology New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><a href="https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/ae2188ad-ae2188ad">https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/ae2188ad-ae2188ad</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Title</td>
<td>Goodnest, Media Design School, John Key’s legacy, Amazon Go, Network 4 Learning, Uber Eats NZ.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Spain, Paul.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2016]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource (1 audio file)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;This week – Amazon Go, NZ startup Goodnest, Media Design School, John Key, Network 4 Learning, Uber Eats NZ, Netflix offline hands on, Android Pay, Slingshot gets into power and gas, Mediaworks Rova, Pebble joining Fitbit, Amazon Australia. Running time 01:15:08&quot;--RSS feed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Podcasts. Technology New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Links</td>
<td><a href="https://dts.podtrac.com/redirect.mp3/cdn.simplecast.com/audio/083219/083219e0-dcd5-4385-9d15-8105e91523a6/59f90ad7-3b5e-46cd-adc6-ee7a90f8bae6/60ef5d3f_tc.mp3?aid=rss_feed">https://dts.podtrac.com/redirect.mp3/cdn.simplecast.com/audio/083219/083219e0-dcd5-4385-9d15-8105e91523a6/59f90ad7-3b5e-46cd-adc6-ee7a90f8bae6/60ef5d3f_tc.mp3?aid=rss_feed</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><a href="https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/60ef5d3f-60ef5d3f">https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/60ef5d3f-60ef5d3f</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Title  Google AI gets creative, $386k tweet fine, trying unlimited LTE data, expanded low cost roaming.

Creator  Spain, Paul.

Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2017]

Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary  "BMW puts meetings in the car, Google’s stunning AI imagery, Vodafone expands $5 roaming, unlimited 4G LTE data in NZ, Slingshot Power vs TrustPower vs Flick, US border patrol vs cloud data, Twitter user who posted Ryanair terror threat fined $386,000


Subject  Podcasts.


https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/633bd933-633bd933


Title  Google Duo, smart tattoos, Kevin Mitnick vs Steve Wozniak, Note 7 Iris authentication.

Creator  Spain, Paul.

Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2016]

Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary  "NZ Tech Podcast 297: Google Duo, smart tattoos, Kevin Mitnick Google Duo taking on Apple Facetime, MIT’s smart tattoos, Kevin Mitnick and Steve Wozniak hit NZ, Samsung Note 7 Iris authentication, Ed Hyde stepping up as Spark Ventures CEO, electric car tech and Blendle.com vs Steve Wozniak Running time 000:45:29"--RSS feed.

Subject  Podcasts.

Links  https://dts.podtrac.com/redirect.mp3/cdn.simplecast.com/audio/083219/083219e0-dcd5-4385-9d15-8105e91523a6/a988bc68-0d46-484b-8102-0b50dc03d463/7f7f5df5_tc.mp3?aid=rss_feed

https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/7f7f5df5-7f7f5df5

Title  Google IO, 2degrees 4G LTE launch, Govts $65m towards the Hawaiki undersea cable.
Creator  Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2014]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "We discuss 2degrees 4G LTE launch and their customers desire for fixed internet, Google IO, the Govt's $65 towards Hawaiki, Microsoft OneDrive vs Google Drive, unlimited business VDSL, Thrifty's 3G hotspot, Menumania's acquisition, Spark's launch date. Running time: 0:58:51"--RSS feed.
Subject  Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.
Links  https://dts.podtrac.com/redirect.mp3/cdn.simplecast.com/audio/083219/083219e0-dcd5-4385-9d15-8105e91523a6/e07ee9ee-99c1-4741-8298-0167a905a745/db8cfe0f_tc.mp3?aid=rss_feed
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/db8cfe0f-db8cfe0f

Title  Google I/O, AI robot makes phone calls for you, Air New Zealand Wi-Fi, Digital Surveillance in NZ.
Creator  Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2018]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Subject  Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/f3c9f908-f3c9f908
Title: Google I/O highlights, Milo kids activity tracker, NZ Internet usage, Workday’s opening NZ call centre.

Creator: Spain, Paul.

Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2017]

Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary: "Google I/O highlights – Google Lens, VR headsets, new Google Assistant tech including proactive alerts and a robotic cocktail maker, Android Go and more. Plus Milo’s kids activity tracker, NZ’s internet appetite, Workday’s NZ call centre."--RSS feed.

Subject: Podcasts.

Links: https://dts.podtrac.com/redirect.mp3/cdn.simplecast.com/audio/083219/083219e0-dcd5-4385-9d15-8105e91523a6/424aed9c-7ee4-4a41-bdc3-b391c5d6eb7f/903e6e4f_tc.mp3?aid=rss_feed
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/903e6e4f-903e6e4f

Title: Google I/O highlights, Run the Empire, Lumia 650, Duco vs Facebook streamers.

Creator: Spain, Paul.

Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2016]

Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary: "Highlights from Google IO incl the marriage of Chrome OS and Android, Allo, Duo, Wear 2 and Google Home. Also, Joseph Parker’s fight streamed via Facebook Video, Run the Empire game, an Alcohol monitoring wearable, NZ Hi-Tech Awards, Lumia 650, Huawei P9. Running time 00:59:44"--RSS feed.

Subject: Podcasts.

https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/77b20a2f-77b20a2f
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Google I/O, NZ Hi-Tech Awards, Smart Bulbs.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Spain, Paul.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2013]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource (1 audio file)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;This week Paul Spain is joined by Sim Ahmed to discuss the NZ Hi-Tech Awards, Google I/O, Wi-Fi smart bulbs from Limitless LED, Philips and Lifx. We also delve into the latest in smartphones, tablets and laptops. Running time : 0:44:05&quot;--RSS feed.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Google Loon, E3, MacBook Air and Fitbit Flex hands on.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Spain, Paul.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2013]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource (1 audio file)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;Kicking off this episode we have first-hand reports on Google Loon and E3. Other topics include the end of Fairfax main tech media in NZ, new Apple device hands on, Facebook Hashtags, Google acquisition of Waze and news of 2degrees 4G upgrade. Running time : 0:42:46&quot;--RSS feed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Podcasts. Technology New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Title  Google Pixel 2 + Pixel Buds, Travel Rockets, Air NZ Wi-Fi, Fitbit Ionic, Dyson Pure Hot Cool Link.
Creator  Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2017]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Google steps up with Pixel 2, Pixel 2 XL and Pixel Buds. BNZ joining Apple Pay, Air NZ Wi-Fi testing, Internet and Cellsite Balloons, Investigators use AI to find who betrayed Anne Frank, FitBit Ionic lands and Dyson Pure Hot Cool Link, GoPro Hero 6 Black"--RSS feed.
Subject  Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.
Links  https://dts.podtrac.com/redirect.mp3/cdn.simplecast.com/audio/083219/083219e0-dcd5-4385-9d15-8105e91523a6/73c33784-1e3c-4232-b74e-831c46a3f5fd/71bd9a52_tc.mp3?aid=rss_feed
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/71bd9a52-71bd9a52

Title  Google Pixel/Pixel XL, Samsung brand woes, Air NZ Wi-Fi, Tesla NZ, Microsoft Ignite NZ preview.
Creator  Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2016]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Where is Google’s heading with Google Pixel and Pixel XL phones? Also Air New Zealand announced inflight Wi-Fi, Tesla NZ, Samsung’s Galaxy Note 7 brand burns. Plus inside commentary on Microsoft Ignite from Microsoft’s Regan Murphy and Nigel Parker. Running time 01:03:52"--RSS feed.
Subject  Murphy, Regan Interviews.
Parker, Nigel (Of Microsoft) Interviews.
Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.
Title  Google.com sold for $12, Google Nexus 6P hands on, faster Rural Broadband, ASB Clever Kash.
Creator  Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2015]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "This week we try out Google’s upcoming Nexus 6P smartphone courtesy of Huawei, and discuss ASB Clever Kash, streaming vs network TV, Google and Microsoft’s historic agreement, free Internet for Africa, NZ rural broadband and Paul’s embarrassing admission. Running time : 1:01:21"--RSS feed.
Subject  Podcasts.
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/486455b2-486455b2

Title  The Gory saga of Todd Barclay, Labour’s intern storm, and Hone Duterte.
Creator  Lee-Mather, Annabelle.
Publishing Details  [Auckland] : [The Spinoff], [2017]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Loaded to the eyeballs on performance enhancing mint chocolate, the Gone By Lunchtime beat combo pick over the remains of a momentous week in New Zealand politics. As the election build-up lurches through the gears, Toby Manhire is joined by Annabelle Lee, executive producer of The Hui, and Ben Thomas of Exceltium to discuss the scandal that led to Todd Barclay’s resignation as National candidate for Clutha-Southland and the resulting mayhem that threw Bill English’s “delivering” conference plans into disarray, as well as the volunteer fiasco that enveloped the Labour Party, the relentless march of Winston Peters and Mana leader Hone Harawira’s call to execute P importers. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  New Zealand Politics and government.
Title: Got the Ball.
Creator: Ball, David, 1989-
Publishing Details: [Wellington] : [Yellow Fever], [2019]
Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Series: Phoenix City ; July 18, 2019.
Summary: "New arrival to Wellington, David Ball, chats to the pod about why he's moved around the world to play football, his playing history and his goals for the season. Meanwhile, the Phoenix have a range of trialists at training at the moment, and have started signing the standout ones."--RSS feed.
Subject: Ball, David, 1989- Interviews.
Podcasts.
Soccer New Zealand.
Wellington Phoenix FC (Soccer club)
Links: https://thekidsareallwhite.podomatic.com/enclosure/2019-07-18T16_54_55-07_00.mp3

Title: A Grab Bag of Embarrassment.
Creator: Lund, Jeb.
Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2017]
Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary: "Jeb and Tim file separate reports from around the world. This episode, Jeb is counting the ways in which this new administration continues to embarrass themselves and it is NOT A LOW NUMBER. Meanwhile Tim muses on impeachment possibilities off the back of developments in the Russia ties scandal and delivers some developing political scandal from his home country of New Zealand. Plus, we sure hope you don't need healthcare anytime soon."--RSS feed.
Subject: Podcasts.
World politics.
Links: https://traffic.omny.fm/d/clips/6e2a797b-0cc4-4c0b-a44d-a51e0019bc3c/f5c796b6-19ca-41d0-8bf-a86c00df11ad/1b6371a6-fe07-4585-908d-a73f00d1be3f/audio.mp3?utm_source=Podcast&in_playlist=193caf0a-87f4-4441-934d-a68c00e44c3e&t=1490302916
https://omny.fm/shows/polidicks/a-grab-bag-of-embarrassment
Title Grabbing America By The P****.
Creator Lund, Jeb.
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2016]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "The second Presidential debate has just happened and unfortunately both Jeb and Tim had to watch it sober (not recommended). Come get all your hot takes on Trump's terrible job at navigating through the Billy Bush tapes, both candidates' lack of foreign policy detail and whether Bill Clinton could be elected in today's social climate. Plus talk of special prosecutors (how do they work?), Mike Pence (future GOP nominee?) and that time Trump called Cruz the son-of-a-JFK-assassination-consirator (remember that?). Trailer: Tim Talks ToMusic credit: https://soundcloud.com/yoemase"--RSS feed.
Subject Podcasts.
World politics.
Links https://traffic.omny.fm/d/clips/6e2a797b-0cc4-4c0b-a44d-a51e0019bc3c/f5c796b6-19ca-41d0-8bff-a68c00d11a/c690e555-7bfe-460e-aa66-a69b00a69b4/audio.mp3?utm_source=Podcast&in_playlist=193caf0a-87f4-4441-934d-a68c00e44c3e&t=1476093977
https://omny.fm/shows/polidicks/grabbing-america-by-the-p

Title Grant Guise.
Creator Rayment, Matt.
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Dirt Church Radio], [2018]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Matt and Eugene turn it up to 11 and break off the knob with Altra New Zealand’s Grant Guise. We talk about Hardrock, Punk Rock, and Grant’s beginnings running track and cross country in Riverton. We lurch though his ten years spent chasing winter across the globe, discuss his journey to becoming an elite ultra marathon runner, and the travails of being self employed in the outdoors industry (while your wife is at medical school). We have two ripper Greatest Runs Ever, and a thoughtful Stuff You Should Know - about drugs. Dirt Church Radio - interesting conversations with interesting runners."--RSS feed.
Subject Guise, Grant Interviews.
Mountain running New Zealand.
Podcasts.
Links https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5b12367ff8370a538dd229e3/t/5b601514aa4a9979974b3f37/1533023836199/Ep003+Grant+Guise.mp3
https://www.dirtchurchradio.com/dirtchurchradio/2018/7/30/dcr-ep-003-grant-guise
Title: The Great Kiwi BS-detector: sifting fact from fiction.

Creator: Dudding, Adam.

Publishing Details: [Wellington] : [Stuff Limited] [2020]

Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary: "Stuff's Eloise Gibson compares Kiwis' science savvy with countries abroad - and explains why America's version of Ashley Bloomfield may have the worst job in the world. Tracy Watkins explains why politics seems to have vanished in this crisis - but it's still ticking away in the background. And Adam discovers a terrible truth about hedgehogs.

Links: Click here for every episode of Coronavirus NZ. Full Stuff coronavirus coverage. Eugene on Twitter. Adam on Twitter. Plague Playlist: Viral Counterpoint of the Coronavirus Spike Protein. Our email: viruspod@stuff.co.nz."


Links: https://media.whooshkaa.com/show/11846/episode/621446.mp3
       https://player.whooshkaa.com/episode?id=621446

---

Title: Greg Cross - Co-founder, Soul Machines.

Creator: Spain, Paul.

Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2020]

Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)


Subject: Cross, Greg Interviews. Podcasts.

Links: https://dts.podtrac.com/redirect.mp3/cdn.simplecast.com/audio/083219/083219e0-dcd5-4385-9d15-8105e91523a6/1f2131ba-a64c-4a69-ae52-87c7f2911bd1/nztechpodcast487_tc.mp3?aid=rss_feed
       https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/greg-cross-co-founder-soul-machines-_QhUu_Px
Title: Greg Shanahan on TIN100 and NZ startups, Vodafone NZ sells for $3.4B, Uber shares tank - NZ Tech Podcast 439.

Creator: Spain, Paul.

Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2019]

Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)


Subject: Podcasts.
Shanahan, Greg Interviews.
Technology New Zealand.


Title: Grounded: Will we ever fly again?

Creator: Dudding, Adam.

Publishing Details: [Wellington] : [Stuff Limited] [2020]

Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary: "International travel - remember that? So when will we fly again, and what will that look like? Stuff travel editor Trupti Biradar explains why the airline middle seat may be doomed - and why we need to start planning trips within New Zealand. Meanwhile, political reporter Thomas Coughlan sticks up for Donald Trump - kind of. And the Where's the Flour investigation takes a new, shocking turn.Links: Click here for every episode of Coronavirus NZ. Full Stuff coronavirus coverageEugene on Twitter; Adam on TwitterPlague playlist: Ashley Bloomfield - the LPDonate to Stuff hereOur email: viruspod@stuff.co.nz."--RSS feed.

Subject: Biradar, Trupti Interviews.
COVID-19 (Disease) New Zealand.
Coughlan, Thomas Interviews.
Podcasts.

Title Hales to the Thief.

Creator Hales, Scott, 1981-

Publishing Details [Wellington] : [Yellow Fever], [2019]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Series Phoenix City ; November 07, 2019.

Summary "Scott Hales, head coach of Team Wellington, joins the pod as the ISPS Handa Prem gets underway. We chat about what's ahead for the season, getting a win under the belt first up, and what José moving to Auckland will mean for the league as a whole. Part two of two."--RSS feed.

Subject Hales, Scott, 1981- Interviews.
Podcasts.
Soccer New Zealand.
Wellington Phoenix FC (Soccer club)

Links https://thekidsareallwhite.podomatic.com/enclosure/2019-11-07T06_17_06-08_00.mp3
https://www.podomatic.com/podcasts/thekidsareallwhite/episodes/2019-11-07T06_17_06-08_00

Title Hands on Apple Watch, MacBook, Microsoft Surface 3, Huawei TalkBand B2, Open Source Open Society Conference.

Creator Spain, Paul.

Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2015]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary "Paul acquires an Apple Watch in Los Angeles, and also spends time with the new MacBook, Microsoft Surface 3, Huawei TalkBand B2. Also - Open Source Open Society Conference, Xero results, Internet speeds and Netflix, Uber price increase. Running time : 0:37:00"--RSS feed.

Subject Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.

https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/4fb2adb1-4fb2adb1
Title Hands on HTC One M9, LG 34” curved widescreen, Asus TransformerBook Chi.
Creator Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2015]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "This week we attend the HTC One M9 smartphone launch and discuss the Office 2016 (Windows, Mac, Tablet) previews, Asus Transformer Book T300 Chi, LG 34” curved 21:9 screen, Netflix plan to avoid GST and Techvana - The Ntec New Zealand Computer Museum. Running time : 0:25:22"--RSS feed.
Subject Podcasts.
Links https://dts.podtrac.com/redirect.mp3/cdn.simplecast.com/audio/083219/083219e0-dcd5-4385-9d15-8105e91523a6/be1a5bcc-9f8f-43e8-8807-17705d05e999/53a98820_tc.mp3?aid=rss_feed
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/53a98820-53a98820

Title Hands on MacBook Pro and Touch Bar, Hawaiki cable, Symantec Cyber Security predictions.
Creator Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2016]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "AirBnB woes in Spain and US, Telsa powers a Pacific Island, Hacking leads to free San Francisco journeys, Hawaiki fibre cable linking NZ globally, Auckland Airport outage, new MacBook Por, Symantec Cyber Security predications, Truenet latency report. Running time 00:57:08"--RSS feed.
Subject Podcasts.
Links https://dts.podtrac.com/redirect.mp3/cdn.simplecast.com/audio/083219/083219e0-dcd5-4385-9d15-8105e91523a6/1eda0b0-7dbe-490e-aac1-46b04dd6633c/4e42405e_tc.mp3?aid=rss_feed
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/4e42405e-4e42405e
Hands on Samsung Galaxy S9 and S9+, Mobile World Congress, Plexure, a taste of the Future.

Creator: Spain, Paul.

Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2018]

Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary: "Samsung Galaxy S9 and Galaxy S9+ hands on and mobile photography plus news from Mobile World Congress. Also Unisys Digi-Pet and E-Govt report, Lightbox upgrade, the future of NZ shopping, Japanese Robo-bees and we hear from Plexure’s CEO."--RSS feed.

Subject: Podcasts, Technology New Zealand.

Links: https://dts.podtrac.com/redirect.mp3/cdn.simplecast.com/audio/083219/083219e0-dcd5-4385-9d15-8105e91523a6/a6bafcc8c-635d-40c8-9923-0a5419a589b9/280cc897_tc.mp3?aid=rss_feed
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/280cc897-280cc897

Hands on Samsung Note 5 and Galaxy S6 Edge+, Morepork, TomTom Bandit, Netflix Tax, TPPA.

Creator: Spain, Paul.

Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2015]

Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary: "This episode we discuss experiences with the Samsung Note 5 + Galaxy S6 Edge+, Spark’s Morepork smarthome security, TomTom Bandit (GoPro competitor), TPP Agreement, the so-called Netflix tax and CodeBlue’s acquisition by Australia’s CSG. Running time: 0:52:39"--RSS feed.

Subject: Podcasts, Technology New Zealand.

Links: https://dts.podtrac.com/redirect.mp3/cdn.simplecast.com/audio/083219/083219e0-dcd5-4385-9d15-8105e91523a6/b24ef726-4487-41a4-b709-e1d4315acd5f/8dd7e45b_tc.mp3?aid=rss_feed
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/8dd7e45b-8dd7e45b
Title Hands on Samsung Note 7 and Xbox One S, NZ's Module ’Decibel’ and AlphaCrowd Equity Crowdfunding.

Creator Spain, Paul.

Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2016]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary "NZ’s first Samsung Note 7 hands on preview, Xbox One S, Brick Laying robot, Xiaomi’s MacBook Air clone, Uber China sold to Chinese competitor Didi Chuxing, iPhone 7 leaks, autonomous shuttle bus, Module’s Equity Crowdfunding campaign and Decibel speaker. Running time 01:07:20"--RSS feed.

Subject Podcasts.

Technology New Zealand.

https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/2a8acdb4-2a8acdb4

Title Hands on the Microsoft Band, iPad Air 2, iPad Mini 3, Toshiba's US$99 Encore Mini.

Creator Spain, Paul.

Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2014]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary "We go hands with the Microsoft Band fitness wearable, Apple iPad Air 2, iPad Mini 3 Samsung Gear S and Toshiba's US$99 Encore Mini. We also discuss Spark's $60m data centre, the 100GB mobile data plan and what was a shocking week in space exploration. Running time : 0:48:11"--RSS feed.

Subject Podcasts.

Technology New Zealand.

Links https://dts.podtrac.com/redirect.mp3/cdn.simplecast.com/audio/083219/083219e0-dcd5-4385-9d15-8105e91523a6/5a6b0e82-dc83-44c8-8011-b2922dc4f213/d3f4272c_tc.mp3?aid=rss_feed
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/d3f4272c-d3f4272c
Hands on Windows Phone 8.1, Galaxy S5 and Gear Neo, Sony Xperia E1.

We discuss Microsoft’s latest news from Build – and go hands on with Windows Phone 8.1. We also take a look at the Galaxy S5 paired with the Galaxy, and Sony’s budget Xperia E1. And Kim Dotcom faces new legal action – this from 7 Hollywood studios. Running time: 0:57:09.--RSS feed.
Title Harvey's Bathtub.
Creator Lund, Jeb.
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2017]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Hollywood's dark underbelly has been exposed and Jeb and Tim discuss whether the Weinstein fiasco will lead to even more public airing of abuses by powerful men or stop dead at the ruined film executive. Trump's military moral authority is questioned, in light of him talking and joking while a flag lowering ceremony is taking place at a military base during a Fox interview. Meanwhile actual (terrible) policy is still happening too; This week, the continuation of Project Destroy Obamacare. On a lighter note, New Zealand still doesn't have a government and nobody seems to mind too much."--RSS feed.
Subject Podcasts.
World politics.
Links https://traffic.omny.fm/d/clips/6e2a797b-0cc4-4c0b-a44d-a51e0019bc3cf5c796b6-19ca-41d0-8bff-a68c00df11ad/36fe3ab5-10c8-4c59-8963-a80b007e68e2/audio.mp3?utm_source=Podcast&in_playlist=193caf0a-87f4-4441-934d-a68c00e44c3e&t=1507935409
https://omny.fm/shows/polidicks/harveys-bathtub

Title Haughty Hairdresser ~ School Prizegiving ~ Hospital Bag Lols.
Creator Yee, Jane.
Publishing Details [Auckland] : [Jane Yee], [2018]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "This week on Breeder's Digest, we're diving into the washing pile to bring you crucial chat from the other side of the delivery suite, including:-- Haughty Hairdresser: An Auckland hair salon turns away one of its young clients- School Prizegiving: How do they affect the confidence of our kids?- Hospital Bag Lols: What did you pack for labour that now make you laugh?- Top 5: Things we dread doing with our childrenWe welcome your feedback. Please head to our Facebook page to get in touch "--RSS feed.
Subject Child rearing New Zealand.
Podcasts.
Links https://mcdn.podbean.com/mf/web/mt8y3b/Breeder_s_Digest_Episode_2_-27_Nov_2018.mp3
https://breedersdigest.podbean.com/e/haughty-hairdresser-school-prizegiving-hospital-bag-lols
Title  Hawaiki Cable hitting NZ, Air NZ inflight Wi-Fi speeds, Hotel Robots, Alexa/Google/Cortana.
Creator  Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2018]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Hawaiki Cable laying shipping hitting Auckland, Air NZ Wi-Fi test results via TravelTalk NZ, iTunes card scams, Spectre & Meltdown, Kodak cryptocurrency partnerships, Smart Shoes, Hotel Robots, Table Tennis Robot and Voice Assistants everywhere. www.nztechpodcast.com www.paulspain.com www.gorillatechnology.com  "--RSS feed.
Subject  Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.
Links  https://dts.podtrac.com/redirect.mp3/cdn.simplecast.com/audio/083219/083219e0-dcd5-4385-9d15-8105e91523a6/ee848a0a-3b39-442d-88a1-387071422e0d/93d5ea7e_tc.mp3?aid=rss_feed
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/93d5ea7e-93d5ea7e

Title  Hawaiki Cable, Vodafone UFB, Skinny's $16/month plan, UE audio.
Creator  Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2013]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Topics include Hawaiki Cable, Vodafone UFB, Windows 8.1 and Windows Server 2012 R2, Vodafone soft launches UFB plans, Skinny's $16/month mobile plan, Ultimate Ears UE9000, UE Mobile Boombox, Logitech Z600, a cell signal booster for 2degrees customers. Running time : 0:57:04"--RSS feed.
Subject  Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/dce69b15-dce69b15
Title  Healthtech Supernode Challenge: An explanation of why it matters with Marian Johnson.

Creator  Moe, Steven, 1976-

Publishing Details  [Rolleston] : Steven Moe, [2020]

Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary  "This is an excerpt with Marian Johnson about the Healthtech Supernode Challenge which is on now. The full interview on her life and work with Ministry of Awesome will follow later this week. For more on the challenge visit: https://www.healthtechchallenge.co.nz Ministry of Awesome: https://ministryofawesome.com/ More info at www.theseeds.nz  "--RSS feed.

Subject  Johnson, Marian Interviews.

Podcasts.

Social entrepreneurship New Zealand.

Links  https://chtbl.com/track/89G95E/traffic.libsyn.com/secure/seeds/Healthtech_challenge.mp3?destination-id=571558

Title  Heartbleed, HTC One M8, Amazon Fire TV, ASB PayTag, Samsung’s latest.

Creator  Spain, Paul.

Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2014]

Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary  "We discuss hands on experiences with Amazon Fire TV, HTC One M8 and Samsung’s Galaxy S5 and Gear wearables. Also on the agenda – the notorious Heartbleed bug, ASB’s upcoming PayTag NFC payment system, new TVs and Windows Phone 8.1. Running time : 0:51:30"--RSS feed.

Subject  Podcasts.

Technology New Zealand.

https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/113cb6d4-113cb6d4
Title: HeartthRob.
Creator: Morrison, Rob (Chairman of Wellington Phoenix).
Publishing Details: [Wellington, New Zealand] : [Yellow Fever], [2020]
Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary: "Rob Morrison, chairman of Wellington Phoenix FC, joins the pod this week as the crew headed down to The Churchill for the Phoenix members night. We talk about the resumption of the A-League, the current and future broadcast situation of the league, and the challenges of running a football club during Level 4 lockdown."--RSS feed.
Subject: Morrison, Rob (Chairman of Wellington Phoenix) interviews.
Links: https://thekidsareallwhite.podomatic.com/enclosure/2020-06-18T03_37_33-07_00.mp3
       https://www.podomatic.com/podcasts/thekidsareallwhite/episodes/2020-06-18T03_37_33-07_00

Title: Heatwave in Siberia.
Creator: Hanlon, Chris.
Publishing Details: [Hamilton, New Zealand] : [Chris Hanlon and Sam Elton-Waters], [2020]
Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary: "In this weeks catch up we learn how the Professional Speakers Association event went for Chris, and Sam went and checked out Armageddon in Tauranga. Where he spoke to some of the game creators who have taken their game To Marry for Love to Kickstarter. Find out what Sam thought it was initially, and all the details about this locally made game. He also bumped into one of our Patrons. Our 300th episode is coming up, plans are underway announced about what we are doing for that. Why would a rock found to have come from Mars be sent back to Mars? Do scientists have nothing better to do, or is there some actual reason behind it. Talking of scientists,will nuclear fusion be happening very soon? We also cover solar panels in Afghanistan, a NZ company fixing photos with AI, a toilet problem with COVID patients. How many emmy nominations did the HBO show Watchmen get, and what was the problem for some Kiwibank customers recently?"--RSS feed.
Subject: Podcasts.
Title: Helen Heath: Men Explain Things to Me by Rebecca Solnit.
Creator: Adam, Pip.
Publishing Details: [Wellington] : [Pip Adam], [2015]
Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary: "Men Explain Things to Me by Rebecca Solnit is the subject of today's discussion about reading and writing with Pip Adam."--RSS feed.
Subject: Heath, Helen, 1970- Interviews.
New Zealand literature.
Podcasts.
Links: https://mcdn.podbean.com/mf/web/w4ie7m/Ep16HelenHeathMenExplain.mp3

Title: Helen Lehndorf: Sketchbooks by Derek Jarman.
Creator: Adam, Pip.
Publishing Details: [Wellington] : [Pip Adam], [2016]
Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary: "Sketchbooks by Derek Jarman is the subject of today's discussion about reading and writing with Pip Adam."--RSS feed.
Subject: Lehndorf, Helen, 1972- Interviews.
New Zealand literature.
Podcasts.

Title: Helen Rickerby: Frankenstein by Mary Shelley.
Creator: Adam, Pip.
Publishing Details: [Wellington] : [Pip Adam], [2014]
Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary: "Frankenstein by Mary Shelley is the topic of today's discussion about reading and writing with Pip Adam. In this episode Pip talks with poet Helen Rickerby about Frankenstein, writing poetry about Mary Shelley and poetry and biography."--RSS feed.
Subject: New Zealand literature.
Podcasts.
Rickerby, Helen Interviews.
Links: https://mcdn.podbean.com/mf/web/jywvk8/HelenREp6.mp3
Title Helium filled Hard Drives, 2degrees Update and Nexus 5.
Creator Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2013]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Hot topics this week include the Google Nexus 5, pulse measuring earphones, helium filled hard drives, NZ's Mako Networks signing a big US deal, Microsoft Surface Pro 2, Asus Transformer Book T100 and Commision Commission's latest ruling. Running time : 0:56:01"--RSS feed.
Subject Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.
Links https://dts.podtrac.com/redirect.mp3/cdn.simplecast.com/audio/083219/083219e0-dcd5-4385-9d15-8105e91523a6/e2d540c1-0712-41c7-8f64-e624e2b914ed/3b1771b4_tc.mp3?aid=rss_feed
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/3b1771b4-3b1771b4

Title Here Come The Brides.
Creator Matafeo, Rose, 1992-
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcasts Network], [2020]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Alice and Rose are back in the UK, back in a quarantine and absolutely back on form. The two plan their imaginary weddings and get into a lengthy and somewhat boring argument about open marriages. Both Alice and Rose recorded this episode lying down and Alice is currently on her period. Email bonersoftheheart@gmail.com  See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject Podcasts.
Links https://sphinx.acast.com/both/herecomethebrides-acast356ea033/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/both/herecomethebrides-acast356ea033
Hey Instagram, it's not you, it's me.

The Universe is just giving me prod after prod like "Sooooo you're really into this 'question everything in life' shit aye? Well how about THESE APPLES!!" And so of course the latest part of my life that has got me thinking is how much my biz life and social media life are fucking with my "real life". Which sounds kinda strange but having an "Instagram Business" with my brand Ms Marnie has meant I've spent a ridiculous amount of time on my phone over the last 4 years and today I wanna chat about how recently I've had this mad urge to basically break up with social media for good. BUT the more I looked into it (and tried to blame Instagram for changing) the more I am realising that it's me that's my problem. I'm the one not holding boundaries around phone time, I'm the one using the 'gram not only to work but to numb out and I'm the one trapping myself in the "but this is how I've always done things" mentality. I also kind of side step into some information about postnatal depletion so if you have a listen and this piques your interest then totally get amongst Dr Oscar's Book called 'The Post Natal Depletion Cure' or if you're keen to listen to his yarn about social media and motherhood here's the link https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8e13zYfvl4&t=54s&fbclid=IwAR2DRqHE9Oa1gWC5CMOdZvS408-vC0fVOhJq_8sRzLz_5PACHazfGRaEV8k

Thank you SAHHH much for hanging out with a bitta Marnz in your ears and if you ever have any questions, comments or feedback then hit me up on holla@msmarnie.com --RSS feed.

Subject
Podcasts.
Self-actualization (Psychology)

Links
https://media.blubrry.com/just_me_being_me_no_apology/content.blubrry.com/just_me_being_me_no_apology/Hey_Instagram_its_not_you_its_me.mp3
https://blubrry.com/just_me_being_me_no_apology/62971786/hey-instagram-its-not-you-its-me/
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Hilary Barry: Keeping up a brave face.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Dudding, Adam.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[Wellington] : [Stuff Limited] [2020]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource (1 audio file)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>Throughout lockdown, TVNZ's Hilary Barry has been busting out tiaras and old frocks for 'Formal Friday'. She explains the background to the Covid-19 fad that swept the planet, and reveals the startling talent that she has, till now, kept on the lowdown. And Adam downloads a tracking app - but does he actually know who he's handing his data over to? The WOBA investigation continues.Links: Click here for every episode of Coronavirus NZ. Full Stuff coronavirus coverageEugene on Twitter; Adam on TwitterSupport StuffPlague Playlist: A Spoonful of Clorox by Randy RainbowOur email: <a href="mailto:viruspod@stuff.co.nz">viruspod@stuff.co.nz</a>&quot;--RSS feed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Barry, Hilary, 1969- Interviews.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>COVID-19 (Disease) New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Podcasts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Links</td>
<td><a href="https://media.whooshkaa.com/show/11846/episode/645960.mp3">https://media.whooshkaa.com/show/11846/episode/645960.mp3</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><a href="https://player.whooshkaa.com/episode?id=645960">https://player.whooshkaa.com/episode?id=645960</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>His Condolences.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Lund, Jeb.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2017]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource (1 audio file)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;US political journalist Jeb Lund and kiwi comedian Tim Batt chat discuss the bungled operation in Niger leading to the deaths of four special forces soldiers and Trump's bungled condolence call to one of the widows. Also this week; Betsy DeVos is a nightmare that's finally starting to surface on the news as a result of rescinding 72 policy documents guiding schools on Special Education; a Putin critic's US Visa is pulled suddenly and New Zealand finally has a government!&quot;--RSS feed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Podcasts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>World politics.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Links</td>
<td><a href="https://traffic.omny.fm/d/clips/6e2a797b-0cc4-4c0b-a44d-a51e0019bc3c/f5c796b6-19ca-41d0-8bfc-a68c00df11ad/5ecf832d-157d-437d-b39c-a815018724c0/audio.mp3?utm_source=Podcasts&amp;utm_playlist=193ca60a-87ff-4441-934d-a68c00e44c3e&amp;t=1508802693">https://traffic.omny.fm/d/clips/6e2a797b-0cc4-4c0b-a44d-a51e0019bc3c/f5c796b6-19ca-41d0-8bfc-a68c00df11ad/5ecf832d-157d-437d-b39c-a815018724c0/audio.mp3?utm_source=Podcasts&amp;utm_playlist=193ca60a-87ff-4441-934d-a68c00e44c3e&amp;t=1508802693</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><a href="https://omny.fm/shows/polidicks/his-condolences">https://omny.fm/shows/polidicks/his-condolences</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
History I: Mount Eden Prison.

In 1856, on the lower slopes of Mt Eden - a wooden stockade was built to house the overflowing at the Queen Street Goal. Sixteen of the most troublesome prisoners were transferred to the stockade in September 1856. Three of these men were serving a life sentence, one for stabbing a ship captain in the Bay of Islands, one for rape in the Auckland suburb of Newmarket, and one for killing a Maori with a piece of wood in Chancery Lane, a street in Auckland. In 1865, completion of a new building on the site allowed the now decrepit Queen Street Goal to be demolished. Using mostly prison labour, construction continued, expanding the facilities further. By the mid 1870s, prisoners had completed the outer stone wall, the wall that still stands today. In 1882, prisoners began excavation work on a building; Mount Eden Prison was officially opened in 1888. Visit www.truecrimenz.com for additional information on this case. Including a transcript of this episode, with supporting pictures, sources, and credits."--RSS feed.

Subject Crime New Zealand.

Links https://truecrimenewzealandcom.files.wordpress.com/2019/10/history-i-mount-eden-prison-final.mp3
https://truecrimenenz.com/2019/10/13/history-i-mount-eden-prison/

History II: Featherston Military Camp.

In 1915, the area between Featherston and the Tauherenikau River was acquired by the Ministry of Defence. The area was chosen as the site to train the New Zealand soldiers heading to Europe to serve in World War I. Development began on the site with over 1,000 workmen constructing what would become NZ’s largest military training camp; Featherston Military Camp. Visit www.truecrimenz.com for additional information on this case. Including a transcript of this episode, with supporting pictures, sources, and credits."--RSS feed.

Subject Crime New Zealand.

Links https://truecrimenewzealandcom.files.wordpress.com/2020/03/featherston-military-camp-final.mp3
https://truecrimenenz.com/2020/03/29/history-ii-featherston-military-camp/
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Holding The Whole Enchilada.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Lund, Jeb.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2017]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource (1 audio file)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;Jeb Lund and Tim Batt ATTEMPT to wrap their head around the Russian probe and who currently has a lawyer. Apparently, at this stage, everyone. Meanwhile, the GOP are trying to cook up some policy by Papa Prez ain’t helping when he calls the Healthcare bill &quot;mean&quot;. The UK delivers another unexpected democratic election result with a Corbyn-led Labour party getting such a solid resort, journalists are having to eat record amounts of crow pie. Also, the two big shooting incidents - Philando Castle’s murder gets a Not Guilty verdict for the cop who killed him and Rep. Steve Scalise gets hit at a baseball practice. What does it all mean?&quot;--RSS feed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Podcasts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>World politics.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Links</td>
<td><a href="https://traffic.omny.fm/d/clips/6e2a797b-0cc4-4c0b-a44d-a51e0019bc3cf5c796b6-19ca41d0-8bff-a68c00df11ad/22dbe8bd-7327-47d5-8ec7-a79500761166/audio.mp3?utm_source=Podcast&amp;in_playlist=193ca0a-87f4-4441-934d-a68c00e44c3e&amp;t=1497683987">https://traffic.omny.fm/d/clips/6e2a797b-0cc4-4c0b-a44d-a51e0019bc3cf5c796b6-19ca41d0-8bff-a68c00df11ad/22dbe8bd-7327-47d5-8ec7-a79500761166/audio.mp3?utm_source=Podcast&amp;in_playlist=193ca0a-87f4-4441-934d-a68c00e44c3e&amp;t=1497683987</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><a href="https://omny.fm/shows/polidicks/holding-the-whole-enchilada">https://omny.fm/shows/polidicks/holding-the-whole-enchilada</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Hollie Woodhouse.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Rayment, Matt.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[New Zealand] : [Dirt Church Radio], [2019]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource (1 audio file)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;Kia Ora whanau!! Say Yes To Adventure is not just the title of the magazine that Hollie Woodhouse put out, it is a defining character trait. The term “Adventurer” gets bandied about a bit these days, anyone with a social media account and a penchant for camera angles can put a claim in but Hollie Woodhouse is the real deal. After growing up in the rambunctious outdoorsy way that is typical for many in the rural South Island, Hollie left the life behind for some years, until sitting by herself on the solo bivouac section of an Outward Bound experience at 28, Hollie wrote herself a letter stating that she would do something that truly challenged her every year. Fast forward 5 or so years and Hollie has completed the Marathon Des Sables, run 240km through the Peruvian Amazon, completed both the 1 and 2 day Coast to Coast events, and Nordic skied 560km across Greenland’s polar ice cap with the Antarctic Heritage Trust. Running remains a part of Hollie’s daily life, and we discuss this and many more things in this brilliant conversation. Disarmingly candid, funny, and down-to-earth, Hollie was an intensely enjoyable pick-me-up at the end of a long weekend. An adventurer and motivational speaker with a full time job? Sign us up. We don’t know if you’ve seen a theme here with our guests, but it appears that good things happen when you just turn up, and Hollie is no exception to this...Perhaps saying yes is the new black?We’ve packed in the goodness with our other features this week, we discuss Luke McCallum’s post of Low Energy Availability, ramble on about Anna Frost’s new movie, Matt calls Andrew McDowall Andrew McDonald and then walks away in disgust. All this and more on this week’s Dirt Church Radio. Enjoy!!&quot;--RSS feed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Mountain running New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Podcasts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Woodhouse, Hollie Interviews.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Links</td>
<td><a href="https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5b12367ff8370a538dd229e3/t/5d11d77e85a6ee0001562732/1561451236642/Ep+48+Hollie+Woodhouse.mp3">https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5b12367ff8370a538dd229e3/t/5d11d77e85a6ee0001562732/1561451236642/Ep+48+Hollie+Woodhouse.mp3</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Title: Holly Page.
Creator: Rayment, Matt.
Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Dirt Church Radio], [2019]
Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary: "Kia Ora Whanau, this week we have the distinct pleasure of speaking to Holly Page. Holly is far from a regular runner in the sense that she is the current Migu Run Skyrunning World Series champion. Holly very much is a regular runner in that she won said world series with a full time job, no major sponsorship, and perhaps a less than concrete manner of getting from race to race (read: hitch hiking). Holly has a refreshing take on running, where it fits in her life and how she refuses to make it the central thing in her life, at the expense of adventures, spontaneity, and flexibility (in the wider sense, not personal flexibility. as we find out, Holly can’t touch her toes). We speak to Holly from the Canary Islands, where she is attending a training camp for her new sponsor, Adidas. Beer in hand and fresh from an assault on the buffet, Holly regaled us with tales of adventure, why she will never not run up a mountain if she feels like it, and that a clean (ish) sock is a perfectly acceptable means of ensuring one doesn’t miss out on one’s daily coffee. We also talk about sky running (sort of), training (sort of), Holly’s near death experience on Mt Blanc and the exploits of her equally intrepid brother. This is an exceptionally good conversation and we can’t wait to share it with you. Enjoy!"--RSS feed.
Subject: Mountain running New Zealand.
Page, Holly (Runner) Interviews.
Podcasts.
Links: https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5b12367ff8370a538dd229e3/t/5c99df1053450a7412378400/1553588981651/Ep+35+Holly+Page.mp3

Title: Hon Poto Williams on the Community and Voluntary Sector of Aotearoa.
Creator: Moe, Steven, 1976-
Publishing Details: [Rolleston] : Steven Moe, [2020]
Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary: "The Honourable Poto Williams became an MP in 2013 and is now the Minister for the Community and Voluntary Sector, and is the Associate Minister for Social Development, Immigration, and Greater Christchurch Regeneration. In this interview we talk with her family history and about her background and childhood and Cook Islands heritage. We also talk about her early years, first jobs, studies, work in the community sector and what motivated her to leave that work in the community to become a politician. What is it that gets planted as a seed that causes someone to put their hand up for politics? We find out all about that here. We also find out what the principles are that have set a foundation for how Poto approaches her role today. I really enjoyed this conversation and if you do then you might appreciate some of the 200+ in the back catalogue as well. Page: https://www.labour.org.nz/potowilliams The Video by Jewel we discuss "... In the end, only kindness matters ...": https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AfsS3pIDBfw Mele Wendt interview: https://seeds.libsyn.com/mele-wendt-on-culture-racism-and-having-the-tough-conversations 'Anau Mesui Henry interview: https://seeds.libsyn.com/anau-mesui-henry-on-empowering-pacific-people This is one of more than 200 interviews for seeds podcast and you can find out more at www.theseeds.nz Official
Hon Poto Williams is the Labour Member of Parliament for Christchurch East, where she lives. Poto became the MP for Christchurch East at a By-Election in November 2013. She is now the Minister for the Community and Voluntary Sector, and is the Associate Minister for Social Development, Immigration, and Greater Christchurch Regeneration. After gaining an MBA and Graduate Certificate in Research Methods from Manukau Institute of Technology and Southern Cross University, Poto has worked in and managing community health and community mental health services, residential disability services, working with single parent families, youth services, family violence and refuge. Working in mental health provided the opportunity to engage in strengths based, recovery focussed and client centred work, which has guided her practice ever since. As the Minister of the Community and Voluntary sector, she understands the importance of forging constructive relationships with the sector and passionately believes the sector is an integral part of the Government's agenda with the Wellbeing Budget. Poto is the very proud mother of Terai, grandmother of Bodhi and a member of a very large extended family in NZ, Australia and the Cook Islands. “--RSS feed.

Subject
Podcasts.
Social entrepreneurship New Zealand.
Williams, Poto, 1962- Interviews.

Links
https://chtbl.com/track/89G95E/traffic.libsyn.com/secure/seeds/Poto_Williams.mp3?dest-id=571558

Title
Hon Simon Bridges - Transport & Communications.

Creator
Spain, Paul.

Publishing Details
[New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2017]

Format
1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary
"Paul Spain is joined at Gorilla Technology HQ by Hon Simon Bridges to hear perspectives on technology in transport and communications - autonomous cars, Multimode Transport and ubiquitous broadband are among topics discussed."--RSS feed.

Subject
Bridges, Simon, 1976- Interviews.
Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.

Links
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/d25c9ba3-d25c9ba3
Title: The Hoover Diaries.
Creator: Amery, Mark, 1969- 
Publishing Details: [Wellington] : [CIRCUIT Artist Film and Video Aotearoa New Zealand], [2016]
Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary: "Ahead of a series of nationwide screenings in July, the pod examine Amanda Newall's The Hoover Diaries, which chronicles the dawn of neo-liberalism in 1980s New Zealand through a series of true and strangely connected events; a murder, a pop concert and the introduction of fishing quotas."--RSS feed.
Subject: Podcasts.
Video art New Zealand.

Title: Hot mess: So, what about the other global emergency we all forgot about?
Creator: Dudding, Adam.
Publishing Details: [Wellington] : [Stuff Limited] [2020]
Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary: "Remember that simpler time when we were just worried about the catastrophic warming of the planet? Stuff's climate change editor Eloise Gibson explains what impact global Covid-19 lockdowns have had on the Earth, and what opportunities they might present. Stuff business reporter Susan Edmunds raises an eyebrow at the Government's new two-tier benefits system. And Eugene faces the toughest interview he's ever encountered. Links: Click here for every episode of Coronavirus NZ. Full Stuff coronavirus coverage Eugene on Twitter; Adam on Twitter Support Stuff Our email: viruspod@stuff.co.nz"--RSS feed.
Subject: COVID-19 (Disease) New Zealand.
Edmunds, Susan Interviews.
Gibson, Eloise Interviews.
Podcasts.
Links: https://media.whooshkaa.com/show/11846/episode/660863.mp3
https://player.whooshkaa.com/episode?id=660863
Hotel Internet, NZ's Rex Bionics $20M, Apple vs Samsung, Intel NUC, Uber has landed.

On the agenda - Hotel internet nightmares, Vodafone joins unlimited Internet party, Uber has officially launched in Auckland, Rex Bionics attracts funds via UK listing, Samsung Mobile CEO rumoured to visit NZ, Intel i5 + Atom NUC, Galaxy S5 in business. Running time: 0:39:30

The hottest new gadgets from Apple, Microsoft, Nokia and Sony.

Hands on with Sony Personal 3D Viewer and Microsoft Surface 2, the latest news just in from Apple incl Mac Pro, iPad Mini Retina, iPad Air, Mavericks and Nokia's Lumia 1320, Lumia 1520, Lumia 2520 tablet. Followed by a Microsoft Server product update. Running time: 0:59:08
Title Housekeeping Robot, Visa tech, US Customers wants your social media details, Xiamoi SmartCycle.
Creator Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2016]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "On the agenda - Boston Dynamics SpotMini, Visa’s video of the future, setup a meeting at Starbucks from inside Outlook, US Customs goes after social media account, Xiaomi builds smart bike, Smart use of data for health, and India’s $6 smartphone. Running time 00:49:42"--RSS feed.
Subject Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.
Links https://dts.podtrac.com/redirect.mp3/cdn.simplecast.com/audio/083219/083219e0-dcd5-4385-9d15-8105e91523a6/c40693fb-6d41-4802-8e8a-ce429e6c33f9/d7ae590a_tc.mp3?aid=rss_feed
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/d7ae590a-d7ae590a

Title Houseparty-pooper: Social norms and contact tracing.
Creator Dudding, Adam.
Publishing Details [Wellington] : [Stuff Limited] [2020]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "How did coronavirus make it to Greymouth, where New Zealand's first fatal case occurred? Stuff reporter Joanne Carroll joins hosts Adam Dudding and Eugene Bingham to tell them what she's found out. Stuff national correspondent Steve Kilgallon gets into the nitty gritty of contact tracing. And Adam stumbles somewhere he wasn't invited."--RSS feed.
Subject COVID-19 (Disease) New Zealand.
Carroll, Joanne Interviews.
Contact tracing (Epidemiology) New Zealand.
Kilgallon, Steve Interviews.
Podcasts.
Links https://media.whooshkaa.com/show/11846/episode/603600.mp3
https://player.whooshkaa.com/episode?id=603600
How a local fashion label has used lockdown to give back to its customers.

Pound, Simon.


1 online resource (1 audio file)

"Business is Boring is a weekly podcast series presented by The Spinoff in association with Callaghan Innovation. Host Simon Pound speaks with innovators and commentators focused on the future of New Zealand. This week he talks to Emily Miller-Sharma, general manager at Ruby. One of the nicest things to come out of lockdown is a reconnection to creating – whether it's making bread, growing plants or, for followers of local fashion label Ruby at least, online sewing classes. A lot of work goes into creating clothes from a strip of fabric. Patterns are like a 3d jigsaw puzzle, and require a lot of maths. Fit and draping are a kind of magic. And all those human touches can get forgotten when clothing is made for fast-fashion chain brands. With the fashion industry in a precarious place due to Covid-19, we chatted to Emily Miller-Sharma, general manager at Ruby. She’s one of the driving forces behind Mindful NZ, an industry body bringing together local producers to advocate for better standards of traceability and to create locally appropriate codes of conduct to find out what the industry is facing. Miller-Sharma talks about initiatives like apprentices and moving towards more sustainable choices throughout the business, and tells the story of Ruby. Either download this episode, have a listen below or via Spotify, subscribe through iTunes (RSS feed)."

Miller-Sharma, Emily Interviews.

Business.

https://media.acast.com/business-is-boring/businessisboringwithemilymiller-sharmafromruby/media.mp3

How a new app is helping predict depression and anxiety in the workforce.

Pound, Simon.


1 online resource (1 audio file)

"Business is Boring is a weekly podcast series presented by The Spinoff in association with Callaghan Innovation. Host Simon Pound speaks with innovators and commentators focused on the future of New Zealand. This week he talks to Dr Elizabeth Berryman, founder and CEO of mental health app Chnnl. Those in the medical profession have difficult jobs, and it can be especially tough for trainee and new doctors. Today's guest, Dr Elizabeth Berryman, was a trainee doctor herself when she started wondering how many others in her position were under the same pressures and feeling the same stress. A lot, it turned out - more than half the people she surveyed reported bullying, harassment or other unacceptable workplace conditions. This led her to research to develop an app that could track and understand the current state of frontline workers in the health sector through daily check-ins on important measures. The app claims it can predict depression and anxiety with 90% accuracy, and help point people to timely help. When Berryman shared news about her new healthcare-focused app, she started getting requests from other corporates to use it. Now Chnnl (pronounced "channel") has been extended to work for all workforces. She joined Business is Boring this week to talk about her path to entrepreneurship, the app, and importance of mental health. Download now, subscribe through Apple Podcasts, or visit Business is Boring on Acast or Spotify".--RSS feed.

Berryman, Elizabeth Interviews.

Business.
### Title
How Be Single.

### Creator
Matafeo, Rose, 1992-

### Publishing Details
[New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcasts Network], [2020]

### Format
1 online resource (1 audio file)

### Summary
"Alice and Rose get the microphones out after watching the 2016 romantic comedy 'How To Be Single'. They talk about love, life, relationships and the subliminal reinforcement of white supremacy through a lack of onscreen representation. Aussie Annie makes an unwelcome return.  See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.

### Subject
Podcasts.

### Links
- [https://sphinx.acast.com/both/howbesingle-acast5f1d0e31/media.mp3](https://sphinx.acast.com/both/howbesingle-acast5f1d0e31/media.mp3)
- [https://play.acast.com/s/both/howbesingle-acast5f1d0e31](https://play.acast.com/s/both/howbesingle-acast5f1d0e31)

### Title
How does it feel to have the virus?

### Creator
Dudding, Adam.

### Publishing Details
[Wellington] : [Stuff Limited] [2020]

### Format
1 online resource (1 audio file)

### Summary
"Stuff reporter Tom Kitchin was working on stories about the coronavirus outbreak - and then he tested positive for Covid-19 himself. He joins hosts Adam Dudding and Eugene Bingham to tell them what it's actually like to have coronavirus, and how he's coped. Gallery reporter Henry Cooke takes us behind the scenes of New Zealand's most popular new show - the daily press conference. And Adam rescues a hedgehog.Links: Click here for every episode of Coronavirus NZ. Full Stuff coronavirus coverageEugene on TwitterAdam on TwitterOur new email: viruspod@stuff.co.nz."--RSS feed.

### Subject
COVID-19 (Disease) New Zealand.
Cooke, Henry (Political reporter) Interviews.
Kitchin, Tom (Journalist) Interviews.
Podcasts.

### Links
- [https://media.whooshkaa.com/show/11846/episode/617197.mp3](https://media.whooshkaa.com/show/11846/episode/617197.mp3)
- [https://player.whooshkaa.com/episode?id=617197](https://player.whooshkaa.com/episode?id=617197)
Title How Formus Labs is taking the guesswork out of joint replacement surgery.

Creator Pound, Simon.


Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary "Business is Boring is a weekly podcast series presented by The Spinoff in association with Callaghan Innovation. Host Simon Pound speaks with innovators and commentators focused on the future of New Zealand. This week he talks to Dr Ju Zhang, CEO of Formus Labs. Hip and knee replacements are fairly common surgeries, but you'd be surprised how often they need to be revised or redone completely. That's because everybody is unique, and it's hard for doctors to know what the perfect replacement piece looks like before they open their patient up. Local company Formus Labs wants to help with that. They're using AI and computer modelling to help surgeons design bespoke surgery plans for patients with their cloud-based software, taking CT scan data and building a computer model to help select the right implant and approach. It's revolutionary tech that removes the guesswork about size, shape, stresses and orientation, and it's picking up a global market. The company stems in large part from the research of CEO Dr Ju Zhang, who joined host Simon Pound to talk about the company's journey, its concept and what it plans to do next. Download now, subscribe through Apple Podcasts, or visit Business is Boring on Acast or Spotify"--RSS feed.

Subject Business.
Podcasts.
Zhang, Ju (Chief executive officer) Interviews.

Links https://media.acast.com/business-is-boring/howformuslabsishelpingtaketheguessworkoutofjoinsurgeries/media.mp3

Title How magazines can still survive and thrive after Bauer.

Creator Pound, Simon.


Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary "Business is Boring is a weekly podcast series presented by The Spinoff in association with Callaghan Innovation. Host Simon Pound speaks with innovators and commentators focused on the future of New Zealand. This week he talks to the editor of Homestyle magazine Alice Lines and chairman of the Magazine Publishers Association (MPA) Nicholas Burrowes. With the abrupt shutdown of Bauer media's New Zealand titles, we got a glimpse into the challenges of running magazines in this new media environment. Many commentators wondered if the foreign-based owners of Bauer used the crisis as an opportunity to bail out of a hard market. But whatever the reason, hundreds of jobs and many esteemed mastheads are no longer in operation and no longer contributing to and commenting on our culture. So what does it take to run magazines locally? What is involved in creating something people love to spend time with? And what does the new business reality mean for the sustainability of the titles we love? One local title that has grown over recent years is Homestyle, the magazine edited by Alice Lines and managed by her partner Nicholas Burrowes who is also chairman of the Magazine Publishers Association. Both joined the podcast this week to talk about their journey and the climate for magazines right now. Either download this episode, have a listen below or via Spotify, subscribe through iTunes (RSS feed)."--RSS feed.

Subject Burrowes, Nicholas Interviews.
Business.
Lines, Alice Interviews.
Title  How Many Prostitutes?
Creator  Lund, Jeb.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2017]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Jeb and Tim are back for 2017. In this edition: The final big Obama speech, the first Trump press conference since the election and that Russia #GoldenShowers story..."--RSS feed.
Subject  Podcasts.
Links  https://traffic.omny.fm/d/clips/6e2a797b-0cc4-4c0b-a44d-a51e0019bc3c/f5c796b6-19ca-41d0-8bf6-a68c00df11aadd22010fc205-4847-97bb-a6f9008e73fe/audio.mp3?utm_source=Podcast&in_playlist=193caf0a-87f4-4411-934d-a68c00e44e3e&ts=1484210531
https://omny.fm/shows/polidicks/how-many-prostitutes

Title  How Preno is reimagining the future of hotel bookings.
Creator  Pound, Simon.
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Business is Boring is a weekly podcast series presented by The Spinoff in association with Callaghan Innovation. Host Simon Pound speaks with innovators and commentators focused on the future of New Zealand. This week he talks to Amelia Gain from hotel booking software company Preno. Covid-19 has changed the world for a lot of businesses, and one of the hardest hit sectors has been tourist accommodation. New Zealand is a bit lucky that we have domestic tourism as a possibility, but it's hard out there, and this week's guest knows all about it. By age 28, Amelia Gain had already owned, run and sold a boutique hotel. She then launched Preno, a property management software system serving customers all over the world, from bed and breakfasts in Queenstown to luxury lodges in Morocco. To talk about the state of the industry in a post-Covid world, how she built the business and the importance of incubators and the future, she joined Simon Pound for a chat. Either download now, subscribe through Apple Podcasts, or visit Business is Boring on Acast or Spotify"--RSS feed.
Subject  Business.
Links  https://media.acast.com/business-is-boring/ameliagainfromprenoisreimaginingthefutureofhotelbookings/media.mp3
How To Compost Right w/ Leo Murray: The Worm Guy.

Warth, Waveney.

[New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2020]

1 online resource (1 audio file)

Composting; It's the easiest way to dramatically cut down the waste you send to landfill AND supercharge your garden but we wanted to make sure we were doing it right so we invited Leo Murray, founder and director of WhyWaste - the company that hires out worm farms to homes and businesses to eat through your food waste.In this episode we find out that biowaste (which could go to compost) accounts for more than half of the total volume of waste going to landfill from our homes (for society at large, it's about a third). This has a hugely detrimental effect on the environment at large and is completely avoidable. We discuss the timely concept of using food waste (and worms) to produce your own fertilizer for growing food in your back garden and the importance of community resilience. We also talk about the concept of product stewardship (or kaitiaki) and Leo's parties with a purpose; Regenerate!Thanks to Auckland Council and Live Lightly for supporting this podcast!"

Environmental protection New Zealand.

Murray, Leo (Businessperson) Interviews.

https://traffic.omny.fm/d/clips/6e2a797b-0cc4-4c0b-a44d-a51e0019bc3c/e621c193-b63b-4c9f-8040-aa5e00298a9/cf985544-f7c6-442c-877c-ab95009cb6f2/audio.mp3?utm_source=Podcast&in_playlist=40bbac5c-4bb0-4f46-b798-aa5e002ea629&t=1586166405

How to Inspire Online (w/ Ethically Kate).

Warth, Waveney.

[New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2020]

1 online resource (1 audio file)

Kate Hall is a 23-year-old Instagram inspirer (nee influencer), entrepreneur and sustainable fashion enthusiast. She lived in Mongolia at an early age which made an indelible mark on thinking about global supply chains and where our stuff comes from. In this chat with a leading green member of Gen Z, we discuss communicating online, the importance of slowing down and how to avoid the paralysis of perfectionism.Kate has partnered and worked with many figures in the New Zealand fashion industry to try and figure out how NZ can lift its fashion game.Kate is aiming to change people's life choices on buying and living ethically. Importantly, she stresses the importance of kindness.The True Cost documentary (which was highly influential on Kate) is available here. Kate is on Instagram @EthicallyKate and at Facebook.com/EthicallyKate"

Environmental protection New Zealand.

Hall, Kate (Entrepreneur) Interviews.

https://traffic.omny.fm/d/clips/6e2a797b-0cc4-4c0b-a44d-a51e0019bc3c/e621c193-b63b-4c9f-8040-aa5e00298a9/ed670474-a6c3-463d-991b-ab3a0070db60/audio.mp3?utm_source=Podcast&in_playlist=40bbac5c-4bb0-4f46-b798-aa5e002ea629&t=1578295610
Title How to launch a print magazine in the time of coronavirus.
Creator Pound, Simon.
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Business is Boring is a weekly podcast series presented by The Spinoff in association with Callaghan Innovation. Host Simon Pound speaks with innovators and commentators focused on the future of New Zealand. This week he's joined by Simon Farrell-Green, founder of Here magazine. This podcast has always had a special interest in the ways people have managed to keep making things happen while the world seems to be falling apart. This week's guest did just that when he crowdfunded and launched a new magazine title during a time of extreme uncertainty; a time when magazines were effectively banned in New Zealand. Simon Farrell-Green will be familiar to many listeners from his years of food reviews and feature writing for Metro, bfm, Eat Here Now and Kia Ora, and was also the editor of Home magazine. When Home's publisher, Bauer Media, folded in the early days of the Covid-19 pandemic, Simon wasted little time in launching a new title of his own with the backing of a successful Boosted campaign. The magazine, Here, is a colourful and fun celebration of the magazine format that acts as a time capsule of design and these times. With the second issue out now, Simon joined Business is Boring to talk about the journey. Download now, subscribe through Apple Podcasts, or visit Business is Boring on Acast or Spotify"--RSS feed.
Subject Business.
Farrell-Green, Simon Interviews.
Podcasts.
Links https://media.acast.com/business-is-boring/howtolaunchanewmagazineintheetimeofcoronavirus/media.mp3

Title How to set up an impact driven organisation.
Creator Moe, Steven, 1976-
Publishing Details [Rolleston] : Steven Moe, [2020]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "In this episode I want to share what I've learned as a lawyer helping people set up impact driven organisations in Aotearoa. I have these conversations all the time so thought I'd share this content here so you all can benefit from it as well."--RSS feed.
Subject Podcasts.
Social entrepreneurship New Zealand.
Links https://chtbl.com/track/89G95E/traffic.libsyn.com/secure/seeds/How_to_create_2.mp3?dest-id=571558
How two industry heavyweights brought new fashion website Ensemble to life.

Creator
Pound, Simon.

Publishing Details

Format
1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary
"Business is Boring is a weekly podcast series presented by The Spinoff in association with Callaghan Innovation. Host Simon Pound speaks with innovators and commentators focused on the future of New Zealand. This week he talks to the founders of new fashion website Ensemble. When Bauer Media announced the closure of its operations in April, a lot of talented magazine and media people were put out of a job and into a state of uncertainty. While some Bauer titles have since been resurrected, the advertising market and the economics of running these magazines are unlikely to be the same as before. But with change comes the chance to have a look and see if old models still apply, and this week's guests found the standard approach to fashion media was way out of date. Zoe Walker Ahwa was editor-in-chief of Fashion Quarterly and Simply You, the top commercial and cultural institutions in local fashion media. It was the culmination of 15 years of working in the sector at titles like Viva, Next and, right back in the beginning, Runway Reporter - an online-first media outlet about 15 years ahead of its time. When Fashion Quarterly and Simply You were suddenly closed down, Zoe connected with Rebecca Wadey, who'd been a writer and contributor to Metro magazine and had worked in commercial roles at brands such as Estée Lauder, Bobbi Brown and Kate Sylvester. At first, the pair considered relaunching one of the old established titles. But eventually, they decided that so much of what those titles represented was yesterday's news. Instead, they decided to launch a new online-first, member-supported outlet called Ensemble, covering fashion, culture and life with a more diverse view and class-conscious cultural lens than traditional magazines might've allowed. To talk about how the idea came to fruition, the relevance of fashion and beauty today, the freedom of publishing online and the whole upside-down world we now live in, Ensemble's editor Zoe Walker Ahwa and publisher and partnerships director Rebecca Wadey joined Simon for a chat over Zoom. Download now, subscribe through Apple Podcasts, or visit Business is Boring on Acast or Spotify"--RSS feed.

Subject
Business.
Podcasts.
Wadey, Rebecca Interviews.
Walker Ahwa, Zoe Interviews.

Links
https://media.acast.com/business-is-boring/whynewfashionwebsiteensemblejustlaunchedinthemiddleofapandemic/media.mp3
How will Covid-19 impact NZ's TV, radio and online news?

Host Duncan Greive records a monopod to assess its impact. In last month's edition of this podcast, The Spinoff editor Toby Manhire and I discussed RNZ's Concert debacle. At the time, it was the biggest story in media; now it seems, like so many things, a quaint concern from a different time. The impact of Covid-19 has been so vast that there is no other news agenda – simply 'how the virus is impacting X'. Even Thursday's decision by the Christchurch mosque terrorist to change his plea to guilty had a notable Covid-19 dimension, as his victims were largely unable to face him in court – and thus what would have been the biggest story of any other month felt like it flashed by. Yet for all the global pandemic's power as an engulfing news story, it's the impact on the media business I discuss on March's The Fold. There's a huge paradox in its relationship to the media, in that all of us are seeing record ratings, which in normal times would lead to big revenue spikes – but because almost no client is advertising, the opposite is happening. Journalists are working harder than ever, serving bigger audiences than ever, but the bottom is falling out of the business in a completely unprecedented way. It's also making our work different: instead of being in our podcast studio in Morningside, I recorded it under a towel at home. And instead of a guest, I simply relayed my own thoughts. Literally everything has changed in our society now, and the media has had a supply, demand and operational shock up there with the best of them. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."

HTC U11, Remote Working, Rocket Lab update, Sky vs Amazon, 330TB on a tape?

Topics discussed this week: HTC U11, IBM/Sony 330TB tape tech, Rocket Lab shares insights on failing to reach orbit, Will the All Blacks leave Sky, US arrests security expert Marcus Hutchins (aka MalwareTech) who stopped Wannacry, Remote working, Urgent Couriers Thanks to Royce Pederson for being our guest this week, and thank you for listening in. cheers, Paul Links: Paul Spain's email updates: www.paulspain.com/updates Paul's weekly 3-minute videos and updates: www.facebook.com/PaulSpainOfficial Contact Paul: www.paulspain.com/contact Published by www.podcasts.nz - a part of the www.WorldPodcasts.com network Proudly supported by: www.gorillatechnology.com

"--RSS feed.
Title: Huawei Mate 20 Pro hands on, Rolls-Royce autonomous ships, DJI Drone update - NZ Tech Podcast 411.

Creator: Spain, Paul.

Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2018]

Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary: "DJI Drone update, October Windows 10 update damages Microsoft reputation, iPhone Xr lands, Rolls-Royce works with Intel to deliver self driving ships, follow up on Lime Scooters, hands on with the Huawei Mate 20 Pro and D-Link's Mesh Wi-Fi range.


Subject: Podcasts.

Technology New Zealand.


https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/f607fa45-f607fa45


Title: Huawei P10 and P10 Plus, 2degrees vs Spark, Google vs Fake News, Simpler UFB process, Mac Pro updates.

Creator: Spain, Paul.

Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2017]

Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary: "This week - Google fact check features, 2degrees Data Clock, Telco Property Access Bill, Spark follows in 2degrees footsteps with unlimited plan, Apple finally commits to Mac Pro updates, Surface Pro 5, Huawei P10 and P10 Plus"--RSS feed.

Subject: Podcasts.

Technology New Zealand.


https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/f005bb53-f005bb53

Title: Huawei P30 Pro hands on, Apple TV+, The World vs Facebook, Ohmio driverless shuttle, Spark 5G insight - NZ Tech Podcast 432.

Creator: Spain, Paul.

Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2019]

Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)


Subject: Hikmet, Mahmood Interviews.
Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.

https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/25306c19-25306c19

Title: Hugh Ujhazy and Benoit Felten – The road to 5G Mobile.

Creator: Spain, Paul.

Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2018]

Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary: "Analysts Hugh Ujhazy (IDC) and Benoit Felten (Diffraction Analysis) join Paul Spain to share their global perspectives on 5G Mobile networks. Both guests come courtesy of Chorus who are lobbying to play a key role in New Zealand's 5G future. www.paulspain.com www.nztechpodcast.com www.gorillatechnology.com "--RSS feed.

Subject: Felten, Benoit Interviews.
Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.
Ujhazy, Hugh interviews.

https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/6f5a6dfe-6f5a6dfe
Title Hydrogen - an alternative reductant?
Creator Bumby, Chris.
Publishing Details [Auckland] : [HERA], [2020]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Series Stirring the pot; episode 28.
Summary "In this episode of Stirring the Pot we talk to recent recipient of HERA’s Innovation Award - Chris Bumby. As a Victoria University of Wellingtons Senior Scientist, he has been heading exciting research that is leading towards the development of hydrogen as a reductant for iron ores. This would mean that water, instead of carbon dioxide, would be the bi-product of reduction and may eliminate the use of coal. Their work has already developed a small-scale zero-carbon way to make iron that works especially well for New Zealand iron sands. The one-step process is also looking promising in that it produces very high purity iron very quickly. Excitingly, the team have recently won a $6.5 million grant to start to scale-up the process to tens of kilograms level, taking it one step further towards the aimed eventual commercial scale. Connect with Chris LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/chris-bumby-7b972025/ More information on this research: https://www.wgtn.ac.nz/engineering/about/news/robinson-research-institutes-hydrogen-steelmaking-research-wins-innovation-award Connect with Troy LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/troy-coyle-8202b912/"--RSS feed.
Subject Bumby, Chris Interviews.
Metal trade New Zealand.
Podcasts.
Links https://mcdn.podbean.com/mf/web/oudlah/ChrisBumby_FINAL2.mp3
https://stirringthepot.podbean.com/e/hydrogen-an-alternative-reductant/

Title The hysteria sets in.
Creator Todd, Jenna.
Publishing Details [Auckland] : [The Spinoff], [2020]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Welcome back to Papercuts, our monthly books podcast hosted by Louisa Kasza, Jenna Todd and Kiran Dass. Book newsWomen’s Prize for Fiction shortlist – the Prize’s 25th year. The shortlist was announced on the Women’s Prize for Fiction social channels: Dominicana by Angie Cruz, Girl, Woman, Other by Bernardine Evaristo, A Thousand Ships by Natalie Haynes, The Mirror and the Light by Hilary Mantel, Hamnet by Maggie O’Farrell, Weather by Jenny Offill #BookshopsAreBack! Newsroom has a list of retailers around the country. Ockhams Out Loud The 2020 Ockham New Zealand Book Awards was to be the first event of Festival week and will now be broadcast via the #theockhams YouTube channel. In the lead up over the next few weeks, you can listen to each of the finalists reading from their shortlisted work, with one added each day until the winners are announced at the online ceremony on the evening of Tuesday 12 May. Take a look, and subscribe for updates. Auckland Writers Festival 2020 Winter Online Series Includes Bernardine Evaristo, Lisa Taddeo, Amy McDaid, Anthony Byrt and more. 9am on May 3rd and running live once a week for 13 weeks. Three writers including at least two from the 2020 programme will chat with series host Paula Morris, read from their work and answer audience questions. Watch via live the Festival’s YouTube and Facebook channels, and then on their website. BookBound 2020 An 'antiviral' online literary festival, already in progress until 3 May 2020. Includes a number of New Zealand authors, including Freya Daly Sadgrove, Pip Adam, Becky Manawatu & Renée, who join literary talent such as Max Porter and Emma Glass from around the world. The festival is raising money for a number of charities, and events are free on the BookBound 2020 YouTube channel Verb
CommunityVerb Community members will ensure artists are paid for their work, help create content and experiences and lots of other good stuff. In return, they'll get access to the Verb Community hui where you can feed your ideas into what they do, discounts on ticketed events and festival sessions, and again lots of other good stuff! They launch alongside three new pieces of writing by Sinead Overbye (a reading list on love in isolation), Victor Rodger (love and quite a bit of sex), and essa may ranapiri (gender and language).

Book reviews

KD: White Sands: Experiences from the Outside World by Geoff Dyer
LK: Torpor by Chris Kraus
JT: Aue by Becky Manawatu

Not books

KD: Record shops!
LK: Home Cooking: a podcast from Samin Nosrat and Hrishikesh Hirway to help you figure out what to cook (and keep you company) during the quarantine. Thanks to Papercuts listener David for the recommendation!

Circus of Books on Netflix -- the charming and sometimes heartbreaking story of a middle-class Jewish family who ran a hardcore gay porn bookstore from the eighties up till the time of filming.

JT: Brideshead Revisited (1981 TV series) The TBR Pile

KD: In the Fold and The Temporary by Rachel Cusk, Funny Weather: Art in an Emergency by Olivia Laing
LK: You'll enjoy it when you get there: the stories of Elizabeth Taylor, I'm working on a building by Pip Adam, Screen Tests by Kate Zambreno, Fake Baby by Amy McDaid (out June)
JT: Ripiro Beach by Caroline Barron (Bateman), Trick Mirror by Jia Tolentino (4th Estate). Tennis Lessons by Susannah Dickey (DD)

Also mentioned:

Green Girl by Kate Zambreno
The Ongoing Moment by Geoff Dyer
Survivors (1975 TV series)
Waterworld (1995 film)

See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.

Title I Am Patient Thirty-Seven: Extended interview with Jenene Crossan, NZ's Instagram-famous Covid-19 patient.

Creator Dudding, Adam.

Publishing Details [Wellington] : [Stuff Limited] [2020]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary "Entrepreneur Jenene Crossan raced home as Covid-19 swept the planet, but once in New Zealand, she found she'd already caught the virus. In an extended interview, she describes her hellish month. Meanwhile, hosts Eugene Bingham and Adam Dudding discuss virtual hugs with Carmen Parahi, and launch the coronavirus swear jar.

Links

https://media.acast.com/papercuts/papercutsquarantinepod-2-thehysteriasetsin/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/papercuts/papercutsquarantinepod-2-thehysteriasetsin

Subject COVID-19 (Disease) New Zealand.
Crossan, Jenene Interviews.
Parahi, Carmen Interviews.
Podcasts.

Links

https://media.whooshkaa.com/show/11846/episode/631396.mp3
https://player.whooshkaa.com/episode?id=631396
Title "I am relentlessly curious": excerpts from interview with Kaila Colbin.

Creator Moe, Steven, 1976-

Publishing Details [Rolleston] : Steven Moe, [2020]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary "Kaila Colbin is on the show next week talking about her life - this is a short compilation of three excerpts from that interview to give a taste of what we talk about. I sometimes get feedback that people want shorter version of the episodes so - here you go! For more check out www.theseeds.nz "--RSS feed.

Subject Colbin, Kaila Interviews.
Podcasts.
Social entrepreneurship New Zealand.

https://seeds.libsyn.com/i-am-incessantly-curious-excerpt-from-kaila-colbin-interview

Title IBM’s Watson dangerous AI, Ridesharing and Autonomous Vehicles, Kodak’s disruption, Aboard NZ5.

Creator Spain, Paul.

Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2018]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary "A special episode recorded about an Air NZ flight from Los Angeles to Auckland - IBM’s Watson dangerous AI, Ridesharing with others first hand, Autonomous car and truck updates, Kodak’s disruption and WiFi and Podcasts at 10km up. www.nztechpodcast.com www.paulspain.com www.gorillahq.com "--RSS feed.

Subject Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.

Links https://dts.podtrac.com/redirect.mp3/cdn.simplecast.com/audio/083219/083219e0-dcd5-4385-9d15-8105e91523a6/4ead5cb9-0ee6-4fa7-99a9-ca40af2890c0/05cad0e_tc.mp3?aid=rss_feed
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/05cad0e-05cad0e
Title  IFA Berlin Gadget launches, Serko Smart Luggage Tracking, Instagram Ads, Xero Probe.

Creator  Spain, Paul.

Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2015]

Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary  "We discuss Microsoft's Ignite conference, FMA's Xero share trading probe, upcoming iPhone and Apple news, the exciting announcements of IFA Berlin, Sphero's Star Wars droid, Intel's 6th Gen Core CPUs, Serko baggage tracking, Instagram NZ ad launch. Running time: 0:41:57"--RSS feed.

Subject  Podcasts.

Technology New Zealand.

Links  https://dts.podtrac.com/redirect.mp3/cdn.simplecast.com/audio/083219/083219e0-dcd5-4385-9d15-8105e91523a6/4734722c-4fe5-4a1a-a1e9-48038d591d7a/552e6088_tc.mp3?aid=rss_feed
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/552e6088-552e6088

Title  Impact Investing in Aotearoa: Live Panel Discussion.

Creator  Moe, Steven, 1976-

Publishing Details  [Rolleston] : Steven Moe, [2020]

Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary  "This live seeds podcast event was held on Friday 28th August 2020 and brought together a variety of experts to discuss the current - and future - state of impact investing in New Zealand. The panel was facilitated by Steven Moe as a live seeds podcast discussion among: David Woods (New Zealand Green Investment Finance and former chair of Impact Enterprise Fund New Zealand) Rangimarie Price (The Connective) Louise Aitken (Ākina Foundation and Impact Investing National Advisory Board Member) Rebecca Mills (Founder of The Lever Room and author of 'Build Back Better' report) Liam Sheridan (Foundation North CFO) Pip Best (EY Oceania Climate Change and Sustainability Services Director / The Aotearoa Circle) James Palmer (CEO of Community Finance, social housing impact investing) Mark Ingram (Brightlight, Chief Impact Officer - Australia) This conversation is presented by Parry Field Lawyers, Community Finance, The Lever Room, Brightlight, Foundation North, Ākina Foundation, Centre for Social Impact and coordinated by Seeds Podcast. For more visit https://theseeds.nz/"--RSS feed.

Subject  Podcasts.

Social entrepreneurship New Zealand.

Links  https://chtbl.com/track/89G95E/traffic.libsyn.com/secure/seeds/audio_only.mp3?dest-id=571558
"Imposter syndrome can stop you trusting your gut..." an excerpt of the interview with Chelsea Aitken.

Summary

"Chelsea Aitken co-founded New Zealand and Beyond and shares a few insights from her entrepreneurial journey in this short extract from the full interview which will be released soon. Key points: 1. Trust your gut - imposter syndrome can stop this ... 2. Not everyone's advice carries the same weight, so don't listen to every opinion 3. The first two points are really all about self belief 4. Surround yourself with mentors that both challenge and encourage you Watch out for the full episode coming out soon. Website: https://nzandbeyond.co/ "New Zealand and Beyond is a full service business model, supporting New Zealand skincare companies on every step of their journey into China. NZB was created by Co-founders Chelsea Aitken and Millie Morgan after discovering the underrepresentation of Kiwi brands in China," Check out other interviews at www.theseeds.nz

In Sickness and In Wealth.

Summary

"In this introductory (and only just pre-debate) episode Jeb and Tim backtrack to assess how exactly the 2016 US Presidential election got to where it is before launching into whether Clinton's image woes can rightly be blamed on the media, the Republicans or her own predilection for secrecy. The latest ABC News/Washington Post poll shows Clinton and Trump essentially neck and neck among likely voters and the pair take a punt at predicting the ultimate outcome. Music credit: https://soundcloud.com/yoemase"--RSS feed.
Title  In the market, with Bevan Wallace.

Creator  Wallace, Bevan.

Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [New Zealand Taxpayers' Union Inc.], [2020]

Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)

Series  Taxpayer talk ; April 17, 2020.

Summary  "What is quantitative easing, and why are markets in New Zealand and abroad seen a recent bounce after dramatic falls due to COVID-19? For an in depth look at how markets are responding - including their implications on housing and inflation here in New Zealand, Jordan and Joe are joined by Bevan Wallace, Executive Director of Morgan Wallace. Bevan's recent explainer on QE and inflation is available here. You can subscribe to Taxpayer Talk via Apple Podcasts, Spotify, Google Podcasts and all good podcast apps. Support the show (http://www.taxpayers.org.nz/donate)"--RSS feed.

Subject  Podcasts.


Title  In the spotlight – Apple, Samsung, Nokia, Dell and Twitter.

Creator  Spain, Paul.

Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2013]

Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary  "This episode Paul Spain and Bill Bennett talk Apple, Samsung and Nokia, along with highlights from TechEd NZ, a view of NZ from Silicon Valley, inflight Wi-Fi entertainment, Dell going private while Twitter heads for a stock market listing. Running time : 0:34:53"--RSS feed.

Subject  Bennett, Bill (Journalist) Interviews.

Links  https://dts.podtrac.com/redirect.mp3/cdn.simplecast.com/audio/083219/083219e0-dcd5-4385-9d15-8105e91523a6/6f63cf89-3c9d-41c9-9be4-4dfccc2edc24/cd94f6c6_tc.mp3?aid=rss_feed
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/cd94f6c6-cd94f6c6
**Title**  
In which The Bachelorette NZ blows us all away.

**Creator**  
Yee, Jane.

**Publishing Details**  
[Auckland] : [The Spinoff], [2020]

**Format**  
1 online resource (1 audio file)

**Summary**  
"The Real Pod reassembles to dissect the first week of The Bachelorette NZ with special thanks to Nando's. Blow your air horns and distress your jeans, the very first week of The Bachelorette NZ is over and we are absolutely amping. Join us as we recap the Tough Mudder group date, the romantic single dates up trees and on seas, and all the ways this season is throwing convention to the wind. Two Bachelorettes? No date cards? Live-in host? We love to see it. It's not all roses though as the podcast is torn apart on several issues. Team Glenn or Team Marc? Is Tavita here for the right reasons? And who went crazy on the Roman blinds? It's The Real Pod, and it is real as hell. To listen use the player below, jump or download this episode (right click and save). Feel free to subscribe via iTunes, RSS or via your favourite podcast client, and be sure to get involved on social media using #realpod"--RSS feed.

**Subject**  
Podcasts.
Reality television programs.

**Links**  
https://media.acast.com/the-real-pod/therealpod-inwhichthebachelorettenzblowsusallaway/media.mp3  
https://thespinoff.co.nz/tv/30-01-2020/the-real-pod-in-which-the-bachelorette-nz-blows-us-all-away/

---

**Title**  
In which we deeply respect the culture of The Bachelorette NZ.

**Creator**  
Yee, Jane.

**Publishing Details**  
[Auckland] : [The Spinoff], [2020]

**Format**  
1 online resource (1 audio file)

**Summary**  
"The Real Pod reassembles to dissect the cultured fourth week of The Bachelorette NZ with special thanks to Nando's. This week on The Bachelorette NZ, a burrito bust-up ends in anaphylaxis, Steve chows down on some one-ply, and the Buenos Aires hostel goes full Lord of the Flies. It's become abundantly clear that the show is less about two women finding love, and more about a bunch of blokes slowly losing their mind over a talking bottle. Also, Duncan makes a formal apology to Richie, Jane reveals her drop-crotch truth, and there is a fierce debate about visible farts vs. poop burps. Oh, there's also a bit of a bombshell from Alex. It's The Real Pod and, today, it's real as hell. To listen use the player below, jump or download this episode (right click and save). Feel free to subscribe via Apple Podcasts, RSS or via your favourite podcast client, and be sure to get involved on social media using #realpod"--RSS feed.

**Subject**  
Podcasts.
Reality television programs.

**Links**  
https://media.acast.com/the-real-pod/therealpod-therealpod-thebachelorettegetsnaked-tearyandherniatedinargentina/media.mp3  
Title Incipit Repetition.

Creator Lund, Jeb.

Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2017]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary "The horrific mass murder in Las Vegas won't change a dang thing about America's gun laws. President Trump is leading the way to no legislative victories in spite of the GOP's command of the White House, House of Representatives and Senate while they try one more bite at the healthcare apple before moving into tax reform. The Steele Dossier is still in play for the secretly still continuing Russia investigation by Rob Mueller and New Zealand's just had an election but has no idea who's in charge yet!"--RSS feed.

Subject Podcasts.

World politics.

Links https://traffic.omny.fm/d/clips/6e2a797b-0cc4-4c0b-a44d-a51e0019bc3c/f5c796b6-19ca-41d0-8bff-a68c00df11ad/bcbf419d-01f7-4691-ba70-a8060094f982/audio.mp3?utm_source=Podcast&in_playlist=193ca90a-87f4-4441-934d-a68c00e44c3e&t=1507453942

https://omny.fm/shows/polidicks/incipit-repetition


Title Infect a friend with Ransomware, Homes.co.nz, Quickflix Hollywood owner, Mac vs Surface.

Creator Spain, Paul.

Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2016]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)


Subject Podcasts.

Technology New Zealand.


https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/488c5d45-488c5d45

Title: Inhabiting Space.
Creator: Amery, Mark, 1969- 
Publishing Details: [Wellington] : [CIRCUIT Artist Film and Video Aotearoa New Zealand], [2016] 
Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file) 
Summary: "In this podcast the panel puzzle over the 'beautiful threads' that interrogate the Adam Art Gallery group show Inhabiting Space but ask 'is that enough?' Installation view: Sriwhana Spong, The Fourth Notebook, 2015, HD Video, 8mins 36 secs. Courtesy of Michael Lett, Auckland. Dancer Benjamin ord. Commissioned by Carriageworks Sydney. In the exhibition Inhabiting Space at The Adam Art Gallery Te Pātaka Toi, Victoria University of Wellington. (photo: Shaun Waugh)"--RSS feed.
Subject: Podcasts. 
Video art New Zealand. 

Title: Inside Centrality HQ, Apple vs Schoolboy Hacker, ATM Bank Heist nets $20m+, Russian Rogue Satellites - NZ Tech Podcast 402.
Creator: Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2018] 
Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file) 
Summary: "We go inside Centrality HQ in Auckland to hear their approach to leveraging blockchain and about an upcoming launch. Plus Apple vs the Australian schoolboy hacker, the FBI and $20m+ ATM Bank Heist, Russian Rogue Satellites and Google One consumer storage. 
Subject: Podcasts. 
Technology New Zealand. 
Links: https://dts.podtrac.com/redirect.mp3/cdn.simplecast.com/audio/083219/083219e0-dcd5-4385-9d15-8105e91523a6/877ed1c5-0e7f-4144-b7d5-269e8e2e1257/cde962b5_tc.mp3?aid=rss_feed
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/cde962b5-cde962b5
Title  Inside Dot Kiwi, Google IO, Cortana for iOS and Android, hands on Amazon Echo.
Creator  Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2015]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "The news of the week and insights into the Dot Kiwi domain. Topics include Google IO news including unlimited free photo storage and Levi’s wearable tech, Ford car sharing hits London, Windows 10 launch announced, and we talk with ‘Alexa’ (Amazon Echo). Running time : 0:39:31"--RSS feed.
Subject  Podcasts.
Links  https://dts.podtrac.com/redirect.mp3/cdn.simplecast.com/audio/083219/083219e0-dcd5-4385-9d15-8105e91523a6/b0d30f6e-7867-499d-96ab-7d6829b62e6b/6b51b05d_tc.mp3?aid=rss_feed
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/6b51b05d-6b51b05d

Title  Inside Spark Sport, Epson tech and the Melbourne F1, Facial recognition legislation - NZ Tech Podcast 431.
Creator  Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2019]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "A chat with Jeff Latch (Head of Sport, Spark NZ) about the freshly launched Spark Sport beta. Also featuring Epson tech and the Melbourne F1, Facial recognition legislation and looking at content blocking in light of the Christchurch Mosque Shooting.
Subject  Podcasts.
Title  The inside story from NZ Hi-Tech Award winners for 2013.
Creator  Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2013]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Paul Spain learn more about the winners of the 2013 NZ Hi-Tech Awards – from why they are attracting international attention to how they are funded. Featured are Vend, Wynyard Group, Trigger Happy, ikeGPS and Carnival Labs. Running time : 0:27:04"--RSS feed.
Subject  Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.
Links  https://dts.podtrac.com/redirect.mp3/cdn.simplecast.com/audio/083219/083219e0-dcd5-4385-9d15-8105e91523a6/2617324b-d4b0-405d-b2f9-ac02a4258b2a/fe276c35_tc.mp3?aid=rss_feed
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/fe276c35-fe276c35

Title  Inside the Windows Insider Programme with Bill Karagounis.
Creator  Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2016]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Microsoft's Bill Karagounis is a leader with a large mandate covering many aspects of Windows 10 development. His responsibilities include the Windows Insider Programme that he and his team designed, then pitched to Microsoft bosses. Now he shares some of that story and of the future. Running time 00:48:31"--RSS feed.
Subject  Karagounis, Bill Interviews.
Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/dedd76bf-dedd76bf
Title Inside Vocus NZ with CEO Mark Callander.

Creator Spain, Paul.

Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2020]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary "Paul Spain talks with Mark Callander - CEO, Vocus NZ about doing business in a world of COVID-19 - delving into the business and technology aspects including feedback measurements from staff and clients plus thoughts on how our current time of remote working will permanently change the future of work. NZ Tech Podcast Paul Spain Gorilla Technology Free Tesla Supercharging Special thanks to organisations who support innovation and tech leadership in New Zealand by partnering with NZ Tech Podcast: Sumo Logic HP Samsung Vodafone NZ Spark NZ Vocus" -- RSS feed.

Subject Callander, Mark Interviews.

https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/482-XbfkJg2L

Title The Inside word on Lightbox, NZ Hi-Tech Awards, Apple’s Autonomous Car Play, Killer Uber had Emergency Braking Disabled.

Creator Spain, Paul.

Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2018]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)


Subject Patel, Hema Interviews.

Links https://dts.podtrac.com/redirect.mp3/cdn.simplecast.com/audio/083219/083219e0-dcd5-4385-9d15-8105e91523a6/0cb8aec2-04f9-4fe4-8ab0-c3f0bd2b4f73/9b872ae6_tc.mp3?aid=rss_feed
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/9b872ae6-9b872ae6
Title Intel Compute Card, New Macs, Apple HomePod, iPad Pro comes of age, SpaceX recycling.

Creator Spain, Paul.

Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2017]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary "This week: Intel Compute Card, News from Apple’s Worldwide Developers Conference highlights incl new Macs, Apple HomePod, iPad Pro comes of age. SpaceX recycling rockets and capsules, 25% of Australians support a cashless society, Dubai’s Robot Cops"--RSS feed.

Subject Podcasts.

https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/cba44305-cba44305

Title Intel IDF 2013 (San Francisco) and latest from Dell and Asus.

Creator Spain, Paul.

Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2013]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary "In this episode Paul Spain hits San Francisco to learn about some major updates to Intel’s technology such as the new Bay Trail platform. And he goes hands on with two new mobile computing products: Asus Transformer Book T100 and the Dell Venue 8 Pro. Running time : 0:34:04"--RSS feed.

Subject Podcasts.

https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/c7e31e90-c7e31e90
Title  The internal flame : new insights into silent inflammation, longevity and the science of functional food / by Dr. Roderick Mulgan, MB, ChB, MPP, LLB (Hons) ; narrated by Ian A. Miller.
Creator  Mulgan, Roderick.
ISBN  9780473487997 9780473499235 digital audiobook
Publishing Details  [Auckland?] : [Dr. Roderick Mulgan?], [2019]
Format  1 online resource
Subject  Diet therapy Popular works.
Inflammation Diet therapy Popular works.
Inflammation Immunological aspects Popular works.
Links  https://audiobooksnz.co.nz/book/detail/200348/internal-flame

Title  Internet cable break disconnects Tonga, AI enabled Robotic Knee, Mealpal launches in NZ, Apple and Tesla cut staff - NZ Tech Podcast 423.
Creator  Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2019]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Subject  Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/4e6cca83-4e6cca83
Title  Internet NZ's new initiatives, HP Elite Dragonfly, Rugby World Cup, BMW car tech, Google Play Pass.

Creator  Spain, Paul.

Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2019]

Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary  "Google Play Pass, $179 Vodafone TV streaming box, HP Elite Dragonfly, Rugby World Cup, Acorn TV $8 streaming, Australia's NBN Gigabit option, BMW up the pace on car tech and deliver features via firmware update, Internet NZ update from David Morrison.NZ Tech PodcastPaul SpainGorilla TechnologyFree Tesla Supercharging"--RSS feed.

Subject  Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.

https://nztechpodcast.com

Title  Internet of Things (IoT) Special - NZ Tech Podcast 462.

Creator  Spain, Paul.

Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2019]

Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary  "In this special episode presented in conjunction with Microsoft, host Paul Spain talks with Internet of Things specialists Chimene Bonhomme (Microsoft NZ) and Jourdan Templeton (Aware Group).To register for IoT in Action for free visit: https://nztechpodcast.com/iotinactionLinks:NZ Tech PodcastPaul SpainGorilla TechnologyFree Tesla SuperchargingSpecial thanks to organisations who support innovation and tech leadership in New Zealand by partnering with NZ Tech Podcast:Vodafone NZVocusSumo LogicHPSpark NZ"--RSS feed.

Subject  Bonhomme, Chimene Interviews.
Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.
Templeton, Jourdan Interviews.

https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/462-GAxUvNap
Title  The Internet Party, Parachute tag, Electric Vehicles, 8" Windows Tablets in action.
Creator  Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2014]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "We discuss RFID payment systems used at music events such as Rhythm and Vines and Parachute, NZ internet prices, Kim Dotcom's Internet Party, Electric Vehicles and we go hands on with 8" Windows Tablets from Toshiba and Lenovo. Running time : 0:46:30"--RSS feed.
Subject  Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/89fe7052-89fe7052

Title  An interview with Adnan Yildiz.
Creator  Amery, Mark, 1969-
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [CIRCUIT Artist Film and Video Aotearoa New Zealand], [2014]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "In this CIRCUIT podcast we take a break from our usual three-act format to interview Adnan Yildiz, incoming director of Artspace Auckland. Adnan talks about research, collaboration and his vision for Artspace. Additional comments from acting Artspace Director Anna Gardner. Your interviewer is Mark Amery. Edited by Callum Devlin. Image credit: Misal Adnan Yildiz, Photo by Fabian Schewe (At the back: Erdag Aksel's "A Calculated Loss of Memory- Stuttgart" 2014 as part the exhibition "Life of Objects" Künstlerhaus Stuttgart, Spring (Northern Hemisphere) 2014)"--RSS feed.
Subject  Gardner, Anna Interviews.
Podcasts.
Video art New Zealand.
Yildiz, Adnan, 1979- Interviews.
Title: An interview with Alex Monteith.
Creator: Amery, Mark, 1969-
Publishing Details: [Wellington] : [CIRCUIT Artist Film and Video Aotearoa New Zealand], [2019]
Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary: "There's always the question of authoring ... I like the shared space of co-production" - Alex Monteith In this career-spanning interview with Mark Williams, Alex Monteith discusses Coastal Flows / Coastal Incursions (2019). This ongoing installation project brings together representatives of Iwi, South Island museums and researchers nationwide to revisit a collection of archaeological material from Te Mimi o Tū Te Rakiwhānoa (Fiordland coastal and marine area). Monteith also discusses the working methods behind her 2005 feature film on the Irish Troubles, Chapter and Verse, and a subsequent shift towards works based around surfing, motorcycles and military aircraft. Image: Coastal Flows / Coastal Incursions (production still), 2014. Alex Monteith, Sportsman Cave, Tamatea (Dusky Sound). Photo: Sarah Munro"--RSS feed.
Subject: Monteith, Alex, 1977- Interviews.
Podcasts.
Video art New Zealand.

Title: An interview with Billy Apple.
Creator: Amery, Mark, 1969-
Publishing Details: [Wellington] : [CIRCUIT Artist Film and Video Aotearoa New Zealand], [2015]
Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary: "How important is the gallery exhibition to the work? In this podcast Mark Amery talks to pioneering pop artist and conceptualist Billy Apple about his survey at Auckland Art Gallery The Artist Has to Live Like Everyone Else. Apple reflects on his collaboration with Nam Jun Paik, his willingness to be cloned and his work with agencies from Saatchi and Saatchi to Womens Refuge."--RSS feed.
Subject: Apple, Billy, 1935- Interviews.
Podcasts.
Video art New Zealand.
Title An interview with Chevron Hassett.

Creator Amery, Mark, 1969-

Publishing Details [Wellington] : [CIRCUIT Artist Film and Video Aotearoa New Zealand], [2019]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary "On the phone from Sydney Chevron Hassett talks to Mark Amery about Mauri Tū, The First Breath of Light (2019) showing as part of Home Movies, this Saturday 28 September 10am-4pm in Wellington. The work visualises the sunrise over Te Moana Nui a Kiwi (The Pacific Ocean) at Rangitikuia, East Cape just North of Gisborne, into the lands of the Ngāti Porou. Hassett describes the video as "a continuous loop in a poetic repetition, like a series of kowhaiwhai designs scrolling the roof the wharenui, intricately expressing sacred narratives of the Ngāti Porou...The light enlightens you of the past, as the warmth connects us to the past and the waves prepare you for the future."Still from Mauri Tū, The First Breath of Light (2019) from the series The Children of Māui"--RSS feed.

Subject Hassett, Chevron Interviews.

Podcasts.

Video art New Zealand.


Title An interview with Clinton Watkins.

Creator Amery, Mark, 1969-

Publishing Details [Wellington] : [CIRCUIT Artist Film and Video Aotearoa New Zealand], [2016]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary "We have a reality, do we really need another one? On the occasion of his installation lowercase at Starkwhite Gallery, Clinton Watkins discusses the real, the virtual and spinning skulls. Your interviewer is Mark Amery.Image: Still from mono (2015) Clinton Watkins"--RSS feed.

Subject Podcasts.

Video art New Zealand.

Watkins, Clinton Interviews.


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>An interview with Darcell Apelu.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Amery, Mark, 1969-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[Wellington] : [CIRCUIT Artist Film and Video Aotearoa New Zealand], [2020]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource (1 audio file)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;Is time out the most productive time of all? Darcell Apelu talks to Mark Williams about a recent residency in Yorkshire spent contemplating her practice. She also discusses a trip to her father's homeland of Niue, two resulting videos, and previous performance works which drew on the body, ideas of 'otherness' and her career as an international wood chopper. Still from Saw (2011) detail, Darcell Apelu Watch Darcell's video on CIRCUIT here: <a href="http://www.circuit.org.nz/artist/darcell-apelu%22--RSS">http://www.circuit.org.nz/artist/darcell-apelu&quot;--RSS</a> feed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Apelu, Darcell Interviews.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Podcasts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Video art New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>An interview with Johan Grimonprez.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Amery, Mark, 1969-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[Wellington] : [CIRCUIT Artist Film and Video Aotearoa New Zealand], [2018]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource (1 audio file)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;&quot;The terrorist spectacle accommodates a dirtier game underneath&quot; - Johan Grimonprez. On his 24 hour trip to Wellington, New Zealand we caught up Belgian artist Johan Grimonprez to discuss his films Blue Orchids and Dial H-I-S-T-O-R-Y, showing at City Gallery Wellington as part of the exhibition 'Iconography Of Revolt'. Made 20 years apart, Grimonprez describes both films as part of the timeline of 9/11, and the construction of the 'war on terror'. He discusses the historical role of the media before and after the Cold War, and the digital commons as a newly contested space. With host Mark Williams.&quot;--RSS feed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Grimonprez, Johan Interviews.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Podcasts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Video art New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Title  An interview with Lisa Reihana.
Creator  Amery, Mark, 1969-
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [CIRCUIT Artist Film and Video Aotearoa New Zealand], [2015]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  ""I wanted to be very ambitious at a time when it looked like the economy was collapsing". In this pod Lisa Reihana discusses her installation in Pursuit of Venus (infected) at Auckland Art Gallery Toi o Tāmaki. Based on 19th century wallpaper, Reihana's scrolling video installation addresses a moment of early colonial contact between European and South Pacific peoples. Part 1 (0-8.22) The genesis of the project, links between the historical figures depicted and contemporary culture, and the critical nuances in the work. The making of another video Tai Whetuki/House of Death as a means to work through historical events. Part 2 (8.30-15.00) Technical challenges and ethical conundrums. Lisa concludes by talking about her digital stills of Captain Cook, Joseph Banks, Omai and Tupaia at the National Portrait Gallery, the revisiting of historical figures and play with gender. "It's all about representation and ways of looking"."--RSS feed.
Subject  Podcasts.
Video art New Zealand.

Title  An interview with Luke Fowler.
Creator  Amery, Mark, 1969-
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [CIRCUIT Artist Film and Video Aotearoa New Zealand], [2019]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  ""the problem is with bureaucrats who are preventing us from seeing the content" - Luke FowlerRecently in Wellington for the opening of the Adam Art Gallery installation Passages, Scottish film-maker Luke Fowler sat down with Mark Williams at City Gallery Wellington for a wide-ranging interview on filming portraits of experimental musicians, the revolutionary potential of the past, the responsibility of the spectator, the plight of millennials and bypassing gatekeepers. He begins by discussing 'Pilgrimage from Scattered Points' (2006), his film about the English composer Cornelius Cardew (1936-1981). Recorded at City Gallery Wellington. Passages continues at the Adam Art Gallery until 21 April 2019."--RSS feed.
Podcasts.
Video art New Zealand.
Title: An interview with Mercedes Vicente.

Creator: Amery, Mark, 1969-

Publishing Details: [Wellington] : [CIRCUIT Artist Film and Video Aotearoa New Zealand], [2017]

Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)


Subject: Podcasts.
Vicente, Mercedes Interviews.
Video art New Zealand.

Links:

---

Title: Interview with Peter Beck, CEO Rocket Lab – ‘Business Time’.

Creator: Spain, Paul.

Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2018]

Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary: "Rocket Lab is the global leader in smaller rockets – bringing the cost of launching a rocket into space from over US$100 million to under US$5 million. Paul Spain chats with founder and CEO Peter Beck about the move into full commercial launch this month."--RSS feed.

Subject: Beck, Peter (Engineer) Interviews.
Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.

Links:
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/e2af3dca-e2af3dca
Title An interview with Peter Wareing.
Creator Amery, Mark, 1969-
Publishing Details [Wellington] : [CIRCUIT Artist Film and Video Aotearoa New Zealand], [2019]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Peter Wareing is a New Zealand artist who has spent most of the past 30 years working in the USA and now in the UK. His exhibition Suspended Agency at the Govett Brewster examines a distinctly modern condition: individual and collective numbness in the face of increasing political and economic insecurity. In this interview Wareing talks with CIRCUIT Director and the shows curator Mark Williams about Suspended Agency, an ambitious installation, shot over 3 years in Dagenham, a London suburb which voted overwhelmingly for Brexit. Suspended Agency runs 6 Apr — 21 Jul 2019 at the Govett Brewster Art Gallery, New Plymouth. Photo by Sam Hartnett"--RSS feed.
Subject Podcasts.
Video art New Zealand.
Wareing, Peter (Artist) Interviews.

Title An interview with Yuki Kihara.
Creator Amery, Mark, 1969-
Publishing Details [Wellington] : [CIRCUIT Artist Film and Video Aotearoa New Zealand], [2016]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Subject Gordon-Smith, Ioana Interviews.
Kihara, Shigeyuki, 1975- Interviews.
Podcasts.
Video art New Zealand.
Title  Invisible Energy.
Creator  Amery, Mark, 1969-
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [CIRCUIT Artist Film and Video Aotearoa New Zealand], [2015]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "What makes a group of works an exhibition? How does one translate a public art action into the gallery? How does art give witness to catastrophe? These and other big questions on this CIRCUIT CAST as Emil Dryburgh, Mark Jackson and host Mark Amery review the recent St Paul St show Invisible Energy."--RSS feed.
Subject  Dryburgh, Emil Interviews.
Jackson, Mark (Mark L.) Interviews.
Podcasts.
Video art New Zealand.
Links  http://feeds.soundcloud.com/stream/201013277-circuit-2-episode-21-invisible-energies.mp3
https://soundcloud.com/circuit-2/episode-21-invisible-energies

Title  iOS 9.3 fail, Microsoft's Teleportation alternative, Spark grabs mobile spectrum.
Creator  Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2016]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Microsoft's Artificial Intelligence drama, Holoportation, Maps error gets wrong house demolished, Occulus Rift lands, iOS 9.3 issues, Toyota safety tech goes mainstream, Samsung Smart Windshield, Huawei Mate 8, Spark grabs more mobile spectrum. Running time 1:00:53"--RSS feed.
Subject  Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.
Links  https://dts.podtrac.com/redirect.mp3/cdn.simplecast.com/audio/083219/083219e0-dcd5-4385-9d15-8105e91523a6/dd120c51-4a7c-4745-ab0c-7821a1dc45bc/78319d25_tc.mp3?aid=rss_feed
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>iPad Mini Retina, Coin's magic credit card, LG G2, New ThinkPads.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Spain, Paul.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2013]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource (1 audio file)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;We discuss LG G2 Android, Apple iPad Mini with Retina display, Logitech's iPad Air covers, Samsung Galaxy Note 10.1, new ThinkPads, Apple buy's gesture tech firm, PlayStation 4 vs Xbox One, NZ's Quebee cam coming to Kickstarter, 3D printing on Windows 8.1 Running time: 0:51:49&quot;--RSS feed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Podcasts. Technology New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Links</td>
<td><a href="https://dts.podtrac.com/redirect.mp3/cdn.simplecast.com/audio/083219/083219e0-dcd5-4385-9d15-8105e91523a6/67dbcc83-6bf4-4966-baf6-64b60ac47f6d/34d6beec_tc.mp3?aid=rss_feed">Link</a> <a href="https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/34d6beec-34d6beec">Link</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>iPad Pro vs Surface Pro 4 vs Surface Book, 1Gbps Business UFB, Netflix Tax.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Spain, Paul.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2015]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource (1 audio file)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;We do a hands on comparison between the best from Apple and Microsoft as we look at iPad Pro vs Surface Pro 4 vs Surface Book. Also discussed is MyRepublic's $500 1Gbps Business UFB, Netflix Tax, UltraHD Blu-ray, the All Dock, and Uber NZ price drop. Running time 0:45:05&quot;--RSS feed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Podcasts. Technology New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Creator Spain, Paul.

Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2017]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary "CES highlights – LG 'wallpaper' TV, long range wireless charging, Windows 10 Virtual Reality headsets, Faraday Future, Lucid Motors and devices with voice assistants – cars, washing machines, speakers, phones. We also look back at iPhone's 10-years. Running time 1:06:57"--RSS feed.

Subject Podcasts. Technology New Zealand.

https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/38328c12-38328c12

Title iPhone 11 Pro's superb night photos, Microsoft Surface Duo (Android Phone) and Surface Neo.

Creator Spain, Paul.

Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2019]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary "Microsoft's big news - Surface Duo dual screen Android smartphone, Surface Neo dual screen Windows 10X tablet, Surface Pro X, Surface Laptop 3, Surface Pro 7. Plus Sony PlayStation 4 opens up, iPhone 11 Pro's superb night photography, Flick Electric + more.NZ Tech PodcastPaul SpainGorilla TechnologyFree Tesla SuperchargingSpecial thanks to organisations who support innovation and tech leadership in New Zealand by supporting NZ Tech Podcast:VocusSumo LogicHPSpark NZVodafone NZ"--RSS feed.

Subject Podcasts. Technology New Zealand.

https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/460-fTPHm_M9
Title iPhone 5c, iPhone 5s, IDF 2013, Samsung Galaxy Gear, Galaxy Note 3.
Creator Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2013]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "This week we discuss Apple's iPhone 5c and iPhone 5s launch, iOS 7, Intel's Developer Forum in San Francisco, Easyflix streaming TV and movie service, Sony PS Vita TV, Nokia's Lumia 625 and upcoming 6" Lumia 1520, Xbox Music lands on iPhone and Android. Running time : 0:58:04"--RSS feed.
Subject Podcasts.
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/6df79f3d-6df79f3d

Title iPhone 6/6 Plus hands on, Spaced360, Shellshock, HP's low cost Windows devices.
Creator Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2014]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "In this episode - iPhone 6 and iPhone 6 Plus, Spaced360 bluetooth speaker, Quickflix update, new low cost Windows devices from HP, two interesting multifunction printers from HP and Brother. Digital Nationz tech museum, Rex Bionics and Segway experiences. Running time : 1:07:25"--RSS feed.
Subject Podcasts.
Links https://dts.podtrac.com/redirect.mp3/cdn.simplecast.com/audio/083219/083219e0-dcd5-4385-9d15-8105e91523a6/5b9b1c78-4270-4eb1-9eec-fa95b0f12583/64680049_tc.mp3?aid=rss_feed
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/64680049-64680049
Title  iPhone 6s, iPad Pro, Apple TV, Russia vs Google, touch sensing prosthetics, free VR.

Creator  Spain, Paul.

Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2015]

Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary  "Apple's San Francisco launch - iPhone 6s and iPhone 6s Plus, iPad Pro and Apple TV. Also Russia vs Google, Intel inside sports bra, a prosthetic hand senses touch, bad crowdfunder fined, cereal Virtual Reality, Vodafone/Nokia's emergency mobile network. Running time : 0:57:33"--RSS feed.

Subject  Podcasts.

https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/70999325-70999325

Title  iPhone 6s/6s Plus, Vertu's $15000 phone, International Podcast Day, a drone 1.8km up?

Creator  Spain, Paul.

Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2015]

Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary  "We're hands on the new iPhone 6s and iPhone 6s Plus and discuss Vertu's new $15000 phone, Office 2016, International Podcasting Day, Kiwi Artificial Intelligence (AI) startup Xtracta, Vocus/M2 merger, and we ponder if a pilot saw a drone 1.8km up. Running time : 1:02:31"--RSS feed.

Subject  Podcasts.

https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/26584e07-26584e07
Title: iPhone X, Tesla vs Hurricane Irma, Voyager update from Seeby Woodhouse, Europe vs US Tech companies.

Creator: Spain, Paul.

Publishing Details: [New Zealand]: [Podcasts NZ], [2017]

Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary: "Apple’s iPhone X, iPhone 8, iPhone 8 Plus, Apple TV 4K, Apple Watch series 3, Tesla vs Hurricane Irma, Voyager update from Seeby Woodhouse, Europe vs US Tech companies, Xiaomi’s Mi Mix 2, Vodafone security woes."--RSS feed.

Subject: Podcasts.

Technology New Zealand.

Links: https://dts.podtrac.com/redirect.mp3/cdn.simplecast.com/audio/083219/083219e0-dcd5-4385-9d15-8105e91523a6/16c18cd1-7cf7-4ac6-8605-98b737761278/5ee6eb71_tc.mp3?aid=rss_feed
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/5ee6eb71-5ee6eb71

---

Title: iPhone Xs Max and Segway Drift hands on + Unpacking Amazon and Microsoft updates - NZ Tech Podcast 407.

Creator: Spain, Paul.

Publishing Details: [New Zealand]: [Podcasts NZ], [2018]

Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary: "Upcoming electric scooter rentals in Christchurch/Auckland, Segway eskates, Apple iOS12, iPhone Xs Max and Apple Watch series 4. Looking at Amazon’s news – 3000 AmazonGo store, Echo Auto, Echo Wall Clock, Microwave and more. And Microsoft Ignite taster. www.nztechpodcast.com www.paulspain.com www.gorillahq.com"--RSS feed.

Subject: Podcasts.

Technology New Zealand.

Links: https://dts.podtrac.com/redirect.mp3/cdn.simplecast.com/audio/083219/083219e0-dcd5-4385-9d15-8105e91523a6/0316a489-e81c-43f9-b77c-7da427423b5f/f0e6aefa_tc.mp3?aid=rss_feed
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/f0e6aefa-f0e6aefa
Title  iPhone/Watch 2 hands on, Oracle Cloud, Infocus vs Surface Hub, Twitter > 140 characters.

Creator  Spain, Paul.

Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2016]

Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary  "We try out Apple's iPhone 7, iPhone 7 Plus and Watch series 2. Also -- Twitter blasts past 140 characters, GoPro Karma Drone, check your credit rating, Tasman Global Access update, Oracle Cloud, Ignite, Peter Jackson, Infocus MondoPad, Rocket Lab is go. Running time 1:11:10"--RSS feed.

Subject  Podcasts.

https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/88816830-88816830

Title  Is a $2800 iPhone crazy, HP 3D Printing, Oppo Find X, Ola vs Uber - NZ Tech Podcast 406.

Creator  Spain, Paul.

Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2018]

Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary  "Apple's pricing strategy with the new iPhone Xs, iPhone Xs Max and iPhone Xr. Plus, delving into HP 3D Printing, Ola vs Uber, Chrous 10Gbps Business Broadband, and hands on with the exciting and unique Oppo Find X. www.nztechpodcast.com www.paulspain.com www.gorillahq.com "--RSS feed.

Subject  Podcasts.

https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/b43bc939-b43bc939
Title Is global warming good for summer swimming?
Creator Dickinson, Michelle.
Publishing Details [Auckland] : [NZME], [2017]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Dr Craig Stevens and Nick Rado join host Dr Michelle Dickinson to talk about how scientists use robots to measure changes in our oceans, what type of ice researchers put in their drinks, and what the consequences of warmer oceans could be on our planet."--RSS feed.
Subject Podcasts.
Rado, Nick Interviews.
Science.
Stevens, Craig (Craig L.) Interviews.
Links https://media.blubrry.com/sqfs/content.blubrry.com/sqfs/SQFS008.mp3
https://blubrry.com/sqfs/23350966/8-is-global-warming-good-for-summer-swimming/

Title Is it time for spy apps?
Creator Dudding, Adam.
Publishing Details [Wellington] : [Stuff Limited] [2020]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Stuff national correspondent Steve Kilgallon reports on the smartphone apps that could help health officials with contact tracing. Could they also help avoid future lockdowns? Meanwhile, hosts Adam Dudding and Eugene Bingham go on an excellent adventure.Links: Click here for every episode of Coronavirus NZ. Full Stuff coronavirus coverageEugene on TwitterAdam on TwitterOur new email: viruspod@stuff.co.nz."--RSS feed.
Subject COVID-19 (Disease) New Zealand.
Kilgallon, Steve Interviews.
Podcasts.
Links https://media.whooshkaa.com/show/11846/episode/618965.mp3
https://player.whooshkaa.com/episode?id=618965
Title Island time: making the case for a Pacific bubble.
Creator Dudding, Adam.
Publishing Details [Wellington] : [Stuff Limited] [2020]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "The race is on to establish a Trans-Tasman bubble, but meanwhile our Pacific neighbours are in strife. Cook Islands News editor Jonathan Milne joins the show to talk about pandemic life in Rarotonga, the impact on the country's tourism-dependent economy, and NZ's paternalistic attitudes. Stuff's Alison Mau reports on what Kiwi-style bubbles could teach other countries fighting the virus. And Adam toys with the idea of reviving a famous investigation. Links: Click here for every episode of Coronavirus NZ. Full Stuff coronavirus coverage Eugene on Twitter; Adam on Twitter Plague Playlist: Band of the Pacific Tūtira mai ngā iwi Support Stuff Our email: viruspod@stuff.co.nz"--RSS feed.
Subject COVID-19 (Disease) New Zealand.
Mau, Alison, 1965- Interviews.
Milne, Jonathan (Editor) Interviews.
Podcasts.
Links https://media.whooshkaa.com/show/11846/episode/665993.mp3
https://player.whooshkaa.com/episode?id=665993

Title Isolated System.
Publishing Details [Wellington] : [Yellow Fever], [2020]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Series Phoenix City ; March 26, 2020.
Summary "The pod go remote! Recording from the comfort of each of their own homes, the pod team look at the postponment of the A-League, and what it will mean for both the future of the Nix and the A-League. Meanwhile, the W-League final was played, and NZF have appointed coaches to the men's teams. Support us on Patreon to receieve access to exclusive bonus content at https://www.patreon.com/phoenixcity."--RSS feed.
Subject Podcasts.
Soccer New Zealand.
Wellington Phoenix FC (Soccer club)
Links https://thekidsareallwhite.podomatic.com/enclosure/2020-03-25T18_04_58-07_00.mp3
https://www.podomatic.com/podcasts/thekidsareallwhite/episodes/2020-03-25T18_04_58-07_00
Title Israel Adesanya.
Creator Dallas Momoisea, Leilani.
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Snacks and Chats], [2020]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "The Snacks and Chats team reunite with the UFC middleweight champion, Israel Adesanya. Adesanya talks about his “bizarre” fight with Yoel Romero, why he’s looking forward to the Paulo Costa fight, snobbery at the Halberg Awards and his speech that night, the humility needed to be a good fighter, how fleeting the joy of winning can seem, seeing a psychologist, realising the importance of protecting his own space and learning to love his younger self."--RSS feed.
Subject Adesanya, Israel Interviews.
Podcasts.
Links https://snacksandchats.podomatic.com/enclosure/2020-06-15T15_34_42-07_00.mp3
https://www.podomatic.com/podcasts/snacksandchats/episodes/2020-06-15T15_34_42-07_00

Title Israel Adesanya aka "The Stylebender".
Creator Dallas Momoisea, Leilani.
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Snacks and Chats], [2017]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Israel Adesanya aka "The Stylebender" chats with Lani and Ben about moving from Nigeria to Rotorura, NZ, and going from a kid who was bullied in school to a professional fighter. They talk a lot about fighting and how that relates to life and his love of dance, why he chose fighting over dancing, his recent fights, the prospect of fighting in the UFC, who will win in the Mayweather v McGregor fight and keeping a winners mentality even after tough losses."--RSS feed.
Subject Adesanya, Israel Interviews.
Podcasts.
Links https://snacksandchats.podomatic.com/enclosure/2017-05-14T20_45_59-07_00.mp3
https://www.podomatic.com/podcasts/snacksandchats/episodes/2017-05-14T20_45_59-07_00
Title  It's F**cked.

Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [Yellow Fever], [2019]

Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)

Series  Phoenix City ; November 07, 2019.

Summary  "The Nix get screwed over by a terrible VAR lack-of-intervention, and Louis Fenton says it as it is. The All Whites squad to take on Ireland and Lithuania has been announced, and Canterbury United dispatched Capital in the NWL. Part one of two episodes this week."--RSS feed.

Subject  Podcasts.

Links  https://thekidsareallwhite.podomatic.com/enclosure/2019-11-07T06_08-24-08_00.mp3

Title  Iwi o te Wiki - Ngā Rauru.

Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : Te Wānanga o Aotearoa, [2020]

Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)

Series  Taringa ; ep 148.

Summary  "Rauru Broughton - a descendant named after the eponymous ancestor of his iwi (Ngā Rauru), phones in to talk to us about the namesake, area, stories and the tikanga. This week's kīwaha is "ōna kurakura" (what rubbish! dislike towards someone or what they said) Original source for the Waiata is https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LRwBL5kQP9U"--RSS feed.

Subject  Iwi.


Title Jacinda Ardern - That Rando Bitch.
Creator Matafeo, Rose, 1992-
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcasts Network], [2020]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "A episode of Boners start with donuts, continues with Alice’s vape struggle, rounds the barriers to both gals potential political careers and ends with a realisation that having to stand by your own opinions is too hard. Why does anyone do it? Also - Chris Martin is hot and no correspondence will be entered into on this matter. Thank you. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject Podcasts.
Links https://sphinx.acast.com/both/jacindaardern-thatrandobitch/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/both/jacindaardern-thatrandobitch

Title Jahra 'Rager' Wasasala.
Creator Dallas Momoisea, Leilani.
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Snacks and Chats], [2018]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "We spoke with Jahra 'Rager' Wasasala shortly after she'd performed her solo 'a world, with your wound in it' and the group show ORCHIDS at the Tempo Dance Festival. She spoke about the come-down after performing such works following years of prep, the conflicting tension that comes with the question 'where are you from'?; the problem with terms like Polynesian and Melanesian, not being afraid as an artist, the challenges of training institutions for young creatives, her mantra 'The world as a woman's body', the creative influence of her mother and much, much more."--RSS feed.
Subject Podcasts.
Wasasala, Jahra Interviews.
Links https://snacksandchats.podomatic.com/enclosure/2018-01-14T13_32_35-08_00.mp3
https://www.podomatic.com/podcasts/snacksandchats/episodes/2018-01-14T13_32_35-08_00
**Title**  James Harden Conspiracy Theory.

**Creator**  Williams, Guy, 1987-

**Publishing Details**  New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcasts], [2020]

**Format**  1 online resource (1 audio file)

**Summary**  "The Rocket Man is back, and he's got hot takes and conspiracy theories as we look back at two huge game 7's. Plus the Bucks and Raptors are in trouble! Big Trouble. Or are they? This was recorded before game 3.  See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.

**Subject**  Basketball United States.

**Links**  
https://sphinx.acast.com/advanced-analytics-nba/jameshardenconspiracytheory/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/advanced-analytics-nba/jameshardenconspiracytheory

---

**Title**  James Kuegler and Andrew McDowall LIVE.

**Creator**  Rayment, Matt.

**Publishing Details**  [New Zealand] : [Dirt Church Radio], [2018]

**Format**  1 online resource (1 audio file)

**Summary**  "Kia Ora whanau. Something different for you this week (and us, actually)!! Eugene and Matt bring you the first ever DCR live show, from inside Thomson Whisky Distillery at Hallertau Brewery. Nestled in amongst the copper stills were our hosts, an audience, a bunch of tasty beverages, and our guests- Dr James Kuegler and Mr Andrew McDowall. James Kuegler is a well established running coach, under his eponymous brand. James is a Dr of Chiropractic, and has represented New Zealand at the Oceania Trail Running Championships. James has a slew of other top results, being a previous Tarawera 60km winner, having a top ten finish at Kepler, and currently holding the course record at Total Sports brutal West Coaster adventure run. Currently, James has been "hanging out at athletics tracks" with his focus shifting more to junior athletes and his work with Papakura Athletic and Harrier Club. Having been veterans of several James Kuegler talks we were super excited to get James on to share his wisdom. As always, James is engaging, confronting, and entertaining, discussing the challenges and celebrations of the New Zealand trail running scene, how at the end of the day, we're all just runners, and his favourite New Zealand events. Andrew McDowall went from a man who did the Rotorua Marathon on a whim with friends and subsequently moonwalked the last 10km of the Kepler challenge after demolishing his quadriceps, to being 5th at the Tarawera 100 mile endurance run and 4th at Northburn 100 mile 34 days later. Oh, did we mention that Andrew is just off to Taiwan to represent New Zealand at the Asia/Oceania 24 hour championships. Andrew is not a professional runner however, but a professional musician, having a degree in film score composition, owning his own studio, Digibake, and being a veteran of several bands, including playing trumpet for the globe striding Aotearoa reggae band Katchafire. Oh, and he also set up our live sound. Andrew is, to put it plainly, a good bastard. In fact, both our guest firmly fulfill the "good bastard" criteria, and you'll be able to hear that as you listen to this freewheeling live conversation - complete with audience interaction, beer being spilled (thanks, Tom and Thee Dave), along with various other diverse alarums and excursions. We'd like to formally thank both Thomson Whisky and Hallertau Brewery for their enthusiasm for the idea and their boundless generosity. We had a blast doing it and we hope you'll have a blast listening. Enjoy!"--RSS feed.

**Subject**  Kuegler, James Interviews.

McDowall, Andrew Interviews.

Mountain running New Zealand.

Podcasts.
Title  Jami-Lee Ross on his rates freeze SOP, the Botany electorate and China.
Creator  Aitchison, Islay.
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [New Zealand Taxpayers' Union Inc.], [2020]
  Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
  Series  Taxpayer talk ; May 09, 2020.
Subject  Podcasts.
  Ross, Jami-Lee, 1985- Interviews.
  Taxation New Zealand.

Title  Jandal Slap.
Creator  Buckingham, Des.
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [Yellow Fever], [2018]
  Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
  Series  Phoenix City ; April 21, 2018.
Summary  "The podcast is joined by Des Buckingham, NZF U20's head coach and All Whites assistant coach this week to chat about what he's been up to since leaving the Phoenix, his new roles at NZF and what they entail. Meanwhile, the Phoenix avoided the spoon thanks to some Sarpreet magic at QBE and an Ernie special."--RSS feed.
Subject  Buckingham, Des Interviews.
  Podcasts.
  Soccer New Zealand.
  Wellington Phoenix FC (Soccer club)
Links  https://thekidsareallwhite.podomatic.com/enclosure/2018-04-21T16_18_27-07_00.mp3
  https://www.podomatic.com/podcasts/thekidsareallwhite/episodes/2018-04-21T16_18_27-07_00
Title: Janet Lilo.
Creator: Amery, Mark, 1969-
Publishing Details: [Wellington] : [CIRCUIT Artist Film and Video Aotearoa New Zealand], [2016]
Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary: "As Janet Lilo enjoys her first solo survey show 'Status Update' at Te Uru Waitakere Contemporary Gallery, the artist speaks to Mark Amery about coincidence, accountability and her addiction to a socially-driven practice. Image: Janet Lilo, Portrait, digital photograph"--RSS feed.

Title: Janine Randerson and Place Unmaking.
Creator: Amery, Mark, 1969-
Publishing Details: [Wellington] : [CIRCUIT Artist Film and Video Aotearoa New Zealand], [2015]
Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary: "In this pod Janine Randerson discusses her upcoming collaboration with CIRCUIT for the New Zealand Film Festival entitled Place Unmaking, featuring work by Alex Monteith, Richard Von Sturmer, Layne Waerea and others. We also discuss Randerson's own practice of collaborating with scientists and engineers.Still from Seawater and Dust (2015) Janine Randerson"--RSS feed.
Subject: Podcasts. Randerson, Janine Interviews. Video art New Zealand.
Title Jared Hazen.

Creator Rayment, Matt.

Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Dirt Church Radio], [2019]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary "It’s our birthday!! So we are giving you the present of A) Jared Hazen and B) the correct way to say Coconino (COKE-A-NINO). Jared Hazen is the second-fastest person ever to run the Western States Endurance Run, with a time of 14:26:46. Eugene and Matt attempted to do the math on Hazen’s average pace at kilometer 61 of the WUU2k last week and failed miserably, BUT, the man is fast. Bested only by his training partner, and fellow Coconino Cowboy, Jim Walmsley. Jared, at 24, has had a career that many older athletes could only dream of, this being his third WSER. Jared started running ultra marathons at 17 and has dedicated a significant portion of the last 7 years to the study of the sport which he is “head over heels” with. This is a beautiful conversation with a wonderful man..of course we touch on the WSER, but we also go back to the start, and discuss Jared’s early years, the support and challenges he experienced being so young in the sport, and his bond with Walmsley, which in the end, was instrumental in Jared moving to Flagstaff and becoming a cowboy. We couldn’t sit on this banger of an episode any longer and had to get it out. Thanks for helping line it up for us, Logan Austin! Legend! And Happy birthday to us. Enjoy!!!!!!!!"--RSS feed.

Subject Hazen, Jared Interviews.

Mountain running New Zealand.

Podcasts.

Links https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5b12367ff8370a538dd229e3/t/5d2d937a48a4d00001683ee9/1563268443103/ep+51+jared+hazen.mp3

https://www.dirtchurchradio.com/dirtchurchradio/2019/7/19/dcr-episode-51-jared-hazen


Title Jarrad Hoeata.

Creator Hoeata, Jarrad, 1983-

Publishing Details Wellington, New Zealand : Rugby New Zealand [2020]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Series All Blacks podcast ; August 27, 2020.

Summary "A genuine hard-man of New Zealand rugby, Jarrad Hoeata joins the All Blacks Podcast to look back on his 15-year professional career and talk about what is up next now he has hung up the boots. Note that the Steinlager North v South clash will now be played in Wellington on September 5 at 7.10pm."--RSS feed.

Subject Hoeata, Jarrad, 1983- Interviews.

Podcasts.

Rugby Union football New Zealand.


https://soundcloud.com/all-blacks-podcast150183620/jarrad-hoeata-03

"Kia ora Whanau. This week, Eugene and Matt have the pleasure of speaking to Jason Koop, the Director of Coaching for Carmichael Training Systems. Jason is one of the premiere coaches in the ultramarathon world, and has coached many professional athletes to high levels of success within the sport. Koop’s roster has included such names as Kaci Lickteig, Dylan Bowman, Mike Foote, Timothy Olson, Jen Benna, Larisa Dannis, Dakota Jones, Missy Gosney, Alex Varner, Ford Smith...Gosh, the list goes on. Jason is known for his ability to convey quantitative data into a qualitative framework, which is especially important when working with athletes that may very quickly get into the weeds when the raw data and technical terms are rolled out (Stand up, Matt Rayment). Jason got his start coaching youth in track whilst himself a teen. Jason not only talks the talk, his personal ultrarunning resume includes two top-10 finishes at the Leadville Trail 100 Run and finishes at some of ultrarunning’s most formidable events, including the Western States Endurance Run, the Badwater 135, the Wasatch 100, and the Hardrock 100. Currently Jason is preparing for Tor de Geants, a 330-plus kilometre self-supported race in Italy’s Aosta Valley. In this conversation we discuss Koop’s upcoming TDG attempt, Relative Perceived Effort, The Hierarchy of Needs for Ultramarathon Runners and the joy of running with dogs. We coined the term “Rigby Perceived Effort” and also discuss food, cycling, and why the state of mental grit is as important as cardiovascular health. As well as Jason’s excellent conversation, this episode sees Matt and Eugene excitedly back together behind the mic, wondering, after two weeks of tours and live shows, why there is no applause. We have all the regular goodness, Stuff You Should Know, Greatest Run Ever and Queen Ruth Croft’s continued domination of Europe. Enjoy!!!!!!"--RSS feed.
Title: Jeb Solo.

Creator: Lund, Jeb.

Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2017]

Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary: "Recorded on Feb 16 2017 Jeb Lund grabs the wheel without a co-pilot this week to discuss the sh!t sandwich that is the current situation with recently booted National Security Advisor Michael Lynn. Trump meanwhile tries to take the failing White House communication situation in his own hands and achieves an impossible level of stupidity and outrageous disregard for truth and reality. Again."--RSS feed.

Subject: Podcasts.

World politics.

Links: https://traffic.omny.fm/d/clips/6e2a797b-0cc4-4c0b-a44d-a51e0019bc3c/f5c796b6-19ca-41d0-8bff-a68c00df11ad/3ef07028-df51-4aae-9dd9-a71e00b97699/audio.mp3?utm_source=Podcasts&in_playlist=193ca0a-87f4-4441-934d-a68c00e44c3e&t=1487417994

https://omny.fm/shows/polidicks/jeb-solo


Title: Jeff Beer - Advertising Editor, Fast Company.

Creator: O'Brien, Beth (Creative director)

Publishing Details: [Auckland] : Colenso BBDO, [2018]

Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary: "In this episode, we interview the incredibly talented Jeff Beer, Advertising Editor at Fast Company."--RSS feed.

Subject: Advertising New Zealand.

Beer, Jeff (Editor) Interviews.

Marketing New Zealand.

Podcasts.


https://soundcloud.com/lovethepodcast/s1-e1-jeff-beer-advertising-editor-fast-company
Title  Jeff Browning.
Creator  Rayment, Matt.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Dirt Church Radio], [2018]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Kia Ora Whanau. This week Eugene and Matt have the immense pleasure to sit down with the one and only Jeff Browning. Jeff is a phenomenon in the trail and ultra running world. With over 30 100 mile finishes over the course of his career and a massive string of triumphs lately, including a top five or better placing at the last three Western States Endurance Runs, the record for the WSER-Hardrock double, AND the 2018 Hardrock victory. Jeff talks to us about his history in the sport, as well as his approach to competition and diet. All being family men, we discuss the balance of (for Jeff) high level competition when family and other commitments take precedence. We discuss his 2018 Hardrock Victory, and how a wrong turn nearly scuttled his second place, just as he found out he was in first. As always on DCR, we end our conversation with Jeff’s greatest run ever. Enjoy!!"--RSS feed.
Subject  Browning, Jeff Interviews.
Mountain running New Zealand.
Podcasts.
Links  https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5b12367ff8370a538dd229e3/t/5ba02111f950b73f52268284/1537221419861/Ep+10+Jeff+Browning.mp3
https://www.dirtchurchradio.com/dirtchurchradio/2018/9/19/dcr-episode-10-jeff-browning

Title  Jem Noble's Dream Dialects.
Creator  Amery, Mark, 1969-
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [CIRCUIT Artist Film and Video Aotearoa New Zealand], [2017]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  ""How does entanglement in the technical circuits of ‘progress’ shape not just dreams, but the capacity to dream?” In this pod guests Judy Darragh and Scott Hamilton join Mark Amery to discuss Dream Dialects, an exhibition by British artist Jem Noble recently installed at Te Tuhi, Auckland, which responds to the New Zealand film Sleeping Dogs (1977), directed by Roger Donaldson, and to the novel Smith’s Dream (1971), by C. K. Stead, on which the film is based. Both the novel and film tell a fictional tale of an insidious authoritarian power supplanting liberal democracy under familiar mantras of economic crisis and national security. Dream Dialects takes the contemporary resonance of this story as a starting point to consider the media through which narratives circulate and how they affect the nature of subjectivity and its capacity for political action.""--RSS feed.
Subject  Darragh, Judy, 1957- Interviews.
Hamilton, Scott, 1974- Interviews.
Podcasts.
Video art New Zealand.
Title Jenny Gill on lessons from a life in Philanthropy.

Creator Moe, Steven, 1976-

Publishing Details [Rolleston] : Steven Moe, [2020]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary "Jenny has spent decades working in Philanthropy in New Zealand. In this interview we hear about her childhood and some of the influences that shaped her, becoming a teacher, travelling overseas and what she learned in India, the work she did with organisations involved in Philanthropy including working with Sir Roy Mckenzie on setting up his personal foundation, being involved in the creation of Philanthropy New Zealand and leading the largest New Zealand community trust, Foundation North, from 2004 for 15 years. Throw in also leading Fulbright New Zealand (awarding academic scholarships) and being a trustee of other groups like the Vodafone Foundation and you'll see we touch on many topics. We also focus in on discussing what she has learned about developing effective strategy, what listening to communities really looks like, the role of philanthropy and what works and doesn't work. I really enjoyed this wide ranging conversation with Jenny and know you will as well. Video version here: https://youtu.be/P5YJzaMQaWU Linked In: https://www.linkedin.com/in/jenny-gill-onzm-15583b5/?originalSubdomain=nz "--RSS feed.

Subject Gill, Jenny, 1951- Interviews.
Podcasts.
Social entrepreneurship New Zealand.


Title JessB.

Creator Dallas Momoisea, Leilani.

Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Snacks and Chats], [2017]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary ""I went back for the first time in December to Kenya... I got there, and people stare at me even more than they do here, because I’m mixed. Probably that was the biggest learning. There’s probably never gonna be somewhere I fit completely so I’m just gonna have to make my own lane. Or just be comfortable in the fact that I am mixed. I’m me. I’m whole, and I am who I am."

--RSS feed.

Subject Podcasts.

"What is the Not So Redundant Club? In this interview Jessie explains more about what it is and why she started it as well as providing background on her life and journey so far. One of the key themes that came through in this was community in various guises and I really enjoyed this conversation. I've known Jessie several years so it was really nice to reflect on the Impact Unconference in April as well and her own background in the Law. I am sure you will enjoy this conversation and if you do - is there someone else who might be facing redundancy who would benefit from listening to this? There are more than 210 other interviews in the back catalogue at www.theseeds.nz as well. For those interested in joining or learning more about the Not So Redundant Club: Website for those who want to join the Club:

https://members.notsoredundantclub.nz/

Facebook:

https://www.facebook.com/thenotsoredundantclub

LinkedIn:

https://www.linkedin.com/company/the-not-so-redundant-club

Instagram:

https://www.instagram.com/not.so.redundant.club

The SDG Art Exhibition is being put on by the Global Shapers Ōtautahi Hub, The Conscious Club and Bead & Proceed. It starts with a launch night event on Friday 25th September 2020 and runs until Thursday 1st October at Milton St Substation in Ōtautahi/Christchurch. Website: https://www.sdgexhibition.com/

Tickets for launch night on Friday 25th September:

https://events.humanitix.com/sdg-art-exhibition-launch-night

Global Shapers Ōtautahi Hub Recruitment Information evening is coming up on Wednesday 30th September 2020 and is open to all those interested in learning more about Global Shapers. More details here: https://www.facebook.com/events/641921236723556

You can follow the Global Shapers Ōtautahi Hub on Facebook here:

https://www.facebook.com/globalshaperschristchurch

"--RSS feed.

Subject
Cross, Jessie (Lawyer) Interviews.
Podcasts.
Social entrepreneurship New Zealand.

Links
https://chtbl.com/track/89G95E/traffic.libsyn.com/secure/seeds/Jessie_Cross_2.mp3?dest-id=571558

https://seeds.libsyn.com/jessie-cross-on-founding-the-not-so-redundant-club

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Joe Buchanan: Solaris by Stanislaw Lem.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Adam, Pip.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[Wellington] : [Pip Adam], [2015]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource (1 audio file)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;Solaris by Stanislaw Lem is the subject of today's discussion about reading and writing with Pip Adam.&quot;--RSS feed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Buchanan, Joe Interviews. New Zealand literature. Podcasts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Links</td>
<td><a href="https://mcdn.podbean.com/mf/web/v7u6qi/Episode22JoeBuchananSolaris.mp3">https://mcdn.podbean.com/mf/web/v7u6qi/Episode22JoeBuchananSolaris.mp3</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>John Berry on Ethical Investing.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Moe, Steven, 1976-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[Rolleston] : Steven Moe, [2020]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource (1 audio file)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;John Berry shares his life journey during this interview and we find out about what he is doing today in the area of ethical investing at Pathfinder which now has 7 different funds. To start with though we find out about John's childhood and he shares with us about becoming a lawyer, travels through the Middle East, going through a burnout period and deciding to move back from London. We also dive pretty deep around mental health and learning how we can be more open with each other and support people going through hard times. I really enjoyed this interview and learned a lot and am sure you will appreciate it as well. Pathfinder: <a href="https://www.path.co.nz">https://www.path.co.nz</a> Caresaver: <a href="https://caresaver.co.nz/">https://caresaver.co.nz/</a> Men's Health Trust: <a href="http://menshealthnz.org.nz/about-the-trust/">http://menshealthnz.org.nz/about-the-trust/</a> For almost 200 other interviews visit <a href="http://www.theseeds.nz">www.theseeds.nz</a> &quot;--RSS feed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Berry, John (Chief executive officer) Interviews. Podcasts. Social entrepreneurship New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Links</td>
<td><a href="https://chtbl.com/track/89G95E/traffic.libsyn.com/secure/seeds/John_Berry_full_interview.mp3?dest-id=571558">https://chtbl.com/track/89G95E/traffic.libsyn.com/secure/seeds/John_Berry_full_interview.mp3?dest-id=571558</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><a href="https://seeds.libsyn.com/john-berry-on-ethical-investing">https://seeds.libsyn.com/john-berry-on-ethical-investing</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Title: John Ellis.

Creator: Rayment, Matt.

Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Dirt Church Radio], [2020]

Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary: "Kia Ora Whanau. John Ellis moved to Hong Kong in 2010 and found himself unexpectedly drawn from the roads onto the city's expansive network of trails. Since moving from road to dirt, John has stacked up a bunch of wins throughout Asia including Moontrekker, Lantau 70, Green Power and MSIG Hong Kong. He has top 20 finishes at HK100, UTMF and Ultra Trail Australia, as well as winning the China Skyrunning Ultra Series 2016/17 and finishing top 50 at the Ultra Trail World Tour in 2015 and 2016. With his life changing tack somewhat due to parenthood, John still found time in 2019 to win the Asia Trail Masters series. Not content with merely running and being a stalwart of the Hong Kong scene, John is also a founder of the running brand T8 and the owner of Gone Running, a brick-and-mortar running store in Hong Kong. In this episode we discuss running in times of social unrest and during the uncertainty of Covid-19, the joy of running trails in an urban metropolis, what the Nine Dragons are and which level of typhoon is too much to run in. We also get the lowdown on the Hallertau Riverhead Rampage 21km winner Tom Hunt's race, and his build up to the Tahoe 200 Wowzers. ..Enjoy!"--RSS feed.

Subject: Ellis, John (Runner) Interviews.

Mountain running New Zealand.

Podcasts.

Links:
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5b12367ff8370a538dd229e3/t/5e6722727633b2769e36789b/1583818189928/Ep+84+John+Ellis.mp3

Title: John Onate.

Creator: Rayment, Matt.

Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Dirt Church Radio], [2019]

Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary: "Kia Ora Whanau. This week Matt speaks to Dr John Onate, Associate Professor of Psychiatry and Behavioural Sciences at the University of California Davis. John is an accomplished ultra runner, speaker at Rob Krar’s trail running camps, the Western States Endurance Run and UTMB. John is also the medical lead at the Devil's Thumb aid station at Western States. John was in New Zealand to run the Shotover Moonlight Marathon and Matt had the pleasure to host John in the mighty Riverhead Forest and the repair back to Matt's whare for a beer and a chat. And what a chat it was, it was an absolute pleasure to discuss mental health and running with a mental health professional. We discuss the benefits and challenges of running in regards to our mental health. We discuss John’s journey in both running and medicine and then proceed to veer all over the map touching on topics relating to running and mental health, concierge medicine, and just what makes us tick, in this entertaining and interesting conversation. Enjoy!"--RSS feed.

Subject: Onate, John Interviews.

Mountain running New Zealand.

Podcasts.

Links:
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5b12367ff8370a538dd229e3/t/5c6b8999652deadf25e2fccc9/15505529551/Ep+30+John+Onate.mp3
https://www.dirtchurchradio.com/dirtchurchradio/2019/2/20/dcr-episode-30-john-onate
Title  John Vea.
Creator  Amery, Mark, 1969- 
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [CIRCUIT Artist Film and Video Aotearoa New Zealand], [2016]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "How does the method of a works making afford its participants anything? Ahead of his participation in the CIRCUIT Symposium Phantom Topologies we caught up with artist John Vea to discuss translating the stories of others, and hypnotising the audience with the mahi (work). Image: John Vea, 29.09.2009 Tribute to Samoa, American Samoa and Tonga (2013)"--RSS feed.
Subject  Podcasts.
Vea, John, 1985- Interviews.
Video art New Zealand.

Title  John Ward Knox.
Creator  Amery, Mark, 1969- 
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [CIRCUIT Artist Film and Video Aotearoa New Zealand], [2016]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "How do we attribute value? On the 50th anniversary of the Frances Hodgkins residency in Dunedin 2015 fellow John Ward Knox talks to Mark Amery about art economies, human remains and staying on in the South to examine his "inner gothic cathedral"."--RSS feed.
Subject  Podcasts.
Video art New Zealand.
Ward Knox, John, 1984- Interviews.
Links  http://feeds.soundcloud.com/stream/292205118-circuit-2-episode-54-john-ward-knox.mp3
https://soundcloud.com/circuit-2/episode-54-john-ward-knox
Join us in the gratitude circle of The Bachelorette NZ.

*Title* Join us in the gratitude circle of The Bachelorette NZ.
*Creator* Yee, Jane.
*Publishing Details* [Auckland] : [The Spinoff], [2020]
*Format* 1 online resource (1 audio file)
*Summary* "The Real Pod reassembles to dissect the sixth week of The Bachelorette NZ, with special thanks to Nando's. In this trying times of global chaos and social distancing, we welcome you to join our digital gratitude circle and recap the last week on The Bachelorette NZ. These were happier times when the swimming was synchronised, the chicken nibbles were realistic looking and Michael's root vegetable was hanging out for all the world to see. AMOG has completely come undone, Jesse is permanently rarked and Liam is officially veto-ed. In real news, Duncan played Alex's mum at Scrabble and got caned, Jane is in the thick of California Coronavirus chaos and Alex is wearing a wig. We also desperately have to talk about whatever the hell is going on with MAFS AU. It's The Real Pod, and it's real as hell. To listen use the player below, jump or download this episode (right click and save). Feel free to subscribe via Apple Podcasts, RSS or via your favourite podcast client, and be sure to get involved on social media using #realpod"--RSS feed.

*Subject* Podcasts.
Reality television programs.

*Links* https://media.acast.com/the-real-pod/therealpod-joinusinthegratitudecircleofthebachelorettenz/media.mp3

---

Jordan Hartt: The Waves by Virginia Woolf.

*Title* Jordan Hartt: The Waves by Virginia Woolf.
*Creator* Adam, Pip.
*Publishing Details* [Wellington] : [Pip Adam], [2014]
*Format* 1 online resource (1 audio file)
*Summary* "The Waves by Virginia Woolf is the subject of today's discussion about reading and writing with Pip Adam. This episode marks a couple of firsts. It's the first time we've recorded an episode over VoIP and the first time I've spoken to someone I haven't known for a long time. Jordan lives, writes, reads, and teaches in Seattle. I was introduced to Jordan by Kirsten Le Harivel a writer from Wellington which I'm really happy about because I really enjoyed talking to him. Jordan is coming to Wellington in January to teach an exciting workshop called Culture, Landscape, and Creating Character. You can read about Jordan and the workshop here. I was looking forward to the workshop before I talked to Jordan and now I've talked to him, I can't wait! Jordan and I talk about a work of his called Leap which you can read here"--RSS feed.

*Subject* Hartt, Jordan Interviews.
New Zealand literature.
Podcasts.

*Links* https://mcdn.podbean.com/mf/web/6wv2ei/Ep7JordanHartt.mp3
Title  Josh Komen.

Creator  Rayment, Matt.

Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Dirt Church Radio], [2019]

Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary  "Kia Ora whanau. Josh Komen grew up on the West Coast of the South Island and spent most of his younger years outside with the sky and ridges as boundaries. Josh loved movement and physicality- playing rugby league and running with past and future legends Ruth Croft, Eddie Gray, and Boston Marathon winner Dave McKenzie. Josh, as many people on The Coast do, equated being busy with being happy. So Josh would wake up every morning, put in a 10 hour shift maintaining the high power lines that link the West Coast of the South Island to the grid, then chop and collect firewood, then he would run. Fast. Josh was one New Zealand’s brightest track talents, heading to the next Commonwealth Games in the 800m when his life changed forever when he was diagnosed with acute myeloid leukemia. What follows is the most unalloyed and powerful conversation we have ever had on Dirt Church Radio. We talk about Josh’s journey through two cancer diagnoses, a stem cell transplant, and how in trying to save his life, it was nearly ended. Josh discusses his darkest times with a disarming frankness and ultimately, this is a conversation about how fear, rage, and despair can be bested by acceptance, connection, and love. It is clear to hear Josh tell it, that these hard learned lessons are absolutely applicable in everyday life. And despite all that Josh has lost, Josh continues to live his life by these values. We are so privileged to have been able to speak with Josh, and are delighted to share our conversation with you. Enjoy."--RSS feed.

Subject  Komen, Josh Interviews.

Links  https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5b12367ff8370a538dd229e3/t/5cfd792daf28a30001e75372/1560116073169/josh+komen+full.mp3

Title  Josie & T.

Creator  Dallas Momoisea, Leilani.

Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Snacks and Chats], [2017]

Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary  "Josie & T (Josie Oloioto'a & Te Awariki Lardelli) talk about using their vlog to confront casual racism, sexism and homophobia, and the sex-ed they wished they had in high school. They also talk about mental health and the importance of strong platonic relationships, the impact of religion and culture on their lives, and the epic story of how they finally formed an IRL friendship."--RSS feed.

Subject  Lardelli, Te Awariki Interviews.
Oloioto'a, Josie Interviews.

Links  https://snacksandchats.podomatic.com/enclosure/2017-07-16T23_14_45-07_00.mp3
https://www.podomatic.com/podcasts/snacksandchats/episodes/2017-07-16T23_14_45-07_00
Title José's Many Hats.
Creator Figueira, José, 1982-
Publishing Details [Wellington] : [Yellow Fever], [2018]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Series Phoenix City ; March 30, 2018.
Summary "The Phoenix managed to put in an excellent display against the Roar with a bunch of first-teamers missing. José Figueira joins the pod yet again to talk about Team Wellington's 1-0 semifinal win over Canterbury and the prospect of yet another grand final against Auckland City, as well as his other job as All Whites assistant coach."--RSS feed.
Subject Figueira, José, 1982- Interviews.
Podcasts.
Soccer New Zealand.
Wellington Phoenix FC (Soccer club)
Links https://thekidsareallwhite.podomatic.com/enclosure/2018-03-30T16_48_42-07_00.mp3
https://www.podomatic.com/podcasts/thekidsareallwhite/episodes/2018-03-30T16_48_42-07_00

Title Joyce Campbell.
Creator Amery, Mark, 1969-
Publishing Details [Wellington] : [CIRCUIT Artist Film and Video Aotearoa New Zealand], [2016]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "What's the difference between a cave in Sydney and the Auckland Art Gallery? Joyce Campbell discusses her Walters prize-nominated project Flightdream and her working relationships with site and technology. Campbell also discusses Te Taniwha, an ongoing photographic project drawing on the mythology, history and ecology of Waikaremoana and its many tributaries and outlets.Image: Joyce Campbell, Flightdream II (video still) 2016, three-channel HD video installation, 30:00 min looped, colour, sound by Peter Kolovos, text by Mark von Schlegel narrated by Andrew Maxwell, courtesy of the artist and Two Rooms, Auckland, (installation view), Auckland Art Gallery Toi o Tamaki, 2016."--RSS feed.
Subject Campbell, Joyce, 1971- Interviews.
Podcasts.
Video art New Zealand.
**Title** JP and Biggie.
**Creator** Parsons, James, 1986-
**Publishing Details** Wellington, New Zealand : Rugby New Zealand [2020]
**Format** 1 online resource (1 audio file)
**Series** All Blacks podcast ; July 01, 2020.
**Summary** "The All Blacks Podcast is joined by two heavy hitters with James Parsons and Ben Afeaki in the studio to chat all things rugby. From the hotly anticipated North v South clash to the Blues winning streak in Super Rugby and much more, Jay and Rob have no shortage of hot topics to pick off with the lads."--RSS feed.
**Subject** Afeaki, Ben, 1988- Interviews.
Parsons, James, 1986- Interviews.
Podcasts.
Rugby Union football New Zealand.
**Links**
https://soundcloud.com/all-blacks-podcast150183620/jp-and-biggie

**Title** Just Try w/ Sarah Walker, Olympic medallist BMXer.
**Creator** Warth, Waveney.
**Publishing Details** [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2020]
**Format** 1 online resource (1 audio file)
**Summary** "We're joined by the inspirational and massively kick ass kiwi Olympian, Sarah Walker. Sarah is both an Ambassador of Litefoot.nz (an NZ sport organisation inspiring kiwis to be environmental champions) and a member of the International Olympic Committee (IOC)’s Sustainability and Legacy Commission. Sarah chats to us about what it was like to cycle in Australia during the wild fires, how playing The Sims as a kid lead to her designing her own energy efficient homes and how the IOC is trying to make the Olympics sustainable for the long term. Sarah also shares what it was like to win a Silver medal at the Olympics on a broken shoulder and discusses her life as a mentor for upcoming world competition-winning kiwi women BMXers."--RSS feed.
**Subject** Environmental protection New Zealand.
Podcasts.
**Links**
https://traffic.omny.fm/d/clips/6e2a797b-0cc4-4c0b-a44d-a51e0019bc3c/e621c193-b63b-4c9f-8040-aa5e00298a99/e6d88b5b-5a20-4f25-884d-ab6b00a42d3b/audio.mp3?utm_source=Podcast&in_playlist=40bbac5c-4bb0-4f46-b798-aa5e002ea629&t=1582538876
**Title** Kai Kara-France.

**Creator** Dallas Momoisea, Leilani.

**Publishing Details** [New Zealand] : [Snacks and Chats], [2020]

**Format** 1 online resource (1 audio file)

**Summary** "It definitely is a thinking man’s sport. Because if you’re tough - everyone is tough in this sport. If that's all you have as your strength, you’re not gonna make it." Flyweight mixed martial artist Kai Kara-France sits down with Lani and Ben and shares his life story - from being badly bullied at high school, to taking up martial arts and leaving university to live in Thailand to pursue his dream of being a fighter. He reflects on his early career, travelling all over Asia to take whatever fights he could get, and how he overcame losses to finally realise his goal of fighting in the UFC. He’s now set to represent his country on home turf and hopes to inspire the younger generation." -- RSS feed.

**Subject** Kara-France, Kai Interviews. Podcasts.

**Links**
- https://snacksandchats.podomatic.com/enclosure/2020-02-04T01_55_08-08_00.mp3
- https://www.podomatic.com/podcasts/snacksandchats/episodes/2020-02-04T01_55_08-08_00

---

**Title** Kaila Colbin on Values, Leadership and founding Boma NZ.

**Creator** Moe, Steven, 1976-

**Publishing Details** [Rolleston] : Steven Moe, [2020]

**Format** 1 online resource (1 audio file)

**Summary** "Kaila is the co-founder of Boma Global and the founder and CEO of Boma New Zealand. I'd been looking forward to this conversation for a long time because Kaila has had a fascinating life and has an attitude and approach I've learned from. In this interview we jump back in time to hear about her childhood and find out about some of her journey (including being the subject of an attempted kidnapping as a child). Her journey starts in New York but has side trips to Argentina, a culinary school, learning languages and eventually arriving in Christchurch. We discuss why she has stayed here and what the values are that drive her. I was particularly interested in the last sentence of her bio and why she included this so we talk about that: "Her purpose in life is to be an uplifting presence". We touch on a lot and that includes running TEDxChristchurch for 10 years as well as TEDxScottBase, bringing Singularity University to New Zealand and Australia, co-founding Ministry of Awesome and her work now with Boma. As well as all that we fit in a great discussion about vulnerability and what she learned from her training with Brené Brown. I am sure you are going to enjoy this interview with Kaila! Boma website: https://nz.boma.global/ Short 10 minute version of this with three extracts of the interview: https://seeds.libsyn.com/i-am-incessantly-curious-excerpt-from-kaila-colbin-interview From her bio: "Kaila Colbin is a co-founder of Boma Global and the CEO of Boma New Zealand. She spearheaded the hugely successful SingularityU New Zealand and Australia Summits, introducing more than 2,500 people to exponential technologies and their impact on humanity. She is also a co-founder and trustee of the non-profit Ministry of Awesome, Chairman of the Board of the New York-based Natural Gourmet Institute for Health and Culinary Arts, and a Director of CORE Education Ltd. After training with Brené Brown, Kaila became a Certified Dare to Lead™ Facilitator, and has worked with hundreds of people to increase courage as a core competency. She is also a certified ExO consultant, a Climate Project Ambassador who trained with Al Gore, and a Project Management Professional. She is a renowned national and international public speaker, sought after by corporates, government agencies, industry groups, and more. Kaila was formerly the Curator and Licensee for TEDxChristchurch in New Zealand and TEDxScottBase in Antarctica. A native New Yorker, Kaila speaks English,
Spanish, French and Italian, holds a degree in Hotel and Restaurant Administration from Cornell University and has been a serial entrepreneur since the age of 22. Her purpose in life is to be an uplifting presence."--RSS feed.

Subject: Podcasts.
Social entrepreneurship New Zealand.

Links:
https://chtbl.com/track/89G95E/traffic.libsyn.com/secure/seeds/Kaila_Colbin_interview.mp3?destination-id=571558
https://seeds.libsyn.com/kaila-colbin-on-leadership-values-and-founding-boma-nz

Title: Kanoa Lloyd.
Creator: Dallas Momoisea, Leilani.

Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Snacks and Chats], [2016]
Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary: "TV3 weather presenter Kanoa Lloyd talks to Lani & Ben about living a gypsy life as a child, the pressure that comes with publicly advocating for te reo Māori in mainstream media, dealing with criticism, being outspoken about abuse, and how starting out in children's TV taught her valuable lessons about writing and presenting the weather.And, what may be a first in Snacks and Chats history - everyone actually eats snacks during their chats!!"--RSS feed.

Subject: Lloyd, Kanoa Interviews.
Podcasts.

Links:
https://snacksandchats.podomatic.com/enclosure/2016-12-12T20_56_30-08_00.mp3
https://www.podomatic.com/podcasts/snacksandchats/episodes/2016-12-12T20_56_30-08_00

Title: Katherine Lowe.
Creator: Dallas Momoisea, Leilani.

Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Snacks and Chats], [2016]
Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary: "Sometimes when I'm driving now, I think to myself, if I make a mistake, or if I drive too slow, or anything, people are going to look in the car and think, "That f******g Asian driver. Typical f******g woman, Asian driver."Blogger and model booker Katherine Lowe talks to Lani and Ben about growing up Chinese in New Zealand, why she used to wish she was white, casual racism from strangers and friends, travelling to China for the first time, why blogging and the fashion industry sometimes feels silly and learning to be happy."--RSS feed.

Subject: Lowe, Katherine Interviews.
Podcasts.

Links:
https://snacksandchats.podomatic.com/enclosure/2016-11-08T23_28_56-08_00.mp3
https://www.podomatic.com/podcasts/snacksandchats/episodes/2016-11-08T23_28_56-08_00
“Kia Ora whanau!! When Kathrine Switzer laced up her trainers on the morning of April 19th, 1967, there is no way she could have anticipated the seismic shift in world history that she would trigger. Kathrine was the first woman to officially enter the Boston Marathon, which was a male-only event. Kathrine could not have known that one simple act of defiance from a 20-year-old would begin a career which has spanned the last five decades and taken women’s running from something taboo (because, uteruses) to the forefront of mainstream consciousness. But look, we’re gushing, and rightly so. Kathrine Switzer is a legend, and if you are not familiar with her story read on... Kathrine is an iconic athlete, author, Emmy-award winning broadcaster and advocate for sports and social causes, during her Boston Marathon, she was attacked in the race by an angry official who tried to rip off her bib number (#261) and throw her out of the race because she was a woman. She finished the 26.2 mile distance anyway and went on win the 1974 New York City Marathon and to champion women in the sport globally, most notably leading the drive to make the women's marathon an official Olympic event in 1984. To illustrate the importance of this, currently 58% of all runners in the USA are women. To celebrate this social revolution, and to support another on active aging, Switzer ran the Boston Marathon again, at age 70, on the 50th anniversary of her iconic run, finishing only 24 minutes slower than she did when she was 20. This run launched her non-profit '261 Fearless' --named after that famous bib number--which empowers women globally though running. She has been honored widely for her achievements including being inducted into the USA National Women’s Hall of Fame which recognized her for creating positive social change throughout her storied career. And, he’s brilliant. We dare you not to be inspired, empowered, and to catch Kathrine’s contagious joy of running during this fantastic conversation. Enjoy!!” --RSS feed.
"Kia Ora whanau!! In 2018 Dr Katie Wright quietly moved to New Zealand. She’d quietly run around the coast of Wales and had quietly completed an Ironman as well as several road marathons. Katie quietly ran her first ultra marathon in October last year, the Taupo 100km, and what better way to back that up than to quietly place second this year behind Camille Herron at the Tarawera 100 mile run in February. Heck, might as well quietly back that up with a fourth at Northburn before quietly winning the 2019 Riverhead Backyard Relaps Ultra Marathon, becoming the first woman in the world to win a Last Person Standing event and gaining a golden ticket entry into Lazarus Lake’s Big’s Backyard Ultra in Tennessee. Katie banged out 201 Km and 5190m of vertical gain to take the title and looked like she could have kept on going. This conversation is special for several reasons. Matt was there, in his capacity as the event director and had the privilege of presenting Katie with the ticket as well as being there to witness most of her laps. It’s special because it’s the first time that a woman has won a LPS and it’s special because it happened in our backyard. Katie was gracious enough to speak with us, even though, by own admission, talking about herself is her least favourite thing to do. We also discuss the event itself, with a Dirt Church Radio Relaps special. This is a simply incredible discussion, with Matt making even less sense than usual and Eugene valiantly steering the ship off the rocks a record number of times. Katie, of course, was amazing. Enjoy!!"--RSS feed.
"Kia Ora Whanau. This week’s episode of Dirt Church Radio is pretty much the complete package. Big call, we know.. but whakarongo mai whilst we break this down... A little race happened on the weekend, heard of it? Yeah. Tarawera, and by all accounts it slayed, being the biggest and most successful iteration of the race yet. We have a quick catch up with the men’s 100 mile winner Jeff Browning, aka Bronco Billy, aka The Finisher, aka the star of DCR #10 about his win against the indomitable Camille Heron, which included wrong turns and a phenomenal effort from Jeff in the last 40km. As a bonus bonus we speak to Jeff’s over-friendly concierge (Malkmus 1997) Grant Guise, who in addition to having the best tache in the game, placed 3rd overall in the 100 miler and was the second man home. So for the deep dark dank running heads we have the ephemera in spades. You want splits, catch ups, fuelling strategies? We got that for you.Moving to parts that are more philosophical in nature, our main conversation this week is with Kelton Wright. Kelton is an author, trail runner, and cyclist from Topanga California. Kelton is also the Editorial Director of Movement and Sport for Headspace, the mindfulness and meditation app currently taking the world by storm (a calm storm, though). Being present and being able to sit with our thoughts rather than become caught up in them is universally beneficial, both within our lives as runners, and without it. So often our training, approach to competition, the manner we deal with injuries, and the way that our relationships in this community resonate within us can be negatively affected by our attachment to thought. Mindfulness, which, as Kelton points out has been in an out of vogue for at least 3000 years in one form or another, can help us to be the best us we can. We speak with Kelton about her journey with mindful practice, and how this practice can benefit the wider community. We discuss Kelton’s journey with Headspace and the exciting shift in performance based focus towards a more mindful approach. To Eugene’s horror talk shifts to Mountain Lions and we consider just how in the moment you would need to be if you had to strangle one to death if it attacked you. Kelton’s generosity and candor is wonderful and we truly appreciated being able to speak to someone who integrates a mindful approach into performance and a trail runner who, for what feels like a first on DCR, is not training for an ultra marathon. Go Kelton! Enjoy!"—RSS feed.
Title  Kepler 2019 ft Vajin Armstrong, Nancy Jiang and more.
Creator  Rayment, Matt.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Dirt Church Radio], [2019]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Kia Ora Whanau. What a weekend that was! This show was recorded live at the Fiordland Lobster Company meeting room (true story) during registration at the 32nd annual Fresh Choice Kepler Challenge. Parts of it were also recorded in room 212 of the Distinction Hotel (true story) and a small part of this was recorded in Eugene’s bedroom (true story) because as per, we were giddy and fatigued during the intro and forgot stuff. We speak to Steve Norris, the Kepler Challenge race director about the conditions that necessitated the change to the alternative course for the 3rd time in 32 years. We speak to Nancy Jiang, back to defend her women’s victory last year about her year of racing in Europe and the challenges she has faced from injury and crashing her mountain bike (the bike was fine, don’t worry). Three time winner Vajin Armstrong talks to us about his experiences in Africa, including training in Iten and running Comrades ultramarathon, and we bring it on home with Grant Guise, who shares with us his lifelong fascination with Kepler, and his favourite anecdotes from the race’s history. We also share our race experiences and lots more on this bumper Kepler special. Enjoy!"--RSS feed.

Subject  Armstrong, Vajin Interviews.
Jiang, Nancy Interviews.
Mountain running New Zealand.
Norris, Steve Interviews.
Podcasts.

Links  https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5b12367ff8370a538dd229e3/t/5def3f3d9fccc7715ba6fa30c/1575961239030/ep+72+Kepler+2019.mp3

Title  Kepler Special.
Creator  Rayment, Matt.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Dirt Church Radio], [2018]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Kia Ora Whanau. For our 20th installment of DCR we bring you our coverage of the 31st iteration of the FreshChoice Kepler Challenge. Eugene and Matt travelled to beautiful Te Anau, also known as the Chamonix of Fiordland, to take part in the Kepler proceedings. It would be Eugene’s first time competing and Matt’s third. Whilst there we were planning to engage in a live podcast, our second in two weeks and then run the next day. This podcast proves that whilst, yes, we did indeed start a live podcast at race registration, and whilst, yes, we did indeed both line up on the start line, that sometimes the universe can indeed dictate proceedings. And when that happens you gotta scramble. But here we are, with it smoking in our trembling hands, and despite the trevails and several re-thinks, this week’s episode is a straight up banger. We’ve interviewed Steve Norris, who for 20 years has been involved with the Kepler Challenge and has been race director for the last 12. We speak to Grant Guise of Altra (our first returning guest) about his 6th Kepler, his success in the 2019 Hardrock ballot and his thoughts on the Kepler committee engaging a ballot system for next year’s race. We also speak to Martin Walker of Christchurch’s Further Faster about his first Kepler attempt, and what will from now on go down in Kepler lore as the incident known as “Rocky’s Rocky Point Rebellion”. Finally, it’s down to an exhausted Eugene and Matt recounting their very eventful time on course (and off) during the 2018 race. Safe to say, Matt and Eugene both love Kepler.
a whole lot, and cannot wait to try their hands in next year’s ballot! Enjoy!”--RSS feed.

Subject
Guise, Grant Interviews.
Mountain running New Zealand.
Norris, Steve Interviews.
Podcasts.
Walker, Martin Interviews.

Links
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5b12367ff8370a538dd229e3/t/5c0601dc758d46cd5426b9bf/154389059096/Kepler+live+show+.mp3

Title Kerry and Ali from Squadrun.
Creator Rayment, Matt.
Publishing Details New Zealand] : [Dirt Church Radio], [2019]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "This week Matt has the pleasure of speaking to Kerry Suter and Ali Pottinger, founders of the coach lead running community SQUADRUN. The pair discuss their inspiration for starting SQUADRUN, and how it has transformed not just the lives of thousands of people, but their own. It’s clear that this is more than a job for Kerry and Ali, who talk openly about the challenges that come with providing a service like SQUADRUN. Far from frustration, it is obvious in talking with them, Kerry and Ali relish the challenges and the community of runners means as much to them as it does to their clients. We discuss Kerry and Ali’s running history, the importance of adventure, what the future holds and, as always, their Greatest Runs Ever. Enjoy!”--RSS feed.

Subject Mountain running New Zealand.
Podcasts.
Pottinger, Ali Interviews.
Suter, Kerry Interviews.

Links https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5b12367ff8370a538dd229e3/t/5daeb4ee51bfc07402dd0c0d/1571731397638/ep+65+Kerry+and+Ali+from+Squadrun.mp3
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Kerry Ann Lee: Fruits in the Backwater by Kerry Ann Lee.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Adam, Pip.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[Wellington] : [Pip Adam], [2017]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource (1 audio file)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;Fruits in the Backwater by Kerry Ann Lee is the subject of today's discussion about reading and writing with Pip Adam.&quot;--RSS feed.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Keven Mealamu.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Mealamu, Keven, 1979-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>Wellington, New Zealand : Rugby New Zealand [2020]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource (1 audio file)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Series</td>
<td>All Blacks podcast ; September 17, 2020.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;An icon of the modern day game, double Rugby World Cup winner Keven Mealamu joins the All Blacks Podcast to look back on his 132-Test career.&quot;--RSS feed.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Kevin Mitnick and HB Hi-Fi Hacking, HP X3, autonomous Uber.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Spain, Paul.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2016]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource (1 audio file)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;NZ Tech Podcast 298: Kevin Mitnick shows how to hack JB Hi-Fi online store, HP x3 and Lapdock, Uber going autonomous in September, Gigabit Ultra-Fast Broadband heading to more NZ homes, Intel Developer Forum, NZ Cert update. Running time 000:52:45&quot;--RSS feed.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Title  Kick in the Teeth.

Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [Yellow Fever], [2019]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Series  Phoenix City ; December 20, 2019.
Summary  "The Phoenix travelled to Melbourne and didn't lose(!), should they have gone one better? NZF have announced a joint bid for the Women's World Cup alongside FFA, and it's time for the 12 Pubs of Lochhead!"--RSS feed.
Subject  Podcasts.
       Soccer New Zealand.
       Wellington Phoenix FC (Soccer club)
Links  https://thekidsareallwhite.podomatic.com/enclosure/2019-12-20T05_03_38-08_00.mp3
       https://www.podomatic.com/podcasts/thekidsareallwhite/episodes/2019-12-20T05_03_38-08_00

Title  Killer USB sticks, Lightning Lab Manufacturing, Skylake, The Best Smartphone cameras.

Creator  Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2015]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "This episode - Tesla's free autonomous driving update, the best camera phones, Intel Skylake, Sony Xperia Z5 and Z5 Compact, Tom Tom Spark fitness watch, killer USB sticks, Blackberry Priv Android handset and hear all about Lightning Lab Manufacturing. Running time: 1:04:35"--RSS feed.
Subject  Podcasts.
       Technology New Zealand.
       https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/903f7b6f-903f7b6f
Title Kiwicon anklet hack, Linus Torvalds coming to NZ, Callaghan Innovation.
Creator Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2014]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Topics this week include Kiwicon's tracking anklet hack, Skype Translator, Pirate Bay, Trans-Tasman undersea cable, Seagate's 8TB drives, Linux.conf.au coming to Auckland and Linus Torvalds to keynote, UFB complete in Oamaru, Callaghan Innovation. Running time : 0:46:01"--RSS feed.
Subject Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.
Links https://dts.podtrac.com/redirect.mp3/cdn.simplecast.com/audio/083219/083219e0-dcd5-4385-9d15-8105e91523a6/740618e7-5140-4141-b918-690603ce0d0a/1b527a20_tc.mp3?aid=rss_feed
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/1b527a20-1b527a20

Title KiwiSaver catches a cold: your money in the Covid-19 era.
Creator Dudding, Adam.
Publishing Details [Wellington] : [Stuff Limited] [2020]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "More than three million people are in KiwiSaver, with more than $70 billion tied up in it. So, with financial markets around the world taking a coronavirus hit, what's been the impact? And what should you do? Stuff business journalist Susan Edmunds guides us through what we need to know. Meanwhile, press gallery reporter Henry Cooke reports in from the online select committee inquiring into the Government's response to the crisis. And Adam has a warning for the MPs - watch out for Zoombombers."--RSS feed.
Subject COVID-19 (Disease) New Zealand.
Cooke, Henry (Political reporter) Interviews.
Edmunds, Susan Interviews.
Podcasts.
Links https://media.whooshkaa.com/show/11846/episode/625675.mp3
https://player.whooshkaa.com/episode?id=625675
Title: Know your enemy: Remind us, what exactly is the coronavirus?

Creator: Dudding, Adam.

Publishing Details: [Wellington] : [Stuff Limited] [2020]

Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary: "Police are on the streets, people are off them ... but what happens to those who refuse to stay home? Hosts Adam Dudding and Eugene Bingham are joined by Stuff press gallery reporter Thomas Manch to discuss the police's new powers, and the approach being taken. Scientist Dr Heather Hendrickson joins the show with some Biology 101: what exactly is Covid-19, and why is it so dangerous? Meanwhile, Adam has a theory about social status signifiers in the time of the lockdown."--RSS feed.

Subject: COVID-19 (Disease) New Zealand.

Hendrickson, Heather Interviews.

Manch, Thomas Interviews.

Podcasts.

Links: https://media.whooshkaa.com/show/11846/episode/601447.mp3
https://player.whooshkaa.com/episode?id=601447

Title: Labour so blissy, Greens so messy, English so texty.

Creator: Lee-Mather, Annabelle.

Publishing Details: [Auckland] : [The Spinoff], [2017]

Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary: "Stop the election bus for just one second, please. Toby Manhire, Annabelle Lee and Ben Thomas have new Gone By Lunchtime podcast and it will probably be overtaken by events any moment. Two third-term Green MPs have in effect jumped ship, saying Metiria Turei is not fit to lead the party. Will that torpedo the party, will it help or hinder a Labour Party re-energised by the Jacinda miracle? What about Bill English's mysterious deleted texts? And just generally, what the bejesus is going on with this election? See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.

Subject: New Zealand Politics and government.

Podcasts.

Title  Lack of Motivation.
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [Yellow Fever], [2018]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Series  Phoenix City ; April 14, 2018.
Summary  "The boys have a tough time discussing yet another Phoenix loss - so they decide to look ahead to next season for a bit instead in the hope that it will be more positive. Elsewhere, TeeDubs had an 11-0 win in the OCL, and have set up a semifinal against Auckland City."--RSS feed.
Subject  Podcasts.
Soccer New Zealand.
Wellington Phoenix FC (Soccer club)
Links  https://thekidsareallwhite.podomatic.com/enclosure/2018-04-13T17_02_37-07_00.mp3

Title  Larry Page's Electric Flying Taxi, 5G in NZ, Low Cost 3D Printed Houses, What is Syndex?
Creator  Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2018]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Future cities, Cora from Kitty Hawk/Zephyr Airworks takes off in NZ funded by Google's Larry Page, Syndex Exchange for proportional ownerships, Apple Parental controls, Nest taking on Amazon. Plus the reality of an autonomous Uber killing a pedestrian."--RSS feed.
Subject  Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.
Links  https://dts.podtrac.com/redirect.mp3/cdn.simplecast.com/audio/083219/083219e0-dcd5-4385-9d15-8105e91523a6/feda38f0-a41b-4507-b46b-64e2f63bba8f/6a4b37fe_tc.mp3?aid=rss_feed
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/6a4b37fe-6a4b37fe
The Last Dance Ep1 NO SPOILERS!

Creator: Williams, Guy, 1987-

Publishing Details: New Zealand: [Little Empire Podcasts], [2020]

Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary: "Tensions fly as Guy wants to do spoilers and Paul wants No Spoilers! There are No Spoilers! Plus JT gets told off, Paul watches the Magic, and Trump thanks the truckers. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.

Subject: Basketball United States.
Podcasts.

Links:
https://media.acast.com/advanced-analytics-nba/s3e23-thelastdanceep1nospoilers-/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/advanced-analytics-nba/s3e23-thelastdanceep1nospoilers-

Late.

Publishing Details: [Wellington]: [Yellow Fever], [2018]

Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Series: Phoenix City; September 17, 2018.

Summary: "The pod discuss the latest preseason fixtures for the Nix, discuss the Essien rumours and who would make a good Nix marquee, and dissect the new ISPS Handa Prem draw for the upcoming season. Technical issues (ie. Patrick messed up) mean this episode is a little late to be released. Sorry."--RSS feed.

Subject: Podcasts.
Soccer New Zealand.
Wellington Phoenix FC (Soccer club)

Links:
https://thekidsareallwhite.podomatic.com/enclosure/2018-09-16T19_39_21-07_00.mp3
https://www.podomatic.com/podcasts/thekidsareallwhite/episodes/2018-09-16T19_39_21-07_00
Title Laura Butler – Distinguished Engineer at Microsoft.
Creator Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2016]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "In this special Paul Spain talks with Laura Butler about the journey from student to Microsoft in 1989 to present day. Hear stories of sleeping at the desk, Joe Belfiore’s last minute start menu change in Windows 95 and Steve Ballmer’s toilet gaff. Running time 0:42:27"--RSS feed.
Subject Butler, Laura (Of Microsoft) Interviews.
Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.
Links https://dts.podtrac.com/redirect.mp3/cdn.simplecast.com/audio/083219/083219e0-dcd5-4385-9d15-8105e91523a6/cecaf96f-2123-4846-aad4-50095683a829/06ff4d0b_tc.mp3?aid=rss_feed
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/06ff4d0b-06ff4d0b

Title Leaky.
Publishing Details [Wellington] : [Yellow Fever], [2017]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Series Phoenix City ; December 07, 2017.
Summary "After a week off, the pod is back to talk about the Nix's recurring problem of conceding a lot of goals following the 3-2 loss to the Victory. We preview the trip to the Gold Coast against the Roar, look at Auckland City falling over at the first step in the Club World Cup, and cast an eye over how the Handy Prem has been going."--RSS feed.
Subject Podcasts.
Soccer New Zealand.
Wellington Phoenix FC (Soccer club)
Links https://thekidsareallwhite.podomatic.com/enclosure/2017-12-07T14_19_14-08_00.mp3
https://www.podomatic.com/podcasts/thekidsareallwhite/episodes/2017-12-07T14_19_14-08_00
Leap Motion, Ubuntu Edge, Surface RT write off, Telecom Mobile Wallet.

Creator: Spain, Paul.

Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2013]

Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary: "This week Mitch Olson (Smallworlds) and Harley Ogier (PCWorld.co.nz) join Paul Spain to discuss Leap Motion, Microsoft’s Surface RT write off, Ubuntu Edge, Telecom’s Mobile Wallet trial, Zomato, the resurrection of PC World and the growth of Smallworlds. Running time: 0:50:31"--RSS feed.

Subject: Ogier, Harley Interviews.
Olson, Mitch interviews.
Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.

Links: https://dts.podtrac.com/redirect.mp3/cdn.simplecast.com/audio/083219/083219e0-dcd5-4385-9d15-8105e91523a6/9be6ac73-ba20-4e87-ae06-c2d4e8a35f00/89eba330_tc.mp3?aid=rss_feed

Lee Posna: Arboretum by Lee Posna.

Creator: Adam, Pip.

Publishing Details: [Wellington] : [Pip Adam], [2016]

Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary: "Arboretum by Lee Posna is the subject of today's discussion about reading and writing with Pip Adam."--RSS feed.

Subject: New Zealand literature.
Podcasts.
Posna, Lee, 1982- Interviews.

Links: https://mcdn.podbean.com/mf/web/58dvw4/Ep_38_Lee_Posna_Arboretum.mp3
Title The Legality of Sessions and Sessions.
Creator Lund, Jeb.
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2017]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Trump has delivered his address to the Joint Session of Congress and according to Jeb, it's a bit of a nothing. Meanwhile, Sessions and the clan are trying to make us think that the Russia ties are nothing too but it turns out the public pressure was enough to make him recuse himself from the investigations - a win for public pressure? Plus - what's happening with weed and the Trump administration? Let's find out."--RSS feed.
Subject Podcasts.
World politics.
Links https://traffic.omny.fm/d/clips/6e2a797b-0cc4-4c0b-a44d-a51e0019bc3c/f5c796b6-19ca-41d0-8bff-a68c00df11ad/36de9cd3-cfc6-4bee-99ab-a72b004b9f3f/audio.mp3?utm_source=Podcast&in_playlist=193ca0a-87f4-4441-934d-a68c00e44c3e&t=1488515897
https://omny.fm/shows/polidicks/the-legality-of-sessions-and-sessions

Title Less lock-down, more work - National Party’s Todd McClay on what is ‘essential’ under Level 4.
Creator McClay, Todd.
Publishing Details [Wellington] : [New Zealand Taxpayers’ Union Inc.], [2020]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Series Taxpayer talk ; April 07, 2020.
Summary "With most businesses unable to operate, we discuss the threshold of what can be open and what can’t with National’s Economic Development Spokesman, Todd McClay. Support the show (http://www.taxpayers.org.nz/donate)"--RSS feed.
Subject McClay, Todd Interviews.
Podcasts.
Taxation New Zealand.
https://www.buzzsprout.com/944017/3263803-taxpayer-talk-less-lock-down-more-work-national-party-s-todd-mcclay-on-what-is-essential-under-level-4
Let's all be futurists, Home Tech – autonomous commuting, UFB vs ADSL, Flick Electric.

Paul Spain shares thoughts on why we should all wear the hat of a Futurist, and tech related influences on housing – including access via autonomous vehicle, considering going from Ultra-Fast Broadband to ADSL connectivity and Flick Electric. Running time 0:27:34"--RSS feed.

LG G3 hands on, Vector fibre network grows, China's $15 wearable, 60-million iPhone 6 handsets in production?

Key topics this week include our hands on experience with LG's upcoming G3 handset along with discussion about Vector's fibre network expansion, China's $15 waterproof fitness monitor and sleep monitor and Samsung Galaxy Tab S and its 4G LTE variant. Running time : 0:34:20"--RSS feed.
LG G3, Vodafone $5 roaming, Chromecast cometh, Quickflix vs Netflix.

Creator Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2014]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "We discuss the new LG G3 smartphone, Apple’s smart home future, Telecom and Vodafone's 4G LTE efforts, NIWA attack, Netflix pending arrival in NZ, a Quickflix update, Tom Tom's new Multi-Sport Cardio and Runner Cardio GPS watches launch in NZ + more. Running time: 1:00:58"--RSS feed.
Subject Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.
Links https://dts.podtrac.com/redirect.mp3/cdn.simplecast.com/audio/083219/083219e0-dcd5-4385-9d15-8105e91523a6/5cc1f33a-8920-4928-b5b2-253b5b077916/cadb76fc_tc.mp3?aid=rss_feed
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/cadb76fc-cadb76fc

LimePod Cars, Oppo AX7, Google's $85m fine, DJI hit by $75m fraud, Ring's good and bad - NZ Tech Podcast 422.

Creator Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2019]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Lime going from Scooters to Limepod car rentals by the minute, Google hit by $85m fine in Europe, DJI lose $225m to employee fraud, Ring launches new cameras but in the spotlight for sharing footage, Oppo AX7, fooling security systems with a fake wax hand.
Subject Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.
Title  The Lip trailer.

Summary  "The Lip is a podcast in which people tell true unforgettable stories about events that have shaped their lives. For more information go to www.thelippodcast.kiwi"--RSS feed.

Links  http://feeds.soundcloud.com/stream/297993939-user-977573156-episode-0-trailer.mp3
https://soundcloud.com/user-977573156/episode-0-trailer

Title  Lisa Tamati.

Summary  "Kia Ora Whanau. This week Eugene and Matt speak with Lisa Tamati about love, loss, change, and whanau. Lisa’s list of accomplishments is well known, having completed over 140 ultra marathons and being the first Kiwi woman to finish the Badwater 135. Lisa has raced the Sahara and Gobi deserts as well as the Australian outback the himalayas, as well as running the length of New Zealand for Curekids and CanTeen. Lisa is an author, motivational speaker, coach, trainer, and entrepreneur, as well as hosting her own podcast, Pushing The Limits. Oh, yes. Lisa is also the author of three books. And that’s why she joins us this week. To discuss her new book, Relentless, which documents Lisa’s efforts to rehabilitate her mother, after a devastating medical event. Raw, honest, funny, driven, and tenacious, this conversation really pinpoints what is truly important in this world, that it doesn’t matter how far you can run if you don’t have anything to come home to, and that you must always, always, always have hope. Lisa Tamati is the Wahine Toa of ultramarathon running and we were so honoured to have her as a guest on the podcast. Enjoy."--RSS feed.

Links  https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5b12367ff8370a538dd229e3/t/5d89f8ff6daa532c01f5fccc1/1569324225607/Ep+61+Lisa+Tamati.mp3
Title  Live in Christchurch via 5G, Toyota’s city of the future, NZ’s Dawn Aerospace, Death to Fax.
Creator  Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2020]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "This week we go live via 5G from Christchurch and discuss Christchurch and NZ tech happenings plus - is it possible to final put an end to fax machines, Toyota’s futuristic city, driverless vehicles, NZ’s Dawn Aerospace and more announcements from CES 2020.NZ Tech PodcastPaul SpainGorilla TechnologyFree Tesla SuperchargingSpecial thanks to organisations who support innovation and tech leadership in New Zealand by partnering with NZ Tech Podcast:Sumo LogicHPSamsungVodafone NZSpark NZVocus"--RSS feed.
Subject  Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.
Links  https://dts.podtrac.com/redirect.mp3/cdn.simplecast.com/audio/083219/083219e0-dcd5-4385-9d15-8105e91523a6/0ccd70e7-e33f-4063-b8e0-4666a6e74d3d/nztechpodcast472_tc.mp3?aid=rss_feed

Title  Live 'virtually' forever, Microsoft Surface reliability, TPP Expert Report, End of Skype on TV.
Creator  Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2016]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "The Imortalist, Amazon Alexa stories, Microsoft Surface reliability issues, Obama hits South by South West, Russian Bitcoin users face 7-years jail, HP ZBook Studio G3 Mobile Workstation, Microsoft killing Skype on Smart TVs Running time 1:04:39"--RSS feed.
Subject  Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/8b6d504e-8b6d504e
Title  Living with iPhone X, Vodafone TV, Anki Overdrive, Xbox One X, Huawei Mate 10.
Creator  Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2017]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "A week with iPhone X, Vodafone TV, Xbox One X, Anki Overdrive – a super smart app controlled car toy, Huawei Mate 10 and Mate 10 Pro, Nokia 3310 3G and an appearance from Meccano's Mechanoid and Vodafone vs the old phone network."--RSS feed.
Subject  Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/a3dea9b0-a3dea9b0

Title  Looking back to Zion - an interview with Bridget Reweti.
Creator  Amery, Mark, 1969-
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [CIRCUIT Artist Film and Video Aotearoa New Zealand], [2015]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "In conjunction with her show at Enjoy Gallery 'I thought I would of climbed more mountains by now', Bridget Reweti discusses lost utopias, how Maori have adapted new spiritual movements, and singing lessons. Your host is Mark Amery, Music by Tlaotlon. Supported by Creative New Zealand"--RSS feed.
Subject  Podcasts.
Reweti, Bridget Interviews.
Video art New Zealand.
Title  Looking up at Drones, Galaxy S10 series hands on, Mobile World Congress, Where's Lime? - NZ Tech Podcast 428.

Creator  Spain, Paul.

Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2019]

Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary  "How are drones being used and where they’re headed? Hands on with Galaxy S10 series, initial highlights of Mobile World Congress and flexible phones, Lime escooters are gone from streets, hands on an impressive low cost handset - Huawei Y7 Pro. www.nztechpodcast.com www.nztechpodcast.com/support www.gorillahq.com www.paulspain.com"--RSS feed.

Subject  Podcasts.


Title  Louise Wallace, Francis Cooke and Pip Adam talk about Starling.

Creator  Adam, Pip.

Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [Pip Adam], [2016]

Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary  "Starling, an online literary journal showcasing the best poetry and prose written by young New Zealanders is the topic of todays talk with Pip Adam."--RSS feed.

Subject  Cooke, Francis (Editor) Interviews.

Links  https://mcdn.podbean.com/mf/web/7327ex/Ep_40_Starling.mp3


Title  Louise Wallace: Bad Things by Louise Wallace.
Creator  Adam, Pip.
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [Pip Adam], [2017]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Bad Things by Louise Wallace is the subject of this episode's discussion about reading and writing with Pip Adam."--RSS feed.
Subject  New Zealand literature.
Podcasts.

Title  Low Waste Parenting w/ Kate Meads.
Creator  Warth, Waveney.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2019]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Sponsored by Ethique – a New Zealand zero-waste beauty company on a mission to rid the world of plastic waste. We chat to ‘The Nappy Lady’ Kate Meads who is an expert in cutting down waste while parenting. Kate lays out just how UNscary cloth nappies are, what we should be doing for school lunches and the unexpected health risks of baby food pouches. Check out Kate’s website with tons of info and videos, and join her on Facebook and Instagram. Top tip: Switch to cloth nappies. Every baby had just one cloth nappy change per day, we would stop one million nappies going to NZ landfills every week!"--RSS feed.
Subject  Environmental protection New Zealand.
Meads, Kate Interviews.
Podcasts.
Links  https://traffic.omny.fm/d/clips/6e2a797b-0cc4-4c0b-a44d-a51e0019bc3c/e621c193-b63b-4c9f-8040-aa5e00298aa9/5ffdddf8-ad-433c-a7ac-a3a600926bbc/audio.mp3?utm_source=Podcast&in_playlist=40bbac5c-4bb0-4f46-b798-aa5e002ea629&t=1565568049
https://omny.fm/shows/how-to-save-the-world/low-waste-parenting-w-kate-meads
Lucy Bartholomew.

Title
Lucy Bartholomew.

Creator
Rayment, Matt.

Publishing Details
[New Zealand] : [Dirt Church Radio], [2018]

Format
1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary
"Kia Ora Whanau. What were you up to when you were 22? Possibly (probably) not coming third at Western States Endurance Run and travelling the world exploring, running for Salomon, and espousing your passion for a plant-based diet like our guest this week, Lucy Bartholomew. Lucy joins us for a wide ranging conversation about her history with the sport, her ongoing successes and her beliefs that truly social and positive media can enhance experience, enjoyment and connection for young women rather than take away from it. Lucy is candid about her watermelon intake (how much is too much?), her love of running with her Dad (whilst at the same time putting the old boy to the sword), her podium finish at Western States, and her hopes for her future in the sport. At 22, Lucy has a boat-load of experience, running her first 100 km at 15. We are beyond stoked, like to the max, to have the privilege to engage with an athlete of Lucy’s calibre and we were blown away by her knowledge, generosity, and candor. Enjoy!!"--RSS feed.

Subject
Bartholomew, Lucy Interviews.
Mountain running New Zealand.
Podcasts.

Links
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5b12367ff8370a538dd229e3/t/5bc54bd7e79c7018651b908a/1539657122922/Ep+14+Lucy+Bartholomew.mp3

Lucy Clark aka Adventurous Lucy.

Title
Lucy Clark aka Adventurous Lucy.

Creator
Rayment, Matt.

Publishing Details
[New Zealand] : [Dirt Church Radio], [2020]

Format
1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary
"This week, Eugene and Matt get the band back together and engage in our first joint conversation of 2020 with the wonderful Lucy Clark. Lucy spent 66 days 7 hours and 8 minutes setting a new female supported FKT on the Te Araroa trail, which runs from Cape Reinga to Bluff. Literally, like, the WHOLE of Aotearoa. Lucy was looking for a challenge and when the idea arose to shoot for the FKT she embraced it, training for 12 months without missing a single session (let that sink in) and undertaking the journey with her husband, Tommy, a camper van, and a whole lot of best laid plans, which quickly went out the window or underwent major revision. This conversation is an amazing recounting of the challenge, fortitude, joy, fear, adjustment, amazement, and engagement that it took to complete the FKT, and, in the process, carving out a new record by 11 days. We talk about Lucy’s background in running, her readjustment to life post Te Araroa, and just how habit-forming a large block of Whittaker's chocolate a night can be."--RSS feed.

Subject
Clark, Lucy (Runner) Interviews.
Mountain running New Zealand.
Podcasts.

Links
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5b12367ff8370a538dd229e3/t/5e54b1f2b61b1e513a18c207/1582609726456/Ep+82+Lucy+Clark.mp3
Title Lucy Zee.

Creator Dallas Momoisea, Leilani.

Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Snacks and Chats], [2016]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary "Creative producer Lucy Zee talks to Lani and Ben about growing up Chinese in small-town New Zealand, needing an apology from the people who made fun of the food she ate as a kid but think they know the good dumpling spots on Dominion Road, running away from strict family life, the beauty of being able to speak Cantonese and the difficulties of dealing with sexism in the entertainment industry. Also, memes. So much talk about memes, pop-culture references, in-jokes, awkwardness and the Who Is Ben Lawson origin story."--RSS feed.

Subject Podcasts.


Title Luke Campbell on co-founding Vxt.

Creator Moe, Steven, 1976-

Publishing Details [Rolleston] : Steven Moe, [2020]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary "Luke is a young entrepreneur and in this interview we hear about the challenges of setting up a new venture. We also find out about his life story and journey so far. I really enjoyed my conversation with Luke and learning about Vxt which is a software company revolutionising small business communications by providing affordable voice message management and automation tools. Seeds podcast is trying to build up an ecosystem of stories of journeys of people that we can learn from and so this is a welcome addition. Video version of interview here: https://youtu.be/sBdWoFI6-0Q From VXT website description: "Read your voicemail, forward to email automatically, and save multiple greetings with our intelligent inbox. Your time is precious so stop wasting it on traditional voicemail." Website: https://www.vxt.co.nz/about For more interviews check out www.theseeds.nz "--RSS feed.

Subject Campbell, Luke (Entrepreneur) Interviews.

http://seeds.libsyn.com/luke-campbell-on-founding-vxt
Luke McCallum is a massage therapist employed by Sports Lab (who also has a tidy 70 minute half marathon pb) Luke spent two months on a working holiday in Iten, Kenya. Whilst in Iten Luke worked and trained at the camp run by marathon legend Mary Keitany and gained an insight into what constitutes the life of an elite distance athlete. Now home, Luke sits with us and shares his insights on wellbeing, his own journey towards peak performance and, in how many ways, less is indeed more. Along the way, a shambolic Matt (battling what he is sure is Smallpox) and a calm (if not long-suffering and paint-splattered) Eugene bring you the regular DCR goodness of Greatest Run Ever, Stuff you Should Know and our rapture about a little race that happened in Tennessee. We even manage to draw our Ciele competition, despite confusing a Random Number Generator with a Random Name Generator.

Enjoy!"--RSS feed.


Mountain running New Zealand.

Links
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5b12367ff8370a538dd229e3/t/5ca30a519140b743d3758111/1554189487894/Ep+36+Luke+McCallum.mp3

Title Lunch Date.

Summary "Frostie hosts the pod this week, as we chat about the lunch with Rob Morrison that the other three of us attended earlier in the week."--RSS feed.

Subject Podcasts.

Soccer New Zealand.
Wellington Phoenix FC (Soccer club)

Links
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>The Lundy Murders: who killed Christine and Amber.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Leask, Anna, 1982-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[Auckland] : [NZME], [2020]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource (1 audio file)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;The murders of Christine Lundy and her young daughter Amber in their own home in 2000 is still a case that New Zealanders find shocking. And it's a case everyone has an opinion on - even more so after two decades of hearing the facts in various trials, appeals and other court settings. This is because Christine's husband - the father of her only child - was charged with the grisly murders. But after 20 years he maintains his innocence.&quot;--RSS feed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Crime New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Links</td>
<td><a href="https://api.spreaker.com/download/episode/40503856/a_moment_in_crime_podcast_mark_lundy.mp3">https://api.spreaker.com/download/episode/40503856/a_moment_in_crime_podcast_mark_lundy.mp3</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><a href="https://www.spreaker.com/user/nzme/the-lundy-murders-who-killed-christine-a">https://www.spreaker.com/user/nzme/the-lundy-murders-who-killed-christine-a</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Title       | Lynn Jenner: Lost and Gone Away.                                           |
| Creator     | Adam, Pip.                                                                |
| Publishing Details | [Wellington] : [Pip Adam], [2015]                                         |
| Format      | 1 online resource (1 audio file)                                          |
| Summary     | "Lost and Gone Away by Lynn Jenner is the subject of today's discussion about reading and writing with Pip Adam."--RSS feed. |
| Subject     | Jenner, Lynn Interviews.                                                  |
|             | New Zealand literature.                                                   |
|             | Podcasts.                                                                 |
| Links       | https://mcdn.podbean.com/mf/web/dg6t7u/Ep21LostandGoneAwayLynnJenner.mp3   |
Title M2, Airplane Wi-Fi, Li-Fi, Hour of Code, HP Envy x2 vs Asus Transformer Book TP200.
Creator Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2015]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "In this episode we go hands on with the new 2-in-1 tablet laptops from HP and Asus. We discuss Li-Fi 220Gbps, the 'Hour of Code' campaign, new funding for education science and tech projects, Xero cash up, fast Internet on International flights and more. Running time 0:51:03"--RSS feed.
Subject Podcasts.
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/ce7f2181-ce7f2181

Title Madeleine Sami.
Creator Dallas Momoisea, Leilani.
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Snacks and Chats], [2017]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Actor, writer and director Madeleine Sami chats with Lani and Ben about growing up in Onehunga, the clash of cultures there, and how Onehunga High School has influenced her work, and the characters she's played. She discusses her Mum's staunch insistence on repping her Irish ancestry and how her South Auckland identity may have overshadowed her Fiji/Indian identity earlier on in life. They also talk about the role race and gender plays in the kind of work that's available to her and why it can be necessary to create the roles you want to play for yourself."--RSS feed.
Subject Podcasts.
Links https://snacksandchats.podomatic.com/enclosure/2017-05-07T22_56_10-07_00.mp3
https://www.podomatic.com/podcasts/snacksandchats/episodes/2017-05-07T22_56_10-07_00
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Maggie Guterl.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Rayment, Matt.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[New Zealand] : [Dirt Church Radio], [2019]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource (1 audio file)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;Kia Ora Whanau. Run 6.66666667 km within an hour. Then do it again. And again. Every hour. Do it 60 times until you are the last person standing at Big’s Backyard Ultramarathon in Tennessee. Maggie Guterl is that last person standing and the first woman to win at Lazarus Lake’s infamous event. As with our other Big’s conversations, we’ll keep it short here and let the quality of the conversation and what Maggie brings to the table speaks for itself, although some spoilers: We do ask Maggie about the aftermath of Big’s and the media attention, how having understanding colleagues is really important after running for 60 hours and that even though you like Tailwind, like, to the max like Tailwind, after awhile it all just tastes the same. But then wouldn’t everything? Enjoy.&quot;--RSS feed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Guteri, Maggie Interviews. Mountain running New Zealand. Podcasts.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Majell Backhausen.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Rayment, Matt.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[New Zealand] : [Dirt Church Radio], [2018]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource (1 audio file)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;Kia Ora Whanau. This week Eugene and Matt have the pleasure of speaking with Majell Backhausen. Majell is the global content and community manager for Salomon running. Yes, that Salomon. Majell talks to us about his journey, from his beginnings playing Australian rules football in his hometown of Red Hill, in the state of Victoria - to his current base of Chamonix in France, via putting in countless hours learning the craft and discipline of running in the United Kingdom (perhaps a move that puts him at odds with the majority of the Australasian diaspora). Majell tells us about hitting pause on his career as an engineer and project manager to become a sponsored athlete, a switch which has now led him to a role where he has responsibility to shape and influence the culture of trail running. Majell wears his values on his sleeve, and believes deeply in the pursuit of kindness and the authentic expression of enthusiasm. He talks about the running scene in China where he filmed at a race - oh, and about having breakfast with Kilian Jornet. As with all our guests we ask what his Greatest Run Ever has been so far - unlike all our guests, his involves leeches.&quot;--RSS feed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Backhausen, Majell Interviews. Mountain running New Zealand. Podcasts.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Making Mice Arthritic.

This week Chris has a bunch of podcasts to check out, let us know if there are any you are a fan of, we love to hear about new podcasts. The NZ stock exchange has been under attack by Russian hackers, will they get this under control? Trump has been talking about how great QAnon is, how much crazier can he get? A lot more apparently. Like surrealist art? Check out Beeple_Crap on Instagram for a new image every single day. Scientists have been working on making arthritic mice, then they are making bones to regenerate, exciting stuff. A database is out for skin conditions of people with different coloured skin, this seems like it should be something that should have been around a long time. We get an update this week from Chris and his improv class, and how did the meeting go that Sam mentioned last week? Well you'll have to find out to get all the details. And to round things out a US Teen has been updating the Scots Wikipedia, just how much did he change over the years?"--RSS feed.

Mal Law, Will Hayward and 2019 wrap!

"Kia ora Whanau. This is the first Dirt Church Radio for 2020 and THE DECADE!!!!! 2019 was been a lot..Matt and Eugene find themselves scattered to the four winds this week and phone it in (literally, not figuratively) to run through their best of's, highs and, well, more highs. We discuss some of the amazing athletes that we've spoken to this year and also bring you two interviews this show with Will Hayward, he of second place at Big's Back Yard Ultra, and Mal Law, Head Wild Thing and who, amongst many other things, is running 1 million feet for mental health. Enjoy."--RSS feed.
Title Malcolm Law.
Creator Rayment, Matt.
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Dirt Church Radio], [2018]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Kia Ora Whanau. This week Eugene and Matt sit down with Mal Law, a man who has made, and continues to make, an indelible mark on the New Zealand trail running community. In addition to Mal’s love of adventure and story-telling, perhaps what he is best known for is his ongoing advocacy and fundraising efforts for mental health, having raised to date over $800,000 for the NZ Mental Health Foundation. We talk with Mal about what life is like post High 50, what the future holds for him, including his next big project. We talk about the awesomeness and the travails of Wild Things NZ, the online trail running community that Mal has established which has garnered Mal a wide ranging and loyal following. As ever, Mal is generous with his time and we were super excited to speak to a man who has been central to the NZ trail and ultra running community for a large number of years. Enjoy!"--RSS feed.
Subject Law, Malcolm, 1960- Interviews.
Mountain running New Zealand.
Podcasts.
Links https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5b12367f8370a538dd229e3/t/5b9764d00ebbe8b81e07f25/1536648839487/Ep+09+Mal+Law.mp3

Title Margaret Austin reflections on a Life of Service.
Creator Moe, Steven, 1976-
Publishing Details [Rolleston] : Steven Moe, [2020]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Margaret was born in 1933 and has lived an extremely full life - she is still involved today in more organisations than nearly everyone who I know and she does it all with the desire to give back. In this interview we hear about her childhood, her memories of World War II, early education, studying at University of Canterbury in the early 1950s, becoming a teacher, what made her get into politics, serving as an MP from 1984 to 1996 and her involvement with various organisations since then including Unesco, as Lincoln University Chancellor and what "retirement" means. If you enjoyed this you might also appreciate the more than 200 others in the back catalogue at www.theseeds.nz Music Canterbury: https://musiccanterbury.co.nz/about-music-canterbury/who-we-are-ccmc-executive/ Wainoni Avonside Community Trust https://www.cinch.org.nz/categories/a-z/c/405/entries/1249 and https://www.facebook.com/wacommunityservices Profile in Stuff: https://www.stuff.co.nz/science/110554017/national-portrait-margaret-austin--shining-a-light-on-darkness "--RSS feed.
Subject Austin, Margaret, 1933- Interviews.
Podcasts.
Social entrepreneurship New Zealand.
Links https://chtbl.com/track/89G95E/traffic.libsyn.com/secure/seeds/Margaret_Austin.mp3?dest-id=571558
https://seeds.libsyn.com/margaret-austin-on-a-life-of-service
Title Maria McMillan: The Golden Notebook by Doris Lessing.

Creator Adam, Pip.

Publishing Details [Wellington] : [Pip Adam], [2015]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary "The Golden Notebook by Doris Lessing is the subject of today's discussion about reading and writing with Pip Adam. Maria McMillan's mostly Scottish and English ancestors settled in Southland in the late nineteenth century. Maria was born and brought up in Ōtautahi / Christchurch. She grew up on the side of a hill with a view of the mountains and rooms full of books. Maria has campaigned on feminist, peace, poverty and other human rights issues for many years. She has an honours degree in politics, is qualified as a librarian and now works as an information architect. She lives with her scientist partner and their two daughters on Kāpiti Coast. Her poems have been published internationally and locally including in Shenandoah, Magma Poetry, Sport and NZ Listener. In 2013 her book The Rope Walk was published by Seraph Press and in 2014 Victoria University Press published Tree Space. Maria McMillan's website: http://mariamcmillan.weebly.com/interviews.html"—RSS feed.

Subject McMillan, Maria Interviews.

New Zealand literature.

Podcasts.

Links https://mcdn.podbean.com/mf/web/4f3sx7/Ep10MariaMcMillan.mp3

Title Marian Johnson on fostering collaboration at the Ministry of Awesome.

Creator Moe, Steven, 1976-

Publishing Details [Rolleston] : Steven Moe, [2020]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary "Marian is the Chief Awesome Officer at the Ministry of Awesome. In this interview we discuss how it is helping connect and encourage start-ups and entrepreneurs and develop an ecosystem that encourages collaboration at Te Ōhaka. We also talk about the Healthtech Supernode Challenge. But before that we discuss Marian's childhood as the daughter of a diplomat which meant she lived in many countries growing up. We also discuss her career in television and the skills she learned from that when it comes to bringing different groups and people together for a common goal. I really enjoyed this interview and am sure you will too. Remember there are almost 200 others in the back catalogue as well at www.theseeds.nz Ministry of Awesome: https://ministryofawesome.com/ Te Ōhaka https://teohaka.co.nz/ Article on Ministry of Awesome: https://thespinoff.co.nz/business/16-10-2019/the-ministry-of-awesome-reflects-the-exciting-new-era-of-christchurch-startups/ Healthtech Supernode Challenge: https://www.healthtechchallenge.co.nz/ For more visit www.theseeds.nz "—RSS feed.

Subject Johnson, Marian Interviews.

Podcasts.

Social entrepreneurship New Zealand.

Links https://chtbl.com/track/89G95E/traffic.libsyn.com/secure/seeds/Marian_Interview.mp3?dest-id=571558
https://seeds.libsyn.com/marian-johnson-on-fostering-collaboration-and-the-ministry-of-awesome
Title Marianne Elliott.
Creator Rayment, Matt.
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Dirt Church Radio], [2018]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Kia Ora whanau. This week, Eugene and Matt have the pleasure to sit with Marianne Elliott, for what really is an interesting conversation with an interesting runner. Like most of us, you won’t find Marianne topping any podiums or with a laundry list of sponsors to fund her globetrotting lifestyle, however Marianne’s story is no less interesting in terms of using running to engage with others, perhaps more so. Marianne is the Author of Zen Under Fire, which details her work as a head of the UN mission in Herat, Afghanistan. In her writing, and wider life, Marianne focuses on narrative to foster engagement. The more we engage with each other, rather than ascribing set presumptions to a viewpoint, the more we see the complexity, subtly, and humanity of the other. This fosters understanding, which can only be a good thing, right? In addition to being an author, Marianne is a human rights lawyer, advocate for mental health, restaurateur, entrepreneur, yogi, and also curates Wilder Running, a series of retreats in the USA that combine writing and running. In addition to Afghanistan, Marianne has worked in Timor Leste and the Gaza Strip. AND, she runs trail, having completed multiple ultramarathons and other trail events. We spoke to Marianne from her home base of the Aro Valley in Wellington in what was an enriching and wide ranging conversation that covered all the things we’ve just written about and more, including how Marianne is training to run her fastest 1600m ever. This conversation truly is a gem, and we’re thrilled to bring it to you."--RSS feed.
Subject Elliott, Marianne, 1972- Interviews.
Mountain running New Zealand.
Podcasts.
Links https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5b12367ff8370a538dd229e3/t/5bf26272032be406b1a8d195/1542612183246/Ep+18+Marianne+Elliott.mp3

Title Mark Webber.
Creator Rayment, Matt.
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Dirt Church Radio], [2020]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Kia ora whanau! Eugene and Matt speak to nine-time Formula One Grand Prix winner and all round legend Mark Webber about his career, a performance mindset, his love of the outdoors, and his new company-Aussie Grit. It’s fair to say that neither Eugene or Matt are racing aficionados so it was a special treat to speak to Mark, who true to his reputation of being “a regular Aussie bloke”, was down-to-earth and generous with our naive questions about what it is like to be strapped into a rocket and drive it around a track at over 300 kph. This conversation is an education about controlling what you can control, the importance of having good people in your corner, and just how important and fulfilling being outdoors can be. We talk to Mark about his love of the trails, be that on foot or two wheels, the Tasmania Challenge adventure race, and the care, dedication, and understatement that goes into every Aussie Grit garment. I mean, apparently we disagree on just what is an appropriate seam length for a running short, with Matt and Eugene both being adherents to the “classique” 3” but we found an oasis of common ground during this wonderful conversation. Enjoy."--RSS feed.
Subject Mountain running New Zealand.
Podcasts.
Webber, Mark, 1976- Interviews.
**Title**  
Martin Jetpack demo, NZ/Hawaii cable, Vodafone Xone, low cost 4G data.

**Creator**  
Spain, Paul.

**Publishing Details**  
[New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2015]

**Format**  
1 online resource (1 audio file)

**Summary**  
"This week - Vodafone Xone tech startup accelerator, another fibre cable to link NZ with the US, the Martin Jetpack demo in China, Skinny’s low cost 4G home broadband, Uber lighting, Vtech hack, Lumix Post Focus, Hoverboards and Apple’s Smart Battery Case. Running time 0:52:01"--RSS feed.

**Subject**  
Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.

**Links**  
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/71c4224a-71c4224a

---

**Title**  
A Mass Debate.

**Creator**  
Lund, Jeb.

**Publishing Details**  
[New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2016]

**Format**  
1 online resource (1 audio file)

**Summary**  
"Jeb and Tim exchange sports metaphors to digest the first presidential debate - a record breaking TV event which Tim experienced with MANY BEERS! In this high brow chat about the state of the race for Leader of The Free World; Clinton's face, Trump's reliance on crowd applause, the utility of newspaper endorsements in the modern age AND a Ron Paul mention. In this episode, also a defence of Gary Johnson's absence followed by a defence of Gary Johnson himself. Plus - did Lester Holt do a good job? Yes."--RSS feed.

**Subject**  
Podcasts.
World politics.

**Links**  
https://traffic.omny.fm/d/clips/6e2a797b-0cc4-4c0b-a44d-a51e0019bc3c/f5c796b6-19ca-41d0-8bff-a68c00df11ad/f1ee8ff4-e182-4856-95eb-a68f00abe346/audio.mp3?utm_source=Podcast&in_playlist=193ca0a-87f4-4441-934d-a68c00e44c3e&t=1475058881
https://omny.fm/shows/polidicks/a-mass-debate
Kia Ora whanau!! These days with running it can feel that is not just about running, you know? There is always someone around the corner saying that we need to do this, that, and the other thing to maximise our enjoyment of the thing we love the most. Can it be that to enjoy more of what we love, especially as we get older, we need to do other things? Well. Yes. If we take the view that running and movement is something that we are designed to do and our ancestors did it all the time and were fine, we also need to consider that our ancestors lived an active lifestyle. The notion of running for a strictly pleasurable activity is a relatively new concept, the notion of expecting that an hour a day of activity surrounded by a sedentary existence would be even more of a head scratcher. We need to do things to keep us running well and maximise our running lives. That’s why this week Matt speaks to Mathieu Doré, a strength and conditioning coach based in Albury New South Wales. Originally from Montréal, Mathieu spent some time in Australia before moving back home for a few years and then, as you do, finding his way back down under thanks to the love of a good woman. We discuss Mathieu’s journey from an Ice Hockey player who ran with his twin brother in the off season to a bone fide track runner to adventure racer, ultra marathoner, and everything in between, not to mention his whirlwind Boston 2:45/Marriage/Travel episode...Regardless of the distance and surface that Mathieu is running on, strength training plays a major part in his training and strategy for wellbeing. This is an excellent conversation which focuses on how taking a wider approach to your running wellbeing can enhance and promote your running wellbeing. You also get, for your listening pleasure, Eugene and Matt falling over themselves with excitement at being reunited. You’ll get bonus digression, secret codes, fake news (alleged), Greatest Run Ever, Stuff You Should Know..DIGRESSION, and just who the hell is Glenn Kirby? Enjoy!!"--RSS feed.

Subject
- Dore, Mathieu Interviews.
- Mountain running New Zealand.
- Podcasts.

Links
- https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5b12367ff8370a538dd229e3/t/5d086ea7272fa0001e9cadb/1560834243867/ep+47+Mathieu+Dore.mp3
Summary "This week on the podcast Eugene and Matt speak to Matt Rayment...huh? Yes, that’s right. Eugene finally gets revenge on Matt, who, having cruelly ambushed Eugene at the live show last year (in cahoots with Shaun “The Integrator” Collins), was never going to get away without being a guest on the podcast. What unfolds is a conversation much like what you would have heard if you’d ever been on the trails with them - but with less puffing. Matt, mental health nurse, accomplished musician (eg playing with The Sneaks at Big Day Out), former editor of KTR, and, most importantly, husband and father of three delightful kids - yes, Rigby, and an Australian Kelpie - opens up about how running saved his life. He generously talks very candidly about how illness as a child afflicted him, the impact that had, and how he found comfort in hanging out with people who are out of step, just as he feels out of step with the world. The story of his path to running ultra-marathons (beginning with a 200m gravel stretch of driveway) is inspirational. Enjoy."--RSS feed.

Subject Mountain running New Zealand.

Links https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5b12367ff8370a538dd229e3/t/5e13d9971cfc1345035fb8a4/1578359919218/ep+75+Matt+Rayment.mp3
https://www.dirtchurchradio.com/dirtchurchradio/2020/1/8/episode-75-matt-rayment
**Title**  MEANWHILE Gallery.

**Creator**  Amery, Mark, 1969-

**Publishing Details**  [Wellington] : [CIRCUIT Artist Film and Video Aotearoa New Zealand], [2016]

**Format**  1 online resource (1 audio file)

**Summary**  "Why start a gallery in 2017? Who needs a physical space? Artists Jordana Bragg and Callum Devlin talk about MEANWHILE, one of a handful of recently established artist-run spaces in Wellington filling a void in the post-art school vacuum."--RSS feed.

**Subject**  Bragg, Jordana Interviews.
Devlin, Callum Interviews.
Podcasts.
Video art New Zealand.


---

**Title**  Medicinal cannabis, what is it, does it work and could it be dangerous?

**Creator**  Dickinson, Michelle.

**Publishing Details**  [Auckland] : [NZME], [2017]

**Format**  1 online resource (1 audio file)

**Summary**  "Medicinal cannabis is a hot topic, having been legalised in some areas but not others the debate is ongoing. So what is cannabis, how can it be taken and what is it’s effect on the brain. Cannabinoid researcher Associate Professor Michelle Glass and pot smoking comedian Tim Batt join host Dr Michelle Dickinson for a fascinating discussion about cannabis as a medicine, what it is, how it’s taken and what the scientific research shows about its effectiveness."--RSS feed.

**Subject**  Batt, Tim Interviews.
Glass, Michelle (Pharmacologist) Interviews.
Podcasts.
Science.

**Links**  [https://media.blubrry.com/sqfs/content.blubrry.com/sqfs/SQFS004.mp3](https://media.blubrry.com/sqfs/content.blubrry.com/sqfs/SQFS004.mp3)
Title Meet the New Zealand connection to e-commerce sensation Warby Parker.
Creator Pound, Simon.
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Business is Boring is a weekly podcast series presented by The Spinoff in association with Callaghan Innovation. Host Simon Pound speaks with innovators and commentators focused on the future of New Zealand. This week he talks to New Zealand investor and business advisor David Bell. As a university professor at Wharton in the US, David Bell has taught many successful business founders and innovators. He's been an investor in pioneering companies like Diapers.com, Bonobos and Harry’s, as well as one of the first investors and advisors to Warby Parker, the US glasses company that’s changing the way glasses are made, sold and priced. Warby Parker’s innovative direct-to-consumer model allows people to get pairs sent to their houses to try on and then send back. It battles against monster incumbents that own the whole distribution chain, charges what they like, and still manages to make cool glasses affordable. It’s now a retail phenomenon. On a trip back to New Zealand, we caught up with David to talk about the ever-evolving world of digital commerce. Either download this episode, have a listen below or via Spotify, subscribe through iTunes (RSS feed). "--RSS feed.
Subject Bell, David R. (David Richard) Interviews.
Business.
Podcasts.
Links https://media.acast.com/business-is-boring/businessisboringwithbusinessadvisor davidbell/media.mp3

Title A Meeting Over Books with Jordan Hartt and Pip Adam (Recorded Live).
Creator Adam, Pip.
Publishing Details [Wellington] : [Pip Adam], [2015]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "big thanks to Kahini and Mahara Gallery who let us record this event and publish it here. We had a great night and an amazing weekend. Thanks also to Waimea restaurant who supplied the delicious food. I'd also like to say a special thanks to Kirsten Le Harivel, an amazing poet, who organised this event and wasa spectacular host."--RSS feed.
Subject Hartt, Jordan Interviews.
New Zealand literature.
Podcasts.
Links https://mcdn.podbean.com/mf/web/k7uy2m/Ep9Place.mp3
Title  Mel Aitken.
Creator  Rayment, Matt.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Dirt Church Radio], [2018]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Joining us for our fourth episode of Dirt Church Radio we have the most excellent Mel Aitken. Mel is based down on the West Coast of the South Island where she is an Inspector in the New Zealand Police and holds the role of area commander. When Mel doesn't have her hands full with being responsible for 23,000 sq km of rugged bush and coast, Mel crushes trails with a blithe aggression that belies her modest and personable nature. There are two brilliant Greatest Runs Ever submissions, and we salute 261 Fearless.
www.dirtchurchradio.com"--RSS feed.
Subject  Aitken, Mel Interviews.
          Mountain running New Zealand.
          Podcasts.
Links  https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5b12367ff8370a538dd229e3/t/5b6958f3352f53ab4a5def5a/1533631028187/Ep+4+Mel+Aitken.mp3

Title  Mele Wendt on Culture, Racism and having the Tough Conversations.
Creator  Moe, Steven, 1976-
Publishing Details  [Rolleston] : Steven Moe, [2020]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Mele Wendt MNZM spent her childhood in Samoa and Fiji before coming to New Zealand to study at University. In this interview we find out about that upbringing and growing up in a house full of the Arts and Culture (her Father is Albert Wendt who is a very well known poet and author). We also talk about Racism and Culture and the differences in New Zealand between the 1980s and now. These are important, difficult, conversations to have. We also talk about her work at Victoria University as well as Fulbright New Zealand and her work on helping to shape governance culture for the hundreds of thousands of people who are involved in boards in New Zealand (particularly those in the NFP area who often have not had formal training in this area) - Mele is chairing the National Strategy for Community Governance. Mele's governance career spans over 20 years across 15 different entities. She currently serves on the boards of Te Kura (the Correspondence School) and the Wellington Community Trust. Linked In: https://www.linkedin.com/in/mele-wendt-mnzmb7016b15/ Community Governance:
Subject  Podcasts.
          Social entrepreneurship New Zealand.
          Wendt, Mele Interviews.
Links  https://chtbl.com/track/89G95E/traffic.libsyn.com/secure/seeds/Mele_Wendt.mp3?dest-id=571558
       https://seeds.libsyn.com/mele-wendt-on-culture-racism-and-having-the-tough-conversations
Title Metiria Turei's Winz confession, Labour's alt-budget and the Māori seats.
Creator Lee-Mather, Annabelle.
Publishing Details [Auckland] : [The Spinoff], [2017]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "With less than two months to polling day, Annabelle Lee, executive producer of The Hui, returns to the GBLT pod salon, joining Ben Thomas of Exceltium and Toby Manhire of the Spinoff to discuss the Green co-leader's headline grabbing admission of benefit fraud, the contrast with tax evasion, Labour's alternative budget proposition, and, inescapably, the latest manoeuvres of the Winston Peters bus. And in open defiance of the schooling from professional broadcaster and Guy Williams, guest star of the last pod, the confectionery remains, with all its sonorous slurping and spluttering. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject New Zealand Politics and government.
Podcasts.
https://play.acast.com/s/gone-by-lunchtime/metiria-tureis-winz-confession-labours-alt-budget-

Title Michael Nicholson.
Creator Amery, Mark, 1969-
Publishing Details [Wellington] : [CIRCUIT Artist Film and Video Aotearoa New Zealand], [2017]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Subject Nicholson, Michael, 1916- Interviews.
Podcasts.
Video art New Zealand.
Michael Philpott on being NZ's premier speaking coach and Speaking in Public: Why we fear it, and what can help.

"Michael is New Zealand's premier speaking coach. We find out a lot about speaking in this interview - why we fear it and what can help. You will want to listen in on our conversation as I learned so much from his observations. We also hear about his early years (including in an orphanage) and leaving school very young and what led to being the speaker coach for people like Lilia Tarawa (over 9 million TEDX listens… and the fifth most viewed TEDx talk on the planet). I really appreciated Michael's vulnerability in sharing his story and also freely giving us so many tips and insights into the art of crafting a good talk! Website https://www.michaelphilpott.co.nz/ (has links to resources mentioned in talk). Video version of this interview: https://youtu.be/XHO2m7J-ots LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/michaelphilpott/ Lilia Tarawa TedX talk: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qS7mBbXxJYA Bio: Michael works with leaders, innovators, creative thinkers, change makers, disruptors, and inspirational individuals. He coaches CEOs, celebrities, sales executives, tech giants, best-selling authors, professors, PhDs, and start-up founders to achieve outstanding results from their keynote talks, investment pitches and formal presentations. Michael also coaches sales executives, like Stephen Pike from Williams Corporation, sell real estate value at over $700,000 from a 5-minute talk and start-up founders attract over a half a million dollars in funding from a 7-minute investment pitch whilst also winning 'Best pitch of the night' award in front of an audience of over 900 potential investors. LINKS: LinkedIn - https://www.linkedin.com/in/michaelphilpott/ Facebook - https://www.facebook.com/thespeakercoachnz Instagram - https://www.instagram.com/thespeakercoachnz/ For more interviews visit www.theseeds.nz "--RSS feed.

Subject

Links
Title Michael Reddell on COVID-19 economic response.
Creator Reddell, Michael.
Publishing Details [Wellington] : [New Zealand Taxpayers' Union Inc.], [2020]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Series Taxpayer talk ; March 20, 2020.
Summary "Michael Reddell is a former Board member of the IMF, and Head of Financial Markets at the RBNZ. He sits down with Jordan Williams and Joe Ascoft to discuss his recent and radical proposal for government intervention and taxpayer-funded support for the duration of the COVID-19 downturn. Michael blogs at https://croakingcassandra.com the proposals referred to are available here: https://croakingcassandra.com/2020/03/16/a-radical-macro-framework-for-the-next-year-or-two /Support the show (http://www.taxpayers.org.nz/donate)"--RSS feed.
Subject Podcasts.
Reddell, Michael Interviews.
Taxation New Zealand.

Title Microplastics; A hidden disaster.
Creator Warth, Waveney.
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2020]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "A lot of the information in today's episode comes from Waste MINZ fantastic webinar on microplastics delivered by Dr Grant Northcott and Dr Olga Pantos. Check out the webinar here. This episode, we're discussing microplastics - What they are, why they're bad and what can we do about them. Plastic does not biodegrade, it breaks down, fragmented by wind, waves and sunlight into ever-smaller pieces. Microplastic is plastic fragments less than 5 mm in size. They do a number of nasty things, including absorbing pesticides, hydrocarbons and heavy metals. They also leach bad stuff into the environment. On average, we consume a credit card a week in microplastics. Scientists have recently found out that we have massively underestimated the amount of microplastic in the environment, sadly it's found everywhere on earth. Solutions; Use less plastic. Use less everything. Get involved with collective action by signing your name at YourPlasticDiet.org Thanks to Auckland Council and Live Lightly for supporting this podcast!"--RSS feed.
Subject Environmental protection New Zealand.
Podcasts.
Links https://traffic.omny.fm/d/clips/6e2a797b-0cc4-4c0b-a44d-a51e0019bc3c/e621c193-b63b-4c9f-8040-aa5e00298aa9/93a8e1b3-7415-463b-819a-ab9c0089c6a6/audio.mp3?utm_source=Podcast&in_playlist=40bbac5c-4bb0-4f46-b798-aa5e002ea629&t=1586767184
https://omny.fm/shows/how-to-save-the-world/microplastics-a-hidden-disaster
Title  Microsoft Build in Seattle with Myriam Joire (tnkgrl).
Creator  Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2017]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Subject  Joire, Myriam Interviews.
Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/6c4ed196-6c4ed196

Title  Microsoft CEO Satya Nadella, Amazon Prime NZ with Jeremy Clarkson and friends, Tesla NZ, Google Earth VR.
Creator  Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2016]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Microsoft CEO Satya Nadella visits, Amazon Prime and The Grand Tour (Jeremy Clarkson, Richard Hammond and James May), Tesla NZ, Google Earth VR, Instagram Live Video, Earthquake and Tsunami warning via Cell Broadcast, Kiwicon. Running time 00:58:37"--RSS feed.
Subject  Nadella, Satya Interviews.
Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.
Links  https://dts.podtrac.com/redirect.mp3/cdn.simplecast.com/audio/083219/083219e0-dcd5-4385-9d15-8105e91523a6/81c1db05-d914-4a13-aa97-6d354a4bc05f/2f347bb3_tc.mp3?aid=rss_feed
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/2f347bb3-2f347bb3
Microsoft Ignite 2016 in Atlanta with Richard Hay.

Richard Hay (Winsupersite.com) joined the discussion on highlights of Microsoft Ignite 2016 in Atlanta – including from CEO Satya Nadella. Microsoft OneNote updates, democratisation of Artificial Intelligence, Field-Programmable Gate Arrays and more. Running time 00:29:18"--RSS feed.

Microsoft Ignite 2017 roundup with Chris Jackson, Richard Hay and Freddy Fuentes.

"Highlights from Microsoft Ignite 2017 roundup with guests Chris Jackson (Microsoft), Richard Hay (Winsupersite) and Freddy Fuentes (O-I) joining host Paul Spain. Including keynote highlights, Microsoft 365, Quantum Computing and Cyber Security."--RSS feed.
Microsoft investing in NZ datacentre, Oppo A91, Ipad Pro/Magic Keyboard, Dell XPS with 10th gen chips.

Microsoft investing in NZ Azure and 365 region, Ultrafast Fibre sold, Volvo banking on Lidar for autonomous cars, Thunderbolt data risk demoed, Kickstart layoffs. Hands on: Oppo A91, Ipad Pro/Magic Keyboard, Dell XPS with 10th gen chips.NZ Tech PodcastPaul SpainGorilla TechnologyFree Tesla SuperchargingSpecial thanks to organisations who support innovation and tech leadership in New Zealand by partnering with NZ Tech Podcast:Sumo LogicHPSamsungVodafone NZSpark NZVocus”--RSS feed.

Microsoft Special - Build Tour, Devices Update.

In this special edition of NZ Tech Podcast Paul Spain chats firstly about the Build Tour as it hits New Zealand – featuring Giorgio Sardo (Seattle, USA) and Nigel Parker (Auckland). And then he talks about Microsoft devices with Steve Lewis (Australia). Running time : 0:42:22”--RSS feed.
Title Microsoft VP Joe Belfiore – Past, Present, Future.
Creator Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2015]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "In a candid chat Microsoft Vice President of PC-Tablet-Phone Joe Belfiore talks with Paul Spain about how he was recruited by Microsoft from Stanford University and the 25-year journey that brings us to the launch of Windows 10 and beyond. Running time : 0:31:35"--RSS feed.
Subject Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/503b7199-503b7199

Title Microsoft’s Build, Tesla coming home, the end of the Internet, LED carpet.
Creator Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2015]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "This week we hear about a smartphone that morphs into a PC, Spark’s latest UFB moves, Microsoft’s news from Build, Tesla puts power in your home, the end of the Internet, LED carpet, Kickstarting a smart desk plus Xero and Paymark team up. Running time : 0:53:27"--RSS feed.
Subject Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/0e94b37c-0e94b37c
Title Mike Delany.
Creator Delany, Mike, 1982-
Publishing Details Wellington, New Zealand : Rugby New Zealand [2020]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Series All Blacks podcast ; August 12, 2020.
Summary "The man with more clubs than Arnold Palmer joins the All Blacks Podcast to talk about his
globe trotting career."--RSS feed.
Subject Delany, Mike, 1982- Interviews.
Podcasts.
Rugby Union football New Zealand.
https://soundcloud.com/all-blacks-podcast150183620/mike-delany-03

Title Mike Heynes and Masons Screen.
Creator Amery, Mark, 1969-
Publishing Details [Wellington] : [CIRCUIT Artist Film and Video Aotearoa New Zealand], [2016]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Location!... location? Mike Heynes' new commission for Masons Screen addresses one of the
most urgent issues for many New Zealanders, housing affordability. Host Mark Amery talks to
Heynes about responding to current events, and how technology enables political action. As
Masons Screen approaches its' first anniversary Mark Amery also talks to CIRCUIT Director
Mark Williams about the screens site in the downtown business district, opposite a fashion
school.Our thanks to Eve Armstrong and Wellington City Council.Mark Williams 0-4:00
minsMike Heynes 4:00-12:00 mins"--RSS feed.
Subject Heynes, Mike Interviews.
Podcasts.
Video art New Zealand.
Williams, Mark (Mark S.) Interviews.

National Library of New Zealand
500
Te Puna Matauranga o Aotearoa
Title Minimalist Celebrations.

Publishing Details [Wellington] : [Yellow Fever], [2018]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)


Summary "The Nix did it the hard way in Newcastle, but managed to claim all three points. Can they do they same against Adelaide this weekend? Elsewhere, the TeeDubs and WeeNix made it a trifecta for the Wellington teams over the weekend, however Auckland City are back on top of the Handy Prem."--RSS feed.

Subject Podcasts.
Soccer New Zealand.
Wellington Phoenix FC (Soccer club)

Links https://thekidsareallwhite.podomatic.com/enclosure/2018-01-25T12_48_55-08_00.mp3
https://www.podomatic.com/podcasts/thekidsareallwhite/episodes/2018-01-25T12_48_55-08_00

Title Ministry of the Future, British Airways grounded by tech, possible laptop ban on all US flights, Computex starts.

Creator Spain, Paul.

Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2017]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary "NZ's digital future and the place of government, British Airways tech outage, possible laptop ban on all US flights, Computex and super thin laptops from Asus, Microsoft promotes a Surface Pro competitor and Sony offers an E-Ink based note taking tablet"--RSS feed.

Subject Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.

Links https://dts.podtrac.com/redirect.mp3/cdn.simplecast.com/audio/083219/083219e0-dcd5-4385-9d15-8105e91523a6/192d8c3a-ebee-4df3-b3e0-1bc4f1758325/edbbf631_tc.mp3?aid=rss_feed
Title Mobile networks of the future, Budget Android smartens up, Security woes, Rural Broadband.

Creator Spain, Paul.

Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2015]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary "Insights on two impressive budget Android handsets Vodafone Smart Prime ($150) and Sony Xperia E4 ($200), Rural Broadband from Vodafone and Spark, Microsoft Ignite NZ update and Bill Bennett shares thoughts on mobile networks of the future. Running time : 0:41:50"--RSS feed.

Subject Bennett, Bill (Journalist) Interviews.

Podcasts.

Technology New Zealand.

https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/25d6bc2f-25d6bc2f

Title Mobile World Congress and hands on with Samsung Galaxy S6 and S6 edge.

Creator Spain, Paul.

Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2015]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary "We go hands on with Samsung's surprisingly good Galaxy S6 and S6 edge, discuss highlights of Mobile World Congress including new products from HTC and Huawei. We also catch up on local news - mobile price wars, Vodafone and Netflix NZ, Symantec's NZ exit. Running time : 1:04:40"--RSS feed.

Subject Podcasts.

Technology New Zealand.

https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/ea171e74-ea171e74
**Title**  The Module Project, Amazon vs Netflix, Google Play Podcasts.

**Creator**  Spain, Paul.

**Publishing Details**  [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2016]

**Format**  1 online resource (1 audio file)

**Summary**  "We drill down into the topic of planned obsolescence and a possible solution called The Module Project, Amazon vs Netflix, Google Play Podcasts, Sony SRS-XB3 Bluetooth speaker, Alibaba and NZ, drama for Spark and Chorus Running time 57:58"–RSS feed.

**Subject**  Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.

**Links**  https://dts.podtrac.com/redirect.mp3/cdn.simplecast.com/audio/083219/083219e0-dcd5-4385-9d15-8105e91523a6/657b7044-b535-4408-bce1-a88be7a04ae0/81d6acfd_tc.mp3?aid=rss_feed
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/81d6acfd-81d6acfd

---

**Title**  A Māori Perspective on Our Landscapes (w/ academic Raaniera Te Whata).

**Creator**  Warth, Waveney.

**Publishing Details**  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2019]

**Format**  1 online resource (1 audio file)

**Summary**  "This episode is sponsored by Ecotricity - New Zealand’s only carboNZero certified electricity retailer. Join Ecotricity now!We chat to Māori academic Raaniera Te Whata (Ngāpuhi, Ngāti Porou, te Whānau a Apanui), who is currently completing his PhD, ‘Now. Then. Next. Whakapapa on Ancestral Landscapes in Tautoro, Te Tai Tokerau’. His doctorate looks at current issues and capturing the history of his homeland in Northland.Raaniera discusses the indigenous New Zealand perspective regarding our environment and our natural resources, the effects of Māori urbanisation on rural areas and the Māori creation story and its foundation for the concept of kaitiaki (or stewardship) over the landscapes in which we live. He also takes us through some of the challenges local iwi face when dealing with local government when it comes to resourcing issues and explains a water rights negotiation happening in his home of Tautoro, as an example."–RSS feed.

**Subject**  Environmental protection New Zealand.
Podcasts.

**Links**  https://traffic.omny.fm/d/clips/6e2a797b-0cc4-4c0b-a44d-a51e0019bc3c/e621c193-b63b-4c9f-8040-aa5e00298aa9/d4c9698b-cb59-4496-b236-aa4f00849aa2/audio.mp3?utm_source=Podcast&in_playlist=40bbac5c-4bb0-4f46-b798-aa5e002ea629&t=1572250332
https://omny.fm/shows/how-to-save-the-world/a-m-ori-perspective-on-our-landscapes-w-academic-raaniera-te-whata
Title: Māoriland Film Festival - interview with Tainui Stephens.
Creator: Amery, Mark, 1969-
Publishing Details: [Wellington] : [CIRCUIT Artist Film and Video Aotearoa New Zealand], [2017]
Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary: ""How does your native soul inform your work?" This week on the podcast, host Mark Amery sits down with broadcasting legend Tainui Stephens at the launch of the 2017 Māoriland Film Festival, to discuss indigenous modes of exchange and distribution."--RSS feed.
Subject: Podcasts.
Stephens, Tainui Interviews.
Video art New Zealand.

Title: Mossy.
Creator: Moss, Glen.
Publishing Details: [Wellington] : [Yellow Fever], [2020]
Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary: "We teamed up with the Jetstream podcast this week, and Furns and Patrick chatted to Glen Moss about his career as it starts to come to a close. We talk through his early days as a professional footballer in the NSL and at the NZ Knights, his time playing in Europe, his time at both the Phoenix and the Jets, and reminisce about the glory days of the 2010 World Cup."--RSS feed.
Subject: Moss, Glen Interviews.
Podcasts.
Soccer New Zealand.
Wellington Phoenix FC (Soccer club)
Links: https://thekidsareallwhite.podomatic.com/enclosure/2020-06-17T04_11_45-07_00.mp3
https://www.podomatic.com/podcasts/thekidsareallwhite/episodes/2020-06-17T04_11_45-07_00

Join our DISCORD►https://discord.gg/v64NGAG
Support us on PATREON►https://www.patreon.com/CultPopture
Not a lot of movies have come out this year, and most of them have been bad!

WHAT WE TALK ABOUT AND WHEN WE TALK ABOUT THEM:
00:07:18:21 - THE GRUDGE and LIKE A BOSS
00:07:47:18 - DOLITTLE:00:15:48:21 - BAD BOYS FOR LIFE:00:16:40:21 - BIRDS OF PREY (OR THE FANTABULOUS EMANCIPATION OF ONE HARLEY QUINN)
00:28:27:06 - SONIC THE HEDGEHOG:00:39:22:05 - FANTASY ISLAND
00:41:32:10 - EMMA
00:45:47:19 - DOWNHILL
00:47:32:18 - THE INVISIBLE MAN
00:49:32:18 - GUNS AKIMBO
00:57:14:11 - ONWARD
01:08:21:14 - Delayed films
01:09:54:09 - TROLLS: WORLD TOUR
01:15:39:11 - More delayed films
01:22:14:10 - More delayed films
01:23:45:06 - ARTEMIS FOWL
01:28:32:19 - Even more delayed films
01:28:46:08 - KING OF STATEN
01:36:10:11 - Last amount of delayed films (and also a discussion on HAMILTON)
01:42:56:19 - DA 5 BLOODS
01:48:06:23 - A HIDDEN LIFE

Check out our rankings on Letterboxd:
Cult Popture►https://letterboxd.com/CultPopture
Richard►https://letterboxd.com/rmpm
AJ►https://letterboxd.com/alexodus
JOIN LITTLE EMPIRE PODCAST PALS HERE►https://www.facebook.com/groups/LittleEmpirePals
DONATE TO OUR PATREON►https://Patreon.com/CultPopture
DO OUR SURVEY►https://goo.gl/forms/Fa2pcLMCVWLZ8fvP2
CHECK OUR MERCH►https://teespring.com/stores/cult-popture
LIKE US ON FACEBOOK►goo.gl/9EFEIa
FOLLOW US ON TWITTER►gootiuxn
SUBSCRIBE TO US ON YOUTUBE►https://youtube.com/cultpopturemedia@gmail.com
FOLLOW US ON INSTAGRAM►goo.gl/1rrpH7
VISIT THE WEBSITE►www.cultpopture.com

Music: Robobozo by Kevin MacLeod (incompetech.com) Licensed under Creative Commons: By Attribution 3.0 License

Subject
Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Title Moto playing in NZ again, Australia's latest NBN issues, Kitty Hawk Flyer, New Vodafone NZ CEO.

Creator Spain, Paul.

Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2018]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary "Motorola is getting serious about NZ market again, Australia's latest NBN woes, the very cool Kitty Hawk Flyer, Google's Wi-Fi project with Railways in India, CIO Summit, Motorola's Z2 Play plus 10x zoom camera and Jason Paris to be new Vodafone NZ CEO. Paul Spain - Linked In Podcasts NZ WorldPodcasts.com"--RSS feed.

Subject Podcasts.

Technology New Zealand.

https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/721f85b9-721f85b9

Title Mouse House.

Publishing Details [Wellington] : [Yellow Fever], [2019]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Series Phoenix City ; November 20, 2019.

Summary "The All Whites played games! The pod discuss the losses to Ireland and Lithuania, and compare the tactics Danny Hay used to the previous regime. The Nix are back in action after their bye, and there was a full round of Handy Prem and NWL action."--RSS feed.

Subject Podcasts.

Soccer New Zealand.

Wellington Phoenix FC (Soccer club)

Links https://thekidsareallwhite.podomatic.com/enclosure/2019-11-20T15_20_34-08_00.mp3
https://www.podomatic.com/podcasts/thekidsareallwhite/episodes/2019-11-20T15_20_34-08_00
Title  Murray Hewitt and Pip Adam Talk.
Creator  Adam, Pip.
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [Pip Adam], [2017]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "The work of video artist Murray Hewitt is the topic of this discussion with Pip Adam. https://betterreadnz.wordpress.com/"--RSS feed.
Subject  Hewitt, Murray Interviews.
New Zealand literature.
Podcasts.

Title  Musk tests SpaceX satellite internet, AirPods Pro, hands on new Microsoft Surface, streaming video market swamped.
Creator  Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2019]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Musk tests SpaceX satellite internet, Airpod Pro, hands on new Microsoft Surface, streaming video market swamped, Oppo wireless noise cancelling headphones + moreNZ Tech PodcastPaul SpainGorilla TechnologyFree Tesla SuperchargingSpecial thanks to organisations who support innovation and tech leadership in New Zealand by partnering with NZ Tech Podcast:Vodafone NZVocusSumo LogicHPSpark NZSamsung "--RSS feed.
Subject  Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/464-U__cZozJ
"My Whole Life is Improv." by Chris Hanlon

"Guess whose back? Back again? Corona, that's who, find out what's been happening now with the virus that won't quit. We learn just how tough a South African Church is having right now, what they use to channel God, and how they are dealing with it all. One of the favourite shows for New Zealanders in 2020 so far is the daily COVID briefings, which are back for season 2, we discuss what people like and don't like about them. A story of some famous gold glasses being found, and just how much did a coin sell for? Sick of Nerf guns, don't want to use paintball guns, then we might have the next best thing, a gel shooter. There is a lot of things that old people shouldn't really be doing, should ebikes be added to the list? We discuss. How could someone end up with a chair as their photo on a driver license? And what was Sam's driver's license story? All of this and more in this weeks packed episode. Check it out and tell a friend."--RSS feed.

Links:

"N4L and Internet for NZ Students, Ebay Plus with free shipping, Intel vs The Future." by Paul Spain

"The latest from Network for Learning on their work student internet trials – plus Intel under the spotlight, Ebay Plus free shipping offer, is Apple playing fair, a new burger robot, Samsung's new Flip smart whiteboard TV, Rocket Lab launch update"--RSS feed.

Links:
- https://dts.podtrac.com/redirect.mp3/cdn.simplecast.com/audio/083219/083219e0-dcd5-4385-9d15-8105e91523a6/781e99a8-b2c3-423a-96f3-0da097c84d07/cdc1eec8_tc.mp3?aid=rss_feed
- https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/cdc1eec8-cdc1eec8
When Nancy Jiang was five, she moved with her parents from China to New Zealand. One of her first memories was noticing the other children in her street and at school tearing about in bare feet. Nancy immediately thought “I want to do that” and quickly adapted to the largely barefoot childhood that many New Zealand children enjoy. Nancy’s burgeoning love of running started at school during PE and cross country, she joined her local Waitakere city athletic club and applied herself diligently to training in her early teenage years. This put Nancy at odds with her grandparents and parents, who perhaps took a more traditional view of the path that a young Chinese woman should take. “Chinese people don’t run” they told her, “what, you think you are going to represent New Zealand?” Nancy’s family clearly wanted her to focus on academic achievement first, and so she did, giving running away for several years whilst she attended university. Fast forward university and Nancy is living in Hamilton and has started to run socially and completes her first marathon as a bet with a coworker to see who could run it the fastest. Needless to say, Nancy won the bet. Several years of marathons followed this, before Nancy finally found herself in France, nursing a few “niggles” (as she tells it) and curious as to just how one runs up mountains….. It seems off-road running suits Nancy, as he has recently came 5th at the 57 km OCC in France (part of the UTMB festival) and has just returned from Europe where she placed 15th at the world mountain running champs. We have the pleasure of being the first to speak with Nancy regarding her running and it was a total blast.. Enjoy!! --RSS feed.
Title  NASA's mission to Hawaii, the lonely Billionaire, Facebook M, Chrome vs Flash.
Creator  Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2015]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "We discuss NASA's mission to... Hawaii, Markus Persson's dejected tweets, Ultra-Fast Broadband Initiative moves forward, Fishpond finded $50k, Facebook M and a billion users, Chrome vs Flash, LG Rolly, smartphone from former Apple CEO John Sculley's company. Running time : 0:39:41"--RSS feed.
Subject  Podcasts.
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/f6d87fb0-f6d87fb0

Title  Natasha Dennerstein: The Bengal Engine's Mango Afterglow by Geoff Cochrane.
Creator  Adam, Pip.
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [Pip Adam], [2015]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "The Bengal Engine's Mango Afterglow by Geoff Cochrane is the subject of today's discussion about reading and writing with Pip Adam."--RSS feed.
Subject  Dennerstein, Natasha Interviews.
New Zealand literature.
Podcasts.
Title Nate Nauer.
Creator Dallas Momoisea, Leilani.
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Snacks and Chats], [2016]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "They cut my hair with a machete and gave me a hiding. That was my first day." Mai FM breakfast host Nate Nauer talks to Lani and Ben about getting kicked out of school and being sent to Samoa as a kid to be straightened out. He discusses getting beaten up at Samoa College, the culture shock of moving there, and the struggle of coming back and having to adjust to life in New Zealand, and how he went from being a forklift driver to being one of the most recognisable voices on commercial radio. It ends with a friendly parting shot at Jono and Ben for good measure. This time Ben Lawson is also on the mic, and Lani remembered to bring the snacks."--RSS feed.
Subject Nauer, Nate Interviews.
Podcasts.
Links https://snacksandchats.podomatic.com/enclosure/2016-11-20T01_34_46-08_00.mp3
https://www.podomatic.com/podcasts/snacksandchats/episodes/2016-11-20T01_34_46-08_00

Title The National Party Divide, Modern Conservatism and Fencing - Simon O'Connor.
Creator Aitchison, Islay.
Publishing Details [Wellington] : [New Zealand Taxpayers' Union Inc.], [2020]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Series Taxpayer talk ; May 18, 2020.
Summary "We're giving taxpayers the opportunity to get to know their MPs beyond photo-ops and party-line speeches. In this episode, Islay Aitchison interviews Simon O'Connor MP. Support the show (http://www.taxpayers.org.nz/donate)"--RSS feed.
Subject O'Connor, Simon (Simon David) Interviews.
Podcasts.
Taxation New Zealand.
Title NBA 99c video, nib Health Insurance bot, USA vs China/Huawei, NZ broadcasting future.

Creator Spain, Paul.

Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2018]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary "NBA 99c sport streaming, Sky TV vs The Future, USA vs China/Huawei, Baidu Autonomous Car testing whilst Uber is blocked, Chorus direct broadcast, Spark IoT goes live, Facebook / Cambridge Analytica, nib’s Frankie virtual health insurance consultant"--RSS feed.

Subject Podcasts.

Technology New Zealand.

https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/4c25e768-4c25e768

Title The NBA bubble is infected with a stupidity Virus.

Creator Williams, Guy, 1987-

Publishing Details New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcasts], [2020]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary "This episode was recorded last week as the NBA prepares to restart, the players have been going crazy inside their Disney bubble, Dwight Howard is Q-Anon follower (not surprisingly) and Dame Dolla believes Covid conspiracies! Plus the exciting plans (by Guy) to move the NBA to New Zealand. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.

Subject Basketball United States.

Podcasts.

Links https://sphinx.acast.com/advanced-analytics-nba/thenbabubbleisinfectedwithastupidityvirus/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/advanced-analytics-nba/thenbabubbleisinfectedwithastupidityvirus

Creator Spain, Paul.

Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2016]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary "This episode we talk about Cybersecurity topics including the most common passwords of 2015. Also featured – flash back to 1996 with NetGuide, the new HP Envy laptop, Netflix blocking, along with Microsoft – Surface Book, Word Flow, Windows 10 Mobile. Running time 0:43:42"--RSS feed.

Subject Podcasts.

Technology New Zealand.

https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/fc734ccc-fc734ccc

Title Netflix coming to NZ, SnapCash, Nokia’s iPad ripoff, HP Stream 11, HP Envy x2.

Creator Spain, Paul.

Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2014]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary "We discuss Netflix upcoming NZ launch, the new Android tablet from the old Nokia, SnapChat’s SnapCash and PayPal on the Pebble watch, HP Envy x2, HP Stream 11, TransferCar and more feedback on using Gear S and Microsoft Band wearables. Running time 0:41:42"--RSS feed.

Subject Podcasts.

Technology New Zealand.

Links https://dts.podtrac.com/redirect.mp3/cdn.simplecast.com/audio/083219/083219e0-dcd5-4385-9d15-8105e91523a6/09fe909f-901a-48fc-86be-707b9c8c3a79/3aae1df0_tc.mp3?aid=rss_feed
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/3aae1df0-3aae1df0
Title Netflix vs Proxies, Cheap Fast 4G Broadband Tested, Brydge iPad keyboard, US puts $4B into autonomous cars.

Creator Spain, Paul.

Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2016]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary "This week Paul Spain and Bill Bennett discuss Netflix and the potential threat to Proxy users, hands on with cheap fast 4G Broadband, the slick Brydge iPad keyboard, US puts $4B into autonomous cars, Southern Cross Cable, Hololens and TradeMe's fee hike. Running time 0:45:53"--RSS feed.

Subject Bennett, Bill (Journalist) Interviews.
Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.

https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/31595000-31595000

Title Network for Learning, Uber Wellington, ThinkPad Tablet 10, Video Ezy online streaming.

Creator Spain, Paul.

Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2014]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary "We discuss Network for Learning, Uber's arrival in Wellington, the Lenovo ThinkPad 10 tablet, Video Ezy's jump into Video on Demand, the rise of the server and we look forward to IFA Berlin (for Samsung Note 4, Sony Xperia Z3) and Apple's upcoming launch. Running time : 0:40:42"--RSS feed.

Subject Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.

Title Never again! Will contact tracing save us from a return to lockdown?
Creator Dudding, Adam.
Publishing Details [Wellington] : [Stuff Limited] [2020]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Dr Ayesha Verrall was the scientist called in to the Ministry of Health to make a critical audit of the country's contact-tracing system - and she found it wanting. She joins the show to talk about why contact tracing is still so important, and whether the country is ready for this week's move to level 2. Steve Kilgallon reveals the surprise twist which has kicked the events industry while they're down. And Adam has fun with a political Plague Playlist offering. Links: Click here for every episode of Coronavirus NZ. Full Stuff coronavirus coverage Eugene on Twitter; Adam on Twitter Support Stuff Plague Playlist: Donald Trump x REM - Losing My Civilians. Our email: viruspod@stuff.co.nz" -- RSS feed.
Subject COVID-19 (Disease) New Zealand.
Contact tracing (Epidemiology) New Zealand.
Kilgallon, Steve Interviews.
Podcasts.
Verrall, Ayesha Interviews.
Links https://media.whooshkaa.com/show/11846/episode/650032.mp3
https://player.whooshkaa.com/episode?id=650032

Title Never Waste A Crisis - a conversation with Judy Darragh, Ary Jansen, Lisa Reihana.
Creator Amery, Mark, 1969-
Publishing Details [Wellington] : [CIRCUIT Artist Film and Video Aotearoa New Zealand], [2020]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "In moments of change there is a window to act. How do we organise our politics around the new situation? How do we organise our institutions? What role should artists play in this? How do we move beyond short term solutions to long term ones? And if the next crisis - Climate Change - is going to change daily life for all of us, what do we need to put in place "now" for the long term? This podcast brings together three artists - Judy Darragh, Ary Jansen, Lisa Reihana - to discuss the future of art after Covid 19, and a new advocacy group for artists, Arts Makers Aotearoa. Hosted by Mark Williams. http://www.artsmakersaotearoa.nz/ Lisa Reihana is a multi-disciplinary artist who represented New Zealand at the Venice Biennale in 2017 with the large scale video installation in Pursuit of Venus [infected]. https://www.lisareihana.com Judy Darragh is an artist who uses found objects to create sculptural assemblages. She has also worked in paint and film. https://www.circuit.org.nz/artist/judy-darragh Ary Jansen is an artist and musician based in Auckland. https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCInGwvU7jDFAouv7Wzm9Cg https://aryjansen.bandcamp.com/" -- RSS feed.
Subject Darragh, Judy, 1957- Interviews.
Jansen, Ary Interviews.
Podcasts.
Video art New Zealand.
Title  
**New Dawn.**

**Publishing Details**  
[Wellington] : [Yellow Fever], [2019]

**Format**  
1 online resource (1 audio file)

**Series**  
Phoenix City ; July 10, 2019.

**Summary**  
"With A-League independence finally agreed upon, the pod chat about what this might actually look like for the A-League and the Phoenix. Meanwhile, the Nix have signed their first new import, and Team Wellington have signed their new coach."--RSS feed.

**Subject**  
Podcasts.

Soccer New Zealand.

Wellington Phoenix FC (Soccer club)

**Links**  
https://thekidsareallwhite.podomatic.com/enclosure/2019-07-09T21_34_10-07_00.mp3
https://www.podomatic.com/podcasts/thekidsareallwhite/episodes/2019-07-09T21_34_10-07_00

---

Title  
**New Fitbits, Better Call Saul, Spying TVs, robotic hotel staff, Ubuntu Phone.**

**Creator**  
Spain, Paul.

**Publishing Details**  
[New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2015]

**Format**  
1 online resource (1 audio file)

**Summary**  
"This week – Better Call Saul, new Fitbits in NZ, spying TVs, Trans-Global Access undersea cable approved, scratch resistant glass for your smartphone, human-like robot hotel staff, smart body panels for your car and Ubuntu phone. Running time : 0:48:29"--RSS feed.

**Subject**  
Podcasts.

Technology New Zealand.

**Links**  
https://dts.podtrac.com/redirect.mp3/cdn.simplecast.com/audio/083219/083219e0-dcd5-4385-9d15-8105e91523a6/219254a6-ee31-4ee4-87ed-7bbe293d4a4f/bc74ee13_tc.mp3?aid=rss_feed
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/bc74ee13-bc74ee13

---

National Library of New Zealand  516  Te Puna Mātauranga o Aotearoa
**Title**  New HP tech, Telecom’s $450m windfall, 2degrees’ stunning new plans.

**Creator**  Spain, Paul.

**Publishing Details**  [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2013]

**Format**  1 online resource (1 audio file)

**Summary**  "This week we discuss 2degrees Mobile’s ground-breaking new ‘all you can eat’ plans, Telecom NZ’s sale of Australian business AAPT, UFB uptake on the increase, new tablets and computers from HP, and a joint initiative by 2degreeTelecom/Vodafone. Running time : 0:41:30"--RSS feed.

**Subject**  Podcasts.


**Title**  New iMac, Telecom Wi-Fi, top new Sony and Nokia camera phones.

**Creator**  Spain, Paul.

**Publishing Details**  [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2013]

**Format**  1 online resource (1 audio file)

**Summary**  "This episode we hear about the upcoming Digital Nationz event, discuss details of Microsoft's new Surface devices and accessories, Vodafone’s digital wallet along with news and products from BlackBerry, Apple, Samsung and Asus. Running time : 0:59:06"--RSS feed.

**Subject**  Podcasts.

Title  The new locally made natural deodorant that launched the day before lockdown.
Creator  Pound, Simon.
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Business is Boring is a weekly podcast series presented by The Spinoff in association with Callaghan Innovation. Host Simon Pound speaks with innovators and commentators focused on the future of New Zealand. This week he talks to Mel Lewis from Ultrella. Every day a lot of people get up and apply a layer of aluminium to a sensitive area of skin that acts to regulate heat and moisture in the body. Aluminium isn't something you'd normally find in the body, but because it blocks a bit of moisture and smell, we roll and spray it into our underarms without thinking. Natural deodorant hasn't always had the best image. Everyone probably knows someone they can smell at five paces who runs a crystal under their arm occasionally to help with odour, while some 'natural' mixtures have so much rosemary and coconut oil that you end up smelling like a body odour lamb roast. While tackling an endurance 100km challenge, Mel Lewis needed something that worked but wasn't full of nasties. She figured there had to be a better option to what she could find, so she applied for a research grant through Callaghan Innovation, got it, and partnered with a product development expert to create Ultrella, featuring a range of natural products that act like a natural botox, suppressing perspiration without the need for aluminium. To talk about what Ultrella is doing today and its place in the new world, Mel Lewis joined us by Zoom for a chat. Either download this episode, have a listen below or via Spotify, subscribe through iTunes (RSS feed)."--RSS feed.
Subject  Business.
        Lewis, Mel (Of Ultrella) Interviews.
        Podcasts.
Links  https://media.acast.com/business-is-boring/businessisboringwithmellewisfromultrella/media.mp3

Title  'New Power': Book review.
Creator  Moe, Steven, 1976-
Publishing Details  [Rolleston] : Steven Moe, [2020]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "This is a short book review of "New Power: How anyone can persuade, mobilize, and succeed in our chaotic connected age." By Jeremy Heimans and Henry Timms. For text of this review look here: https://theseeds.nz/new-power-book-review/ For more interviews look here www.theseeds.nz  "--RSS feed.
Subject  Podcasts.
        Social entrepreneurship New Zealand.
        http://seeds.libsyn.com/new-power-book-review
Title  New strategies for Auckland Galleries.
Creator  Amery, Mark, 1969-
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [CIRCUIT Artist Film and Video Aotearoa New Zealand], [2019]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "A new roundtable podcast brings together three Auckland gallery directors; Gabriela Salgado (Te Tuhi), Lisa Beauchamp (Gus Fisher) and Charlotte Huddlestone (St Paul St Gallery), to discuss recent strategies for sustainability and audience engagement. Drawing on perspectives both local and international, the panel discuss the role of University galleries within the institution, reaching out to public space, low wages for artists and hosting the odd wedding to pay the bills."--RSS feed.
Subject  Beauchamp, Lisa (Art museum curator) interviews.
Huddlestone, Charlotte Interviews.
Podcasts.
Salgado, Gabriela Interviews.
Video art New Zealand.

Title  New tech from Google, Netgear, Netflix and Logitech.
Creator  Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2013]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "This episode the Prime Minister’s website goes offline, Vodafone 4G hits Wellington, NZ Business Podcast launches and new tech from Google, Netgear, Netflix and Logitech attract attention. We also discuss cloud capabilities from HP and SAP. Running time : 0:51:40"--RSS feed.
Subject  Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/2333fcc1-2333fcc1
Title: New Year New Nix.

Publishing Details: [Wellington] : [Yellow Fever], [2019]

Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Series: Phoenix City ; January 05, 2019.

Summary: "The Phoenix put in an absolute shift to come away from Melbourne with a 1-1 draw - the pod discuss how long the current unbeaten streak can continue. Meanwhile, the Handy Prem is back this weekend after the holiday break with the TeeDubs at home."--RSS feed.

Subject: Podcasts.

Wellington Phoenix FC (Soccer club)

Links:
https://thekidsareallwhite.podomatic.com/enclosure/2019-01-04T18_53_01-08_00.mp3
https://www.podomatic.com/podcasts/thekidsareallwhite/episodes/2019-01-04T18_53_01-08_00

---

Title: The New Zealand company starting a biorefinery to make materials out of pine.

Creator: Pound, Simon.


Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary: "Business is Boring is a weekly podcast series presented by The Spinoff in association with Callaghan Innovation. Host Simon Pound speaks with innovators and commentators focused on the future of New Zealand. This week he talks to Dr Gaetano Dedual and Jacob Kohn, co-founders of Futurity.It's possible that in the future, we might just look back on this period as the Oil Age in the same way we look back at the Stone Age. Pretty everything in the world is derived from fossil fuels at some point, and it's not just the obvious stuff. Most advanced chemicals used to build, coat, and synthesise things are fossil fuel-derived, and that's a big problem.Oil dependency has created perverse political and social outcomes and has had disastrous effects on our environment. But it doesn’t have to be this way – there are some really exciting scientific methods and practices emerging that allow us to produce these materials we’re hooked on as a society but without having take fossil fuels out form the ground. One of these practices involves pine trees – an abundant renewable resource here – which is a super cool idea since oil is pretty much trees plus time.New Zealand company Futurity is at the forefront of trying to take out the middleman (time) and is in the process of bringing a biorefinery to Tairāwhiti Gisborne. Using new techniques, pine trees will be broken down into its building block chemicals to become the platform chemicals that can be used for plastics, resins and all sorts of applications currently provided by oil-derivatives.It's an awesomely ambitious project that I've been lucky enough to see up close helping Futurity with its branding. Futurity is aiming to create jobs, increase the value we get for timber grown here, and help keep carbon in the ground. Co-founders, Jacob Kohn and Dr Gaetano Dedual joined us on the podcast to talk about science, their goals and ways the system needs to improve.Either download this episode, have a listen below or via Spotify, subscribe through iTunes (RSS feed)."--RSS feed.

Subject: Business.

Dedual, Gaetano Interviews.
Kohn, Jacob Interviews.
Podcasts.

Links:
https://media.acast.com/business-is-boring/businessisboringwithdrgaetanoandjacobkohnfromfuturity/media.mp3
Title  The New Zealand skincare company diverting plastic from landfill.
Creator  Pound, Simon.
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Business is Boring is a weekly podcast series presented by The Spinoff in association with Callaghan Innovation. Host Simon Pound speaks with innovators and commentators focused on the future of New Zealand. This week he talks to Emma Lewisham, founder of a skincare line of the same name. From the outside, the cosmetics industry can look like a ruse to part people with their money. Small bottles of lotions and potions are sold for large amounts of cash on the basis of equally big claims: anti-ageing, collagen-boosting, pore-shrinking. And at the end of the day, a lot of those claims simply made don’t hold up to much scrutiny. Often the ingredients aren’t that helpful and may even be quite harmful with an enormous amount of the industry’s products being petrol-based. One ingredient that’s harmless on the skin but unjust on the wallet is water – the main component in most cosmetics and one usually listed as “aqua” to sound expensive. It probably isn’t a surprise to hear that the biggest cost for most products is the packaging. Most often, that packaging goes to landfill – the pumps and odd shapes and mixes of materials often mean they can’t be recycled. Ultimately, the cosmetics industry is ripe for all kinds of disruption, and one local company is doing just that with a new scheme to help address the sector’s big waste problem. Emma Lewisham’s eponymous skincare brand sells products to address the effects of the sun on skin pigment. Now the company has launched a new initiative to take back and recycle the brand’s empty packaging, along with any other brand’s facial skincare packaging, in return for a voucher for its products. It’s a cool idea, which is why we invited Lewisham stop by and talk to Business is Boring about product design, sustainable practices, and the effect of UV. Either download this episode, have a listen or via Spotify, subscribe through iTunes (RSS feed)."
Subject  Business.
Lewisham, Emma Interviews.
Podcasts.
Links  https://media.acast.com/business-is-boring/businessisboringwithemmalewishamfromemmalewishamskincare/media.mp3
Title  Newshub’s Hal Crawford on Weldon, Paul Henry and the truth about TV ratings.
Creator  Greive, Duncan.
Publishing Details  [Auckland] : [The Spinoff], [2020]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "In episode two of The Spinoff newish media podcast The Fold, host Duncan Greive conducts an exit interview with Hal Crawford, the departing head of Newshub. Hal Crawford landed into a TV3 newsroom in crisis in 2016, just after Campbell Live had been axed, and Hilary Barry had resigned. He had been hired by Mark Weldon, the much-maligned CEO who oversaw a transformation at MediaWorks, from a news-first organisation, to one whose schedule was increasingly dominated by reality TV – but Weldon himself resigned before Crawford even started. He was born and raised in Perth, cutting his teeth in print before going on to lead 9MSN, at once the most-read news site in Australia, and one away from the swaggering centre of Australia news media. At TV3 he had a brutal learning curve, coming from a purely digital newsroom out of the public eye, to lead a TV-centred team with big stars and personalities. He oversaw the creation of the Newshub brand, the launch of The Project and The AM Show and an increasingly desperate atmosphere as he and his CEO Michael Anderson pleaded for government intervention to save the channel and newsroom. So far, no dice – the channel is officially for sale, and while there are rumoured to be a number of strong bidders, no announcement has been forthcoming. Crawford describes his time there was essentially a long series of crises, but almost grew to enjoy the adrenalin of it. Beyond MediaWorks, we discuss the rise and evolution of Facebook, whether ad-funded media has a future and what has happened to TV ratings over the past ten years. Few people in our media are smarter, or speak more freely – listen below or through your favourite podcast provider. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  Crawford, Hal Interviews.
Mass media New Zealand.
Podcasts.
Links  https://media.acast.com/the-fold/exitinterview-newshubshalcrawfordonweldon-paulhenryandthe truthaboutvtratings/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/the-fold/exitinterview-newshubshalcrawfordonweldon-paulhenryandthe truthaboutvtratings
Ngā Taonga - House Opening Ceremonies.

"Come with us as we dig deep in the archives of Ngā Taonga Sound and Vision to listen to some sound clips of te tānga o te kawa o te whare (tapu removing ceremony of a whare). Our hosts look at some of the intricacies of this ritual and shed light on some of its aspects and practices."--RSS feed.

Kōnae ipurangi.
Maori (New Zealand people) Social life and customs.
Podcasts.
Tikanga.

https://www.taringapodcast.com/e/taringa-ep-149-nga-taonga-house-opening-ceremonies/

Niall Williams and Kelly Brazier.

"Black Ferns Sevens stars Niall William and Kelly Brazier join the All Blacks Podcast to talk about their journey to the top of the sevens game."--RSS feed.

Brazier, Kelly, 1989- Interviews.
Podcasts.
Rugby Union football New Zealand.
Williams, Niall, 1988- Interviews.

https://soundcloud.com/all-blacks-podcast150183620/all-blacks-podcast-black-ferns
Title  Nice Man.

Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [Yellow Fever], [2018]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Series  Phoenix City ; January 18, 2018.
Summary  "Matija Ljujić got his Phoenix account underway with a stunning goal to salvage a point against the Wanderers, can the Nix pull off a similar result against Ernie's Jets? Back home, Eastern Suburbs have surged to the top of the Handy Prem, as TeeDubs and Auckland both dropped points."--RSS feed.
Subject  Podcasts.
Soccer New Zealand.
Wellington Phoenix FC (Soccer club)
Links  https://thekidsareallwhite.podomatic.com/enclosure/2018-01-18T15_50_32-08_00.mp3
https://www.podomatic.com/podcasts/thekidsareallwhite/episodes/2018-01-18T15_50_32-08_00

Creator  Adam, Pip.
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [Pip Adam], [2016]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Throwback: The Music of 2007 by Nick Ascroft is the subject of today's discussion about reading and writing with Pip Adam."--RSS feed.
Subject  Ascroft, Nick Interviews.
New Zealand literature.
Podcasts.
Links  https://mcdn.podbean.com/mf/web/ds8xbr/Ep_36_Nick_Ascroft_Throwback.mp3
Title: Nikki Kimball.
Creator: Rayment, Matt.
Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Dirt Church Radio], [2019]
Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary: "Kia Ora Whanau. This week Eugene and Matt have the utter pleasure and privilege to speak with Nikki Kimball. Nikki is a legend in ultra running, and one of the pioneers of the modern age of the sport. In the 2000’s and early 2010’s Nikki was arguably the greatest female ultra runner in the world, a three time winner of Western States Endurance Run and winner of Run Rabbit Run, Speedgoat, The Bear 100, UTMB, Tahoe 100 and Marathon Des Sables...To name but a few. In this energetic, warm, and unalloyed conversation, Nikki talks about her return from long term rehabilitation, her background of skiing, how this lead to running, and her place as a trailblazer in women's ultra marathon and the joy and deep frustration that this brings. We also tackled gender equality and how some race directors in attempting to level the field may perpetuate further inequality. Honest, raw, and deeply entertaining, we had as much fun speaking to Nikki as you will have listening to it. Also, Chris McDougall, if you’re reading…The Physios thank you. Enjoy."--RSS feed.
Subject: Kimball, Nikki Interviews.
Mountain running New Zealand.
Podcasts.
Links: https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5b12367ff8370a538dd229e3/t/5d6df9eaf37f240001b0c9f0/1567489343141/Ep+58+Nikki+Kimball.mp3

Title: Nina Powles: Luminescent by Nina Powles.
Creator: Adam, Pip.
Publishing Details: [Wellington] : [Pip Adam], [2017]
Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary: "Luminescent by Nina Powles is the subject of today's discussion about reading and writing with Pip Adam."--RSS feed.
Subject: New Zealand literature.
Podcasts.
Powles, Nina Interviews.
Links: https://mcdn.podbean.com/mf/web/drt42r/Ep_51_Nina_Powles_Luminiscent.mp3
No Place Like Dome.

Title

No Place Like Dome.

Creator

Dome, David.

Publishing Details

[Wellington] : [Yellow Fever], [2019]

Format

1 online resource (1 audio file)

Series

Phoenix City ; June 27, 2019.

Summary

"Phoenix GM David Dome joins the pod for a jam-packed episode! We chat player signings (both outgoing and incoming), the start of the Ufuk era at the club, fixtures and season passes, the NLWG and the licence situation, W-League and NWL teams, and Mark Rudan."--RSS feed.

Subject

Dome, David Interviews.

Podcasts.

Soccer New Zealand.

Wellington Phoenix FC (Soccer club)

Links

https://thekidsareallwhite.podomatic.com/enclosure/2019-06-27T03_29_32-07_00.mp3


Nokia sells to Microsoft, Gather founder heading to San Francisco, Xero hits 200,000 clients.

Title

Nokia sells to Microsoft, Gather founder heading to San Francisco, Xero hits 200,000 clients.

Creator

Spain, Paul.

Publishing Details

[New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2013]

Format

1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary

"This week we discuss Microsoft’s Nokia acquisition, Gather, IFA in Berlin, Punakaiki Fund, Kickstarter NZ, Xero hitting 200,000 subscribers, Office 365 storage increase, Tom Tom Multisport GPS watch, Samsung Ativ Book 9 Lite, and Trigger Happy’s Toon Hero. Running time : 0:46:04"--RSS feed.

Subject

Podcasts.

Technology New Zealand.

Links


https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/60da7a80-60da7a80

Title  The Non-Living Agent.
Creator  Amery, Mark, 1969-
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [CIRCUIT Artist Film and Video Aotearoa New Zealand], [2016]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Can an image plane be traversed like the threshold of a building, moving from inside to outside and back again? And if so, what are the effects of this movement? Have our bodies become so used to crossing the image plane that they accept and absorb the shrapnel of this collision? What does this kind of co-existence with images mean for our social relations? Mark Amery talks to Andrew Kennedy, curator of The Non-Living Agent, an installation at Te Tuhi from 11 June 2016 - 24 July 2016 featuring work by Mathieu Kleyebe Abonnenc (Fr), Dorota Broda (NZ), James Richards (UK), Sorawit Songsataya (NZ).Image: Sorawit Songsataya, Bronies (2016), Animation 3.13 min, 3D printed vases, images printed on steelcommissioned by Te Tuhi, AucklandPhoto by Sam Hartnett"--RSS feed.

Title  North Korean Internet KO'd, NZ Broadband speeds ramp up, Tasman Global Access Cable.
Creator  Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2014]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "We wrap up the year by looking at a strong increase in NZ broadband speeds, a new undersea cable, Symantec security predictions for 2015, new tablet keyboards from Logitech, Sky TV's Neon video-on-demand, Occulus new acquisition and more. Running time : 0:51:09"--RSS feed.
Subject  Podcasts. Technology New Zealand.
        https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/2da23496-2da23496
This week we look at Philips refreshed Hue smart home lighting, Norton’s Wi-Fi security, brain scanning tech that checks what you know, 3D printed car panels and the first autonomous driving death and news from BMW and Baidu. Running time 00:50:42”—RSS feed.

Title Norton Wi-Fi Security, Brain Scanning crime solving, Philips Hue, driverless car tech.
Creator Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2016]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "This week we look at Philips refreshed Hue smart home lighting, Norton’s Wi-Fi security, brain scanning tech that checks what you know, 3D printed car panels and the first autonomous driving death and news from BMW and Baidu. Running time 00:50:42”—RSS feed.
Subject Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.
Links https://dts.podtrac.com/redirect.mp3/cdn.simplecast.com/audio/083219/083219e0-dcd5-4385-9d15-8105e91523a6/dfd0b01b-63d5-4fa7-af47-68a6bad318a7/21356fa7_tc.mp3?aid=rss_feed
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/21356fa7-21356fa7

Title Not For Sale?
Creator
Publishing Details [Wellington] : [Yellow Fever], [2018]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Series Phoenix City ; April 24, 2018.
Summary "After a weekend full of speculation that he'd be selling the club, Rob finally fronted the media, the podcast talk about the rumours and whether the response to them went far enough. The pod run their eye over every player in the Phoenix squad and review their performance this season and we'd want them to stick around for next season, and Team Wellington were held to a 0-0 draw by Auckland City in the first leg of the OCL semifinals.”—RSS feed.
Subject Podcasts.
Soccer New Zealand.
Wellington Phoenix FC (Soccer club)
Links https://thekidsareallwhite.podomatic.com/enclosure/2018-04-24T16_06_03-07_00.mp3
https://www.podomatic.com/podcasts/thekidsareallwhite/episodes/2018-04-24T16_06_03-07_00
Title: Not Sponsored by Snackachangi.
Creator: Hanlon, Chris.
Publishing Details: [Hamilton, New Zealand] : [Chris Hanlon and Sam Elton-Waters], [2020]
Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary: "Chris has been busy speaker coaching this week, Sam went to get a warrant for his car, and didn't have a good time at VTNZ. We forgot to talk about it last week, but Chris really liked the design and the product that is called Snackachangi Chips, we honestly weren't sponsored by them at all, we just like the copy on their packets. Facebook had an update this week for people that use it in a browser, it was pretty crap. There are some new movies coming out soon, see if you can guess what they are about by their title alone, or just keep listening to find out. Cardboard fans for sports events are a thing now, and lots of people are liking this. Would you do it? And find out how it all started, and how many people jumped on this chance initially. Deep fakes are here to help, find out how they can be useful in some situations. NASA have been talking about their space toilet competition again, which is coming to an end very soon. But didn't we already talk about this at some point?"--RSS feed.
Subject: Podcasts.
Links:

Title: Notes from a Bookocalypse.
Creator: Todd, Jenna.
Publishing Details: [Auckland] : [The Spinoff], [2020]
Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary: "The Papercuts gals are back to help you navigate the huge flood of incredible books that were delayed by Covid-19 and are now finally available for your reading pleasure. We also bring you our usual winning formula: a hot scoop of book industry news, our insightful book reviews and discussions, our not-book reviews and our dangerously teetering TBR piles. Come up the Papercuts lab and see what's on the slab!Books reviewed this episode:KD: The Discomfort of Evening by Marieke Lucas Rijneveld, Summerwater by Sarah Moss and Mayflies by Andrew O'HaganLK: Sisters by Daisy Johnson (Jonathan Cape) & Nothing to See by Pip Adam (VUP)JT: Deep Work by Cal Newport (Little & Brown)Not books:KD: Gloss on YouTubeLK: The Great on NeonJT: Origins on TVNZThe TBR Pile:KD: Shuggie Bain by Douglas Stuart (Picador) and Real Life by Brandon Taylor (Daunt) and 2020 NZ fiction for judging the Jann Medlicott Acorn Prize for Fiction for the Ockhams!LK: The Broken Earth trilogy by N. K. Jemison (Orbit), The Swimmers by Chloe Lane (VUP), Sprigs by Brannavan Gnanalingam (Lawrence and Gibson)JT: Tree of Strangers by Barbara Sumner (MUP), Death in her Hands by Ottessa Moshfegh (Jonathan Cape), Big Magic by Elizabeth Gilbert (Bloomsbury)Book news-The NZ Children's and Young Adults Book Awards were held on 12th August. Congratulations to all the winners, especially Selina Tusitala Marsh, whose first children's book Mophead (AUP) won Margaret Mahy Book of the Year.- Maggie O'Farrell has won the 2020 Women's Prize for Fiction for her novel Hamnet (Tinder Press).- Marieke Lucas Rijneveld has won the International Booker Prize for their debut novel The Discomfort of Evening (trans by Michele Hutchinson, Faber).- The Booker Prize 2020 shortlist has been announced! There's no Hilary Mantel, and it's the most diverse shortlist ever!- Lineups for WORD (28 October-1 November), VERB (6-8 November 2020) and YARNS IN BARNS (8-18th October) have been announced - get amongst! Finally, don't forget to mark your diary to visit your local bookstore for NZ Bookshop Day on 17 October.Email: papercutspod@gmail.comTweet: @papercutspodInstagram: @papercutspod  See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out

National Library of New Zealand
529
Te Puna Matauranga o Aotearoa
Title  Nova Paul (symposium preview #3).
Creator  Amery, Mark, 1969-
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [CIRCUIT Artist Film and Video Aotearoa New Zealand], [2015]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "How does a film-maker respond to a poem? Nova Paul talks to Mark Amery about the making of her film Still Light and film maker Joanna Paul's 'radical simplicity'. Still Light screens as part of Six Artists respond to the poetry of Joanna Margaret Paul, 7pm, Friday 14 August, Academy Cinema, Auckland. $10 or free with CIRCUIT symposium registration."--RSS feed.
Subject  Paul, Nova Interviews.
Podcasts.
Video art New Zealand.

Title  NZ E-Voting, Terrafugia Flying Car, 20-Years of Google, Streaming in Asia, Keezel VPN gadget - NZ Tech Podcast 408.
Creator  Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2018]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Subject  Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.
Links  https://dts.podtrac.com/redirect.mp3/cdn.simplecast.com/audio/083219/083219e0-dcd5-4385-9d15-8105e91523a6/00b6e047-0dd1-4445-a2c6-d094ce2037b0/fbeba6b0_tc.mp3?aid=rss_feed
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/fbeba6b0-fbeba6b0
**Title:** NZ Gaming hits $100m, China’s 4000km/h train, 2degrees vs Spark, Ring Floodlight Cam.

**Creator:** Spain, Paul.

**Publishing Details:** [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2017]

**Format:** 1 online resource (1 audio file)

**Summary:** "CropLogic agritech, China vs Hyperloop with a 4000km/h train, 2degrees battles Spark for best big data plan, Kiwibank burns $90m on failed project, Vodafone exiting email hosting, Sky faces more drama, Ring Floodlight Cam, NZ Gaming exports hit $100m, introducing Process Street (and a discount)"--RSS feed.

**Subject:** Podcasts.

**Links:**
- [Podcasts NZ](https://dts.podtrac.com/redirect.mp3/cdn.simplecast.com/audio/083219/083219e0-dcd5-4385-9d15-8105e91523a6/10c67c70-c736-4f9c-a4e1-b8bb2e644c39/b716c95c_tc.mp3?aid=rss_feed)
- [NZ Tech Podcast](https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/b716c95c-b716c95c)

---

**Title:** NZ Initiative on COVID-19 - Dr David Law and Dr Eric Crampton.

**Creator:** Law, David, 1979-

**Publishing Details:** [Wellington] : [New Zealand Taxpayers' Union Inc.], [2020]

**Format:** 1 online resource (1 audio file)

**Series:** Taxpayer talk ; March 27, 2020.

**Summary:** "In this episode, we talk to Dr David Law (Research Fellow) and Dr Eric Crampton (Chief Economist) at the New Zealand Initiative thinktank. Dr Law has just published a paper, Policy Point: Short-time work to maintain employment and Dr Crampton a Research Note: Effective Treatment: Public policy prescription for a pandemic. Both join us to discuss their papers, as well as why current calls from leftwing groups for a UBI are misguided. Support the show (http://www.taxpayers.org.nz/donate)"--RSS feed.

**Subject:**
- Crampton, Eric Interviews.
- Law, David, 1979- Interviews.
- Podcasts.
- Taxation New Zealand.

**Links:**
Title NZ News: 5G starts going live, Gun Owner Data Breach, UFB completion, 4G Apple Watch arrives.

Creator Spain, Paul.

Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2019]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)


Subject Podcasts.

Technology New Zealand.

https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/469-Vwdyfdux

Title NZ podcast consumption, US vs China supercomputers, Nissan/Renault driverless, Facebook moderator woes.

Creator Spain, Paul.

Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2019]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)


Subject Cridland, James Interviews.

Podcasts.

Technology New Zealand.

https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/8c187e8b-8c187e8b
**Title** NZ rising: how small states could be the winners in the post-Covid global order.

**Creator** Dudding, Adam.

**Publishing Details** [Wellington] : [Stuff Limited] [2020]

**Format** 1 online resource (1 audio file)

**Summary** "China and the US were already scrapping before Covid-19 came along, and now they're blaming each other for the virus. International relations expert Professor Robert Patman of Otago University explains what's behind the name-calling - and why the post-Covid global order could favour small countries like New Zealand. Stuff reporter John Anthony breaks down the breakdown of Air New Zealand. And Adam waits for a courier package.Links: Click here for every episode of Coronavirus NZ. Full Stuff coronavirus coverageEugene on Twitter; Adam on TwitterSupport StuffPlague Playlist: Lanigan's Ball, Covid-19 style, by Cyril Dermot's brother Ryan Our email: viruspod@stuff.co.nz"--RSS feed.

**Subject** Anthony, John (Journalist) Interviews.

COVID-19 (Disease) New Zealand.

Patman, Robert G. Interviews.

Podcasts.

**Links** https://media.whooshkaa.com/show/11846/episode/651650.mp3

https://player.whooshkaa.com/episode?id=651650

---

**Title** NZ solar break thru, Ola launches in NZ, Nokia 7.1, Anki Vector robot - NZ Tech Podcast 413.

**Creator** Spain, Paul.

**Publishing Details** [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2018]

**Format** 1 online resource (1 audio file)


**Subject** Podcasts.

Technology New Zealand.


https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/c84e79d2-c84e79d2

Title NZ Sustainability Icons; Liam and Hannah.
Creator Warth, Waveney.
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2020]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Giants of the sustainability movement in Aotearoa (and self-styled No-waste Nomads), Hannah Blumhardt and Liam Prince talk to Waveney about the connection of individual action to big change, what they were up to in lock-down, the origins of their (and Wave's) journey into waste reduction and the demographics and often gendered nature of today's sustainability culture. You may know Hannah and Liam from their website TheRubbishTrip.co.nz or the TakeawayThrowaways.nz campaign, aiming to rid NZ of single-use coffee cups. Resources and Links TheRubbishTrip.co.nz TakeawayThrowaways.nz - please sign now! Regeneration not Incineration campaign - please sign now! NZ Product Stewardship Council The Kiwi Bottle Drive (to support the Government in forming a Deposit Return Scheme for single-use bottles) Plastic Pollution Coalition Charles Eisenstein's book The More Beautiful World Our Hearts Know Is Possible"--RSS feed.
Subject Blumhardt, Hannah Interviews.
Environmental protection New Zealand.
Podcasts.
Prince, Liam Interviews.
Links https://traffic.omny.fm/d/clip/s/6e2a797b-0cc4-4c0b-a44d-a51e0019bc3c/e621c193-b63b-4c9f-8040-aa5e00298aa9/284b0c93-5737-461c-a124-abce004e6bf0/audio.mp3?utm_source=Podcast&in_playlist=s40bbac5c-4bb0-4f46-b798-aa5e002ea6293892&n=1591074016

Title NZ Tech Podcast 226 in London – Huawei P8 hands on, Mobilegeddon, Killing off FM radio, Dell XPS 13.
Creator Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2015]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Paul Spain joins Jack Schofield (The Guardian) to discuss Google's 'Mobilegeddon', a Microsoft store for Sydney, Australia's domain name catch up, Dell's new XPS 13, DAB killing FM radio, fixed broadband in the UK and hands on with Huawei P8. Running time : 0:50:26"--RSS feed.
Subject Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/26dacb3a-26dacb3a
Title NZ Tech Podcast 296: NZ Tech Podcast 296
Creator Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2016]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "NZ’s first 3D printed jaw, Fairfax launching Stuff Fibre, update on Vocus Internet services, Google vs passwords, Apple drops $200m on Artificial Intelligence startup, Amazon gets it’s first plane, $60m Bitcoin hack, and where are our new Macs? Running time 00:51:58"--RSS feed.
Subject Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.
Links https://dts.podtrac.com/redirect.mp3/cdn.simplecast.com/audio/083219/083219e0-dcd5-4385-9d15-8105e91523a6/e5d5b480-12ea-4405-ad76-29255c0e944a/9734be6e_tc.mp3?aid=rss_feed
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/9734be6e-9734be6e

Title NZ Tech Podcast reboot + GoPro Hero 8, Tesla v10 update, Sky Sport’s gamble, Southern Cross NEXT.
Creator Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2019]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "This week we share details of the NZ Tech Podcast reboot – plus the brand new GoPro Hero 8, Tesla v10 update, Southern Cross NEXT, 2degrees growth from 17,000 to 100,000 broadband customers.NZ Tech PodcastPaul SpainGorilla TechnologyFree Tesla SuperchargingSpecial thanks to organisations who support innovation and tech leadership in New Zealand by supporting NZ Tech Podcast:Vodafone NZHPSpark NZSumo Logic"--RSS feed.
Subject Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.
Title  NZ Telecommunications during COVID-19 era, new iPad becomes laptop, Ryman moves quickly, Apple Watch ECG update.

Creator  Spain, Paul.

Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2020]

Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary  "Geoff Thorn of Telecommunications Forum, iPad morphs into laptop, Telco generosity, Ryman steps up its SMS communications, NZ’s infrastructure strengths and weaknesses, Apple Watch bring ECG monitoring to NZ via free update"--RSS feed.

Subject  Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.
Thorn, Geoff Interviews.

Links  https://dts.podtrac.com/redirect.mp3/cdn.simplecast.com/audio/083219/083219e0-dcd5-4385-9d15-8105e91523a6/12162688-ec4e-4e00-9aa0-c4638feaa40f/nztechpodcast481_tc.mp3?aid=rss_feed
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/481-tp6OEdse

Title  NZ under attack from Ransomware, Tesla world's highest value automaker, Does Google respect Kiwis now?

Creator  Spain, Paul.

Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2020]

Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary  "Philip Whitmore (Partner KPMG Cyber) and Paul Spain (Gorilla) discuss - NZ companies under attack from Ransomware, Tesla becomes world’s highest value automaker, Google Nest Mini NZ launch and more.NZ Tech PodcastPaul SpainGorilla TechnologyFree Tesla SuperchargingSpecial thanks to organisations who support innovation and tech leadership in New Zealand by partnering with NZ Tech Podcast:Sumo LogicHPSamsungVodafone NZSpark NZVocus"--RSS feed.

Subject  Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.
Whitmore, Philip (Of KPMG New Zealand) Interviews.

Links  https://dts.podtrac.com/redirect.mp3/cdn.simplecast.com/audio/083219/083219e0-dcd5-4385-9d15-8105e91523a6/c78d44ce-d77a-4de6-b5c7-f544aa97b9ec/nztechpodcastep493_tc.mp3?aid=rss_feed
Title NZ's Electron rocket, the selfie toaster, Skinny's HTC Desire 310, Microsoft China raided.
Creator Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2014]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Paul visits Rocket Lab and discusses the Electron rocket with founder Peter Beck. Also discussed the low cost HTC Desire 310 launched by Skinny Mobile, the selfie toaster, a police raid on Microsoft China and further insights with the LG's G3 hero phone. Running time : 0:43:36".--RSS feed.
Subject Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/e6c408a9-e6c408a9

Title NZ's first unlimited 4G mobile data plan, Galaxy S8 and S8 Plus Hands On, Brain to Computer interface.
Creator Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2017]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Discussed this week - NZ's first unlimited 4G mobile data plan, Samsung’s impressive Galaxy S8 and S8 Plus Hands On, Elon Musk and Nueral Lace brain to computer hook-ups, Social Media Marketing World and more.".--RSS feed.
Subject Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/01196732-01196732
Title NZ's Kami helps remote schooling, 5G auction date set, .Org drama, Can digital voting be safe?
Creator Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2020]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "SpaceX space taxi, jetpack record, Coronavirus supply shortages, Microsoft Defender, NZ 5G auction, Extortionists vs Google, .org sale, Microsoft ElectionGuard, Volocopter + Grab, Generate Kiwisaver hack, Kami helps remote schooling, Apple to lower walls?NZ Tech PodcastPaul Spain Gorilla Technology Free Tesla Supercharging Special thanks to organisations who support innovation and tech leadership in New Zealand by partnering with NZ Tech Podcast: Sumo Logic HP Samsung Vodafone NZSpark NZVocus "--RSS feed.
Subject Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/477-Z8_JmLbq

Title NZ's Rocket Lab reaches orbit, Lifesaving drone, Amazon Go, Magpie dead.
Creator Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2018]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Drone saves swimmers, what could be next? Rocket Lab reaches orbit on second attempt, Amazon's checkout-free store opens to public, Airbnb cuts losing in San Francisco, Hawaiki cable update, Magpie cancels Kickstarter offer."--RSS feed.
Subject Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/0817b8f2-0817b8f2
Title NZ's top photographer and his drone, Vodafone NZ $22m Gigabit upgrade, OneDrive Cloud Disappointment Part 2.

Creator Spain, Paul.

Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2015]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary "This week we talk with Jason Hosking – NZ Geographic Photographer of the Year and pro drone user. Also - smartwatch options, Surface Pro 3 and iPad Pro launching, an update on Microsoft OneDrive storage and more on the launch of My Kiwi Life Podcast. Running time 0:42:12"--RSS feed.

Subject Hosking, Jason Interviews.

Podcasts.

Technology New Zealand.

https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/96ea656c-96ea656c

Title NZTA data breach, Twitter's Jack Dorsey in NZ, Tesla Autopilot NZ hands on, Vodafone $10m service upgrade.

Creator Spain, Paul.

Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2019]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary "Paul Spain takes Tesla Autopilot on an NZ road trip, NZ Transport Agency careless data breach, Apple unveiling, Vodafone NZ investing $10m in customer service upgrade, Nokia 4.2 first look, Twitter CEO Jack Dorsey meeting PM Jacinda Ardern NZ Tech Podcast Paul Spain Gorilla Technology 1500kms of free Tesla Supercharging"--RSS feed.

Subject Podcasts.

Technology New Zealand.

https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/nz-tesla-autopilot-nz-hands-8rikAThJ
Title Off The Mark.

Publishing Details [Wellington] : [Yellow Fever], [2019]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Series Phoenix City ; November 14, 2019.
Summary "The pod happily take the 1-1 draw away to Victory as the Nix pick up their first points of the seas, although this one was tainted by VAR yet again. Both NZ international teams are in action, the Handy Prem continues and the W-League kicks off."--RSS feed.
Subject Podcasts.
Soccer New Zealand.
Wellington Phoenix FC (Soccer club)
Links https://thekidsareallwhite.podomatic.com/enclosure/2019-11-14T05_54_14-08_00.mp3
https://www.podomatic.com/podcasts/thekidsareallwhite/episodes/2019-11-14T05_54_14-08_00

Title Ohmio Kiwimade Autonomous Vehicles, Huawei P20 Pro hands on, Spark 240GB Fixed wireless plans.
Creator Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2018]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Huawei P20 Pro hands on, Vodafone IPO off for now, 111 caller location for iPhone, Nyriad, tech can hear the word you say in your head, wireless broadband plans double, Virgin makes maiden rocket-powered flight, Omhio autonomous buses and shuttles"--RSS feed.
Subject Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/21719f43-21719f43
Title Omar bin Musa.
Creator Dallas Momoisea, Leilani.
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Snacks and Chats], [2018]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Australian-Malaysian poet, writer, rapper and screenwriter Omar bin Musa is our first international guest. He talks about the experience of growing up brown, Asian and Muslim in Australia and how learning about Muhammad Ali changed the entire course of his life, from learning to love his brown skin to being introduced to hip hop. We also talk about how he transferred the feelings of fury and frustration into his debut novel Here Come the Dogs, and the pain he poured into his latest album, Since Ali Died."--RSS feed.
Subject Musa, Omar Interviews.
Podcasts.
Links https://snacksandchats.podomatic.com/enclosure/2018-04-09T04_14_25-07_00.mp3

Title On the brink : New Zealand's most endangered species / by Maria Gill ; illustrations by Terry Fitzgibbon.
Creator Gill, Maria, 1961-
ISBN 9780473517809 digital audiobook
Publishing Details [Auckland, New Zealand] : Audiobook NZ, [2019]
Format 1 online resource
Summary Discover which are our most threatened animals in New Zealand. From the beautiful forest ringlet butterfly to the down-right ugly southern elephant seal, the cheeky kakapo to the great white sharks, every one of the unique species in our waters and on our land is threatened by predators, land changes, pollution, and other human-induced disturbances. As well as finding out how unique these animals are, you'll read what is harming them, and most importantly, what we can do to help them.
Subject Children's audiobooks.
Endangered species New Zealand Juvenile literature.
Title One minute with Margaret Austin.

Creator Moe, Steven, 1976-

Publishing Details [Rolleston] : Steven Moe, [2020]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary "Margaret Austin was born in 1933 and in the hour long interview with her we find out all about her long life of service, including as an MP from 1984-1996 - but this is a short minute excerpt that captures something of what we discussed. Be watching out for the full interview next. If you like this check out some of the 200+ interviews in the back catalogue. www.theseeds.nz "--RSS feed.

Subject Austin, Margaret, 1933- Interviews.
Podcasts.
Social entrepreneurship New Zealand.

Links https://chtbl.com/track/89G95E/traffic.libsyn.com/secure/seeds/Excerpt_of_Margaret_Austin.mp3?dest-id=571558
https://seeds.libsyn.com/one-minute-with-margaret-austin

Title Oppo vs iPhone, Amazon Alexa is here, Could China lead in Autonomous Vehicles and EVs?

Creator Spain, Paul.

Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2018]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary "Oppo vs iPhone, Amazon Alexa lands in NZ, Tesla's missing self-driving test results, BizDojo sold, no cellphone radiation risk, Tesla solar/batteries hit mass market retail, free iPhone 7 repairs, Could China lead in Electric and Autonomous Car tech?"--RSS feed.

Subject Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.

https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/d64bdec3-d64bdec3
Title  Oracle goes Cloud, Microsoft's Surface Book laptop, SuiteBox, Dell/EMC.
Creator Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2015]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "We discuss Microsoft's news of the Surface Book laptop, HoloLens Dev Kit, Lumia 950 and more. We also hear about Oracle's Cloud focus and its changing business, Toyota and autonomous cars for 2020 Olympics, SuiteBox, DNA testing and the Dell/EMC merger.
Running time : 0:57:50"--RSS feed.
Subject  Podcasts.
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/ca2f8615-ca2f8615

Creator Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2019]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Nokia 9 Pureview hands on, Orion NZ Radio Network, Rocket Lab's 6th launch, Facebook vs Bot sellers, Artificial Intelligence vision tech for Christchurch Mosque, Oppo AX5s + more
Subject  Podcasts.
Links  https://dts.podtrac.com/redirect.mp3/cdn.simplecast.com/audio/083219/083219e0-dcd5-4385-9d15-8105e91523a6/6711315f-64ea-46a7-ad93-01388c3fda0a/b630622a_tc.mp3?aid=rss_feed
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/b630622a-b630622a
Title Oryx and Crake Series 1 - Danyl McLauchlan.
Creator Adam, Pip.
Publishing Details [Wellington] : [Pip Adam], [2017]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "In the first in the four-part Oryx and Crake series, Pip Adam talks with Danyl McLauchlan about Margaret Atwood's novel."--RSS feed.
Subject Danyl, 1974- Interviews.
New Zealand literature.
Podcasts.
Links https://mcdn.podbean.com/mf/web/wswrxs/Ep_45_Danyl_Oryx_and_Crake.mp3

Title Oryx and Crake Series 2 - Bill Nelson.
Creator Adam, Pip.
Publishing Details [Wellington] : [Pip Adam], [2017]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "In the second in the four-part Oryx and Crake series, Pip Adam talks with Bill Nelson about Margaret Atwood's novel."--RSS feed.
Subject Nelson, Bill, 1979- Interviews.
New Zealand literature.
Podcasts.
Links https://mcdn.podbean.com/mf/web/hfbi2t/Ep_46_Bill_Nelson_Oryx_and_Crake.mp3

Title Oryx and Crake Series 3 - Antonia Bale.
Creator Adam, Pip.
Publishing Details [Wellington] : [Pip Adam], [2017]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "In the third in the four-part Oryx and Crake series, Pip Adam talks with Antonia Bale about Margaret Atwood's novel."--RSS feed.
Subject Bale, Antonia Interviews.
New Zealand literature.
Podcasts.
Links https://mcdn.podbean.com/mf/web/exxc5b/Ep_47_Antonia_Oryx_and_Crake.mp3
Title  Osnova's AI Maths Tutor, NotPetya, $3.7B fine for Google, Tesla model 3 in NZ already.
Creator  Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2017]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "This week a $3.7 Billion fine for Google, the UK supermarket with autonomous delivery, Osnova's AI Maths Tutor, NotPetya, Tesla model 3 in NZ already, Flux Accelerator event, Pandora exits NZ, Elon Musk's first LA tunnel segment."--RSS feed.
Subject  Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/bf950304-bf950304

Title  Our 100% correct predictions for election 2017.
Creator  Lee-Mather, Annabelle.
Publishing Details  [Auckland] : [The Spinoff], [2017]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Has the JacindaPHoria evaporated? Who won the last debate? Are National's attack lines defensible? What happened to NZ First? Who will win the election? The Gone By Lunchtime team fearlessly answer these questions with definitive and irrefutable opinions. We're leaving together. But still it's farewell. And maybe we'll come back, To earth, who can tell? I guess there is no one to blame, We're leaving ground (leaving ground). Will things ever be the same again? It's the final countdown, and Ben Thomas, Annabelle Lee and Toby Manhire meet again, in the politics podcast that was around long before every fucker was doing a politics podcast, to chew the juicy fat of an extraordinary campaign. Listen as they debate the legitimacy of Steven Joyce's tactics. Gasp as they probe Bill English's eyelines. Weep as they quite literally carve open their hearts and let the truth spill out. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  New Zealand Politics and government.
Podcasts.
Title  Our very first lockdown podcast.
Creator  Yee, Jane.
Publishing Details  [Auckland] : [The Spinoff], [2020]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "The Real Pod assembles (virtually) to dissect the penultimate week of The Bachelorette NZ, except this time we are in a national lockdown. The lads on The Bachelorette NZ knew all about what it was like to be in lockdown, so in a lot of ways we should have been prepared for this. Coming at you via our individual houses on day one of national lockdown, we have no choice to return to doing what we do best: recapping reality television. It was hometown week on The Bachelorette NZ, back when domestic travel was encouraged and hugging was a normal way of greeting people. Logan's Mum was incredible, AMOG's dad spilled all and Jesse's brother seemed to be gunning for The Bachelor NZ in 2021. Join us for a little bit of normalcy in a weird, weird world. And remember: stay inside and watch telly. To listen use the player below, jump or download this episode (right click and save). Feel free to subscribe via Apple Podcasts, RSS or via your favourite podcast client, and be sure to get involved on social media using #realpod"--RSS feed.
Subject  Podcasts.
Reality television programs.
Links  https://media.acast.com/the-real-pod/therealpod-ourveryfirstlockdownpodcast/media.mp3

Title  Ours : a podcast of twenty Te Papa objects.
Format  1 online resource (21 files)
Summary  "A unique creative collaboration between RNZ and Te Papa will mark the museum's 20th anniversary this week by showcasing an eclectic and surprisingly diverse collection of national treasures. Presented by Noelle McCarthy, each episode features an object from the Te Papa collection, a chat with its museum curator, and a conversation with New Zealanders who have a personal, and sometimes passionate, connection to the object. Original podcasts will be supported by online resources with videos, still images and additional information available to enhance the on air broadcasts"--Te Papa website.
Subject  Museum of New Zealand.
New Zealand History.
Podcasts.
Popular culture New Zealand.
Title Out Of Date.

Publishing Details [Wellington] : [Yellow Fever], [2018]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Series Phoenix City ; October 11, 2018.
Summary "Frostie, Cam and Dave cast their eye over all ten A-League clubs ahead of the start of the new season, discuss which teams have strengthened their playing squads, who is most likely to make the playoffs, and some sure to be terrible predictions about where the Nix will finish."--RSS feed.
Subject Podcasts.
  Soccer New Zealand.
  Wellington Phoenix FC (Soccer club)
Links https://thekidsareallwhite.podomatic.com/enclosure/2018-10-10T19_17_19-07_00.mp3
  https://www.podomatic.com/podcasts/thekidsareallwhite/episodes/2018-10-10T19_17_19-07_00

Title Out of the Budget 2020 lock-up: Joe Ascroft and Neil Miller on the economics and politics of the biggest budget of our lifetime.

Creator Ascroft, Joe.
Publishing Details [Wellington] : [New Zealand Taxpayers' Union Inc.], [2020]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Series Taxpayer talk ; May 14, 2020.
Summary "The Taxpayers' Union's Consulting Economist Joe Ascroft, and former Treasury (now Taxpayers' Union) Analyst Neil Miller, sits down with Jordan Williams to discuss Budget 2020, the economic and political risks, and what it says about the Government's election strategy.Support the show (http://www.taxpayers.org.nz/donate)"--RSS feed.
Subject Ascroft, Joe Interviews.
  Miller, Neil (Analyst) Interviews.
  Podcasts.
  Taxation New Zealand.
Title Overland Launch.

Creator Adam, Pip.

Publishing Details [Wellington] : [Pip Adam], [2015]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary "Overland 219 is a special New Zealand issue, we went to the launch with Pip Adam"--RSS feed.

Subject New Zealand literature.

Podcasts.

Links https://mcdn.podbean.com/mf/web/45u9qa/Episode18Overland.mp3
https://PipAdam.podbean.com/e/ep-18-overland-launch/

Title Over-rated? Why councillors are meeting in secret.

Creator Dudding, Adam.

Publishing Details [Wellington] : [Stuff Limited] [2020]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary "Everyone wants to have their say about Covid-19's impact on the economy. And it's true that the pain is being felt everywhere, including by councils. Will they pass that pain on to ratepayers? Stuff senior journalist Todd Niall joins the show to explain what's happening to rates around the country. And what are the best books to read in lockdown - and how do you get your hands on them? A special interview from within Adam's bubble. Links: Click here for every episode of Coronavirus NZ. Full Stuff coronavirus coverage Eugene on Twitter Adam on Twitter Plague Playlist: Do Re Mi - a Covid 19 version Coalition for Books "First Chapters": www.coalitionforbooks.nz/first-chapters/Our email: viruspod@stuff.co.nz."--RSS feed.

Subject COVID-19 (Disease) New Zealand.

Niall, Todd, 1957- Interviews.

Podcasts.

Links https://media.whooshkaa.com/show/11846/episode/624885.mp3
https://player.whooshkaa.com/episode?id=624885
In our first pod for 2015 we discuss the online component of The Drowned World, an exhibition of student work curated by Daniel Satele for Tautai Pacific Arts Trust. Featuring panellists Claudia Arozqueta, Thomasin Sleigh and host Mark Amery. In part 1 we discuss works by Nina Oberg Humphries, Elyjana Roach and Jasmine Te Hira. In part 2 we discuss the online environment as exhibition platform; Did our panellists watch the works all the way through? Should a student show aim to be on the web in perpetuity? Will an online exhibition find an art audience? Also on this pod - a new theme tune by TLAOTLON.Image: Lost Content (2014) Jasmine Te Hira. Courtesy of Tautai Pacific Arts Trust"--RSS feed.
Title  
**Parkin the Bus.**

Creator  
Parkin, Richard (Head of communications).

Publishing Details  
[Wellington] : [Yellow Fever], [2019]

Format  
1 online resource (1 audio file)

Series  
Phoenix City ; April 18, 2019.

Summary  
"Richard Parkin joins the podcast for a second time, after a tumultuous couple of weeks featuring two losses and Mark Rudan quitting. Meanwhile, Rich imparts his wisdom on the A-League reform and the New Leagues Working Group."--RSS feed.

Subject  
Parkin, Richard (Head of communications) Interviews.

Podcasts.

Soccer New Zealand.

Wellington Phoenix FC (Soccer club)

Links  
https://thekidsareallwhite.podomatic.com/enclosure/2019-04-18T02_40_58-07_00.mp3

https://www.podomatic.com/podcasts/thekidsareallwhite/episodes/2019-04-18T02_40_58-07_00


---

Title  
**Parliament dumps .govt domain, HBO Max vs Netflix, Agent Smith vs Android, D-Link vs FTC - NZ Tech Podcast 448.**

Creator  
Spain, Paul.

Publishing Details  
[New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2019]

Format  
1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary  
"Parliament dumps .govt domain, lithium charger vs Virgin Atlantic flight, D-Link decade of security audits, surveillance contractor gone, Agent Smith malware vs Android, Huawei waiting game, Facebook video monetisation, HBO Max, Ring Stick Up Cam loves Amazon Echo Dot, JBL’s Android TV soundbar is here (sort of), Google's solution to releasing name of Grace Millane's killer. good things come when Amazon and Google are friends. Show links: NZ Tech Podcast Gorilla - IT Services Paul Spain"--RSS feed.

Subject  
Podcasts.

Technology New Zealand.

Links  

https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/3007dbc5-3007dbc5

Partners in Crime.

Paul Temple and Steve Coleman from the Wellington Phoenix join the pod this week to talk about the match against Adelaide, their roles within the restructured Phoenix coaching setup, what it's like to be promoted within the Nix coaching structure almost instantly, and their respective Central League coaching jobs.--RSS feed.

Coleman, Steve (Soccer coach) interviews.
Podcasts.
Soccer New Zealand.
Temple, Paul (Academy director) Interviews.
Wellington Phoenix FC (Soccer club)

Party poopers: Will Level 3 get-togethers get us stuck in lockdown?

"Could a weekend of Level 3 partying and beach-going delay the transition to Level 2? Stuff's Kamala Hayman joins the show to discuss how good weather and confusion over rules drew droves of people out of their bubbles. Stuff national correspondent Steve Kilgallon explains why clusters are so important - and so dangerous. Meanwhile, Adam and Eugene stumble on a new hard-hitting investigation.

Links: Click here for every episode of Coronavirus NZ. Full Stuff coronavirus coverageEugene on Twitter; Adam on TwitterSupport StuffPlague playlist: Phoenix Chamber ChoirOur email: viruspod@stuff.co.nz"--RSS feed.

COVID-19 (Disease) New Zealand.
Hayman, Kamala Interviews.
Kilgallon, Steve Interviews.
Podcasts.

Links https://media.whooshkaa.com/show/11846/episode/645191.mp3
https://player.whooshkaa.com/episode?id=645191
Title  Paul Charteris.
Creator  Rayment, Matt.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Dirt Church Radio], [2018]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Paul Charteris chats about his life, changes to his popular race, and his Greatest Run Ever. Hosts Matt and Eugene talk WUU2K in Stuff You Should Know, and bring you two listeners' Greatest Run Ever."--RSS feed.
Subject  Charteris, Paul Interviews.
Mountain running New Zealand.
Podcasts.
Links  https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5b12367ff8370a538dd229e3/t/5b4d8217575d1f15260cfd51/1531806850358/DCR+Ep+1+final.mp3
https://www.dirtchurchradio.com/dirtchurchradio/2018/7/16/dcr-episode-1-paul-charteris

Title  Paul Thurrott, Microsoft WPC 2016.
Creator  Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2016]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "This episode comes from Microsoft's Worldwide Partner Conference and features an interview with Paul Thurrott (Microsoft Commentator) along with coverage of highlights from the event. Running time 00:40:06"--RSS feed.
Subject  Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.
Thurrott, Paul B. Interviews.
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/3710e65a-3710e65a
Title: Peeble Steel, 4K video cams, Sony quits PC biz, Microsoft welcomes new CEO and Bill Gates.

Creator: Spain, Paul.

Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2014]

Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary: "On the agenda - Peeble Steel, tiny motors to fit in a human cell, 4k video cameras from Blackmagic and Panasonic (GH4), LogMeIn free alternatives, Microsoft makes Satya Nadella CEO and brings Bill Gates back, Sony quits PC business, Uber taxis. Running time : 0:48:17"--RSS feed.

Subject: Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.

Links:
https://dts.podtrac.com/redirect.mp3/cdn.simplecast.com/audio/083219/083219e0-dcd5-4385-9d15-8105e91523a6/498a596e-2cdd-4a73-b733-7f3a58f586c0/06d9f336_tc.mp3?aid=rss_feed
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/06d9f336-06d9f336

Title: The Performance Arcade.

Creator: Amery, Mark, 1969-

Publishing Details: [Wellington] : [CIRCUIT Artist Film and Video Aotearoa New Zealand], [2015]

Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary: "What makes a video a performance? In this pod Mark Amery interviews artists Denise Batchelor and Erica Sklenars about their work in the The Performance Arcade, a annual festival of "installation, performance art, sonic art, audio-visual art, interactive media, culinary art and live music" presented in shipping containers on the Wellington waterfront. Our thanks to the artists and Sam Trubridge. Image courtesy of The Performance Arcade.http://www.theperformancearcade.com/CIRCUIT Cast was presented with assistance of Creative New Zealand. Music by Tlaotlon."--RSS feed.

Subject: Batchelor, Denise Interviews.
Podcasts.
Sklenars, Erica Interviews.
Video art New Zealand.

Links:

National Library of New Zealand
554
Te Puna Matauranga o Aotearoa
"Kia Ora whanau!! This week on the podcast we speak with Peter Maksimow. Peter is an inv8 athlete, a mountain runner who has represented the USA, a connoisseur of fine beer, and the Partnership and Outreach Specialist for the American Trail Running Association, a non-profit organisation that seeks greater engagement, organisation, advocacy, and education around what trail running is and the myriad benefits. Peter’s role sees him engaging with the populations that traditionally are not overly-represented in the majority of trail races. As Killer Mike says, it’s a good thing to hang out with people who don’t look like like you. This is an exceptional conversation, that is at turns funny, poignant, educational, heartfelt, and very honest. It was edifying to sit with a man who has been injured for some time, and struggling to deal with this, whilst existing in a country where big issues like diversity and inclusivity are sensitive to say the least. Peter is the man. And this is great. We are stoked to have him on the show and we hope you love it. This episode is sweet and heavy. Enjoy."--RSS feed.

Subject
Maksimow, Peter Interviews.
Mountain running New Zealand.
Podcasts.

Links
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5b12367ff8370a538dd229e3/t/5ce3b6b0cccd13800014af fba/1558428129234/Ep+43+Peter+Makismow.mp3

"The Phoenix have gone down 2-0 in an uninspiring performance, we discuss what can be changed to turn around the fortunes of the team. Meanwhile, Patrick goes on a rant about the VAR, and mixed fortunes for the Wellington teams in the Handy Prem."--RSS feed.

Subject
Podcasts.
Soccer New Zealand.
Wellington Phoenix FC (Soccer club)

Links
https://thekidsareallwhite.podomatic.com/enclosure/2018-11-15T03_33_42-08_00.mp3
https://www.podomatic.com/podcasts/thekidsareallwhite/episodes/2018-11-15T03_33_42-08_ 00
Title  Pimp my bus-ride: how coronavirus will change the way we commute forever.
Creator  Dudding, Adam.
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [Stuff Limited] [2020]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Professor Simon Kingham, the chief science advisor to the Ministry of Transport, says coronavirus has already changed the way we move about, and there's more change to come. He talks about the future of transport - and his role in advising the UK government on its border and quarantine plans. Steve has been looking into how lockdown meant very different things for white and blue collar workers. And Adam and Eugene download the tracing app and are shocked to discover it's not half as fun as Dragonball Z.Links: Click here for every episode of Coronavirus NZ. Full Stuff coronavirus coverage Eugene on Twitter; Adam on Twitter Support Stuff Our email: viruspod@stuff.co.nz"--RSS feed.
Subject  COVID-19 (Disease) New Zealand.
Kilgallon, Steve Interviews.
Kingham, Simon Interviews.
Podcasts.
Links  https://media.whooshkaa.com/show/11846/episode/657682.mp3
https://player.whooshkaa.com/episode?id=657682

Title  Pineapple.
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [Yellow Fever], [2018]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Series  Phoenix City ; July 24, 2018.
Summary  "The pod return after a short hiatus to discuss the Phoenix's latest import signings and preseason results, the resignation of Andy Martin (yay!) and the final stages of the World Cup."--RSS feed.
Subject  Podcasts.
Soccer New Zealand.
Wellington Phoenix FC (Soccer club)
Links  https://thekidsareallwhite.podomatic.com/enclosure/2018-07-23T17_03_46-07_00.mp3
https://www.podomatic.com/podcasts/thekidsareallwhite/episodes/2018-07-23T17_03_46-07_00
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Creator</th>
<th>Publishing Details</th>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Summary</th>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Links</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Pip Adam My Favourite Cindy - Bobby and Cindi. | Adam, Pip.         | [Wellington] : [Pip Adam], [2017] | 1 online resource (1 audio file)            | "This is me reading a response I wrote as part of the City Gallery Wellington, Tuatara Open Late - My Favourite Cindy that was held on 2 February, 2017"--RSS feed. | New Zealand literature. Podcasts. | https://mcdn.podbean.com/mf/web/m4masu/Ep_43_Bobby_and_Cindi.mp3
| Playing favourites with your kids.         | Yee, Jane.         | [Auckland] : [Jane Yee], [2019] | 1 online resource (1 audio file)            | "The rubbish truck is doing the rounds, the dishwasher is halfway through a cycle, and this week we're sitting at Bec's dining table to talk about the fortnight that was along with other pressing parenting issues like...- What's that smell?: When is it okay to change a stinky nappy in public?- I can never use Schwarzkopf again: How pregnancy screws up your senses-Playing favourites: We all do it, whether we admit it or not- Top 5: Things we said we'd never do as parents (but totally do)Spread the word! Please share this podcast with your mates and be sure to subscribe. If you want to chat, head to our Facebook page to get in touch"--RSS feed. | Child rearing New Zealand. Podcasts. | https://mcdn.podbean.com/mf/web/ibkcmu/Breeder_s_Digest_Ep_7_-_28_Feb_2019.mp3
|                                            |                    |                        |                                             |                                                                                             |                                      | https://breedersdigest.podbean.com/e/playing-favourites-with-your-kids/                                                        |
Title Playing To People's Exhaustion.

Creator Lund, Jeb.

Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2016]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary "You'll find audio quality issues (apologies your co-hosts are on the road and technology is a tricky thing), but Jeb and Tim find issues everywhere else too! The Podesta emails are too boring for Tim, Hillary's gun answer doesn't satisfy Jeb and Trump won't concede an election. It's enough to make the pair fondly remember the George W days and even put the Romney campaign in rose-tinted rear vision. We've had the final debate, just a few more Wikileaks to go - hot dog everyone, we're almost in the home stretch!"--RSS feed.

Subject Podcasts.

World politics.

Links https://traffic.omny.fm/d/clips/6e2a797b-0cc4-4c0b-a44d-a51e0019bc3c/f5c7966b-19ca-41d0-8b7f-a68c00df11ad/cc9b2ba5-7f7e-4051-a665-a6a60129f7a4/audio.mp3?utm_source=Podcast&in_playlist=193ca70a-874a-4441-934d-a68c00e44c3e&t=1477073430
https://omny.fm/shows/polidicks/playing-to-peoples-exhaustion

Title Poaching.

Publishing Details [Wellington] : [Yellow Fever], [2019]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Series Phoenix City ; May 17, 2019.

Summary "It's grand final week, the pod review two very different semifinals and look ahead to the grand final. Meanwhile, has Mark Rudan been tapping up Nix players to join him at Western United, and where does that leave the Phoenix as preparations for 2019/20 get underway."--RSS feed.

Subject Podcasts.

Soccer New Zealand.

Wellington Phoenix FC (Soccer club)

Links https://thekidsareallwhite.podomatic.com/enclosure/2019-05-16T18_12_53-07_00.mp3
Title  Point Builder.

Summary  "Four points from two games away from home - the pod debate whether that's a fair reflection of the two games that were played. The pod preview a bumper weekend of football in Wellington, a double header at Westpac this weekend and the TeeDubs hosting Waitakere."--RSS feed.

Subject  Podcasts.
          Soccer New Zealand.
          Wellington Phoenix FC (Soccer club)

Links  https://thekidsareallwhite.podomatic.com/enclosure/2019-01-10T00_36_01-08_00.mp3
       https://www.podomatic.com/podcasts/thekidsareallwhite/episodes/2019-01-10T00_36_01-08_00
       https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/primo-explore/fulldisplay?docid=NLNZ_ALMA113
              53675750002836&context=L&vid=NLNZ&search_scope=NLNZ&tab=catalogue&lang=en_US

Title  Police, the campaign trail and proud socialism — Ginny Andersen MP.

Summary  "We're giving taxpayers the opportunity to get to know their MPs beyond photo-ops and party-line speeches. In this episode, Islay Aitchison interviews Ginny Andersen MP. Support the show (http://www.taxpayers.org.nz/donate)"--RSS feed.

Subject  Andersen, Ginny Interviews.
          Taxation New Zealand.

       https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/primo-explore/fulldisplay?docid=NLNZ_ALMA113
              53680650002836&context=L&vid=NLNZ&search_scope=NLNZ&tab=catalogue&lang=en_US
Title  Politics in pubs podcast: Chlöe Swarbrick and Danyl Mclauchlan.
Creator  Lee-Mather, Annabelle.
Publishing Details  [Auckland] : [The Spinoff], [2020]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "In the second of our pre-election events, a collaboration between Spinoff Members and Verb Wellington, Danyl Mclauchlan talks to Chlöe Swarbrick, the MP seeking to tip the table of politics from inside parliament. The third Politics on Pubs, featuring Danyl with Kevin Hague and Tamatha Paul, takes place tonight, 6pm, at Meow in Wellington. Limited tickets are still available, and there will be a handful of door sales: come early! Details here.Chlöe Swarbrick first leapt into the spotlight with an audacious, cynic-defying and unsuccessful run for the Auckland mayoralty. After being courted by a number of parties, she ran with the Greens, and has made her mark for, among other things, winning international headlines by dropping an "OK boomer" (at Todd Muller, no less) in parliament and proving comfortably the most lucid political voice in favour of legalising cannabis. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  New Zealand Politics and government.
Podcasts.
Links  https://sphinx.acast.com/gone-by-lunchtime/politicsinpubspodcast-chloeswarbrickanddanylmclauclan/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/gone-by-lunchtime/politicsinpubspodcast-chloeswarbrickanddanylmclauclan

Title  Politics in pubs podcast: Danyl Mclauchlan, Andrea Vance and Neale Jones.
Creator  Lee-Mather, Annabelle.
Publishing Details  [Auckland] : [The Spinoff], [2020]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "In the first of a series of now-virtual events, Danyl is joined by a journalist and a former political staffer to discuss politics and the media.Two months ago today, Spinoff Members and Verb Wellington cheerfully unveiled a new collaboration: a series of live events at the tremendous Meow bar. And, well, everyone knows what happened next.But the prospect of Danyl Mclauchlan talking to brilliant Stuff journalist Andrea Vance and the always insightful former chief-of-staff to the Labour leader turned director of Capital Government Relations Neale Jones was too appetising to abandon entirely. So the trio logged on and podded up. As you might expect, it wasn't quite the conversation we'd imagined when we dreamed the whole thing up.Pleas pour yourself a beverage of your choice and hit play.Brought to you by Verb Wellington and The Spinoff Members. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  New Zealand Politics and government.
Podcasts.
Links  https://media.acast.com/gone-by-lunchtime/politicsinpubspodcast-danylmclauchlan-andreaivanceandnealejones/media.mp3
Title Politics pod: Unchained Mallardry, MAGA Barry, ILG damned and the stars of 2018.
Creator Lee-Mather, Annabelle.
Publishing Details [Auckland] : [The Spinoff], [2018]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "In the last politics podcast of the year, Annabelle Lee, Ben Thomas and Toby Manhire rub their weary eyes and stick out their stockings. Trevor Mallard has hogged headlines in recent days: first after his commissioning of an inquiry into bullying and harassment at parliament and then over allegations of bias from Simon Bridges. We get into all of that, the Maggie Barry controversy, the wash-up from the Iain Lees-Galloway Sroubek farrago and more. Oh, and we nominate the big winners of the NZ political year. Happy new year! See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject New Zealand Politics and government.
Podcasts.

Title Politics podcast special: Livin' la vida local.
Creator Lee-Mather, Annabelle.
Publishing Details [Auckland] : [The Spinoff], [2019]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Area man Hayden Donnell joins Toby Manhire for a bonus edition of Gone By Lunchtime, leading a whistlestop tour of the local elections. Fresh from an assignment in the Far North, the mayor of the Spinoff's local elections pop-up section, Hayden Donnell, takes us on a journey from Kaikohe to Dunedin, stopping along the way in Hamilton, Auckland and Porirua. And he gets fired up. Fired up for democracy. Guest starring Tina Tiller. The Spinoff's local elections pop-up section is funded by Spinoff members. The Spinoff politics section is made possible by Flick, the electricity retailer giving New Zealanders power over their power. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject New Zealand Politics and government.
Podcasts.
Links https://media.acast.com/gone-by-lunchtime/politicspodcastspecial-livin-lavidalocaluntitledepisode/media.mp3
Title  Politics podcast special: On Sarah, the Labour staffer, and the botched party inquiry.
Creator  Lee-Mather, Annabelle.
Publishing Details  [Auckland] : [The Spinoff], [2019]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Revelations around alleged sexual assault by a Labour staffer and the party inquiry into his behaviour have dominated the week. Alex Casey and Mihi Forbes join Gone By Lunchtime to survey the damage. Alex Casey, author of the Spinoff feature published on Monday, "A Labour volunteer alleged a violent sexual assault by a Labour staffer. This is her story", joins Toby Manhire and Annabelle Lee – together with another special guest, Mihingarangi Forbes – to discuss an explosive week for the Labour Party and New Zealand politics. Also featuring: Ben Thomas's answerphone message. Recorded on Thursday afternoon, before the resignation of the Labour staffer at the centre of the allegations. For a timeline of the story, see here. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  New Zealand Politics and government.
Links  https://media.acast.com/gone-by-lunchtime/politicspodcastspecial-onsarah-thelabourstaffer-an dthebotchedpartyinquiry/media.mp3

Title  Politics podcast: A whole new government edition.
Creator  Lee-Mather, Annabelle.
Publishing Details  [Auckland] : [The Spinoff], [2017]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "The Gone By Lunchtime team chews over the new government, what it means for Labour, NZ First, the Greens and where it leaves National – and how we got there. Guest starring an exciting new podcasting talent. With a showmanship to put Dominic Bowden to shame, Winston Peters yesterday took the fate of the next government to the wire, revealing in the deep afternoon (in the evening) that New Zealand First would support Labour over National, and crowning Jacinda Ardern as the next prime minister. Toby Manhire, Annabelle Lee, Ben Thomas and a very special three-week old guest recap the events, and weigh up the implications for Ardern's Labour Party, Peters' NZ First and the supporting Green Party led by James Shaw. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  New Zealand Politics and government.

National Library of New Zealand
Te Puna Mātauranga o Aotearoa
Title Politics podcast: Ardern promises delivery, Bridges prays for deliverance.
Creator Lee-Mather, Annabelle.
Publishing Details [Auckland] : [The Spinoff], [2019]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "The Gone By Lunchtime peloton roars into 2019. Just as you're wondering whether it's too late to say Happy new year to people, Annabelle Lee, Toby Manhire and Ben Thomas wish you a happy new year with a return to the Gone-pod. On the agenda: A hell-poll for National sees Judith Collins casting a shadow over Simon Bridges, Jacinda Ardern begins the "year of delivery" with trips to Davos and Waitangi, KiwiBuild targets take the form of a house of cards, and relations with China go frosty. Like and subscribe, friends, like and subscribe. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject New Zealand Politics and government.
Podcasts.
Links https://media.acast.com/gone-by-lunchtime/politics-podcast-ardern-promises-delivery-bridges-/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/gone-by-lunchtime/politics-podcast-ardern-promises-delivery-bridges-

Title Politics podcast: Breaking news, the prime minister had a baby.
Creator Lee-Mather, Annabelle.
Publishing Details [Auckland] : [The Spinoff], [2018]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Gone By Lunchtime is not dead, it's just been sleeping. Toby Manhire, Annabelle Lee and Ben Thomas reunify in an emotional podcast. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject New Zealand Politics and government.
Podcasts.
Title  Politics podcast: Covid-19 and its political dimension.
Creator  Lee-Mather, Annabelle.
Publishing Details  [Auckland] : [The Spinoff], [2020]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Ben Thomas, Annabelle Lee-Mather and Toby Manhire are not medical doctors, or in fact doctors of any kind, but here they overcome this minor impediment and solve coronavirus. The Gone By Lunchtime trio look at the political and economic implications of the outbreak, weigh up Jacinda Ardern's "don't deport your problems" broadside at Scott Morrison in Sydney, and sigh painfully at Shane Jones's latest round of conspicuous xenophobia. Oh, and a completely sober and non-histrionic assessment of rich people getting superannuation. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  New Zealand Politics and government. Podcasts.
Links  https://media.acast.com/gone-by-lunchtime/politicspodcast-covid-19anditspoliticaldimension/media.mp3

Title  Politics podcast: did Bridges' spadework turn a little leak into a big hole?
Creator  Lee-Mather, Annabelle.
Publishing Details  [Auckland] : [The Spinoff], [2018]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Team Gone By Lunchtime gathers to discuss the important political issues of the day, from Clare Curran getting the boot to Party of Five. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  New Zealand Politics and government. Podcasts.
Links  https://media.acast.com/gone-by-lunchtime/politics-podcast-did-bridges-spadework-turn-a-litt/media.mp3
Politics podcast: Gone by Lockdown Time.

Creator: Lee-Mather, Annabelle.

Publishing Details: [Auckland] : [The Spinoff], [2020]

Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary: "In the world's first ever podcast undertaken by people in remote locations, it's New Zealand's leading epidemiologists and economists, Toby Manhire, Annabelle Lee-Mather and Ben Thomas. An exclusive reading by the velvet voiced Jacinda Ardern biographer Madeleine Chapman kicks off the return of Gone By Lunchtime, who will not be muzzled by alert level four. On the agenda: How has the political leadership fared in the Covid-19 response? Is the international fawning over Jacinda Ardern warranted? What about the domestic opprobrium levelled at David Clark and Simon Bridges. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.

Subject: New Zealand Politics and government.

Links: https://media.acast.com/gone-by-lunchtime/politicspodcast-gonebylockdowntime/media.mp3

Politics podcast: Gone by Slushy Time.

Creator: Lee-Mather, Annabelle.

Publishing Details: [Auckland] : [The Spinoff], [2019]

Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary: "Is the bond of trust and confidence between Mihingarangi Forbes and Annabelle Lee-Mather as strong as that between Judith Collins and Simon Bridges? In the latest Gone By Lunchtime, also featuring Toby Manhire and Ben Thomas, we investigate over a cool, refreshing slushy. Special guest Mihi Forbes joins the usual rabble to discuss the fallout from Jacinda Ardern's controversial captain's recall on capital gains tax, the ongoing speculation around Simon Bridges' leadership and the rabbits that need to be pulled out of the slushy in Grant Robertson's second budget at the end of the month. They also gargle the icy issues of the crackdown on social media post-Christchurch and bullying at parliament. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.

Subject: New Zealand Politics and government.

Links: https://media.acast.com/gone-by-lunchtime/politicspodcast-gonebyslushytime/media.mp3
**Title**  Politics podcast: Good-time tax chats with your pals.

**Creator**  Lee-Mather, Annabelle.

**Publishing Details**  [Auckland] : [The Spinoff], [2019]

**Format**  1 online resource (1 audio file)

**Summary**  "Annabelle Lee, Ben Thomas and Toby Manhire send their lifeboats into the great capital gains tax minestrone ocean. Michael Cullen's Tax Working Group report has been published, sending the nation into untold capital gains tax convulsions. The Gone By Lunchtime panel piles in. How is Jacinda Ardern faring in making the case? What case even is she making? Is Simon Bridges suddenly good? What is the Kiwi way of life and are you living it? Once we've solved all that, it's on to the Golriz Ghahraman bill that seeks to change electoral law, including a threshold cut to 4%, and more high-level discourse about the Year of Delivery &c. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.

**Subject**  New Zealand Politics and government. Podcasts.


**Title**  Politics podcast: Greens post-Metiria, return of the bootcamp and war with Australia.

**Creator**  Lee-Mather, Annabelle.

**Publishing Details**  [Auckland] : [The Spinoff], [2017]

**Format**  1 online resource (1 audio file)

**Summary**  "As the breakneck pre-election pace continues, the Gone By Lunchtime committee convenes to discuss the big issues such as cabbages. With Ben Thomas marooned in Wellington, Duncan Greive pod-hops to join GBLT's Toby Manhire and Annabelle Lee, but we do take a moment to call and sing him a song. With Metiria Turei having resigned, the Green Party is trying to start over, at once moving on and holding tight to its talismanic former co-leader. We talk that through, as well as the National Party's return to law'n'order tough talk: how does that square with evidence-based social-investment thinking? And how about Labour's water policy? All that, and more, including Duncan's confession to becoming absorbed in ACT leader David Seymour's new book, and a long Sopranos analogy. NB Recorded Tuesday at 1pm, shortly before Aussie foreign minister Julie Bishop launched a broadside at NZ Labour. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.

**Subject**  New Zealand Politics and government. Podcasts.

**Links**  https://media.acast.com/gone-by-lunchtime/politics-podcast-greens-post-metiria-return-of-the/media.mp3
Title  Politics podcast: Jacindamania, one year on.
Creator  Lee-Mather, Annabelle.
Publishing Details  [Auckland] : [The Spinoff], [2018]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Team Gone By Lunchtime gathers to discuss the important political issues of the day. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  New Zealand Politics and government.
Links  https://media.acast.com/gone-by-lunchtime/politics-podcast-jacindamania-one-year-on/media.mp3

Title  Politics podcast: live from the Gone by Lunchtime Christmas party.
Creator  Lee-Mather, Annabelle.
Publishing Details  [Auckland] : [The Spinoff], [2019]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "This month on the politics podcast it's the Gone by Lunchtime Christmas Party and Toby's brought a baggie of oregano. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  New Zealand Politics and government.
Links  https://media.acast.com/gone-by-lunchtime/politicspodcast-livefromthegonebylunchtimechristmasparty/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/gone-by-lunchtime/politicspodcast-livefromthegonebylunchtimechristmasparty

Title  Politics podcast: Peter Jackson is not the mayor of Wellington.
Creator  Lee-Mather, Annabelle.
Publishing Details  [Auckland] : [The Spinoff], [2019]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "But he did play a crucial role in helping Andy Foster knock over Justin Lester. Team Gone By Lunchtime size up the local elections, gaze plaintively at the dramas in the NZ First Party, and ask how bad the new poll is for Jacinda Ardern. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  New Zealand Politics and government.
Links  https://media.acast.com/gone-by-lunchtime/politicspodcast-peterjacksonisnotthemayorofwellington/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/gone-by-lunchtime/politicspodcast-peterjacksonisnotthemayorofwellington
Politics podcast: Reliving the 2017 election with Jacinda Ardern.

In this bonus edition of Gone By Lunchtime, the prime minister talks to Toby Manhire at the Auckland Writers Festival. Last weekend at the Auckland Writers Festival, Jacinda Ardern spoke with Spinoff editor Toby Manhire about the extraordinary election campaign of 2017, and the book it inspired, Stardust and Substance, edited by Stephen Levine for VUP. Before a packed house at the Aotea Centre the prime minister talked candidly about everything from Andrew Little's decision to resign and the rush to remake the campaign to the less-than-delighted mood on election night itself. If Facebook cannot change its ways, will they still use it for advertising in 2020? Why is she a fan of Nancy Drew and Ernest Shackleton—and its lessons for "how not to die on the ice"? All that plus Jacinda Ardern does an impression of Helen Clark. For more podcasts and videos from the Auckland Writers Festival, click here.

Politics podcast: Simon Bridges, you, and the Ihumātao groundswell.

Annabelle Lee-Mather, Toby Manhire and Ben Thomas feast on the political morsels of the month, including the National Party conference and a challenge to Jacinda Ardern over Ihumātao. Plus: a new jingle. The Gone By Lunchtime team look at Simon Bridges' efforts to firm up his leadership with just over a year to the election, and his "part-time prime minister" swipe. Jacinda Ardern is in Tokelau, but should she have made the effort to personally visit Ihumātao, and does the protest movement there presage something bigger? But first, an overwhelming response to our call for new theme submissions. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information. --RSS feed.
Title  Politics podcast: the aftermath.
Creator  Lee-Mather, Annabelle.
Publishing Details  [Auckland] : [The Spinoff], [2019]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "In the wake of the appalling act of terror in Christchurch, the Gone by Lunchtime team assemble to assess the event and its political implications. Topics discussed include the impact on an often-marginalised community, the move to change our gun laws, the performance of Ardern and what the event says about the performance of our intelligence services. The team also discuss the way politicians have blithely aired Islamophobic views prior to now, and Annabelle suggests the media consider the diversity of its newsrooms when it asks what it must do differently in the aftermath. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  New Zealand Politics and government.
Podcasts.
Links  https://media.acast.com/gone-by-lunchtime/politicspodcast-/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/gone-by-lunchtime/politicspodcast-

Title  Politics podcast: The bloody battle for the National Party leadership.
Creator  Lee-Mather, Annabelle.
Publishing Details  [Auckland] : [The Spinoff], [2020]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Ben Thomas, Annabelle Lee-Mather and Toby Manhire on Simon Bridges' fight to hang on to the top job in National. On Friday National MPs gather in Wellington to vote on the future of Simon Bridges and Paula Bennett. After miserable poll results a challenge has been launched, with Todd Muller and probably Nikki Kaye angling to replace them as leader and deputy. The Gone By Lunchtime team offers a bold and, frankly, mind-blowing verdict on what will go down. Plus: the budget, and other bits and pieces, such as the Covid-19 crisis. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  New Zealand Politics and government.
Podcasts.
Links  https://media.acast.com/gone-by-lunchtime/politicspodcast-thebloodybattleforthenationalpartyleadership/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/gone-by-lunchtime/politicspodcast-thebloodybattleforthenationalpartyleadership
Title Politics podcast: The many circles of donation hell.

Creator Lee-Mather, Annabelle.

Publishing Details [Auckland] : [The Spinoff], [2020]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary "Annabelle Lee-Mather, Ben Thomas and Toby Manhire inhale the unsweet aromas of donation scandal enveloping NZ First, National, and by association the prime minister herself. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.

Subject New Zealand Politics and government.

Podcasts.

Links https://media.acast.com/gone-by-lunchtime/politicspodcast-themanycirclesofdonationhell/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/gone-by-lunchtime/politicspodcast-themanycirclesofdonationhell

Title Politics podcast: The week the Covid-19 response went downhill.

Creator Lee-Mather, Annabelle.

Publishing Details [Auckland] : [The Spinoff], [2020]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary "Ben Thomas, Annabelle Lee-Mather and Toby Manhire on efforts to resolve the failures exposed in the self-isolation system. As the saying goes, a week is a long time in the response to an unprecedented global pandemic, and so it has proved, with the military called in to fix the issues in border control following the revelation that two women recently arrived from the UK had been allowed early exit from self-isolation despite not being tested and one having symptoms. They later both tested positive for Covid-19. Plus: Can David Clark hang on to his job? Has Todd Muller rebooted his leadership of the National Party? And what's the deal with the review of Māori media? See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.

Subject New Zealand Politics and government.

Podcasts.

Links https://sphinx.acast.com/gone-by-lunchtime/politicspodcast-theweekthecovid-19responsewentdownhill/media.mp3
Title  Politics Podcast: The Wellbeing Hack.
Creator  Lee-Mather, Annabelle.
Publishing Details  [Auckland] : [The Spinoff], [2019]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Was the wellbeing budget truly transformational? Toby Manhire, Annabelle Lee and Ben Thomas size it up, along with the high drama prelude of the so-called Treasury hack. Plus: Is the time ripe for a new Christian Conservative political party? See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  New Zealand Politics and government.
Podcasts.
Links  https://media.acast.com/gone-by-lunchtime/politicspodcast-thewellbeinghack/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/gone-by-lunchtime/politicspodcast-thewellbeinghack

Title  Politics podcast: waka jumping, fuel taxing and rumour mongering.
Creator  Lee-Mather, Annabelle.
Publishing Details  [Auckland] : [The Spinoff], [2018]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Back once again with the renegade bluster, the Gone By Lunchtime team climb many flights of stairs in the cause of NZ political discourse. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  New Zealand Politics and government.
Podcasts.
Title  Politics podcast: We shall reshuffle you.
Creator  Lee-Mather, Annabelle.
Publishing Details  [Auckland] : [The Spinoff], [2019]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "In this new edition of Gone By Lunchtime, Toby Manhire, Annabelle Lee-Mather and Ben Thomas weigh reshuffles in senior ranks of both the big parties as well as Oranga Tamariki and David Seymour's End of Life Choice Bill. Plus: a desperate plea to listeners.Podding against the clock, aka Annabelle's stopwatch, the Gone By Lunchtime trio reshuffle their portfolios, look at Jacinda Ardern's demotion of Phil Twyford from the big housing job and Amy Adams' decision to chuck in the old politics lark.Also on the slate: Oranga Tamariki and the uplift scandal, and the progression of legislation that would allow assisted dying to its third reading.Oh, and do you fancy writing us a jingle? It's time for a change.  See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  New Zealand Politics and government.
Podcasts.
Links  https://media.acast.com/gone-by-lunchtime/politicspodcast-weshallreshuffleyou/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/gone-by-lunchtime/politicspodcast-weshallreshuffleyou

Title  Politics podcast: Will the Jami-Lee Ross saga leave lasting damage?
Creator  Lee-Mather, Annabelle.
Publishing Details  [Auckland] : [The Spinoff], [2018]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Toby Manhire is joined by iconic duo Annabelle Lee and Ben Thomas to rake the leaves of the JLR saga – and the mini-crises confronting the government, too. The overlord of all successful television in New Zealand, Annabelle Lee, restores equilibrium to the Gone By Lunchtime universe by sitting down with Ben Thomas and Toby Manhire to discuss the Jami-Lee Ross fallout and whether Simon Bridges can survive it, Jacinda Ardern's first Labour Party conference as leader, the pressure on immigration minister Iain Lees-Galloway and the scrap around Phil Twyford's KiwiBuild scheme. Includes sealed section featuring interminable chin-stroking about the US elections. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  New Zealand Politics and government.
Podcasts.
Title  Porirua People's Library.
Creator  Adam, Pip.
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [Pip Adam], [2015]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "The Porirua People's Library project which took place as part of TEZA is the subject of today's discussion about reading and writing with Pip Adam."--RSS feed.
Subject  New Zealand literature.
Podcasts.
Links  https://mcdn.podbean.com/mf/web/rsqvub/Episode28PPL.mp3
https://PipAdam.podbean.com/e/ep-28-porirua-peoples-library/

Title  A post-election special feat. some more predictions.
Creator  Lee-Mather, Annabelle.
Publishing Details  [Auckland] : [The Spinoff], [2017]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "The 2017 election took place on Saturday but in reality it may never end. It's all around us, it's in us, it is us. The Gone By Lunchtime team* react in the appropriate way by dissecting it and making more definitely correct predictions of the future.*Toby Manhire is currently away in an undisclosed location being indoctrinated by a foreign power, so The Spinoff editor Duncan Greive joins Ben Thomas and Annabelle Lee to discuss the small matter of the 2017 election. They farewell the Māori party, discuss the weird situation where all four main parties were plausible winners on the night and lay their predictions down for the next government... See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  New Zealand Politics and government.
Podcasts.
Links  https://media.acast.com/gone-by-lunchtime/a-post-election-special-feat-some-more-predictions/media.mp3
Title: Potential ADSL price increases, Gigatown Dunedin, Office Sway, Orion IPO, Google Breakup.

Creator: Spain, Paul.

Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2014]

Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary: "The week we cover the Commerce Commission's ruling on Chorus copper pricing and its impact on the telcos and customers, the unlikely Google breakup, Gigatown Dunedin, Microsoft Office Sway, Orion’s sharemarket launch, Sony’s e-paper watch and more. Running time: 1:08:27"--RSS feed.

Subject: Podcasts.


Title: The Power of Small Actions (with Steve Gurney).

Creator: Warth, Waveney.

Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2019]

Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary: "Sponsored by All Heart NZ – helping corporates to redirect, repurpose and reduce their waste while supporting communities throughout Aotearoa and globally. 9-time Coast to Coast champion Steve Gurney chats with us about what to do with climate anxiety (take a breath, observe without judgement, take SOME action) and shares some great tips on goal setting (pick a goal that aligns to who you are and what you care about). Steve also shares insights gained from witnessing rubbish strewn across the Sahara Desert and from battling to clean up a Christchurch estuary. We also get stuck into the importance of small actions adding up to a huge result. You can learn more about Steve and check out his speaking dates and books at SteveGurney.co.nz"--RSS feed.

Subject: Environmental protection New Zealand.

Links: https://traffic.omny.fm/d/clip/6e2a797b-0cc4-4c0b-a44d-a51e0019bc3c/e621c193-b63b-4c9f-8040-aa5e00298a9/a663eeef2-b38a-4b33-8ee2-aae6001af038/audio.mp3?utm_source=Podcast&in_playlist=40bbac5c-4bb0-4f46-b798-aa5e002ea629&t=1571017932


"Welcome back to The Spinoff's monthly books podcast, hosted by Louisa Kasza, Jenna Todd and Kiran Dass. The Papercuts team are finally back in The Spinoff studio this month with their usual winning recipe of book news, book recommendations, not books and their ever-growing TBR' piles. They anticipate the announcements of some big book prizes, deep dive into a hugely entertaining book about the apocalypse, the new Ottessa Moshfegh (Eileen, My Year of Rest and Relaxation), and how reading BWB Texts will make you much smarter. This month's Not Books' recommendations include Hollywood gossip, Drag Race and getting back to our Baby-Sitters Club roots on Netflix.

Books reviewed:
KD: Notes from an Apocalypse: A Personal Journey to the End of the World and Back by Mark O'Connell (Granta); Funny Weather by Olivia Laing (Picador)
LK: Death in Her Hands by Ottessa Moshfegh (Jonathan Cape)
JT: Imagining Colonisation by Rebecca Kiddle, Bianca Elkington, Moana Jackson, Ocean Mercier, Mike Ross, Jennie Smeaton, Amanda Thomas (BWB Text); Ka Whawhai Tonu Matou: Struggle Without End by Ranginui Walter (Penguin NZ); Ka Whawhai Tonu Matou: A Story of Struggle and Survival by Ranginui Walter (Penguin NZ)

Not books:
KD: Last Picture Show via You Must Remember This Polly Platt podcast
LK: Canada's Drag Race, Race Chaser & The Chop podcasts; Hollywood Babylon by Kenneth Anger
JT: The Baby-sitters Club & The Claudia Kishi Club on Netflix; AGC Gossip

The TBR Pile:
KD: The Disaster Tourist by Yun Ko-eun (Serpents Tail); Sprigs by Brannavan Gnanalingam (Lawrence & Gibson); Sing Backwards and Weep by Mark Lanegan (White Rabbit); Rat King Landlord by Murdoch Stevens (Lawrence & Gibson)
LK: The Piano Teacher by Elfriede Jelinek; The Left Hand of Darkness by Ursula K. Le Guin; Pachinko by Min Jin Lee; Notes of a Native Son by James Baldwin
JT: Sigrid Nunez's What are you Going Through; Carson McCullers' Member of the Wedding; Jenn Shapland's My Autobiography of Carson McCullers (Tin House)

Book news links:
- The Booker Longlist will be announced tomorrow - The International Book Awards Winners have been announced - NZ Children's and Young Adult Book Awards are being held virtually on the 12th of August, keep updated here - Two new bookstores are opening in New Zealand! Bay Hill Books is open in Timaru and Good Books opens in Wellington soon.

Kiran's interview with Mark O'Connell on The Spinoff

See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information." --RSS feed.
Title  (P)Review.

Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [Yellow Fever], [2019]

Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)

Series  Phoenix City ; October 09, 2019.

Summary  "It's part two of the season preview, and the pod go through the other ten A-League clubs and analyse the squad changes and make predictions about table places."--RSS feed.

Subject  Podcasts.

Soccer New Zealand.
Wellington Phoenix FC (Soccer club)

Links  https://thekidsareallwhite.podomatic.com/enclosure/2019-10-09T16_41_35-07_00.mp3
https://www.podomatic.com/podcasts/thekidsareallwhite/episodes/2019-10-09T16_41_35-07_00

Title  Probably.

Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [Yellow Fever], [2018]

Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)

Series  Phoenix City ; March 02, 2018.

Summary  "Darije won’t be around next season, so the pod speculate who could possibly take over the reigns at the Nix and what that person needs to bring to the role. The 1-0 loss the Mariners was shit, but both TeeDubs and Auckland City are tracking nicely in the OFC Champions League."--RSS feed.

Subject  Podcasts.

Soccer New Zealand.
Wellington Phoenix FC (Soccer club)

Links  https://thekidsareallwhite.podomatic.com/enclosure/2018-03-01T21_48_02-08_00.mp3
https://www.podomatic.com/podcasts/thekidsareallwhite/episodes/2018-03-01T21_48_02-08_00
Title  The Process Street story - driving up quality, improving delegation, scaling your team.
Creator  Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2017]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "This week we dive into Paul Spain's favourite Process Management platform. In this discussion with Process Street CEO and founder we get a chat, learning the insights, we to get templates from and how easy it easy. We recommend you go through the free and/or discounted affiliate signup to Process Street by visiting www.nztechpodcast.com/processstreet"--RSS feed.
Subject  Podcasts.
        Technology New Zealand.
Links  https://dts.podtrac.com/redirect.mp3/cdn.simplecast.com/audio/083219/083219e0-dcd5-4385-9d15-8105e91523a6/40d86bb5-38cb-4b42-ae5e-70bf96a3cc06/925db98a_tc.mp3?aid=rss_feed
        https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/925db98a-925db98a

Title  Professor Jonathan Reichental - CIO Summit, Auckland.
Creator  Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2017]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "This week Paul welcomes Professor Jonathan Reichental from the city of Palo Alto, California who spoke at Auckland's CIO Summit. Your weekly dose of tech highlights, inspiration and disruption."--RSS feed.
Subject  Podcasts.
        Reichental, Jonathan Interviews.
        Technology New Zealand.
        https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/d3f491aa-d3f491aa
Title: Proof of Love.

**Publishing Details**

[New Zealand] : [Megan McChesney], [2018]

**Format**

1 online resource (1 audio file)

**Series**

Lip podcast ; episode 12.

**Summary**

"When Bruce and Veronica met it was the start of something big – but they were up against something much bigger. The remarkable story of girl trying to find her way through the abusive state care system in the 1970s and a guy who promised to protect her."--RSS feed.

**Subject**

Podcasts.

**Links**

http://feeds.soundcloud.com/stream/398654925-user-9777573156-episode-12-proof-of-love.mp3

https://soundcloud.com/user-9777573156/episode-12-proof-of-love


Title: Publications.

**Creator**

Amery, Mark, 1969-

**Publishing Details**

[Wellington] : [CIRCUIT Artist Film and Video Aotearoa New Zealand], [2015]

**Format**

1 online resource (1 audio file)

**Summary**

"Episode 24: How much do we need to read? How much does the text infect the work? In this pod we dissect recent publications on Shannon Te Ao, Kim Pieters and the group show Cinema and Painting. Host Mark Amery and guests Thomasin Sleigh and Martin Patrick read passages from the an essay by Tina Barton, a lecture by Hollis Frampton and discuss how “what is written today will be different tomorrow”."--RSS feed.

**Subject**

Patrick, Martin Interviews.

Podcasts.

Sleigh, Thomasin, 1983- Interviews.

Video art New Zealand.

**Links**


Title: Pukeahu: An Exploratory Anthology.
Creator: Adam, Pip.
Publishing Details: [Wellington] : [Pip Adam], [2015]
Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary: "Pukeahu: An Exploratory Anthology is the subject of today's discussion about reading and writing with Pip Adam."--RSS feed.
Subject: New Zealand literature.
Podcasts.
Links:

Title: PULSE/REPEAT, an interview with Priscilla Howe.
Creator: Amery, Mark, 1969-
Publishing Details: [Wellington] : [CIRCUIT Artist Film and Video Aotearoa New Zealand], [2017]
Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary: "How does the body absorb the pulse of technology? What connects the mechanical and the breath? This week on CIRCUIT Cast, host Mark Amery talks to CIRCUIT Curatorial Intern Priscilla Howe during the installation of her group show PULSE/REPEAT at the Audio Foundation in Auckland. PULSE/REPEAT runs until December 20."--RSS feed.
Subject: Howe, Priscilla (Art museum curator) Interviews.
Podcasts.
Video art New Zealand.
Links:

Title: Putting The Muslim Ban in Bannon.
Creator: Lund, Jeb.
Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2017]
Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary: "Betsy DeVos is pulling back the 4th century Christian covers and reminding us all out loud that rich people buy political influence. Meanwhile, Steve Bannon is plotting some serious BS and we want to find out who exactly this guy is and how many women's lives he's potentially destroyed. Also, how does one get the name Jefferson Beauregard Sessions III? Plus, as always Jeb has a little something for the sports fans. #LetsGoMagic"--RSS feed.
Subject: Podcasts.
World politics.
Links:
https://traffic.omny.fm/d/clips/6e2a797b-0cc4-4c0b-a44d-a51e0019bc3c/f5c796b6-19ca-41d0-8bdf-a68c00d1f1c3deeb979b-0e68-42b1-8568-a70e0041a89/audio.mp3?utm_source=Podcast&in_playlist=193ca4f0a-87f4-4441-934d-a68c00e44c3e&t=1486008418
https://omny.fm/shows/polidicks/putting-the-muslim-ban-in-bannon
Welcome back to Papercuts, our monthly books podcast hosted by Louisa Kasza, Jenna Todd and Kiran Dass. Well, we’ve all said we wish we had more time to read and now we’ve got what we wished for. Jenna, Kiran and Louisa delve into some book news (that’s not too heavy for our weary heads), book reviews, not books and to be read piles. Tune in, switch your brain off and start making some notes for your upcoming, post-quarantine reads. Remember to wait for your local to open again! #bookshopswillbeback #waitforyourbookshop

Book news

How the NZ book scene is reaching people while we are under lockdown. [Link](https://thespinoff.co.nz/books/29-03-2020/how-the-nz-books-scene-is-pivoting-in-response-to-covid-19/) Which includes microbiologist extraordinaire Siouxsie Wiles’ tips on lending books during lockdown: “If you are sharing or borrowing hard copy books outside of your bubble you might want to quarantine them for three days before getting stuck in.”


Book reviews

KD: The Lonely City: Adventures in the Art of Being Alone by Olivia Laing (Canongate) with link to new Guardian article about art in an emergency and her forthcoming book Funny Weather: Art in an Emergency by Olivia Laing is published in April (ish) by Picador [Link](https://www.theguardian.com/books/2020/mar/21/feeling-overwhelmed-how-art-can-help-in-an-emergency-by-olivia-laing)

two other soothing books I’d like to recommend for lockdown are Wanderlust and Field Guide to Getting Lost by Rebecca Solnit.


JT: Cherry Beach by Laura McPhee-Browne (Text)

Not books

KD: Nathan for You: Finding Frances

LK: The Spinoff’s The Real Pod - RIPJT: Chris Parker’s Felt Animals, Sarah Laing’s Quarantine Comics and Yoga with Adriene. Zumba link: [Watch](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=shUjcUcgk5M)
The TBR Pile

KD: Hamnet by Maggie O’Farrell, Notes from an Apocalypse by Mark O’Connell, The Willid Laughter by Caoilinn Hughes, Utopia Avenue by David Mitchell, Specimen by Madison Hamill, Hurricane Season by Fernanda Melchor (60 pages away from finishing), A Girl’s Story by Annie Ernaux

LK: Don’t go to sleep in the dark / Celia Fremlin. Torpor / Chris Kraus. Postcards from the edge / Carrie Fisher. Untold night and day / Bae Suah ; translated from the Korean by Deborah Smith.

JT: The Third Rainbow Girl by Emma Copley Eisenberg, Adults by Emma Jane Unsworth, Rest and Be Thankful by Emma Glass, Going Dark by Julia Ebner, State Highway One by Sam Coley and The Days of Abandonment by Elena Ferrante. For information regarding your data privacy, visit acast.com/privacy"

--RSS feed.
Title Questions and Answers.

Publishing Details [Wellington] : [Yellow Fever], [2020]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Series Phoenix City ; April 12, 2020.
Summary "With nothing much to talk about in the world of football, the podcast answer question posted to us by our wonderful Patrons. To support the podcast and receive bonus content, support us on Patreon at https://www.patreon.com/phoenixcity."--RSS feed.
Subject Podcasts.
Soccer New Zealand.
Wellington Phoenix FC (Soccer club)
Links https://thekidsareallwhite.podomatic.com/enclosure/2020-04-11T19_22_44-07_00.mp3
https://www.podomatic.com/podcasts/thekidsareallwhite/episodes/2020-04-11T19_22_44-07_00

Title Quickflix, Moto X, Vodafone 4G Hotspot, Galaxy S4 Active, Chromecast.
Creator Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2013]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "This episode we discuss Moto X, New TomTom GPS, Vodafone 4G LTE Access Point, Samsung Galaxy S4 Active, Samsung Galaxy S4 Mini, Panasonic DMC-FZ70 with 60x optical zoom, Google’s Chromecast and on demand video with Quickflix. Running time : 0:49:43"--RSS feed.
Subject Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/392ff32f-392ff32f
Title  Rachel Grunwell.
Creator  Rayment, Matt.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Dirt Church Radio], [2019]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Kia Ora whanau!! This week we speak to Rachel Grunwell. Rachel is an award-winning journalist, a runner, a yoga instructor, and wellness expert. A long time investigative journalist, she had her head turned by a fitness challenge that she was undertaking for a story and transitioned from (in her words) being an “unfit mum to a multi-marathoner”. Rachel is an ambassador for the Achilles Foundation, guiding runners in New Zealand, and at the New York Marathon. Rachel is a qualified coach and has been instrumental in the change in the Rotorua Marathon’s half marathon course now having a trail component. Rachel has written a book called Balance in which she interviews 30 global experts about health and happiness and we talk about the book, her running journey and so much more on this week’s episode of Dirt Church Radio. Enjoy!! P.S. OF COURSE we go off on one about the phenomenal racing that happened this weekend...We nerd out big time. RUTH CROFT for a million years!!"--RSS feed.
Subject  Grunwell, Rachel Interviews.
Mountain running New Zealand.
Podcasts.
Links  https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5b12367ff8370a538dd229e3/t/5d1b092410e8d80001b24af0/1562053633198/Ep+49+Rachel+Grunwell.mp3

Title  Rachel O'Neill: The Argonauts.
Creator  Adam, Pip.
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [Pip Adam], [2016]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "The Argonauts by Maggie Nelson is the subject of today's discussion about reading and writing with Pip Adam."--RSS feed.
Subject  New Zealand literature.
Podcasts.
Links  https://mcdn.podbean.com/mf/web/sbbkaf/Ep_41_Argonauts.mp3
https://PipAdam.podbean.com/e/ep-41-rachel-oneill-the-argonauts/
Summary

"Kia Ora Whanau. This week from our bedrooms we are joined by journalist and broadcaster Rachel Smalley. One day, as a means of dealing with the stress of deadlines Rachel rummaged through her wardrobe looking for an old pair of trainers to lace up and headed out the door for a run. The rest, as they say, is history. Or indeed herstory, and Rachel’s story highlights her sheer determination, tenacity, and passion for journalism and running, and her engagement with the people whose stories and experiences have impacted on Rachel in so many ways. From Beirut to Brooklyn we veer all over the map with Rachel in this wonderful and very meaningful conversation. Enjoy."--RSS feed.

Subject Mountain running New Zealand.

Links

https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5b12367ff8370a538dd229e3/t/5e9eb0926eca1c28d8773ed3/1587459202437/ep+90+Rachel+Smalley.mp3

Summary

"Another game, another loss. The pod does their civic duty by mentioning the 4-1 loss to WSW, before previewing a potentially depressing trip to Auckland. Elsewhere, Fritz has announced his first All Whites squad to take on Canada, the Ferns went down 2-0 to Scotland twice, and the Handy Prem regular season wraps up this weekend."--RSS feed.

Subject Soccer New Zealand.

Links

https://thekidsareallwhite.podomatic.com/enclosure/2018-03-15T19_35_41-07_00.mp3
Title: Rainy Day.

Publishing Details: [Wellington] : [Yellow Fever], [2018]

Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Series: Phoenix City ; November 08, 2018.

Summary: "The pod reassemble following the 3-0 loss to WSW in the rain, and quickly realise that none of them watched any of the rest of the A-League from the weekend. Meanwhile, there were mixed results for the Wellington teams in the Handy Prem."—RSS feed.

Subject: Podcasts.
Soccer New Zealand.
Wellington Phoenix FC (Soccer club)

Links: https://thekidsareallwhite.podomatic.com/enclosure/2018-11-07T18_15_40-08_00.mp3
https://www.podomatic.com/podcasts/thekidsareallwhite/episodes/2018-11-07T18_15_40-08_00

Title: Raiza Biza.

Creator: Dallas Momoisea, Leilani.

Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Snacks and Chats], [2016]

Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary: "At this point, I can’t even really communicate with my cousins. My Swahili is so broken, my Kinyarwanda is basically non-existent…the catch 22 is that my parents thought speaking English with us would give us some sort of head-start in life." From Rwanda to Hamilton, Raiza Biza traces the steps of how his family came to New Zealand, talks about the years it took to adjust to life here, the lingering guilt of feeling like he’s not doing enough, and the importance of advocating for women’s rights and equality. He also talks to Lani and Ben about the creative community in Hamilton and how travel has aided in his observational style of music."—RSS feed.

Subject: Biza, Raiza Interviews.
Podcasts.

Links: https://snacksandchats.podomatic.com/enclosure/2016-12-04T20_16_41-08_00.mp3
https://www.podomatic.com/podcasts/snacksandchats/episodes/2016-12-04T20_16_41-08_00
Title  Randell Cottage.
Creator  Adam, Pip.
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [Pip Adam], [2016]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "The Randell Cottage Literary Residence is the subject of today's discussion about reading and writing with Pip Adam."--RSS feed.
Subject  New Zealand literature.
Podcasts.
Links  https://mcdn.podbean.com/mf/web/mrh6va/Ep_33_Randall.mp3

Title  Ransomware takes The Weather Channel of air, $100m Kiwisaver fund for startups, 30 Day Startup book - NZ Tech Podcast 436.
Creator  Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2019]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Subject  Kamani, Sam Interviews.
Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.
       https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/f429664a-f429664a
Title Ransomware's 1000% hike, 17 cell sites vandalised, Dyson's $300k car, $500B drop in IT spend.

Creator Spain, Paul.

Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2020]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary "Samsung / C-Lab artificial window could light up rooms of the future, Ransomware's 1000% hike as average ransoms rise past NZ$180k, 17 NZ cell sites vandalised, Dyson's $300k car, Gartner says $500B drop in IT spend, NZ's Eight360 Virtual Reality startup NZ Tech Podcast Paul Spain Gorilla Technology Free Tesla Supercharging Special thanks to organisations who support innovation and tech leadership in New Zealand by partnering with NZ Tech Podcast: Sumo Logic HP Samsung Vodafone NZ Spark NZ Vocus"--RSS feed.

Subject Podcasts. Technology New Zealand.


Title Reasonable Fish.

Publishing Details [Wellington] : [Yellow Fever], [2018]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Series Phoenix City ; December 06, 2018.

Summary "The pod have a lengthy discussion about all the talking points from the 1-1 draw with Perth, focussing on the VAR red card shown to Lowry. Elsewhere, Twitter spats and bronze medals have made it a very entertaining week."--RSS feed.

Subject Podcasts.

Links https://thekidsareallwhite.podomatic.com/enclosure/2018-12-05T19_49_57-08_00.mp3

https://www.podomatic.com/podcasts/thekidsareallwhite/episodes/2018-12-05T19_49_57-08_00

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Rebel Moon: An AK Benefit.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Adam, Pip.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>Wellington : [Pip Adam], [2015]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource (1 audio file)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;A fundraising celebration of radical and independent publishing in Aotearoa New Zealand and beyond was held on Saturday September 26, 2015 at Moon Bar in Newtown, Wellington.&quot;--RSS feed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>New Zealand literature. Podcasts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Links</td>
<td><a href="https://mcdn.podbean.com/mf/web/6kxrwe/Ep25RebelMoon.mp3">https://mcdn.podbean.com/mf/web/6kxrwe/Ep25RebelMoon.mp3</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><a href="https://PipAdam.podbean.com/e/ep-25-rebel-moon-an-ak-benefit/">https://PipAdam.podbean.com/e/ep-25-rebel-moon-an-ak-benefit/</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Rebooting the NZ economy with a focus on Tech, Innovation and the Environment.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Spain, Paul.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2020]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource (1 audio file)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;Vincent Heeringa talks with Paul Spain about rebooting the NZ economy with a focus on Tech, Innovation and the Environment. Plus NZ's soft approach to contact tracing tech, Rocos and Boston Dynamics, Vodafone adjusts positioning of its HFC network, CDC Data Centres estimated $200m data centres investment in NZ.NZ Tech PodcastPaul SpainGorilla TechnologyFree Tesla SuperchargingSpecial thanks to organisations who support innovation and tech leadership in New Zealand by partnering with NZ Tech Podcast:Sumo LogicHPSamsungVodafone NZSpark NZVocus&quot;--RSS feed.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
"In the fifth episode of Actually Interesting, The Spinoff’s monthly podcast exploring the effect Artificial Intelligence has on our lives, Russell Brown discovers that maybe AI has better musical taste than humans. My music streaming service works a whole lot better than it used to. There’s a reason for that, and it’s the decisive tilt that Apple made a few months ago towards algorithmic playlists on Apple Music. Having branded itself on the virtues of human curation – it’s only a year ago that Apple CEO Tim Cook lamented the dehumanising effect of Spotify’s data-driven approach to curation – Apple seems to be acknowledging that maybe Spotify has it right. New Music recommendations have improved markedly under this personal robot curation – like I’m getting what an algorithm thinks I’d like, rather than what someone thinks I should like. But the playlist that’s really working for me is Favourites Mix, a rolling weekly selection of things that I have loved (and sometimes forgotten) at some point in the past decade or more. Apple knows what I have loved because for all that time I’ve been telling it, by uploading Genius data from iTunes to the mothership. Apple had a lot of data to push my buttons with – it just finally got around to using it. It’s great. It’s an example of the power of the aspect of AI we see most in popular culture – the recommendation algorithm. Actually Interesting spoke to Juan Swartz of the Christchurch-based tech company 4th and Andy Low, general manager of DRM New Zealand the country’s largest digital distributor of music, about the power of the algorithm. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Title</strong></th>
<th>Reform priorities, time in the private sector and long-held political aspirations — Todd Muller MP.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Creator</strong></td>
<td>Muller, Todd, 1968-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publishing Details</strong></td>
<td>[Wellington] : [New Zealand Taxpayers' Union Inc.], [2020]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Format</strong></td>
<td>1 online resource (1 audio file)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Series</strong></td>
<td>Taxpayer talk ; May 20, 2020.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Summary</strong></td>
<td>&quot;The Taxpayers' Union sat down with Todd Muller for a podcast interview just a few days before he announced his leadership bid. He described himself as &quot;broadly socially conservative, and from an economic perspective reasonably liberal&quot;, and discussed his upbringing, career, and the political challenges of bridging the urban-rural divide. Support the show (<a href="http://www.taxpayers.org.nz/donate)%22--RSS">http://www.taxpayers.org.nz/donate)&quot;--RSS</a> feed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subject</strong></td>
<td>Muller, Todd, 1968- Interviews. Podcasts. Taxation New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Title</strong></th>
<th>Repress and Do Not Address.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Creator</strong></td>
<td>Matafeo, Rose, 1992-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publishing Details</strong></td>
<td>[New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcasts Network], [2020]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Format</strong></td>
<td>1 online resource (1 audio file)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Summary</strong></td>
<td>&quot;Alice and Rose are back in lockdown together and that can mean only one thing - more Boners of The Heart! Alice is claiming vehemently that this show passes the Béchamel Sauce Test. Rose is under pressure to figure out whether she's getting too famous to lust after celebrities, and worse still, if it's still a valid podcast premise in 2020. Greg The Egg gets a good, strong look in and Russell Crowe is very much off the list. May not have ever actually been on it! See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information.&quot;--RSS feed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subject</strong></td>
<td>Podcasts.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Title Reserve Bank Reservations with David Seymour.
Creator Seymour, David Breen, 1983-
Publishing Details [Wellington] : [New Zealand Taxpayers' Union Inc.], [2020]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Series Taxpayer talk ; April 30, 2020.
Summary "Taxpayer Talk is back. This week Jordan and Joe interview Act MP David Seymour on the worrying signs of the politicisation of the Reserve Bank, and Grant Robertson's suggestion of monetising the Government's debt. Support the show (http://www.taxpayers.org.nz/donate)"--RSS feed.
Subject Podcasts.
Seymour, David Breen, 1983- Interviews.
Taxation New Zealand.

Title Reverse Petering.
Publishing Details [Wellington] : [Yellow Fever], [2020]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Series Phoenix City ; February 14, 2020.
Summary "The pod team celebrate Phoenix City's 200th episode by pretty much forgetting it is the 200th episode. The Phoenix went down in Perth, but are going up to Auckland."--RSS feed.
Subject Podcasts.
Soccer New Zealand.
Wellington Phoenix FC (Soccer club)
Links https://thekidsareallwhite.podomatic.com/enclosure/2020-02-13T16_35_15-08_00.mp3
https://www.podomatic.com/podcasts/thekidsareallwhite/episodes/2020-02-13T16_35_15-08_00
Title: A Revolution in Milking (w/ Glen Herud, Happy Cow founder).
Creator: Warth, Waveney.
Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2019]
Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary: "Sponsored by Kōkako Organic Coffee Roasters (carbon neutral coffee since 2016) and All Good Bananas (Good for Growers, the Land, and You). We sit down and chat to the incredible Glen Herud, founder of Happy Cow Milk. Glen started off as a dairy farmer then went to renting appliances, then invented a new way to get milk and keep cows happy. Then we went bankrupt. Then he created an all-in-one machine that can milk cows on the go (with their calves nearby to reduce their stress immensely), pastoralise, bottle and sell the milk. All in a machine that can fit on the back of an e-bike! He's been through financial ruin, a borderline emotional breakdown working 19 hour days and a lot of personal growth but the result is a potentially completely revolutionary system to democratise milk and keep cows happy in the process."--RSS feed.
Subject: Environmental protection New Zealand.
Herud, Glen interviews.
Podcasts.
Links: https://traffic.omny.fm/d/clips/6e2a797b-0cc4-4c0b-a44d-a51e0019bc3c/e621c193-b63b-4c9f-8040-aa5e00298a9/79b03205-8c87-481f-b1b7-ab1e00aebaeb/audio.mp3?utm_source=Podcast&in_playlist=40bbac5c-4bb0-4f46-b798-aa5e002ea629&t=1575888783

Title: R.H.I. by Tim Corballis.
Creator: Adam, Pip.
Publishing Details: [Wellington] : [Pip Adam], [2015]
Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary: "R.H.I. by Tim Corballis is the subject of today's discussion about reading and writing with Pip Adam."--RSS feed.
Subject: Corballis, Tim, 1971- Interviews.
New Zealand literature.
Podcasts.
Links: https://mcdn.podbean.com/mf/web/bjhenx/Episode24RHI.mp3
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Rhydian Thomas: Milk Island by Rhydian Thomas.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Adam, Pip.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[Wellington] : [Pip Adam], [2017]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource (1 audio file)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;Milk Island by Rhydian is the subject of today's discussion about reading and writing with Pip Adam.&quot;--RSS feed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>New Zealand literature.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Podcasts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Thomas, Rhydian W. (Rhydian Wynn) Interviews.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Links</td>
<td><a href="https://mcdn.podbean.com/mf/web/52vqys/Ep_49_Rhydian_Thoman_Milk_Island.mp3">https://mcdn.podbean.com/mf/web/52vqys/Ep_49_Rhydian_Thoman_Milk_Island.mp3</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Richard Goldie.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Hansen, Jeremy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[Auckland] : [The Spinoff], [2019]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource (1 audio file)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;It glows on the edge of the Waitematā Harbour, an upturned golden bowl seemingly intent on levitation. It's a stadium or, to be more exact, a dream of one created by architect Richard Goldie and his team at Auckland’s Peddle Thorp Architects. It's a place ready to bestow its golden glow on people who attend sports games or concerts or any of the other events that might be held under its ethereal-looking roof. The softly lit renderings carry an implicit promise of an exciting future beyond the Ports of Auckland’s big red fence: a place for people to wander and commune and dip a foot into the sparkling harbour. What's not to like? Not so fast. Auckland has been down this road before: in the early 2000s, then-sports minister Trevor Mallard pitched the idea of a stadium on the end of Queens Wharf for the 2011 Rugby World Cup. The proposal was rejected by the city, and I must confess I found the idea insane. A stadium by its nature faces inwards, meaning it has absolutely no use for a harbour view See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information.&quot;--RSS feed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Community development, Urban New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Goldie, Richard Interviews.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kōnae ipurangi.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Podcasts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Whakapakari ā-iwi.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Links</td>
<td><a href="https://media.acast.com/the-good-citizen/richardgoldie/media.mp3">https://media.acast.com/the-good-citizen/richardgoldie/media.mp3</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><a href="https://play.acast.com/s/the-good-citizen/richardgoldie">https://play.acast.com/s/the-good-citizen/richardgoldie</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Title River of Fundament.

Creator Amery, Mark, 1969-

Publishing Details [Wellington] : [CIRCUIT Artist Film and Video Aotearoa New Zealand], [2016]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary "Cinema of splendour or 'be-numbed ego-centrism'? Martin Patrick, Thomasin Sleigh and Mark Amery review Matthew Barney's epic cine-opera River of Fundament. The pod discuss Barney's interplay between sculpture, cinema and visual art, his positions on gender and women, and his many references to celebrated figures of the 20th century avant-garde. Is this a film for our times? All this plus J Hoberman and James Lee Byers.Image: River of Fundament (2014) Matthew Barney and Jonathan Bepler"--RSS feed.

Subject Patrick, Martin Interviews.
Podcasts.
Sleigh, Thomasin, 1983- Interviews.
Video art New Zealand.


Title Roadwords Special Part 1.

Creator Adam, Pip.

Publishing Details [Wellington] : [Pip Adam], [2014]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary "Pip talks with some of the people she met on the Roadwords Literary Tour of the South Island."--RSS feed.

Subject New Zealand literature.
Podcasts.

https://PipAdam.podbean.com/e/better-off-read-episode-4-part-1-roadwords-special/
Title Roadwords Wanaka Event Part 2.
Creator Adam, Pip.
Publishing Details [Wellington] : [Pip Adam], [2014]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "A full recording of the Roadwords event which took place in Wanaka Public Library."--RSS feed.
Subject New Zealand literature.
Podcasts.
Links https://mcdn.podbean.com/mf/web/2fh3xw/Ep4pt2Roadwords.mp3
https://PipAdam.podbean.com/e/better-off-read-episode-4-part-2-roadwords-wanaka-event/

Title Roaming, Taking off with tech, Hands on with Google Wear device LG G Watch.
Creator Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2014]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "We discuss Google's wearable Android Wear including a hands on look at the upcoming LG G Watch. Also on the agenda - 2degrees new Australian roaming, another investment for Telecom, Unisys’ new mobile report, Slingshot's Global Mode gets extra attention. Running time : 0:40:51"--RSS feed.
Subject Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/1343fda5-1343fda5

Title Roarsome.
Publishing Details [Wellington] : [Yellow Fever], [2018]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Series Phoenix City ; December 28, 2018.
Summary "The Phoenix dispatched the Roar thanks to a Sarpreet masterclass - can they repeat it against the Victory? Cam and Patrick also discuss the "home" game in Sydney - is it really worth all the angst?"--RSS feed.
Subject Podcasts.
Soccer New Zealand.
Wellington Phoenix FC (Soccer club)
Links https://thekidsareallwhite.podomatic.com/enclosure/2018-12-27T21_25_08-08_00.mp3
https://www.podomatic.com/podcasts/thekidsareallwhite/episodes/2018-12-27T21_25_08-08_00
Rob Lawrence reflections on Life at Retirement.

Summary
"Rob Lawrence retires in a few days and just turned 70 so in this interview we hear about his reflections on his career and life. Starting from a young age he had an interest in the outdoors (his Father took him on his PHD research on Beavers as a 4 year old), we discuss what he studied and how his career took him to many different places, including New Zealand. Rob has also done many varied things and had "interesting jobs" such as raising Salmon, working at Orana Wildlife Park, at a Veterinary Clinic and assisting start-ups and tech businesses with Government investment through Callaghan while working at the Canterbury Employers' Chamber of Commerce for almost 15 years. This interview is very special to me because as you will hear Rob's life has intertwined with my own as Rob worked with my Father first back in the mid 1970s, before I was even born. There is also a 4 minute episode where Rob shares his "20 life lessons" which you can access here: https://seeds.libsyn.com/20-life-lessons-from-rob-lawrence I really enjoyed hearing Rob's stories of his life and his reflections at a significant point in his journey and know you will as well. Rob's photography site: https://www.roblawrencephotographer.com/ Linked In profile: https://www.linkedin.com/in/rob-lawrence-a678375/ Email: birdman22@xtra.co.nz For more interviews visit www.theseeds.nz Bio: "Emigrating from the USA in 1984, Rob has been active in a range of New Zealand business sectors: aquaculture (salmon), animal health, conservation/ecotourism, technology and innovation, local government, and business/product development. Rob joined the Canterbury Employers' Chamber of Commerce in 2005, now as a part of the Business Strategy Group Team he specialises in assisting companies with government investment funding for technology development."--RSS feed.

Links
https://chtbl.com/track/89G95E/traffic.libsyn.com/secure/seeds/Rob_Lawrence.mp3?dest-id=5171558
https://seeds.libsyn.com/rob-lawrence-reflections-on-life-at-retirement
Title Robert Collins on Spark agile, 5G, Nissan Leaf vs Tesla, Boeing 737 Max - NZ Tech Podcast 437.

Creator Spain, Paul.

Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2019]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)


Subject Collins, Robert (Software developer) Interviews.
Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.

https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/6fdba0fd-6fdba0fd

Title Robot deliveries, refurbished Note 7, Find your AirPods, Galaxy S8 and S8+ preview, encryption vs law enforcement.

Creator Spain, Paul.

Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2017]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary "We discuss ground based autonomous robot deliveries, the two sides to the encryption debate following the London terrorist using WhatsApp encrypted messaging, iOS 10.3 and updates to AirPods plus Samsung Galaxy S8/S8+ preview and refurbished Note 7 phones"--RSS feed.

Subject Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.

Links https://dts.podtrac.com/redirect.mp3/cdn.simplecast.com/audio/083219/083219e0-dcd5-4385-9d15-8105e91523a6/8e22b0de-dc72-4a21-9be5-324424730845/aa3247f1_tc.mp3?aid=rss_feed
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/aa3247f1-aa3247f1
Title  Robot on a Superbike, BMW/Rolls-Royce autonomous future, Cartoons by Jim, Meizu 3 Note.

Creator  Spain, Paul.

Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2016]

Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary  "We hear from Jim about his tech cartoons, Pauls power cut experience, driverless car races, BMW + Rolls-Royce future car tech and a robot on a motorbike. Plus Meizu 3 Note hands on, Netflix vs Lightbox, Uber autonomous, Bigpipes new feature + more. Running time 00:55:10"--RSS feed.

Subject  Podcasts.

https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/0cd1f637-0cd1f637

Title  Robot Taxes, GM and Lyft autonomous taxi plans, Webstock and Accessibility, Orion goes AWS.

Creator  Spain, Paul.

Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2017]

Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary  "Rod Drury (Xero) and Lillian Grace (Figure.NZ) join Paul Spain to discuss taxing Robots, Webstock, Uber's latest drama, Orion and Xero go Amazon Web Services (AWS), GM and Lyft autonomous car trial, Google Loon, Sonos, AirPods, home WiFi and more."--RSS feed.

Subject  Drury, Rod Interviews.

https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/57e4c2f7-57e4c2f7
Title  Robot's Take 60,000 Jobs, Zenbo home Robot, Micro Drones, Backpack Virtual Reality computer.

Creator  Spain, Paul.

Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2016]

Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary  "At Computex Asus grab attention with Zenbo home robot and Transformer 3 Surface Pro clone. MSI and HP hype backpack computers for Virtual Reality. Also Robots take 60,000 Jobs, Micro bee Drones, prosthetic limbs to sense touch and more Cyber Security news. Running time 00:44:27"--RSS feed.

Subject  Podcasts.

Links  

Title  Rocket Lab hooks up with NASA, Vector Tesla/Solar giveaway, Windows 10, Parrot Bebop.

Creator  Spain, Paul.

Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2015]

Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary  "We discuss RocketLab's NASA partnership, Vectors Tesla/Solar giveaway, Amazon's drive up supermarket, Windows 10's arrival, crowd sensing tech, Microsoft and a missing laptop, Parrot Bebop drone and a report that Android is Flabbergastingly insecure. Running time : 0:43:10"--RSS feed.

Subject  Podcasts.

Links  
https://dts.podtrac.com/redirect.mp3/cdn.simplecast.com/audio/083219/083219e0-dcd5-4385-9d15-8105e91523a6/de2a6cd0-ee0e-4795-b1b0-57f6b9912c61/5d75fdca_tc.mp3?aid=rss_feed

https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/5d75fdca-5d75fdca
Title  Rocket Lab set for launch, Wanna Cry Ransomware, Xero cashflow positive, Pushpay wins at HiTech Awards.

Creator  Spain, Paul.

Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2017]

Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary  "We discuss NZ’s new emergency call location service, highlights of Techweek 2017, Xero’s rise to being cashflow positive, Pushpay the big winner at NZ HiTech Awards, Wanna Cry (wcrypt) ransomware and Peter Beck’s Rocket Lab set to launch."--RSS feed.

Subject  Podcasts.

https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/c5568f02-c5568f02

Title  Rocket Lab targets Moon, Oppo Reno2 Z, GoPro Max, Microsoft NZ Partner Awards, Goodnest update.

Creator  Spain, Paul.

Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2019]

Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary  "Goodnest update from CEO James MacAvoy, ComCom vs computer thieves, patient told he was dying via telepresence, Rocket Lab targets the Moon, Galaxy S10 fingerprint challenge, Pixel 4 and 4 XL, Oppo Reno2 Z, GoPro Max, Microsoft NZ Partner Awards results.NZ Tech PodcastPaul SpainGorilla TechnologyFree Tesla SuperchargingSpecial thanks to organisations who support innovation and tech leadership in New Zealand by partnering with NZ Tech Podcast:Vodafone NZVocusSumo LogicHPSpark NZSamsung"--RSS feed.

Subject  MacAvoy, Nick Interviews.

https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/463-CnjwWWiF
Title  The Rockets and Raptors are gone!
Creator  Williams, Guy, 1987-
Publishing Details  New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcasts], [2020]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "RIP to the Toronto Raptors, and farewell to the Rockets Rollercoaster. But were these teams ever contenders or did they just get found out? See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  Basketball United States.
Podcasts.
Links  https://sphinx.acast.com/advanced-analytics-nba/therocketsandraptorsaregone-/media.mp3
        https://play.acast.com/s/advanced-analytics-nba/therocketsandraptorsaregone-

Title  Rockstar to cot-case - how can the economy come back?
Creator  Dudding, Adam.
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [Stuff Limited] [2020]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "The economy has taken a hammering - so what will it take to get it out of its sickbed? Ahead of the Budget next week, Stuff business journalist Tom Pullar-Strecker gives us an Economics 101 lesson, then outlines what to expect. Investigative reporter Martin van Beynen has been looking at the Rosewood Rest Home cluster tragedy. Meanwhile, will the Level 2 rules enable Adam to finally trim those nostril hairs? Links: Click here for every episode of Coronavirus NZ. Full Stuff coronavirus coverageEugene on Twitter; Adam on TwitterSupport StuffPlague Playlist: Yesterday by the Beatles - Lockdown A Capella Version, by The Kifness Our email: viruspod@stuff.co.nz"--RSS feed.
Subject  COVID-19 (Disease) New Zealand.
Podcasts.
Pullar-Strecker, Tom Interviews.
Van Beynen, Martin. Interviews.
Links  https://media.whooshkaa.com/show/11846/episode/647575.mp3
        https://player.whooshkaa.com/episode?id=647575
Title Rod Dixon.
Creator Rayment, Matt.
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Dirt Church Radio], [2019]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Kia Ora Whanau. This week Eugene and Matt have the distinct pleasure of speaking to Rod Dixon. Rod is a legend in the sport of running - his highlight reel is simply incredible. Rod won an Olympic bronze medal in the 1972 Olympics in the 1500m and his incredible win at the New York Marathon in 1983 is a masterclass in running your own race, process, tenacity, and geometry. Rod also ran what was then the fifth-fastest 1500m of all time (3:33.89) in 1974 at the Christchurch Commonwealth Games (one of the best track races of all time); came a heart-breaking fourth in the 5000m at the 1976 Montreal Olympics, behind the unmatchable Lasse Viren; took 3rd place at the world cross country champs in 1982; and was a break-out star when road running began to take hold in the United States in the early 80s. Rod was at the vanguard of the move away from the amateur era, advocating for prize money for elite athletes on the circuit. Rod has often been named the world's most versatile athlete. However, above all the shining light in Rod's life is the KidsMarathon movement, which he leads with palpable joy. This is an exceptional conversation with an exceptional New Zealander. We talk about how motivating children through running a mile a day has massive flow on effects, we talk about Rod's Ed Hillary moment, why his Olympic medal doesn't look like everyone else's, and that marathon victory. Enjoy."--RSS feed.
Subject Dixon, Rod, 1950- Interviews.
Mountain running New Zealand.
Podcasts.
Links https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5b12367ff8370a538dd229e3/t/5d5baddacd64840001906ead/1566290201829/Ep56+Rod+Dixon.mp3

Title Roger Robinson.
Creator Rayment, Matt.
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Dirt Church Radio], [2019]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Kia Ora whanau, this week Eugene and Matt have the distinct pleasure of speaking with Roger Robinson. Emeritus professor at Victoria University Wellington, Roger taught English for over 30 years, in that time writing several books both on running and literature. Roger is an acclaimed commentator for TVNZ and stadium announcer at the Christchurch and Auckland Commonwealth Games. Running is deeply embedded in Roger's history, present, and future. A runner for both England and New Zealand at world level and a man who, at 44 years old set a master's record at the Boston Marathon. He splits his time between Wellington and New York State, where he lives with his wife Kathrine Switzer (yes, that Kathrine Switzer). This conversation is a joy. We speak to Roger from New York State, before he and Kathrine head off to the Boston Marathon about his life, from running the skyline trail in Wellington (before it was the skyline trail) to how running truly connects us in times of strife and terror, and a multitude of other topics that we lack the skill to describe here. You will just have to listen to fully appreciate how special this episode is. We do speak about Roger's new book, When Running Made History, which is a lovingly documented history of running in the 20th and 21st centuries and a must for any student of running. We regard this conversation as epochal and are very thankful that Roger made time to speak with us. Enjoy!"--RSS feed.
Subject Mountain running New Zealand.
Podcasts.
Title Rose Matafeo.
Creator Dallas Momoisea, Leilani.
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Snacks and Chats], [2017]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Rose Matafeo talks about living in Ponsonby before and after it was gentrified, going to AGGs, being an afakasi Samoan, making a TV show, being a comedian, going off the pill, missing U Live, definitely winning an Oscar one day and her impending sense of doom."--RSS feed.
Subject Matafeo, Rose, 1992- Interviews.
Podcasts.
Links https://snacksandchats.podomatic.com/enclosure/2017-12-05T13_29_44-08_00.mp3
https://www.podomatic.com/podcasts/snacksandchats/episodes/2017-12-05T13_29_44-08_00

Title Russian Robocop, Windows 10 Creators Edition, Travel Talk NZ, Tesla vs Cadillac, 5G in USA.
Creator Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2017]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "This week - Russian Robocops and autonomous tanks, Windows 10 Creators Edition, Travel Talk NZ launches, Tesla Trucks, Cadillac creates LIDAR maps, TPG to deliver mobile networks in Australia and Singapore – is NZ on their radar, 5G in USA"--RSS feed.
Subject Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.
Links https://dts.podtrac.com/redirect.mp3/cdn.simplecast.com/audio/083219/083219e0-dcd5-4385-9d15-81056a91523a6/92f1ff1f6-e11b-43be-800f-bd98841a77e9/79f6629e_e_c.mp3?aid=rss_feed
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/79f6629e-79f6629e

National Library of New Zealand 602 Te Puna Mātauranga o Aotearoa
"Kia Ora Whanau. This week we come bolting out of the gate with a Dirt Church Radio mega-special of incredibleniscity. Matt and Eugene are reunited in the same hemisphere and same room to run down the plethora of news, Greatest Runs Ever, Stuff You Should Know and also RUTH. FREAKING. CROFT. Matt spoke to Ruth about her triumphant 2019, the importance of looking after yourself and having periods of calm, hiking in Nepal (and unforeseen effects that altitude has on the *ahem* body), and the trifles of coming second at the world trail running champs and qualifying for the world athletics championships with a 2:35:15 Seoul Marathon, and that's just for starters. As a bonus, and because we all need more Running Beast in our lives, we sneak in a bijou interview-ette with Shaun Collins about finishing the Revenant, his recovery, and how much hallucinating is too much hallucinating.... Enjoy!"--RSS feed.

Subject
Collins, Shaun Interviews.
Croft, Ruth Interviews.
Mountain running New Zealand.
Podcasts.

Links
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5b12367ff8370a538dd229e3/t/5e2fe2a6898d7b14b75286ff/1580198171442/ep+78+Ruth+Croft.mp3

"Kia Ora Whanau. The year is screaming to an end but still we are bringing you the hits. For our 21st go around the podcast microphone Matt and Eugene find themselves ensconced in the luxurious environs of DCR acres and speaking with the force of nature that is Ruth Croft. West Coast (of the South Island of NZ, not like THE West Coast) native Ruth came to running through family adventure and a competitive drive that saw her undertake tertiary studies in Portland Oregon on a track and XC scholarship that became blighted with injury and a sense of disillusionment. Finding herself in Taipei teaching English, Ruth took a well deserved (and needed) break from running and well, if we let you know what happened, you could just read this and not listen. Spoiler Alert: Ruth is slaying it. Fastest woman at Speedgoat 50 km this year, winning the OCC at UTMB, winner of the Salomon Golden Trail Series, Scott athlete Ruth is making her mark on the international trail running scene. Focusing on shorter (relatively) events #nopoles has further reignited Ruth's love of competition and we get to talk about all this and more in a wide ranging and generous conversation that we are delighted to share with you. Also in this episode (in no particular order): The difference in Matt and Eugene's show prep, horse kissing, haiku, and the soul-crushing reality of being passed in a race by a man dressed in a nun suit. This one was super fun and we hope you like it. Enjoy!"--RSS feed.

Subject
Croft, Ruth Interviews.
Mountain running New Zealand.
Podcasts.

Links
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5b12367ff8370a538dd229e3/t/5c0ed7ac40ec9a0c615d09fb/1544477236267/Ep+21+Ruth+Croft.mp3
Title  Sad Note 7, Better NZ Mobile plans, Norton Online Harassment Report, iBeacons for Wellington.

Creator Spain, Paul.

Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2016]

Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary  "NZ Tech Podcast 300: Samsung Galaxy Note 7 woes, Skinny Mobile goes direct, Spark mobile plan refresh, Norton Online Harassment Report, iBeacons in NZ, Lenovo Yoga Book pen/paper/laptop, Wacom Bamboo Slate/Folio, iPhone 7 launch, GST to push up International subscriptions.. Running time 000:52:45"--RSS feed.

Subject  Podcasts.

Technology New Zealand.

Links  https://dts.podtrac.com/redirect.mp3/cdn.simplecast.com/audio/083219/0832199e0-dcd5-4385-9d15-8105691523a6/a6260908-5e0f-4de3-81a5-c7d8615143c6/fe903c59_tc.mp3?aid=rss_feed
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/fe903c59-fe903c59

Title  Sally Duxfield on Leadership Lessons, being an Experiential Architect and collaborating with Nature as co-instructor as the owner of Makahika Outdoor Pursuit Centre.

Creator Moe, Steven, 1976-

Publishing Details  [Rolleston] : Steven Moe, [2020]

Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary  "Sally curates unique learning experiences, sallyduxfield.com, and delivers may of her programmes at Makahika Outdoor Pursuit Centre and in this interview we find out about her background, influences, time in the military and what led to what she does today. We also find several rabbit holes to go down including what makes a good leader, how important soft skills are and the role of the 'camp fire' and nature when it comes to learning. I really enjoyed this conversation and am sure you will as well. https://www.sallyduxfield.com/ sallyduxfield.com https://www.makahika.co.nz/ Makahika Outdoor Pursuit Centre Video of this interview here: https://youtu.be/eHICnRr5pUY For more interviews see www.theseeds.nz "--RSS feed.

Subject  Duxfield, Sally Interviews.

Podcasts.

Social entrepreneurship New Zealand.

Links  http://chtbl.com/track/89G95E/traffic.libsyn.com/seeds/Sally_Duxfield_2.mp3?dest-id=571558
Title  Sam Hamilton.
Creator  Amery, Mark, 1969-
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [CIRCUIT Artist Film and Video Aotearoa New Zealand], [2017]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "In a CIRCUIT first, this pod takes place from the set of Sam Hamilton's new film. Phoning in from Portland Oregon, Sam talks to host Mark Amery about the newly commissioned work, screening as a part of this years CIRCUIT Symposium. Still from FOR THIRTY YEARS, NANCY WOULD SIT OUT ON THE STREET CORNER AND WATCH THE SUNSET (2017) Sam Hamilton."--RSS feed.
Subject  Hamilton, Sam, 1984- Interviews.
Podcasts.
Video art New Zealand.

Title  Sam Manson.
Creator  Rayment, Matt.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Dirt Church Radio], [2019]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Kia Ora Whanau. This week we have the pleasure of speaking to Christchurch’s Sam Manson about his journey from precocious trail running talent to elite multi-sport athlete. Sam, who by his own admission does not come from a sporting background, decided one day that he would win the Coast to Coast multisport race. To this day, he doesn’t know why, however, in classic kiwi style he set about knocking the bastard off. On the way he’s also completed an Xterra trail series championship, Hillary Trail FKT, and a period of time adventure racing in China. With several podium finishes Sam finished Coast to Coast in second place this year and is looking forward to going one better in 2020. Sam talks about his process in journeying from 1B5 toting enthusiast to reluctant elite, how listening to your body is ultimately important for successful training, and how eating a cheese croissant in a kayak is fraught with peril. We also discuss Sam’s imminent return to trail running when he takes on the Routeburn Classic next month. Oh yeah, did we mention that Sam Manson loves Riverhead Forest? He really does, and that’s alright with us. As usual we’ll bring you results, Stuff you Should Know and an epic Greatest Run Ever. Enjoy!"--RSS feed.
Subject  Manson, Sam Interviews.
Mountain running New Zealand.
Podcasts.
Links  https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5b12367ff8370a538dd229e3/t/5c909012ee6eb06073b84b3c/1552978603659/Ep+34+Sam+Manson.mp3
Title Sam McCutcheon.
Creator Rayment, Matt.
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Dirt Church Radio], [2019]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Kia Ora Whanau. This week Eugene and Matt have the pleasure of speaking to Wellington stalwart Sam McCutcheon. Sam loves running, and, whilst Sam would cringe to hear you say it, he is very good at it. Sam has won The Kepler Challenge twice, set the Wuu2k course record, and clinched third place at the Tarawera 102km. Sam has represented New Zealand at the world trail running championships, placed 7th at the CCC, and most recently banged out a 1:08:45 half marathon PB. And whilst, yes, this is all very impressive, Sam’s conversation with us highlights so much more about his world view, and love of travel, the decision to move to Edinburgh with his wife Sarah to work and seek new experiences, throwing himself headlong into the urban trail races in Edinborough, trying his hand at the odd fell race, and of course, we touch on Scottish property law and Eugene cops to a reality tv show dependence. This conversation is excellent, and to be honest, Matt and Eugene were both a bit nervous at the start. Did we tell you Sam was third at Laverado this year? Enjoy!"--RSS feed.
Subject McCutcheon, Sam Interviews.
Mountain running New Zealand.
Podcasts.

Links https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5b12367ff8370a538dd229e3/t/5d980b3ace76032d73cb2ab5/1570246087913/Ep+64+sam+mccutcheon.mp3
https://www.dirtchurchradio.com/dirtchurchradio/2019/10/16/episode-64-sam-mccutcheon
Title Samsung Note 10 arrives, Disney+ vs Netflix vs Apple TV+, Lime Scooters to be autonomous? – NZ Tech Podcast 453.
Creator Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2019]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Hands on Samsung Note 10+, Streaming to change as Disney+ and Apple TV+ are due to launch whilst Sky Sport Now and Spark Sport fight it out. Autonomous eScooters are coming, Huawei Y9 Prime 2019, big automakers vs Tesla, Air NZ leaks customer data. NZ Tech Podcast Paul Spain Gorilla Technology 1500kms of free Tesla Supercharging"--RSS feed.
Subject Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.

https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/08ea7c15-08ea7c15
Title Samsung Note 7, Apple’s latest, Chorus Gigabit fibre, Facebook and Xero Bots.
Creator Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2016]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "NZ Tech Podcast 301: Samsung Galaxy Note 7 dramas get worse, Apple announces iPhone 7, iPhone 7 Plus and Watch series 2. Also Chorus Gigabit broadband, Stuff fibre arrives, Spark and SMX team up, Bot action from Facebook and Xero, Tesla and Apple car chat. Running time 0:52:45"--RSS feed.
Subject Podcasts.
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/35d80bd3-35d80bd3

Title Samsung Note 8 hands on, LazyAz, Shark vs Drone, Fitbit smartwatch, GPS dog collar.
Creator Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2017]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Initial Samsung Note 8 hands on, LazyAs – the back story and what it is, 2degrees leads price drop, Fitbit Ionic Smartwatch, AI Drones vs sharks, Link AKC – GPS dog collar, Oppo R11 launches at NZ$769, Uber CEO change afoot."--RSS feed.
Subject Podcasts.
Links https://dts.podtrac.com/redirect.mp3/cdn.simplecast.com/audio/083219/083219e0-dcd5-4385-9d15-8105e91523a6/183d528a-3b37-4f4d-be8b-33a50f93567e/bd72ce9c_tc.mp3?aid=rss_feed
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/bd72ce9c-bd72ce9c
Title  Samsung QLED, Codemania, Hawaiki Cable completion, 3M Standing Desk, Rebot.

Creator  Spain, Paul.

Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2018]

Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)


Subject  Podcasts.

Technology New Zealand.

Links  https://dts.podtrac.com/redirect.mp3/cdn.simplecast.com/audio/083219/083219e0-dcd5-4385-9d15-8105e91523a6/f7e9a3a7-7c76-4c15-b5c9-8f0e80c6acc9/72e6239a_tc.mp3?aid=rss_feed
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/72e6239a-72e6239a

Title  Sanity break: how to keep your head in post-lockdown NZ.

Creator  Dudding, Adam.

Publishing Details  Wellington] : [Stuff Limited [2020]

Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary  "We might be in level 1, but that doesn't mean the stress of this global pandemic has disappeared. Job losses, worry for family - it can be hard. Mental health advocate Taimi Allan joins the show to talk about coping strategies - and what to do when people ask you for help. Stuff senior reporter Andrea Vance explains why we should worry about the authoritarian ways of lockdown life. And Adam and Eugene burst into song Links: Click here for every episode of Coronavirus NZ. Full Stuff coronavirus coverage Eugene on Twitter; Adam on TwitterSupport StuffOur email: viruspod@stuff.co.nz"--RSS feed.

Subject  Allan, Taimi Interviews.

COVID-19 (Disease) New Zealand.

Podcasts.

Vance, Andrea Interviews.

Links  https://media.whooshkaa.com/show/11846/episode/670437.mp3
https://player.whooshkaa.com/episode?id=670437
Title  Sarah Bainbridge: Legend of Suicide by David Vann.
Creator  Adam, Pip.
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [Pip Adam], [2014]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Legend of a Suicide by David Vann is the topic of today's discussion about reading and writing with Pip Adam."--RSS feed.
Subject  Bainbridge, Sarah (Author) Interviews.
           New Zealand literature.
           Podcasts.
Links  https://mcdn.podbean.com/mf/web/xbjgqn/SarahBEp2.mp3

Title  Sarah Hillary.
Creator  Rayment, Matt.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Dirt Church Radio], [2020]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Kia Ora Whanau. This week we bring you a delightful conversation with Auckland Art Gallery's Principal Conservator and ultra marathon runner Sarah Hillary. Sarah talks about her love of running the hills of the Waitakere Ranges and the trail that has her family name. We talk about art, ultramarathons, a life steeped in adventure and, her indelible links to Nepal (and Piha while we are at it) and how hopefully, when we emerge from being a nation in lockdown we can continue our (in some cases newfound) affinity for the outdoors. We ask what her father, Sir Edmund, would have made of ultra marathon running and how the spaces that he ventured first have temporarily been returned to their uncrowded best. As per, Eugene and Matt bring you news about races (or lack thereof) and an amazing Greatest Run Ever. And for those of us who are from overseas and not from the village of New Zealand, yes, THAT Hillary. Enjoy."--RSS feed.
Subject  Hillary, Sarah, 1956- Interviews.
           Mountain running New Zealand.
           Podcasts.
Links  https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5b12367ff8370a538dd229e3/t/5e6a609d04a483fc7452a87/1589273469422/ep+93+Sarah+Hillary.mp3

Creator Adam, Pip.

Publishing Details [Wellington] : [Pip Adam], [2015]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary "The Time of the Giants by Anne Kennedy is the subject of today's discussion about reading and writing with Pip Adam."--RSS feed.

Subject Barnett, Sarah Jane, 1977- Interviews.
New Zealand literature.
Podcasts.

Links https://mcdn.podbean.com/mf/web/gh8uek/Episode27SJBGiants.mp3

Sausages and Bacon.

Publishing Details [Wellington] : [Yellow Fever], [2020]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Series Phoenix City ; March 12, 2020.

Summary "The Phoenix travelled to Gosford and chalked up another mark in the Wins column. The Football Ferns have played their entire Algarve Cup with mixed results, and the pod team manage to get themselves kicked out of a pub."--RSS feed.

Subject Podcasts.
Soccer New Zealand.
Wellington Phoenix FC (Soccer club)

Links https://thekidsareallwhite.podomatic.com/enclosure/2020-03-12T06_13_01-07_00.mp3
https://www.podomatic.com/podcasts/thekidsareallwhite/episodes/2020-03-12T06_13_01-07_00
Title  Saving Our Waterways with Dr Mike Joy.
Creator  Warth, Waveney.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2019]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Sponsored by Go Well Consulting (guiding businesses to the sustainable future) and Kōkako Organic Coffee Roasters (carbon neutral coffee since 2016). We speak to Dr Mike Joy, an expert in freshwater ecology, bioassessment and the interface between science, policy and environmental protection. Mike is one of NZ's foremost experts on what's going wrong with our rivers and lakes and talks about what needs to happen in farming and assessment to fix our waterways."--RSS feed.
Subject  Environmental protection New Zealand.
Joy, Mike, 1959-r interviews.
Podcasts.
Links  https://traffic.omny.fm/d/clips/6e2a797b-0cc4-4c0b-a44d-a51e0019bc3c/e621c193-b63b-4c9f-8040-aa5e00298aa9/142891fb-a0b4-43e7-9fb0-aaca0034a2fa/audio.mp3?utm_source=Podcast&in_playlist=40bbac5c-4bb0-4f46-b798-aa5e002ea629&t=1568604792

Title  Schadenfreude.
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [Yellow Fever], [2020]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "The Nix pull off a smash and grab to claim three points ahead of the bye week - and Western United shit the bed. Much lols. Meanwhile, TeeDubs and Auckland put on a stinker of a match."--RSS feed.
Subject  Soccer New Zealand.
Wellington Phoenix FC (Soccer club)
Links  https://thekidsareallwhite.podomatic.com/enclosure/2020-01-28T13_47_42-08_00.mp3
https://www.podomatic.com/podcasts/thekidsareallwhite/episodes/2020-01-28T13_47_42-08_00
Title: School Strike 4 Climate (with Sophie Handford - NZ organiser).

Creator: Warth, Waveney.

Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2019]

Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary: "Sponsored by Ethique – a New Zealand zero-waste beauty company on a mission to rid the world of plastic waste. Inspired by Greta Thunberg, 18 year old Wellingtonian Sophie Handford started organising New Zealand's School Strike for Climate and chatted to us about her passion for saving the climate and protecting the environment. In this episode we discuss the importance of supporting politicians who are doing things to help the climate, why we need to work on behalf of the planet and the difficulty of switching off and just being a teenager. Sophie is currently running for Kāpiti Council in the Paekakariki-Raumati Ward and you can find her on Instagram @Sophie_HandfordTop tip: Find your unique skill and plug that into a group of like-minded people. The five demands that School Strike 4 Climate NZ have made to the government are: 1) The NZ Parliament declare a nation-wide climate emergency 2) A cross-party consensus is established for an ambitious zero carbon bill (including the formation of a Youth Climate Commission) 3) Ceasing extraction of fossil fuels 4) Moving toward a regenerative and just economy 5) Ensuring there is a pathway for climate survivors in the Pacific to emigrate with dignity to NZ."

Subject: Environmental protection New Zealand.

Handford, Sophie Interviews.

Podcasts.

Links:
- https://traffic.omny.fm/d/clips/6e2a797b-0cc4-4c0b-a44d-a51e0019bc3c/e621c193-b63b-4c9f-8040-aa5e00298aa9/6515b2c5-3517-4833-ac3f-aad800425e8e/audio.mp3?utm_source=Podcast&in_playlist=40bbac5c-4bb0-4f46-b798-aa5e002ea629&t=1569816753

Title: Scott Cullather & Kristina McCoobery - Co-Founders, INVNT.

Creator: O'Brien, Beth (Creative director)

Publishing Details: [Auckland] : Colenso BBDO, [2020]

Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary: "Scott Cullather & Kristina McCoobery - Co-Founders, INVNT (E63) by Love This Podcast by Colenso BBDO"--RSS feed.

Subject: Advertising New Zealand.

Cullather, Scott Interviews.

Marketing New Zealand.

McCoobery, Kristina Interviews.

Podcasts.

Links:
Title Scott Curry and Sam Dickson.
Creator Curry, Scott, 1988-
Publishing Details Wellington, New Zealand : Rugby New Zealand [2020]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Series All Blacks podcast ; July 23, 2020.
Summary "All Blacks Sevens stars Scott Curry and Sam Dickson join the All Blacks Podcasts this week to talk about life on World Series Sevens circuit and the bumpy road to the Tokyo Olympic Games in 2021."--RSS feed.
Subject Curry, Scott, 1988- Interviews.
Dickson, Sam, 1989- Interviews.
Podcasts.
Rugby Union football New Zealand.
https://soundcloud.com/all-blacks-podcast150183620/alblack-podcast-scott-curry

Title Scott Worthington, The Revenant.
Creator Rayment, Matt.
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Dirt Church Radio], [2018]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Kia Ora whanau. This week Eugene and Matt speak with Scott Worthington, co race director of The Revenant. This race, which bills itself as an Ultra Adventure Run will be taking place between the 18th-20th of January at Welcome Rock, which is 45 minutes south of Queenstown, Otago, will comprise four loops over 190 km and 16,000m of vertical ascent. A 60 hour cut off time, navigation only by map and compass (no GPS or other timekeeping) and a myriad of other challenges make this race undoubtedly the toughest in New Zealand and one that is even tougher to get into, with an application process and individual engagement of each competitor by the race directors. They want this to be hard, unachievable even. It's a perfect storm of the worst excess of the North American race directors that are consistently pushing the limits of what is possible and a laconic standpoint that typifies the toughness of the lower South Island of New Zealand. Think of it as Sir Edmund Hillary putting on the Barkley Marathons. This is a fantastic insight into the rationale and care behind an event that Scott does not expect, indeed they would be satisfied if, no one finished. Oh, and also, the definition of a Revenant? Someone who returns from a long absence, presumably from the dead…. Enjoy!"--RSS feed.
Subject Mountain running New Zealand.
Podcasts.
Worthington, Scott Interviews.
Links https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5b12367ff8370a538dd229e3/t/5c18613940ec9a7539602df4/1545102979501/Ep+22+Scott+Worthington.mp3
Title Scotty Hawker.

Creator Rayment, Matt.

Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Dirt Church Radio], [2018]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary "Kia Ora Whanau. At the end of 2017, Vibram trail athlete and Christchurch boy Scotty Hawker had every right to expect that with continued hard work and focus 2018 would be a year of stellar results. Having come 11th at UTMB and taken the victory at Ultra Trail Cape Town, Scotty was prepped and ready to go. Sometimes though, even the most well thought-out plans do not go exactly how we want and that has certainly been the case for Scotty in 2018. A string of injuries and stomach issues put a serious dent in his racing this year, including having to drop at UTMB with 20 miles to go whilst sitting in 5th place. Scotty and his family are back in his hometown of Christchurch for the next couple of months and we jumped at the opportunity to talk to him about his year and so much more. This is certainly an episode that running heads (and non running heads for that matter) will love as we were stoked as all get out to "go deep" with Scotty on a number of topics including as ever his Greatest Run Ever. Enjoy!!"--RSS feed.

Subject Hawker, Scotty Interviews.
Mountain running New Zealand.
Podcasts.

Links https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5b12367ff8370a538dd229e3/t/5bcede4c652dea78e71032c9/1540284494688/Ep+15+Scotty+Hawker.mp3

Title Scotty Hawker, UTMB.

Creator Rayment, Matt.

Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Dirt Church Radio], [2019]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary "Kia Ora Whanau. This week, Eugene has the distinct pleasure of welcoming back to the show Scotty Hawker. Scotty had unfinished business with UTMB this year, after having to pull the pin with 30 miles to go in 2018 in fifth place. Scotty did what elite athletes do, and went back to work, addressing the issues that had ended his 2018 race and built towards 2019 and what would be the standout performance of his career (so far). Eugene and Scotty talk about the race, the lead up, his struggles, and how he overcame them. As per the regular, Eugene and Matt discuss the news, Stuff You Should Know, Greatest Run Ever and we catch up with Brook Van Reenen, who is currently in the 09 on his Te Araroa Adventure. Enjoy!!"--RSS feed.

Subject Hawker, Scotty Interviews.
Mountain running New Zealand.
Podcasts.

Links https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5b12367ff8370a538dd229e3/t/5d80abbed736e97ab1ebcd35/1568714638390/Ep+60+Scotty+Hawker+UTMB.mp3
Title Scotty Hawker's lockdown special.
Creator Rayment, Matt.
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Dirt Church Radio], [2020]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Kia Ora Whanau. We’re all going through stuff at the moment, right? Distress, ennui, anger, denial, shock. All of these emotions and more as we continue to navigate COVID-19 and our nation being in lockdown. This week, we have an incandescently good conversation with Vibram athlete, 3rd place finisher at the 2019 UTMB and Christchurch native Scotty Hawker. This conversation is notable for a couple reasons: 1) Scotty discusses in depth and with frank openness how he is navigating being locked down and how this has changed his approach to running and how he is meeting these challenges; 2) this is the first ever DCR/Hawker Skype call where we’ve all been in the same timezone and got it sorted first time! We also discuss Scotty’s desire to “swap places” with his good friend Pau Capell at next year’s UTMB and also we talk about the Run At Home, Run Together event that Scotty and his wife Elizabeth are organising for Anzac Day. Enjoy."--RSS feed.
Subject Hawker, Scotty Interviews.
Mountain running New Zealand.
Podcasts.
Links https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5b12367ff8370a538dd229e3/t/5e8c31db8bf42f78d8c4263a/1586247121353/ep+88+Scotty+Hawker_s+lockdown+special.mp3

Title Scotty Stevenson.
Creator Rayment, Matt.
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Dirt Church Radio], [2020]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Scotty Stevenson is a broadcaster and journalist best known for his rugby commentary and reporting which makes him automatically one of the most well-known New Zealand TV personalities. He’s a sports journalist with TVNZ, and also works with Spark Sport and Radio Hauraki. He’s also a sports writer, has ghost-written and written a string of some of the best sports books, from Straight 8 about Kieran Read, to Kiwi Pair about Eric Murray and Hamish Bond. Scotty has been previously known by his childhood nickname “Sumo” as, by his own account he was the “fat kid in speedos” at surf lifesaving. But things have changed. If you were to Google Scotty Stevenson, the number one thing that pops up on auto-search is “Scotty Stevenson weight loss”. It’s because Stevenson has changed. Markedly. He has noticeably shrunk. And for those who’ve been watching closely, he started running. He’s kept very quiet about it, but goodness me, the man is well and truly hooked. Two years ago, he couldn’t run 85m. A couple of weeks ago, he ran 85km, no less, through backcountry New Zealand in the Old Ghost Ultra in just over 12 hours. For those who saw the TVNZ report he did on the event, you’ll know that he found it an extremely emotional experience. We talked to Scotty about that race, his life leading up to running, what sparked his decision to lace up, and the myriad of changes that this has had on his life. Honest, engaging, and unalloyed, this is a fantastic conversation with a broadcasting legend that we are so thrilled to bring you.. Enjoy!"--RSS feed.
Subject Mountain running New Zealand.
Podcasts.
Stevenson, Scotty (Broadcaster) Interviews.
Links https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5b12367ff8370a538dd229e3/t/5e5df5de8f9bb11d81c56
Title  Sea Life w/ Clarke Gayford.
Creator  Warth, Waveney.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2020]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Clarke Gayford (Fish of The Day host and partner of NZ PM Jacinda Ardern) joins us to talk about the haunting sound of his morning alarm, being an Ambassador for NatGeo’s Planet or Plastic and his obsession with the ocean. Growing up in Gisborne and falling in love with fishing, Clarke has spent his professional life travelling the world and connecting locally with NZ’s fishing community for his TV show Fish of The Day. He discusses their connection with the environment and the dynamic moves they’re making to fish more sustainably in NZ. We also talk about the power of writing letters to the Prime Minister’s office, an amazing surfer in Malaysia who’s turning beach rubbish into a material that’s saving depleted coral and a hero of his, Sir David Attenborough.

Resources and Links
NatGeo’s Planet or Plastic campaign
NZ Bird and Fish: Best Fish Guide [warning: PDF]
Mike Bhana’s work
Sustainable Coastlines
Love Your Coastline NZ
David Attenborough's narrated memoir ‘Life On Air’
Thanks to Auckland Council and Live Lightly for supporting this podcast!"--RSS feed.

Subject  Environmental protection New Zealand.
Gayford, Clarke, 1976- Interviews.
Podcasts.

Title  Second wave warning: how vulnerable is NZ?
Creator  Dudding, Adam.
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [Stuff Limited] [2020]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "So, it seems we’ve all-but eliminated coronavirus - but what risk is there of a second wave? Dr Shaun Hendy joins the show to explain where the weak points are, and how community transmission could get away on us. Stuff National Correspondent Katie Kenny has discovered there’s not as much transparency about the wage subsidy as we thought. And Eugene and Adam talk sport. No, really.

Links  Click here for every episode of Coronavirus NZ. Full Stuff coronavirus coverage
Eugene on Twitter; Adam on Twitter
Support StuffPlague playlist: William Shatner, Common People
Our email: viruspod@stuff.co.nz"--RSS feed.

Subject  COVID-19 (Disease) New Zealand.
Hendy, Shaun Interviews.
Kenny, Katie Interviews.
Podcasts.

Links  https://media.whooshkaa.com/show/11846/episode/672043.mp3
https://player.whooshkaa.com/episode?id=672043
See You Soon!

Waveney and Tim are taking a break after an entire year of weekly episodes before they come back with an even better podcast for you! We chat about the journey we’ve taken over the last year of episodes of How To Save The World. Tim’s trying to reduce trips to the supermarket, ditching teabags, getting a compost going and going organic. Waveney talks about changing her buying behaviour toward clothing, learning a TON about soil and the lessons from lockdown. We compare favourite episodes, guests and topics.”--RSS feed.

Environmental protection New Zealand.
Podcasts.

Orion health $225m asset sale, Melon Health and the future of healthcare, Driverless delivery for U.S. supermarkets, Samsung Note 9 cometh, Microsoft secret pocketable Surface, Logitech Rally, Moto G6 Plus, Moto E5, Ring Spotlight Cam, Voyager update

Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.
Woodhouse, Seeby Interviews.
Title  Semble mobile wallet, hands on Sony Xperia Z3 and Samsung's Gear VR, Note 4, Gear S.
Creator  Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2014]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "This week we get hands on with Sony's Xperia Z3 and Z3 Compact plus Samsung's Gear VR, Note 4, Gear S. And we discuss Dropbox password leak, Bigpipe's new Ultra-Fast Broadband plans and Semble's mobile wallet with ASB, BNZ, 2degrees, Spark and Vodafone. Running time : 0:53:25"--RSS feed.
Subject  Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/4959cc5c-4959cc5c

Title  SenCbudds, Fitbit Blaze + Alta, Mac Ransomware, 15TB SSD, Amazon Echo Dot + Tap.
Creator  Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2016]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "This week we meet the founder of SenCbudds smart earphones and try the new Fitbit Blaze and Fitbit Alta. Other topics - Mac Ransomware, 15TB SSD, Amazon Echo Dot and Tap, Microsoft's new Advanced Threat Protection for Windows and the past/future of email. Running time 0:50:25"--RSS feed.
Subject  Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.
Links  https://dts.podtrac.com/redirect.mp3/cdn.simplecast.com/audio/083219/083219e0-dcd5-4385-9d15-8105e91523a6/10be65c7-809b-48ba-ba1b-f2ae0a4cc96/50505c04_tc.mp3?aid=rss_feed
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/50505c04-50505c04
Send Rudes.

Creator Allen, Ross, 1987-

Published Details Wellington : Yellow Fever, 2018

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Series Phoenix City ; May 31, 2018.

Summary "Mark Rudan's been unveiled as the new managed of the Phoenix, the pod discuss what we think he'll bring to the club and if he's the guy we need. Meanwhile, Ross Allen and Scott Hilliar from Team Wellington join the pod to discuss their Champions League success, and what's next for Team Wellington."--RSS feed.

Subject Allen, Ross, 1987- Interviews.

Hilliar, Scott Interviews.

Podcasts.

Soccer New Zealand.

Wellington Phoenix FC (Soccer club)

Serato Studio (+ giveaway), British Airways record $345m data breach fine, Sky Sport vs Spark Sport.

Creator Spain, Paul.

Published Details New Zealand : [Podcasts NZ], 2019

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary "Sky Sport vs Spark Sport, Waymo new hires, state schools ban phones, China drops spyware on tourist phones, Libra vs US Congress, US Army releases first audiobooks, US$500,000 payout, BA fined NZ$345m for data breach + Serato Studio. NZ Tech Podcast Paul Spain Gorilla Technology Guest this week: Young Li - Serato"--RSS feed.

Subject Li, Young Interviews.

Podcasts.

Technology New Zealand.

Links https://dts.podtrac.com/redirect.mp3/cdn.simplecast.com/audio/083219/083219e0-dcd5-4385-9d15-8105e91523a6/592f0fdf-4fe0-45f4-81c4-46a9144de3e6/8c81b936_tc.mp3?aid=rss_feed

https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/8c81b936-8c81b936

Title  Sex and Taxes.
Creator  Lund, Jeb.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2016]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Jeb Lund and Tim Batt chew over Trump's new tax woes with a unique look drawing on Tim's experience in the NZ tax department and an Aussie blogger who happens to be a former Australian Treasury worker. Also this episode, the upcoming Vice Presidential Debate and it's not super doper interesting participants. Also, former Miss Universe-turned-Clinton-surrogate Alicia Machado and her very fascinating past!"--RSS feed.
Subject  Podcasts.
World politics.
Links  https://traffic.omny.fm/d/clips/6e2a797b-0cc4-4c0b-a44d-a51e0019bc3cf5c796b6-19ca-41d0-8b97-e8-a4d7-497d-9422-a69500657128/audio.mp3?utm_source=Podcast&in_playlist=193caf0a-87f4-4441-934d-a68c00e44c3e&t=1475561739
https://omny.fm/shows/polciicks/sex-and-taxes

Title  Shameless liberalism, the Wellington bubble and opening a pub — Chris Bishop MP.
Creator  Aitchison, Islay.
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [New Zealand Taxpayers' Union Inc.], [2020]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Series  Taxpayer talk ; April 29, 2020.
Summary  "We're giving taxpayers the opportunity to get to know their MPs beyond photo-ops and party-line speeches. In this episode, Islay Aitchison interviews Chris Bishop MP. Support the show (http://www.taxpayers.org.nz/donate)"--RSS feed.
Subject  Bishop, Chris, 1983- Interviews.
Podcasts.
Taxation New Zealand.
on-bubble-and-opening-a-pub- chris-bishop-mp.mp3?blob_id=13055275
on-bubble-and-opening-a-pub-chris-bishop-mp
Shanna on being 12.

Moe, Steven, 1976-

Rolleston : Steven Moe, 2020

1 online resource (1 audio file)

Do you remember what it was like to be 12? In this interview we talk with Shanna about what it is like for her. We cover a wide variety of topics including what it is like to be able to choose subjects, what makes a good friend, why she likes performance and drama, the impact of Covid and what she has seen, what adults could remember about being a child, what the future may hold, the environment and looking after the planet, and being part of a longitudinal study - which these yearly interviews with her have become! Earlier episodes with her: On being 10: https://seeds.libsyn.com/shanna-on-being-10 On being 11: https://seeds.libsyn.com/shanna-on-being-11 TEDx Youth Talk on what Adults can learn from Kids: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BJyYxfOZhBY If you enjoy this you might like to check out the more than 200 episodes in the back catalogue at www.theseeds.nz

RSS feed.

Subject Podcasts.

Social entrepreneurship New Zealand.


Shaun Collins.

Rayment, Matt.

[New Zealand] : [Dirt Church Radio], 2018

1 online resource (1 audio file)

Kia Ora Whanau. This week we have a real treat for you. Shaun Collins, the head of Lactic Turkey events, the Running Beast himself, one of the first two people to run the iconic Hillary Trail, and the only person to have completed a triple Hillary trail in one shot. We have an engaging and detailed conversation about the implications that a council-imposed ban on entering the Waitakere Ranges (to combat Kauri Dieback) is having on Shaun’s iconic Hillary Ultra, and the courageous decision to call the race off this year, out of respect for the rāhui that was put on the ranges by Te Kawerau Ā Maki, the mana whenua of the area. We discuss Shaun’s triumphant return to racing ultramarathons and trail events, his triple Hillary (or Trillary) and how he escaped with his faculties more or less intact. We talk about Wild Auckland, Shaun’s new trail series in lesser known trails in the greater Auckland area, and how opening people’s eyes to new trails is only a good thing. We discuss Shaun’s history as an orienteer/adventure racer and also what the future holds. As always, we spring the “Greatest Run Ever” question on Mr Collins, and generally have a whale of a time. Enjoy!!!--RSS feed.

Subject Collins, Shaun Interviews.

Mountain running New Zealand.

Title: Shenzhen Live: 5G hits NZ, Oppo Inno Day Shenzhen, Samsung Galaxy Fold.
Creator: Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2019]
Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary: "A special edition recorded in Shenzhen following Oppo Inno Day - thanks to Oppo for their support to make this episode happen. This week sees Vodafone bring 5G to 4 New Zealand cities and the Samsung Galaxy Fold has launched locally. NZ Tech PodcastPaul SpainGorilla TechnologyFree Tesla SuperchargingSpecial thanks to organisations who support innovation and tech leadership in New Zealand by partnering with NZ Tech Podcast:Sumo LogicHPSamsungVodafone NZSpark NZVocus"--RSS feed.
Subject: Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/470-Q_fl3O6r

Title: Shimmersea : what ever happened to Miss New Zealand 1949? : a memoir / Mary Woodward ; narrated by Syliva Rands.
Creator: Woodward, Mary, 1928-
ISBN: 9780473541415 digital audiobook
Publishing Details: [Auckland, New Zealand] : Audiobooks NZ, [2020]
Format: 1 online resource (34 files)
Subject: Audiobooks.
Beauty contestants New Zealand Biography.
Woodward, Mary, 1928-
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Should local councils freeze rates?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Houlbrooke, Louis.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[Wellington] : [New Zealand Taxpayers' Union Inc.], [2020]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource (1 audio file)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Series</td>
<td>Taxpayer talk ; April 01, 2020.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;Despite the national health and financial emergency, most councils are still planning to hike rates - some up to nine or ten percent. Louis Houlbrooke interviews Hutt City Councillor Chris Milne &amp; Christchurch City Councillor Sam MacDonald. Support the show (<a href="http://www.taxpayers.org.nz/donate)%22--RSS">http://www.taxpayers.org.nz/donate)&quot;--RSS</a> feed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>MacDonald, Sam Interviews. Milne, Chris (City council member) Interviews. Podcasts. Taxation New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Shutter Shades (w/ Kelly Cook, writer &amp; American).</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Budd, Maddy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2019]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource (1 audio file)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;Kelly grew up in Washington DC loves Hillary Clinton. Simone and Maddy grew up fascinated by the America they had seen on movies and TV. They got together to compare experiences growing up in different parts of the world and it turns out we're not so different after all! Sponsored by GoNative NZ - Get the ingredients you need to create your own skincare products at wholesale prices.&quot;--RSS feed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Kelly, Cook Interviews Podcasts.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Title** Sidetracked.

**Publishing Details** [Wellington] : [Yellow Fever], [2019]

**Format** 1 online resource (1 audio file)

**Series** Phoenix City ; September 21, 2019.

**Summary** "After a few weeks off, the pod have a lot to catch up on, including Phoenix preseason results, trialists, Danny Hay, and more. Safe to say that many tangential conversations occur."--RSS feed.

**Subject** Podcasts.

Soccer New Zealand.

Wellington Phoenix FC (Soccer club)

**Links**

https://thekidsareallwhite.podomatic.com/enclosure/2019-09-21T02_21_28-07_00.mp3

https://www.podomatic.com/podcasts/thekidsareallwhite/episodes/2019-09-21T02_21_28-07_00


---

**Title** Siggy.

**Creator** Sigmund, Ben, 1981-

**Publishing Details** [Wellington] : [Yellow Fever], [2019]

**Format** 1 online resource (1 audio file)

**Series** Phoenix City ; March 14, 2019.

**Summary** "Ben Sigmund joins the pod this week to dish the dirt on Dura ahead of El Capitano's Testimonial Dinner, listen in to find out how you can win tickets to the dinner. A record breaking 8-2 win bumps the Nix up into the top four as they prepare to host the Wanderers, and TeeDubs go down 2-1 to Auckland City."--RSS feed.

**Subject** Podcasts.

Sigmund, Ben, 1981- Interviews.

Soccer New Zealand.

Wellington Phoenix FC (Soccer club)

**Links**

https://thekidsareallwhite.podomatic.com/enclosure/2019-03-13T19_58_01-07_00.mp3

https://www.podomatic.com/podcasts/thekidsareallwhite/episodes/2019-03-13T19_58_01-07_00

Title  The silent carriers: Siouxsie Wiles explains what we know about asymptomatic cases.
Creator  Dudding, Adam.
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [Stuff Limited] [2020]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "In six months we've learned so much about the virus that causes Covid-19 but there's still so much that seems unclear. And one of the biggest questions is: how much should we worry about asymptomatic cases? Dr Siouxsie Wiles joins the show to explain what we know - and don't know. She also takes a look at this week's border bungles, and the risks that remain. Meanwhile Adam and Eugene propose a death metal cover of Thank You Baked Potato. Links: Click here for every episode of Coronavirus NZ. Full Stuff coronavirus coverage Eugene on Twitter; Adam on Twitter Support Stuff Plague Playlist: Cattle Decapitation, Bring Back the Plague
Our email: viruspod@stuff.co.nz" --RSS feed.
Subject  COVID-19 (Disease) New Zealand.
Podcasts. Wiles, Siouxsie Interviews.
Links  https://media.whooshkaa.com/show/11846/episode/676775.mp3
 https://player.whooshkaa.com/episode?id=676775

Title  Simon Che de Boer (Reality Virtual), Australia vs Facebook and Google Ad Revenue, Samsung Z Flip.
Creator  Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2020]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Simon Che de Boer joins the show to discuss Reality Virtual - plus Australia vs Facebook and Google Ad Revenue, Samsung Z Flip, Apple iPhone SE 2, COVID-19 mobility reports show changes in habits, Network 4 Learning DNS filter service, hold on wholesale broadband price increases and suspension option. NZ Tech Podcast Paul Spain Gorilla Technology Free Tesla Supercharging Special thanks to organisations who support innovation and tech leadership in New Zealand by partnering with NZ Tech Podcast: Sumo Logic HP Samsung Vodafone NZSpark NZVocus " --RSS feed.
Subject  Che de Boer, Simon Interviews. Podcasts. Technology New Zealand.
 https://nztechpodcast.com/simon-che-de-boer/
Title  Simon Sweetman and Pip Adam talk about Stranger Music by Leonard Cohen.

Creator  Adam, Pip.

Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [Pip Adam], [2016]

Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary  "Stranger Music by Leonard Cohen is the subject of today's discussion about reading and writing with Pip Adam."--RSS feed.

Subject  New Zealand literature.
Podcasts.
Sweetman, Simon (Music journalist) Interviews.


Title  Sinead Boucher on reinventing Stuff – and why they are conscientious objectors to Facebook.

Creator  Greive, Duncan.

Publishing Details  [Auckland] : [The Spinoff], [2019]

Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary  "Host Duncan Greive is joined by Stuff CEO Sinead Boucher to discuss the media monster's growth from an experimental website, to its queasy peak and the current more purpose-driven iteration. Along the way she revealed a number of fascinating insights into the reality of running a news organisation at scale in 2019, including the fact that of the 150,000 comments readers attempt to post each month, a full third are rejected for violations. This brutal task is accomplished by human moderators – in striking contrast to the laissez faire attitude of Facebook. Plus her thoughts on the sale of Three, the ComCom decisions and the proposed RNZ/TVNZ merger. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.

Subject  Boucher, Sinead, 1970- Interviews.
Mass media New Zealand.
Podcasts.

Links  https://media.acast.com/the-fold/thefold-sineadboucheronreinventingstuff-andwhytheyareconscientiousobjectorstofacebook/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/the-fold/thefold-sineadboucheronreinventingstuff-andwhytheyareconscientiousobjectorstofacebook
Title: Six.

Publishing Details: [Wellington] : [Yellow Fever], [2019]
Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Series: Phoenix City ; December 23, 2019.
Summary: "Celebrate Christmas with Phoenix City, thanks to an excellent performance from the Nix against Sydney FC. Over in the Handy Prem, a very strange set of draws take us into the Christmas break."--RSS feed.
Subject: Podcasts.
Soccer New Zealand.
Wellington Phoenix FC (Soccer club)
Links: https://thekidsareallwhite.podomatic.com/enclosure/2019-12-23T14_35_48-08_00.mp3
https://www.podomatic.com/podcasts/thekidsareallwhite/episodes/2019-12-23T14_35_48-08_00

Title: Six Items Challenge w/ Gina Dempster.
Creator: Warth, Waveney.
Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2020]
Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary: "Gina Dempster is the Communication and Marketing Manager from Wastebusters, based in Wanaka and a bona fide sustainability legend. She joins Wave and Tim to chat about the #SixItemsChallenge - a goal to wear just six different items of clothing for the month of March (excludes underwear, socks and active wear for exercise). The challenge has been set up to start a conversation about the global clothing industry, our relationship to fashion and the life cycle of apparel.Check Wanaka Wastebusters out on Facebook and the #wastebusters6items event hereFollow the Wastebusters on Instagram. Tips from Frederique Gulcher who undertook the Challenge while living in Queenstown.The Six Items Challenge made possible by the financial support of The Waste Minimisation Fund which is administered by the Ministry for the Environment & Queenstown Lakes District Council’s Waste Minimisation Community Fund."--RSS feed.
Subject: Dempster, Gina Interviews.
Environmental protection New Zealand.
Podcasts.
Links: https://traffic.omny.fm/d/clips/6e2a797b-0cc4-4c0b-a44d-a51e0019bc3c/e621c193-b63b-4c9f-8040-aa5e00298aa9/38d492d5-1d60-4eb9-9b83-ab7900a5299e/audio.mp3?utm_source=Podcast&in_playlist=40bbac5c-4bb0-4f46-b798-aa5e002ea629&t=1583750330
https://omny.fm/shows/how-to-save-the-world/six-items-challenge-w-gina-dempster
Title  Sky sport streaming, Raspberry Pi 2, Uber vs Google, Amazon vs The World.
Creator  Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2015]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "We talk Google/Apple/Microsoft at war, changes at Spark + Vodafone including the upcoming CEO change at Spark Home, Mobile, Business, Cloudflare NZ, Protools free and a cross to Nathan Mercer at Microsoft in Washington to hear about Windows 10 and Hololens. Running time : 0:49:21"--RSS feed.
Subject  Mercer, Nathan Interviews.
Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/6ab310ea-6ab310ea

Title  Sky TV $165m profit, Orcon Global Mode, Windows 9, Surface Pro 3 and Lightbox arrive.
Creator  Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2014]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "This episode Navdy in-car heads up display, TechEd, Orcon 'global mode', Sky TV profit, USB 3.1 and its new cable, China's new operating system, the arrival of Microsoft's Surface Pro 3 and Spark's Lightbox plus the anticipated Windows 9 and iPhone news. Running time : 0:38:36"--RSS feed.
Subject  Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/7adfcc54-7adfcc54
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Sky TV vs Criminals, China Insights, DJI Mavic 2 vs Yuneec Mantis Q, Microsoft Surface Go - NZ Tech Podcast 403.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Spain, Paul.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2018]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource (1 audio file)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><a href="https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/3876b68f-3876b68f">https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/3876b68f-3876b68f</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Sky TV’s Parnell Skunkworks, Tuia 250 data breach highlights ID challenges, Wearables market &gt;$10b - NZ Tech Podcast 454.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Spain, Paul.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2019]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource (1 audio file)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;The inside word on Sky TV’s Parnell Skunkworks with Justin Tomlinson, iCloud web update beta, Govt’s Tuia 250 data breach highlights ID storage challenges, Wearables market &gt;$10b, Mobile evidence fail in Denmark, Nokia 2.2, Chorus and Kordia CEO changes. NZ Tech Podcast Paul Spain Gorilla Technology 1500kms of free Tesla Supercharging&quot;--RSS feed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Podcasts. Technology New Zealand. Tomlinson, Justin Interviews.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Title  Skydio 2 takes on DJI, Waymo takes safety drivers out of autonomous taxis, Spark vs Sky sports rights.
Creator  Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2019]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Collapse OS, Dyson kills EV, Waymo update, OECD digital services tax, Adobe vs Venezuela, Apple removes app used in Hong Kong protests, Skydio 2 vs DJI, Broader Outcomes procurement, Uber doubles NZ locations, Sky Rugby rights vs Spark Sport cricket rightsNZ Tech PodcastPaul SpainGorilla TechnologyFree Tesla SuperchargingSpecial thanks to organisations who support innovation and tech leadership in New Zealand by partnering with NZ Tech Podcast:Vodafone NZVocusSumo LogicHPSpark NZ"--RSS feed.
Subject  Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.
https://nztechpodcast.com

Title  Sky/Vodafone, Spark/Netflix, Mobile World Congress, Telsa NZ, SpaceX moon mission.
Creator  Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2017]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Dr Michelle Dickinson (Nanogirl) and Joe Davis chat with Paul Spain - SpaceX moon mission, a failed Sky/Vodafone merger, Spark’s Netflix giveaway, news from Mobile World Congress (Nokia, Blackberry, Samsung, Telsa NZ launch and a new Boston Dynamics video."--RSS feed.
Subject  Davis, Joe (Chief executive officer) Interviews.
Dickinson, Michelle Interviews.
Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.
Links  https://dts.podtrac.com/redirect.mp3/cdn.simplecast.com/audio/083219/083219e0-dcd5-4385-9d15-8105e91523a6/a727b7ba-193e-4852-9897-045df4ef36ef/b1e1c56e_tc.mp3?aid=rss_feed
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/b1e1c56e-b1e1c56e
Title  Slack+Amazon vs Teams, iPhone beached for >14-months, UK vs Huawei, Time to stop hating on Microsoft?

Creator  Spain, Paul.

Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2020]

Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary  "Bill Bennett and Paul Spain discuss - Slack+Amazon vs Microsoft Teams, Amazon UK free football, UK alliance to compete with Huawei 5G, iPhone sink or swim, Crown Infrastructure update, Vodafone & CoreView, Brave missteps, Time to stop hating on Microsoft?NZ Tech PodcastPaul SpainGorilla TechnologyFree Tesla SuperchargingSpecial thanks to organisations who support innovation and tech leadership in New Zealand by partnering with NZ Tech Podcast:Sumo LogicHPSamsungVodafone NZSpark NZVocus"--RSS feed.

Subject  Bennett, Bill (Journalist) Interviews.

https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/492-LP67uTnf

Title  Slingbox, VDSL, HTC One, HP Slate 7, BankLink/MYOB.

Creator  Spain, Paul.

Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2013]

Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary  "This week Paul Spain is joined by Nate Dunn and Rod Drury to discuss Slingbox, new HTC and HP Android devices, MYOB's acquisition of BankLink, VDSL and UFB, Blackberry expansion, 2degrees new prepaid mobile plans and more. Running time: 0:51:51"--RSS feed.

Subject  Drury, Rod Interviews.

https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/2d61fd21-2d61fd21
Title: Slingshot Global Mode, Sony Xperia SP, Huawei Ascend P6, UE Boom.
Creator: Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2013]
Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Subject: Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/dd8fcbcf-dd8fcbcf

Title: "Smaller budgets, bigger ideas" - an interview with The Audio Foundation.
Creator: Amery, Mark, 1969-
Publishing Details: [Wellington] : [CIRCUIT Artist Film and Video Aotearoa New Zealand], [2015]
Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary: """I'm more interested in shows with smaller budgets but bigger ideas". Ahead of the upcoming show by Matthew Cowan, Jeff Henderson the Director of The Audio Foundation talks to Mark Amery about folk tradition as a precursor of noise music, the ethos of running a multi-disciplinary space, and the economies of arts funding - ""the models accepted by festivals are flawed". Image: (L) Jeff Henderson, Director of the Audio Foundation (R) Mark Amery http://www.audiofoundation.org.nz/""--RSS feed.
Subject: Henderson, Jeff (Saxophonist) Interviews.
Podcasts.
Video art New Zealand.
Title: SMX and Spark's partnership, Autonomous buses and trucks, Samsung Note 8.
Creator: Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2016]
Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary: "Thom Hooker (SMX) and Jonathan McFarlane (Spark) discuss the future of Xtra email. Plus lights out for some Internet users, Megaupload 2.0, Wynyard Group in administration, Translation tech, Samsung’s Note 8, autonomous buses in Singapore. Running time 00:58:03"--RSS feed.
Subject: Hooker, Thom Interviews.
McFarlane, Jonathan Interviews.
Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.
Links: https://dts.podtrac.com/redirect.mp3/cdn.simplecast.com/audio/083219/083219e0-dcd5-4385-9d15-8105e91523a6/87d4cde7-b7d6-492b-8fe5-fa1e4f6fcced/eac1d95f_tc.mp3?aid=rss_feed
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/eac1d95f-eac1d95f

Title: A Snake Made Me Do It.
Creator: Hanlon, Chris.
Publishing Details: [Hamilton, New Zealand] : [Chris Hanlon and Sam Elton-Waters], [2020]
Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary: "We catch up with what we've been up to this week, Chris remembers just how good he is at helping people with written word, and Sam has been updating Op Shops. Fieldays is coming up, online that is, so make sure you sign up with a secure password, and if you are using the same password for everything, you really should get that sorted and use a password manager. 4th of July just happened and with that we got a new hot dog eating world record, and the much beloved troll like statue of Melania Trump was set on fire, maybe it improved it. An Australian man has the best reason ever of why he was speeding, he was fighting off a snake. We can't understand why people are leaving quarantine? It's really simple to stay put, but some people just can't seem to handle it. From the Kickstarter files this week, Sam found someone trying to sell a Heirloom tape measure, the idea sounds dumb and the Kickstarter page wasn't that good. And to round off our podcast we have a couple that you should check out, Guru and Cautionary Tales. All of this plus our usual banter, come check it out."--RSS feed.
Subject: Podcasts.
Title  Snowball Effect, Sky vs Fan Pass fans, Microsoft Surface Laptop, Space X Satellite Internet, Techweek 17.

Creator  Spain, Paul.

Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2017]

Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary  "Insights on Snowball Effect with CEO Simeon Burnett, Sky vs Fan Pass fans, Microsoft announces Surface Laptop with Windows 10 S, Space X impressive future Internet satellites, Techweek 17, a Space Plane from Boeing touches down after 2-years in orbit."--RSS feed.

Subject  Podcasts.

Technology New Zealand.

https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/b8cc9fd0-b8cc9fd0
Title Socialism – The Failed Idea that Never Dies.
Creator Niemietz, Kristian.
Publishing Details [Wellington] : [New Zealand Taxpayers' Union Inc.], [2020]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Series Taxpayer talk ; May 28, 2020.
Summary "By many measures, socialist ideas are more popular than ever, with academics and increasingly hip activists unashamedly promoting the collective ownership of wealth and centralised government-led decision making. Louis has a discussion with Dr Kristian Niemietz from the Institute of Economic Affairs, who has written a book named 'Socialism: The Failed Idea that Never Dies'. Support the show (http://www.taxpayers.org.nz/donate)"--RSS feed.
Subject Niemietz, Kristian Interviews.
Podcasts.
Taxation New Zealand.

Title Sony Pictures hacked, Pizza delivered by drone, Tesla Downunder, Ford Tech.
Creator Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2014]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Sony Pictures hacked, Pizza delivered by drone, Skype and Lyncs hookup, Ford's tech refresh, Office 365 heads to Sydney and Melbourne, Xperia Z3 compact tablet, HP Stream 8 and Stream 7, Tesla heads downunder, FitBit Charge vs The World. Running time : 0:41:27"--RSS feed.
Subject Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/4dcba7f1-4dcba7f1
Title  Sonya Lacey's Infinitesimals.
Creator  Amery, Mark, 1969-
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [CIRCUIT Artist Film and Video Aotearoa New Zealand], [2016]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Traces and Transmissions; In this podcast Thomasin Sleigh and Tim Corballis join host Mark Amery to discuss Sonya Lacey's installation Infinitesimals, which takes its cues from homeopathy, linguistics and material shift.. Recently installed at Massey University's Engine Room and The Physics Room in Christchurch the pod find parallels with modernism, abstraction and much more."--RSS feed.
Subject  Corballis, Tim, 1971- Interviews.
Podcasts.
Sleigh, Thomasin, 1983- Interviews.
Video art New Zealand.

Title  Sorority: Readings from some of Te Whanganui-a-Tara's finest women of colour.
Creator  Adam, Pip.
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [Pip Adam], [2016]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Ep 34 Sorority: Readings from some of Te Whanganui-a-Tara's finest women of colour."--RSS feed.
Subject  New Zealand literature.
Podcasts.
Links  https://mcdn.podbean.com/mf/web/mtnycx/Ep_34_Sorority.mp3
Title  Sound Full, MINA and Body Rock.
Creator  Amery, Mark, 1969-
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [CIRCUIT Artist Film and Video Aotearoa New Zealand], [2013]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "This month it's a noisy old pod as host Mark Amery gives two thumbs down to Sound Full at City Gallery Wellington only to be rebutted by guests Martin Patrick and Sophie Jerram; we talk to Dr Max Schleser co-founder of MINA, the Mobile Innovation Network Aotearoa about their upcoming symposium and mobile technology in contemporary art; then we round off by dialing up Rebecca Hobbs in Auckland where her show Body Rock has just opened at the Film Archive. All that, some paper rustling, two studios and the usual gripping content that is CIRCUIT CAST.Image: Kusum Normoyle, Tension Sets (3) installation view City Gallery Wellington, 2013, video and audio. Courtesy of the artist. Photo: Justine Hall."--RSS feed.
Subject  Jerram, Sophie Interviews.
Patrick, Martin Interviews.
Podcasts.
Schleser, Max, 1980- Interviews.
Video art New Zealand.

Title  Space X / NASA crew launch, MSN Artificial Intelligence, Neon and Lightbox merge, Withings Move ECG.
Creator  Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2020]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Space X / NASA crew reach the International Space Station, Microsoft replace staff at MSN with Artificial Intelligence, Sky TV Neon and Lightbox merger, NZ COVID Trace, Hands on Withings Move ECG, Oppo Find X2 Pro, Oppo Find X2 Lite, Microsoft Surface Go 2 NZ Tech PodcastPaul SpainGorilla TechnologyFree Tesla SuperchargingSpecial thanks to organisations who support innovation and tech leadership in New Zealand by partnering with NZ Tech Podcast:Sumo LogicHPSamsungVodafone NZSpark NZVocus"--RSS feed.
Subject  Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/491-NmoDVCZx
Title SpaceX Moustronauts, Schooling Online, iPhone Bugs, Stratford vs NZ, New FitBits.
Creator Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2016]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "NZ Tech Podcast 299: Kids to skip school and study online, iPhone escapes 0-day flaw panic, WhatsApp shares your number with Facebook, Chorus CEO stepping down and contractor bows out, Stratford Council get mean about sharing data, SpaceX Moustronauts, Tesla and more. Running time 000:52:45"--RSS feed.
Subject Podcasts.

Title Spark 5G, Ford driverless cars, Kiwicon vs Lime Scooters, Hands on Oppo R17 Pro and Jabra Engage 75 - NZ Tech Podcast 415.
Creator Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2018]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "At Kiwicon Lime Scooters hacking risks are highlighted, Ford demos driverless cars, Video search tip (JustWatch.com), Spark 5G Innovation Lab and trial 5G sites are active and Skype arrives on Amazon Echo / Alexa. Hands on Oppo R17 Pro and Jabra Engage 75.
Subject Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.
Title  Spark sells Morepork, Slack vs Microsoft Teams, Netflix struggles and trying mobile only streaming.

Creator  Spain, Paul.

Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2019]

Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary  "This week on NZ Tech Podcast we discuss Spark NZs sales of Morepork, NZ drone rule update refresh, Netflix’s struggles with content and subscribers and their adoption of a mobile only streaming offering in India, Elon Musk’s Neuralink, Slack vs Microsoft Teams, FaceApp vs privacy, Microsoft highlighting nation-state attacks, Huawei staying in headlines and why Apple may acquire Intel Modem unit. Host: Paul Spain Guest: Bill Bennett NZ Tech Podcast - tech news, discussion and updates Supported by: Gorilla Technology - IT Services"--RSS feed.

Subject  Bennett, Bill (Journalist) Interviews.

    https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/8e2abedf-8e2abedf

Title  Spark takes home routers on holiday, Garmin Edge 1030, Sony Xperia XZ1, Anki Cozmo, Chorus vs Telcos.

Creator  Spain, Paul.

Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2017]

Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)


Subject  Podcasts.

    https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/e5964856-e5964856
Title Spark's view of 5G, Galaxy Note 9, Magic Leap One arrives, Huawei Nova 3i.
Creator Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2018]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Subject Podcasts.
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/dae0cb4d-dae0cb4d

Title Special Episode: Helen Clark extended interview.
Creator Dudding, Adam.
Publishing Details [Wellington] : [Stuff Limited] [2020]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Former NZ Prime Minister Helen Clark was head of the United Nations Development Programme until 2017, so she knows international institutions from the inside. She believes there has been a failure of global leadership, and she's not afraid to call it out, or to criticise those she holds responsible, including US President Donald Trump. Clark joins hosts Adam Dudding and Eugene Bingham for an extended interview about how the world needs to act fast to prevent coronavirus sweeping back with a vengeance.Links: Click here for every episode of Coronavirus NZ. Full Stuff coronavirus coverageEugene on Twitter; Adam on TwitterPlague playlist: The KiffnessOur email: viruspod@stuff.co.nz."--RSS feed.
Subject COVID-19 (Disease) New Zealand.
Clark, Helen, 1950- Interviews.
Podcasts.
Links https://media.whooshkaa.com/show/11846/episode/627378.mp3
https://player.whooshkaa.com/episode?id=627378
Special episode: Jacinda Ardern extended interview.

Creator: Dudding, Adam.
Publishing Details: [Wellington] : [Stuff Limited] [2020]
Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary: "New Zealand's Prime Minister Jacinda Ardern joins the show to speak with Adam Dudding and Eugene Bingham about the global and local shockwaves brought on by the coronavirus emergency. She talks about her conversations with world leaders, her friends who've come down with the virus, and life inside a bubble with a toddler."--RSS feed.
Subject: Ardern, Jacinda, 1980- Interviews.
COVID-19 (Disease) New Zealand.
Podcasts.
Links: https://media.whooshkaa.com/show/11846/episode/621700.mp3
https://player.whooshkaa.com/episode?id=621700

Special Episode: Simon Bridges extended interview.

Creator: Dudding, Adam.
Publishing Details: [Wellington] : [Stuff Limited] [2020]
Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary: "Opposition Leader Simon Bridges joins the show to explain why he thinks New Zealand's lockdown has dragged on too long. Will the election have to be shifted? And after the reaction to THAT Facebook post, does he have any regrets? Bridges also reveals a surprise addition to his personal bubble, and what he splashed out on as a Level 3 treat.Links: Click here for every episode of Coronavirus NZ. Full Stuff coronavirus coverageEugene on Twitter; Adam on TwitterSupport StuffOur email: viruspod@stuff.co.nz"--RSS feed.
Subject: Bridges, Simon, 1976- Interviews.
COVID-19 (Disease) New Zealand.
Podcasts.
Links: https://media.whooshkaa.com/show/11846/episode/643461.mp3
https://player.whooshkaa.com/episode?id=643461

SPECIAL EPISODE: The 1st Spinoff Great Election Debate.

Creator: Lee-Mather, Annabelle.
Publishing Details: [Auckland] : [The Spinoff], [2017]
Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary: "DEBATE SPECIAL: Relive the historic first ever Spinoff Great Debate, featuring Paula Bennett, Kelvin Davis, Marama Davidson, Shane Jones, Marama Fox, David Seymour & Gareth Morgan, with Toby Manhire, Leonie Hayden and Simon Wilson See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject: New Zealand Politics and government.
Podcasts.
"Kia Ora Whanau. Under the umbrella of mental health, substance dependence has a place that is most often misunderstood, reviled, largely silent. There are judgements, myths, and a largely held view that somehow, substance dependence is a moral failing of the user. These views have been shown to be uninformed, unhelpful, and demonstrably false and ignore the simple fact that trauma, familial dislocation, isolation, socio-economic stress and the effects of post traumatic stress and mental ill health lie as the antecedents to dependence. Odyssey House’s Otautahi (Christchurch) men’s programme provides residential rehabilitation for those who are struggling with substance dependence. The community has begun a novel approach to enhance recovery and well being, a running group, The Speed Freaks, that trains together (with staff) and competes together. Jamie Hawker (Scotty’s dad) gives up his time to volunteer as a coach for the group and the men have taken on several events in Otautahi and are working towards their first trail running event, the Crater Rim 21km. We speak to Stephanie Schnoor, Odyssey House team leader, and Ray, one of the residents, about the programme, how it has benefited the well-being of not just the residents, but the staff, their backgrounds (ultra marathon and track and field respectively) and the challenges and rewards that living a life in recovery entails. Brave, real, insightful, this conversation was a privilege and we are beyond excited to bring it to you. We also issue a call to arms to consider mental health as a wider issue than just “Mental Health”, the way we act and think on many issues can impact on the wellbeing of ourselves and others. It’s beholden on all of us to educate ourselves in how the systems that we operate within can make a positive or negative change to people’s (and our own) mental health. It’s Te Wiki o Te Reo Maori, we celebrate that, the racing results, GRE, a cheeky Stuff You Should Know and of course, a Brook Van Reenen update for the people. This episode of the pod cements that running, at its best, is pro-social, gratification-delaying, peaceful mass participation, and can play such a major role in people’s recovery and well-being. How good is that? Enjoy"--RSS feed.
Title The Spinoff presents SUPERPOD 2017.
Creator Lee-Mather, Annabelle.
Publishing Details [Auckland] : [The Spinoff], [2017]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "To punish you all for being naughty this year, The Spinoff made an unholy mash-up of four of its podcasts. Join Leonie Hayden, Toby Manhire, Annabelle Lee, Ben Thomas, Duncan Greive, Alex Casey, Michele A’Court and Henry Oliver as they discuss the biggest events of 2017 (and Married At First Sight) in a grotesque rat-king of piping hot takes. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject New Zealand Politics and government.

Title Sprinting for Good: Using Co-design to Collaborate for Social Impact.
Creator Moe, Steven, 1976-
Publishing Details [Rolleston] : Steven Moe, [2020]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Audio of session on the "Sprinting for Good" report which captures the co-design process used to develop the National Action Plan for Community Governance and provides insights into the potential application of co-design in the community sector. This launch was held on 25 September 2020. In this session Dr Jo Cribb describes the findings from the report - the benefits of co-design, how to use the process effectively and what was learned (and would do differently). She also outlines what resources are available in the report for those interested in using the process in their organisations and communities. We also hear from Matua Kevin Haunui who provides his perspective as well. This event was hosted by Steven Moe (lawyer and host of seeds podcast) as part of the regular community, NFP, NGO, volunteer cross sector meetings that have been going since first lockdown. Video of the session and other resources associated with the Report:
The report is here:
Thank you to the five foundation funders: Auckland Council, Foundation North, Rata Foundation, Ministerial Discretionary Fund administered by the Department of Internal Affairs and Grant Thornton. More content at www.theseeds.nz
"--RSS feed.
Subject Cribb, Jo, 1972- Interviews.
Haunui, Kevin Interviews.
Social entrepreneurship New Zealand.
Links https://chtsbl.com/track/89G95E/traffic.libsyn.com/secure/seeds/Sprinting_for_Good.mp3?dest-id=571558
https://seeds.libsyn.com/sprinting-for-good-using-co-design-to-collaborate-for-social-impact
The State of Podcasting, Smart Speakers, Google Podcasts - Libsyn's Rob Walch.

Paul Spain joins podcasting commentator and industry veteran Rob Walch to discuss the state of podcasting in 2018 – delving into topics such as smart speakers, the role of Google Podcasts, Apple CarPlay and Android Auto."--RSS feed.

Steaming Pile.

Patrick's away, so Frostie hosts this week and Liam Hyslop joins in his place to discuss the beginnings of Mark Rudan's coaching staff and the Football Ferns' loss to Japan, including the fallout from Andreas Heraf's postmatch comments which adds to a long list of major issues during the Andy Martin era. Meanwhile, Cam is super excited about the World Cup and leads us through some predictions."--RSS feed.
Title  Stephen Crombie on NZ Police leading the world with mobile tech.
Creator  Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2013]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "This episode Paul Spain speaks with Stephen Crombie (CIO, NZ Police) following his speech at the recent Mindstorm conference. We hear how the rollout of 10,000 iPhones and iPads is establishing our NZ Police as global leaders. Running time : 0:23:39"--RSS feed.
Subject  Crombie, Stephen Interviews.
Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/05c99384-05c99384

Title  Still stuck inside: how to help your family cope.
Creator  Dudding, Adam.
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [Stuff Limited] [2020]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "We now know more about what happens after Level 4, but we still need to get our heads around what this will mean for families. Clinical psychologist and parenting expert Natalie Flynn picks over some of the trickier issues - like if your teenager's just fallen in love and wants to sneak outside of the bubble. Stuff journalist Katarina Williams has been on the line with those who work at the Covid-19 hotline. And Adam finally joins Eugene in song.Links: Click here for every episode of Coronavirus NZ. Full Stuff coronavirus coverageEugene on Twitter; Adam on TwitterPlague playlist: My Corona, by Chris MannOur email: viruspod@stuff.co.nz."--RSS feed.
Subject  COVID-19 (Disease) New Zealand.
Flynn, Natalie Interviews.
Podcasts.
Williams, Katarina Interviews.
Links  https://media.whooshkaa.com/show/11846/episode/629355.mp3
https://player.whooshkaa.com/episode?id=629355
Title  Stood Down.

Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [Yellow Fever], [2020]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Series  Phoenix City ; April 01, 2020.
Summary  "The clubs have begun to stand down their players, so the pod respond by placing Frostie on temporary leave too and Patrick hosts a pod with no football to talk about. Tim Payne and Oli Sail go for a joy ride, and Radio Sport is abruptly pulled off the air and shut down - will more sports media follow?"--RSS feed.
Subject  Podcasts.
Soccer New Zealand.
Wellington Phoenix FC (Soccer club)
Links  https://thekidsareallwhite.podomatic.com/enclosure/2020-04-01T16_51_18-07_00.mp3
https://www.podomatic.com/podcasts/thekidsareallwhite/episodes/2020-04-01T16_51_18-07_00

Title  Storming.

Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [Yellow Fever], [2018]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Series  Phoenix City ; October 24, 2018.
Summary  "The Phoenix are back! Patrick jumps back into the pod team this week after the first round of the new season, featuring a debut win for Mark Rudan, a raft of VAR controversy, and a Wel Clasico full of goals in the Handy Prem."--RSS feed.
Subject  Podcasts.
Soccer New Zealand.
Wellington Phoenix FC (Soccer club)
Links  https://thekidsareallwhite.podomatic.com/enclosure/2018-10-24T15_15_24-07_00.mp3
Title  Stuff you thought you needed to survive parenthood, but totally didn’t.
Creator  Yee, Jane.
Publishing Details  [Auckland] : [Jane Yee], [2017]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "This month Nicola’s in gastro hell so Duncan Greive, father of three and editor of The Spinoff, is stepping up to the mic. We’re talking about stuff you thought you needed to survive life with kids but you totally didn’t, how do you know you’re done having kids and Duncan’s going to enlighten us about some of the things that keep him awake at night as a dad. Plus we step into the confessional to unburden ourselves of our darkest parenting secrets of the month."--RSS feed.
Subject  Child rearing New Zealand.
Podcasts.
Links  https://mcdn.podbean.com/mf/web/kkwwxu/breeders_digest_26_10_17_mixdown.mp3

Title  Stuff’s CEO and owner Sinead Boucher on how she bought it for $1.
Creator  Greive, Duncan.
Publishing Details  [Auckland] : [The Spinoff], [2020]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "It will justifiably be lost in the tumult of Covid-19, but the chaotic couple of weeks which finally saw the end of the Stuff-NZME saga were riveting and strange, replete with stock exchange announcements, legal challenges and finally the acquisition of New Zealand’s most-viewed news platform by its CEO for just $1.Six months after she appeared on the very first episode of The Spinoff's media podcast, The Fold, I had Stuff CEO – and now Stuff’s sole owner – Sinead Boucher back to the show. She recounts those extraordinary few weeks, from the collapse of Bauer NZ, to just how brutalised ad revenues got in lockdown, the bailout package and the strange forces impacting journalism during level four.Sinead casually reveals what happened behind the scenes during those hectic times, and plots out the future for Stuff – New Zealand’s biggest employer of journalists, and the closest thing to a truly national news network that exists in this country. For those in and around the media, who watched the maneuvering of our two print media giants with awe and popcorn, it’s a pretty fascinating hour. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  Boucher, Sinead, 1970- Interviews.
Mass media New Zealand.
Podcasts.
Links  https://sphinx.acast.com/the-fold/thefoldpodcast-stuff-sceoandownersineadboucheronhowsheboughtfor-1/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/the-fold/thefoldpodcast-stuff-sceoandownersineadboucheronhowsheboughtfor-1
Title  Stuggorings and Fijetterings, MOAMOA, Art and Social Change.
Creator  Amery, Mark, 1969-
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [CIRCUIT Artist Film and Video Aotearoa New Zealand], [2014]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "In the pod this month our critical panel finds much to celebrate in Peter Wareing’s Stuggorings and Fijetterings at Enjoy Gallery, we visit Seung Yul Oh mid-install of his 10 year survey MoaMoa at City Gallery Wellington and we dial up curator Mercedes Vicente on a crackly line in Spain to discuss her Art and Social Change research residency in India, subsequent exhibitions in Christchurch and Auckland, the legacy of Darcy Lange and the vexed issue of how artists resolve the divide between ethics and aesthetics. As usual your host is Mark Amery with guest panellists Martin Patrick and Megan Dunn. Image: Stuggorings and Fijetterings (2014) Peter Wareing"--RSS feed.
Subject  Oh, Seung Yul, 1981- Interviews.
Patrick, Martin Interviews.
Podcasts.
Vicente, Mercedes Interviews.
Video art New Zealand.

Title  Sue Orr: Lolita by Vladimir Nabokov.
Creator  Adam, Pip.
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [Pip Adam], [2015]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Lolita by Vladimir Nabokov is the subject of today's discussion about reading and writing with Pip Adam."--RSS feed.
Subject  New Zealand literature.
Orr, Sue, 1962- Interviews.
Podcasts.
Sugar Magnolia Wilson and Pip Adam talk about Chasing Great: The Richie McCaw Biopic.

Summary
"Chasing Great the Richie McCaw biopic is the subject of today's discussion about reading and writing with Pip Adam."--RSS feed.

Supermarkets of the Future and Today - Chris Quin, Foodstuffs - NZ Tech Podcast 450.

Summary
"Chris Quin (CEO Foodstuffs NI) talks with Paul Spain about the changing landscape as tech commands ever increasing attention in supermarkets. What changes are afoot and how different is it for Chris to lead a food retailer rather than Spark's retail arm. NZ Tech Podcast Gorilla Technology Podcasts NZ"--RSS feed.
Title  Surface 2, Samsung, Asus, Vodafone digital wallet, Digital Nationz.
Creator  Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2013]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "This episode we hear about the upcoming Digital Nationz event, discuss details of Microsoft's new Surface devices and accessories, Vodafone's digital wallet along with news and products from BlackBerry, Apple, Samsung and Asus. Running time : 0:55:18"--RSS feed.
Subject  Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/13acd13f-13acd13f

Title  Surface 3 hands on, Huge .NZ Domain Drama, Semble Mobile Wallet Launch.
Creator  Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2015]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Highlights this week – Microsoft Surface 3, Semble mobile wallet launch and an NZ domain name drama with global ramifications. Also discussed were Windows 10, Project Spartan, Telsa’s mystery, MYOB’s share market listing and Datacom’s A$242 Australian contract win. Running time : 0:47:29"--RSS feed.
Subject  Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/0cf34c9f-0cf34c9f
Title Surface Pro 3, Scott Yara (Pivotal), Samsung Crystal Blue, Dimension Data NZ cloud.

Creator Spain, Paul.

Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2014]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary "We feature Scott Yara of Pivotal and Nathan Mercer of Microsoft NZ as we dive into topics including Microsoft Surface Pro 3 and Big Data. Also hear about Samsung Crystal Blue, Telstra’s $100m Wi-Fi plans and Dimension Data's NZ public cloud offering. Running time: 0:35:39"--RSS feed.

Subject Podcasts.

Links https://dts.podtrac.com/redirect.mp3/cdn.simplecast.com/audio/083219/083219e0-dcd5-4385-9d15-8105e91523a6/b2c82e43-cbe6-4a06-aa8e-e95bb03c7075/e95cb8b_tc.mp3?aid=rss_feed

Title Surface Studio vs Mac Book Pro, Tesla Solar Roof Tiles, Spark vs Chorus.

Creator Spain, Paul.

Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2016]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary "This week – Spark’s move against Chorus, Apple’s new MacBook Pro, Microsoft Surface Studio and Surface Dial, Huawei Mate 9, Note 7 blocking in NZ a world first, Tesla gunning for share of roofing market with solar tiles. A word about Carol Spain. Running time 00:56:18"--RSS feed.

Subject Podcasts.

Links https://dts.podtrac.com/redirect.mp3/cdn.simplecast.com/audio/083219/083219e0-dcd5-4385-9d15-8105e91523a6/15c3e1f0-7869-4a94-96f772e532b0/233651e8_tc.mp3?aid=rss_feed

https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/233651e8-233651e8


Title Sustainability Psychology (w/ Dr Niki Harré).
Creator Warth, Waveney.
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2019]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Sponsored by Karma Cola - the NZ drinks company making ethical, organic, recyclable soda AND by Kōkako Organic Coffee Roasters (carbon neutral coffee since 2016). Dr Niki Harré is a Psychology Professor from The University of Auckland who focuses on sustainability and social change (among other areas). She authored Psychology for a Better World (check out her video summary of the book here) and has contributed significantly to the academic world on thinking about sustainability and how we can change societal behaviours for the common good. This fascinating conversation draws on Niki's ideas that challenge the status quo in several ways. She builds on the ideas put forward in the book Finite and Infinite Games (James Carse) – the framework of identifying that most pursuits can be split into finite games (played for the purpose of winning) and infinite games (played for the purpose of continuing the play). Find out more about Niki here."--RSS feed.
Subject Environmental protection New Zealand.
Harré, Niki Interviews.
Podcasts.
Links https://traffic.omny.fm/d/clips/6e2a797b-0cc4-4c0b-a44d-a51e0019bc3c/e621c193-b63b-4c9f-8040-aa5e00298a9/25bd1ee7-5bbe-4321-9b6d-ab2c009ae5c7/audio.mp3?utm_source=Podcast&in_playlist=40bbac5c-4bb0-4f46-b798-aa5e002ea629&t=1577093852
https://omny.fm/shows/how-to-save-the-world/sustainability-psychology-w-dr-niki-harr

Title Sutthirat Supaprinya.
Creator Amery, Mark, 1969-
Publishing Details [Wellington] : [CIRCUIT Artist Film and Video Aotearoa New Zealand], [2015]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "How do we talk about what can’t be spoken? Thai artist Sutthirat Supaprinya (Som) discusses her recent installation at Toi Pōneke Arts Centre in Wellington entitled STEAL THIS BOOK. Reflecting on censorship, misinformation and buried histories, she talks about art’s role in illuminating the past and present. The WARE (Wellington Artists Residency Exchange) is a collaboration between Wellington City Council and The Asia New Zealand Foundation.atelierorange.info Image: Installation Shot: STEAL THIS BOOK, Sutthirat Supaparinya, Toi Pōneke Arts Centre, 30 October - 14 November 2015"--RSS feed.
Subject Podcasts.
Supapriinya, Sutthirat Interviews.
Video art New Zealand.
Title  Sydney Biennale controversy, Cinema and Painting, Ken Jacobs.
Creator  Amery, Mark, 1969-
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [CIRCUIT Artist Film and Video Aotearoa New Zealand], [2014]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "It's the first CIRCUIT Cast for 2014! In this months pod we talk to Australian artist Nathan Gray about his decision to withdraw from this years Sydney Biennale, just hours before the Biennale ended it's association with controversial sponsor Transfield Holdings. Panellists Martin Patrick and Abby Cunnane join host Mark Amery to dissect the Adam Art Gallery exhibition Cinema and Painting. From New York we are joined by the one of the show's artists, Mr Ken Jacobs, who with his wife Florence discuss the relationship between the aforementioned two mediums, Jacobs' 3D cinema and also share an anecdote about Len Lye in New York during the 1960s. Image: Ken Jacobs, film still from The Guests, 2013. 3D Archival footage transferred to digital video, DCP, b/w, surround-sound, 74mins. Courtesy of the artist."--RSS feed.
Subject  Cunnane, Abby Interviews.
Gray, Nathan (Artist) Interviews.
Patrick, Martin Interviews.
Podcasts.
Video art New Zealand.

Title  Symposium preview #1 - a conversation with Shannon Te Ao.
Creator  Amery, Mark, 1969-
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [CIRCUIT Artist Film and Video Aotearoa New Zealand], [2015]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Ahead of the upcoming CIRCUIT symposium A Genealogy of Moving Image Practice we talk to presenter Shannon Te Ao about his film Untitled (epilogue) made in response to a collection of poems by Joanna Margaret Paul. Still from Untitled (epilogue) Shannon Te Ao 2015"--RSS feed.
Subject  Podcasts.
Te Ao, Shannon, 1978- Interviews.
Video art New Zealand.
Title  Symposium preview #2 - an interview with Dirk De Bruyn.
Creator  Amery, Mark, 1969-
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [CIRCUIT Artist Film and Video Aotearoa New Zealand], [2015]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Dirk de Bruyn is an Australian experimental film-maker whose recent film Threshold uses Google Maps and aerial photography to examine how technology constructs memory. At the CIRCUIT symposium Dirk will present Threshold as part of an illustrated lecture. To find out more about the CIRCUIT Symposium 'A Genealogy of Moving Image Practice' see the website - http://circuit.org.nz/genealogy-of-moving-image-practiceTo register follow this link - http://tinyurl.com/ovmo58f"--RSS feed.
Subject  De Bruyn, Dirk (Film-maker) Interviews.
Podcasts.
Video art New Zealand.

Title  Tablets with keyboards, Snakk Media, Orcon sale, Galaxy S4.
Creator  Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2013]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Hands on with HP's corporate Windows 8 tablet – the ElitePad 900, HTC One, Sony Xperia Z phone and Xperia Tablet Z. We also discuss the NZ Census, Vodafone 4G LTE, Evernote security woes, Apple vs Samsung, Office 365 update, TVNZ On Demand and more. Running time : 0:49:48"--RSS feed.
Subject  Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.
Links  https://dts.podtrac.com/redirect.mp3/cdn.simplecast.com/audio/083219/083219e0-dcd5-4385-9d15-8105e91523a6/00a84b96-87bd-4046-be31-85578f10b257/c6f58f36_tc.mp3?aid=rss_feed
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/c6f58f36-c6f58f36
Title The Tag on Kickstater, Govt ICT report, Yoobee closures, Surface price drop.
Creator Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2013]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "We discuss the Tag (on Kickstarter), NZ Govt ICT report, smart watch rumours, GCSB Bill, Surface RT price drop, Code Avengers, Yoobee store closures, Telecommunications Service Obligations (TSO) and an update on PC World, CIO, Reseller and ComputerWorld. Running time : 0:59:56"--RSS feed.
Subject Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/5e993b56-5e993b56

Title Tahi Moore and Light Show.
Creator Amery, Mark, 1969-
Publishing Details [Wellington] : [CIRCUIT Artist Film and Video Aotearoa New Zealand], [2014]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "In this edition of CIRCUIT Cast we interview Tahi Moore about his show Psyche Rebuild at Hopkinson Mossman and discuss how his practice investigates the gap between thought and language; in our round table discussion our guests Mark Jackson and Ahilapalapa Rands discuss the Auckland Art Gallery’s summer blockbuster Light Show. Your host is Mark Amery. Image: Magic Hour (2004-2007) David Batchelor. Courtesy the artist, Galeria Leme, São Paulo and Ingleby Gallery, EdinburghGuest Bios: Dr. Mark Jackson is Associate Professor of Design in the School of Art and Design, Faculty of Design and Creative Technologies at AUT University, New Zealand. He has published in the fields of design history and theory, the visual arts, film and media as well as architecture and landscape architecture. He has had a number of film and video works exhibited internationally. His current research focus is on ethics and design cultures with particular emphasis on the works of Derrida, Heidegger, Agamben and Levinas.Ahilapalapa Rands is the outgoing Education Intern at Artspace, a leading contemporary New Zealand gallery located on Karangahape Road in Auckland. In 2013 she co-curated Close To Home, the 6th Tautai Tertiary Exhibition at ST Paul St Gallery with her Mum Melanie Rands followed by her recent curation of Artspace exhibitionW e l c o m e in September 2014. Ahi graduated in 2009 with a Bachelor of Visual Arts from AUT University. During her studies she worked in video and performance installation. Along with Maila Urale, Linda T, and Chris Fitzgerald she is one of the founding members of D.A.N.C.E. art club who have been working together since 2008. Ahi is a fourth generation New Zealander on her father’s side and second on her mother’s side with links to Hawai’i, Tongareva, Fiji, Samoan, England & Scotland.http://www.artspace.org.nz/exhibitions/2014/welcome.aspDance - http://danceartclub.co.nz"--RSS feed.
Subject Jackson, Mark (Mark L.) Interviews.
Moore, Tahi, 1972- Interviews.
Podcasts.
Rands, Ahilapalapa Interviews.
Video art New Zealand.
Title: Talay-ho.
Creator: Talay, Ufuk.

Publishing Details: [Wellington] : [Yellow Fever], [2019]
Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Series: Phoenix City ; August 21, 2019.
Summary: "In Patrick’s final episode before leaving the country, the pod are joined by Phoenix head coach Ufuk Talay, who discusses the FFA Cup loss, recruitment strategies, coaching philosophies and preseason plans."--RSS feed.
Subject: Podcasts.
Soccer New Zealand.
Talay, Ufuk Interviews.
Wellington Phoenix FC (Soccer club)

Links:
https://thekidsareallwhite.podomatic.com/enclosure/2019-08-20T22_19_54-07_00.mp3
https://www.podomatic.com/podcasts/thekidsareallwhite/episodes/2019-08-20T22_19_54-07_00

Title: Talking Artificial Intelligence and IBM’s CIMON Space Robot.
Creator: Spain, Paul.

Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2020]
Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary: "A chat with two IBMers - Matthias Biniok – who runs the project for CIMON (a space robot used at the International Space Station) and alongside him Isuru Fernando - who is IBM NZ’s Chief Technology and Design Officer. Recorded in Sydney at Cloud Innovate Exchange.NZ Tech PodcastPaul SpainGarilla TechnologyFree Tesla SuperchargingSpecial thanks to organisations who support innovation and tech leadership in New Zealand by partnering with NZ Tech Podcast:Sumo LogicHPSamsungVodafone NZSpark NZVocus"--RSS feed.
Subject: Biniok, Matthias Interviews.
Fernando, Isuru Interviews.
Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.

Links:
Title  Tallulah Adam: Calvin and Hobbes by Bill Waterson.
Creator  Adam, Pip.
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [Pip Adam], [2015]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Calvin and Hobbes by Bill Waterson is the topic of today's discussion about reading and writing with Pip Adam. Tallulah and I talk about Calvin and Hobbes, life in the 1990s and how snakes pee. I feel like Toki has always liked comics. I don't know if that's because we have a lot around the house or something else but she really loves reading them. Although she gets a lot of comics through Comixology she still enjoys going to the library and rummaging through the collection there. We love our library so much. They have a really diverse collection with a lot of comics and what they call 'sophisticated picture books'. In the introduction to this podcast I also get excited about Wellington City Libraries eLibrary, which you can read about here"--RSS feed.
Subject  Adam, Tallulah Interviews.
New Zealand literature.
Podcasts.
Links  https://mcdn.podbean.com/mf/web/uv467n/Ep8Toki.mp3

Title  Talking Tech, Digital, Innovation and Disruption.
Creator  Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2018]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "A special NZ Tech Podcast episode with Paul Spain (Gorilla Technology) and Rohan MacMahon (Woolemi Consulting) talking through a range of topics around New Zealand technology, innovation, disruption and more. Links: www.nztechpodcast.com www.paulspain.com www.gorillatechnology.com "--RSS feed.
Subject  MacMahon, Rohan Interviews.
"Kia ora Whanau. Imagine being able to run because someone told you that was something that you were allowed to do. That running was something that you could do, but only at a specific time, and never with company. The degree of freedom that running would give you would take on a whole new meaning. For many of us, running is a privilege that we take for granted but for Tanya Bottomley, this was her reality. Tanya was in a controlling, violent marriage, at this time, and her journey to where she is now had begun when she completed the Auckland Marathon at the encouragement of her sister in 2012. It would be so convenient, if life were a movie, to say that Tanya found running, quit smoking, overcame depression, and ended the relationship with a snap of the fingers, but life is more nuanced and complicated than that. Tanya’s story is incredible, and whilst yes, all that has happened, the journey to get there was an ultra, not a sprint. We speak to Tanya from her new home of Nelson, at the top of the South Island. Tanya is the first woman aiming to finish the Southern Seasons Miler Challenge, having completed Great Nasbey, Hamner, and Krazie K’s. Tanya now has her sights set on Northburn 100 in March. This conversation with Tanya was such a privilege. We discuss her life now, her training, the journey to trail running, and how you train to run four 100 mile ultramarathons in a year whilst also having a “normal” life. Tanya is also fundraising for SHINE (Safer Homes In New Zealand Every day) whilst completing the challenge. Link is below. Enjoy."--RSS feed.

Subject Bottomley, Tanya Interviews.
Mountain running New Zealand.
Podcasts.

Links https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5b12367ff8370a538dd229e3/t/5de5e3b95be57103517d7c45/1575347883849/ep+71+Tanya+Bottomley.mp3

"Kia Ora Whanau. To bastardise a Lao Tzu quote, A journey of 100 miles begins with one step, and this week on Dirt Church Radio Eugene and Matt sit down to deconstruct Eugene’s 100 mile success at the 2020 Tarawera Ultramarathon. Talking about himself does not come easily for Eugene, in fact, he hates it so much Matt had to surprise him with an interview at the pair’s one year live show. Despite this, and with his usual humility, reflection, and generosity, Eugene breaks his endeavour down into step-size chunks so that we could fully appreciate the magnitude of what he and others had achieved. It does not stop there, Eugene took our new portable recorder (THANKS PATREON PATRONS!) to Tarawera and like the proud member of the Fourth Estate that he is, held it down after the powhiri capturing interviews with world 100 mile record holder Zach Bitter, Lucy Bartholemew, Kerry Suter and Ali Pottinger of Squadrun, Caitlin Fielder and Paul Charteris himself. This show feels like a lot because it is a lot, it’s the culmination of over 13 weeks of effort for Eugene, his family, and friends. To have him complete the event with such determination, and to have him share this with us on the show this week, is truly special. We know that 3000 of you out there lined up at the big dance this year, and to you, your families, significant others, and supporters, we say Ka mou te wehi!!! Enjoy!"--RSS feed.
Subject Mountain running New Zealand.
Podcasts.

Links
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5b12367ff8370a538dd229e3/t/5e42386e21e4105cefd0e5fa/1581399050967/ep+80+Tarawera+2020+Special.mp3
https://www.dirtchurchradio.com/dirtchurchradio/2020/2/12/episode-80-tarawera-ultra-special

Title Tautai Pacific Arts / Christina Jeffery interview.
Creator Amery, Mark, 1969-
Publishing Details [Wellington] : [CIRCUIT Artist Film and Video Aotearoa New Zealand], [2017]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "What are the challenges and opportunities facing Pacific artists in New Zealand today? The Director of the Tautai Pacific Arts Trust Christina Jeffery speaks to host Mark Amery about the successes of the Pacific art community and support needed for it’s development. Recorded earlier in 2017, Mark and Christina begin by talking about the Honolulu Biennial and the shared concerns between Pacific Rim artists."--RSS feed.
Subject Jeffery, Christina Interviews.
Podcasts.
Video art New Zealand.

Title Taxing Tales.
Creator Lund, Jeb.
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2017]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Trump's tax returns have been revealed! Not really but we do have a two page summary of his 2005 return to pour over thanks to Rachel Maddow while Jeb's on (possibly Obama subsidised) painkillers and Tim's trying to dig into Trumpcare. Our American political jounro and kiwi questioner bat around the idea of government efficiency and then team up to chew over the implications of the wire tap claims."--RSS feed.
Subject Podcasts.
World politics.
Links https://traffic.omny.fm/d/clips/6e2a797b-0cc4-4c0b-a44d-a51e0019bc3c/ff5c796b6-19ca-41d0-8bff-a8c0df11ad38521efc-3447-48d3-93dd-a737007d0f49/audio.mp3?utm_source=Podcast&in_playlist=193ca0fa-87f4-4441-934d-a86c00e44c3e&utm=1489563747
https://omny.fm/shows/polidicks/taxing-tales
Title  Taylor Made.
Creator  Taylor, Steven, 1986-
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [Yellow Fever], [2018]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Series  Phoenix City ; August 16, 2018.
Summary  "Steven Taylor joins the podcast to talk about his time in Wellington so far, how the preseason under Mark Rudan is tracking, and why he chose the Wellington Phoenix. Meanwhile, season passes are on sale, pre-season continues, and the two NZ U20 sides have been in action."--RSS feed.
Subject  Podcasts.
          Soccer New Zealand.
          Taylor, Steven, 1986- Interviews.
          Wellington Phoenix FC (Soccer club)
Links  https://thekidsareallwhite.podomatic.com/enclosure/2018-08-16T15_49_33-07_00.mp3
        https://www.podomatic.com/podcasts/thekidsareallwhite/episodes/2018-08-16T15_49_33-07_00

Title  Tayo Aluko: Call Mr Robeson by Tayo Aluko.
Creator  Adam, Pip.
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [Pip Adam], [2015]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Call Mr Robeson: A Life, With Songs by Tayo Aluko is the subject of today's discussion about reading and writing with Pip Adam."--RSS feed.
Subject  Aluko, Tayo
          Interviews.
          New Zealand literature.
          Podcasts.
Links  https://mcdn.podbean.com/mf/web/ditu6e/Ep11MrRobeson.mp3
Title TCNZ PODCAST UPDATE I.

Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [True Crime New Zealand], [2019]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Series True crime New Zealand ; August 23, 2019.

Summary "Here we are, 13 episodes in. Since launch of True Crime NZ June 17th 2019, it has been a rollercoaster of emotion so far, lots of highs and excitement; as well as having some really tough days - as is life. As the podcast has grown and evolved since the last time we did this. For anyone unaware, TCNZ is comprised of two people; my husband, Sirius; and me, Jessica. The podcast is independently produced, funded by passion for journalism and storytelling. The podcast is recorded in an emptied out cupboard in our spare room; in our spare time from our full time jobs. CONTACT USEmail us directly at: contact@truecrime.comOur contact page: truecrimenz.com/contactReddit: https://www.reddit.com/r/TrueCrimeNewZealandFacebook: https://www.facebook.com/TrueCrimeNewZealand/Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/truecrimenewzealand/Twitter: https://twitter.com/TrueCrimeNZ"--RSS feed.

Subject Crime New Zealand.


Title TCNZ PODCAST UPDATE II.

Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [True Crime New Zealand], [2019]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Series True crime New Zealand ; November 02, 2019.

Summary "Tēnā koutou friends, Jessica here, with a quick update on some new things happening around our way. With the completion of the Rainbow Warrior story, that was our 12th case and 21st episode. Which was kind of like a season for us. We have a couple of announcements to make regarding the future of True Crime NZ. Please follow our social media pages to keep updated about any updates. Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/TrueCrimeNewZealand Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/truecrimenewzealand/ Twitter: https://twitter.com/TrueCrimeNZ Reddit: https://www.reddit.com/r/TrueCrimeNewZealand"--RSS feed.

Subject Crime New Zealand.

https://truecrimenz.com/2019/11/03/tcnz-podcast-update-ii/
Title  Te Aroha Grace explains the Iwi Algorithm.
Creator  Brown, Russell, 1962-
Publishing Details  [Auckland] : [The Stuff], [2019]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "In the third episode of Actually Interesting, The Spinoff's monthly podcast exploring the effect AI has on our lives, Te Aroha Grace explains the Iwi Algorithm. At this year's AI conference in Auckland the way technological developments would affect law, business, politics, and our everyday lives was at the forefront of the conversation. But then the conference moved into an entirely new space - the space of te ao Māori. That conversation was led by Te Aroha Grace, the innovation officer at Ngāti Whātua Ōrākei, and explored the way Artificial Intelligence can unite New Zealand's diverse cultures to grow the mana of brand Aotearoa. As part of that work Grace has developed the Iwi Algorithm, a concept designed to embed New Zealand's unique cultural values at the heart of AI's decision making. In his own words: "The Iwi Algorithm is the re-understanding of our ancient relationship with emotional, natural and social capital. It prioritises the spiritual, cognitive and physical equilibrium needed for humans to feel connected, inspired and actionable." "Its premise and paradigm is founded in the ancient human and pre-human modalities of ceremony and ritual, where science, religion and industry are one and therefore indistinguishable. The algorithm enlists the preservation, providence and understanding of the miracle of language, a vibrational force understood in its outright ability to pierce the veil of conscience through the sonic forces created through a voice box. "The Iwi Algorithm magnifies the essential and existential dimensions of a visible and invisible world, whose core is a genius framework of timeless and eternal values left behind the invisible giants of our past whose shoulders we are privileged to tenant today." According to Grace, this gives us an opportunity to learn from our past and use that to inform the technology that will define our future. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  Artificial intelligence.
Grace, Te Aroha Interviews.
Podcasts.
Links  https://media.acast.com/actually-interesting/tearohagraceexplainstheiwialgorithm/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/actually-interesting/tearohagraceexplainstheiwialgorithm
Business is Boring is a weekly podcast series presented by The Spinoff in association with Callaghan Innovation. Host Simon Pound speaks with innovators and commentators focused on the future of New Zealand. This week he talks to Mitchell Pham, founder of Augen Software Group. If the last century was the American century, so far this has been the Asian century. The last three decades have seen amazing growth in wealth and geopolitical influence for a range of Asian countries, in large part due to new trade linkages around the world. And in the digital present, those linkages should only increase. One New Zealander working to help make this happen in both his own business and at an international level is Mitchell Pham.

Mitchell came to New Zealand from Vietnam, but a very different Vietnam to the one that exists now. He was 12 years old when he fled the country as a refugee, outrunning machine gun fire, surviving exposure to the elements and running out of food before being picked up by an Indonesian oil rig crew. He spent the next two years at four different refugee camps before finally arriving in New Zealand alone in the mid-1980s. Mitchell's next challenge was to adjust to the New Zealand education system, but he thrived, meeting friends at university who he set up a company with that would eventually become the Augen Software Group. Today, his software development company has offices across New Zealand and Vietnam. Mitchell is also a member of a number of national and international bodies helping to increase the quality of our digital landscape, including chair of the Digital Council of Aotearoa New Zealand and New Zealand's representative on the Asia Society's Global Council. He joined the podcast for a chat about his incredible journey, contributing to the industry and what's next. Download now, subscribe through Apple Podcasts, or visit Business is Boring on Acast or Spotify"--RSS feed.
Title  Tech Miniaturisation with Dai Henwood and 'Nanogirl' Dr Michelle Dickinson.

Creator  Spain, Paul.

Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2015]

Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary  "This special episode saw geek comedian Dai Henwood join 'Nanogirl' Dr Michelle Dickinson and Paul Spain in front a live audience to discuss the tech news of the week (such as the Apple Watch) and a focus on Tech Miniaturisation. Running time : 1:06:22"--RSS feed.

Subject  Dickinson, Michelle Interviews.
         Podcasts.
         Technology New Zealand.

https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/f37cdefb-f37cdefb

Title  Tech vs Caronavirus, Kashmir Internet partially restored, London Police turn on facial recognition cams.

Creator  Spain, Paul.

Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2020]

Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary  "Facial recognition tech rolls out in London, technology vs Coronavirus, India partially restores internet to Kashmir, NZ's Imagr raises $14m for SmartCart tech, Vodafone Christchurch and Xone update from Michelle Sharp (former CEO, Kilmarnock Enterprises). NZ Tech PodcastPaul SpainGorilla TechnologyFree Tesla SuperchargingSpecial thanks to organisations who support innovation and tech leadership in New Zealand by partnering with NZ Tech Podcast:Sumo LogicHPSamsungVodafone NZSpark NZVocus"--RSS feed.

Subject  Podcasts.
         Sharp, Michelle Interviews.
         Technology New Zealand.

Title TEEKS.
Creator Dallas Momoisea, Leilani.
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Snacks and Chats], [2017]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "TEEKS aka Te Karehana Gardiner-Toi discusses his stunning EP, The Grapefruit Skies, and the impact Māori culture and growing up speaking te reo has had on his life, and his music. "Growing up with the language, but also the whole culture of being Māori – singing, or being musically inclined - is just a part of being Māori as well. It's a given ay, it's like a pre-requisite, if you're Māori you have to know how to sing, do kapa haka and write songs and perform.""--RSS feed.
Subject Podcasts.
Links https://snacksandchats.podomatic.com/enclosure/2017-06-28T22_20_25-07_00.mp3
https://www.podomatic.com/podcasts/snacksandchats/episodes/2017-06-28T22_20_25-07_00

Title Telecom 4G LTE, Facebook Home, HP loses $96m NZ.
Creator Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2013]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "This week we discuss Facebook Home, Telecom's 4G LTE news, HP's massive loss in NZ, HP Moonshot server, new products from Panasonic including bone conduction headphones and the devices for the digital TV switchover Running time: 0:49:44"--RSS feed.
Subject Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.
Links https://dts.podtrac.com/redirect.mp3/cdn.simplecast.com/audio/083219/083219e0-dcd5-4385-9d15-b105e19523a6/46297432-4fd0-46a6-9cea-201bd133d890/f85352b0_c.mp3?aid=rss_feed
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/f85352b0-f85352b0
Title: Telecom 4G, Vodafone UFB and TV, Is Kim Dotcom right about NZ Internet?

Creator: Spain, Paul.

Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2013]

Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary: "This week we discuss the news of the week including Telecom NZ's 4G LTE announcement, Vodafone's UFB and TV launch and Kim Dotcom's comments about NZ's internet. Also featured are new tablets from Dell and a taste of the new HP Microserver. Running time : 0:59:30"--RSS feed.

Subject: Podcasts.

Technology New Zealand.


Title: Telecom Aircade. Dominos NZ domain drama, Telecom M2M dev kit, ThinkPad 10.

Creator: Spain, Paul.

Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2014]

Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary: "This week – iPhone big screen report, Lenovo's new ThinkPad 10 tablet, Telecom's Aircade cloud gaming, Twitter mute, Domino's NZ domain name drama, Intel Haswell refresh, Telecom M2M dev kit, Intel NUC bootup time and more about Uber and Zoomy. Running time : 0:46:39"--RSS feed.

Subject: Podcasts.

Technology New Zealand.


https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/22444a33-22444a33

Title: Telecom unlimited internet, Uber vs Zoomy, Galaxy K Zoom, Mako's latest deal.

Creator: Spain, Paul.

Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2014]

Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary: "We discuss LG's new TVs, Hulu's blocking of proxy users, Telecom unlimited broadband, new Microsoft Surface tablet/s due in May, Nokia acquisition by Microsoft is complete, Galaxy K Zoom, Mako's Telstra deal and Uber vs Zoomy. Running time : 0:35:30"--RSS feed.

Links: https://dts.podtrac.com/redirect.mp3/cdn.simplecast.com/audio/083219/083219e0-dcd5-4385-9d15-8105e91523a6/3747c14d-d2cd-48dd-888c-0e637be6e761/300c5065_tc.mp3?aid=rss_feed
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/300c5065-300c5065

---

Title: Telecom VDSL, Adobe Creative Cloud, 3D printed plaster cast, Westpac Home Loan app.

Creator: Spain, Paul.

Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2013]

Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary: "This episode we look at Telecom's new VDSL internet, Coretex 3D printed plaster cast replacement, Te Reo Maori apps, UFB rollout news, 5th anniversary of App Store launch, Westpac's home loan app, and a detailed update on Adobe and their Creative Cloud. Running time : 0:48:56"--RSS feed.

Subject: Podcasts.

https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/62856c9d-62856c9d
**Tequila Snacks.**

**Publishing Details**
[Wellington] : [Yellow Fever], [2018]

**Format**
1 online resource (1 audio file)

**Series**
Phoenix City ; January 11, 2018.

**Summary**
"The Phoenix played a couple of games with mixed results, including just the second win of the season so far. Graham Arnold could be the next All Whites coach, and the Wel Clasico served up a goalfeast of a first half. Oh, and we drink tequila."--RSS feed.

**Subject**
Podcasts.
Soccer New Zealand.
Wellington Phoenix FC (Soccer club)

**Links**
https://thekidsareallwhite.podomatic.com/enclosure/2018-01-11T13_08-08_00.mp3
https://www.podomatic.com/podcasts/thekidsareallwhite/episodes/2018-01-11T13_08-08_00

---

**The terrible dreaded gastro and useful tips for Xmas.**

**Creator**
Yee, Jane.

**Publishing Details**
[Auckland] : [Jane Yee], [2017]

**Format**
1 online resource (1 audio file)

**Summary**
"This month we chat about how being a parent can make you super emotional about pretty much everything, but especially TV commercials. We also discuss how crazy pregnancy is for both your mind and your poor, poor body. The festive season is looming so we yarn about how having kids changes Christmas, plus we've got the top five actually useful gifts to bestow on new parents."--RSS feed.

**Subject**
Child rearing New Zealand.
Podcasts.

**Links**
https://mcdn.podbean.com/mf/web/q4g68g/breeders_digest_21_11_17.mp3
https://breedersdigest.podbean.com/e/the-terrible-dreaded-gastro-and-useful-tips-for-xmas/

---

**Terry Davis.**

**Creator**
Rayment, Matt.

**Publishing Details**
[New Zealand] : [Dirt Church Radio], [2020]

**Format**
1 online resource (1 audio file)

**Summary**
"Kia Ora Whanau .Week Three of lockdown and this week we bring you race director extraordinaire Terry Davis. This is a ripping yarn from one of the stalwarts of the Aotearoa trail and ultramarathon community. Northburn 100 bills itself as a race that you don't complete, you survive, one that despite being so fiendishly, awfully, difficult draws people back year after year. Terry talks about his love of adventure. And how adventure can turn our lives around. Adventure can ignite us, embolden us, and take us to the edge of what we believe that we can accomplish. Now, that sounds cliche, right? Not how Terry tells it. We learn about the best kept secret in Aotearoa trail running, and consider that if a race director hates his own race, why should you even bother doing it? We challenge anyone to listen to this conversation and not come away even a little bit fizzing. We talk about Terry's beginnings, his struggles with being a "sad arse" (his words) as a young man to finding adventure racing, meaning, and purpose. Terry also drops what Matt perhaps controversially considers the single best piece of advice ever heard on DCR. Taken literally, or metaphorically, it confirms what many people thought: Terry Davis is a prophet. Enjoy."--RSS feed.

**Subject**
Davis, Terry (Race director) Interviews.
Mountain running New Zealand.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Terry Shubkin on Young Enterprise and how to define 'Success'.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Moe, Steven, 1976-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[Rolleston] : Steven Moe, [2020]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource (1 audio file)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;Terry Shubkin is Chief Excitement Officer at Young Enterprise which is focused on &quot;Inspiring Students. Unleashing Leaders.&quot; In this interview we hear about her life journey and what led her to taking on that role. I really enjoyed hearing about her background and interesting journey and lessons learned when making life decisions (&quot;what's the worst that could happen?&quot;) as well as the work being done to promote enterprise among high school students. We also talk about the shift in focus over time among students who are increasingly interested in the impact their companies will have. With thousands of alumni who have been through the programme there is now a lasting legacy of businesses whose CEOs first learned about business through YES. Website: <a href="http://youngenterprise.org.nz/">http://youngenterprise.org.nz/</a> Facebook: <a href="https://www.facebook.com/YoungEnterpriseNZ">https://www.facebook.com/YoungEnterpriseNZ</a> Report on Social Enterprise mentioned: <a href="https://www.theimpactinitiative.org.nz/publications/structuring-for-impact">https://www.theimpactinitiative.org.nz/publications/structuring-for-impact</a> YES Annual Report here 2 minute overview video of what they do - <a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ih7BKfNzdcc">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ih7BKfNzdcc</a> 2019 YES Alumni Report (Life after YES) – gives the outcomes from our alumni survey including the stats I mentioned around the number of entrepreneurs, the number of companies they have created and the number of jobs - <a href="http://youngenterprise.org.nz/assets/Uploads/YES-Alumni-Report-2019-Final.pdf">http://youngenterprise.org.nz/assets/Uploads/YES-Alumni-Report-2019-Final.pdf</a> Video if people want to volunteer and not sure what it means to mentor a YES company - <a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VHUdJE4D5jDc">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VHUdJE4D5jDc</a> If people want to #loveYES and #shopYES – the YES Market where YES companies can sell their products online in a central place. <a href="http://www.yesmarket.co.nz/businesses">http://www.yesmarket.co.nz/businesses</a> Social enterprise book here From website: &quot;Our vision at Young Enterprise is to build a pipeline of entrepreneurial-minded young people who will boost the prosperity in Aotearoa. We do this by preparing young people to thrive in business and in life. We create authentic learning experiences and bring enterprise into the classroom.&quot; Video of this interview: <a href="https://youtu.be/QXF2OR68nRg">https://youtu.be/QXF2OR68nRg</a> For more interviews check out <a href="http://www.theseeds.nz">www.theseeds.nz</a> &quot;--RSS feed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Podcasts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Shubkin, Terry Interviews.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Social entrepreneurship New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Links</td>
<td><a href="https://chtbl.com/track/89G95E/traffic.libsyn.com/secure/seeds/Terry_Shubkin.mp3?dest-id=571558">https://chtbl.com/track/89G95E/traffic.libsyn.com/secure/seeds/Terry_Shubkin.mp3?dest-id=571558</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><a href="https://seeds.libsyn.com/terry-shubkin-on-young-enterprise">https://seeds.libsyn.com/terry-shubkin-on-young-enterprise</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Title  Tesla Autonomous Trucks, Cyber Espionage, Acquisitions galore, Air NZ Bluetooth.
Creator  Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2016]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "This week features – Elon Musk’s Masterplan 2 and Tesla Autonomous Trucks, Cyber sabotage apparently used by Fortune 500 companies, Air NZ allowing inflight Bluetooth, acquisitions galore - Marker Metro, ARM/SoftBank, Yahoo/Verizon. Running time 00:52:20"--RSS feed.
Subject  Podcasts.
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/69692aa0-69692aa0

Title  Tesla Autopilot in the real world, Freeview NZ tech, Virgin Galatic vs Rocket Lab - NZ Tech Podcast 419.
Creator  Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2018]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Subject  Joire, Myriam Interviews.
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/742f465f-742f465f
Title  Tesla Cybertruck, Xerox vs HP, Disney+, Huawei Watch GT2, Huawei FreeBuds 3, YoungShand.

Creator  Spain, Paul.

Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2019]

Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary  "HP vs Xerox, Tesla Cybertruck, Google Stadia game streaming, Microsoft CEO Satya Nadella in NZ, Disney+ hands on, People Data Labs 622M Email Addresses, YoungShand insights and hands on Huawei Watch GT2 and Huawei FreeBuds 3NZ Tech PodcastPaul SpainGorilla TechnologyFree Tesla SuperchargingSpecial thanks to organisations who support innovation and tech leadership in New Zealand by partnering with NZ Tech Podcast:Vodafone NZVocusSumo LogicHPSpark NZSamsung"--RSS feed.

Subject  Podcasts.

Technology New Zealand.

Links  https://dts.podtrac.com/redirect.mp3/cdn.simplecast.com/audio/083219/083219e0-dcd5-4385-9d15-8105e91523a6/f7143cd4-2f6c-4ca7-a5c5-0cd50ad9513c/nztechpodcast468_tc.mp3?aid=rss_feed
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/468-I_YnFZJX

Title  Tesla Model 3 in NZ, Sky not standing still, fingerprint data hacked, watch that USB cable - NZ Tech Podcast 452.

Creator  Spain, Paul.

Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2019]

Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary  "This week - Tesla Model 3 in NZ, Sky not standing still, fingerprint data hacked, watch that USB cable and lots more. NZ Tech Podcast Paul Spain Gorilla Technology 1500kms of free Tesla Supercharging"--RSS feed.

Subject  Podcasts.

Technology New Zealand.

Links  https://dts.podtrac.com/redirect.mp3/cdn.simplecast.com/audio/083219/083219e0-dcd5-4385-9d15-8105e91523a6/06ea8298-4d52-448d-8590-4dd6dfbe7a45/950e95a1_tc.mp3?aid=rss_feed
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/950e95a1-950e95a1
Title  Tesla Trucks, Smartwatch Ban, China bans Skype, 2degrees Wi-Fi Calling, Uber vs The World.

Creator  Spain, Paul.

Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2017]

Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary  "Tesla Truck, Fullview display Huawei Nova 2i, 10-year-old's face unlocks mum's iPhone X, a new >300km/h transport system, Germany bans smartwatches, China's bans Skype, 2Degrees WiFi calling, Uber hack, Cyber Smart Week"--RSS feed.

Subject  Podcasts.

https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/c30f1c04-c30f1c04

Title  They're growing it here: the Kiwis cultivating SARS-CoV-2 in the lab.

Creator  Dudding, Adam.

Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [Stuff Limited] [2020]

Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary  "Scientists in New Zealand have been growing and studying the virus that causes Covid-19. Why would they do that, and what's it like to knowingly be in the same room as this deadly organism? ESR senior scientist Lauren Jelley joins the show to explain all, and how a Hollywood movie about a viral outbreak set her on a path to the lab. Meanwhile Adam and Eugene imagine what might have been.Links: Click here for every episode of Coronavirus NZ. Full Stuff coronavirus coverageEugene on Twitter; Adam on TwitterSupport Stuff3Our email: viruspod@stuff.co.nz"--RSS feed.

Subject  COVID-19 (Disease) New Zealand.

Jelley, Lauren Interviews.

Podcasts.

Links  https://media.whooshkaa.com/show/11846/episode/676031.mp3
https://player.whooshkaa.com/episode?id=676031
Title Three Draws.

Summary "All four of the team are back on the pod together for the first time in forever, and they chat the 1-1 draw in Auckland against the Victory, Steven Taylor resigning and what that could mean for the captaincy next season, whether the Nix can fit everyone under the cap next year and the usual wrap of the Handy Prem results."--RSS feed.

Subject Podcasts.

Creator

Publishing Details [Wellington] : [Yellow Fever], [2019]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Series Phoenix City ; February 20, 2019.

Title Tiger King economy: what we're watching during lockdown.

Summary "What do you do when the cinemas and music venues and bars are all shut? Stuff's entertainment director Nicky Park phones in from a toddler's teepee, and surveys the options still available to NZ's culture vultures. Stuff reporter George Block finds out what lockdown looks like if you're homeless. And Eugene makes a brave foray to the supermarket. Links: Full Stuff coronavirus coverage Eugene on Twitter Adam on Twitter Our new email: viruspod@stuff.co.nz."--RSS feed.

Subject Block, George Interviews.

Creator Dudding, Adam.

Publishing Details [Wellington] : [Stuff Limited] [2020]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Title

National Library of New Zealand 674 Te Puna Matauranga o Aotearoa
Title  Tim Berners-Lee's Solid bet, Punakaiki Fund capital raise, Windows 10 update deletes data, Intel's next CPUs - NZ Tech Podcast 409.

Creator  Spain, Paul.

Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2018]

Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)


Subject  Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.
Wiggs, Lance Interviews.

https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/3d811c74-3d811c74

Title  Tim Day.

Creator  Rayment, Matt.

Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Dirt Church Radio], [2019]

Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary  "This week, Matt has the pleasure of speaking to Dr Tim Day, the race director of Tarawera Ultramarathon. It took us a while to complete the set, with Tim's partner Paul Charteris being our first ever guest on DCR, but boy was this worth the wait! Tim is a private person, who would prefer to let Paul do the talking about the race that they both love, so we thank Tim for his generosity in speaking to us.Matt talks with Tim about his journey from participant, to his role in the infamous 2014 Cyclone Lusi race, to where he sits today. We talk about the changes and challenges of putting on one of the most well-known ultramarathon races in the world, and the recent changes that the race has undergone, including Tarawera being recently sold to Ironman. We discuss how Tim is deeply passionate about the outdoors, and blending recreation with conservation in a way that is beneficial for ourselves as individuals as well as our environment. Spending weeks in the bush engaged in conservation projects and racking up incredible amounts of vertical metres at the same time. This is a brilliant conversation with a well known, but little heard voice in the international trail running community and we hope you enjoy!"--RSS feed.

Subject  Day, Tim D. Interviews.
Mountain running New Zealand.
Podcasts.

Links  https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5b12367ff8370a538dd229e3/t/5d98112c7e19f6412acd6c4d/1570247701972/Ep+63+Tim+Day.mp3
https://www.dirtchurchradio.com/dirtchurchradio/2019/10/5/episode-63-tim-day
Title Tim Hazeldine and Eric Crampton on Auckland's CBD Rail Loop and post-COVID economic recovery.

Creator Williams, Jordan (Lawyer)

Publishing Details [Wellington] : [New Zealand Taxpayers' Union Inc.], [2020]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Series Taxpayer talk ; May 13, 2020.


Subject Crampton, Eric Interviews.
Hazledine, Tim Interviews.
Podcasts.
Taxation New Zealand.


Title Tim Sutton.

Creator Rayment, Matt.

Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Dirt Church Radio], [2019]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary "Kia Ora Whanau. So often in trail running, the quality of adventure is measured by us stepping outside of our usual surrounds. Somehow, a hill that we've not climbed before takes on more meaning than one we have, or a sunrise somewhere else becomes more epic than our own domestic sunshine. Tim Sutton knocks that paradigm on his head with his focus on Adventure as something that you do where you are. We can't underscore the importance of this message: Adventure where you are, on your own terms. No matter what you do or where you are, you can always push your limits. Tim exemplifies this approach in spades. Hailing from Wellington, Tim spends the majority of his time running local trails and surrounds, heading off on monthly adventures into the Tarawera ranges and has completed multiple iterations of the Schormann- Kaitoke traverse. This 77-82 km traverse with 6800m of elevation was first conceived in 1963 by trampers as a 7 day traverse, now being knocked out several times under 24 hours by Tim and his fellow Tararua adventurers. Having a reputation for being as fast as he is adventurous, Tim was amongst the first group of competitors to take on The Revenant. We discuss this, his journey from multisport to trails, to adventure, to family man, and much much more on this week's episode of Dirt Church Radio. Enjoy!"--RSS feed.

Subject Mountain running New Zealand.
Podcasts.
Sutton, Tim (Runner) Interviews.

Links https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5b12367ff8370a538dd229e3/t/5c59594371c10b30f387c87b/1549360185957/Ep+28+Tim+Sutton2.mp3
Title  TIN Report - Will tech soon be NZ's biggest exporter?
Creator   Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2019]
Format   1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary   "Greg Shanahan discusses NZ's tech success and the TIN Report on NZ Tech Podcast. We look at how NZ tech is stepping up and who the companies and sectors are that are helping lead NZ forward into the tech revolution. Tech Revolution - PwC Herald TalksNZ Tech Podcast Paul Spain Gorilla Technology Free Tesla Supercharging Special thanks to organisations who support innovation and tech leadership in New Zealand by partnering with NZ Tech Podcast: Vodafone NZ Vocus Sumo Logic HP Spark NZ Samsung"--RSS feed.
Subject  Podcasts.
Shanahan, Greg Interviews.
Technology New Zealand.
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/466-wZ4zilMy

Title  Tinny house tales.
Creator   Dudding, Adam.
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [Stuff Limited] [2020]
Format   1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary   "What happens to the illegal drug market when the rest of the country's economy has slowed to a trickle? Investigative reporter Blair Ensor has the answer for hosts Adam Dudding and Eugene Bingham. Stuff's political editor Luke Malpass has been keeping an eye on how the Australian government is treating its Kiwi residents. And Eugene goes on a pangolin-hunt. Links: * Stuff's Covid-19 coverage: stuff.co.nz/national/health/coronavirus * Jeff McTainsh's lockdown commentaries: twitter.com/jeff_mctainsh"--RSS feed.
Subject  COVID-19 (Disease) New Zealand.
Ensor, Blair Interviews.
Podcasts.
Links  https://media.whooshkaa.com/show/11846/episode/604214.mp3
https://player.whooshkaa.com/episode?id=604214
Title  TnkGrl on the HTC 10, LeEco LeSEE Autonomous Car, LeEco - Le2, Le2 Pro and Le Max2.
Creator Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2016]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Paul Spain is joined by Myriam Joire (aka TnkGrl - Tech Pundit, ex-Editor Engadget) to learn about LeEco's new self-driving electric vehicle concept, LeEco's high end but budget Android phones and experiences with the new HTC 10 smartphone. Running time 35:47"--RSS feed.
Subject Joire, Myriam Interviews.
Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.
Links https://dts.podtrac.com/redirect.mp3/cdn.simplecast.com/audio/083219/083219e0-dcd5-4385-9d15-8105e91523a6/5c382453-6c4f-4a5c-93cb-e0b952889d70/5e9aba8a_tc.mp3?aid=rss_feed
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/5e9aba8a-5e9aba8a

Title  Toby Manhire on the Concert fiasco, the case for a youth channel and the TVNZ maybe-merger.
Creator Greive, Duncan.
Publishing Details [Auckland] : [The Spinoff], [2020]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "In episode three of The Spinoff's media podcast The Fold, host Duncan Greive speaks with Toby Manhire about the RNZ Concert fiasco and whether there's space for another youth-focused media brand in New Zealand. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject Manhire, Toby Interviews.
Mass media New Zealand.
Podcasts.
Links https://media.acast.com/the-fold/rnzspecial-tobymanhireontheconcertfiasco-thecaseforayouthchannelandthetvnzmaybe-merger/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/the-fold/rnzspecial-tobymanhireontheconcertfiasco-thecaseforayouthchannelandthetvnzmaybe-merger
Title Tonga Contemporary.
Creator Amery, Mark, 1969-
Publishing Details [Wellington] : [CIRCUIT Artist Film and Video Aotearoa New Zealand], [2014]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "This months CIRCUIT CAST is an export quality edition; Mark Amery joins Martin Patrick and Thomasin Sleigh at the Tongan contemporary survey Tonga 'i Onopooni at Pataka, Kim Pieters journeys up from the Dunedin underground to to present her survey What is a life? at the Adam Art Gallery, and mid-install of her group show with the Mata Aho collective Kaokao, Terri Te Tau discusses sending her installation work Unregistered and Unwarranted to Eyebeam in New York. All that and a few calamitous mis-pronunciations on this months CIRCUIT CAST. Image: Kim Pieters, Halo (2010), digital video, audio by Edie Stevens, in the exhibition What is a life? Kim Pieters at the Adam Art Gallery (Photo: Shaun Waugh)"--RSS feed.
Subject Patrick, Martin Interviews.
Pieters, Kim, 1959- Interviews.
Podcasts.
Sleigh, Thomasin, 1983- Interviews.
Video art New Zealand.

Title Torrential.
Publishing Details [Wellington] : [Yellow Fever], [2020]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Series Phoenix City ; February 26, 2020.
Summary "The rain was torrential, and so were the Nix, running rampant against the Snakes everywhere other than the scoreboard. Team Wellington made up some ground on Auckland thanks to a shock Tasman United win. Support us on Patreon to recieve access to exclusive bonus content (this week's chat includes LFE & Perth Glory, and visa player changes) at https://www.patreon.com/phoenixcity."--RSS feed.
Subject Podcasts.
Soccer New Zealand.
Wellington Phoenix FC (Soccer club)
Links https://thekidsareallwhite.podomatic.com/enclosure/2020-02-26T08_06_16-08_00.mp3
https://www.podomatic.com/podcasts/thekidsareallwhite/episodes/2020-02-26T08_06_16-08_00
Title  Tortoise Sex Drive.
Creator  Hanlon, Chris.
Publishing Details  [Hamilton, New Zealand] : [Chris Hanlon and Sam Elton-Waters], [2020]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Another week, another episode of randomness, technology and life. Welcome to episode 286. This week we join the other 5 million members of fight against COVID that are annoyed with the 2 people that may cause us to have more cases. Sam explains what happened to get Chris up to speed on this crazy story. Places all over NZ are getting hacked, Lion Breweries and Fisher and Paykell are just 2 of these large companies. These hacks are causing them to grind to a halt as they can't deal when technology lets them down. The longest running reality TV show ever, COPS has been cancelled. As a 22 year old, would you be contacting a dictionary to get them to update an entry? Find out what this is all about. And how much can you find out from a footprint? Well apparently a lot, we're a bit skeptical on this story, have a listen and see what you think. When taking on another nations defense force what weapons do you choose to use? Well when it comes to India VS China, how about some old school hand to hand combat. Sam fixed a Kindle this week, find out how, and also got ripped off buying a random book from overseas. Ebay executives seems to have lost the plot over something they didn’t like, find out the lengths they went to to hassle 2 people, and how they got caught. Ever left something on public transport? What about a large amount of gold? Apparently this has happened and authorities are trying to track down the owner in Switzerland. And Diego the tortoise is allowed to retire after fathering a lot of tortoises, so many in fact he helped bring his species back from the brink of extinction."--RSS feed.
Subject  Podcasts.

Title  Tough economic questions, Muldoon and PR — Paul Goldsmith.
Creator  Aitchison, Islay.
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [New Zealand Taxpayers' Union Inc.], [2020]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Series  Taxpayer talk ; May 04, 2020.
Summary  "We're giving taxpayers the opportunity to get to know their MPs beyond photo-ops and party-line speeches. In this episode, Islay Aitchison interviews Paul Goldsmith MP. Support the show (http://www.taxpayers.org.nz/donate)"--RSS feed.
Subject  Goldsmith, Paul, 1971- Interviews.
Podcasts.
Taxation New Zealand.
Title  Toy guns ~ Sharenting ~ Weird stuff in the wash.
Creator  Yee, Jane.
Publishing Details  [Auckland] : [Jane Yee], [2018]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "We're back! Finally the Breeder's Digest parenting podcast returns after a lengthy hiatus. This week we welcome new co-host Bec Whitley and gather around the porridge-encrusted dining table to discuss:- Toy weapons: A bit of harmless fun or a gateway to violence?- Sharenting: Are we disrespecting our kids' privacy by sharing our lives online? - Washing Woes: You tell us the weird things you've accidentally run through the washing machine- Top 5: Reasons to have kidsWe welcome your feedback. Please head to our Facebook page to get in touch "--RSS feed.
Subject  Child rearing New Zealand.
Podcasts.
Links  https://mcdn.podbean.com/mf/web/8zzu5q/Breeders_Digest_Episode_1_-_14_Nov_2018.mp3

Title  Toyota Autonomous Car, 3D Printed House, Goodbye Tivo, Flick Electric, Oppo NZ.
Creator  Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2017]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Toyota autonomous cars, Fairphone modular phone, Wellington's LookSee campaign attracts global tech talent, Tivo shutdown, iPad Pro vs Surface Pro, Oppo NZ, 3D printed houses. Also CEO updates from Flick Electric and Marker Metro."--RSS feed.
Subject  Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.
Links  https://dts.podtrac.com/redirect.mp3/cdn.simplecast.com/audio/083219/083219e0-dcd5-4385-9d15-8105e91523a6/1711b1f8-91eb-43e5-a39a-88f9a7bddd35/9bc82d03_tc.mp3?aid=rss_feed
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/9bc82d03-9bc82d03
Title  Toyota Hydrogen car, Sky Neon TV, Lumia 830, unlimited cloud storage.

Creator  Spain, Paul.

Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2014]

Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary  "This episode we go hands on with Microsoft Lumia 830 and Motorola Moto G, and we discuss Sky's Neon streaming service, OneDrive unlimited storage, new Google Nexus devices, Azure Australia, Electric Vehicles and the latest from Toyota. Running time : 0:55:50"—RSS feed.

Subject  Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.

https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/795026ef-795026ef

Title  Trade Me hits 20-years, Ring update, Lime eScooters and eBikes, Sport streaming - NZ Tech Podcast 429.

Creator  Spain, Paul.

Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2019]

Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary  "Ring ANZ MD Mark Fletcher is guest this week – discussing Trade Me hitting 20-years, Lime eScooters and eBikes, further Mobile World Congress news, sports streaming, tech in Australia and of course the latest security tech from Ring.  www.nztechpodcast.com www.nztechpodcast.com/support www.paulspain.com www.gorillahq.com "—RSS feed.

Subject  Fletcher, Mark (Executive) Interviews.
Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.

Links  https://dts.podtrac.com/redirect.mp3/cdn.simplecast.com/audio/083219/083219e0-dcd5-4385-9d15-8105e91523a6/7c1f58f7-f043-493f-a26b-c312560c70de/8d03505b_tc.mp3?aid=rss_feed
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/8d03505b-8d03505b
The Trailer.

Creator: Rayment, Matt.

Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Dirt Church Radio], [2018]

Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary: "This week on the podcast: A trailer in which hosts Matt Rayment and Eugene Bingham discuss what Dirt Church Radio will be, and the features that will run each week. And there's a special cameo from Matt's faithful running companion, Rigby. Interesting conversations with interesting runners (and dogs) - Dirt Church Radio."--RSS feed.

Subject: Mountain running New Zealand.

Links:
- https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5b12367ff8370a538dd229e3/t/5b418b03562fa71f00c345cf/1531022120451/DCR+trailer.mp3
- https://www.dirtchurchradio.com/dirtchurchradio/2018/7/7/dcr-the-trailer

Trans-Tasman bubbles and mathematical models.

Creator: Dudding, Adam.

Publishing Details: [Wellington] : [Stuff Limited] [2020]

Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary: "These days, everyone's an instant epidemiologist and mathematical modelling guru. But we thought it was time to speak to an ACTUAL expert. Professor Michael Plank joins the show to talk about his work on the models projecting the potential carnage of Covid-19. Stuff press gallery reporter Henry Cooke climbs inside the trans-Tasman bubble that everyone's been talking about. And Adam rediscovers a Plague Playlist song that's a real scream.Links: Click here for every episode of Coronavirus NZ. Full Stuff coronavirus coverageEugene on Twitter; Adam on TwitterSupport StuffPlague Playlist: Makeshift.MacaroniOur email: viruspod@stuff.co.nz"--RSS feed.

Subject: COVID-19 (Disease) New Zealand.

Cooke, Henry (Political reporter) Interviews.
Plank, M. J. (Michael J.) Interviews.
Podcasts.

Links:
- https://media.whooshkaa.com/show/11846/episode/646758.mp3
- https://player.whooshkaa.com/episode?id=646758
Title  Trickle Beer Tech, Chorus 10Gbps, Microsoft Surface Go, USB-C Monitors, Work vs Personal phones.
Creator  Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2018]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Subject  Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/41c4273e-41c4273e

Title  A trip to CES in Las Vegas with Paul Spain.
Creator  Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2015]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Paul Spain invites you to join him as he talks with a fascinating mix of exhibitors at the world’s biggest tech event – CES 2015. Hear about NZ’s Performance Labs, a tiny new robot, Mercedes-Benz new concept car, gadgets for kids, sport tech and more. Running time : 0:43:18"--RSS feed.
Subject  Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/50dfb592-50dfb592
Title  Trudy Lane's Sunroom.
Creator  Amery, Mark, 1969-
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [CIRCUIT Artist Film and Video Aotearoa New Zealand], [2017]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Inspired by the simple realisation that all energy for life on Earth comes from the Sun, Trudy Lane’s Sunroom is an installation that stretches to encompass astrophysics, energy, ecology, and cosmologies. Presented in Dunedin by Urban Dream Brokerage, Sunroom also features numerous sonic collaborators, including Alastair Galbraith, Matt de Gennaro, Connor Boyle, Peter Claman and Sarah Claman whose work we were lucky enough to sample for this pod. (Apologies also for a little sonic distortion on Mark’s voice down the phone line from Dunedin.) This pod features a sample of the track ‘Rehua’, from the album Alastair Galbraith / Matt De Gennaro – Long Wires In Dark Museums (Vol. 1) (2000) Emperor Jones Records."--RSS feed.
Subject  Podcasts.
Video art New Zealand.

Title  True Crime NZ Investigates: INCESTUOUS CHILD ABUSE.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [True Crime New Zealand], [2019]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "When we stumbled upon the alarming high number of victims of sexual abuse by the time of adulthood - True Crime NZ decided to look into this subject matter a little closer. Opening a dialogue into taboo topics is never easy, but we must examine our own reluctance and courageously wade into this unconscious quagmire if we’re going to help. This episode will be slightly different from our usual content. Instead of investigating a case, we will be investigating a subject, a difficult topic to discuss, with the goal of trying to understand and ultimately, equip us better to help victims of incestuous child abuse in NZ. If you need help for any of the topics discussed in the episode. Resources and support are available. You are not alone. Child Abuse PREVENTION Resources:Oranga Tamariki—Ministry for ChildrenHelp AucklandAre you OKChild Abuse Prevention Parent Helpline - 0800 568 856 Visit www.truecrimenz.com for additional information on this case. Including a transcript of this episode, with supporting pictures, sources, and credits."--RSS feed.
Subject  Crime New Zealand.
Podcasts.

Summary

Title Trump vs Cyber Security, broader than expected UFB expansion, Dropbox Paper, China vs VPN.

Summary
"We discuss Whitehouse Cyber Security challenges, NZ’s bigger than expected UFB expansion (UFB2), Dropbox competes with Google Docs/Office 365, China’s outlawing of VPNs, Peter Thiel, Spotcap online lending, 12GB and 16TB hard drives and Spark’s big outage. Running time 0:53:20”--RSS feed.
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Title  Trust Us Contemporary Art Trust.
Creator  Amery, Mark, 1969-
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [CIRCUIT Artist Film and Video Aotearoa New Zealand], [2017]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Do you make art? What does it smell like? Does it fit in a paddling pool? Our first pod of 2017 sees Mark Amery in conversation with RIFF RAFF aka Li-Ming Hu and Daphne Simons, who discuss their Enjoy Gallery summer residency and forthcoming Telethon, which seeks to amass a 'stupendously large' collection of contemporary art which will be offered as a gift to the Chartwell Art Trust. Mark Amery attempts to unpick the layers beyond the project which offers no parameters for donations, except that the giver deems the work to be 'art'. Plus! A new CIRCUIT CAST theme tune by HEAT PUMP."--RSS feed.
Subject  Hu, Li-Ming Interviews.
Podcasts.
Simons, Daphne Interviews.
Video art New Zealand.

Title  TV spectrum goes 4G, Wheedle death, Gather, Wireless charging, LG G Watch.
Creator  Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2014]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "This week we discuss the sale of Sir Peter Maire's Fusion Electronics to Garmin, the death of Trademe competitor Wheedle, Auckland's Gather event, wireless charging, Vodafone and Telecom's battle for 4G supremacy and more on the LG G Watch. Running time : 0:50:11"--RSS feed.
Subject  Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/8dfaad3f-8dfaad3f
Title: Twitter vs political adverts, wearing Apple AirPods Pro, DJI Mavic Mini, Spark 5G trial for Team NZ.

Creator: Spain, Paul.

Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2019]

Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary: "Twitter's political ad ban, Google acquires Fitbit for US$2.1B, AirPods Pro testing, DJI Mavic Mini, Spark Americas Cup 5G trial fires up for Team NZ as Vodafone NZ move towards public 5G launch, Apple TV+ arrives, Spark Sport wrap-up.NZ Tech PodcastPaul SpainGorilla TechnologyFree Tesla SuperchargingSpecial thanks to organisations who support innovation and tech leadership in New Zealand by partnering with NZ Tech Podcast:Vodafone NZVocusSumo LogicHPSpark NZSamsung"--RSS feed.

Subject: Podcasts.

https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/465-thHEpXID1

Title: Two Halves.

Publishing Details: [Wellington] : [Yellow Fever], [2020]

Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)


Summary: "With two games to wrap in the one episode, the pod crew look at what went right against the Wanderers and wrong against the Roar."--RSS feed.

Subject: Podcasts.

Links: https://thekidsareallwhite.podomatic.com/enclosure/2020-01-23T10_43_37-08_00.mp3
https://www.podomatic.com/podcasts/thekidsareallwhite/episodes/2020-01-23T10_43_37-08_00
Title Uber, Telecom Digital Ventures, 2degrees 4G, Kim Dotcom overload.
Creator Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2014]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Rumours of a new Apple 12" MacBook, Office for iPad and an HP 3D printer, along with Uber's NZ arrival. Also Kim Dotcom, Mega's NZX listing, the Internet Party, a focus on Telecom Digital Ventures –Digital Wallet, Skinny, BigPipe, 'SparkFlix' + more. Running time : 1:09:59"--RSS feed.
Subject Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.
Links https://dts.podtrac.com/redirect.mp3/cdn.simplecast.com/audio/083219/083219e0-dcd5-4385-9d15-8105e91523a6/366b88f5-9a5f-41b7-a510-d4c5df21c96f/e4b52d75_tc.mp3?aid=rss_feed
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/e4b52d75-e4b52d75

Title UberEats causing a bad taste, TIN HealthTech Insights Report, iPhone SE2.
Creator Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2020]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Greg Shanahan (Technology Investment Network) joins Paul Spain to discuss the TIN HealthTech Insights Report, UberEats causing a bad taste, iPhone SE2 and DJI Mavic Air 2.New Zealand HealthTech Insights Report:
Subject Podcasts.
Shanahan, Greg Interviews.
Technology New Zealand.
Title UFB takes off, hands on with Lightbox and Nokia Lumia 930.
Creator Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2014]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "In this episode we are joined by Lightbox CTO Mike McMahon to discuss the beta of Telecom's new Video on Demand service, we try the Nokia Lumia 930, discuss the increasing uptake of UFB, Media Tech Pacific Conference, Imagine Cup, Spark launch and more. Running time : 1:15:41"--RSS feed.
Subject Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/090ec326-090ec326

Title UK Health Service gets techie, DeLorian comeback, Apple's Error 53 and $625m Patent Lawsuit.
Creator Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2016]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "UK Health Service to embrace wearable and provide patients free Wi-Fi, Augmented Reality futures, DeLorian's comeback, Twitter stream change, Fitbit and Harvey Norman, Asia Pacific Podcast Conference, Apple’s Error 53 and $625m Patent Lawsuit Running time 0:43:36"--RSS feed.
Subject Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/ee57c4de-ee57c4d
Title Ultra Chef Pat Bowring.
Creator Rayment, Matt.
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Dirt Church Radio], [2019]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "In 2012 Executive chef Pat Bowring was at the top of his game in the hospitality industry, running several restaurants, and living the relentless and hedonistic lifestyle of a professional chef. It was at this point that he realised that he needed to make, in his own words, some significant changes in his life. So, as most of us do, or have done at one point in our lives, Pat started running. Run by run, Pat found his focus increasing, along with his well being. Fast forward 7 years and Pat is a Salomon and Ciele sponsored athlete, a coach, and an enthusiastic advocate for a life spent moving in the outdoors. Pat still works as an executive chef, however balances this with his family and training commitments. Matt spoke to Pat about all this and more, there were plenty of laughs, ripping yarns, and thoughtful insights into what it means to move, the joy of ultra marathon running and a life spent connecting with others on this week's Dirt Church Radio. Enjoy."--RSS feed.
Subject Bowring, Pat Interviews.
Mountain running New Zealand.
Podcasts.
Links https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5b12367ff8370a538dd229e3/t/5d5264b210da0000001968c0b/1565681529811/Ep+55+Pat+Bowring.mp3

Title The Uninsured CIA.
Creator Lund, Jeb.
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2017]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "In an episode that barely makes sense, Tim - the NZ comedian who's supposed to be asking Jeb how American politics work, lays out what's been happening with the new Republican health care bill, AHCA and attempts to answer exactly what the hell this Wikileaks/CIA Vault 7 is. Too long, Didn't listen; It's all round pretty bad news."--RSS feed.
Subject Podcasts.
World politics.
Links https://traffic.omny.fm/d/clips/6e2a797b-0cc4-4c0b-a44d-a51e0019bc3c/f5c796b6-19ca-41d0-8bff-a8c00df11ad/a17df7dc-86f3-4c54-a945-a73200424d4/audio.mp3?utm_source=Podcasts&in_playlist=193caf0a-87f4-4441-934d-a68c00e44c3e&t=1489118898
https://omny.fm/shows/polidicks/the-uninsured-cia
Title  Unlimited Satellite Broadband coming to NZ, Mi launches locally, Business Time for Rocket Lab, Apple refreshes - NZ Tech Podcast 414.

Creator  Spain, Paul.

Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2018]

Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary  "Big Apple refresh, bad start for Ola, E-mopeds arrive in Auckland, Lime scooter recall, Samsung foldable smartphone, Rocket Lab attracts global attention with commercial launch, Xiaomi (Mi) goes well in NZ, Pacffic unlimited satellite broadband vs VDSL. www.nztechpodcast.com www.paulspain.com www.gorillahq.com "--RSS feed.

Subject  Podcasts.

https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/9f061b19-9f061b19

Title  Uranium Dumb.

Creator  Lund, Jeb.

Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2017]

Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary  "This week Jeb and Tim chat about the first out loud moves from the Mueller investigation; the indictment of one-time Trump campaign manager Paul Manafort and his collague Rick Gates, plus the guilty plea of 30 year old campaign staffer George Papadopoulos. Also this week; What's that uranium thing all about? The importance of the GOP’s tax reform proposal and assessing how much does Kevin Spacey sucks."--RSS feed.

Subject  Podcasts.

World politics.

Links  https://traffic.omny.fm/d/clips/6e2a797b-0cc4-4c0b-a44d-a51e0019b3c3/f5c796b6-19ca-41d0-8bff-a68c00df11ad/038aff45-3a44-4e1b-94f2-a81e0031a442/audio.mp3?utm_source=Podcast&in_playlist=193ca0a-877f4-4441-934d-a68c00e44c3e&t=1509505451
https://omny.fm/shows/polidicks/uranium-dumb
Title  Urban Sherpa, Xperia M4 Aqua, Google Deep Dream, Spotify vs Apple, Hawaiki funding.
Creator  Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2015]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "We discuss the launch of delivery service Urban Sherpa with its founder. Plus Sony Xperia M4 Aqua, Google Deep Dream, Spotify vs Apple, Twitter opening in NZ, Hawaiki funding progress, Mega IPO progress and the untimely passing of Nintendo's Satoru Iwata. Running time : 0:50:12"--RSS feed.
Subject  Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.
Links  https://dts.podtrac.com/redirect.mp3/cdn.simplecast.com/audio/083219/083219e0-dcd5-4385-9d15-b105e91523a6/9ba654d5-e7b9-4e4e-8fe7-1f0dc8edcc5b1/66d5962d_tc.mp3?aid=rss_feed
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/66d5962d-66d5962d

Title  Vajin Armstrong!
Creator  Rayment, Matt.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Dirt Church Radio], [2019]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Kia Ora Whanau. This week Matt and Eugene have the privilege and great joy to have a conversation with Vajin Armstrong. Vajin has been consistently at the top of the Aotearoa/New Zealand trail and ultra running standings for the last nine years, with three Kepler Challenge victories, multiple Tarawera Ultra podium finishes (including victory at the 62 km event in 2018) and a slew of impressive results in Europe over the last several seasons. And you know what? Those results are impressive, but they are by no means the reason we wanted to speak with Vajin. After an engaging and enlightening meeting at last year’s Kepler Challenge, Eugene and Matt were very excited to speak to Vajin about his life and journey from a medal obsessed disillusioned track running teen living in Christchurch (which, to be fair, in the 1990’s was not a hub of esoteric spirituality) to a disciple of Sri Chinmoy, music shop owner, and lover of process, connection, and transcendence. Warm, engaging, and knowledgeable, whilst maintaining an air of utter humility, Vajin was a real treat to speak with and this is a most excellent and entertaining conversation. This also happens to be the longest podcast we've done to date, and the Greatest Run Ever at the end left both Eugene and Matt speechless. Enjoy!"--RSS feed.
Subject  Armstrong, Vajin Interviews.
Mountain running New Zealand.
Podcasts.
Links  https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5b12367ff8370a538dd229e3/t/5c46400cd83663a0964c322/1548111785534/Ep+26+Vajin+Armstrong.mp3
Title  Varcical.

Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [Yellow Fever], [2018]

Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)

Series  Phoenix City ; May 11, 2018.

Summary  "The star of the grand final was the VAR - for all the wrong reasons. The pod chat about what went wrong. Meanwhile, NZF have announced parity for the Football Ferns, and the TeeDubs host Lautoka in the OCL final this weekend."--RSS feed.

Subject  Podcasts.

Links  https://thekidsareallwhite.podomatic.com/enclosure/2018-05-11T16_44_06-07_00.mp3

---

Title  Vaughan Winiata on founding V Formation and what Small Business needs.

Creator  Moe, Steven, 1976-

Publishing Details  [Rolleston] : Steven Moe, [2020]

Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary  "Vaughan founded V Formation to focus on helping small businesses achieve their potential. Along the way he has become a passionate spokesperson for the owners of the hundreds of thousands of small businesses in New Zealand. In this interview we talk about all that and what is keeping him busy these days, but we also start off back with his childhood and learn about what has led him to get involved in this. We also hear about his working for Japanese companies and what he learned from that, the important legacy that comes from exploring his Whakapapa and family origins and what makes a good storyteller. I really enjoyed this conversation and am sure you will as well. Website: https://www.vformation.co.nz/ This is one of almost 200 interviews so check out the others at www.theseeds.nz  

Subject  Podcasts.

Links  https://chtbl.com/track/89G95E/traffic.libsyn.com/secure/seeds/Vaughan_Winiata.mp3?dest-id=571558
       https://seeds.libsyn.com/vaughan-winiata-on-what-small-business-needs
The Phoenix resumed their preseason against themselves, and are heading up to Palmy to take on Napier this weekend as the curtain raiser to the Central League playoff. Wellington United Diamonds import Marije van Dam and Suzanne Geisen join the pod to discuss this weekends Kate Shepard Cup semifinal against Dunedin Tech, as well as making the trip from the Netherlands to play football here in Wellington."--RSS feed.

A very merry Breeder's Christmas to you all.

'Tis the season to be stressed out! This month we're talking road trip tips and the top 5 toys kiwi kids are harassing Santa for this Christmas. Jane talks to vagina physio Caitlin Day about the importance of pelvic health and we confess our parenting sins, which may or may not include chocolate for breakfast. With huge thanks to Inflatable World and a merry Christmas to all!"--RSS feed.
Title A Very Vidosic Christmas.
Creator Hyslop, Liam.
Publishing Details [Wellington] : [Yellow Fever], [2017]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Series Phoenix City ; December 22, 2017.
Summary "Rado and Dario have walked out on the Phoenix - and we've invited Liam Hyslop onto the podcast again to discuss whether this is panic stations for the Phoenix, and what the current state of the club really is. Quite a bit later on, we review the loss to Perth and preview the shellacking to Sydney, as well as a weekend of football riddled with VAR incidents."--RSS feed.
Subject Hyslop, Liam Interviews.
Podcasts.
Soccer New Zealand.
Wellington Phoenix FC (Soccer club)
Links https://thekidsareallwhite.podomatic.com/enclosure/2017-12-21T19_27_56-08_00.mp3
https://www.podomatic.com/podcasts/thekidsareallwhite/episodes/2017-12-21T19_27_56-08_00

Title Viagogo slapped, 10 Gigabit Internet trial, Cryptopia $23m heist - NZ Tech Podcast 424.
Creator Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2019]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Viagogo slapped, 10 Gigabit Internet trial, Cryptopia $23m heist, Z rolls out number plate recognition that means you can fill up with gas without thinking about payment + lots more. www.nztechpodcast.com www.paulspain.com www.gorillahq.com "--RSS feed.
Subject Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.
Links https://dts.podtrac.com/redirect.mp3/cdn.simplecast.com/audio/083219/083219e0-dcd5-4385-9d15-8105e91523a6/848d1372-9b51-4342-b1f1-c0ef9720d261/0b7c7b61_tc.mp3?aid=rss_feed
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/0b7c7b61-0b7c7b61
Title  Vicki-Anne Parker on founding NZ Gifts of Love & Strength.

Creator  Moe, Steven, 1976-

Publishing Details  [Rolleston] : Steven Moe, [2020]

Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary  "Vicki-Anne shares her life journey in this interview and we talk in detail about her founding NZ Gifts of Love & Strength. This is a great new charity which was set up to support victims of different events such as the shootings in Christchurch. We also chat about her background and things she has faced in her life, including Lyme disease, which I did not know much about. I really enjoyed my conversation with Vicki-Anne and am sure you will as well.

Facebook page for NZ Gifts of Love and Strength: https://www.facebook.com/nzgiftsofloveandstrength/

An article on the initiative: https://www.odt.co.nz/star-news/star-our-people/mission-support-vulnerable

https://www.newshub.co.nz/home/new-zealand/2020/03/mosque-attacks-seven-year-old-s-signs-raise-800-for-charity.html

From Vicki-Anne: "During Covid-19 we were an essential service and collaborated with Student Volunteer Army screening potential volunteers throughout NZ. We responded to several requests to assist people from Canterbury Civil Defence Welfare Team. We are always looking for donors of new items from businesses and individuals. We always welcome new volunteers to help us. We also love collaborating with other non-profits. We will be popping up at various markets this winter in Canterbury with a range of various craft items we have made and a nice food treat to take home. (Not saying what it is as its a unique fundraiser). Conrad and has formed a collaboration with us ongoing for fundraising for all of our clients. Our new lot of Red Cross Refugees arrive this coming Friday.

Regarding Lyme disease: "I guess I would like to mention that its not just ticks that carry Lyme disease and its coinfections. Its spread by migratory birds. If anyone has multiple unexplained health issues there is a questionnaire by world leading Lyme disease specialist Dr Horowitz that most Doctors around the world rely on for diagnosis. If you need testing please contact Vicki at NZ Gifts who can advise best labs in the world to get tested at."

For more interviews visit www.theseeds.nz

--RSS feed.

Subject  Parker, Vicki-Anne Interviews.
Podcasts.
Social entrepreneurship New Zealand.

Links  https://chtbl.com/track/89G95E/traffic.libsyn.com/secure/seeds/Vicki_Anne_Parker.mp3?dest-id=571558


Victorious.

**Title**
Victorious.

**Publishing Details**
[Wellington] : [Yellow Fever], [2020]

**Format**
1 online resource (1 audio file)

**Series**
Phoenix City ; March 19, 2020.

**Summary**
The Phoenix dispatched the Victory with relative ease, and both teams now head into isolation during a strange time in the league. The pod look at the decision made to continue playing, what it looks like for the Nix, and what might happen as the rest of the season attempts to be played. Note: this podcast was recorded on the evening of Wednesday 18th March, and not all information around COVID-19 has remained accurate. Support us on Patreon to receive access to exclusive bonus content at https://www.patreon.com/phoenixcity."--RSS feed.

**Subject**
Podcasts.
Soccer New Zealand.
Wellington Phoenix FC (Soccer club)

**Links**
https://thekidsareallwhite.podomatic.com/enclosure/2020-03-19T16_18_35-07_00.mp3
https://www.podomatic.com/podcasts/thekidsareallwhite/episodes/2020-03-19T16_18_35-07_00

---

A visit to Ford Research, Samsung Galaxy Alpha, Tesla's unlimited warranty.

**Title**
A visit to Ford Research, Samsung Galaxy Alpha, Tesla's unlimited warranty.

**Creator**
Spain, Paul.

**Publishing Details**
[New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2014]

**Format**
1 online resource (1 audio file)

**Summary**
This episode we focus on the Moto 360, Samsung Galaxy Alpha, HTC One W8, Tesla's 8-year unlimited KM warranty and why we'll soon need lots of 3D printed organs. We also visit Ford's Asia Pacific Research and Dev centre and see their latest tech. Running time : 0:41:31"--RSS feed.

**Subject**
Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.

**Links**
https://dts.podtrac.com/redirect.mp3/cdn.simplecast.com/audio/083219/083219e0-dcd5-4385-9d15-8105e91523a6/00df1bd9-4ad1-4cba-86bc-1d732572defff55b9a409_tc.mp3?aid=rss_feed
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/55b9a409-55b9a409

---
Title Vlad Shatrov.

Creator Rayment, Matt.

Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Dirt Church Radio], [2020]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary "Kia Ora Whanau. We’ve been waiting for this one for a while. No, silly! Not Level 3. Vlad Shatrov!!! Initially we began engaging with Vlad around the time when Australasia went to heck in a handbasket grappling with COVID-19. It’s taken a couple weeks to get our respective water fowl lined up and boy was it worth the wait! Matt and Vlad engage in a wide-ranging discussion around Vlad’s upbringing, philosophy of racing, training, life, and everything in between. Vlad has done it all, track racing, professional triathlon, marathon, now ultramarathon. We discuss how Vlad has had to flex to shift his coaching business from a group-based to virtual-based platform (for now) and his new venture, Trailrunner Pro. We also talk about THAT 100 mile victory at Tarawera in February, his hopes for the future, and where he sees international racing heading in the medium term. In addition to this Eugene and Matt bring you all the hits as usual including Greatest Run Ever, a rundown of the racing that has been happening (ahem) and Stuff You Should Know. Enjoy."--RSS feed.

Subject Mountain running New Zealand.

Links https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5b12367ff8370a538dd229e3/t/5ea8017379dd71446e028e2b/1588070206771/ep+91+vlad+shatrov.mp3

Title Vocus update, TransferVans, Chorus new CEO, Amazon Echo in hotel rooms, Amazon Prime NZ, Yahoo Hack.

Creator Spain, Paul.

Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2016]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary "A Vocus update from Maxine Elliott, TransferVans story from CEO Brian Karlson, Amazon Echo heading to Wynn hotels, Amazon Prime officially in NZ, Chorus hires new CEO Kate McKenzie, Yahoo Hack revealed as biggest ever. Running time 0:54:13"--RSS feed.

Subject Elliott, Maxine Interviews.

Links https://dts.podtrac.com/redirect.mp3/cdn.simplecast.com/audio/083219/083219e0-dcd5-4385-9d15-8105e91523a6/a12725b3-5b1d-4764-b19a-755f4ea8e24/38dace0f_tc.mp3?aid=rss_feed
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/38dace0f-38dace0f
Title  Vodafone NZ CTO on 5G mobile, Internet of Things, Fibre X, fixed mobile broadband, UFB and more.

Creator  Spain, Paul.

Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2017]

Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary  "Vodafone NZ's Tony Baird joins Paul Spain to discuss 5G, the new Internet of Things network, Fibre X, fixed mobile broadband, UFB and recent performance issues recently resolved."--RSS feed.

Subject  Baird, Tony Interviews.

Links  https://dts.podtrac.com/redirect.mp3/cdn.simplecast.com/audio/083219/083219e0-dcd5-4385-9d15-8105e91523a6/a8084443-547b-42ee-a91d-b00bd9e85df7/dde75b72_tc.mp3?aid=rss_feed
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/dde75b72-dde75b72

Title  Vodafone TV, Insurance for Semi-Autonomous Cars, Nokia 3, Trust Kaspersky?

Creator  Spain, Paul.

Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2017]

Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)


Subject  Podcasts.

Links  https://dts.podtrac.com/redirect.mp3/cdn.simplecast.com/audio/083219/083219e0-dcd5-4385-9d15-8105e91523a6/33b17e4f-f931-48c4-b99d-314be077168e/91a33b3a_tc.mp3?aid=rss_feed
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/91a33b3a-91a33b3a
Title: Vodafone’s unsettling times, Spark Sport and Melbourne Grand Prix, 300-million private messages leak - NZ Tech Podcast 430.

Creator: Spain, Paul.

Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2019]

Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary: "$30,000 enviro tech contest, Spark Sport Melbourne Grand Prix, 300-million private messages unsecured, Microsoft Azure arrives in Africa, Vodafone jobs to go, 2degrees + Amazon Prime Video, Huawei vs USA, Chrome update gets widespread attention.


Subject: Podcasts.

Technology New Zealand.

Links: https://dts.podtrac.com/redirect.mp3/cdn.simplecast.com/audio/083219/083219e0-dcd5-4385-9d15-8105e91523a6/7d4ed562-0e1b-40f9-82c8-3f7bbb64a87a/a707daaf_tc.mp3?aid=rss_feed

https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/a707daaf-a707daaf


Title: Volleys.

Publishing Details: [Wellington] : [Yellow Fever], [2020]

Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Series: Phoenix City ; March 03, 2020.

Summary: "The Phoenix didn’t play thanks to the rescheduled Sydney Derby, but it seems like every other team was scoring amazing goals. The W-League finishes the regular season, and the Handy Prem semi-finalists start to take shape."--RSS feed.

Subject: Podcasts.

Soccer New Zealand.

Wellington Phoenix FC (Soccer club)

Links: https://thekidsareallwhite.podomatic.com/enclosure/2020-03-04T02_35-08_00.mp3

https://www.podomatic.com/podcasts/thekidsareallwhite/episodes/2020-03-04T02_35-08_00

Title  Wait, was lockdown even legal?
Creator  Dudding, Adam.
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [Stuff Limited] [2020]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Lockdown was, by the government's own account, "the most significant and widespread interference with human rights in New Zealand in living memory". Even so we mostly went along with it because the public health argument was compelling. But what of the legal argument? Stuff political reporter Thomas Coughlan joins the show to explain why the law behind lockdown is being debated. George Block reveals the curious case of a positive test with a difference. And Eugene seizes another excuse to sing, "Thank you Baked Potato".Links: Click here for every episode of Coronavirus NZ. Full Stuff coronavirus coverageEugene on Twitter; Adam on TwitterSupport StuffPlague Playlist: Matt Lucas as Boris JohnsonThat Finnish study about musicOur email: viruspod@stuff.co.nz"--RSS feed.
Subject  Block, George Interviews.
Coughlan, Thomas Interviews.
Podcasts.
Links  https://media.whooshkaa.com/show/11846/episode/650815.mp3
https://player.whooshkaa.com/episode?id=650815

Title  Waitomo Caves is Awesome.
Creator  Hanlon, Chris.
Publishing Details  [Hamilton, New Zealand] : [Chris Hanlon and Sam Elton-Waters], [2020]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "This week we have been busy, Chris went to an audition for a role he thinks he is perfect for. And Sam went and visited Waitomo Caves, find out about that experience. In the COVID news this week, could a COVID breathalyser be coming out, it's cheaper, faster and has good results. Also we never really thought about it, but testing buildings for COVID is a thing, and it can help out a lot. A Burger King ad with high production values has come out, it gives Chris a chuckle, check it out below. How did a brain injury lead a woman into making a business around dungeon and dragons figures? We find out. What would be a better name than camp fires for what was seen on the sun recently? We wonder. A lot of Australians could be effected by a toxic parasite that comes from cats, could this be the next big problem the world faces? Maybe. Back to NZ, we talk about the many many people that still have a learners or restricted license for the last 10 years, which is a crazy thought. And the largest lamington in then world is made right here in NZ. How large was it, and what did they do with it after the record was broken? And we have a top tip of what not to do when a petrol tanker crashes, something that makes Chris laugh for all the wrong reasons. All this plus all the usual banter. Come check it out and share it with a friend."--RSS feed.
Subject  Podcasts.
Title Waterboarding Yachts.
Creator Lund, Jeb.
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2017]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "If Gen. Flynn is being thrown economics questions, then why should a Floridian political writer and kiwi comedian discuss the latest events of Emperor Trump's edicts? In this ep: botched Yemen attacks, a leader of the free world who needs one-sheets AND an international perspective on Trump, Obama and American national pride."--RSS feed.
Subject Podcasts.
World politics.
Links https://traffic.omny.fm/d/clips/6e2a797b-0cc4-4c0b-a44d-a51e0019bc3c/f5c796b6-19ca-41d0-8bff-a68c00df11ad/b9216066-1bcb-4626-8e36-a714006dcb3b/audio.mp3?utm_source=Podcast&in_playlist=193caf0a-87f4-4441-934d-a68c00e44c3e&t=1486545461
https://omny.fm/shows/polidicks/waterboarding-yachts

Title The way we were: why we're already nostalgic about lockdown.
Creator Dudding, Adam.
Publishing Details [Wellington] : [Stuff Limited] [2020]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Gosh, so that was level 4, huh? How'd we go? Stuff writer Nikki Macdonald joins the show to get all nostalgic about the way we were and brings important facts to the table - like just how much beer did we drink? Podcast aficionado Katy Atkin names the five podcasts that you should get into (aside from this one, of course). And Eugene dusts off his reporter's notebook. Links: Click here for every episode of Coronavirus NZ. Full Stuff coronavirus coverage: Eugene on Twitter; Adam on Twitter: Plague playlist: Quarantunes | "Dance Monkey" Cover with Household Instruments; Our email: viruspod@stuff.co.nz"--RSS feed.
Subject Atkin, Katy Interviews.
COVID-19 (Disease) New Zealand.
Macdonald, Nikki Interviews.
Podcasts.
Links https://media.whooshkaa.com/show/11846/episode/633095.mp3
https://player.whooshkaa.com/episode?id=633095
Title  'We dodged a bullet' - Extended interview with Winston Peters.
Creator  Dudding, Adam.
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [Stuff Limited] [2020]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "In an extended interview, deputy PM and foreign minister Winston Peters reveals how Chinese officials pushed back against New Zealand entering lockdown. He discusses the huge operation to repatriate Kiwis and the government's fears that the returnees might bring Covid-19 infection back home with them, and shares his lockdown foraging secrets.
Links: Click here for every episode of Coronavirus NZ. Full Stuff coronavirus coverage Eugene on Twitter; Adam on Twitter Support Stuff Our email: viruspod@stuff.co.nz"--RSS feed.
Subject  COVID-19 (Disease) New Zealand.
Podcasts.
Links  https://media.whooshkaa.com/show/11846/episode/652443.mp3
https://player.whooshkaa.com/episode?id=652443

Title  We Put the US into Your Uterus.
Creator  Lund, Jeb.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2017]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "While Tim's work takes him far afield, Jeb calls in air support from Megan Carpentier, former op-ed editor for The Guardian's US bureau and Jeb's former boss. Together they look over how Trump sabotaged his First 100 Days, how people (and not think tanks) understand taxes, feel relieved that they don't have to cover the Trumpless White House Correspondents' Dinner, and then Megan takes the wheel to guide us through a recent DOJ request and the future of contraception under Obamacare. Music courtesy of Chris Collingwood"--RSS feed.
Subject  Podcasts.
World politics.
Links  https://traffic.omny.fm/d/clips/6e2a797b-0cc4-4c0b-a44d-a51e0019bc3c/f5c796b6-19ca-41d0-8bff-a68c00df11ad/2a6d0a6f-bda7-4e4a-8729-a76400aca8c0/audio.mp3?utm_source=Podcasts&in_playlist=193caf0a-87f4-4441-934d-a68c00e44c3e&t=1493461922
https://omny.fm/shows/polidicks/we-put-the-us-into-your-uterus
Title: A web of xmas lies ~ Friendships post kids ~ Hormonal tearjerkers.
Creator: Yee, Jane.
Publishing Details: [Auckland] : [Jane Yee], [2018]
Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary: "This week on Breeder's Digest we gather round the Christmas tree to contemplate life, love, laughter and parenting. Actually, just parenting. Join us as we babble about:- Xmas Lies: What happens when the Santa story turns into deceit and betrayal- Friendship after kids: Can we afford to be fussy?- Hey! That's my kid: Parental milestones robbed from us by friends and family- Top 5: Things we cry about since having kidsSpread the word! Please share this podcast with your mates and be sure to subscribe. If you want to chat, head to our Facebook page to get in touch "--RSS feed.
Subject: Child rearing New Zealand.
Podcasts.
Links: https://mcdn.podbean.com/mf/web/h5t65a/Breeder_s_Digest_Ep_3_-_11_Dec_2018.mp3

Title: Welcome to Every Stupid Question.
Creator: Budd, Maddy.
Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2019]
Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary: "A brand new podcast series hosted by Maddy Budd and Simone Nathan. These two mates interview awesome women from a selection of different areas of expertise but also overshare from their own lives... A lot."--RSS feed.
Subject: Podcasts.
Links: https://traffic.omny.fm/d/clips/6e2a797b-0cc4-4c0b-a44d-a51e0019bc3c/eb973831-bec2-4164-994f-aa010039c7dc/35b69ecb-73f6-4429-bcd8-aa18005e1830/audio.mp3?utm_source=Podcast&in_playlist=6bf27a02-f54d-4e2d-a915-aa01003c6349&t=1553759594
https://omny.fm/shows/every-stupid-question/welcome-to-every-stupid-question
Welcome to the Breeder's Digest podcast.

Yee, Jane.

[Auckland] : [Jane Yee], [2017]

1 online resource (1 audio file)

"Brought to you by Inflatable World, Breeder's Digest is your monthly coffee group in a podcast. Hosted by mum of three Jane Yee and Virgin Mum Nicola Winslade, Breeder's Digest is a casual chat with your mates about all the rubbish bits of parenting and all the really good bits as well. Have your say using the hashtag #breederpod on Twitter or email breedersdigest@thespinoff.co.nz. This week on Breeder's Digest, Jane and Nicola navigate the awkwardness of their debut podcast to discuss their maternity leave experiences, teething that lasts for fifteen years, children screwing up holiday plans, leaky nappies and noisy kids in cafes."--RSS feed.

Child rearing New Zealand.

Podcasts.

https://mcdn.podbean.com/mf/web/8zzt4d/Breeder_s_Digest_001.mp3
https://breedersdigest.podbean.com/e/welcome-to-the-breeders-digest-podcast/

We're back for the New Year with new takes on the week in Politics.

Lee-Mather, Annabelle.

[Auckland] : [The Spinoff], [2018]

1 online resource (1 audio file)

"Annabelle Lee, Toby Manhire and Ben Thomas return for the first Gone By Lunchtime of 2018, guest starring a real life baby who reveals all about her encounters with a pregnant Jacinda Ardern. Your friendly GBLT content providers return to swell in an obscenely overheated “studio” to splutter out a word or two on the announcement that Jacinda Ardern will produce a brand new human being in the middle of the year, and the prospects of Winston Peters babysitting the nation. Also: Ardern’s plans to spend five days at Waitangi, the state of te reo, the revamped “progressive” TPP, employment law reform, whether Bill English wants to be leader of the National Party, the Green co-leader race, and the biggest story of the week: why did Ben quit Twitter? See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.

New Zealand Politics and government.

Podcasts.

https://media.acast.com/gone-by-lunchtime/were-back-for-the-new-year-with-new-takes-on-the-w/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/gone-by-lunchtime/were-back-for-the-new-year-with-new-takes-on-the-w
Kia Ora Whanau. This week, Weston Hill and the No-Plan-Plan. Eugene and Matt speak with Weston Hill, who tore it up in Europe last season following his nose and the No-Plan-Plan. Weston first came to our attention as the young kiwi ripper who paced Grant Guise at his 2017 Hardrock attempt, then came 13th out of 1900 runners at one of Europe’s premier races. But we’re getting ahead of ourselves here..Rewind a couple years and Weston was working as an engineer in Christchurch. He had to make a decision between a stimulating and structured career path vs. taking his chances to follow his dream of racing in Europe. After sage advice from an older head at work, Weston was off to the USA, to tour around in a cheap van, eating scrambled eggs, top and tailing with Majell Backhausen, and running with Ricky Gates on his transamericana run. Oh yeah, Weston then went on to work out a hamstring injury by hiking for 30 days in Nepal on his way to 13th place at the 102 km CCC at the UTMB festival and 3rd at the Leye China 100 in 2018. Weston takes on a ripping yarn in every sense of the word and we’re certain that this is a young man who has a massive future on the international running scene. Weston embodies the adventurous spirit that we celebrate in our community, and is well and truly grabbing life by the scruff and giving it a good shake. Oh, yeah, the kid can write too…. Bastard. Enjoy!”--RSS feed.

Westpac NZ Apple Pay, Huawei Watch GT hands on, car tech, new iPad Mini hands on - NZ Tech Podcast 433.

Title  What a cluster: lessons from 1918.
Creator  Dudding, Adam.
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [Stuff Limited] [2020]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Stuff reporter Hamish McNeilly joins hosts Adam Dudding and Eugene Bingham to discuss his investigations into a Covid-19 cluster connected to a cattle conference in Queenstown. Stuff national correspondent Charlie Mitchell backgrounds the past health crisis that helped us prepare for this one - the 1918 influenza pandemic. And Adam goes on a bear hunt."--RSS feed.
Subject  COVID-19 (Disease) New Zealand.
McNeilly, Hamish Interviews.
Mitchell, Charlie Interviews.
Podcasts.
Links  https://media.whooshkaa.com/show/11846/episode/602487.mp3
https://player.whooshkaa.com/episode?id=602487

Title  What does the chief say? Extended interview with the PM's chief science advisor.
Creator  Dudding, Adam.
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [Stuff Limited] [2020]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Professor Juliet Gerrard has the ear of the Prime Minister when it comes to science - that's her job: chief science advisor. She's been monitoring the virus since early January, and comparing notes with top government scientists from around the globe. In this extended interview, she talks about the view from inside the government's Covid-19 machine and what it's like when scientists become more high-profile than All Blacks - and reveals her lockdown baking habits.Links: Click here for every episode of Coronavirus NZ. Full Stuff coronavirus coverageEugene on Twitter; Adam on TwitterPlague Playlist: Shirley Serban, Moist Breath ZoneSupport StuffOur email: viruspod@stuff.co.nz"--RSS feed.
Subject  COVID-19 (Disease) New Zealand.
Gerrard, Juliet A. Interviews.
Podcasts.
Links  https://media.whooshkaa.com/show/11846/episode/662504.mp3
https://player.whooshkaa.com/episode?id=662504
Title  What's scarier – Bacteria or Viruses?
Creator  Dickinson, Michelle.
Publishing Details  [Auckland] : [NZME], [2017]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Microbiologist Dr Siouxsie Wiles and comedian Jeremy Elwood join host Dr Michelle Dickinson for a frighteningly entertaining discussion on infectious diseases spread by viruses and bacteria that will send you running to scrub your hands after listening."--RSS feed.
Subject  Elwood, Jeremy Interviews.
Podcasts.
Science.
Wiles, Siouxsie Interviews.
Links  https://media.blubrry.com/sqfs/content.blubrry.com/sqfs/SQFS002.mp3
https://blubrry.com/sqfs/22152156/2-whats-scarier-bacteria-or-viruses/

Title  WhatsApp’s $19B, Galaxy S5, Gear Fit, Nokia goes Android + lots more.
Creator  Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2014]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "This week we discuss WhatsApp’s $19 Billion acquisition by Facebook and Telecom NZ’s rebrand and ShowmeTV. Then we dive into Mobile World Congress news including Samsung Galaxy S5, Gear 2, Gear Fit and updates from Sony, LG and Microsoft. Running time : 0:59:10"--RSS feed.
Subject  Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.
Links  https://dts.podtrac.com/redirect.mp3/cdn.simplecast.com/audio/083219/083219e0-dcd5-4385-9d15-8105e91523a6/403540c4-9957-4d16-b562-cd8ea2cc45e0/56cb96bc_tc.mp3?aid=rss_feed
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/56cb96bc-56cb96bc
Title  When can I get my vaccine?
Creator  Dudding, Adam.
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [Stuff Limited] [2020]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "The threat of coronavirus will lurk until there is a vaccine. So how long till there is one? And how are they made anyway? Scientist Helen Petousis-Harris joins hosts Adam Dudding and Eugene Bingham to explain all. Business journalist Susan Edmunds explains how companies and economists are coping with the lockdown. And Eugene breaks into song with regrettable results.
Links: Click here for every episode of Coronavirus NZ. Full Stuff coronavirus coverage
Eugene on Twitter
Adam on Twitter
Our new email: viruspod@stuff.co.nz."--RSS feed.
Subject  COVID-19 (Disease) New Zealand.
Edmunds, Susan Interviews.
Petousis-Harris, Helen Interviews.
Podcasts.
Links  https://media.whooshkaa.com/show/11846/episode/618067.mp3
https://player.whooshkaa.com/episode?id=618067

Title  When Insta-parenting stops being fun.
Creator  Yee, Jane.
Publishing Details  [Auckland] : [Jane Yee], [2019]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "This week on Breeder's Digest, Jane returns from a blissful child-free honeymoon and Bec survives Sadie's first birthday. The pair regroup to have some very important and totally unimportant chats about parenting. This week on the podcast:
On yer face: Is the new viral thread of throwing cheese at your baby's face funny or cruel?
Skin tags: Weird ways our bodies change after pregnancy that no one warned us about
Breaking up with insta: When insta-parenting is more complication than connection
Top 5: Worst things you can do to another parent
Spread the word! Please share this podcast with your mates and be sure to subscribe. If you want to chat, head to our Instagram page to get in touch"--RSS feed.
Subject  Child rearing New Zealand.
Podcasts.
Links  https://mcdn.podbean.com/mf/web/n7xtmx/Breeder_s_Digest_Ep_8_-_12_March_2019.mp3
https://breedersdigest.podbean.com/e/when-insta-parenting-stops-being-fun/
Title
"When you leave the Marae, that world is still with you...": Excerpts of the conversation with Vaughan Winiata.

Creator
Moe, Steven, 1976-

Publishing Details
[Rolleston] : Steven Moe, [2020]

Format
1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary
"This is a short excerpt from the conversation with Vaughan Winiata which will be released next week. In that full interview we talk about small business and what they need as well as many other topics. About Vaughan and his company V Formation: https://www.vformation.co.nz/about For more interviews visit www.theseeds.nz Subscribe to ensure you do not miss future episodes."--RSS feed.

Subject
Podcasts.
Social entrepreneurship New Zealand.
Winiata, Vaughan Interviews.

Links
https://chtbl.com/track/89G95E/traffic.libsyn.com/secure/seeds/Vaughan_Winiata_Excerpt.mp3?dest-id=571558

Title
When you love your child but hate parenting.

Creator
Yee, Jane.

Publishing Details
[Auckland] : [Jane Yee], [2019]

Format
1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary
"We haven't perspired this much since we last installed carseats, but despite the heat we're back to bring you more chats about that #parentgrind. This week...- Family planning: Things to consider before deciding if you want more kids- Lifecycle of Pinworms: Weird stuff parents google - What's wrong with me?: When you love your child but hate parenting - Top 5: Worst places for a kid in undies to have a code brownSpread the word! Please share this podcast with your mates and be sure to subscribe. If you want to chat, head to our Facebook page to get in touch"--RSS feed.

Subject
Child rearing New Zealand.
Podcasts.

Links
https://mcdn.podbean.com/mf/web/r83njp/Breeder_s_Digest_Ep_5_-_29_Jan_2019.mp3
https://breedersdigest.podbean.com/e/when-you-love-your-child-but-hate-parenting/
Where on Earth are all the Aliens?

Dickinson, Michelle.

[Auckland] : [NZME], [2017]

1 online resource (1 audio file)

Astrobiologist Professor Steve Pointing and comedian Ben Hurley join host Dr Michelle Dickinson for a fascinating and entertaining discussion about aliens, what are they, how do we research them, will we find them soon and what could they look like?--RSS feed.

Hurley, Ben Interviews.
Podcasts.
Pointing, Steve Interviews.
Science.

https://media.blubrry.com/sqfs/content.blubrry.com/sqfs/SQFS003.mp3
https://blubrry.com/sqfs/22449711/3-where-on-earth-are-all-the-aliens/

Who's getting rich out of coronavirus (and how)?

Dudding, Adam.

[Wellington] : [Stuff Limited] [2020]

1 online resource (1 audio file)

It seems almost crude to ask - but, is it possible to profit from the Covid-19 crisis? Former Stuff business journalist Richard Meadows is holed up in Mexico City where he's pondering questions like this. He joins the show to explain what he's discovered, and to how he intends to emerge from lockdown as "fit as a jailbird". And Stuff reporter Kirsty Lawrence joins the Where's the Flour investigative team - and cracks the case.Links: Click here for every episode of Coronavirus NZ. Full Stuff coronavirus coverageEugene on Twitter; Adam on TwitterPlague playlist: You'll Never Walk Alone - Captain Tom Moore, Michael Ball & The NHS Voices of Care ChoirSupport StuffOur email: viruspod@stuff.co.nz.--RSS feed.

COVID-19 (Disease) New Zealand.
Lawrence, Kirsty Interviews.
Meadows, Richard Interviews.
Podcasts.

https://media.whooshkaa.com/show/11846/episode/642480.mp3
https://player.whooshkaa.com/episode?id=642480
Why Does Love do This to Me?

Rillstone, Thomas (Podcaster)

[New Zealand] : [Thomas Rillstone], [2020]

1 online resource (1 audio file)

This episode we look at the realm of Hineraukatauri, goddess of flutes. We primarily look at the kōauau, what it was, how it was made, what it was used for and of course how it sounded! We also talk briefly about the rehu and whio! --RSS feed.

Kōnae ipurangi.
Kōrero nehe.
Māori (New Zealand people) Social life and customs.
New Zealand History.
Podcasts.
Tikanga.

https://media.transistor.fm/9817424b.mp3
https://share.transistor.fm/s/7472354e

Why is NZ's Covid tracing app so lame?

Dudding, Adam.

[Wellington] : [Stuff Limited] [2020]

1 online resource (1 audio file)

"Keeping track of where we've been is going to be one of the "Golden Rules" of Alert Level 1. So why is the government's official contact-tracing app proving to be such a flop? Stuff's Brittney Deguara finds out why the app isn't making the impact it should. Senior reporter Tom Hunt looks into why film crews got special permission to cross our closed border - and why other people didn't. And Adam finds a hidden musical treasure.

Links: Click here for every episode of Coronavirus NZ. Full Stuff coronavirus coverage Eugene on Twitter; Adam on Twitter
Plague Playlist: Jack Buchanan, Welcome to the Kitchen
Support Stuff
Our email: viruspod@stuff.co.nz"

COVID-19 (Disease) New Zealand.
Contact tracing (Epidemiology) New Zealand.
Deguara, Brittney Interviews
Hunt, Tom (Journalist) Interviews.
Podcasts.

https://media.whooshkaa.com/show/11846/episode/667459.mp3
https://player.whooshkaa.com/episode?id=667459
Title  Why PaySauce is offering a free payroll solution for businesses disrupted by Covid-19.
Creator  Pound, Simon.
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Business is Boring is a weekly podcast series presented by The Spinoff in association with Callaghan Innovation. Host Simon Pound speaks with innovators and commentators focused on the future of New Zealand. This week he talks to Asantha Wijeyeratne from PaySauce. Recently, local employment solutions provider PaySauce announced it had raised more than $5 million in a recent rights offer to allow it to grow its offering here and around the world. Its CEO, Asantha Wijeyeratne, has built multiple million-dollar businesses in this space since coming to New Zealand in 1988 as a young accountant. Wijeyeratne saw that the payroll system could be done better and launched an early technology solution in 1995 called SmartBooks. Later know as SmartPayroll it grew to process a good portion of New Zealand business payrolls before eventually being sold to local tech giant Datacom in 2013. But there was still an itch to innovate in the space again with a mobile-first offering that took advantage of emerging tech. So in 2014, PaySauce was born. PaySauce has been in the news lately with its offer of a free “essentials” payroll solution, PaySimple, for New Zealand businesses affected by Covid-19. Its successful rights issue brought on board its first institutional investor. To talk about the journey, what this disrupted world means for business, and how his work in the community helped lead to a Queen’s Service Medal, Wijeyeratne joined us by Zoom from Sri Lanka where he was visiting family at the beginning of lockdown. Either download this episode, have a listen below or via Spotify, subscribe through iTunes (RSS feed)."--RSS feed.
Subject  Business.
Podcasts.
Wijeyeratne, Asanthe Interviews.
Links  https://media.acast.com/business-is-boring/businessisboringwithasanthawijeyerantefrompaysauce/media.mp3
Title: Will Hayward and Katie Wright.

Creator: Rayment, Matt.

Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Dirt Church Radio], [2019]

Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary: "Kia Ora whanau. Strap yourselves in for the biggest episode of Dirt Church Radio yet. We go all in with a double episode, two full conversations with Katie Wright and Will Hayward, two of the final four left standing at Big’s Backyard Ultra, recently held in Tennessee. This race is the brainchild of Lazarus Lake, the man behind the infernal Barkley Marathons, and is a Last Person Standing event, whereby the competitors take on a 6.7km loop every hour until one person is left standing. Everyone else records a DNF. Both Katie and Will qualified for Big’s by winning a golden ticket entry. Will in Hong Kong at Big Boar’s Backyard and Katie here at home in the Riverhead Backyard Relaps. Both arrived at Big’s Backyard wanting to find and test their limits and it appears both certainly did. Spoiler Alert: Katie and Will were two of the four final competitors, Katie being halted by injury on lap 50 and Will spectacularly timing out on loop 59, thus giving the only other person on course (Maggie Guterl) the victory. What these athletes have undertaken is phenomenal, however what is also phenomenal is the honesty, humility, grace, and insight with which they recount their adventures to us. We'll let them do the talking. Enjoy."--RSS feed.

Subject: Hayward, Will Interviews.
Mountain running New Zealand.
Podcasts.
Wright, Katie, Dr Interviews.

Links: https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5b12367ff8370a538dd229e3/t/5db7e6cbb92003339c613ab9/1572334488423/Ep+66+Will+Hayward+and+katie+Wright.mp3

Title: Will Huawei become the world #1 seller of smartphones?

Creator: Spain, Paul.

Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2017]

Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary: "Direct from Shenzhen in China - Tristram Clayton (NZ Herald) and Scott Bartley (NBR contributor) join Paul Spain to discuss Huawei. Hear about the factory visit and opinions on whether Huawei could become the top smartphone seller in the market."--RSS feed.

Subject: Bartley, Scott (NBR contributor) Interviews.
Clayton, Tristram Interviews.
Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.

Links: https://dts.podtrac.com/redirect.mp3/cdn.simplecast.com/audio/083219/083219e0-dcd5-4385-9d15-8105e91523a6/417f9220-374a-4c3b-9dd4-b77275769f8b/7fd06c2e_tc.mp3?aid=rss_feed
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/7fd06c2e-7fd06c2e

Creator Spain, Paul.

Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2019]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)


Subject Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.

https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/e64775ee-e64775ee

Title William Brandt: Under the Skin by Michel Faber.

Creator Adam, Pip.

Publishing Details [Wellington] : [Pip Adam], [2015]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary "Under the Skin by Michel Faber is the subject of today's discussion about reading and writing with Pip Adam."--RSS feed.

Subject Brandt, William, 1961- Interviews.
New Zealand literature.
Podcasts.

Links https://mcdn.podbean.com/mf/web/2x9qhr/Ep12UndertheSkinWilliamBrandt.mp3
Title  William Kentridge, Simon Denny, Gloria Knight.

Creator  Amery, Mark, 1969-

Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [CIRCUIT Artist Film and Video Aotearoa New Zealand], [2014]

Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary  "In this months CIRCUIT Cast; William Kentridge’s The Refusal of Time is discussed in front of a live audience at City Gallery Wellington by host Mark Amery, panellists Thomasin Sleigh and Martin Patrick and an audience member; in part 2 we talk to Simon Denny mid-install for The Personal Effects of Kim Dotcom at the Adam Art Gallery, and in Part 3 we begin a new monthly feature on artist-run spaces by talking to Henry Davidson about Auckland's Gloria Knight. Part 1 was recorded at City Gallery Wellington as Part of Tuatara Open Late on Thursday 2 October. This pod was produced with the assistance of Creative New Zealand, with thanks to Tracey Monsatira, Steve McVey, Olivia Lacey and Ann Gale. Music by Orchestra of Spheres. Image credit: William Kentridge, The Refusal of Time (detail - film still), 2012. A collaboration with Philip Miller, Catherine Meyburgh and Peter Galison. Five-channel video with sound, 30 min, with megaphones and breathing machine ("Elephant"). State Art Collection, Art Gallery of Western Australia. Purchased through the TomorrowFund, Art Gallery of Western Australia Foundation, 2013."--RSS feed.

Subject  Denny, Simon, 1982- Interviews.
Patrick, Martin Interviews.
Podcasts.
Sleigh, Thomasin, 1983- Interviews.
Video art New Zealand.


Title  Willo Willo Willo Oh.

Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [Yellow Fever], [2019]

Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)

Series  Phoenix City ; April 05, 2019.

Summary  "No Roy? No problem. The Phoenix smash the Jets thanks to a David Williams hatty, can they repeat the magic against Adelaide this weekend? TeeDubs went down to Eastern Suburbs in the Handy Prem final, and the pod gets nerdy and talks about the report issued by the New League Working Group and what it means for the A-League."--RSS feed.

Subject  Podcasts.
Soccer New Zealand.
Wellington Phoenix FC (Soccer club)

Links  https://thekidsareallwhite.podomatic.com/enclosure/2019-04-05T04_37_35-07_00.mp3
https://www.podomatic.com/podcasts/thekidsareallwhite/episodes/2019-04-05T04_37_35-07_00
Title Win Ugly.

Summary "The streak extends with a win over the Mariners, but doesn't come without casualties. The Handy Prem starts up again this weekend, and the W-League has been affected by the bushfires."--RSS feed.

Subject Podcasts.

Wellington Phoenix FC (Soccer club)

Links https://thekidsareallwhite.podomatic.com/enclosure/2020-01-09T04_57_12-08_00.mp3
https://www.podomatic.com/podcasts/thekidsareallwhite/episodes/2020-01-09T04_57_12-08_00

Title Windows 10, Hololens, Security wars - Google vs Apple vs Microsoft, Spark vs Vodafone.

Summary "We talk Google/Apple/Microsoft at war, changes at Spark + Vodafone including the upcoming CEO change at Spark Home, Mobile, Business, Cloudflare NZ, Protools free and a cross to Nathan Mercer at Microsoft in Washington to hear about Windows 10 and Hololens. Running time : 1:07:16"--RSS feed.

Subject Mercer, Nathan Interviews.

Technology New Zealand.

Title Windows 10, HP to split up, Google Glass for the police, MyRepublic launching.

Creator Spain, Paul.

Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2014]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary "In this episode – Windows 10 lands in the spotlight, Dubai police to get Google Glass, Singaporean internet provider MyRepublic launching in NZ, Hewlett-Packard chooses to break up, Marriott Hotels fined for Wi-Fi block and new NZ domain names launch. Running time : 0:58:25"--RSS feed.

Subject Podcasts.

https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/90bae27e-90bae27e

Title Windows 8.1, travel tech update, Vodafone locking.

Creator Spain, Paul.

Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2013]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary "We talk Windows 8.1 with Nathan Mercer from Microsoft and hear about a tech update for the travel industry with IATA CEO Tony Tyler. Also: 4K TV, Fairfax new paywall, Telecom's mobile wallet trial, Sony STR-DN1040 receiver, 2Talk Connect, Vodafone locking. Running time : 0:52:14"--RSS feed.

Subject Mercer, Nathan Interviews.

https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/ceb66f16-ceb66f16
Title  Windows ‘Threshold’, Sony PS4, Amazon drones, Xtra email hacked (again).
Creator  Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2013]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Areas discussed include an upcoming Windows version codenamed 'Threshold', hands on with Sony PS4, Harmony Ultimate, Amazon plans delivery drones, $8m bitcoins lost, Xtra email hacking, more time with LG G2, Asus T100, ThinkPad X240, Samsung Galaxy Tab 3 8" Running time : 0:57:50"--RSS feed.
Subject  Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.
Links  https://dts.podtrac.com/redirect.mp3/cdn.simplecast.com/audio/083219/083219e0-dcd5-4385-9d15-8105e91523a6/8c19bd7b-7ad1-4163-9a1a-e9fbdfe3080a0/dccee412_tc.mp3?aid=rss_feed
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/dccee412-dccee412

Title  Windswept.
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [Yellow Fever], [2019]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Series  Phoenix City ; January 26, 2019.
Summary  "The unbeaten streak finally ends, we discuss the draw with Victory and the loss to Sydney, and whether it's okay to be disappointed with those performances. The Nix take on Melbourne City this weekend, and TeeDubs falter again in the Handy Prem."--RSS feed.
Subject  Podcasts.
Soccer New Zealand.
Wellington Phoenix FC (Soccer club)
Links  https://thekidsareallwhite.podomatic.com/enclosure/2019-01-25T17_10_54-08_00.mp3
https://www.podomatic.com/podcasts/thekidsareallwhite/episodes/2019-01-25T17_10_54-08_00
Title Winning Bid.

Publishing Details [Wellington] : [Yellow Fever], [2020]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "The pod react to the news that the 2023 World Cup is heading to our shores, talk through the bid process and the changing landscape over the last week, and what the tournament will look like when it arrives in just three years time."--RSS feed.
Subject Podcasts.
Soccer New Zealand.
Wellington Phoenix FC (Soccer club)
Links https://thekidsareallwhite.podomatic.com/enclosure/2020-06-25T17_27_47-07_00.mp3
https://www.podomatic.com/podcasts/thekidsareallwhite/episodes/2020-06-25T17_27_47-07_00

Title Winston Peters latest to be engulfed in election perma-scandal.

Creator Lee-Mather, Annabelle.
Publishing Details [Auckland] : [The Spinoff], [2017]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Was this the feted mother of all scandals? Is it the bastard son of Dirty Politics? How many of Bill English's children were on the stage at the National launch? Is Bob your uncle? This and more in NZ's top genealogy-based election podcast.Toby Manhire, Annabelle Lee and Ben Thomas take a moment's pause from gaping at the news headlines and social media hyperbole-parody to weigh up the latest chapter in a scandal-bedevilled campaign, as Winston Peters and his pension overpayment transmogrifies into a controversy about the no-surprises policy and anonymous tip-offs.Plus: Billmania as the National Party campaign launches, a review of the minor party leaders' debate and a preview of the big kids' debate on Thursday.Listen now before it's completely obsolete. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject New Zealand Politics and government.
Podcasts.
Title  Winston the racist rock star, Gareth Morgan's own goal, and Guy likes the Greens.
Creator  Lee-Mather, Annabelle.
Publishing Details  [Auckland] : [The Spinoff], [2017]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "After the best thing about Gone By Lunchtime gets tied up with actual work, three white men finally sit down to talk politics and whether or not some of them should be allowed to talk politics. Toby Manhire is joined by Ben Thomas of Exceltium and Guy Williams of televised comedy to discuss the Green's attack on New Zealand First, Winston Peters as rockstar or racist, Labour's new families package, and whether those who work in politics or PR should be enlisted for political punditry. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  New Zealand Politics and government.
Podcasts.

Title  Windows Blue, Galaxy S4 pricing, device hands on.
Creator  Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2013]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "In the spotlight – Windows codename ‘Blue’, refreshed Windows 8 apps, Telecom UFB launch, Samsung Galaxy S4 launch price and a chat about hands on time with a variety of devices across Windows, Android and iOS. Running time : 0:47:51"--RSS feed.
Subject  Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.
Links  https://dts.podtrac.com/redirect.mp3/cdn.simplecast.com/audio/083219/083219e0-dcd5-4385-9d15-8105e91523a6/8aa772c0-1336-4b3f-afb0-36d9caf3e5c9/8e7d8b6a_tc.mp3?aid=rss_feed
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/8e7d8b6a-8e7d8b6a
Title Wolves in Switzerland.
Creator Hanlon, Chris.
Publishing Details [Hamilton, New Zealand] : [Chris Hanlon and Sam Elton-Waters], [2020]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Daylight savings is here, did it cause any problems for your intrepid hosts this week? We have an update on the kayak situation we talked about in episode 300 and we watched The Social Dilemma Doco everyone seems to be talking about. Are we sad a Vietnamese used condom factory closed down? And what exactly does that mean? Ring the doorbell company has a new product that is coming out next year, on the face of it it sounds really cool, but when you start thinking about it, it might not be all that it is cracked up to be. How much was Westpac fined recently? And for what. A man shoots himself in the testicles, Chris has an insurance problem and what's up with the wolves in Switzerland. All of this plus more, on everyone's favourite half hour of randomness, technology and life."--RSS feed.
Subject Podcasts.

Title Women in Tech, Burger Flipping Robot, Elon Musk's Urban Loop, S9 launch.
Creator Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2018]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "MYOB's Women in the Tech report, the future of robots in food and the burger-flipping robot, Death to 2G, spooky tech that's always watching or listening, Samsung Galaxy S9, Elon Musk's "urban loop" transport system, 3SixT mobile accessories."--RSS feed.
Subject Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.
Title  Work by Sarah Jane Barnett.
Creator  Adam, Pip.
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [Pip Adam], [2015]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "In this episode some highlights from the launch of Sarah Jane Barnett's second book of poetry WORK held at VicBooks in Wellington on Thursday 22 October."--RSS feed.
Links  https://mcdn.podbean.com/mf/web/9m6wh8/Episode26Work.mp3

Title  The World’s biggest tech event unveiled – CES 2015.
Creator  Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2015]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "The episode Juha Saarinen (Journalist), Emma Brannam (TV3) and Paul Spain (Gorilla Technology) reflect on a selection of what they saw at the world’s biggest tech event – International CES – otherwise known as the Consumer Electronics Show in Las Vegas. Running time : 1:03:30"--RSS feed.
Subject  Podcasts. Saarinen, Juha (Juha Väinö) Interviews. Technology New Zealand.
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/be669b8b-be669b8b
Title: World's largest lithium-ion battery headed to Adelaide, Russia vs US, Solar Car, IoT networks.

Creator: Spain, Paul.

Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2017]

Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary: "This week - World's largest lithium-ion battery headed to South Australia, Russia vs US, Solar Car, Electric autonomous trucks, UFB 2 is picking up pace, NZ IoT networks, Bitcoin Exchange Hacked, audio tickets, Alibaba vs Amazon Echo, NZ Young Professionals Podcast"--RSS feed.

Subject: Podcasts.

Technology New Zealand.


https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/af62c3f4-af62c3f4


Title: Writing Women's Experimental Film Histories.

Creator: Amery, Mark, 1969-

Publishing Details: [Wellington] : [CIRCUIT Artist Film and Video Aotearoa New Zealand], [2015]

Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary: "Women appear, but on whose terms? In this recording from the 2015 London Film Festival Lucy Reynolds (artist, writer and Course Leader of MRes Art: Moving Image, Central Saint Martins) chairs a discussion on how women artists are represented in the histories of experimental film. Panellists include Charlotte Procter (Collections Manager of LUX & Member of the Cinenova Working Group), Maud Jacquin (independent scholar and writer) and Mark Williams (Director of CIRCUIT Artists' Film and Video Aotearoa New Zealand), and co-curator of the LFF screening Joanna Margaret Paul: I am an open window.Introduction0 – 4.35 Lucy Reynolds. Quote from Lis Rhodes' essay Whose History? (1979).Panel Presentations4.35-13.10 Maud Jacquin on women film-makers working in the London Film-makers Co-Operative from the mid 1960s to the mid 1990s; alternative conceptions of the body, subjectivity and history13.49-27.00 Charlotte Procter on Cinenova; a distribution agency formed in 1991 from merger of two feminist film distributors Circles and Cinema of Women; questions of archiving27.26-37.10 Mark Williams on working with the collection of Joanna Margaret Paul (1945-2003), a New Zealand film-maker and artist working across disciplines whilst living in the geographical margins Panel Discussion37:00 LR to MJ: Why show this work now? What drew you to the work? How to bring it into dialogue with contemporary artists? 41.50 LR to CP: What are young practitioners finding in the Cinenova collection? 43: MJ/MW: on inter-disciplinary nature of women working in the 1970s44:42 LR: cites Guy Brett's observation that for women the distinction between life and art is more porous.46:00 LR: On having to continually answer the question of why it was necessary to establish distribution and representation that was/is women only48:50 LR: Why the struggle for institutional advocacy? Corresponding danger of work being subsumed into institutions. 52:30 Is the museum a good space to show experimental film works? 55:00 How does the contemporary art market support the preservation, distribution and accessibility to historical film works? How do female moving image artists feel about their relationship to the art market and the collecting institution? How does this differ from their relationship to self-determined (and feminist) models for exhibition and distribution? Audience Questions58.30 (Question 1) How do we represent historical feminist work in a contemporary institutional context and innately embody feminism?
52:00 (Question 2) With Joanna Paul's work how do you release something so personal to the marketplace? MW on market potentially providing funds for restoring the Joanna Paul archive.

65:32 (Question 3) In the 1970s structuralist movement how did women extend the paradigm of experimental film? 68:30 LR: What does contemporary feminist scholarship project on the past? 73.00 (Question 4) How did women artists in the 1970s support themselves financially? 76:00 (Question 5) What other parallel histories and genealogies of Women's experimental film-making await scholarship? 79.30 (Question 6) Does exclusion from official histories and movements offer a kind of freedom from 'the baggage' of other histories? 81.21 (Question 7) What kind of challenges are associated with archiving and preserving video as a medium? 86:00 (Question 8) How do we prioritise what gets preserved? 88:28 (Question 9) How do we introduce the work of older female artists to younger female practitioners? 93.30 (Question 10) What kind of writing accompanies the works and in what form, be it essays, cataloguing or other? 101.00 (Question 11) What other contemporary resources exist for the promotion of film works by women? 106:00 Ends

Thanks to LUX, The London Film Festival, Benjamin Cook and Stuart Heaney."--RSS feed.

Subject Podcasts.
Video art New Zealand.


Title W-Town: an important new podcast about a troubled man stuck in the south.

Creator Lee-Mather, Annabelle.

Publishing Details [Auckland] : [The Spinoff], [2017]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary "In this overdue and mildly anticipated podcast, we traverse the vast savannah of topical political happenings. Bill English's pizza? Yes. The Greens and that magazine cover? We have that. The Little-Hagaman defamation brouhaha. Yes. The Hit and Run non-inquiry. Yup. The already sizzling election battleground in the Maori seats? Also yes, we have that. Renewed calls for an inquiry into abuse in state care? That is another thing we have. A desperate attempt to parrot world-famous podcast S-Town and mysterious hot cross bun scoffing noises? Afraid so. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.

Subject New Zealand Politics and government.
Podcasts.

Links https://media.acast.com/gone-by-lunchtime/w-town-an-important-new-podcast-about-a-troubled-m/media.mp3
Title  Xero Payroll, Amazon Dash Button, $3.1m Revera dispute, OxygenOS, Revenge Porn Jail Term.
Creator  Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2015]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "This episode we discuss Amazon Dash Button, Semble on Windows Phone and Blackberry, Spark’s international voice business sale, a dispute over Spark’s Revera acquisition, Xero Payroll, OnePlus OxygenOS and a revenge porn jail sentence. Running time : 0:36:24"--RSS feed.
Subject  Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/e71945ed-e71945ed

Title  Yoobee sold for $1, Samsung Galaxy Note Pro, Spritzing, Miracle Machine.
Creator  Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2014]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "This week - a future with Google maps that shows video rather than static photos, the computerised tech that makes wine in 3-days (Miracle Machine), Milk Music, Chorus and CFH's updated agreement, and Wello – something of a Star Trek Tricorder for 2014. Running time : 0:49:11"--RSS feed.
Subject  Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/1ae8dafe-1ae8dafe
Title  You Focus Your Camera on What?
Creator  Hanlon, Chris.
Publishing Details  [Hamilton, New Zealand] : [Chris Hanlon and Sam Elton-Waters], [2020]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "What have we been up to this week? And how are the preparations for the 300th episode coming along? Find out. We learn a bit more about super black holes, not your regular black holes, the super kind. NZ is the 2nd safest place in the world, to do with COVID, but we'll take it, find out where other places rank. Trump has a book coming out, and we're still not sure if he is smart, or completely retarded in some way. Find out what Smile shelving is, why are people slashing horses in France? What is used to help focus the largest digital camera ever and the Academy Awards are making some changes to include more people. All this and our usual banter, come check it out."--RSS feed.
Subject  Podcasts.
https://thechrisandsampodcast.libsyn.com/you-focus-your-camera-on-what-ep298-the-chris-and-sam-podcast

Title  Yourdrive car sharing keyless entry, CES 2019, Iridium Next, Autonomous Vehicles.
Creator  Spain, Paul.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2019]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Subject  Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.
Links  https://dts.podtrac.com/redirect.mp3/cdn.simplecast.com/audio/083219/083219e0-dcd5-4385-9d15-8105e91523a6/40d7eb08-4c1b-4470-9438-a9c3dff12058/4e1823b1_tc.mp3?aid=rss_feed
https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/4e1823b1-4e1823b1
The Youth Movement w/ Luke Wijohn (Green Party politician).

Warth, Waveney.

[New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2020]

1 online resource (1 audio file)

"Luke Wijohn is just 18 years old and running for Parliament - In the Prime Minister's Electorate, no less. After being a lead organiser for NZ's Youth Strikes for Climate, Luke decided to run as a Green MP in this year's election. We chat about his desire to change the conversation we're having with and about our farmers and how to achieve transformational change in city systems like waste and transport. Luke has a focus on getting politicians speaking to issues they have lived experience about and trying to increase youth turnout at the election this year (he's a staunch supporter of making 16 the voting age and lays out a pretty compelling case for it). We also chat about The Zero Carbon Bill and what the media gets wrong about political reporting in our MMP system. Follow Luke on Twitter here and on Facebook here. Thanks to Auckland Council and Live Lightly for supporting this podcast!"--RSS feed.

Environmental protection New Zealand.
Podcasts.

https://traffic.omny.fm/d/clips/6e2a797b-0cc4-4c0b-a44d-a51e0019bc3c/e621c193-b63b-4c9f-8040-aa5e00298aa9/9b56fd64-839e-4e2c-91b4-aba300b95f29/audio.mp3?utm_source=Podcast&in_playlist=40bbac5c-4bb0-4f46-b798-aa5e002ea629&t=1587381855
https://omny.fm/shows/how-to-save-the-world/the-youth-movement-w-luke-wijohn-green-party-polit

YouTube pranksters jailed, Apple's $1B ride sharing investment, Hyperloop test.

Spain, Paul.

[New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2016]

1 online resource (1 audio file)

"YouTube pranksters get jailed, Apple's $1B Chinese ride sharing investment, Oracle vs Google, Govt's $15m tech startup investment, Mamaroo baby tech, European Union could take Google for €3B, Hyperloop trial, driverless car congestion. Running time 00:49:11"--RSS feed.

Podcasts.
Technology New Zealand.

https://nz-tech-podcast.simplecast.com/episodes/2cba08d9-2cba08d9
Title  Zach Miller.
Creator  Rayment, Matt.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Dirt Church Radio], [2019]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Kia Ora whanau. This week it is Matt’s turn to spread his wings and wobble away from the nest on his solo conversation with the one and only Zach Miller. Exploding onto the ultra scene in 2013 out of nowhere (okay, a cruise ship) with a win at the JFK 50 mile, Zach followed up the next year with a win at Lake Sonoma, has gone on to become the first American man to win CCC and is the 2015 and 2016 The North Face Endurance Challenge champion. Cool. That's the pro-by-the-numbers part over, as Zach Miller is nothing about Zach that is by-the-numbers. Matt spoke to Zach at Peter Maksimow’s house in Manitou Springs Colorado for an amazing conversation about Zach’s roll at the iconic Barr Camp, life at 10,00 feet, Zach’s love of adventure and the challenges of training in challenging environments. We discuss managing self imposed pressure, injuries, and a new project that Zach is working on with The North Face that is still under wraps. Oh, and *spoiler alert* Zach’s focus remains on UTMB. This conversation is most excellent and we sincerely hope you like it. Enjoy!"--RSS feed.
Subject  Miller, Zach (Runner) Interviews.
Mountain running New Zealand.
Podcasts.
Links  https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5b12367ff8370a538dd229e3/t/5cbd0574f4e1fc4307037246/1555892234793/Ep+39+Zach+Miller.mp3

Title  Zero Waste with Miriama Kamo.
Creator  Warth, Waveney.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2019]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Sponsored by Huckleberry – Your organic grocer and one stop shop for better food and living.In this episode Waveney and television presenter Miriama Kamo, swap their zero-waste-life stories. Waveney (11 years in) and Miriama (seven months in) both have heaps in common—the same favourite things and the same secret phobias. They even both have the same zero waste heroes Hannah and Liam from The Rubbish Trip – also featured in Miriama’s personal zero waste story on Sunday. We also chat about the importance of activists, vegan food FOMO and the Māori princlbles that can be brought into sustainability space. Miriama shares her zero waste journey on Instagram and Facebook and you and find the full story of Waveney’s 2008 Rubbish Free Year story at rubbishfree.co.nz. If you want to “connect with others” check out the “connect with others” page on the website for over 60 links to the Aotearoa zero waste community."--RSS feed.
Subject  Environmental protection New Zealand.
Kamo, Miriama, 1973- Interviews.
Podcasts.
Links  https://traffic.omny.fm/d/clips/6e2a2a797b-0cc4-4c0b-a44d-a51e0019bc3c/e621c193-b63b-4c9f-8040-aa5e00298aa9/60080e79-4470-49bf-a4ee-aa9004193cb/audio.mp3?utm_source=Podcast&in_playlist=40bbac5c-4bb0-4f46-b79b-aa5e002ea629&t=1564373717
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Title</strong></th>
<th>Zoom in crisis, Contact Tracing, Microsoft ethical decisions, Samsung Galaxy S20 Ultra, Nanogirls Lab.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Creator</strong></td>
<td>Spain, Paul.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publishing Details</strong></td>
<td>[New Zealand] : [Podcasts NZ], [2020]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Format</strong></td>
<td>1 online resource (1 audio file)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Summary</strong></td>
<td>&quot;Discussion covers Zoom in crisis, Contact Tracing, Drones, Microsoft ethical decisions, Uber/Ola/Zoomy, Nanogirls Lab - and Paul shares his views on the Samsung Galaxy S20 Ultra and making it his primary phone. NZ Tech Podcast Paul Spain Gorilla Technology Free Tesla Supercharging Special thanks to organisations who support innovation and tech leadership in New Zealand by partnering with NZ Tech Podcast: Sumo Logic HP Samsung Vodafone NZ Spark NZ Vocus&quot; -- RSS feed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subject</strong></td>
<td>Podcasts. Technology New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Title</strong></td>
<td>Mauri ora kete. 4 : audio resource CD.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publishing Details</strong></td>
<td>[Cambridge, New Zealand] : [Kina Film Productions], [2003]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Format</strong></td>
<td>1 CD : digital, stereo ; 12 cm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Contents</strong></td>
<td>Live it! : live local, think global -- Hineahuone, Hinetītama and Hineanuitepō / Pakiwaitara written and told by Hinewirangi.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Language</strong></td>
<td>In English and Māori.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subject</strong></td>
<td>Hineahuone.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hinenuitepō.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hinetītama.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kōrero</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maori (New Zealand people) Music.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maori (New Zealand people) Social life and customs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mythology, Maori.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pūrākau.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Songs, Maori.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Waiata.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ōrokohanga o te ao.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Title</strong></th>
<th>Track by track / The Phoenix Foundation.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publishing Details</strong></td>
<td>[Auckland, New Zealand] : Flying Nun, [2007]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Format</strong></td>
<td>1 CD-ROM (audio files) : digital ; 12 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Summary</strong></td>
<td>Consists of The Phoenix Foundation band members briefly introducing tracks from their album 'Happy ending'.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subject</strong></td>
<td>Phoenix Foundation (Musical group) Happy ending.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dewey</strong></td>
<td>780.993</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Websites and other integrating resources

Digital

Title The Big Q: questions, ideas, scholarship, debate.
Publishing Details [Auckland] : The University of Auckland, New Zealand
Format Web site.
Frequency Irregular
Publication Numbering Began in 2008?
Summary "The Project for Media in the Public Interest (PMPI) is a website connecting audiences to informed dialogue about science, economics, arts and politics. Academics from across disciplines at the University of Auckland, across America, Europe, Australia and other universities discuss their research on important topics via videos, podcasts, interviews, symposia and opinion pieces. "We are aiming to elevate critical thinking, raise the level of public debate, and counter the trend towards soft news," says the project's founding director, political scientist Dr Maria Armoudian."--about page.
Subject New Zealand Politics and government 21st century.
Political science 21st century.
Race relations 21st century.
Links https://www.thebigq.org/
https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA11354117700002836

Title COVID-19 alert level 2: safe practice guidance for food service and retail businesses.
Publishing Details [Wellington] : New Zealand Food Safety, Ministry for Primary Industries Manatū Ahu Mātua, [2020]-
Format 1 online resource
Frequency Irregular
Subject COVID-19 (Disease) New Zealand Prevention.
Hospitality industry New Zealand Safety measures.
Retail trade New Zealand Safety measures.
https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA11353012780002836
Title COVID-19 alert level guidance for community mental health and addiction services.
Publishing Details [Wellington] : Ministry of Health, Manatū Hauora, 2020-
Format 1 online resource
Frequency Irregular
Subject Addicts Services for New Zealand.
COVID-19 (Disease) New Zealand Prevention.
Mental health services New Zealand Safety measures.
People with mental disabilities Services for New Zealand Safety measures.
-19-information-health-professionals/covid-19-mental-health-and-addiction-providers
https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA213523930000
02836

Title COVID-19 public health response (maritime border) order (No. 2) 2020 guidance.
Publishing Details [Wellington] : Ministry of Health, Manatū Hauora, [2020]-
Format 1 online resource
Frequency Irregular
Subject COVID-19 (Disease) New Zealand Prevention.
Maritime boundaries New Zealand Safety measures.
Shipping New Zealand Safety measures.
https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA113529994800
02836

Title Criminology Collective.
Publishing Details [Wellington] : Criminology Collective
Format Web site.
Frequency Irregular
Summary The Criminology Collective is a community of critical, feminist and decolonizing scholars. We
are mostly based at the Institute of Criminology, Victoria University of Wellington. We present
research and commentaries that promote a critical understanding of harm, violence,
victimization and justice in Aotearoa-New Zealand and beyond.
Subject Criminology Collective (Organisation)
Criminology New Zealand.
Links https://www.criminologycollective.nz/
https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA113521813900
02836
Title  Dannasdiary: the life and thoughts of activist Danna Glendining.
Creator  Glendining, Dana.
Publishing Details  [Waitahanui] : Dana Glendining
Format  Web site.
Frequency  Irregular
Subject  Glendining, Dana Blogs.
          Glendining, Dana.
          Women political activists New Zealand.
Links  https://dannasdiary.com/
       https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA11353860410002836

Title  Downtown Shakedown.
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : Downtown Shakedown, [2020]-
Format  Web site.
Frequency  Irregular
Subject  Downtown Shakedown (Music festival)
          Popular music New Zealand Wellington.
Links  https://downtownshakedown.co.nz/
       https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA11354138190002836

Title  Ebony Lamb.
Creator  Lamb, Ebony.
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : Ebony Lamb
Format  Web site.
Frequency  Irregular
Subject  Lamb, Ebony.
Links  https://ebonylamb.com/
       https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA71354151730002836
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>The End of Life Choice Act.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publishing Details</strong></td>
<td>Auckland, New Zealand : Euthanasia-Free New Zealand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Format</strong></td>
<td>Web site.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Frequency</strong></td>
<td>Irregular</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Numbering</strong></td>
<td>Began in 2013?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subject</strong></td>
<td>Euthanasia Law and legislation New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>New Zealand Politics and government 21st century.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Right to die Law and legislation New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Links</strong></td>
<td><a href="https://euthanasiadebate.org.nz/">https://euthanasiadebate.org.nz/</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><a href="https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA11353906710002836">https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA11353906710002836</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Estère</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publishing Details</strong></td>
<td>[New Zealand] : [Estere]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Format</strong></td>
<td>Web site.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Frequency</strong></td>
<td>Irregular</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Numbering</strong></td>
<td>Began in 2018?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subject</strong></td>
<td>Estère (Musician)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Links</strong></td>
<td><a href="https://www.esteremusic.com/">https://www.esteremusic.com/</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><a href="https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA11355002310002836">https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA11355002310002836</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>FAQs for funeral directors, alert level 2.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publishing Details</strong></td>
<td>[Wellington] : Ministry of Health, Manatū Hauora, [2020]-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Format</strong></td>
<td>1 online resource</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Frequency</strong></td>
<td>Irregular</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Numbering</strong></td>
<td>Began with 23 September 2020?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subject</strong></td>
<td>COVID-19 (Disease) New Zealand Prevention.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Funeral rites and ceremonies New Zealand Safety measures.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maori (New Zealand people) Funeral rights and ceremonies Safety measures.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mate urutā.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rewharewha.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tangihanga.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Undertakers and undertaking New Zealand Auckland Safety measures.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Title</td>
<td>Fisher &amp; Paykel Healthcare.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>Auckland, New Zealand : Fisher &amp; Paykel Healthcare Limited</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>Web site.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>Irregular</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Fisher &amp; Paykel Healthcare. Respiratory therapy Equipment and supplies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Links</td>
<td><a href="https://www.fphcare.com/nz/">https://www.fphcare.com/nz/</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><a href="https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57l7d/NLNZ_ALMA11352616270002836">https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57l7d/NLNZ_ALMA11352616270002836</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>The Gisborne times.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Later Title</td>
<td>Times (Gisborne, N.Z.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>Gisborne : Printed and published for the proprietors (Jones, Slack and Gaudin), by Edward Arthur Slack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource : illustrations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>Daily</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Numbering</td>
<td>Began in 1896?; ceased with April 24, 1937?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Gisborne (N.Z.) Newspapers. New Zealand newspapers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Links</td>
<td><a href="https://paperspast.natlib.govt.nz/newspapers/gisborne-times">https://paperspast.natlib.govt.nz/newspapers/gisborne-times</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>The Herbalist : New Zealand craft beer.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[New Zealand] : New Zealand Beer Ltd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>Web site.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>Irregular</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Numbering</td>
<td>Began in 2001?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Beer New Zealand. Microbreweries New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Links</td>
<td><a href="https://theherbalist.co.nz/">https://theherbalist.co.nz/</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><a href="https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57l7d/NLNZ_ALMA11353952540002836">https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57l7d/NLNZ_ALMA11353952540002836</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Title Lakes 380: our lakes’ health past, present, future = me hoki whakamuri, kia haere whakamua.

Publishing Details [Wellington?]: Lakes380 Project

Format Web site.

Frequency Irregular

Subject Kounga o te wai.
Lake sediments New Zealand.
Lakes New Zealand.
Lakes380 Project.
Roto.
Water quality New Zealand Measurement.
Water quality biological assessment New Zealand.

Links https://lakes380.com/
https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA11354105010002836

Title New Zealand COVID-19 alert levels summary in Urdu.

Publishing Details [Wellington]: [National Emergency Management Agency], [2020]-

Format 1 online resource

Frequency Irregular

Subject COVID-19 (Disease) Government policy New Zealand.
COVID-19 (Disease) New Zealand Prevention.

https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21346779570002836

Title The New Zealand Saturday advertiser, time-table and literary miscellany.

Former Title Saturday advertiser, time-table, and New Zealand literary miscellany

Later Title Saturday advertiser, time-table, and New Zealand public opinion

Publishing Details Dunedin: Printed and published for the proprietors by Coulls and Culling [1875]-1877.

Format 1 online resource

Frequency Weekly

Publication Numbering Began with no. 10 (Saturday, September 18, 1875); ceased with no. 113, vol. III (Saturday, September 8, 1877)

Subject Dunedin (N.Z.) Newspapers.
New Zealand newspapers.

Links https://paperspast.natlib.govt.nz/newspapers/saturday-advertiser
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Pato Entertainment.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publishing Details</strong></td>
<td>[Auckland] : Pato Entertainment Ltd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Format</strong></td>
<td>Web site.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Frequency</strong></td>
<td>Irregular</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subject</strong></td>
<td>Entertainment events New Zealand. Pato Entertainment Ltd.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Links</strong></td>
<td><a href="https://www.patoentertainment.co.nz/">https://www.patoentertainment.co.nz/</a> <a href="https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA11354200520002836">https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA11354200520002836</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Perpetual contact / [Sean Burn, Victor &amp; Hester; edited by Sophie Davis, Victor &amp; Hester].</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Creator</strong></td>
<td>Burn, Sean (Artist).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publishing Details</strong></td>
<td>[Wellington] : [Enjoy], [2017]-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Format</strong></td>
<td>Web site.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Frequency</strong></td>
<td>Irregular</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Summary</strong></td>
<td>&quot;Perpetualcontact.xyz is an online platform developed by Victor &amp; Hester, with Sean Burn, for the exhibition I digress (24 November—16 December 2017). The website uses an audio layering of Abby Cunnane’s text The Astrophysical (2016) and a series of still and moving images to accrue and feedback discursive moments and contents. The repetition of images online intends to describe a plan or diagram, and obliquely draws on architectural drawings and notes of the Argentinian architect Diana Agrest, who writes of architecture and space as forms of reading or &quot;spatialized text in which levels of reading organised along various codes are combined and articulated.&quot;”--Publications page on publisher's web site, <a href="http://enjoy.org.nz/publishing/other/perpetualcontactxyz/perpetualcontactxyz">http://enjoy.org.nz/publishing/other/perpetualcontactxyz/perpetualcontactxyz</a> (viewed on November 24, 2020)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subject</strong></td>
<td>I digress (Art exhibition) Multimedia (Art) New Zealand 21st century.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Links</strong></td>
<td><a href="http://perpetualcontact.xyz/">http://perpetualcontact.xyz/</a> <a href="https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA11355110450002836">https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA11355110450002836</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Title  Saturday advertiser, time-table, and New Zealand literary miscellany.
Later Title  Saturday advertiser, time-table, and New Zealand public opinion
Publishing Details  Dunedin : Printed and published for the Proprietors by Coulls and Culling, [1875]
Format  1 online resource : illustrations
Frequency  Weekly
Publication Numbering  Began with no. 1 (Saturday, July 17, 1875); ceased with no. 9 (Saturday, September 11, 1875)
Subject  New Zealand Newspapers.
New Zealand newspapers.
Links  https://paperspast.natlib.govt.nz/newspapers/saturday-advertiser

Title  Saturday advertiser, time-table, and New Zealand public opinion.
Former Title  Saturday advertiser, time-table, and New Zealand literary miscellany
Later Title  New Zealand public opinion, sportsman and Saturday advertiser
Publishing Details  Dunedin : Printed and published for the proprietors by Coulls and Culling, 1877-
Format  1 online resource : illustrations
Frequency  Weekly
Publication Numbering  Began with no. 114, vol. III (Saturday, September 15, 1877); ceased with July 3, 1880.
Subject  New Zealand Newspapers.
New Zealand newspapers.

Title  Self-management support toolkit.
Publishing Details  Auckland : Health Navigator NZ : Auckland District Health Board, 2011-.
Format  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Frequency  Irregular
Publication Numbering  Began with Version 1.0 (September 2011)
Summary  "This toolkit is for frontline practitioners in general practice, community and specialist services looking for new ways of working to improve health with your communities, patients or clients"--page 7.
Subject  Self-care, Health New Zealand.
Title  Specialist wellbeing and behavioural support through Explore.
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : Ministry of Health, 2020-
Format  1 online resource
Frequency  Irregular
Publication Numbering  Began with April 10, 2020
Subject  COVID-19 (Disease) New Zealand Prevention.
People with disabilities Services for New Zealand.
https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21345330710002836

Title  Sue Grey’s perspective.
Publishing Details  [Nelson] : Sue Grey
Format  Web site.
Frequency  Irregular
Publication Numbering  Began in 2019?
Summary  "Sue has combined law and science to create a niche in emerging medico-legal, environmental and other public rights issues. She has led leading cases, public education, and law reform and is a frequent media commentator and invited public speaker on medicinal cannabis, the risks associated with 1080 and other poisons, and on biological harm from electromagnetic radiation. Sue provides strategic and legal advice to empower communities and facilitate “public good” change."--about Sue page.
Subject  Grey, Sue Blogs.
Lawyers New Zealand.
Links  https://suegrey.co.nz/
https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA11353242600002836

Title  Tamariki in the custody of Oranga Tamariki.
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [Oranga Tamariki Ministry for Children], [2020]-
Format  1 online resource
Frequency  Irregular
Publication Numbering  Began with [April 2020]
Subject  COVID-19 (Disease) New Zealand Prevention.
COVID-19 (Disease) New Zealand Safety measures.
Children Institutional care New Zealand.
Children Services for New Zealand.
New Zealand. Oranga Tamariki-Ministry for Children
Links  https://www.orangatamariki.govt.nz
Title Te Pūnaha Matatini.
Publishing Details [Auckland] : A Centre of Research Excellence hosted by the University of Auckland
Format Web site.
Frequency Irregular
Publication Numbering Began in 2015?
Summary "Te Pūnaha Matatini – the place where many faces meet – is the Aotearoa New Zealand Centre of Research Excellence for Complex Systems"--about us page.
Subject Research institutes New Zealand Periodicals.
Te Pūnaha Matatini.
Links https://www.tepunahamatatini.ac.nz/
https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA113532829600 02836

Title TOI.
Publishing Details [Wellington] : TOI
Format Web site.
Frequency Irregular
Subject TOI (Musical group)
Links http://toimusic.com/
https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA113539145800 02836

Title Welcome to Nowhere.
Publishing Details [Wellington] : Welcome to Nowhere
Format Web site.
Frequency Irregular
Summary Aotearoa’s coolest little independent music festival.
Subject Music festivals New Zealand Whanganui.
Welcome to Nowhere (Music festival)
Links https://www.eyegum.co.nz/
https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA113542443200 02836
Title Amato : for solo piano / Michael Norris.
Creator Norris, Michael, 1973-
Publishing Details Wellington : SOUNZ, Toi te Arapōrū, [2009]
Format 1 online resource
Language Staff notation.
Subject Piano music.
Scores.

Title American woman : for soprano, alto flute, bass clarinet, percussion, keyboard, violin & double bass / music, Juliet Palmer ; lyrics, Burton Cummings (excerpted from the Guess Who song).
Creator Palmer, Juliet.
Publishing Details Wellington : SOUNZ, Toi te Arapōrū, [2008]
Format 1 online resource
Language Staff notation.
Subject Songs (High voice) with instrumental ensemble Scores and parts.

Title Anake : for solo flute / Lyell Cresswell.
Creator Cresswell, Lyell, 1944-
Publishing Details Wellington : SOUNZ, Toi te Arapōrū, [20--?] 
Format 1 online resource
Language Staff notation.
Subject Flute music.
Scores.
Title  The angle of reflection : for soprano and orchestra / Anthony Young.
Creator  Young, Anthony, 1979-
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : SOUNZ, Toi te Arapūoru, [2008]
Format  1 online resource
Language  Staff notation.
Subject  Color Songs and music.
Light Songs and music.
Solo cantatas, Secular (High voice) Scores.

Title  Annie & Joshua : a short music theatre piece for female actor, male actor and piano / libretto and music by Robbie Ellis ; based on the play by Thomas Sainsbury.
Creator  Ellis, Robbie, 1984-
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : SOUNZ, [2013]
Format  1 online resource
Language  Staff notation.
Summary  "Joshua is a hotel bellboy, bored and mucking around on the late shift. Annie, a hotel receptionist, enters. She has been away from her desk for some time, and it is visibly apparent that she has been crying. After repeated pestering from Joshua and repeated rebuffs from Annie, she opens up about her boyfriend who she has just broken up with. Joshua reveals his undying devotion for Annie. Bit by bit, Annie gives into his advances and they plan their future together: where they'll live, their children, their ski resort in the mountains, their pet dog. Joshua proposes, Annie accepts, and they schedule their wedding for three days' time. Everything is going perfectly until Annie raises the prospect of a prenuptial agreement. Joshua pulls away, and the two of them see a vision of their future: they'll divorce in seven years, Joshua's ski fields will turn tacky, Annie will become a school teacher and frequent internet dating. This vision ends with their respective deaths: Annie choking on a chicken roll in the school staffroom, Joshua wandering off into the mountain without a trace. By mutual agreement, they decide it would be best not to pursue the relationship"--Page 2.
Subject  Couples Drama.
Man-woman relationships Drama.
Musicals New Zealand Scores.
Title Anno Domini : for SSATB choir / by Jillian Bray.
Creator Bray, Jillian, 1939-2018
Publishing Details [Wellington] : SOUNZ, Toi te Arapūoru, [2007]
Format 1 online resource
Language Staff notation.
Subject Choruses, Sacred (Mixed voices, 5 parts), Unaccompanied.
Scores.

Title Antiphony : brass fanfare / Alex Taylor.
Creator Taylor, Alex, 1988-
Format 1 online resource
Language Staff notation.
Subject Fanfares.
Trumpet with brass ensemble Scores.

Title Anxome : for bass clarinet / Peter Willis.
Creator Willis, Peter (Composer)
Format 1 online resource
Language Staff notation.
Subject Bass clarinet music.
Scores.

Title Aperitif : (piano) / Chris Watson.
Creator Watson, Chris, 1976-
Publishing Details [Wellington] : SOUNZ, Toi te Arapūoru, [2007]
Format 1 online resource
Language Staff notation.
Subject Piano music.
Preludes (Music)
Scores.
Title  Aquarium & puppets : for orchestra / Robin Toan.
Creator  Toan, Robin.
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : SOUNZ, Toi te Arapūoru, [2008]
Format  1 online resource
Contents  Aquarium -- Puppets.
Language  Staff notation.
Subject  Orchestral music, Arranged Scores.

Title  Argentum : for flute and piano / M. Louise Webster.
Creator  Webster, M. Louise.
Format  1 online resource
Language  Staff notation.
Subject  Flute and piano music Scores and parts.

Title  AU : concerto for bass clarinet and ensemble / John Rimmer.
Creator  Rimmer, John, 1939-
Format  1 online resource
Language  Staff notation.
Subject  Concertos (Bass clarinet with instrumental ensemble) Scores and parts.

Title  Be still : for SATB choir / Anthony Young.
Creator  Young, Anthony, 1979-
Format  1 online resource
Language  Staff notation.
Subject  Choruses, Sacred (Mixed voices, 4 parts), Unaccompanied.
        Psalms (Music) 46th Psalm.
        Scores.
Creator: Granville, Nick.
Publishing Details: [Wellington] : SOUNZ, [2013]
Format: 1 online resource
Language: Staff notation; Chord symbols.
Subject: Jazz New Zealand 2011-2020 Lead sheets.

Blues suite: lead sheet / Nick Granville.
Creator: Granville, Nick.
Publishing Details: [Wellington] : SOUNZ, [2013]
Format: 1 online resource
Language: Staff notation; Chord symbols.
Subject: Jazz New Zealand 2011-2020 Lead sheets.
Links: https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/NLNZ:NLNZ:NLNZ_ALMA21296337280002836

Carol of the festival tree: for SAB or SATB and organ / Bruce Baker.
Creator: Baker, Bruce, 1946-
Publishing Details: [Wellington] : SOUNZ, Toi te Arapūoru, [20--?]
Format: 1 online resource
Language: Staff notation.
Subject: Carols, English New Zealand.
   Choruses, Sacred (Mixed voices, 3 parts) with organ.
   Choruses, Sacred (Mixed voices, 4 parts) with organ.
   Christmas music.
   Scores.

Caspar: an imminent arrival...: for orchestra / Chris Adams.
Creator: Adams, Christopher, 1979-
Publishing Details: [Wellington] : SOUNZ, Toi te Arapūoru, [2007]
Format: 1 online resource
Language: Staff notation.
Subject: Orchestral music Scores.
Title Chimera / Glen Downie.
Creator Downie, Glen.
Format 1 online resource
Language Staff notation.
Subject Violin and harp music Scores.

Title Christ is born today : a Christmas carol for SATB with keyboard / Don Blume.
Creator Blume, D. G. (Donald Glenn), 1925-
Publishing Details [Wellington] : SOUNZ, Toi te Arapūoru, [20--?]
Format 1 online resource
Language Staff notation.
Subject Carols, English.
Choruses, Sacred (Mixed voices, 4 parts) with keyboard instrument.
Christmas music.
Scores.
Links https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/NLNZ:NLNZ:NLNZ_ALMA21296304200002836

Title Crevices : for trombone and piano / Abby Pinkerton.
Creator Pinkerton, Abby.
Format 1 online resource
Language Staff notation.
Subject Trombone and piano music Scores.

Title Dance of Whatipu Cave : for small jazz ensemble or solo piano / Mark Baynes.
Creator Baynes, Mark.
Format 1 online resource
Language Staff notation; Chord symbols.
Subject Jazz 2011-2020 Lead sheets.
Piano music (Jazz)
Waltzes.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>The dancing of summer: for string orchestra / by M Louise Webster.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Webster, M. Louise.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publishing Details</strong></td>
<td>[Wellington] : SOUNZ, Toi te Arapūoru, [2009]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Format</strong></td>
<td>1 online resource</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Language</strong></td>
<td>Staff notation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subject</strong></td>
<td>Heat Songs and music.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>String orchestra music Scores.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Summer Songs and music.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Links</strong></td>
<td><a href="https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/NLNZ:NLNZ:NLNZ_ALMA21296312120002836">https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/NLNZ:NLNZ:NLNZ_ALMA21296312120002836</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Dawn till dusk: for harp ensemble / Michelle Velvin.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Velvin, Michelle.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publishing Details</strong></td>
<td>[Wellington] : SOUNZ, Centre for New Zealand Music = Toi te Arapūoru, [2020]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Format</strong></td>
<td>1 online resource</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Contents</strong></td>
<td>Dawn: droplets of water fall into a clear pool -- The changing of the tides -- Dusk: everything stills.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Language</strong></td>
<td>Staff notation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subject</strong></td>
<td>Harp ensembles Scores.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Daydream: for harp duo or ensemble / Michelle Velvin.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Velvin, Michelle.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publishing Details</strong></td>
<td>[Wellington] : SOUNZ, Centre for New Zealand Music = Toi te Arapūoru, [2018]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Format</strong></td>
<td>1 online resource</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Language</strong></td>
<td>Staff notation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subject</strong></td>
<td>Harp ensembles Scores.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Harp music (Harps (2)) Scores.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Title  Drifting in the stillness : for flugelhorn (cornet) and piano / David Woodcock.
Creator  Woodcock, David (David Stephen)
Format  1 online resource
Language  Staff notation.
Subject  Cornet and piano music Scores.
Frügelhorn and piano music Scores.
Trumpet and piano music Scores.

Title  Earth song : violin and piano / Ross James Carey.
Creator  Carey, Ross, 1969-
Format  1 online resource
Language  Staff notation.
Subject  Violin and piano music, Arranged Scores.

Title  Ebony and moonlight from 'Walkabout' : for jazz orchestra / Dave Lisik.
Creator  Lisik, Dave.
Edition  Score.
Format  1 online resource
Language  Staff notation.
Subject  Big band music.
Scores.
Title: Flight: lost in an urban(e) jungle / Chris Adams.
Creator: Adams, Christopher, 1979-
Publishing Details: [Wellington] : SOUNZ, Toi te Arapūoru, [2008]
Format: 1 online resource
Language: Staff notation.
Subject: Clarinet music, Arranged.
Scores.
Links: https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/NLNZ:NLNZ:NLNZ_ALMA21296451370002836

Title: Folk dance miniatures: 10 short piano pieces for beginner / composed by Andrew Portman.
Creator: Portman, Andrew.
Format: 1 online resource
Contents: Folk dance no. 1 -- Folk dance no. 2 -- Folk dance no. 3 -- Folk dance no. 4: puppet dance -- Folk dance no. 5 -- Folk dance no. 6: cha cha cha -- Folk dance no. 7: hoedown -- Folk dance no. 8 -- Folk dance no. 9 -- Folk dance no. 10: waltz.
Language: Staff notation.
Subject: Folk dance music.
Piano music.
Scores.

Title: Four echoes: for solo cello / by John Elmsly.
Creator: Elmsly, John.
Publishing Details: [Wellington] : SOUNZ, Centre for New Zealand Music = Toi te Arapūoru, [2007]
Format: 1 online resource
Language: Staff notation.
Subject: Cello music.
Scores.
Links: https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/NLNZ:NLNZ:NLNZ_ALMA21296204360002836
Title  F.S.M. hallelujah! : for solo clarinet and string orchestra / Chris Adams.
Creator  Adams, Christopher, 1979-
Format  1 online resource
Language  Staff notation.
Subject  Clarinet with string orchestra, Arranged Scores.

Title  Gloves off : lead sheet / Nick Granville.
Creator  Granville, Nick.
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : SOUNZ, [2013]
Format  1 online resource
Language  Staff notation; Chord symbols.
Subject  Jazz New Zealand 2011-2020 Lead sheets.

Title  I dream a world : for SATB choir and piano / Chris Artley.
Creator  Artley, Chris, 1963-
Format  1 online resource
Language  Staff notation.
Subject  Choruses, Secular (Mixed voices, 4 parts) with piano.
          Scores.

Title  An imaginary menagerie, or, The sixth sheikh's sick sheep : fun with tongue twisters / music by Philip Norman ; twisters anon and trad, adapted by the composer.
Creator  Norman, Philip, 1953-
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : SOUNZ, Centre for New Zealand Music = Toi te Arapūoru, [2016]
Format  1 online resource
Language  Staff notation.
Subject  Choruses, Secular (Children's voices) with piano.
          Humorous music.
          Scores.
          Tongue twisters.
Title Impasto / Nathaniel Otley.
Creator Otley, Nathaniel.
Format 1 online resource
Language Staff notation.
Subject Quartets (Clarinet, guitar, violin, cello) Scores.

Title An infinite shore : for clarinet quintet / by M Louise Webster.
Creator Webster, M. Louise.
Format 1 online resource
Language Staff notation.
Subject Quintets (Clarinet, violins (2), viola, cello) Scores.

Title Jasmine flower : erhu (or violin) and piano / Chinese trad. ; arr. Ross James Carey.
Format 1 online resource
Language Staff notation.
Subject Er hu and piano music, Arranged Scores.
Folk music China.
Violin and piano music, Arranged Scores.

Title Jasmine flower : violin, viola and piano / Chinese trad. ; arr. Ross James Carey.
Format 1 online resource
Language Staff notation.
Subject Folk music China.
Trios (Piano, violin, viola), Arranged Scores.
Title: The Kate Kelly song cycle: dramatic song cycle for solo soprano (or soprano and tenor solo), unison voices, clarinet in B flat, violin, cello and accordion / Ross James Carey; Merrill Findlay.

Creator: Carey, Ross, 1969-


Format: 1 online resource

Contents: Prologue: Bricky's sorry song -- Quong Lee's aria: harvest moon in spring -- Ghosts of Glenrowan -- Poor Irish and Wiradjuri -- I heard the banshee cry.

Language: Staff notation.

Subject: Kelly, Kate, 1863-1898 Songs and music.
Scores.
Song cycles.


Title: Kyrie: for recorder consort / by Colin Decio.

Creator: Decio, Colin, 1959-


Format: 1 online resource

Language: Staff notation.

Subject: Wind sextets (Recorders (6)) Scores.


Title: Landscape songs / Louise Webster.

Creator: Webster, M. Louise.

Publishing Details: [Wellington] : SOUNZ, Toi te Arapūoru, [2006]

Format: 1 online resource

Language: Staff notation.

Subject: New Zealand Description and travel Songs and music.
Orchestral music Scores.

Title  Leaf : dance music for piano / Anthony Ritchie.
Creator  Ritchie, Anthony.
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : SOUNZ, Centre for New Zealand Music = Toi te Arapūoru, [20--?]
Format  1 online resource
Contents  Leaf -- Play -- Puppets -- Waltz -- Ending.
Language  Staff notation.
Subject  Modern dance music.
Scores.
Suites (Piano)

Title  Learning to nudge the wind : for orchestra / M. Louise Webster.
Creator  Webster, M. Louise.
Format  1 online resource
Language  Staff notation.
Subject  Orchestral music Scores.
Winds Songs and music.

Title  Little sonatina no. 1 : for bassoon and piano / Colin Decio.
Creator  Decio, Colin, 1959-
Format  1 online resource
Language  Staff notation.
Subject  Sonatas (Bassoon and piano) Scores.
Title  Mahuika : (fire goddess) : for organ and full orchestra / Chris Adams.
Creator  Adams, Christopher, 1979-
Format  1 online resource
Language  Staff notation.
Subject  Organ with orchestra Scores.

Creator  Adams, Christopher, 1979-
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : SOUNZ, Toi te Arapūoru, [2013]
Format  1 online resource
Contents  Kyrie eleison -- Gloria -- Sanctus -- Agnus Dei.
Language  Latin words, except for the Kyrie, which is in Greek. Staff notation.
Subject  Choruses, Sacred (Mixed voices, 8 parts), Unaccompanied.
Masses Scores.

Title  Muddy side up : lead sheet / Nick Granville.
Creator  Granville, Nick.
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : SOUNZ, [2013]
Format  1 online resource
Language  Staff notation; Chord symbols.
Subject  Jazz New Zealand 2011- 2020 Lead sheets.

Title  New Orleans on a long lead : lead sheet / Nick Granville.
Creator  Granville, Nick.
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : SOUNZ, [2013]
Format  1 online resource
Language  Staff notation; Chord symbols.
Subject  Jazz New Zealand 2011- 2020 Lead sheets.
Title Planar shades : for brass quintet / Reuben Jelleyman.
Creator Jelleyman, Reuben, 1993-
Edition Version 1.0.
Publishing Details [Wellington] : SOUNZ, [2013]
Format 1 online resource
Language Staff notation.
Subject Brass quintets (Horn, trombone, trumpets (2), tuba) Scores and parts.

Title Prelude, intermezzo and dirge : for cello octet / Brigid Ursula Bisley.
Creator Bisley, Brigid.
Format 1 online resource
Language Staff notation.
Subject String octets (Cellos (8)) Scores.

Title Proof against burning / Louise Webster.
Creator Webster, M. Louise.
Publishing Details [Wellington] : SOUNZ, Toi te Arapūoru, [2008]
Format 1 online resource
Content Cauldron and stone -- Floating on water -- Spectral evidence -- Ordeal of the cross.
Language Staff notation.
Subject Orchestral music Scores.
Ordeal Songs and music.
Trials (Witchcraft) Songs and music.

Title Quartetto dell'arte : string quartet in five movements (violin I, violin II, viola, violincello) / Matthew de Lacey Davidson.
Creator Davidson, Matthew, 1964-
Format 1 online resource
Contents Preludio (scherzo-I) -- Fuga fragmentaria -- Gavotta assurda (scherzo-II) -- Adagietto amoroso -- Finale: Tarantella tumultuosa (scherzo-III).
Language Staff notation.
Subject String quartets Scores and parts.
Title  Refractions : lead sheet / Nick Granville.
Creator  Granville, Nick.
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : SOUNZ, [2013]
Format  1 online resource
Language  Staff notation; Chord symbols.
Subject  Jazz New Zealand 2011-2020 Lead sheets.

Title  Remembering / Samuel H. Gray.
Creator  Gray, Samuel, 1977-
Format  1 online resource
Language  Staff notation.
Subject  Vocal trios with instrumental ensemble Scores.

Title  Rhythm and blues : for tenor trombone and piano / David Woodcock.
Creator  Woodcock, David (David Stephen)
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : SOUNZ, Centre for New Zealand Music = Toi te Arapūoru, [2016]
Format  1 online resource
Language  Staff notation.
Subject  Rhythm and blues music.
         Trombone and piano music Scores.

Title  River Lavalle / libretto, Fiona Farrell ; music, Chris Adams.
Creator  Adams, Christopher, 1979-
Edition  Transposed full score.
Format  1 online resource
Language  Staff notation.
Subject  Operas Scores.
Title  Rondo for cornet and piano / David Woodcock.
Creator  Woodcock, David (David Stephen)
Format  1 online resource
Language  Staff notation.
Subject  Rondos (Cornet and piano) Scores.

Title  Safari park : for trombone and piano / David Woodcock.
Creator  Woodcock, David (David Stephen)
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : SOUNZ, Centre for New Zealand Music = Toi te Arapūoru, [2017]
Format  1 online resource
Contents  Giraffes at a water hole -- The rhinoceros and the oxpecker -- The bull in the china shop -- The meerkat and the snake -- Lion cubs at play.
Language  Staff notation.
Subject  Animals Songs and music.
Suites (Trombone and piano) Scores.

Title  Scáthán : string quartet / Robert William Bryce.
Creator  Bryce, Robert William.
Format  1 online resource
Contents  Grave -- Marcia moderato -- Largo -- Grave.
Language  Staff notation.
Subject  String quartets Scores.
Title: **Shuffleupagus : lead sheet** / Nick Granville.

Creator: Granville, Nick.

**Publishing Details** [Wellington] : SOUNZ, [2013]

**Format** 1 online resource

**Language** Staff notation; Chord symbols.

**Subject** Jazz New Zealand 2011- 2020 Lead sheets.

**Links** https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/NLNZ:NLNZ:NLNZ_ALMA21296432880002836

---

Title: **Slow piece : for four clarinets** / Ken Wilson.

Creator: Wilson, Ken, 1924-2012.

**Publishing Details** [Wellington] : SOUNZ, [2014]

**Format** 1 online resource

**Language** Staff notation.

**Subject** Woodwind quartets (Clarinets (4)) Scores and parts.

**Links** https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/NLNZ:NLNZ:NLNZ_ALMA21296459310002836

---

Title: **Songs from childhood : for baritone and piano** / Chris Adams.

Creator: Adams, Christopher, 1979-.

**Publishing Details** [Wellington] : SOUNZ, Toi te Arapūoru, [2000]

**Format** 1 online resource

**Contents** Whole duty of children -- Rain -- The land of Counterpane -- Looking forward.

**Language** Staff notation.

**Subject** Scores.

Song cycles.

Songs (Medium voice) with piano.

Stevenson, Robert Louis, 1850-1894 Musical settings.

**Links** https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/NLNZ:NLNZ:NLNZ_ALMA21296430180002836

---

Title: **String quartet no 4 : the tale of a city** / by Geoffrey Hinds.

Creator: Hinds, Geoffrey, 1950-

**Publishing Details** [Wellington] : SOUNZ, Toi te Arapūoru, [20--?]

**Format** 1 online resource

**Language** Staff notation.

**Subject** Variations (String quartet) Scores.

**Links** https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/NLNZ:NLNZ:NLNZ_ALMA21296194640002836
---|---
Creator | Downie, Glen, 1991-
Format | 1 online resource
Contents | Moto perpetuo -- Danza flautando -- Aria et intermezzo scherzo -- Pizzicato con moto -- Finale.
Language | Staff notation.
Subject | Scores.
Suits (Viola)


Title | Swimming with the dinosaurs : for recorder ensemble (quintet) / Yvette Audain.
---|---
Creator | Audain, Yvette, 1977-
Format | 1 online resource
Language | Staff notation.
Subject | Quintets (Recorders (5)) Parts.
Recorder ensembles Parts.


Title | Tacking duel : for 2 horns and percussion / John Rimmer.
---|---
Creator | Rimmer, John, 1939-
Format | 1 online resource
Language | Staff notation.
Subject | Trios (Horns (2), percussion) Scores.
Yacht racing Songs and music.


Title | Tossed salad and scrambled eggs : lead sheet / Nick Granville.
---|---
Creator | Granville, Nick.
Publishing Details | [Wellington] : SOUNZ, [2013]
Format | 1 online resource
Language | Staff notation; Chord symbols.
Subject | Jazz New Zealand 2011- 2020 Lead sheets.

Title Trio for oboe, bassoon and piano / Anthony Young.
Creator Young, Anthony, 1979-
Format 1 online resource
Language Staff notation.
Subject Trios (Piano, bassoon, oboe) Scores and parts.

Title The triumvirate / Chris Cree Brown.
Creator Cree Brown, Chris, 1953-
Publishing Details [Wellington] : SOUNZ, Toi te Arapūoru, [2005]
Format 1 online resource
Language Staff notation.
Subject Piano trios Scores.

Title Trusttum toys : for flute, clarinet in B flat and bassoon / by Chris Adams.
Creator Adams, Christopher, 1979-
Format 1 online resource
Contents Fireman -- Tractor -- Monster.
Language Staff notation.
Subject Woodwind trios (Bassoon, clarinet, flute) Scores.

Title Ulla : for saxophone quartet / N Hunt.
Creator Hunt, N. (Natalie), 1985-
Format 1 online resource
Language Staff notation.
Subject Woodwind quartets (Saxophones (4)) Scores and parts.
Title Under watchful eyes : a walk through the Tudor Gardens : for harp trio or harp ensemble / Michelle Velvin.

Creator Velvin, Michelle.


Format 1 online resource

Language Staff notation.

Subject Harp ensembles Scores.

Plucked instrument trios (Harps (3)) Scores.


Title Voi ch’ascoltate in rime sparse : for mezzo-soprano, clarinet in B flat, violin and cello / Anthony Young.

Creator Young, Anthony, 1979-


Format 1 online resource

Language Staff notation.

Subject Petrarch, Francesco, 1304-1374 Musical settings.

Songs (Medium voice) with instrumental ensemble Scores.


Title Wax lyrical / Chris Gendall.

Creator Gendall, Chris, 1980-

Publishing Details [Wellington] : SOUNZ, Toi te Arapūoru, [2008]

Format 1 online resource

Language Staff notation.

Subject Octets (Piano, clarinet, flute, harp, violins (2), viola, cello) Scores.


Title What are we? : for big band and voice / Chris Artley.

Creator Artley, Chris, 1963-


Format 1 online resource

Language Staff notation; Chord symbols.

Subject Hawkes, Neil (Poet) Musical settings.

Jazz vocals.

Songs with big band Scores and parts.

Title  When music sounds : for soprano and piano / Graham Parsons.
Creator  Parsons, Graham, 1941-
Format  1 online resource
Language  Staff notation.
Subject  De la Mare, Walter, 1873-1956 Musical settings.
  Scores
  Songs (High voice) with piano.

Title  Wind quintet / Ken Wilson.
Creator  Wilson, Ken, 1924-2012.
Format  1 online resource
Language  Staff notation.
Subject  Wind quintets (Bassoon, clarinet, flute, horn, oboe) Scores and parts.

Title  Y2K pacemaker : for full orchestra / Chris Cree Brown.
Creator  Cree Brown, Chris, 1953-
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : SOUNZ, Toi te Arapūoru, [20--?]
Format  1 online resource
Language  Staff notation.
Subject  Orchestral music Scores.
  Year 2000 date conversion (Computer systems) Songs and music.
**Title** 10 preludes for harp. Volume 1 / Michelle Velvin.

**Creator** Velvin, Michelle.

**Publishing Details** [Wellington] : SOUNZ, Centre for New Zealand Music = Toi te Arapūoru, [2020]

**Format** 1 score (15 pages) ; 30 cm


**Language** Staff notation.

**Subject** Harp music.

Preludes (Music)
Scores.

---

**Title** 13 : theme and variations : for organ and orchestra / Anthony Young.

**Creator** Young, Anthony, 1979-

**Publishing Details** [Wellington] : SOUNZ, Centre for New Zealand Music = Toi te Arapūoru, [2013]

**Format** 1 study score (56 pages) ; 30 cm

**Contents** Theme -- Variation I (St Simon) -- Variation II (St Thomas) -- Variation III (St Philip) -- Variation IV (St Bartholomew) -- Variation V (St Jude Thaddeus) -- Variation VI (Judas Escariot) -- Variation VII (St James the Great) -- Variation VIII (St James the Less) -- Variation IX (St Matthew) -- Variation X (St Andrew) -- Variation XI (St John) -- Variation XII (St Peter) -- Variation XIII (Apotheosis).

**Language** Staff notation.

**Subject** Apostles Songs and music.

Variations (Organ with orchestra) Scores.

---

**Title** All the world's a stage : for flute and piano / Janet Jennings.

**Creator** Jennings, Janet (Composer)

**Publishing Details** [Wellington] : SOUNZ, Centre for New Zealand Music = Toi te Arapūoru, [2018]

**Format** 1 score (5, 5, 2, 6, 5, 4, 5, 2 pages) ; 30 cm

**Contents** Prologue -- The infant -- The whining school-boy -- The lover -- A soldier -- The justice -- The lean and slipper’d pantaloon -- Second childishness.

**Language** Staff notation.

**Subject** Flute and piano music.

Life cycle, Human Songs and music.
Title: Almost an island... : a setting of haiku for mezzo-soprano / Gillian Whitehead.

Creator: Whitehead, Gillian.

Edition: Lower version.


Format: 1 score (10 pages) ; 30 cm

Language: Staff notation.

Subject: Scores.

Songs (Medium voice) with piano.

Title: Anthology / William Michael Perry.

Creator: Perry, Bill (Musician)

ISBN: 9780473532321 paperback (print-on-demand)


Format: 1 score (183 pages) ; 28 cm

Contents:
Act your age -- Afraid of the dark -- Alexandra's song -- All talk -- Answers -- Aotearoa sun -- Banana skin -- Best laid plans -- Blue -- Born on the list -- British architecture -- Bus to Hollywood -- Everything I learned -- Fantasy women -- Favourite colour -- First congregational church -- Five stars -- Fly away home -- Forget you -- Glow -- Goodbye Claire -- Her life's a play -- Hero's [Heroes] -- Hold me -- Hooray for the girl -- In dreams -- Joe's the man -- Jonesin' -- Lies and cliché -- Lionhearts -- Living it up -- Long green -- Love song -- Lovesick -- Lucky in love -- Magdelene -- Mr. No Show -- New York ways -- No axe to grind -- No trouble like mine -- Only for you -- Paris and London -- Pond life -- Pressure makes diamonds -- Pride and joy -- Prince of fools -- She had everything -- Signs of life -- Smile -- Smorgasbord -- Something special -- Sweet sweet love -- Tell me why -- The money and the view -- Thinking about love -- This England -- Time passed -- Undercover love -- Wait -- You just delight me..

Language: Staff notation; Chord symbols.

Subject: Lead sheets.


Scores.

Title: Ascot suite : solo viola / Gillian Whitehead.

Creator: Whitehead, Gillian.

Publishing Details: [Wellington] : SOUNZ, Centre for New Zealand Music = Toi te Arapūoru, [2007]

Format: 1 score (3 pages) ; 30 cm

Language: Staff notation.

Subject: Scores.

Suites (Viola)
Title Because of the child : solo voice / poem: Fiona Farrell ; music: Gillian Whitehead.
Creator Whitehead, Gillian.
Publishing Details [Wellington] : SOUNZ, Centre for New Zealand Music = Toi te ArapūORU, [2013]
Format 1 score (3 pages) ; 30 cm
Language Staff notation.
Subject Scores.
   Songs (Medium voice), Unaccompanied.

Title Blythe bells : for organ / John Wells (arr.) ; Percy Grainger.
Creator Grainger, Percy, 1882-1961
Publishing Details [Wellington] : SOUNZ, Centre for New Zealand Music = Toi te ArapūORU, [2008]
Format 1 score (4 unnumbered pages) ; 30 cm
Language Staff notation.
Subject Organ music, Arranged.
   Scores.

Title Cantilena : for euphonium and piano / David Hamilton.
Creator Hamilton, David, 1955-
Publishing Details [Auckland] : [David Hamilton], [2020]
Format 1 score (11 pages) and part ; 30 cm
Language Staff notation.
Subject Euphonium and piano music Scores and parts.

Title Central landscapes : orchestra / Gillian Whitehead.
Creator Whitehead, Gillian.
Publishing Details [Wellington] : SOUNZ, Centre for New Zealand Music = Toi te ArapūORU, [2014]
Format 1 score (56 pages) ; 30 cm
Contents Hoar frost with fire siren -- Taking a line for a walk -- Landscape with quail -- Outlines through rising mist -- River talk.
Language Staff notation.
Subject Central Otago District (N.Z.) Songs and music.
   Orchestral music, Arranged Scores.
Title  Le chant du matin : pour la flûte à bec ténor / Kirsten Strom.
Creator  Strom, Kirsten (Composer)
Format  1 score (4 pages) ; 30 cm
Language  Staff notation.
Subject  Recorder music.
         Scores.

Title  Cicadas : for soprano and harp / setting of a poem by Rachel Bush ; Gillian Whitehead.
Creator  Whitehead, Gillian.
Format  1 score (9 pages) ; 30 cm
Language  Staff notation.
Subject  Bush, Rachel, 1941-2016 Musical settings.
         Cicadas Songs and music.
         Scores.
         Songs (High voice) with harp.

Title  Clouds over Mata-au : for string quartet / Gillian Whitehead.
Creator  Whitehead, Gillian.
Format  1 score (12 pages) ; 30 cm
Language  Staff notation.
Subject  Clutha River/Mata-Au (N.Z.) Songs and music.
         String quartets Scores.

Title  Cries of Kathmandu : for six voices and string quartet / M. Louise Webster.
Creator  Webster, M. Louise.
Format  1 study score (17 pages) ; 30 cm
Language  Staff notation.
Subject  Kathmandu (Nepal) Songs and music.
         Scores.
         Vocal sextets with instrumental ensemble.
Title: Dance of Whatipu Cave : for small jazz ensemble or solo piano / Mark Baynes.
Creator: Baynes, Mark.
Format: 1 unnumbered leaf ; 30 cm
Language: Staff notation; Chord symbols.
Subject: Jazz 2011-2020 Lead sheets.
Piano music (Jazz)
Waltzes.

Title: A daughter of Eve : for soprano (or mezzo soprano) and piano / [music] Janet Jennings ; [words] Christina Rossetti.
Creator: Jennings, Janet (Composer)
Format: 1 score (3, 10, 5 pages) ; 30 cm
Contents: Crying, my little one, footsore and weary? -- Winter: my secret -- A daughter of Eve.
Language: Staff notation.
Subject: Rossetti, Christina Georgina, 1830-1894 Musical settings.
Scores.
Song cycles.
Songs (High voice) with piano.
Songs (Medium voice) with piano.

Title: Distant voices / M. Louise Webster.
Creator: Webster, M. Louise.
Edition: Full score.
Publishing Source: SOUNZ, PO Box 27347, Marion Square, Wellington 6141, New Zealand ; info@sounz.org.nz ; http://www.sounz.org.nz
Format: 1 score (14 pages) ; 30 cm
Language: Staff notation.
Summary: "This work was written for St Matthews Chamber Orchestra. The title 'distant voices' reflects on the way in which the words of those who go before us speak to us through the stories, writings, and objects that they leave behind. I have been thinking of this in the centenary of World War One, as the horror and pointless suffering emerges from old letters, journals, and eye-witness accounts"--Title page verso.
Subject: Chamber orchestra music Scores.
Title Dos lunas de tarde I & II : (2020) : SSAA unaccompanied / David Hamilton ; text: Federico García Lorca.

Creator Hamilton, David, 1955-

Publishing Details [Auckland] : [David Hamilton], [2020]

Format 1 score (16 pages) ; 26 cm

Contents Dos lunas de tarde I -- Dos lunas de tarde II.

Language Words, with English translation, also printed as text preceding score. Staff notation.

Subject Choruses, Secular (Women's voices, 4 parts), Unaccompanied.


Scores.

Title Echo mass : for SATB choir / Janet Jennings.

Creator Jennings, Janet (Composer)

Publishing Details [Wellington] : SOUNZ, Centre for New Zealand Music = Toi te Arapūoru, [2017]

Format 1 score (1 unnumbered page, 4, 3, 2 pages) ; 30 cm

Contents Kyrie -- Gloria -- Sanctus and benedictus -- Agnus Dei.

Language In Latin, apart from the 'Kyrie', which is in Greek. Staff notation.

Subject Choruses, Sacred (Mixed voices, 4 parts), Unaccompanied.

Masses Scores.

Scores.

Title Four Baroque songs : for soprano, tenor, bass viol and continuo / John Wells (arr.).

Creator Wells, John, 1948-


Format 1 score (15 pages) ; 30 cm

Contents His charge to Julia at his death -- Love dislikes nothing -- To musick -- Best to be merry.

Language Staff notation.

Subject Herrick, Robert, 1591-1674 Musical settings.

Scores.

Songs (High voice) with harpsichord.

Songs (High voice) with viola da gamba.

Vocal duets with instrumental ensemble Scores.
Title: Fragments from Roxburgh: for viola / Gillian Whitehead.

Creator: Whitehead, Gillian.

Publishing Details: [Wellington] : SOUNZ, Centre for New Zealand Music = Toi te Arapūoru, [2008]

Format: 1 score (1 unnumbered page) ; 30 cm

Language: Staff notation.

Subject: Scores.

Viola music.

---

Title: The happiness collection. Volume 1: 51 songs for beginner harpists / by Michelle Velvin.

Creator: Velvin, Michelle.


Format: 1 score (22 pages) ; 30 cm

Contents: Skip and jump! -- Copycat -- Pickle pickle pickle -- Spiky spiky -- Little white flowers -- Caterpillar steps -- Creepy crawlies -- Bells are ringing -- Up and down -- Bad guy, oh no! -- Spirals and clouds -- Treasure hunt -- Slippery slide -- Hop, hop, hop -- Silly goose -- Today I.... -- Thud! What was that?... -- Rainbow clouds -- Jump, jump! -- Green spots! -- Woo hoo! -- The ocean calling -- Little birds in the fountain -- Bells for Lucy -- A sad song for Teddy -- Thunder and lightning! -- Float away -- Song for Natalie -- Icy droplets -- Song for Lauren -- Song for Elliott -- Song for Lucette -- Spooky ghosts! Ooooooo! -- Bouncy ball -- Hills and mountains -- Gentle river -- Peck, peck, peck! -- Floating high in the sky -- Pink stripes -- Have you found my? -- My little bicycle -- Droplets -- Tick tock goes the clock -- Feathers -- I am going fast! -- My dog is so sad -- Song for Audrey -- Song for Evelyn -- Swirling stream -- The tale of the poor bunny rabbits -- Truffles and Licky!

Language: Staff notation.

Subject: Harp music.

Scores.

---

Title: Haratua: for tenor trombone and piano / Ben Hoadley.

Creator: Hoadley, Ben.


Format: 1 score (5 pages) ; 30 cm

Language: Staff notation.

Subject: Trombone and piano music Scores.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Iris dreaming : a one-woman opera for lyric coloratura and piano trio / music: Gillian Whitehead ; text: Fleur Adcock.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Whitehead, Gillian.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[Wellington] : SOUNZ, [2016]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Source</td>
<td>Centre for New Zealand Music Trust, P.O. Box 10 042, Wellington, N.Z. ; <a href="mailto:info@sounz.org.nz">info@sounz.org.nz</a> ; <a href="http://www.sounz.org.nz">http://www.sounz.org.nz</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 study score (39 pages) ; 30 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language</td>
<td>Staff notation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;The subject of Iris dreaming is the poet and novelist Iris Wilkinson, 1906-1939, who wrote and published her works under the name Robin Hyde&quot;--Page 3.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Title                     | Jesus falls for the third time : bass clarinet / Gillian Whitehead.                                                  |
| Creator                  | Whitehead, Gillian.                                                                                               |
| Publishing Details       | [Wellington] : SOUNZ, Centre for New Zealand Music = Toi te Arapūoru, [2008]                                      |
| Format                   | 1 score (3 pages) ; 30 cm                                                                                         |
| Language                 | Staff notation.                                                                                                   |

| Title                     | Karakia : three short pieces for solo piano / Gillian Whitehead.                                                   |
| Creator                  | Whitehead, Gillian.                                                                                               |
| Format                   | 1 score (7 pages) ; 30 cm                                                                                         |
| Language                 | Staff notation.                                                                                                   |
| Subject                  | Piano music. Scores.                                                                                               |
Title  The Kate Kelly song cycle : chamber opera for baritone, tenor and soprano soloists, unison voices, clarinet in B flat, violin, cello and accordion / Ross James Carey ; Merrill Findlay.
Creator  Carey, Ross, 1969-
Format  1 score (262 pages) ; 21 x 30 cm
Contents  Prologue: Bricky's sorry song -- Quong Lee's aria (Harvest moon in spring) -- Ghosts of Glenrowan -- Poor Irish and Wiradjuri -- I heard the banshee cry.
Language  Staff notation.
Subject  Chamber operas.
Kelly, Kate, 1863-1898 Drama.
Operas Scores.
Song cycles.

Title  Korakorako : for SSA choir / music & lyrics: Ariana Tikao ; arr. Nanako Sato.
Creator  Tikao, Ariana.
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : SOUNZ, Centre for New Zealand Music = Toi te Arapūoru, [20--?] 
Format  1 score (7 pages) ; 30 cm
Language  Staff notation.
Subject  Arrangements (Music)
Choruses, Secular (Women's voices) with percussion Scores.
Titonga tōpū.
Waiata tira.

Title  A little birthday suite : for organ / John Wells.
Creator  Wells, John, 1948-
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : SOUNZ, Centre for New Zealand Music = Toi te Arapūoru, [2008]
Format  1 score (6 pages) ; 30 cm
Language  Staff notation.
Subject  Scores.
Suites (Organ)
Title  Lullaby of loss : for vocal ensemble / words: Jenny Bornholdt ; music: Gillian Whitehead.
Creator  Whitehead, Gillian.
Format  1 score (10 pages) ; 30 cm
Language  Staff notation.
Subject  Choruses, Secular (Mixed voices, 6 parts), Unaccompanied.
Scores.
Vocal sextets, Unaccompanied.

Title  Mountains and rivers : for SATB choir / Anthony Ritchie.
Creator  Ritchie, Anthony.
Format  1 score (26 pages) ; 30 cm
Contents  The crystalized waves -- A prayer -- The end.
Language  Staff notation.
Summary  "These songs were commissioned by The Jubilate Singers, conductor Grant Hutchison, for a concert of New Zealand music in 2010, on the theme of New Zealand landscape. The poems by Denis Glover come from his cycle Arawata Bill (1953) based around the life of an old gold miner in the South Island of New Zealand. These poems and their settings are evocative of the southern landscape ... Each section in the choir divides into two parts at various points in the score"--Preliminary page.
Subject  Choruses, Secular (Mixed voices, 8 parts), Unaccompanied.
Mountains New Zealand South Island Songs and music.
Rivers New Zealand South Island Songs and music.
Scores.

Title  Myself when young : a cycle of three songs for soprano and piano / Janet Jennings.
Creator  Jennings, Janet (Composer)
Format  1 score (2, 4, 5 pages) ; 30 cm
Contents  My poem was printed -- Stop look listen -- The new people.
Language  Staff notation.
Subject  Bartlett, Jean, 1912-2006 Musical settings.
Scores.
Song cycles.
Songs (High voice) with piano.
Title  Number 7 / M. Louise Webster.
Creator  Webster, M. Louise.
Publishing Source  Centre for New Zealand Music Trust, P.O. Box 10 042, Wellington, N.Z. ; info@sounz.org.nz ; http://www.sounz.org.nz
Format  1 score (11 pages) ; 30 cm
Language  Staff notation.
Subject  Scores.
Sextets (Clarinet, oboe, piccolo, violin, viola, cello) Scores.

Title  Of the night : sextet for flute, Bb clarinet, bass clarinet, bass trombone, violoncello, double bass / M. Louise Webster.
Creator  Webster, M. Louise.
Format  1 score (4, 10, 3, 2, 10, 2 pages) ; 30 cm
Contents  I. Trio for flute, clarinet, bass clarinet -- II. Sextet -- III. Duo for bass trombone, double bass -- IV. Solo for bass clarinet -- V. Sextet -- VI. Duo for flute, violoncello (with optional clarinet, bass clarinet, bass trombone, double bass).
Language  Staff notation.
Summary  "This work in six movements was written for the players of 175 East in 2012. I have tried to explore the timbral richness and possibilities of such an ensemble, using varied combinations of the instruments in the different movements. The central ideas for the work derive from 'night' and the processes that take place in the night when we are usually asleep - connections with the unconscious and the unknown, dreams, childhood fears and mysteries, myriad creatures, lands and seas, moving beyond time and space. Some of the images were sparked by reading a poem by the 8th Century BC Spartan poet, Alkman."--Unnumbered preliminary page.
Subject  Night Songs and music.
Scores.
Sextets (Clarinet, oboe, piccolo, violin, viola, cello) Scores.

Title  Percussion concerto : in two movements : for 3 percussion and piano / Jeroen Speak.
Creator  Speak, Jeroen, 1969-
Format  1 score (56 pages) ; 30 cm
Language  Staff notation.
Subject  Quartets (Piano, percussion) Scores.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Creator</th>
<th>Publishing Details</th>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Subject</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Piagne e sospira = She wept and sighed : for SSATB choir and electric guitar / Mark Smythe ; Latin text by Torquato Tasso.</td>
<td>Smythe, Mark.</td>
<td>[Wellington] : SOUNZ, Centre for New Zealand Music = Toi te Arapūoru, [2015]</td>
<td>1 score (8 pages) ; 30 cm</td>
<td>Staff notation.</td>
<td>Choruses, Secular (Mixed voices, 5 parts) with electric guitar.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Scores.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Tasso, Torquato, 1544-1595 Musical settings.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Choruses, Sacred (Mixed voices, 3 parts) with piano.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Choruses, Sacred (Unison) with guitar.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Choruses, Sacred (Unison) with piano.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Psalms (Music) 19th Psalm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Scores.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Title Quicken : for oboe and bassoon / M. Louise Webster.
Creator Webster, M. Louise.
Publishing Details [Wellington] : SOUNZ, Centre for New Zealand Music = Toi te Arapūoru, [2013]
Format 1 score (8 pages) ; 30 cm
Language Staff notation.
Subject Bassoon and oboe music Scores.

Title Sakura : for solo piano / by Colin Decio.
Creator Decio, Colin, 1959-
Format 1 score (3 pages) ; 30 cm
Language Title in both Roman lettering and in Kanji characters. Staff notation.
Subject Piano music.
Scores.

Title Silver songs : for choir / Anthony Ritchie.
Creator Ritchie, Anthony.
Format 1 score (6, 6, 9 pages) ; 30 cm
Contents Silverfish ; Orapiu night / text, Michelanne Forster -- Silver / text, Walter de la Mare.
Language Staff notation.
Subject Choruses, Secular (Mixed voices, 7 parts), Unaccompanied.
De la Mare, Walter, 1873-1956 Musical settings.
Forster, Michelanne Musical settings.
Scores.

Title Songs of innocence : three songs for solo soprano and piano / Janet Jennings.
Creator Jennings, Janet (Composer)
Format 1 score (in various pagings) ; 30 cm
Language Staff notation.
Subject Arrangements (Music)
Blake, William, 1757-1827 Musical settings.
Scores.
Song cycles.
Songs (High voice) with piano.
Title  Songs of innocence : three songs for SSA choir and piano / Janet Jennings.
Creator  Jennings, Janet (Composer)
Format  1 score (22 pages) ; 30 cm
Contents  To morning -- Nurse's song -- How sweet I roam'd.
Language  Staff notation.
Subject  Blake, William, 1757-1827 Musical settings.
          Choruses, Secular (Women' voices, 3 parts) with piano.
          Scores.
          Song cycles.

Title  Still, echoing : for string quartet and piano / Gillian Whitehead.
Creator  Whitehead, Gillian.
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : SOUNZ, Centre for New Zealand Music = Toi te Arapūoru, [2016]
Format  1 score (64 pages) ; 30 cm
Language  Staff notation.
Subject  Piano quintets Scores.

Title  Swim the sliding continents : for string orchestra / M. Louise Webster.
Creator  Webster, M. Louise.
Format  1 score (10 pages) ; 30 cm
Language  Staff notation.
Summary  "This work for strings was written in 2012 for the Westlake High Schools Chamber Orchestra. The piece was shaped by images of swimming, floating and drifting above lands/gulfs/chasms; the idea of moving with urgency and effort, and at other times being carried with the flow, or drifting and rising above it. While writing this work I happened to read 'Woman to Child', a poem by Australian poet Judith Wright, and was drawn to several lines in her poem."--Publisher's information.
Subject  Scores.
          String orchestra music Scores.
Title  Tīaho mai : for soprano and string orchestra / Alex Taylor.

Creator  Taylor, Alex, 1988-


Format  1 score (16 pages) ; 30 cm

Language  Staff notation.

Subject  Scores.
          Songs (High voice) with string orchestra.
          Titonga tōpū.
          Waiata.

Title  Te Matua Ngahere : for orchestra / James Wade.


Edition  Score.


Format  1 study score (23 pages) ; 30 cm

Language  Staff notation.

Subject  Kauri New Zealand Waipoua Forest Songs and music.
          Orchestral music Scores.

Title  This sea we cross over : for SSAATTBB choir / Anthony Ritchie.

Creator  Ritchie, Anthony.


Format  1 score (16 pages) ; 30 cm

Language  Staff notation.

Subject  Bornholdt, Jenny, 1960- Musical settings.
          Choruses, Secular (Mixed voices, 8 parts), Unaccompanied.
          Scores.

Title  Three preludes for Miranda : piano / M. Louise Webster.

Creator  Webster, M. Louise.


Format  1 score (13 pages) ; 30 cm

Language  Staff notation.

Summary  "These short contrasting piano pieces were written in 2005 and dedicated to my youngest daughter Miranda, who was learning the piano at that time."--Page 2.

Subject  Piano music.
          Preludes (Music)
          Scores.
Title  Three Shakespeare songs : for soprano or mezzo-soprano and piano / Janet Jennings.
Creator  Jennings, Janet (Composer)
Format  1 score (10 pages) ; 30 cm
Contents  Sigh no more, ladies -- Pardon, goddess of the night -- Blow, blow thou winter wind.
Language  Staff notation.
Subject  Scores.
  Song cycles.
  Songs (High voice) with piano.
  Songs (Medium voice) with piano.

Title  Three Shakespeare songs : for SS (or SA) choir and piano / Janet Jennings.
Creator  Jennings, Janet (Composer)
Format  1 score (8, 2, 5 pages) ; 30 cm
Contents  Sigh no more, ladies -- Pardon, goddess of the night -- Blow, blow thou winter wind.
Language  Staff notation.
Subject  Choruses, Secular (Women's voices, 2 parts) with piano.
  Scores.

Title  Three songs of Iain Sharp : for baritone and piano / Alex Taylor.
Creator  Taylor, Alex, 1988-
Publishing Source  Centre for New Zealand Music Trust, P.O. Box 10 042, Wellington, N.Z. ; info@sounz.org.nz ; http://www.sounz.org.nz
Format  1 score (6 pages) ; 30 cm
Contents  The desperadoes -- A picnic by a disused railway -- Watching the motorway by moonlight.
Language  Staff notation.
Subject  Scores.
  Songs (Medium voice) with piano.
Title Whirligig : for recorder quartet (alto, tenor, bass, and great bass recorders) / David Hamilton.
Creator Hamilton, David, 1955-
Publishing Details [Auckland] : [David Hamilton], [2020]
Format 1 score (17 pages) ; 30 cm
Language Staff notation.
Subject Wind quartets (Recorders (4)) Scores.
Title: The Fern Valley conspiracy / Robert W. Fisk.

Creator: Fisk, Robert W.

ISBN: 9781973110395 print-on-demand (invalid)


Format: 1 online resource

Summary: "Richard West is sent to save a rural Area School from closure and to find what happened to the school's Principal. He meets with resentment and obstruction as farmers and foresters join together to hide an inconvenient truth. To further complicate matters, there is a gulf between the Maori people and the dominant Pakeha, or Europeans. His enquiries cast doubt on the death of a forester and lead to solving the mystery of the theft of cultural treasures"--Publisher information.

Subject: Detective and mystery fiction.

New Zealand fiction 21st century.

Thrillers (Fiction)


Title: Addressing rangatahi education : challenges after COVID-19 / a partnership report by Ngāti Whātua Ōrākei and Koi Tū: The Centre for Informed Futures ; Rangimarie Hunia, Shazeaa Salim, Stuart McNaughton, Rochelle Menzies, Peter Gluckman, Anne Bardsley.

Creator: Hunia, Rangimarie.


Format: 1 online resource : colour illustrations

Language: In English with some Māori.

Subject: Ako-ā-matihiko.

COVID-19 (Disease) New Zealand.

Digital divide New Zealand.

Mate urutā.

Mātauranga.

Quarantine New Zealand.

Rangahau Māori.

Taiohi.

Taitamariki.

Web-based instruction New Zealand.

Youth, Māori Education.


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>The adventures of Dr Ray, Snoop Frogg and Em-the-Hen / written by Charles Ogilvie-Lee ; illustrated by Marigold Bartlett.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Ogilvie-Lee, Charles.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISBN</td>
<td>9780473469740 ibook</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[Auckland] : Straight Outta NZ, [2019]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource : colour illustrations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;Have as much fun reading this to your kids at bedtime as they do! Will Dr. Ray find enough honey to repay the Cats Department? Will Em the Hen be able to Rap Battle his way to freedom? There's only one way to find out, homie!&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>After Covid-19... what? / Peter Kirk.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Kirk, Peter, 1958-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISBN</td>
<td>9780473525217 print-on-demand 9780473525224 epub 9780473525231 Kindle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[Auckland] : [Adam P Kirby], [2020]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Title**  The air that we breathe : a family's journey of hope, courage and the tragic truth / Kara Douglas.

**Creator**  Douglas, Kara.

**ISBN**  9780473507763 EPUB
            9780473507770 Kindle


**Format**  1 online resource

**Summary**  "In 1961 Italian immigrants Abele and Maria Moretti settle into life in Wittenoom, Western Australia. They are promised a financially secure future working in an asbestos mine in the harsh and desolate outback. Despite health warnings to management, the mine continues to operate. Thirty years later, the unthinkable happens and the Moretti family begin an arduous journey to seek justice. At the same time Katerina a lawyer, representing the mining company, makes a surprising discovery about her family that causes her to rethink her allegiances. The human stories weave between the narratives of the immigrant miner and mine manager, and later, the lawyer and the miner's daughter"--Back cover of print version.

**Subject**  New Zealand fiction 21st century.


---

**Title**  All hallows keep + faerie lights : two paranormal cozy mysteries / Andie Low.

**Creator**  Low, Andrene.

**ISBN**  9780995123540 PDF

**Publishing Details**  [Napier] : Squabbling Sparrows Press, [2018]

**Format**  1 online resource.

**Subject**  Cozy mysteries.


---

**Title**  All hallows keep + faerie lights : two paranormal cozy mysteries / Andie Low.

**Creator**  Low, Andrene.

**ISBN**  9780995123540 paperback
            9780995138988 PDF

**Publishing Details**  [Napier] : Squabbling Sparrows Press, [2018]

**Format**  1 online resource.

**Subject**  Cozy mysteries.

Always in my heart / Samantha Hicks.

Title
Always in my heart / Samantha Hicks.

Creator
Hicks, Samantha.

ISBN
9781988588780 EPUB
9781988588797 PDF
9781988588803 kindle
9781988588810 print-on-demand

Edition
First edition.

Publishing Details

Format
1 online resource

Summary
"What do you do when you are in love with your best friend’s wife? Haze Evens is pleased
Gabby Turner has everything she wants, expecting her first child, and happy in her marriage.
Even though it breaks her heart she has it with someone else, her best friend Nicole.
Everything changes when Gabby turns up one night needing a place to stay. As they spend
time together, their mutual attraction blossoms, but neither are willing to cross that line.
Tension between Gabby and her wife increase when the baby arrives, leaving Gabby with
at a traumatic choice, her child or Haze. Not willing to give up either, she decides to fight Nicole in
any way she can. This is a story about unrequited love, betrayal, and finding your soul mate.
Can the heart really have it all?"--Back of the book.

Subject
New Zealand fiction 21st century.
Romance fiction.

Links
https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/primo-explore/fulldisplay?docid=NLNZ_ALMA113
52321440002836&context=L&vid=NLNZ&search_scope=NLNZ&tab=catalogue&lang=en_US


Title

Publishing Details

Format
1 online resource : colour illustrations

Series

Subject
Ample Group Ltd
Slaughtering and slaughter-houses Waste disposal New Zealand Stratford District.
Water quality New Zealand Stratford District.

Links
20-AmpleGroup.pdf
https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/primo-explore/fulldisplay?docid=NLNZ_ALMA113
54107960002836&context=L&vid=NLNZ&search_scope=NLNZ&tab=catalogue&lang=en_US
Title: Analysis of financial information from local government 2007/08 and 2008/09 annual plans / prepared for the Department of Internal Affairs by PJ & Associates.

Creator: PJ & Associates.

ISBN: 9780478294804


Format: 1 online resource : illustrations, some colour

Series: Local government information series ; 2009/14.

Subject: Local government Economic aspects New Zealand.
Local government New Zealand Finance.


Title: Analysis of government department strategies between 1 July 1994 and 30 June 2015 : an overview / authors: Wendy McGuinness and Madeleine Foreman.

Creator: McGuinness, W. L. (Wendy Louise), 1958-

ISBN: 9781972193730 PDF


Format: 1 online resource : colour illustrations


Subject: Administrative agencies New Zealand Evaluation.
New Zealand Politics and government Planning.


Title: Anthropogenic phosphorus loads to Lake Rotorua / client report prepared for Bay of Plenty Regional Council : by Grant Tempero, Chris McBride, Jonathan Abell & David Hamilton.

Creator: Tempero, Grant.

Publishing Details: Hamilton, New Zealand : Environmental Research Institute, University of Waikato, 2015.

Format: 1 online resource : colour illustrations

Series: ERI report ; 66.

Subject: Ecological assessment (Biology) New Zealand Rotorua, Lake.
Water Phosphorus content New Zealand Rotorua, Lake.

Title  Applied design student workbook / Pippa Lawlor.
Creator  Lawlor, Pippa.
ISBN  9780473513535 softcover
       9780473513542 PDF
Format  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject  Problems and exercises.
          Textile design Problems, exercises, etc. Juvenile literature.
Links  https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/primo-explore/fulldisplay?docid=NLNZ_ALMA113
       51719780002836&context=L&vid=NLNZ&search_scope=NLNZ&tab=catalogue&lang=en_US

Title  Applied design student workbook. Teacher's guide / Pippa Lawlor.
Creator  Lawlor, Pippa.
ISBN  9780473513566 PDF
Format  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Series  HETTANZ textiles technology.
Subject  Teachers' guides.
          Textile design Study and teaching (Secondary) New Zealand.
Links  https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/primo-explore/fulldisplay?docid=NLNZ_ALMA113
       51709470002836&context=L&vid=NLNZ&search_scope=NLNZ&tab=catalogue&lang=en_US

Title  Aroha knows / Rebekah Lipp ; Craig Phillips.
Creator  Lipp, Rebekah, 1977-
ISBN  9780473527440 paperback
       9780473540203 PDF
       9780473540234 POD
Format  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Summary  Aroha enjoys feeling connected to nature. Includes notes on how to interact more closely with nature.
Subject  Children's stories, New Zealand.
          Natural world Juvenile fiction.
          Picture books for children.
          Stories in rhyme.
Links  https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/primo-explore/fulldisplay?docid=NLNZ_ALMA113
       54644860002836&context=L&vid=NLNZ&search_scope=NLNZ&tab=catalogue&lang=en_US
Title  Aroha's way : a children's guide through emotions / Rebekah Lipp, Craig Phillips.
Creator  Phillips, Craig, 1974-
ISBN  9780473470807 q paperback
       9780473475123 POD
       9780473540197 PDF
Format  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Summary  "Come along on a journey with Aroha, as she wards off nervousness, fear, worrying thoughts and apprehension, with simple, yet effective tools that everyone can use"--Back cover.
Subject  Anxiety Juvenile fiction.
       Child mental health Juvenile fiction.
       Children's stories, New Zealand.
       Emotions Juvenile fiction.
       Picture books for children.
       Self-management (Psychology) for children Juvenile fiction.
       Stories in rhyme.

Title  Assessing the invertebrate fauna trajectories in remediation sites of Winstone Aggregates Hunua quarry in Auckland / by Kate Curtis, Mike Bowie, Keith Barber, Stephane Boyer, John Marris & Brian Patrick.
Creator  Curtis, Kate (Kate M).
ISBN  9780864764171
Publishing Details  Christchurch, New Zealand : Department of Ecology, Faculty of Agriculture and Life Sciences, Lincoln University, 2016.
Format  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Series  Lincoln University wildlife management report ; No. 59.
Subject  Environmental monitoring New Zealand Papakura District.
       Invertebrates Counting New Zealand Papakura District.
Links  https://researcharchive.lincoln.ac.nz/bitstream/handle/10182/7684/WMR%2059%20Final%20-%20Winstone%20Aggregates%20%202016.pdf?sequence=1&isAllowed=y
Title: Atawhai: generosity for some.


Format: 1 online resource : colour illustrations

Summary: This report looks at costs associated with four different branches of spending: the Independent Māori Statutory Board, the Māori policy unit, consultancy payments to iwi groups, and council-controlled organisations’ contributions to “Māori outcomes”. Next, it examines additional Māori-targeted spending set out in the Council’s long-term plans


Waste in government spending New Zealand Auckland.


---

Title: Ngā ratonga me ngā tautoko.


Format: 1 online resource

Subject: COVID-19 (Disease) New Zealand.
Community organization Directories.
Hauora.
Mate urutā.
Public health Directories.
Ratonga ki te iwi.
Tohutou whaiara.


---

Title: Behavioural insights and regulatory practice: a review of the international academic literature / Professor Jeroen van der Heijden (School of Government, Victoria University of Wellington).

Creator: Heijden, Jeroen van der, 1977-


Format: 1 online resource

Series: State of the art in regulatory governance research paper ; 2019.01.

Subject: Administrative procedure.
Behavior modification.

Beyond these shores : Aotearoa and the world / edited by Nina Hall.

ISBN
1988545609
1988545617
1988545625
9781988545608 EPUB
9781988545615 MOBI
9781988545622 PDF
9781988545639 paperback


Format 1 online resource


Series BWB texts

Summary "New Zealand looks out to a turbulent world. Long standing alliances are fracturing, nationalism is surging and the oceans are rising. The contributors within these pages are not, as editor Nina Hall notes, conventional foreign policy voices, but these are far from conventional times. These contributors ask that we fundamentally rethink Aotearoa's role in the world and offer practical ideas grounded in progressive values and evidence"--Publisher information.

Subject New Zealand Foreign relations Moral and ethical aspects.
New Zealand Foreign relations.
New Zealand Politics and government 21st century.


Biodiversity of benthic protection areas and seamount closure areas : a description of available benthic invertebrate data, and a preliminary evaluation of the effectiveness of BPAs for biodiversity protection / M.R. Clark, S. Mills, D. Leduc, O.F. Anderson, A.A. Rowden.

Creator Clark, Malcolm R., 1956-

ISBN 9781990008375 online


Format 1 online resource : colour illustrations

Series New Zealand aquatic environment and biodiversity report ; no. 227.

Subject Benthic animals Ecology New Zealand.
Benthic animals Monitoring New Zealand.

Title  Bluffing for beginners : a good life novel / Merren Tait.
Creator  Tait, Merren.
ISBN  9780473530983 print-on-demand
       9780473530990 epub
Publishing Details  Raglan, New Zealand : Lola Publications, [2020]
Format  1 online resource.
Summary  When Em is abandoned by her long-time boyfriend twenty minutes into starting their new life together on a remote island, she's in a tailspin. Somehow, she must forge their fresh start on her own. And when she accidentally gives up the island's greatest secret, she must perform the biggest bluff of her life to protect her new home.--Adapted from back cover.
Subject  New Zealand fiction 21st century.

Title  Bowerbirds / Ada Maria Soto.
Creator  Soto, Ada Maria, 1981-
ISBN  9780473518509 print-on-demand
       9780473518516 epub
       9780473518523 kindle
       9780473518530 ibook
Format  1 online resource
Series  Bowerbirds ; 2.
Subject  Gay fiction.
       New Zealand fiction 21st century.

Title  Breaking news! / Katie Pye ; Magnus Blomster.
Creator  Pye, Katie.
ISBN  9780473509682 print-on-demand
       9780473509699 epub
       9780473509705 Kindle
       9780473509712 pdf
       9780473509729 ibook
Publishing Details  Nelson, NZ : HeadStart Thinking, [2020]
Format  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Summary  "When Humpty Dumpty falls off a wall, King Dumpty immediately orders his men to put his son back together again. Only, they CAN'T! 'Breaking News' reveals the true story of Humpty Dumpty and is a great launch into conversation about thriving through change"--Publisher's website.
Subject  Change Juvenile fiction.
       Children's stories, New Zealand.
       Eggs Juvenile fiction.
       Kings, queens, rulers, etc. Juvenile fiction.
       Picture books for children.
       Stories in rhyme.
Title  Buddha and a boat / Dyana Wells.
Creator  Wells, Dyana, 1955-
ISBN  9780473373917 paperback
        9780473373924 epub
        9780473373931 Kindle
        9780473373948 pdf
        9780473373955 iBook
Publishing Details  [Auckland] : Fiery Scribes, [2016]
Format  1 online resource.
Summary  "When Alice goes cycling around Vanuatu, she unravels esoteric teachings from her earlier retreats, and when she backpacks around New Caledonia, camping on beaches and staying with a local Kanak family, her early life bubbles up in an illuminating way. She starts to see why she is the way she is and why her mystical experiences are so compelling. When some of the family visit from New Zealand the pressure builds and our intrepid explorer falls apart" -- Back cover of print version.
Subject  New Zealand fiction 21st century.

Title  The calm before the storm / by Emily Larkins.
Creator  Larkins, Emily, 1981-
Format  1 online resource
Subject  Short stories, New Zealand.

Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [Ministry of Social Development], [2020]
Format  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Summary  "This strategic document outlines the purpose and new direction of the Campaign for Action on Family Violence. It includes the new five-year strategy for the It's not OK campaign, as well as an outline, supporting rationale and proposed approach for a new campaign directed at young people and adolescents to promote healthy and safe relationships"--Page 5.
Subject  Family violence New Zealand Prevention.


Format 1 online resource : colour illustrations


Title Celine the Circle / Kathryn Macfarlane, illustrations by Nobu Omichi ; narration by Dani Bellamy.

Creator Macfarlane, Kathryn, 1967-

ISBN 9780473541538 EPUB

9780473541545 print-on-demand

9780473542252 print-on-demand


Publishing Details Opua, New Zealand : Reading's a Breeze!, 2020.

Format 1 online resource : colour illustrations

Summary Celine the Circle is sad. She has no-one to play with, will she find someone? Use shapes and colours to introduce early readers to friendship and inclusivity. Includes synchronised read-aloud narration and interactive quizzes.


Title  Celine the Circle / Kathryn Macfarlane, illustrations by Nobu Omichi ; narration by Emma Berry.
Creator  Macfarlane, Kathryn, 1967-
ISBN  9780473541514 EPUB
     9780473541521 print-on-demand
Publishing Details  Opua, New Zealand : Reading's a Breeze!, 2020.
Format  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Summary  Celine the Circle is sad. She has no-one to play with, will she find someone?
Subject  Children's stories, New Zealand.
         Picture books for children.
         Play Juvenile fiction.
         Shapes Juvenile fiction.

Format  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject  Central Greenwaste and Firewood (Firm)
         Organic wastes Recycling New Zealand z Stratford District.
         Waste disposal sites Environmental aspects New Zealand Stratford District.

Title  Cepheid variable / Nicola Claire.
Creator  Claire, Nicola.
ISBN  9780473517168 Kindle
Publishing Details  [Taupo] : [STR Limited], [2020]
Format  1 online resource.
Summary  "The crew of the Harpy are back and this time they’re armed for a battle. When a gap appears in the Belt enticing every known species to peek through to the other side, things go from bad to worse. And that’s not even taking into account the rogue Originator Class vessel out of New Earth. Secret science stations, nimble gunboats, and a missing High Councillor; you’d think the crew have enough on their hands. But there’s more. The hack code that took out Zenthia Actual, seat of the High Council of Zenith, is homing in on the crew of the Harpy. And it’s as if it knows who they are, where they are, and what sort of threat they are to its goals. Either Kael and his crew keep one step ahead of their enemies. Or they get stomped on. Nothing like running for your life in a universe falling apart"--Description.
Subject  New Zealand fiction 21st century.
         Science fiction.
Title  Cereal disease management (Revised 2020) : disease control in wheat and barley.
Edition  Revised 2020
Format  1 online resource : illustrations
Series  Cropping strategies ; issue 9.
Subject  Barley Diseases and pests Control New Zealand.
         Fungicides New Zealand.
         Wheat Diseases and pests Control New Zealand.
Links  https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21354918990002836

Title  Certification of welding supervisors. Structural steel welding.
Creator  Standards Australia Limited.
ISBN  9781776739400 print
       9781776739417 PDF
Edition  AS 2214-2004 revised and redesignated AS/NZS 2214:2019
Format  1 online resource

Title  Characteristics of sub-surface sediments in southern Stella Passage, Tauranga Harbour / Vicki Moon, Willem de Lange.
Creator  Moon, Vicki.
Format  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Series  ERI report ; 133.
Subject  Marine sediments Sampling New Zealand Tauranga Harbour.
         Sedimentation and deposition New Zealand Tauranga Harbour.
         Silt New Zealand Tauranga Harbour Measurement.


Format 1 online resource : colour illustrations


Subject Air Pollution New Zealand Ngaere.
          Cheal Petroleum Limited.
          Water Pollution New Zealand Waingongoro River Watershed.

        s/MR20-ChealPS.pdf
        https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/primo-explore/fulldisplay?docid=NLNZ_ALMA113
        54108040002836&context=L&vid=NLNZ&search_scope=NLNZ&tab=catalogue&lang=en_US


Format 1 online resource : colour illustrations


Subject Cheal Petroleum Ltd
          Deep-well disposal New Zealand South Taranaki District.
          Groundwater Quality New Zealand South Taranaki District.
          Petroleum industry and trade New Zealand South Taranaki District.

        R20-ChealDWI.pdf
        https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/primo-explore/fulldisplay?docid=NLNZ_ALMA113
        54108140002836&context=L&vid=NLNZ&search_scope=NLNZ&tab=catalogue&lang=en_US

Title Circus quest series. Books 1-3 / Maureen Crisp ; illustrated by Irina Burtseva.

Creator Crisp, Maureen.

ISBN 9780473531911 EPUB

Publishing Details Lower Hutt, New Zealand : Marmac Media, [2020]

Format 1 online resource : illustrations

Summary Join Kestrel and Skye on a circus tour filled with codes, villains, and danger.

Subject Children's stories, New Zealand.
          Circus Juvenile fiction.

Links https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/primo-explore/fulldisplay?docid=NLNZ_ALMA113
        52998780002836&context=L&vid=NLNZ&search_scope=NLNZ&tab=catalogue&lang=en_US
Title: Civil Quarries Ltd - Everett Road Quarry monitoring programme annual report 2018-2019.

Format: 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject: Civil Quarries Ltd.
Quarries and quarrying Environmental aspects New Zealand New Plymouth District.
Water Pollution New Zealand New Plymouth District.
Water quality New Zealand New Plymouth District.


Title: Climate and land-use change : a synthesis of LURNZ modelling / Levente Timar.

Format: 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Series: Motu note; #35.
Subject: Agriculture Economic aspects New Zealand.
Climatic changes Economic aspects New Zealand.
Land use, Rural Environmental aspects New Zealand Econometric models.

https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLLNZ_ALMA21327701990002836

Title: Céline le Cercle / Kathryn Macfarlane ; illustrations by Nobu Omichi ; narration by Emma Berry.

Creator: Macfarlane, Kathryn, 1967-
ISBN: 9780473543198 pbk (print-on-demand)
9780473543204 EPUB
9780473543211 hbk (print-on-demand)

Publishing Details: Opua, New Zealand : Reading's a Breeze!, 2020.
Format: 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Summary: Celine the Circle is sad. She has no-one to play with, will she find someone? Use shapes and colours to introduce early readers to friendship and inclusivity. Includes synchronised read-aloud narration and interactive quizzes.
Subject: Children's stories, New Zealand.
Picture books for children.
Play Juvenile fiction.
Shapes Juvenile fiction.

Title  The conflict of laws in New Zealand / Maria Hook BCA, LLB (Hons) PhD (VUW), Jack Wass BA LLB (Hons) (VUW) LLM (Cantab).
Creator  Hook, Maria (Law teacher)
ISBN  9780947514112 paperback
9780947514129 ebook
Format  1 online resource
Subject  Conflict of laws New Zealand.

Title  Contact Energy Ltd Stratford Power Station monitoring programme annual report 2018-2019.
Format  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject  Electric power-plants Environmental aspects New Zealand Stratford District.
Water Pollution New Zealand Kahouri Stream Watershed.
Water Pollution New Zealand Patea River Watershed.
Water quality New Zealand Kahouri Stream Watershed.
Water quality New Zealand Patea River Watershed.

Title  Cost benefit analysis of the natural environment investment options for the Auckland Council Long-term plan 2018-2028 / Mehrnaz Rohani and Catherine Murray (Research and Evaluation Unit, RIMU).
Creator  Rohani, Mehrnaz.
ISBN  9781988555904 print
9781988555911 PDF
Format  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject  City planning Economic aspects New Zealand Auckland.
City planning Environmental aspects New Zealand Auckland Cost effectiveness.
Natural resources New Zealand Auckland Management.
Pests Control New Zealand Auckland Cost effectiveness.
Regional planning Economic aspects New Zealand Auckland.
Regional planning Environmental aspects New Zealand Auckland Cost effectiveness.
https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21331182600002836
Title Cross to bear: a walk of repentance through Aotearoa New Zealand / Josephine Olsen.
Creator Olsen, Josie, 1960-
ISBN 9780473473259 EPUB
Format 1 online resource
Subject Evangelistic work.
Olsen, Josie, 1960- Travel New Zealand.
Repentance.

Title Data collection of demographic, distributional and trophic information on selected seabird species to allow estimation of effects of fishing on population viability: synthesis of population and demographic work / D.R. Thompson.
Creator Thompson, D. R. (David R.)
ISBN 9781990008399 online
Format 1 online resource
Series New Zealand aquatic environment and biodiversity report ; no. 228.
Subject Sea birds Counting New Zealand.
Sea birds Monitoring New Zealand.

Title A data driven bioregionalisation to underpin shellfish fisheries restoration, Nelson Bays, New Zealand / S.J. Handley, A. Dunn, M. Hadfield.
Creator Handley, S. J. (Sean J.).
ISBN 9781988571454 online
Format 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Series New Zealand aquatic environment and biodiversity report ; no. 205.
Subject Shellfish Habitat Golden Bay/Mohua Mathematical models.
Shellfish Habitat Tasman Bay/Te Tai-o-Aorere Mathematical models.
Title Daughter of winter / Corina Douglas.
Creator Douglas, Corina, 1985-
ISBN 9780473512873 Kindle
9780473514747 print-on-demand
Format 1 online resource
Subject Fantasy fiction.
New Zealand fiction 21st century.

Title The daughter's promise / Rose Pascoe.
Creator Pascoe, Rose.
ISBN 9781393247975 epub
Format 1 online resource.
Subject Europe History 1789-1900 Fiction.
Historical fiction.
New Zealand fiction 21st century.

Title Defence industry security guide : a force for New Zealand.
Format 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Summary "Private contractors and service providers employed by NZDF and other government agencies play an important role in helping us to maintain the security of our personnel, information and facilities. This guide is intended as an overview to help you to identify what you will likely need to do to fulfil the security requirements of your contract"–PDF page 3.
Subject Contractors Accreditation New Zealand.
Defense contracts New Zealand.
Title  Digital resources for use in a Home Economics classroom : a resource of teaching and learning activities for teachers of students in Years 9-13 / lead writers: Michelle Green and Nicola Potts.
Creator  Green, Michelle (Teacher).
ISBN  9780473516185 PDF
Format  1 online resource
Subject  Home economics Study and teaching (Secondary) New Zealand.
         Lesson planning.
         Teachers’ guides.

Title  The disturbance at Foxwood Court : a gothic paranormal romance / Gillian St. Kevern.
Creator  St. Kevern, Gillian.
ISBN  9780995139343 print-on-demand
       9780995139350 Kindle
Publishing Details  [Amberley] : [Gillian St. Kevern], [2020]
Format  1 online resource
Subject  Gothic fiction.
         New Zealand fiction 21st century.
         Paranormal fiction.
         Romance fiction.

Title  Do better informed investors always do better? / Glenn Boyle, Gerald Ward.
Creator  Boyle, Glenn W.
Format  1 online resource
Title: Don't eat the star / Xiaomin Liu.
Creator: Liu, Xiaomin (Author).
ISBN: 9780473524838 print-on-demand
9780473524845 EPUB
Publishing Details: [Auckland] : [Xiaomin Liu], [2020]
Format: online resource : colour illustrations
Subject: Children's stories, New Zealand.
Picture books for children.
Planets Juvenile fiction.
Stars Juvenile fiction.

Title: Down south / Bruce Ansley.
Creator: Ansley, Bruce.
ISBN: 9781775491484 online
9781775541172 print
Format: 1 online resource
Summary: "Author Bruce Ansley travels around and recalls periods of his life spent living in various parts of the South Island, while tracing the sources of the island's wealth at different stages of its history"--Publisher information.
Subject: Ansley, Bruce Travel New Zealand.
South Island (N.Z.) Description and travel.
South Island (N.Z.) Guidebooks.

Title: Draft amendment specifications for the ante-mortem and post-mortem examination of poultry intended for human or animal consumption.
Creator: New Zealand. Ministry for Primary Industries.
Publishing Details: Wellington : Ministry for Primary Industries Manatū Ahu Matua, [2020]
Format: 1 online resource
Series: Animal products notice
Summary: "This Animal Products Notice amends Part 1 to Part 6 and Schedule 1 and 2 of the Animal Products (Specifications for the Ante-mortem And Post-mortem Examination of Poultry Intended for Human or Animal Consumption) Notice 2005 by inserting the following Part 1 to Part 6 and Schedule 1"
Subject: Poultry products Safety regulations New Zealand.
Title: Dreams of God: 101 life transforming stories & discourses / M.A. Jaimy.
Creator: Jaimy, M. A.
ISBN: 9780473529499 print-on-demand
9780473529505 kindle
Format: 1 online resource
Subject: God (Christianity)
God Worship and love.

Title: Drought and climate change adaptation: impacts and projections / Jo Hendy (Interim Climate Change Committee), Dr Suzi Kerr (Motu Economic and Public Policy Research), Angela Halliday (Motu Economic and Public Policy Research), Sally Owen (Motu Economic and Public Policy Research), Dr Anne-Gaëlle Ausseil (Manaaki Whenua Landcare Research), Professor Rob Burton (Ruralis - Institute for Rural and Regional Research), Dr Kenny Bell (Manaaki Whenua Landcare Research), Neil Deans (Department of Conservation), Blair Dickie (Waikato Regional Council), Dr James Hale (Centre for Sustainability, University of Otago), Sophie Hale (Motu Economic and Public Policy Research), Wageed Kamish (Tonkin + Taylor), Dr Jane Kitson (Kitson Consulting), Dr Brett Mullan (NIWA), Rata Rodgers (Te Rūnanga o Ngai Tāhū), Dr Suzanne Rosier (NIWA), Belinda Storey (Victoria University of Wellington and Landcorp), and Dr Christian Zammit (NIWA).
Creator: Hendy, Joanna.
Publishing Details: [Wellington]: Motu Economic and Public Policy Research, [2018].
Format: 1 online resource: colour illustrations
Series: Motu note; #31.
Subject: Climatic changes Risk management New Zealand.
Droughts New Zealand.
Droughts Research New Zealand.
Title  Ductile iron pipes and fittings.
Creator  Standards Australia Limited.
ISBN  9781776861040 print
         9781776861057 PDF
Format  1 online resource : illustrations
Summary  This standard sets out manufacturing requirements and dimensions for ductile iron pipes and fittings up to DN 750."--From foreword.
Subject  Ductile iron Standards Australia.
         Ductile iron Standards New Zealand.
         Iron pipe Standards Australia.
         Iron pipe Standards New Zealand.

ISBN  97819900023125 print
         97819900023132 PDF
Format  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Summary  "This Mahere Rautaki is a blueprint for the next five years. It prioritises those things that whānau and communities say make the biggest difference, and it builds on success and our growing evidence base. While the strategy remains aspirational – focused on a future where whānau are strong, safe and prosperous – active within their community, living with a clear sense of identity and cultural integrity, and with control over their destiny – it also draws heavily on the wisdom, traditions and learning of the past"--Page 2.
Subject  Family violence New Zealand.
         Kaupapa.
         Ora.
         Tūkinotanga ā-whānau.
         Well-being New Zealand.
         Whakapakari ā-iwi.
         Whānau.
Title Easy as CST: unlocking the church’s potential: mama noa, penei i te CST: te tuku i nga pumanawa o te hahi kia whai hua: resource booklet / Contributions: Most Reverend Peter Cullinane, Catherine Gibbs, Julianne Hickey and Fr. John O’Connor; Graphic design: Rebecca Sees and Mareta Tana; Illustrations: Fran Walsh.

Creator Cullinane, Peter J.
ISBN 9780908348701 online
Format 1 online resource: colour illustrations
Contents Booklet--Poster--Bookmark.
Summary "The hope for this booklet is to assist parish priests, parish leadership and liturgy committees in considering how their parish can include the Social Justice Week (SJW) theme in their Sunday celebration and activities during and beyond the week"—Page 1.
Subject Christian sociology Catholic Church.
Mātauranga hapori.
Social ethics New Zealand.
Utu.


Title Eat healthy, be healthy / Zahra Yasmin Soltanian.
Creator Soltanian, Zahra Yasmin.
ISBN 9780473539863 paperback (print-on-demand) 9780473539870 Kindle
Format 1 online resource: colour illustrations
Summary "Eat Healthy, Be Healthy is a diet and nutrition guide with 23 low calorie healthy meal recipes"—Publisher information.
Subject Cookbooks.
Food habits.
Nutrition.

Title Economic impact of COVID-19 : data & analytics summary.
Format 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Summary "This analysis estimates the impact on Māori unemployment and average wages at the rohe and national level, specifically measuring the impact on overall unemployment projections for the Māori population relative to unemployment prior to COVID-19 (i.e. additional unemployed workers as a result of COVID-19) [and the] impact on the average real wages of unemployed Māori who regain employment"--Page 2.
Subject COVID-19 (Disease) Economic aspects New Zealand.
Koremahi.
Maori (New Zealand people) Economic conditions.
Maori (New Zealand people) Employment.
Mate urutā.
Unemployment New Zealand.
Whiwhinga mahi.
Ōhanga.

Title Ecotoxicological review of alum applications to the Rotorua lakes : Supplementary report / client report prepared for Bay of Plenty Regional Council by Grant Tempero.
Creator Tempero, Grant.
Publishing Details Hamilton, New Zealand : Environmental Research Institute, Faculty of Science and Engineering, The University of Waikato, 2018.
Format 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Series ERI report ; no. 117.
Subject Eutrophication Control Environmental aspects New Zealand Rotorua, Lake.
Lake ecology New Zealand Rotorua, Lake.
Water Purification Environmental aspects New Zealand Rotorua, Lake.
Water quality New Zealand Rotorua, Lake.
Title Empty nests / Ada Maria Soto.
Creator Soto, Ada Maria, 1981-
ISBN 9780473518462 print-on-demand
9780473518479 epub
9780473518486 kindle
9780473518493 ibook
Format 1 online resource
Subject Gay fiction.
New Zealand fiction 21st century.

Title The Enchanted Forest / by Katharine Derrick.
Creator Derrick, Katharine.
ISBN 9780473299798 epub
9780473299804 Kindle
Publishing Details [Kerikeri] : [KW Derrick], [2020]
Format 1 online resource.
Summary Princess Gina goes looking for her missing dog in the Enchanted Forest.
Subject Children's stories, New Zealand.
Dogs Juvenile fiction.
Fantasy fiction.
Princesses Juvenile fiction.
Witches Juvenile fiction.

Creator Abraham, Edward R.
ISBN 9781776657179 online
Format 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Series New Zealand aquatic environment and biodiversity report ; no. 188.
Subject Bycatches (Fisheries) New Zealand Mathematical models.
Marine mammals Effect of fishing on New Zealand.
Sea turtles Effect of fishing on New Zealand.
Title  Everything and nothing : the influence in the moment / Sharlene Joy.
Creator  Joy, Sharlene.
ISBN  9780473494698 kindle
Publishing Details  [Raumati? New Zealand] : [Sharlene Joy], [2019]
Format  1 online resource : illustrations
Subject  Interpersonal relations.

Title  Evidence brief : the impacts of COVID-19 on one-off hardship assistance / author: Daniel Frischknecht.
Creator  Frischknecht, Daniel.
Format  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject  COVID-19 (Disease) New Zealand.
New Zealand Economic conditions.
Public welfare New Zealand.

Title  The evolution gene : the complete trilogy / Aaron Hodges.
Creator  Hodges, Aaron D., 1989-
ISBN  9780995136571 online
Publishing Details  [Whakatane] : [Aaron Hodges], [2020]
Format  1 online resource
Summary  "Runaway teenager Liz wants nothing more than an ordinary life. But when she's abducted off the streets, Liz learns her government has other plans. In a future ruled by a ruthless dictator, there's no place for the weak, and she's spirited away to a facility deep in the Californian mountains. There, Liz wakes in a cage. Beside her, eighteen-year-old Chris stands wrongfully accused of treason. The two are now volunteers in the Genome Project - an experimental program to enhance the human race. Stripped of their rights, they will soon learn the true depths of human cruelty. The two must work together to survive. Of course, only the lucky get to die"--Author's website.
Subject  Dictatorship Juvenile fiction.
Dystopian fiction.
Runaway teenagers Juvenile fiction.
Science fiction.
Young adult fiction, New Zealand.
Young adult fiction.
**Title**: Exceptional / Tihema Baker.

**Creator**: Baker, Tihema.

**ISBN**: 9781092871341 print-on-demand Amazon

**Publishing Details**: [Paraparaumu] : [Tihema Baker], [2019]

**Format**: 1 online resource

**Summary**: "The Watchers are blinded. Their leader, Chaos, is trapped in the Dark Universe. Tempest, the only Prodigy powerful enough to defy him, lays waste to the Watchers' global control network. But the Watchers are not defeated yet. Just as Jason and his friends settle into their newfound freedom, the Watchers strike in a desperate bid to reach their leader. To fight back, Jason is forced into an uneasy alliance with AEGIS, a militarised intelligence agency that seems to know more about Prodigies than it should. Meanwhile Rory pursues Chaos through the Dark Universe, racing to find him before he can locate the time-manipulating Prodigy, Nunc. A storm is coming. Jason will determine its course, but there are truths waiting for Rory in the dark that will change everything. Both must decide where they stand before the storm breaks."--Publisher description.

**Subject**: Dystopias Juvenile fiction.
Science fiction.
Superheroes Juvenile fiction.
Young adult fiction, New Zealand.
Young adult fiction.


---

**Title**: Exposure point / M.D. Archer.

**Creator**: Archer, M. D.

**ISBN**: 9780473529437 print-on-demand

9780473529444 epub

9780473530006 Kindle


**Format**: 1 online resource.

**Summary**: 17-year old Calliope's future is on hold after a injury, and to pass the time she takes a job at the school admin office. But she starts noticing weird things - an altercation, a missing teenager who is supposed to be dead, and students behaving erratically. Something strange is going on. It becomes obvious she has to do something. But in uncovering the truth, will Callie put herself in danger?

**Subject**: Detective and mystery fiction.
Young adult fiction, New Zealand.

Title Farm kill / Robert W Fisk.
Creator Fisk, Robert W.
ISBN 9781386067221 EPUB
Publishing Details [Mosgiel, New Zealand] : [Foxburr Publishing], [2018]
Format 1 online resource.
Summary "Richard West and his family are caught in an earthquake that isolates the town of Grantville, in the South Island of New Zealand. They find their way to Te Kouka Flats farm, which is deserted, with signs of a recent fire. The family search for survivors assisted by a ten year old boy with severe communication problems. What they find makes them targets for murder"--Back cover of print version.
Subject Detective and mystery fiction.
New Zealand fiction 21st century.
Thrillers (Fiction)

Title The Finnies of Saddle Hill / by Anthony Dale, Stephen Finnie and Anne Heffernan-Dale.
Creator Dale, Anthony, 1963-.
ISBN 9780473382469 online
Format 1 online resource : illustrations (some colour)
Summary "This book is a collection of writings, research and oral history from the descendents of Thomas and Mary Finnie, dating from over a hundred and fifty years ago until the present. We have edited and augmented these writings to produce a history of the Saddle Hill Finnies, from their origins in Scotland to today"--Back cover.
Subject Dale, Anthony, 1963- Family.
Finnie family.
Finnie, Stephen, 1965- Family.
Heffernan-Dale, Anne, 1955- Family.
New Zealand Geneology.
Scotland Genealogy.
Title Firm dynamics and job creation. Revisiting the perpetual motion machine / author: John Stephenson.

Creator Stephenson, John, 1977-

ISBN 9781988519272 online


Format 1 online resource : colour illustrations

Series Research note (New Zealand Productivity Commission) ; 2019/1.

Subject Employment (Economic theory) Mathematical models.
Small business New Zealand.


Creator Gill, Derek, 1956-


Format 1 online resource : colour illustrations

Series Working paper (New Zealand Institute of Economic Research) ; 2018/1.

Subject Fiscal policy New Zealand.
New Zealand Economic policy.

Links https://nzier.org.nz/static/media/filer_public/1d/1e/1d1e6a74-4c61-43ea-8be4-549f7ec10bb6/nzier_discussion_paper_2018_no1_updated.pdf
https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21324451540002836


Creator Anderson, Owen F.

ISBN 9781776657193 online

Publishing Details Wellington, New Zealand : Ministry for Primary Industries, Manatū Ahu Matua, [2017]

Format 1 online resource : colour illustrations

Series New Zealand aquatic environment and biodiversity report ; no. 190.

Subject Bycatches (Fisheries) New Zealand Mathematical models.
Bycatches (Fisheries) New Zealand Statistics.
Fishery discards New Zealand Mathematical models.
Fishery discards New Zealand Statistics.
Orange roughy fisheries New Zealand.
Oreo fisheries New Zealand.

Title  Forgiveness : from psychiatric ward to freedom : a Christian perspective / by Kat Wassenaar.
Creator  Wassenaar, Kat.
ISBN  9780473540074 print-on-demand
9780473540081 epub
Format  1 online resource
Subject  Autobiographies.
Forgiveness Biblical teaching.
Forgiveness Religious aspects Christianity.
Mental health Religious aspects Christianity.
Wassenaar, Kat.

Title  Freshwater macroinvertebrate fauna biological monitoring programme annual state of the environment monitoring report 2018-2019.
Format  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject  Freshwater invertebrates New Zealand Taranaki.
Stream ecology New Zealand Taranaki.
Water quality biological assessment New Zealand Taranaki.

Title  From wheelchair to water / Toni Crowther.
Creator  Crowther, Toni.
ISBN  9780473464110 pbk
9780473535261 Ebook - Kindle
Publishing Details  [Auckland] : [Toni Crowther], [2020]
Format  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Summary  "This is my personal story of going through the devastating transition from being a fit and healthy, new, first time Mum, to suffering the horrific effects of a sudden, life changing stroke at the age of 35, with an 8-month-old baby ... I have written this book firstly for young Mums who have had a stroke or traumatic brain injury, to hopefully inspire and motivate you and to prove that life is worth living and you can get through it"--Introduction.
Subject  Autobiographies.
Cerebrovascular disease Patients New Zealand Auckland Biography.
Cerebrovascular disease Patients Rehabilitation.
Crowther, Toni Health.
Women swimmers New Zealand Auckland Biography.
Title  FSpaceRPG far frontiers Aethros: star system beyond settled space / Martin Rait.
Creator  Rait, Martin, 1971-
ISBN  9781877573279 PDF
Edition  V1.1
Publishing Details  Lower Hutt, New Zealand : FSpace Publications, [2020]
Format  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject  Fantasy games Handbooks, manuals, etc.

Title  FSpaceRPG far frontiers border worlds 1: outposts on the serpenti frontiers / Martin Rait.
Creator  Rait, Martin, 1971-
ISBN  9781877573071 PDF
Edition  V1.1
Publishing Details  Lower Hutt, New Zealand : FSpace Publications, [2020]
Format  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject  Fantasy games Handbooks, manuals, etc.

Title  FSpaceRPG far frontiers little eyeball: science station outpost / Martin Rait, Philip Warnes.
Creator  Rait, Martin, 1971-
ISBN  9781877485664 PDF
Edition  V1
Publishing Details  Lower Hutt, New Zealand : FSpace Publications, [2020]
Format  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject  Fantasy games Handbooks, manuals, etc.
Title: Ghosted: a gothic reverse harem bully romance / Steffanie Holmes.
Creator: Holmes, Steffanie, 1985-
ISBN: 9780995134287 EPUB
9780995134294 print-on-demand
Published Details: [Auckland, N.Z.] : [Bacchanalia House], 2020.
Format: 1 online resource
Subject: New Zealand fiction 21st century.
Paranormal fiction.
Romance fiction.
Links: https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/primo-explore/fulldisplay?docid=NLNZ_ALMA113
51881020002836&context=L&vid=NLNZ&search_scope=NLNZ&tab=catalogue&lang=en_US

Title: Give a flying f*ck about your words: they matter! : a concise guide to raising your frequency / Angela Wilcock.
Creator: Wilcock, Angela.
ISBN: 9780473512170 print-on-demand
9780473512194 Kindle
Format: 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Summary: "This invaluable resource explains in simple terms how our vibrational frequency can impact our health and emotional well-being ... This book is an introduction on how your thoughts create your reality. How your health and well-being are impacted by your thoughts, together with a simple step by step process to raise your frequency in the unified field"--Back cover.
Subject: Mind and body.
Psychophysiology.
Links: https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/primo-explore/fulldisplay?docid=NLNZ_ALMA113
51033320002836&context=L&vid=NLNZ&search_scope=NLNZ&tab=catalogue&lang=en_US

Title: The glint / Sherri Bee.
Creator: Bee, Sherri.
ISBN: 9780473519896 print-on-demand
9780473533007 epub
9780473533014 Kindle
Published Details: New Zealand : Sherri Bee Ltd, 2020.
Format: 1 online resource : illustrations.
Summary: "Join Cassia, Belinda, Talia, Cam, Mish and Rick as they set out on a journey to what could turn out to be an amazing discovery! What is causing the mysterious glint on the other side of the lake? What seems like a simple idea becomes more complicated than they ever imagined!"--Author's website.
Subject: Action and adventure fiction.
New Zealand fiction 21st century.
Links: https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/primo-explore/fulldisplay?docid=NLNZ_ALMA113
5186970002836&context=L&vid=NLNZ&search_scope=NLNZ&tab=catalogue&lang=en_US
Title  God is our rock: our unsurprised, unchanged sovereign God of compassion and grace / Michael L Drake.

Creator  Drake, Michael L. (Michael Leslie), 1946-

ISBN  9780995133907 (print-on-demand)
9780995133914 PDF

Publishing Details  Auckland, New Zealand : Wycliffe Scholastic, [2020]

Format  1 online resource

Summary  "David, having been delivered by God from a host of enemies, records this reassuring description of God: "The LORD is my rock ... God gives us in Christ the same unshakeable compassion and grace, but in the face of the doubts and fears with which Satan and our own flesh assail us, and with Scripture and sound doctrine undermined from so many quarters, these are verses I return to over and over again to find assurance, comfort and peace. This is a message we need to repeat to ourselves and to our fellow believers daily!"--Title page verso.

Subject  God (Christianity)


Title  God's call to his people: a message of repentance and a call to action / Josephine Olsen ; editing and production: Martin de Jong.

Creator  Olsen, Josie, 1960-

ISBN  9780473473242 EPUB


Format  1 online resource

Subject  Holiness.
        Love.
        Mercy.
        Repentance.

Title: Grandad's wild ride / by Emily Larkins.
Creator: Larkins, Emily, 1981-
Format: 1 online resource

Title: Greenland is the bow / Rebecca Hayter.
Creator: Hayter, Rebecca.
ISBN: 9780473544683 print-on-demand
9780473544690 kindle
97804735447069 ibook
Projected Publication Date: 2101
Format: online resource
Subject: Hayter, Rebecca Travel Greenland.
Sailors New Zealand Anecdotes.

Title: Greymouth Petroleum Ltd Northern Sites monitoring programme annual report 2018-2019.
Format: 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject: Greymouth Petroleum Ltd.
Oil wells Hydraulic fracturing Environmental aspects New Zealand New Plymouth District.
Waste disposal in rivers, lakes, etc. New Zealand New Plymouth District.
Water quality Measurement New Zealand New Plymouth District.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Guide to the painting of buildings.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Standards Australia Limited</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISBN</td>
<td>9781776738939 print</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9781776738946 PDF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edition</td>
<td>Reissued incorporating amendment no. 1 (September 2019)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>Sydney, NSW : Jointly published by SAI Global Limited under licence from Standards Australia Limited ; Wellington : Standards New Zealand, [2019]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource : illustrations</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Hatchlings / Ross Richdale.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Richdale, Ross, 1941-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISBN</td>
<td>9780995127401 epub</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9780995127418 Kindle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Auckland (N.Z.) Fiction.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>New Zealand fiction 21st century.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Science fiction.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Heard by God / Sheryl Sua.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Sua, Sheryl.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISBN</td>
<td>9780473444365 epub</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9780473444372 Kindle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9780473444389 pdf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9780473444396 ibook</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[Wellington] : [Infrastructure], [2020]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;Our journey has been unbelievable in so many ways, and I knew from the day of Sammy’s death, that we really needed to share it. Yes, it is a sad story, but it is also one of hope, grace and God’s immeasurable love. I’m writing this book because I feel someone out there - or maybe a few someone’s - could be encouraged by my family’s story&quot;--Introduction.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Autobiographies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Grief Religious aspects Christianity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Obstetrics Surgery Complications.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sua, Sheryl.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Witness bearing (Christianity)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Title: Hidden things / M.D. Archer.
Creator: Archer, M. D.
ISBN: 9780473529963 print-on-demand
9780473529970 Epub
9780473529987 Kindle
Format: 1 online resource.
Subject: Detective and mystery fiction.
New Zealand fiction 21st century.

Title: High voltage live work auditing and inspection guide / issued and published by the Electricity Engineers' Association of New Zealand (Inc.) (EEA).
ISBN: 9780473515362 online
Format: 1 online resource
Subject: Electric lines New Zealand Maintenance and repair Safety measures.
Electric power transmission High tension Safety measures.
High voltages Safety measures.

Title: Ngā mōhiohio taumata whakatūpato 3.
Format: 1 online resource
Summary: Alert level 3 information.
Subject: COVID-19 (Disease) New Zealand Prevention.
Mate urutā.
Title  How Heathcliff stole Christmas / Steffanie Holmes.
Creator  Holmes, Steffanie, 1985-
ISBN  9780995134249 EPUB
9780995134256 print-on-demand
Publishing Details  [Auckland] : Bacchanalia House, [2019]
Format  1 online resource
Subject  Detective and mystery fiction.
New Zealand fiction 21st century.

Title  How to rock self-publishing : a rage against the manuscript guide / Steff Green.
Creator  Green, S. C. (Steff C.), 1985-
ISBN  9780995134263 EPUB
9780995134270 print-on-demand
Publishing Details  [Auckland] : [Bacchanalia House], [2020]
Format  1 online resource
Subject  Electronic publishing.
Self-publishing.

Title  How to stop smoking forever : kick-start your future health and happiness right now! / by Stephen Batt.
Creator  Stephen Batt.
ISBN  9780473523022 print-on-demand
9780473523039 epub
9780473523046 kindle
9780473523053 pdf
9780473523060 ibook
Format  1 online resource
Subject  Smoking cessation.
Title  The hunted / by Jo McCready.
Creator  McCready, Jo.
ISBN  9780473536367 print-on-demand
       9780473536374 EPUB
       9780473536381 Kindle
Format  1 online resource
Subject  Detective and mystery fiction.
         New Zealand fiction 21st century.

Title  Huritini / Halswell drainage scheme review / Shaun McCracken.
Creator  McCracken, Shaun.
ISBN  9781988593715 print
       9781988593722 online
Format  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject  Drainage New Zealand Christchurch.
         Flood control New Zealand Christchurch.
         Rivers New Zealand Christchurch.

Title  Ōi and Grace's EBM journey : towards a future of collective care for land and sea / a graphic novella speculating a future with Ecosystem Based Management (EBM) by: E Le Heron, C Lundquist, A Greenaway, R Kannemeyer.
Creator  Le Heron, E.
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : Sustainable Seas, Ko ngā moana whakauka, [2020]
Format  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Summary  "This 4-page comic presents a human and non-human view of caring for a place. It tells the intertwined story of Ōi the petrel and a woman named Grace. Taking place over 15 years, it shows abundance returning to a bay through active and collective caring practices"--Publisher's website.
Subject  Graphic novels.
Links  https://www.sustainableseaschallenge.co.nz/assets/dms/Caring-through-EBM/Caring20thru20EBM20-20Oi20and20Grace_0.pdf
Title IELTS speaking : the most comprehensive guide. Advanced / Michael C. Thorp.
Creator Thorp, Michael C.
ISBN 9780995136748 paperback
9780995136779 Kindle
Format 1 online resource.
Subject English language Rhetoric Examinations Study guides.
Textbooks for foreign speakers.
International English Language Testing System Study guides.
Study guides.
Links https://www.amazon.com/dp/B08F3BNCMQ

Title IELTS speaking : the most comprehensive guide. All in one / Michael C. Thorp.
Creator Thorp, Michael C.
ISBN 9780995136717
9780995136779 Kindle
9780995136786 paperback
Format 1 online resource.
Subject English language Rhetoric Examinations Study guides.
Textbooks for foreign speakers.
International English Language Testing System Study guides.
Study guides.
Links https://www.amazon.com/dp/B08F39LTL1
Title: Implementation and emerging outcomes evaluation of the place-based initiatives / prepared for, Social Investment Agency Oranga Tangata.

Creator: Smith, Liz, 1964-


Format: 1 online resource : colour illustrations

Subject: Maori (New Zealand people) Services for New Zealand.


Title: Improving outcomes for tamariki Māori, their whānau, hapū and iwi = te whanake i ngā hua mō ngā tamariki Māori, ō rātau whānau, hapū, iwi anō hoki : Section 7AA report.

ISBN: 9780995111844 online


Format: 1 online resource : colour illustrations

Subject: Family services New Zealand.


Title: Independent review into NZ Football. Public findings and recommendations / Phillipa Muir (Partner, Simpson Grierson).

Creator: Muir, Phillipa.


Format: 1 online resource

Subject: Grievance procedures New Zealand.

Links: https://www.nzfootball.co.nz/asset/downloadasset?id=3c273e4a-ccfe-4648-8cb1-f65440730857

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Initial specifications for a short form wellbeing outcomes survey, April 2019 / Bev Hong.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Hong, Bev.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Social indicators New Zealand. Well-being New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Inland Revenue Department. Benefits management for the Business Transformation programme.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ISBN</td>
<td>9780995132184</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Series</td>
<td>Parliamentary papers presented to the House of Representatives of New Zealand ; B.29[20f]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>New Zealand. Inland Revenue Auditing. Tax administration and procedure New Zealand Auditing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Links</td>
<td><a href="https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21354065570002836">https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21354065570002836</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Investigation into COVID-19 active cases privacy breach / MHQC, Michael Heron (QC, barrister)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Heron, Michael (Lawyer).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>Wellington : [Public Service Commission], 2020.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;Early on 4 July 2020 the NZ Herald reported it had received confidential patient details of 18 confirmed cases of COVID-19 on a spreadsheet with names, dates of birth, age and quarantine location. [Michael Heron] was appointed by the State Services Commissioner to investigate, make findings and report on: what caused the incident; whether any particular individual or individuals were responsible for the incident; and whether there is a risk of ongoing breaches or further exposure of the information&quot;--Introduction.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Breach of trust New Zealand. COVID-19 (Disease) Patients New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Title: Journey to Torca / Katharine Derrick.
Creator: Derrick, Katharine.
ISBN: 9780473299750 EPUB
9780473299767 Kindle

Publishing Details: [Kerikeri] : [KW Derrick], [2020]
Format: 1 online resource
Summary: Christina, still dealing with the death of her mother, ventures into the enchanted and dangerous Wastelands.
Subject: Children's stories, New Zealand.
Deserts Juvenile fiction.
Fantasy fiction.
Magic Juvenile fiction.


Title: Just cause and effect : the story of selenium deficiency in New Zealand / by Amanda Nally & Les Hailes.
Creator: Nally, Amanda, 1966-
ISBN: 9780473496296 print-on-demand
9780473518578 Kindle
9780473518585 PDF

Publishing Details: Invercargill, New Zealand : Write Answers Ltd., [2020]
Format: 1 online resource
Subject: Crops and soils Popular works.
Selenium in human nutrition New Zealand Popular works.
Selenium in human nutrition.
Soils Selenium content New Zealand.


Title: Just end it / Donna Blaber.
Creator: Blaber, Donna.
ISBN: 9781927229613 Kindle
9781927229620 paperback
9781927229637 EPUB

Format: 1 online resource
Summary: Jessie, bullied by the new girl at school, then becomes the victim of cyberbullying. Could a sacred rock be to blame?
Subject: Bullying Juvenile fiction.
Cyberbullying Juvenile fiction.
Friendship Juvenile fiction.
Young adult fiction, New Zealand.
Young adult fiction.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Keeper of the unicorns / by Katharine Derrick.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Derrick, Katharine.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| ISBN | 9780473299811 epub  
9780473299828 Kindle |
| Publishing Details | [Kerikeri] : [KW Derrick], [2020] |
| Format | 1 online resource. |
| Summary | Witches have stolen the unicorns. What will Filip, the keeper of the unicorns, do? |
| Subject | Children's stories, New Zealand.  
Fantasy fiction.  
Unicorns Juvenile fiction.  
Witches Juvenile fiction. |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Kia mā, kia wātea, kia ngāwari / nā Martin Baynton.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Baynton, Martin.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[New Zealand] : Pūkeko Pictures, [2020]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource : colour illustrations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>When two famous explorers return home from planet Earth, the Kiddets learn about social distancing, cleaning and staying kind so they don't catch any viruses.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Subject | Children's stories, Māori.  
Extraterrestrial beings Juvenile fiction.  
Mate urutā.  
Ora.  
Picture books for children.  
Pukapuka whakaahua.  
Viruses Prevention Juvenile fiction. |
Title  The knights of Alana : the complete trilogy / Aaron Hodges.
Creator  Hodges, Aaron D., 1989-
ISBN  9780995129689 online
Publishing Details  [Whakatane] : [Aaron Hodges], [2020]
Format  1 online resource
Summary  "When Knights attack the town of Skystead, seventeen-year-old Pela is the only one to escape. Her mother and the other villagers are taken, accused of worshiping the False Gods. They will pay the ultimate price - unless Pela can rescue them. Pela has never left the safety of her town, let alone touched a sword. What chance does she have against the ruthless Knights of Alana? She's not a hero. But uncle Devon was a mighty warrior once, in times when magic filled the world. Can Pela convince him to stand against the darkness one last time?"--Author's website.
Subject  Fantasy fiction.
Young adult fiction, New Zealand.

Title  Köpiko Aotearoa : bikepacking Cape Egmont to East Cape / Jonathan Kennett and Erik Westra.
Creator  Kennett, Jonathan.
ISBN  97809995137639 PDF
Projected Publication Date  2011
Format  1 online resource
Summary  "A cape to cape journey covering an ambitious 1,060 km across the North Island. Pedal your way off the beaten track on a hilly and scenic route that reveals heartland New Zealand ... This guide includes cue sheets, maps and elevation charts, plus details about transport, accommodation and cafes"--Publisher information.
Subject  Bicycle touring New Zealand North Island Guidebooks.
Bicycle trails New Zealand North Island Guidebooks.
North Island (N.Z.) Description and travel.
Title: Kōpiko Aotearoa : bikepacking East Cape to Cape Egmont / Jonathan Kennett and Erik Westra

Creator: Kennett, Jonathan.

ISBN: 9780995137615 PDF


Projected Publication Date: 2011

Format: 1 online resource

Summary: "A cape to cape journey covering an ambitious 1,060 km across the North Island. Pedal your way off the beaten track on a hilly and scenic route that reveals heartland New Zealand ... This guide includes cue sheets, maps and elevation charts, plus details about transport, accommodation and cafes"—Publisher information.

Subject: Bicycle touring New Zealand North Island Guidebooks.
Bicycle trails New Zealand North Island Guidebooks.
North Island (N.Z.) Description and travel.

Title: The lady of the bog : a gothic paranormal romance / Gillian St. Kevern.

Creator: St. Kevern, Gillian.

ISBN: 9780995139367 print-on-demand
9780995139374 Kindle

Publishing Details: [Amberley] : [Gillian St. Kevern], [2020]

Format: 1 online resource

Subject: Gothic fiction.
New Zealand fiction 21st century.
Paranormal fiction.
Romance fiction.


Title: The last of the unicorns / by Katharine Derrick.

Creator: Derrick, Katharine.

9780473299781 Kindle

Publishing Details: [Kerikeri] : [KW Derrick], [2020?]

Format: 1 online resource

Summary: Prince Joe and Princess Samantha set out to find a special group of winged unicorns but must strive to rescue them in time.

Subject: Children's stories, New Zealand.
Fantasy fiction.
Unicorns Juvenile fiction.
Witches Juvenile fiction.


ISBN
9780473528362 print-on-demand
9780473528379 epub
9780473528386 pdf

Publishing Details
[Auckland] : [Mahesh Babu Purushothaman], [2020]
Format
1 online resource

Contents
Introduction / Mahesh Babu Purushothaman -- Seven Veils Of Pandemic / by Mahalakshmi Ramamoorthy ; revised by Mahesh Babu Purushothaman -- The Sceptical Determination / by Pradeep R Menon ; revised by Mahesh Babu Purushothaman -- Nightmare And Daydream / by Ramesh Marimuthu ; revised by Mahesh Babu Purushothaman -- Dances Of A Tiny Thing / by Rajiv Unni ; revised by Mahesh Babu Purushothaman. -- The Asset In The Pandemic's Balance Sheet / by C Sakunthala ; revised by Mahesh Babu Purushothaman -- Home Away / by Mythili ; revised by Mahesh Babu Purushothaman -- Home: Pandemic Positive / by Ananya Balaji ; revised by Mahesh Babu Purushothaman -- Mom, 4 Months Pandemic / by Deepak Samuel Mathiyazhakan ; revised by Mahesh Babu Purushothaman -- The Suffocating Breather / by Raya Roshanrevised by Mahesh Babu Purushothaman -- The Look-Back Future / by Kanishka Madanagopal & Koushikka Madanagopal ; revised by Mahesh Babu Purushothaman -- The Isolated Connections / by Akshay Pradeep Menon ; revised by Mahesh Babu Purushothaman -- Reflections From The Pandemic Mirror / by Neha Kanna ; revised by Mahesh Babu Purushothaman -- Distorted To Reflect / by Agneta Ravindran ; revised by Mahesh Babu Purushothaman -- Humans In Metamorphosis / by Nandini Valsan ; revised by Mahesh Babu Purushothaman -- Three Musketeers And Fantastic Five / by Mahesh Babu Purushothaman ; revised by Jeff Seadon -- Pandemic Affairs / by Ramanatha Krishnan ; revised by Mahesh Babu Purushothaman -- Yours Faithfully, Pandemic / by Nachimuthu Muthurathinam ; revised by Mahesh Babu Purushothaman -- Yep! It Is Crazy / by Mahesh Babu Purushothaman.

Summary
"This book presents articles from the middle-class parents and kids across the globe on their outlook on present situations and the future learnings for themselves, society, and the nations"--Back cover.

Subject
COVID-19 (Disease)
Middle class families.
Quarantine.

Links
Street lighting Standards Australia.
Street lighting Standards New Zealand.
Traffic engineering Standards Australia.
Traffic engineering Standards New Zealand.


Title Lighting for roads and public spaces. Part 3.1, Pedestrian area (Category P) lighting. Performance and design requirements.
Creator Standards Australia Limited.
ISBN 9781776860401 print
9781776860418 PDF


Format 1 online resource : illustrations


Title Lion 1 & 2 Grav Tank papercraft models for home printing / booklet writeup: Martin Rait, Philip Warnes ; interior illustrations: Aaron Barlow, Martin Rait, Philip Warnes.
Creator Rait, Martin, 1971-
ISBN 9781877573286 pdf


Format 1 online resource

Subject Fantasy games Equipment and supplies.
Paper work.

Title: Liquidity, the government balance sheet, and the public sector discount rate / Andrew Coleman.
Creator: Coleman, Andrew M. G. (Andrew Michael Guy), 1964-
Format: 1 online resource : illustrations
Series: Motu working paper ; 19/13.
Subject: Investments Government policy New Zealand.
Liquidity (Economics)
Monetary policy New Zealand.

Title: Little Monster's book of feelings / Iveta Ongley.
Creator: Ongley, Iveta
ISBN: 9780473528577 print
9780473528584 Kindle
Publishing Details: [Auckland] : [ Iveta Ongley], [2020]
Summary: "Children's rhyming picture book about feelings"--Publisher information.
Subject: Children's stories, New Zealand.
Emotions Juvenile fiction.
Monsters Juvenile fiction.
Picture books for children.
Stories in rhyme.

Title: Liza / Shelley Munro.
Creator: Munro, Shelley.
ISBN: 9780995139503 epub
Publishing Details: [Manukau] : [Munro Press], [2020]
Format: 1 online resource.
Summary: "Elizabeth Carrington: single-mother with a daughter and an obnoxious ex. She glimpses the unbelievable during a research trip, and when she awakens after the resulting car crash, she isn't in England any longer. Not that she understands this calamity, because a knock to the head has stripped her memories. Dragon shifter Leonidas, Champion of the Skies, is the youngest son, and his parents have arranged a betrothal for him with Nandag, The Strongminded. He rejects this match his parents insist will bring peace and cement bonds between the Dragon Isles. Once Liza crashes into Leo's life, everything changes. While his family, friends, and neighbors are baying for her death, instinct propels Leo to protect this attractive stranger"--Introduction.
Subject: Fantasy fiction.
New Zealand fiction 21st century.
Romance fiction.
Title 'Look Nana, this is my future': a conversation with climate strike organiser Sophie Handford / Amanda Thomas and Sophie Handford.
Creator Thomas, Amanda (College teacher)
Publishing Details [New Zealand]: Economic and Social Research Aotearoa, 2019
Format 1 online resource
Series ESRA (Auckland, N.Z.) #14.
Subject Environmentalists New Zealand Interviews.
Student strikes New Zealand.

Title Love your career from the start : making decisions for your future - a guide for young adults / Caroline Sandford.
Creator Sandford, Caroline.
ISBN 9781877429309 Ebook
9781877429316 Kindle
Format 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Summary "This practical book for 15–25-year-olds introduces the four key stages involved in making good decisions for your future. It contains easy exercises that will help you: understand who you are and who you want to become, explore the options that are right for you, create an action plan that ensures you have what you need to realise your goals, identify the strategies your need to create the future that YOU want"--Publisher information.
Subject Self-actualization (Psychology) Problems, exercises, etc.
Vocational guidance Problems, exercises, etc.
Youth Vocational guidance.
Title Lower Waiwhakaiho air discharges compliance monitoring programme annual report 2018-2019.


Format 1 online resource : colour illustrations


Subject Air Pollution New Zealand New Plymouth.
      Air quality New Zealand New Plymouth.
      Downer EDI Works (Firm)
      Fitzroy Engineering Group.
      Intergroup Ltd.
      Katere Surface Coatings (Firm).
      Ravensdown (Firm)


Title Lower Waiwhakaiho catchment monitoring programme annual report 2018-2019.


Format 1 online resource : colour illustrations


Subject Industries Environmental aspects New Zealand Mangaone Stream Watershed.
      Industries Environmental aspects New Zealand Waiwhakaiho River Watershed.
      Stream ecology New Zealand Mangaone Stream.
      Stream ecology New Zealand Waiwhakaiho River.
      Water Pollution New Zealand Mangaone Stream.
      Water Pollution New Zealand Waiwhakaiho River.

Title Mai te whai-ao ki te ao mārama = Coming into the light : mothers' experiences of distress and wellbeing during pregnancy and the first year of motherhood.

ISBN 9780478449976 online


Format 1 online resource : illustrations

Subject Hapū (Wāhine)
Hauora hinengaro.
Maternal health services New Zealand.
Māmā.
New mothers Mental health New Zealand.
Pregnancy Psychological aspects New Zealand.
Ratonga ki te iwi.


Title Make your home and family fire safe : Kia haumaru to kainga me to whanau i te ahi.


Publishing Source FS1534 New Zealand Fire Service

Format 1 online resource : colour illustrations

Subject Dwellings Fires and fire prevention New Zealand.


Title Te Mana o te taiao : Aotearoa New Zealand Biodiversity Strategy 2020.


ISBN 9780995139206 print
9780995139213 online


Format 1 online resource : colour illustrations

Contents Strategy -- Whakarāpopoto.

Subject Biodiversity conservation Government policy New Zealand.
Biodiversity conservation New Zealand.
Environmental protection New Zealand.
Kaupapa.
Mātauranga taupuhi kaiao.
Restoration ecology New Zealand.
Taiao.
Whanake taiao.
Whenua rāhui.


National Library of New Zealand 857 Te Puna Matauranga o Aotearoa
Title: Te Mana o te taiao : Aotearoa New Zealand Biodiversity Strategy 2020.
ISBN: 9780995139206 print
9780995139213 online
Format: 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Contents: Strategy -- Summary.
Summary: "The strategic plan, called Te Mana o te Taiao, is a plan which weaves together our ideas for restoring the biological species in our natural world, and ensuring their survival"--Page 6.
Subject: Biodiversity conservation Government policy New Zealand.
Biodiversity conservation New Zealand.
Environmental protection New Zealand.
Kaupapa.
Mātauranga taupuhi kaiao.
Restoration ecology New Zealand.
Taiao.
Whanake taiao.
Whenua rāhui.

Title: Managing the provincial growth fund.
ISBN: 9780995132177
Format: 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Series: Parliamentary papers presented to the House of Representatives of New Zealand ; B.29[20e].
Subject: Economic development New Zealand Management.
New Zealand Provincial Growth Fund.
Regional planning New Zealand Management.
Links: https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/QLNZ_ALMA21350733400002836

Format 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject Stream ecology New Zealand New Plymouth District.
Waste disposal in rivers, lakes, etc. New Zealand New Plymouth District.
Water Pollution New Zealand New Plymouth District.

Title The marine biota of New Zealand : catalogue and description of the coccolithophores (Haptophyta, Coccolithophyceae), calcareous, scale-bearing microalgae, in New Zealand waters / F. Hoe Chang.

Creator Chang, F. Hoe.
ISBN 9780473484194 electronic

Format 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Series NIWA biodiversity memoir ; 131.
Subject Coccolithophores New Zealand Classification.
Coccolithophores New Zealand Identification.
Links http://docs.niwa.co.nz/library/public/Memoir%20131_%20The%20Marine%20Biota%20of%20New%20Zealand_Coccolithophore%20microalgae%20-%202019.pdf

Title Matching farm production data to land use capability for Auckland / Douglas Hicks (Consulting Soil Scientist, Orewa) Fiona Curran-Cournane (Soil Scientist, Research and Evaluation Unit, Auckland Council).

Creator Hicks, Douglas Laidlaw, 1953-
ISBN 9781988529363 Print
9781988529370 PDF

Format 1 online resource
Subject Farm produce New Zealand Auckland Planning.
Land use New Zealand Auckland Planning.
Land use, Rural New Zealand Auckland Planning.
Soils New Zealand Auckland.
https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21331222870002836
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Mattering : a musing / Jae Ellis.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Ellis, Jae.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISBN</td>
<td>9780473509743 print-on-demand 9780473509750 epub 9780473509767 pdf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource : colour illustrations</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Subject | Conceptual art.  
Ellis, Jae.  
Human ecology in art.  
Matter Philosophy. |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>MBB BK117 A-3 helicopter, ZK-IED, loss of control, Porirua Harbour, 2 May 2017.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource : colour illustrations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Series</td>
<td>Aviation occurrence report ; AO 2017/004.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Aircraft accidents Investigation New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Links</td>
<td><a href="https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s5lt7d/NLNZ_ALMA21353976770002836">https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s5lt7d/NLNZ_ALMA21353976770002836</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>McKechnie Aluminium Solutions Ltd monitoring programme annual report 2018-2019.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource : colour illustrations</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Subject | Air Pollution New Zealand New Plymouth District.  
Aluminum plants Waste disposal Environmental aspects New Zealand New Plymouth District.  
Water Pollution New Zealand New Plymouth District. |
Title  Measuring ecosystem recovery: diversity and abundance of invertebrates in ten Port Hills reserves, Canterbury / Mike Bowie, Bio-Protection and Ecology Division, and Phil Sirvid, Entomology Department, Te Papa; prepared for Port Hills Rangers, Christchurch City Council.

Creator Bowie, Mike, 1957-

Publishing Details  Christchurch, New Zealand: Bio-Protection and Ecology Division, Lincoln University, 2005.

Format  1 online resource: illustrations

Series  Lincoln University wildlife management report; no. 35.

Subject  Invertebrates New Zealand Canterbury.

Links  https://hdl.handle.net/10182/682

Title  Measuring the restoration trajectory of invertebrates in the Winstone Aggregates Hunua quarry site / by Erica Stokvis, Mike Bowie, Keith Barber, Cor Vink & Bruce Marshall; prepared for: Winstone Aggregates May 2015.

Creator  Stokvis, Erica

ISBN  9780864763952 Print
9780864763969 Online

Publishing Details  Christchurch, New Zealand: Department of Ecology, Faculty of Agriculture and Life Sciences, Lincoln University, 2015.

Format  1 online resource: colour illustrations

Series  Lincoln University wildlife management report; No. 56.

Subject  Environmental monitoring New Zealand Papakura District.

Invertebrates Counting New Zealand Papakura District.

Links  https://researcharchive.lincoln.ac.nz/bitstream/handle/10182/7605/wmr_56_A1b.pdf?sequence=1&isAllowed=y
Title  Māori values and perspectives to inform collaborative processes and planning for freshwater management / Garth Harmsworth, Shaun Awatere and Mahuru Robb, Landcare Research.

Creator  Harmsworth, G. R. (Garth Richard), 1957-


Format  1 online resource : colour illustrations

Series  Policy brief (Lincoln, N.Z.) ; No. 14.

Subject  Fresh water Management New Zealand.
  Kaitiakitanga.
  Kounga o te wai.
  Mana o te wai.
  Maori (New Zealand people) Government policy.

Links  https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21327838160002836

Title  Māori whānau and Pasifika families experience of sleep health messages / prepared for Te Hiringa Hauora/Health Promotion Agency by Malatest International ; prepared by L. Perese, K. Warwick, F. Pio, D. McLeod, & T. Slater .

Creator  Perese, Lana.

ISBN  9780478449983 online


Format  1 online resource

Subject  Infants Health and hygiene.
  Infants Sleep Safety measures.
  Maori (New Zealand people) Services for New Zealand.
  Pacific Islanders Services for New Zealand.
  Parenting Study and teaching New Zealand.

Links  https://www.hpa.org.nz/research-library/research-publications/m%C4%81ori-wh%C4%81nau-and-pasifika-families-experience-of-sleep-health-messages
Title National chemical contaminants programme. Dairy product result summary (July 2018 to June 2019).
ISBN 9781990025549

Format 1 online resource
Series New Zealand Food Safety technical paper ; 2020/22.
Subject Dairy products Contamination New Zealand Testing.

Title National climate change risk assessment for New Zealand. Snapshot = Arotakenga Tūraru mō te Huringa Āhuarangi o Āotearoa. Whakarāpopototanga.
Publishing Source INFO 955 Ministry for the Environment
Format 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Summary "This report summarises the findings of New Zealand’s first National Climate Change Risk Assessment"--PDF page 2.
Subject Climate change mitigation New Zealand.
Climatic changes Government policy New Zealand.
Climatic changes Risk assessment New Zealand.

Title Navigating the stars : Māori creation myths / Witi Ihimaera.
Creator Ihimaera, Witi, 1944-
ISBN 9780143774990 print
9780143775003 online

Format 1 online resource : illustrations (some colour)
Summary "Ihimaera traces the history of the Maori people through their creation myths. He follows Tawhaki up the vines into the firmament, Hine-titama down into the land of the dead, Maui to the ends of the earth, and the giants and turehu who sailed across the ocean to our shores ... From Hawaiki to Aotearoa, the ancient navigators brought their myths, while looking to the stars - bright with gods, ancestors and stories - to guide the way"--Publisher information.
Subject Creation Folklore.
Folk tales.
Kōrero nehe.
Maori (New Zealand people) Folklore.
Pūrākau.
Tales New Zealand.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Publishing Details</th>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Links</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>participation / The Behavioural Insights Team.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Teleconferencing.</td>
<td><a href="https://www.orangatamariki.govt.nz/assets/Uploads/About-us/Research/Latest-research/Virtual-FGCs/Virtual-FGC-guidance.pdf">Website</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Title  New admissions : tales of life, death & love in the time of lockdown / Mira Harrison.
Creator  Harrison-Woolrych, Mira.
ISBN  9780995143319 paperback
9780995143326 Kindle
Format  1 online resource
Contents  My mistake : Mandy and Heart Boy -- North and south : Jazz and Brittany -- Labours of love : Sarah and Chloe -- I won't let you down : Ava and Sergei.
Summary  "As the global Covid-19 pandemic reaches the shores of Aotearoa New Zealand, four women find themselves in novel circumstances as healthcare professionals, and in their personal lives. In these new fictional tales from the author of Admissions, we meet doctors, nurses and other workers as a public hospital struggles to prepare for the worst. In the days before lockdown, a nurse's visit to the supermarket has an unexpected outcome. A medical student employed in the hospital kitchens begins a relationship with another essential worker who provides her with an alternative education. When her daughter returns home with the virus, a professor of obstetrics faces the challenges of her hospital work while meeting the demands of motherhood under lockdown. Home alone after her husband is taken away, a retired surgeon reflects on life, love and death in the time of Covid."--Back cover.
Subject  COVID-19 (Disease) New Zealand Fiction.
Medical fiction.
Medical personnel New Zealand Fiction.
New Zealand fiction 21st century.
Short stories, New Zealand.
Women New Zealand Fiction.

Title  The new communards / Ian James Bruce.
Creator  Bruce, Ian, 1953-
ISBN  9780473508227 pback
9780473508234 ebook
Format  1 online resource
Subject  New Zealand fiction 21st century.

Format  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Series  Technical report (Taranaki (N.Z.). Regional Council) ; 2020/50
Subject  Air Pollution New Zealand New Plymouth.
Crematoriums Environmental aspects New Zealand New Plymouth.


Format  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject  New Plymouth District (N.Z.). District Council
Sewage lagoons Environmental aspects New Zealand Inglewood.

Title  The new testament : a taster / Mark J. Keown.

Creator  Keown, Mark J.
ISBN  9780473508685 EPUB
9780473508692 paperback
Publishing Details  Auckland, New Zealand : Morphe Publishers, [2020]
Format  1 online resource
Subject  Bible. New Testament Criticism, interpretation, etc.
Title: The New Zealand defence capability management system: smart customers and smart suppliers: our strategy for engaging with industry.


ISBN: 9780478278972 online


Format: 1 online resource

Summary: "Industry has a key role in helping Defence achieve ... expectations. Local and international firms are engaged more than ever before, working with Defence on supplying and maintaining a modern, well-equipped and capable Defence Force. Defence spends over $600 million annually on goods and services, with most going into the local economy"—PDF page 6.

Subject: Defense industries New Zealand.


Format: 1 online resource: colour illustrations


Subject: Deep-well disposal New Zealand Stratford District.

Groundwater Quality New Zealand Stratford District.

Oil well drilling Waste disposal New Zealand Stratford District.


Creator: D'Archino, Roberta.

ISBN: 9781988594125 online


Format: 1 online resource: illustrations (some colour)

Series:New Zealand aquatic environment and biodiversity report; no. 207.

Subject: Brown algae Monitoring New Zealand.

Coastal ecology New Zealand.

Ecological mapping New Zealand.

Environmental indicators New Zealand.

Title The New Zealand mycotoxin surveillance programme: dietary exposure to fumonisins: risk estimates and proportionality of exposure sources / prepared for New Zealand Food Safety by Peter Cressey (ESR) and Andrew Pearson (NZFS).

Creator Cressey, P. J. (Peter J.), 1960-

ISBN 9781990025327 online


Format 1 online resource: illustrations (some colour)

Series New Zealand Food Safety technical paper; 2020/15.

Subject Fumonisins. Toxicology. New Zealand. New Zealand Mycotoxin Surveillance Programme.


Title New Zealand Transport Agency. Maintaining state highways through Network Outcomes Contracts.

ISBN 9780995132191


Format 1 online resource: colour illustrations

Series Parliamentary papers presented to the House of Representatives of New Zealand; B.29[20g].


Links https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21354065670002836

Title The New Zealand Wars = Ngā Pakanga o Aotearoa / Vincent O'Malley.

Creator O'Malley, Vincent, 1967-

ISBN 9781988545998 paperback
9781988587011 EPUB
9781988587028 Kindle
9781988587035 PDF


Format 1 online resource: illustrations (some colour)

Summary "The New Zealand Wars were a series of conflicts that profoundly shaped the course and direction of our nation’s history. Fought between the Crown and various groups of Māori between 1845 and 1872, the wars touched many aspects of life in nineteenth century New Zealand, even in those regions spared actual fighting. Physical remnants or reminders from these conflicts and their aftermath can be found all over the country, whether in central Auckland, Wellington, Dunedin, or in more rural locations such as Te Pōrere or Te Awamutu. The wars are an integral part of the New Zealand story but we have not always cared to remember or acknowledge them. Today, however, interest in the wars is resurgent. Public figures are calling for the wars to be taught in all schools and a national day of commemoration was recently established. Following on from the best-selling The Great War for New Zealand, Vincent O'Malley's new book provides a highly accessible introduction to the causes, events and consequences of the New Zealand Wars. The text is supported by extensive full-colour illustrations as well as timelines, graphs and summary tables"—Publisher information.

Subject Kōrero nehe.
Maori (New Zealand people) History 19th century.
Muru whenua.
New Zealand History New Zealand Wars, 1843-1847.
New Zealand History New Zealand Wars, 1860-1872.
New Zealand History, Military 19th century.
Ngā Pakanga Whenua o Mua.
Pakanga.
Whenua.


Title New Zealand's education delusion: how bad ideas ruined a once world-leading school system / Briar Lipson, foreword by Michael Johnston.
Creator Lipson, Briar.
ISBN 9780995131125 print
         9780995131132 online
Publishing Details Wellington, New Zealand : New Zealand Initiative, [2020].
Format 1 online resource illustrations, some colour
Series Research report (New Zealand Initiative (Organisation)) ; 61.
Subject Education New Zealand.
         Educational psychology.
         Teaching New Zealand.

Title Nourish your soul 3-in-1 collection / Julie Schooler.
Creator Schooler, Julie, 1976-
ISBN 9780473532871 print-on-demand
         9780473532888 Epub
         9780473532895 Kindle
Publishing Details [Auckland] : [BoomerMax Ltd], [2020]
Format 1 online resource
Subject Self-actualization (Psychology)
Title  NPDC Coastal Structures monitoring programme annual report 2019-2020.
Format  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject  Coastal zone management New Zealand New Plymouth District.
          Environmental monitoring New Zealand New Plymouth District.
          New Plymouth District (N.Z.). District Council
       CoastalStructures.pdf
       https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/primo-explore/fulldisplay?docid=NLNZ_ALMA113
       54121310002836&context=L&vid=NLNZ&search_scope=NLNZ&tab=catalogue&lang=en_US

Title  Ko e Nāunau Malu‘i : Ko e fakahinohino ki he kau ngāue ‘i he ngaahi Potungāue Taautaha ‘i he komiunitīi’.
Format  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Language  In Tongan with some English.
Subject  COVID-19 (Disease) New Zealand Safety measures.
          Medical personnel Health and hygiene New Zealand.
          Protective clothing New Zealand.
       https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/primo-explore/fulldisplay?docid=NLNZ_ALMA113
       51750830002836&context=L&vid=NLNZ&search_scope=NLNZ&tab=catalogue&lang=en_US

Title  Observing assessment for learning (AfL) in action : piloting an observation schedule to inform teacher assessment learning and research / Mary Hill, Helen Dixon, and Eleanor Hawe.
Creator  Hill, Mary (Mary Frances)
Format  1 online resource
Subject  Achievement tests New Zealand.
       %20in%20action%20Piloting%20an%20observation%20tool%20to%20inform%20teacher%20assessment%20learning%20and%20resources.pdf
       https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/primo-explore/fulldisplay?docid=NLNZ_ALMA113
       48932700002836&context=L&vid=NLNZ&search_scope=NLNZ&tab=catalogue&lang=en_US
Title Outfitting the NZ ETS in post-Paris style: "top ten" list for 2019 / Catherine Leining and Suzi Kerr.
Creator Leining, Catherine.
Format 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Series Motu note ; #34.
Subject Climate change mitigation Economic aspects New Zealand.
Emissions trading New Zealand.
Greenhouse gas mitigation Government policy New Zealand.
New Zealand Emissions Trading Scheme.

Title Parks & recreation : activity management plan / Great Lake Taupō, Taupō District Council.
Creator Taupo District (N.Z.). District Council.
Publishing Details [Taupō] : [Taupō District Council], [2018]
Format 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject Recreation areas New Zealand Taupo District.

Title Passport to power / Robert W. Fisk.
Creator Fisk, Robert W.
ISBN 978047357777 EPUB (invalid)
978047357777 Kindle (invalid)
9781386180586 print-on-demand
Format 1 online resource
Summary "One of Richard West's university students disappears after Richard advises her to tell the police of the proposition made to her by Miriam Samu, head of the Christchurch Visa Office. Her friends believe she has been abducted and forced to work in the sex trade. Another student, Ayumi, is beaten up when she demands answers. Policewoman Rebecca Nolan is suspended for becoming involved. The trail leads to the Tall Oaks Resort, a horrible death, a gruesome discovery in an old gold mine, and a life and death struggle in a whirlpool"-Publisher information.
Subject Detective and mystery fiction.
New Zealand fiction 21st century.
Thrillers (Fiction)
Title Pathways for change 2019 - 2023.
ISBN 97819990023156 PDF
Format 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Summary “This framework document provides an overview of Pasefika Proud - our vision, journey and progress; sets out a framework for change for the next five years - within which Pacific peoples and government can continue to work together to support community-led change that boosts wellbeing and prevents violence; articulates our Theory of Change - based on what we know helps to make a positive difference for Pacific families and how Pasefika Proud can make a meaningful contribution”--Page 9.

Title Peer review.
Format 1 online resource
Series Practice note (Wellington, N.Z.) ; 2.
Subject Engineers Rating of New Zealand. Peer review.

Title Personal equipment for work at height. Part 3, Manufacturing requirements for fall-arrest devices.
Creator Standards Australia Limited.
ISBN 9781776860661 print 9781776860678 PDF
Format 1 online resource
Summary "Standard specifies the requirements for the design and testing of fall-arrest devices which travel along a fixed or flexible anchorage line, and those which unreel an anchorage line." - standards.govt.nz
Title: The Pharaoh of Venice / written by Owen Trevor Smith.

Creator: Smith, Owen Trevor, 1947-

ISBN: 9780473463380 epub
9780473463403 Kindle
9780473463410 iBook


Format: 1 online resource

Summary: *All Madeleine wanted at the start of the day was a cold glass of lemonade. She didn't expect to end the day investigating a crime that wasn't and questioning the existence of ancient Egyptian gods. A chance meeting in a café in Venice turns from normal to weird in the blink of an eye. A young woman is dragged from her comfortable existence into a dangerous world of international intrigue in the company of a unique and mysterious man. Both must use all of the considerable talents and abilities in their possession against a ruthless adversary with a global agenda and a power that has not been seen on earth for five thousand years"--Back cover.

Subject: New Zealand fiction 21st century.
Thrillers (Fiction)


Title: Physical and chemical attributes affecting survival and collection of freshwater mahinga kai species / by Kevin J. Collier, Susan J. Clearwater, Garth Harmsworth, Yvonne Taura, Kiri Reihana.

Creator: Collier, Kevin J.

Publishing Details: Hamilton, New Zealand : [University of Waikato, Environmental Research Institute], [2017].

Format: 1 online resource : colour illustrations

Series: ERI report ; no. 106.

Subject: Aquatic organisms Effect of water pollution on New Zealand.
Mahinga kai o te wai
Tūkinotanga ā taiao
Water Pollution New Zealand.
Wild foods Effect of water pollution on New Zealand.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Picture no galleries / Jenny Harper.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Harper, Jenny.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[Auckland] : Chartwell Trust, [2020]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource : illustrations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Art museums New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Pūkeko's present / Rochelle Connolley &amp; Stephanie O'Connor.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>O'Connor, Stephanie.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISBN</td>
<td>9780473534240 Epub</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9780473534257 Kindle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9780473534264 PDF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource : colour illustrations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;It's a special day and there's so much to do! Follow PJ the Pūkeko on a delightful rhyming journey as he tries to find the perfect present for Kiwi's birthday! Learn about New Zealand's native birds, as well as the importance of friendship in this colourful kiwiana filled adventure&quot;--Back cover.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Birthday parties Juvenile fiction.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Children's stories, New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gifts Juvenile fiction.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kiwis Juvenile fiction.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Picture books for children.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Picture puzzles.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pukeko Juvenile fiction.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stories in rhyme.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Title  Pohlen hospital : the first 50 years / Sandra BA Hunter.
Creator  Hunter, Sandra B. A. (Sandra Barbara Anne)
ISBN  9780473497118 print
9780473497125 pdf
Publishing Details  Matamata, New Zealand : Pohlen Hospital Trust Board, 2019.
Format  1 online resource : illustrations (some colour)
Subject  Medical care New Zealand Matamata-Piako District History.
Pohlen Hospital History.

Title  The political years / Marilyn Waring.
Creator  Waring, Marilyn, 1952-
ISBN  9781988545905 EPUB
9781988545912 Kindle
9781988545929 PDF
9781988545936 paperback
Format  1 online resource : illustrations
Summary  "In 1975, Marilyn Waring was elected to the New Zealand Parliament as the MP for Raglan. Aged just 23, she was one of only a few female MPs who served through the turbulent years of Muldoon's government. For nine years, Waring was at the centre of major political decisions, until her parliamentary career culminated during the debate over nuclear arms. When Waring informed Muldoon that she intended to cross the floor and vote for the opposition bill which would make New Zealand nuclear free, he called a snap election. And the government fell…This is an autobiographical account of Waring's extraordinary years in parliament. She tells the story of her journey from being elected as a new National Party MP in a conservative rural seat to being publicly decried by the Prime Minister for her 'feminist anti-nuclear stance' that threatened to bring down his government. Her tale of life in a male-dominated and relentlessly demanding political world is both uniquely of its time and still of pressing relevance today"--Publisher information.
Subject  New Zealand Politics and government.
Waring, Marilyn, 1952- Career in politics.
Women legislators New Zealand Biography.
Creator  Cooke, J. G.
ISBN 9780995125780 online
Format  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Series  New Zealand aquatic environment and biodiversity report ; no. 216.
Subject  Maui's dolphin Estimates New Zealand Mathematical models.

Title  Population effects of New Zealand sea lion mortality scenarios relating to the southern arrow squid fishery at the Auckland Islands / J Roberts.
Creator  Roberts, Jim (Fishery scientist)
ISBN 9780995127142 online
Format  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Series  New Zealand aquatic environment and biodiversity report ; no. 223.

Title  Port Area Industrial Catchments monitoring programme annual report 2018-2019.
Format  1 online resource : colour illustrations


Format  1 online resource : colour illustrations


Subject  Dredging Environmental aspects New Zealand New Plymouth District.

Littoral drift Environmental aspects New Zealand New Plymouth District.


Title  The Possum Fur Plot / Kevin Berry.

Creator  Berry, Kevin.

ISBN  9780473537098 kindle


Publishing Details  [Christchurch] : [Quake City Publications], 2020.

Format  1 online resource

Subject  Detective and mystery fiction.

New Zealand fiction 21st century.


Title  Precious things  / M. D. Archer.

Creator  Archer, M. D.

ISBN  9780473530013 print-on-demand

9780473530020 Epub

9780473530037 Kindle


Format  1 online resource.

Subject  Detective and mystery fiction.

New Zealand fiction 21st century.

Title: Predator trap optimisation for Poutiri Ao ō Tāne / M. Cecilia Latham, A. David M. Latham, Manaaki Whenua - Landcare Research.
Creator: Latham, M. Cecilia.
Publishing Source: LC3402 Landcare Research
Format: 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject: Predatory animals Control New Zealand Hastings District.

Title: The pregnant virgin / Robert W. Fisk.
Creator: Fisk, Robert W.
ISBN: 9781386995494 EPUB
9781386995495 print-on-demand (invalid)
Format: 1 online resource
Summary: "Raewyn is seventeen and pregnant but she does not know how that happened. While investigating the absence of the School Principal, Richard finds several cases like Raewyn's. Some women describe bright light and little green men, others have no idea. The babies mysteriously die. Wyatt Roeske tells the police about sexual abuse in a Children's Home. He is brutally tortured. While involved in finding the truth, Richard becomes a target for a sophisticated international network of people traffickers--Publisher information.
Subject: Detective and mystery fiction.
New Zealand fiction 21st century.
Thrillers (Fiction)

Creator: Douglas, Neil J., 1959-
Format: 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Series: NZ Transport Agency research report ; 565.
Subject: Local transit Public opinion New Zealand.
Local transit Research Evaluation New Zealand.
Transportation Pricing New Zealand.
Links: https://www.nzta.govt.nz/resources/research/reports/565
Title  Prison break : essential keys to break destructive lifestyles / Roger Curtis.
Creator  Curtis, Roger, 1960-
ISBN  9780473523985 softcover
  9780473523992 epub
  9780473524005 Kindle
Publishing Details  New Zealand : Roger Curtis with Castle Publishing Ltd, [2020]
Format  1 online resource
Summary  "This book is primarily for those in prison and the Christian people ministering to them. It is based on nearly 20 years of weekly ministry in a men's prison near Hastings in New Zealand"--Preface.
Subject  Curtis, Roger, 1960-
  Religious work with prisoners New Zealand.

ISBN  9780473304287 online
Publishing Details  Palmerston North : School of Engineering and Advanced Technology, Massey University, [2014]
Format  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject  Engineering Study and teaching Congresses.

Title  Productivity by the numbers, 2019 / authors: Patrick Nolan, Reece Pomeroy, Guanyu Zheng.
Creator  Nolan, Patrick (Economist)
ISBN  9781988519319 online
Format  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Series  New Zealand Productivity Commission research paper ; 2019/2.
Subject  Industrial productivity Measurement.
  Industrial productivity New Zealand.
  New Zealand Economic conditions.
Title  Projecting the effect of climate change-induced increases in extreme rainfall on residential property damages: a case study from New Zealand / Jacob Pastor-Paz, Ilan Noy, Isabelle Sin, Abha Sood, David Fleming-Munoz & Sally Owen.
Creator  Pastor-Paz, Jacob.
Format  1 online resource: colour illustrations
Series  Motu working paper; #2020/02.
Subject  Climatic changes Economic aspects New Zealand. Property insurance New Zealand. Severe storms New Zealand Forecasting.

Title  Prose and cons / Steffanie Holmes.
Creator  Holmes, Steffanie, 1985-.
ISBN  9780995134201 EPUB
9780995134218 print-on-demand
Publishing Details  [Auckland]: Bacchanalia House, [2020]
Format  1 online resource

Title  Pulling down of strongholds / Dr Francis Madzivadondo.
Creator  Madzivadondo, Francis.
ISBN  9780473534295 softcover
9780473534301 Epub
9780473534318 Kindle
Publishing Details  New Zealand: Dr Francis Madzivadondo, [2020]
Format  1 online resource
Summary  "A stronghold does not allow advancement or progress to take place in the right direction. One is held by force mentally, even if there is the desire to move forward. From the biblical point of view a stronghold is a twist of the truth – a lie that is construed as truth and people live by it, a negative belief that becomes action and the character of a person. It is a twist or distortion, misrepresentation of the word of God and the true principles of the word of God"--Chapter 1.
Title  Raising body confident kids : a practical workbook for parents / Emma Wright.
Creator  Wright, Emma.
ISBN  9780473495312 paperback (print-on-demand)
                  9780473495329 epub
                  9780473495336 kindle
                  9780473495343 pdf
                  9780473495350 ibook
Publishing Details  Arrowtown, New Zealand : Emma Wright, [2019]
Format  1 online resource
Subject  Emotions in children.
            Resilience (Personality trait) in children.

Title  A reassessment of population size and trends of Hutton's shearwater following the 2016 Kaikōura earthquake and outlook for the species' management / R J Cuthbert.
Creator  Cuthbert, R. J.
ISBN  9781988594521 online
Format  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Series  New Zealand aquatic environment and biodiversity report ; no. 209.
Subject  Bird populations New Zealand Kaikoura District.
            Hutton's shearwater Conservation New Zealand Kaikoura District.
            Hutton's shearwater Monitoring New Zealand Kaikoura District.

Title  Rebuild New Zealand : infrastructure.
Creator  PricewaterhouseCoopers (N.Z.)
Format  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Summary  "What should an infrastructure-led recovery look like? In the wake of the COVID-19 pandemic there has been much discussion about an ‘infrastructure-led recovery’. Infrastructure can play a direct role in stimulating the economy and maintaining employment. To enable infrastructure to play a pivotal role in rebuilding New Zealand, there are significant challenges the sector needs to address including procurement, workforce availability, planning and RMA challenges and local government funding constraints"--Page 2.
Subject  COVID-19 (Disease) Economic aspects New Zealand.
            Economic development New Zealand.
            Infrastructure (Economics) New Zealand.
Title Retribution / Christina O'Reilly.
Creator O'Reilly, Christina, 1960-
ISBN 9780473536664 print-on-demand
9780473536671 Kindle
Publishing Details [Hamilton, New Zealand] : [Christina O'Reilly], [2020]
Format 1 online resource : colour illustration
Summary "A young woman has been murdered on Ripton Beach. DSS 'Archie' Baldrick and DC Ben Travers eventually identify the body as that of Lucy Martin, who has been renting a bach in the area. Her husband, Oliver, seems to know very little about his wife or her background. What was Lucy hiding? Why has she no family or friends? As the number of suspects mounts up, Archie begins to conclude that the real answer lies in Lucy's dark and mysterious past, and that the murderer may be just a little too close for comfort ..."--Back cover.
Subject Detective and mystery fiction.
New Zealand fiction 21st century.

Title Reviewing voluntary reporting frameworks mentioned in 2017 and 2018 annual reports / prepared by The McGuinness Institute, as part of Project ReportingNZ
ISBN 9781988518220 paperback
9781988518237 PDF
Publishing Details Wellington, New Zealand : McGuinness Institute, Te Hononga Waka, [2019]
Format 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Series Working paper (McGuinness Institute) ; 2019/05.


Format 1 online resource : colour illustrations


Subject RKM Farms Limited (Piggery).
Swine Housing Environmental aspects New Zealand Tawhiti Stream Watershed.
Water quality New Zealand Tawhiti Stream Watershed.


Title Roadmap to recovery : briefing to the incoming Government.

Creator Crampton, Eric.

ISBN 9780995131149 online
9780995131156 print


Format 1 online resource : colour illustrations

Series Research report (New Zealand Initiative (Organisation)) ; RR62.

Subject COVID-19 (Disease) Economic aspects New Zealand.
Economic development New Zealand.
New Zealand Economic policy.

Links https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21353552240002836

Title Rocky reef impacts of the Kaikōura earthquake. Quantification and monitoring of nearshore habitats and communities / T Alestra, S Gerrity, R Dunmore, I Marsden, J Pirker, D Schiel.

Creator Alestra, Tommaso.

ISBN 9781988594576 online


Format 1 online resource : colour illustrations

Series New Zealand aquatic environment and biodiversity report ; no. 212.

Subject Environmental monitoring New Zealand Kaikoura.
Kaikōura Earthquake, N.Z., 2016
Reef ecology New Zealand Kaikoura.

Title  Rotten / Aaron Dick.
Creator  Dick, Aaron.
ISBN  9780473539160 print-on-demand
        9780473539177 Ebook
        9780473539184 Kindle
Publishing Details  [Whangaparaoa] : [Aaron Dick], [2020]
Format  1 online resource
Subject  Horror fiction.
          New Zealand fiction 21st century.
          Psychological fiction.

Title  Royal Navy WW1 warship counters 1 : naval wargaming counter pack for boardgaming / miniatures and photography: Philip Warnes ; development, design and production, Martin Rait ; illustrations, Martin Rait, Philip Warnes.
Creator  Warnes, Philip (Philip Neil)
ISBN  9781877485558 PDF
Edition  v 1.0.0, 1st Printing, September 2020
Format  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject  Board games Equipment and supplies.
          Fantasy games Equipment and supplies.
          War games Equipment and supplies.

Title  The runaway rescue : the mystery of the deadly secret / Karen Cossey.
Creator  Cossey, Karen, 1968-
ISBN  9780473523145 epub
        9780473523152 Kindle
        9780473523169 pdf
Format  1 online resource.
Summary  "When Cole and Poet’s father is killed, they are left with no one to take care of them. Fearing separation by Social Services, a desperate young Cole runs away with his seven-year old sister Lauren (Poet). With nowhere to turn they take a chance on a stranger’s help, but when danger comes knocking at the stranger’s door, Cole wonders if he’ll ever be safe again. How far will he have to run this time to protect himself and Lauren?”--Author's website.
Subject  Brothers and sisters Juvenile fiction.
          Children's stories, New Zealand.
          Detective and mystery fiction.
          Orphans Juvenile fiction.
          Runaway children Juvenile fiction.
Title  Saving our skins : atmospheric reflections from a Lauder stargazer / Richard McKenzie.
Creator  McKenzie, Richard L.
ISBN  9780473533298 paperback, Tophouse Ltd
       9780473537302 pdf
       979863473987 paperback - Amazon b/w
       9798654069511 paperback - Amazon colour
Publishing Details  [Alexandra] : Tophouse Ltd, [2020]
Format  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject  Air quality management International cooperation.
          Atmosphere Research New Zealand.
          McKenzie, Richard L.
          Scientists New Zealand Biography.
          (1987 September 15)
Links  https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/primo-explore/fulldisplay?docid=NLNZ_ALMA113
       50839460002836&context=L&vid=NLNZ&search_scope=NLNZ&tab=catalogue&lang=en_US

Title  Saving our skins : atmospheric reflections from Lauder Stargazer / Richard McKenzie.
Creator  McKenzie, Richard L.
ISBN  9789654069511 Kindle
Publishing Details  Alexandra, New Zealand : ODT Print, [2020]
Format  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Summary  “Saving our Skins” is an insider’s account of the most successful international environmental action ever undertaken: the Montreal Protocol on Protection of the Ozone Layer. The author’s career in ozone research began years before the discovery of the Antarctic ozone hole and continues to the present day. He brings a first-hand experience through his research. It’s the story of the part he and his colleagues played in bringing about the success of the Montreal Protocol. But its broader than just the ozone story. It’s played out against the backdrop of the ever-increasing threat from climate change and its interactions with ozone. “Saving our Skins” summarises the contribution to humanity of atmospheric research at Lauder over the last 40 years.”--Foreword.
Subject  Air quality management International cooperation.
          Atmosphere Research New Zealand.
          McKenzie, Richard L.
          Scientists New Zealand Biography.
          (1987 September 15)
Links  https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/primo-explore/fulldisplay?docid=NLNZ_ALMA113
       50418450002836&context=L&vid=NLNZ&search_scope=NLNZ&tab=catalogue&lang=en_US
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>The sentinel's map / William Henshaw.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Henshaw, William, 1960-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISBN</td>
<td>9780473521769 print-on-demand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9780473521776 Kindle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[Wellington] : [William Henshaw], [2020]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Action and adventure fiction.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>New Zealand fiction 21st century.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Thrillers (Fiction)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Serafina's flame / J.C. Hart.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Hart, J. C., 1980-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISBN</td>
<td>9780473387662 print-on-demand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9780473387679 epub</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9780473387686 Kindle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;When the goddess calls, how will you respond? Carmel must break free of her captivity to honor her son’s dying wish, and in doing so try to reconnect with the goddess she believes abandoned her. Vana, who struggled so hard to keep her daughter safe, now has to leave her people to rescue her from a threat she never saw coming. And Aida, once stolen, has now been returned, but she’ll never be the same again. Serafina’s Flame is the story of these three women and how their lives intertwine. Can they put the past behind them in order to save their people? Can they rekindle Serafina’s Flame?&quot;--Author’s website.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Fantasy fiction.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>New Zealand fiction 21st century.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Title  Sharing the pie : the dilemma of allocating nutrient leaching between sources / Suzie Greenhalgh, Adam Daigneault and Oshadhi Samarasinghe.

Creator  Greenhalgh, Suzie.


Format  1 online resource (2 text files) : colour illustrations

Series  Policy brief (Lincoln, N.Z.) ; no. 12.

Subject  Land use Government policy New Zealand.
Nutrient pollution of water New Zealand Measurement.


Title  Siaki ane : lagolago i se tasi ua feagai ma le loto mafatia ma leloto popole.

ISBN  9780995101562 PDF


Format  1 online resource

Language  In Samoan.

Summary  Guidance on how to talk to people experiencing depression or anxiety, and where to seek help.

Subject  Anxiety.
Depression, Mental.


Title  The silence of snow / Eileen Merriman.

Creator  Merriman, Eileen (Haematologist)

ISBN  9780143773719 online


Publishing Source  Penguin Random House New Zealand

Format  1 online resource

Summary  "A compelling medical novel about facing one’s demons, self-prescribing and finding the strength to carry on, even when it seems that all is lost. Anaesthetic Fellow Rory McBride is adrift. Since a routine procedure went horribly wrong, he has been plagued by sleeplessness, flashbacks and escalating panic attacks. Jodi Waterstone has recently started work as a first-year doctor at the same hospital, and the night shifts, impossible workload and endless hours on duty are taking a toll. Both are trying to stay in control of their lives, but Rory starts to self-medicate with sleeping pills and sedatives to help him get through the nights... and the days. Before long, the sedatives aren’t enough. Can Jodi save him from himself?"--Publisher information.

Subject  Medical fiction.

Title Silver Fern Farms Ltd Waitotara monitoring programme annual report 2018-2019.

Format 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject Silver Fern Farms Ltd.
  Slaughtering and slaughter-houses Environmental aspects New Zealand Waitotara.
  Slaughtering and slaughter-houses Waste disposal New Zealand Waitotara.
  Water quality management New Zealand Waitotara River Watershed.


Title Sing New Zealand : the story of choral music in Aotearoa / Guy E. Jansen.

Creator Jansen, Guy E.
ISBN 9780995100152 paperback
  9780995113510 EPUB

Format 1 online resource : illustrations (some colour)
Subject Choirs (Music) New Zealand History.
  Choral conductors New Zealand History.
  Choral singing New Zealand History.


Title A snapshot of local government in 2009 : major points extracted from the final 2009/19 long-term council community plans.

Publishing Details Wellington : Department of Internal Affairs Te Tari Taiwhenua, [2009].
Format 1 online resource
Series Local government information series ; 2009/17.
Subject City planning New Zealand.
  Local government New Zealand Management.
  Regional planning New Zealand.

Title  Social wellbeing and perceptions of the criminal justice system.

Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [Ministry of Justice], [2020]

Format  1 online resource : colour illustrations

Summary  "How much do New Zealanders connect with others and how much do they trust each other? How much do they worry about experiencing crime? What do they think of the criminal justice system? And, for those who came into contact with the criminal justice system, how was their experience? These are the key questions we seek to answer in this report, which draws results from the New Zealand Crime and Victims Survey (NZCVS) Cycle 2 (2018/19) in-depth module on social wellbeing and institutional trust"--Page 8.

Subject  Criminal justice, Administration of New Zealand Public opinion.
         Public opinion New Zealand.
         Well-being New Zealand.


Title  Social workers in schools : report to Oranga Tamariki.

ISBN  9780995130746 online
       9781990002007 online


Format  1 online resource : colour illustrations

Subject  School social work New Zealand Case studies.
         Social Workers in Schools (Program)


Title  Somewhere in the middle of nowhere in particular / written by Dorothy May ; illustrated by Samantha Edwards.

Creator  May, Dorothy 1959-

ISBN  9780473538699 EPUB
       9780473538705 Kindle


Format  1 online resource : colour illustrations

Summary  In a mystical churchyard where fantasy meets reality, the fairies who live in the old oak tree cause chaos.

Subject  Children's stories, New Zealand.
         Fairies Juvenile fiction.

Title  Soul destruction : the ultimate betrayal : child abuse by a Catholic priest! / Gloria M Ramsay.

Creator  Ramsay, Gloria M.

ISBN  9780473536145 print-on-demand Amazon
         9780473536152 EPub


Format  1 online resource

Subject  Adult child sexual abuse victims New Zealand Biography.
         Autobiographies.
         Child abuse New Zealand.
         Ramsay, Gloria M.


Format  1 online resource : colour illustrations


Subject  Sanitary landfills Environmental aspects New Zealand South Taranaki District.
         Water Pollution New Zealand South Taranaki District.
         Water quality New Zealand South Taranaki District.


Format  1 online resource : colour illustrations


Subject  Sewage lagoons Environmental aspects New Zealand Mangawhero Watershed.
         South Taranaki District (N.Z.). District Council
         Stream ecology New Zealand Mangawhero Watershed.
         Water Pollution New Zealand Mangawhero Watershed.
         Water quality New Zealand Mangawhero Watershed.

Title South Taranaki District Council Kaponga, Manaia, Pātea, and Waverley WWTPs monitoring programmes annual report 2018-2019.

Format 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject Waste disposal in the ocean Environmental aspects New Zealand South Taranaki District.
Waste disposal sites Environmental aspects New Zealand South Taranaki District.


Format 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject Organic wastes New Zealand Patea.
South Taranaki District (N.Z.). District Council

Title South Taranaki Water Supplies monitoring programme annual report 2018-2019.

Format 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject South Taranaki District (N.Z.). District Council
Water-supply Environmental aspects New Zealand South Taranaki District.
Title  The sprout who saved Christmas / Joseph Winton.
Creator  Winton, Joseph.
ISBN  9780473501129 print
       9780473501136 EPUB
       9780473501143 Kindle
       9780473501150 PDF
Format  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject  Children's stories, New Zealand.
         Christmas stories.
         Picture books for children.
         Vegetables Juvenile fiction.

Title  The stalking of Louise Copperfield : a story of love and revenge / Robert W Fisk.
Creator  Fisk, Robert W.
ISBN  9781386709664 EPUB
       9781393135487 print-on-demand
Format  1 online resource
Subject  New Zealand fiction 21st century.
         Thrillers (Fiction)

Title  Start with me / Kara Isaac.
Creator  Isaac, Kara.
ISBN  9780473525347 print-on-demand
       9780473525354 epub
       9780473525361 kindle
Format  1 online resource
Subject  New Zealand fiction 21st century.
         Romance fiction.
Title Stay clear, stay clean, stay kind / by Martin Baynton.
Creator Baynton, Martin.
Format 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Summary When two famous explorers return home from planet earth, the kiddets learn about social distancing, cleaning and staying kind so they don't catch any viruses.
Subject Children's stories, New Zealand.
Extraterrestrial beings Juvenile fiction.
Picture books for children.
Viruses Prevention Juvenile fiction.
Links https://stayclearcleankind.com/

Title STDC Hāwera Municipal Oxidation Ponds monitoring programme annual report 2018-2019.
Format 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject Sewage disposal plants Environmental aspects New Zealand Hawera District.
Sewage lagoons Environmental aspects New Zealand Hawera District.
Shelfish Effect of pollution on New Zealand Hawera District.
South Taranaki District (N.Z.). District Council
Waste disposal in the ocean Environmental aspects New Zealand Hawera District.
Water quality New Zealand Hawera District.

Title STDC Waiinu Beach Settlement monitoring programme annual report 2019-2020.
Format 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject Sewage disposal New Zealand South Taranaki District.
Water quality New Zealand South Taranaki District.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Summer secrets / Kris Pearson.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Pearson, Kris, 1948-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISBN</td>
<td>9780995102101 online</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9780995102125 print-on-demand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[Wellington] : [Kris Pearson], [2017]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>New Zealand fiction 21st century.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Romance fiction.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Summer sparks / Kris Pearson.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Pearson, Kris, 1948-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISBN</td>
<td>9780994141613 online</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9780995102156 print-on-demand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[Wellington] : [Kris Pearson], [2016]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>New Zealand fiction 21st century.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Romance fiction.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Summer spice / Kris Pearson.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Pearson, Kris, 1948-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISBN</td>
<td>9780995102163 online</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9780995102163 print-on-demand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[Wellington] : [Kris Pearson], [2019]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>New Zealand fiction 21st century.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Romance fiction.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Title: Te Tahua Whakamārohi i te Rāngai Ahurea : Cultural Sector Regeneration Fund.

Publishing Details:
[Wellington] : Ministry for Culture and Heritage, [2020]

Format:
1 online resource : colour illustrations

Subject:
Culture Economic aspects New Zealand.
Māoritanga.

Links:
https://mch.govt.nz/regenerating-arts-culture-and-heritage/cross-sector-initiatives#feedback

---

Title: He take kōhukihuki : Pūrongo e Tūhura ana i ngā kaupapahere, tikanga me ngā hātepe mō te tango i ngā pēpi hou a Oranga Tamariki = A matter of urgency : investigation report into policies, practices and procedures for the removal of newborn pēpi by Oranga Tamariki, Ministry for Children / Peter Boshier, Tari o te Kaitiaki Mana Tangata.

Creator:
Boshier, Peter.

ISBN:
9780473535902 online

Publishing Details:

Format:
1 online resource : colour illustrations

Language:
In English and Māori.

Summary:
"The purpose of this investigation is to examine the Ministry's policies, procedures, and practices that relate to the removal of newborn pēpi. There are two specific areas of focus to my investigation: the Ministry’s decision making around applications to the Family Court for section 78 interim custody orders (without notice) for newborn (and unborn) pēpi; and the Ministry’s removal of newborn pēpi, after section 78 interim custody orders (without notice) have been granted by the Family Court"--Page 33.

Subject:
Custody of children Government policy New Zealand.
Kāwanatanga.
Mana tiaki tamariki.
Pēpē.

Links:
https://www.ombudsman.parliament.nz/resources/he-take-kohukihuki-matter-urgency
Title  The tally stick / Carl Nixon.

Creator  Nixon, Carl, 1967-

ISBN  9780143774785 Ebook


Format  1 online resource

Summary  "Up on the highway, the only evidence that the Chamberlains had ever been there was two smeared tyre tracks in the mud leading into the almost undamaged screen of bushes and trees. No other cars passed that way until after dawn. By that time the tracks had been washed away by the heavy rain... It was a magic trick. After being in the country for only five days, the Chamberlain family had vanished into the air. The date was 4 April 1978. In 2010 the remains of the eldest Chamberlain child have been discovered in a remote part of the West Coast, showing he lived for four years after the family disappeared. Found alongside him are his father’s watch and what turns out to be a tally stick, a piece of wood scored across, marking items of debt. How had he survived and then died? Where was the rest of his family? And what is the meaning of the tally stick?"--Publisher information.

Subject  Detective and mystery fiction.

New Zealand fiction 21st century.


Title  Taranaki By-Products Ltd monitoring programme annual report 2018-2019.


Format  1 online resource : colour illustrations


Subject  Air Pollution New Zealand South Taranaki District.

Taranaki By-Products Ltd.

Water Pollution New Zealand South Taranaki District.


Creator: Tamapeau, Mokalagi.

Publishing Details: [Wellington]: Health Promotion Agency Te Hiringa Hauora, [2020]

Format: 1 online resource: colour illustrations

Subject: Pacific Islanders New Zealand Substance use.
Substance use New Zealand Statistics.
Youth New Zealand Substance use.


Title: Taumata whakatūpato 3 ā tātau ture hira.


Format: 1 online resource

Summary: Rules for level 3.

Subject: COVID-19 (Disease) New Zealand Prevention.
Māte urutā.


Title: Tawhiti Catchment monitoring programme annual report 2019-2020.


Format: 1 online resource: colour illustrations

Series: Technical report (Taranaki (N.Z.). Regional Council) ; 20/51

Subject: Fish hatcheries Waste disposal New Zealand Tawhiti Stream Watershed.
Graeme Lowe Protein Ltd.
Meat industry and trade Waste disposal New Zealand Tawhiti Stream Watershed.
Silver Fern Farms Ltd.
Taranaki Fish & Game Council (N.Z.)
Water Pollution New Zealand Tawhiti Stream Watershed.

Title  Team fitness plans for young athletes / Gareth & Leigh Ashton.
Creator  Ashton, Gareth, 1981-
ISBN  9780473536114 Kindle  
9780473536121 PDF
Publishing Details  Auckland, New Zealand : Leigh Ashton, [2020]
Format  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject  Coaching (Athletics) Handbooks, manuals, etc.  
Exercise for children Handbooks, manuals, etc.  
Exercise for youth Handbooks, manuals, etc.  
Physical fitness for children.
Links  https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/primo-explore/fulldisplay?docid=NLNZ_ALMA113
51878400002836&context=L&vid=NLNZ&search_scope=NLNZ&tab=catalogue&lang=en_US

Title  There's a hole in the roof / story by Jaden Liu, pictures by Xiaomin Liu.
Creator  Liu, Jaden.
ISBN  9780473532260 print-on-demand   
9780473532277 epub
Publishing Details  [Auckland] : [Xiaomin Liu], [2020]
Format  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Summary  Max has cut a hole in the roof. What will he use it for?
Subject  Children's stories, New Zealand.  
Dinosaurs Juvenile fiction.  
Picture books for children.
Links  https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/primo-explore/fulldisplay?docid=NLNZ_ALMA113
50831650002836&context=L&vid=NLNZ&search_scope=NLNZ&tab=catalogue&lang=en_US

Title  There's a Naughty Streak hiding in our house / Kathryn Macfarlane ; illustrations by Nobu Omichi ; narrated by Harry Oldaker.
Creator  Macfarlane, Kathryn, 1967-
ISBN  9780473542269 EPUB  
9780473542276 pbk (print-on-demand)  
9780473542283 hb (print-on-demand)
Edition  [AU English edition].
Publishing Details  Opua, Bay of Islands, New Zealand : Reading's a Breeze!, 2018.
Format  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Summary  Streak is a naughty character which wreaks havoc wherever it goes. Intended for transitional readers of English. Includes interactive quiz and synchronised read-aloud narration.
Subject  Children Juvenile fiction.  
Children's stories, New Zealand.  
Families Juvenile fiction.  
Picture books for children.
Links  https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/primo-explore/fulldisplay?docid=NLNZ_ALMA113
52352270002836&context=L&vid=NLNZ&search_scope=NLNZ&tab=catalogue&lang=en_US
**Title**  This is not how it ends / Jehan Casinader.

**Creator**  Casinader, Jehan.

**ISBN**  9781775491873 online


**Format**  1 online resource

**Summary**  "As an award-winning TV journalist, Jehan Casinader told other people’s stories ... until he lost control of his own. Severely depressed, he tried everything, from mindfulness to massage; Prozac to Pilates. Was something missing? "This is not how it ends" chronicles Jehan's four-year battle with depression, and how the power of story-telling helped him to survive. He argues that many of us think our brains are broken, but in fact, our stories are broken. Jehan began an experiment on himself. Could he rewrite his past? Could he reinvent his character? Could he create a whole new plot?"--Publisher information.

**Subject**  Casinader, Jehan Mental health.
  Depression, Mental Treatment.
  Depression, Mental, in literature.


---

**Title**  This Pākehā life : an unsettled memoir / Alison Jones.

**Creator**  Jones, Alison, 1955-

**ISBN**  9781988587257 EPUB
  9781988587264 Kindle
  9781988587271 PDF
  9781988587288 paperback

**Edition**  First ebook edition.


**Format**  1 online resource : illustrations

**Summary**  "A timely and perceptive memoir from award-winning author and academic Alison Jones. As questions of identity come to the fore once more in New Zealand, this frank and humane account of a life spent traversing Pākehā and Māori worlds offers important insights into our shared life on these islands"--Publisher information.

**Subject**  Autobiographies.
  College teachers New Zealand Biography.
  Identity (Psychology) New Zealand.
  Jones, Alison, 1955-
  Kōrero taumata.
  New Zealand Race relations.
  Noho-ā-iwi.
  Pākehā.
  Tuakiri.

Title  The tragedy of the Hogue Twins / Harry Otty.
Creator  Otty, Harry.
ISBN  9780473443795 Kindle
Publishing Details  [Auckland] : REaD CORNER, [2019]
Format  1 online resource : illustrations
Subject  Boxers (Sports) United States Biography.
   Hogue, Big Boy (Willard Joseph), 1920-1964.

Title  The trespasser's unexpected adventure : the mystery of the shipwreck pirates gold / by Karen Cossey.
Creator  Cossey, Karen, 1968-
ISBN  9780473359676 softcover
   9780473374723 Kindle
   9780473459635 epub
Format  1 online resource.
Summary  "Logan hadn't bargained on making friends with a secretive, rich and mysterious family when he'd trespassed onto the private beach by abseiling down a cliff that first morning of school half-term break. But his "be alone" plans are interrupted when he meets the adventurous Meeka and her secretive, mysterious parents. After spending a thrilling day full of adventure and Ferraris, he finally realizes the identity of his mysterious new friends. It looks like that elusive sense of belonging is finally within his grasp. Until his older foster brother shatters his hopes for his new friendship. But it's not just his happiness that is at stake as a mystery unfolds around them. His suspicions of a shipwreck pirates' smuggling ring turn into reality, putting Meeka and his life plus the lives of his foster family at risk. Caught by the ruthless pirates they are all tied up and held captive. How can he possibly escape now?"—Author's website.
Subject  Children's stories, New Zealand.
   Detective and mystery fiction.
   Foster children Juvenile fiction.
   Pirates Juvenile fiction.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Trustpower Ltd Pātea HEP Scheme monitoring programme annual report 2018-2019.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource : colour illustrations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Aquatic ecology New Zealand Patea River Watershed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hydroelectric power plants Environmental aspects New Zealand Patea River Watershed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TrustPower (Firm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Water quality management New Zealand Patea River Watershed.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Tumbling town / by Maureen Crisp ; illustrated by Irina Burtseva.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Crisp, Maureen.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISBN</td>
<td>9780473507343 print-on-demand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9780473507350 EPUB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9780473507367 Kindle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>Lower Hutt : Marmac Media, [2020]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource : illustrations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>Join Kestrel and Skye on a circus tour filled with codes, villains, and danger.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Children's stories, New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Circus Juvenile fiction.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Understanding the value of meeting the requirements of environmental legislation for roading improvement projects / C Reed, T Fisher and A Burgess (Tonkin + Taylor Ltd), T Denne (Covec).</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Reed, C. (Charlotte).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISBN</td>
<td>9781988512945 electronic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource : colour illustrations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Series</td>
<td>NZ Transport Agency research report ; 640.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Environmental law Economic aspects New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Environmental protection Valuation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Roads Design and construction Environmental aspects.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

National Library of New Zealand 916 Te Puna Matarangi o Aotearoa
Title Using information to improve public housing services. Progress in responding to the Auditor-General's recommendations.
ISBN 97809995140905
Format 1 online resource
Series Parliamentary papers presented to the House of Representatives of New Zealand ; B.29[20].
Subject New Zealand. Kāinga Ora - Homes and Communities
New Zealand. Ministry of Housing and Urban Development
Public housing Economic aspects New Zealand.
Public housing New Zealand Management.
Public housing Social aspects New Zealand.
Links https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21354162270002836

Title Vampires & valentines + a spell in paradise : two paranormal cozy mysteries / Andie Low.
Creator Low, Andrene.
ISBN 97809995123557 paperback
97809995138995 PDF
Format 1 online resource.
Subject Cozy mysteries.
New Zealand fiction 21st century.
Paranormal fiction.

Title Vaporbyte / by Cat Connor.
Creator Connor, Cat.
ISBN 9780473519506 paperback
9780473519513 EPUB
9780473519520 Kindle
9780473519537 Kindle
Edition [Purple edition].
Publishing Details [Upper Hutt] : 9mm Press, [2020]
Format 1 online resource
Summary "The conclusion of Ellie Iverson's twelve year journey with the FBI's special investigation team, Delta A. Ellie pushes back retirement and risks everything to seek out state sanctioned terrorism from a foreign power, and destroy a weaponized version of the Qu Pathogen"--Preliminary page.
Subject New Zealand fiction 21st century.
Thrillers (Fiction)
Title: Vaporbyte / Cat Connor.
Creator: Connor, Cat.
ISBN: 9780473519506 paperback
        9780473519513 EPUB
        9780473519520 Kindle
        9780473519537 Kindle
Edition: [Red edition].
Publishing Details: [Upper Hutt] : 9mm Press, [2020]
Format: 1 online resource
Summary: "On SAC Ellie Iverson's plate: birthday prep for her twins; an attempted abduction; pressure
from her husband to retire from the FBI; a missing accountant, and an American company with
a nefarious off-shore agenda that could devastate the world. Within hours of trying to contact a
whistle-blower, she discovers a murdered British scientist and is in the crosshairs of an
assassin. A confidential informant from the scientific community reaches out and twists the
emerging situation in a worrisome way. Ellie hauls together a partial plan but in a world littered
with intrigue, contract killers, in-fighting intelligence agencies, and suspect connections, can
they work together to prevent catastrophe?"--Back cover of print version.
Subject: New Zealand fiction 21st century.
Thrillers (Fiction)

Title: Vector Kapuni GTP monitoring programme annual report 2018-2019.
Format: 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject: Gas well drilling Environmental aspects New Zealand New Plymouth District.
Vector (Firm : Auckland, N.Z.)
Water quality New Zealand Kapuni Stream Watershed.
s/MR19-KapuniGTP.pdf
Title  Waitaha Catchment monitoring programme annual report 2018-2019.


Format  1 online resource : colour illustrations


Subject  Air quality New Zealand New Plymouth.
          Factory and trade waste Environmental aspects New Zealand New Plymouth.
          Water Pollution New Zealand Waitaha Stream Watershed.


Title  Waitaha Catchment monitoring programme annual report 2018-2019.


Format  1 online resource : colour illustrations


Subject  Air quality New Zealand New Plymouth.
          Factory and trade waste Environmental aspects New Zealand New Plymouth.
          Water Pollution New Zealand Waitaha Stream Watershed.


Title  Die Waltänzerin / Birgit Baader.

Creator  Baader, Birgit, 1967-

ISBN  9780473511555 print-on-demand
       9780473511562 epub
       9780473511579 pdf

Publishing Details  [Motueka] : [Dreamspace], [2020]

Format  1 online resource

Summary  14-year-old Kaiana discovers her connection to an ancient group of whale dancers.

Subject  Ability Juvenile fiction.
          Children's stories, New Zealand.
          Dancers Juvenile fiction.
          Whales Juvenile fiction.

Title: Warbringer / Aaron Hodges.
Creator: Hodges, Aaron D., 1989-
ISBN: 9780995136519 online
Publishing Details: [Whakatane] : [Aaron Hodges], [2020]
Format: 1 online resource.
Subject: Fantasy fiction.
New Zealand fiction 21st century.

Format: 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject: Water Pollution New Zealand South Taranaki District.
Wood waste Environmental aspects New Zealand South Taranaki District.

Title: Weaving bonds of belonging : knowing our neighbours / research and writing: Cathy Bi-Riley, Sr Kathleen Rushton RSM, Fr Patrick Bridgman, Deacon Danny Karatea-Goddard.
Creator: Bi, Cathy, 1991-
ISBN: 9780908348282 print
9780908348299 online
Publishing Details: Wellington, New Zealand : Caritas Aotearoa New Zealand, [2017]
Format: 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Series: Social Justice Week ... ; 2017: 10-16 September.
Subject: Communities Religious aspects Catholic Church.
Social justice Religious aspects Catholic Church.
https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21353529850002836

National Library of New Zealand 921 Te Puna Mātauranga o Aotearoa
Weed : a New Zealand story / James Borrowdale.

Summary
"In 'Weed,' journalist James Borrowdale dives in deep to understand why, meeting a fascinating cross-section of New Zealand along the way, a nineteenth-century nun who allegedly grew pot, a bystander to the Mr. Asia syndicate, a convicted heroin dealer turned criminologist, people both using and offering the drug for medicinal relief, politicians and law-makers old and new. What's revealed is an engrossing, heady and sometimes surprising account of New Zealand and weed. Fusing insightful, personal stories with analysis and historical research, Weed lays out the facts as they are, about an issue that can no longer be ignored"--Publisher information.


Subject
Deep-well disposal New Zealand New Plymouth District.
Oil well drilling Waste disposal New Zealand New Plymouth District.
Oil wells Hydraulic fracturing Environmental aspects New Zealand New Plymouth District.
Water quality New Zealand New Plymouth District.
Westside New Zealand Ltd.
Title  What counts as consent? : sexuality and ethical deliberation in residential aged care: final project report 19 November, 2020 / Mark Henrickson, Catherine Cook, Vanessa Schouten, Sandra McDonald and Narges (Nilo) Atefi.

Creator  Henrickson, Mark.
ISBN  9780473549534 print

Publishing Details  Auckland, New Zealand : Massey University, 2020.
Format  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject  Older people Institutional care New Zealand.
          Older people Sexual behavior Moral and ethical aspects.
          Older people Sexual behavior New Zealand.

Links  https://mro.massey.ac.nz/bitstream/handle/10179/15720/231266%20What%20Counts%20as%20Consent%20Report%20WEB%20221020.pdf?sequence=2&isAllowed=y

Title  What is your core business? : a paradigm shift for suicide prevention : how parents, teachers and the community can help teenagers achieve maturity safely and happily without mental distress / S.R. Cheyne.

Creator  Cheyne, S. R.
ISBN  9780473495275 kindle

Format  1 online resource
Subject  Suicide Prevention.
          Teenagers Mental health.


Title  What's happening in our English-medium primary schools : findings from the NZCER national survey 2019 / Cathy Wylie and Jo MacDonald.

Creator  Wylie, Cathy.
ISBN  9781988542973 online

Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : NZCER Rangahau Mātauranga o Aotearoa, [2020]
Format  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Contents  Report -- Summary.
Summary  "Every 3 years NZCER surveys principals, teachers, trustees, and parents at a random sample of English-medium primary schools to provide a national picture of what is happening in teaching and learning. This allows comparisons and tracking of how things change over time"--Summary.
Subject  Culturally relevant pedagogy New Zealand.
          Education, Elementary New Zealand Statistics.
          Kaiako.
          Kura tuatahi.
          Primary school teachers New Zealand Statistics.
          School children New Zealand Statistics.
          Tamariki.

Title: What's next for mental wellbeing? : outlining opportunities for youth led change.
ISBN: 9780473545499 paperback

Format: 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject: Well-being New Zealand Wellington.
Youth Mental health New Zealand Wellington.

Title: Where I live / written by students of St Mary Mackillop School, Mangere, South Auckland ; edited by David Riley.
ISBN: 9780473504052 EPUB
9780473504069 PDF

Publishing Details: [Auckland] : [Reading Warrior], [2019]
Format: 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject: Auckland (N.Z.) Juvenile literature.
Children's writings, New Zealand.

Title: Winter's mantle / Corina Douglas.
Creator: Douglas, Corina, 1985-
ISBN: 9780473512880 Kindle
9780473514754 print-on-demand

Format: 1 online resource
Subject: Fantasy fiction.
New Zealand fiction 21st century.
Title: Winter's shield / Corina Douglas.
Creator: Douglas, Corina, 1985-
ISBN: 9780473512897 Kindle
9780473514761 print-on-demand
Format: 1 online resource
Subject: Fantasy fiction.
New Zealand fiction 21st century.

Title: Wrath of the forgotten / Aaron Hodges.
Creator: Hodges, Aaron D., 1989-
ISBN: 9780995136533 online
Publishing Details: [Whakatane] : [Aaron Hodges], [2020]
Format: 1 online resource.
Subject: Fantasy fiction.
New Zealand fiction 21st century.

Title: Write here. Write now! : West Auckland secondary school writing project / student excerpts edited by Paula Morris.
ISBN: 9780473450342 PDF
Publishing Details: [Auckland] : Outside the Square, [2018]
Format: 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject: Children's writings, New Zealand.
Links: https://766415f2-cbd8-4054-9f6c-ef409d46c038.filesusr.com/ugd/876d79_8ac384a919ac42f59317eb438cf3167e.pdf
Title Xmas marks the spot / Kris Pearson.
Creator Pearson, Kris, 1948-
ISBN 9780995102194 online
9780995102194 print-on-demand
Publishing Details [Wellington] : [Kris Pearson], [2019]
Format 1 online resource.
Summary "OMG! Who hid a quarter of a cow in the trunk of my brother's beloved Mercedes? And what's with that spooky big X marking the spot on the beach where a man lies dead? Can my quarter-cow and the corpse possibly be connected? Detective Bruce Carver doesn't think the body is any of my business, but someone's up to no good amid the twinkling Christmas decorations in drowsy Drizzle Bay. I'm sure I can help, but maybe I'm too curious for my own good. Who's going to rescue me now a smelly rustler has roped me up far too close to that big white X? Not my brother Graham and his two goofy spaniels. Not old Margaret and little Pierre the poodle. Not my ex-husband, the unfaithful Duncan Skene. I need a super-resourceful man with... umm... muscles"--Blurb.
Subject Christmas fiction.
Cozy mysteries.
New Zealand fiction 21st century.

Title Yoga for over 40's : a practical guide / Drazen Milosevic.
Creator Milosevic, Drazen.
ISBN 9780473479268 paperback (print-on-demand)
9780473479275 hardback (print-on-demand)
9780473479282 Kindle
9780473479299 PDF
9780473479305 Apple Books
Publishing Details [Auckland] : Drazen Milosevic, [2018]
Format 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject Yoga.
Title  You talk, you die / Robert Fisk.
Creator  Fisk, Robert W.
ISBN  9781386949725 mobi
       9781520634418 print-on-demand
Format  1 online resource
Subject  Detective and mystery fiction.
         New Zealand fiction 21st century.
         Thrillers (Fiction)

Title  Your health is your greatest wealth / by Raewyn Weller.
Creator  Weller, Raewyn.
ISBN  9780473532253 online
       9780648806738 print-on-demand
Format  1 online resource
Subject  Quality of life.
         Well-being.

Title  Youth justice insights : separating misconceptions from facts / Evidence Centre Te Pokapū Taunakitanga.
Format  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject  Juvenile corrections New Zealand.
         Juvenile justice, Administration of New Zealand.
Title 1-2-3 with New Zealand rugby / by Justin Laing ; pictures by Wayne Bartlett.
Creator Laing, Justin.
ISBN 9781988538587 paperback
Format 1 volume (unpaged) : colour illustrations ; 21 cm
Language Parallel text in English and Māori.
Summary "Learn to count in English and te reo Māori with your favourite All Blacks and Silver Fern players"--Back cover.
Subject Counting Juvenile literature.
Kaute.
Kōrero pono mā te tamariki.
Pukapuka whakaahua.
Reorua.
Rugby Union football New Zealand Juvenile literature.
Whutupōro.
Ōpango.
Dewey 513.211

Title The 1975 continuing education programme : insurance and the accountant / prepared by M.D. Hogan A.C.I.B.N.Z.
Creator Hogan, M. D. (Murray).
Format 24 p. ; 29 cm
Series Continuing education (New Zealand Society of Accountants) ; S.47.
Subject Accountants New Zealand.
Insurance New Zealand.

Creator Collinge, John.
Format 22 pages, 17 pages ; 30 cm.
Series Continuing education (New Zealand Society of Accountants) ; S.56.
Subject Antitrust law New Zealand.
  New Zealand. Commerce Act 1975
  Price regulation New Zealand.
Title 2018 International Conference on Information Resources Management.
ISBN 9780473435332 USB flash drive

Publishing Details [Auckland] : [School of Business, University of Auckland], [2018]
Format 1 USB flash drive (54 PDF files, 1 Excel file) : digital ; 35 x 10 mm, in case 9 x 6 cm
Contents Preliminaries -- Conference papers list -- Papers -- Papers authors index -- Call for papers 2019.
Subject Digital communications Congresses.
Information technology Congresses.
Information technology Management Congresses.

Title 2020 rātaka ako = Teacher planner / Nix Whittaker, Patricia Pike.
Creator Whittaker, Nix, 1981-
ISBN 9780473506742 paperback (print-on-demand)
Publishing Details [Taumaranui] : [Reshwitty Publishers], [2019]
Format 120 pages : illustrations ; 30 cm
Language In English and Māori.
Summary "A daily planner made for New Zealand teachers [that includes]: Free worksheets and lesson plans @ root of all learning, Meeting: designed for NZ, To do: colour in hand-drawn images, Follow up: Māori and English"--Back cover.
Subject Lesson planning New Zealand.
Notebooks.
Dewey 371.3028

Title 24 hours in the kiwi bush / Gillian and Darryl Torckler.
Creator Whalley-Torckler, Gillian.
ISBN 9781988538372
Format 35 pages : colour illustrations ; 23 cm
Summary Describes each four hour period in the bush, and provides information about the birds and insects that feature in each time period.
Subject Birds New Zealand Juvenile literature.
Forest ecology New Zealand Juvenile literature.
Insects New Zealand Juvenile literature.
Dewey 577.30993
Title  24 hours on the kiwi seashore / Gillian and Darryl Torckler.
Creator  Whalley-Torckler, Gillian.
ISBN  9781988538389 paperback
Format  35 pages : colour illustrations ; 23 cm
Summary  Describes each four hour period along the coastline, and provides information about the birds, fish and sea creatures that feature in each time period.
Subject  Intertidal ecology New Zealand Juvenile literature.
          Seashore animals New Zealand Juvenile literature.
          Seashore ecology New Zealand Juvenile literature.
Dewey  577.6990993

Title  The account of Peter Brindeisener / Hermann Stehr.
Creator  Stehr, Hermann, 1864-1940.
ISBN  9780473544935 paperback (print-on-demand)
Publishing Details  Auckland, New Zealand : KA Nitz, [2020]
Format  257 pages ; 21 cm
Language  "Translation into New Zealand English"--Title page verso.
Summary  This is "the sequel to Hermann Stehr's magnum opus, The Blessed Farm, [it] retells the story from the viewpoint of Peter Brindeisener"--Publisher's website.
Dewey  833.912

Title  Acoustic mine-hunting : an acoustic survey of Lyttelton Harbour and its approaches / by D.A. McKendry.
Creator  McKendry, D. A.
Publishing Details  Auckland, New Zealand : Naval Research Laboratory, 1959.
Format  7 leaves : illustrations (folded) (some colour) ; 34 cm.
Series  Naval Research Laboratory report ; no. 10.
Subject  Mines (Military explosives) Detection.
          Sound-waves Measurement.
          Underwater acoustics New Zealand Lyttelton Harbour/Whakaraupō Measurement.
Title  Acoustic mine-hunting : an acoustic survey of Wellington Harbour and approaches / by D.A. McKendry.
Creator  McKendry, D. A.
Publishing Details  Auckland, New Zealand : Naval Research Laboratory, 1959.
Format  7 leaves : illustrations (folded) (some colour) ; 35 cm.
Series  Naval Research Laboratory report ; no. 9.
Subject  Mines (Military explosives) Detection.
Sound-waves Measurement.
Underwater acoustics New Zealand Wellington Harbour Measurement.

Title  Acoustic mine-hunting : back-scattering of sound from the sea-bed in the Hauraki Gulf / by D.A. McKendry.
Creator  McKendry, D. A.
Publishing Details  Auckland, New Zealand : Naval Research Laboratory, 1959.
Format  33 leaves : illustrations ; 34 cm.
Series  Naval Research Laboratory report ; no. 4.
Subject  Mines (Military explosives) Detection.
Sound-waves Measurement.
Underwater acoustics New Zealand Hauraki Gulf/Tīkapa Moana Measurement.

Title  Acoustic mine-hunting : its possible use in the Hauraki Gulf / by D.A. McKendry.
Creator  McKendry, D. A.
Publishing Details  Auckland, New Zealand : Naval Research Laboratory, 1957.
Format  12 leaves : folded illustration ; 35 cm.
Series  Naval Research Laboratory report ; no. 3.
Subject  Mines (Military explosives) Detection.
Sound-waves Measurement.
Underwater acoustics New Zealand Hauraki Gulf/Tīkapa Moana Measurement.

Title  Acoustic properties of wakes at high frequencies : preliminary report / by A.C. Kibblewhite and P.H. Barker.
Creator  Kibblewhite, Alick C., 1927-
Publishing Details  Auckland, New Zealand : Naval Research Laboratory, 1961.
Format  10 leaves, 9 unnumbered leaves : illustrations ; 34 cm.
Series  Naval Research Laboratory report ; no. 20.
Subject  Experiments.
Submarines (Ships)
Underwater acoustics New Zealand Auckland Measurement.
Wakes (Fluid dynamics)
Title He aha hei kai mā pēpi? / ko ngā kupu nā Tangiwhai Rewi ; ko ngā whakaahua nā Vince Heperi.
Creator Rewi, Tangiwhai.
ISBN 9781776632084 paperback
Format 8 pages : colour illustrations ; 17 x 20 cm.
Subject Maori language Readers.
Pānui pukapuka.
Dewey 499.44286

Title Ngā kaihoe / nā Cath Rau ngā kupu ; nā Vince Heperi ngā whakaahua.
Creator Rau, Cath.
ISBN 9781776632589 paperback
Format 8 pages : colour illustrations ; 17 x 20 cm.
Subject Maori language Readers.
Pānui pukapuka.
Dewey 499.44286

Title Airminded : details, stories and anecdotes of one hundred years of Dannevirke aviation / Mike Harold.
Creator Harold, Mike, 1950-
ISBN 9780473522070 paperback
Publishing Details Dannevirke, New Zealand : Phil Lamason Heritage Centre Trust (Inc), 2020.
Format 362 pages : illustrations ; 29 cm
Subject Aeronautics New Zealand Dannevirke District History.
Aeronautics in agriculture New Zealand Dannevirke District History.
Airplanes New Zealand Dannevirke District History.
Dewey 387.7099357
Title  Alex, the quartet / Tessa Duder.
Creator  Duder, Tessa.
ISBN  9780995117440 paperback
©1992
Format  607 pages ; 24 cm
Contents  Alex -- Alex in winter -- Alessandra -- Alex in Rome -- Songs for Alex.
Summary  "The multi-award winning series that follows the life of Alex, a vivid, engaging, complex, rebellious young woman, struggling with love, loss and school, while training to become an Olympic champion"--Back cover.
Subject  Interpersonal relations Juvenile fiction.
Swimmers New Zealand Juvenile fiction.
Swimming Juvenile fiction.
Teenage girls Juvenile fiction.
Young adult fiction, New Zealand.
Young adult fiction.
Dewey  NZ823.2

Title  All's happy that ends happy / Rose Lagercrantz, [illustrated by] Eva Eriksson ; [translated by Julia Marshall].
Creator  Lagercrantz, Rose, 1947-
ISBN  1776572939 paperback
9781776572922 hardback
9781776572939 paperback
Format  220 pages : illustrations ; 21 cm
Language  Translated from the Swedish.
Summary  It's spring and Dani is going to Rome for her father's wedding. But Ella is not invited; Dad said no. What will Ella think when she learns she hasn't been invited to her best friend's dad's wedding?
Subject  Best friends Juvenile fiction.
Children's stories.
Families Juvenile fiction.
Friendship in children Juvenile fiction.
Happiness Juvenile fiction.
Weddings Juvenile fiction.
Dewey  839.738
Title AmalgamationZ / Richard Rudman.
Creator Rudman, Richard.
ISBN 9780473502386 paperback
Publishing Details [New Plymouth, New Zealand] : [Richard Rudman], [2019]
Format 1 volume (unpaged) : illustrations ; 21 x 30 cm
Summary An alphabet book in which the illustrations represent a "mash up" of two nouns beginning with consecutive letters, such as Aeroplane Banana, and Igloo Jelly.
Subject Alphabet books.
Picture books.
Rudman, Richard.
Dewey 741.993

Title Ambient sea noise near Great Barrier Island / by W.B. McAdam and R.I. Tait.
Creator McAdam, W. B.
Publishing Details Auckland, New Zealand : Naval Research Laboratory, 1960.
Format 15 leaves, 13 unnumbered leaves : illustrations ; 34 cm.
Series Naval Research Laboratory report ; no. 15.
Subject Experiments.
Seas New Zealand Auckland Noise Measurement.

Title Ambitious Gisborne women : the organisations they established and their impact on Tairāwhiti 1875-1920 / Jean Johnston.
Creator Johnston, Jean, (Jean Baird), 1947-
ISBN 9780473508760 paperback
Format 134 pages : illustrations ; 30 cm
Contents Ambitious Gisborne women: A milestone of local and international significance -- Margaret Home Sievwright née Richardson (1844-1905) -- The Gisborne Ladies' Benevolent Committee/Society 1875-1888 -- Temperance in Gisborne and the Women's Christian Temperance Union of Waiapu 1896 -- Political women -- The Cook County Women's Guild, a unique local organisation -- Appendix: Women who signed the 1892 Gisborne Suffrage Petition.
Subject Kōkiri mana pōti.
Ratonga ki te iwi.
Suffragists New Zealand Gisborne.
Women in community organization New Zealand Gisborne History.
Wāhine.
Dewey 361.7082099344
Title Anā! / ko ngā kōrero nā Hannah Rainforth ; ko ngā pikitia nā Caroline Adair Down.
Creator Rainforth, Hannah, 1976-
ISBN 9781776630103 paperback
Format 8 pages : colour illustrations ; 20 cm.
Subject Maori language Readers.
Pānui pukapuka.
Dewey 499.44286

Title Animal welfare and sustainable agriculture / Marjorie Orr, Invermay Animal Health Laboratory, Mosgiel.
Creator Orr, Marjorie (Veterinarian)
Publishing Details Wellington : Ministry of Agriculture, [1996?] 
Format 1 folded sheet (6 unnumbered pages) : illustrations ; 30 cm.
Series Towards sustainable agriculture.
Subject Animal industry New Zealand.
Animal welfare New Zealand.
Dewey 636.08320993

Title An annotated catalog of the type material of Adephaga and Myxophaga (Coleoptera) deposited in the Florida State Collection of Arthropods in Gainesville, Florida, United States of America / Oliver Keller, Kyle E. Schneppe, Krystal L. Ashman, Robert H. Turnbow, Paul E. Skelley.
Creator Keller, Oliver.
ISBN 9781776708895 paperback
9781776708901 Online edition
Format 118 pages : illustrations ; 30 cm.
Series Zootaxa ; 4744.
Summary "Abstract: The Florida State Collection of Arthropods (FSCA) ranks in the top 10 largest Coleoptera collections in the United States of America with in excess of 1.5 million pinned beetles and significant amounts of materials in bulk collections and other unprocessed samples. The suborder Adephaga currently comprises approximately 34,000 species in 10 extant families and the suborder Myxophaga contains approximately 94 species in four extant families. The FSCA owns type material in the adephagan families Carabidae, Dytiscidae, Gyrinidae, Haliplidae, and Noteridae. The myxophagan holdings in the FSCA include type material from the families Hydroscaphidae and Lepiceridae. There were no holdings of type material in the suborder Archostemata at FSCA. This catalogue documents the FSCA type material for 253 species in 80 genera across the two suborders. A total of 3,528 type specimens are reported, including 60 holotypes, 36 allotypes, 3,426 paratypes, and six syntypes. Keywords: Coleoptera, Beetles, beetle, FSCA, Archostemata, Dytiscidae, Noteridae, Haliplidae, Carabidae, Gyrinidae, Hydroscaphidae, Lepiceridae"--Page 3.
Links https://www.mapress.com/j/zt/article/view/zootaxa.4744.1.1
Title Architects at the apex: the top 50 in New Zealand, 1840-1940 / Geoff Mew; with assistance from Adrian Humphris.

Creator Mew, G.

ISBN 9780994134943 paperback

Publishing Details Martinborough, New Zealand: Ngaio Press, [2020]
Format 264 pages: illustrations (some colour); 27 cm
Summary A new look at New Zealand architecture through the lives and major works of the top 50 architects who practised here between 1840 and 1940. How they were selected. Why they were great. We include family backgrounds too. Their noteworthy buildings are here in photographs, drawings and postcards.
Subject Architects New Zealand Biography.
Architecture New Zealand History.
Architecture New Zealand Pictorial works.

Dewey 720.92293

Title Ngā Kare ā Roto / nā Rau ngā kupu; nā Vince Heperi ngā whakaahua.

Creator Rau, Cath.

ISBN 9781776632169 paperback

Publishing Details [Te Wanganui-a-Tara]: Te Tāhuhu o te Mātauranga, 2019.
Format 8 pages: colour illustrations; 20 cm.
Subject Maori language Readers.
Pānui pukapuka.

Dewey 499.44286

Title Aroha knows / Rebekah Lipp; Craig Phillips.

Creator Lipp, Rebekah, 1977-

ISBN 9780473527440 paperback
9780473534776 IngramSpark (print-on-demand)
9780473540234 Amazon (print-on-demand)

Format 1 volume (unpaged): colour illustrations; 21 cm.
Summary Aroha enjoys feeling connected to nature. Includes notes on how to interact more closely with nature.
Subject Children's stories, New Zealand.
Natural world Juvenile fiction.
Picture books for children.
Stories in rhyme.

Dewey NZ823.3
Aroha te whai ora : he mahere piropiro mā te tamariki / Rebekah Lipp, Craig Phillips ; nā Karena Kelly i whakamāori.

Phillips, Craig, 1974-

0473527456 paperback
9780473527457 paperback


1 volume (unpaged) : colour illustrations ; 21 x 23 cm

"Nau mai, hoake tātou ko Aroha, i a ia e kaupare ana i te taiatea, i te matakū, i te māharahara, me te anīpā, ki ana tukanga māmā ka taea e te katoa"--Back cover.

Anxiety Juvenile fiction.
Aronganui.
Child mental health Juvenile fiction.
Children's stories, New Zealand.
Emotions Juvenile fiction.
Kōrero paki mā ngā tamariki.
Mānatunatu.
Picture books for children.
Picture books.
Pukapuka whakaahua.
Self-management (Psychology) for children Juvenile fiction.

Atmospheric pollution at Wellington / by C.E. Palmer, M.Sc.

Palmer, C. E.

Wellington, N.Z. : [New Zealand Meteorological Office], 1937.

pages 377-381 ; 24 cm.

Meteorological Office note ; no. 19.

Air Pollution New Zealand Wellington Statistics.
Atmospheric circulation New Zealand Wellington.

Atmospheric pressure variation at Wellington / by C.J. Seelye, Ph.D.

Seelye, C. J. (Cassilis James), 1912-2006

Wellington, N.Z. : [New Zealand Meteorological Office], 1940.

pages 241B-255B : illustrations ; 24 cm.

Meteorological Office note ; no. 23.

Atmospheric pressure New Zealand Wellington.
Title  Attack : the best form of defence / G.F. Cusack.
Creator  Cusack, Ged.
ISBN  9780473538156 paperback (print-on-demand)
Edition  Large print version.
Format  492 pages ; 23 cm.
Subject  Dystopian fiction.
          New Zealand fiction 21st century.
Dewey  NZ823.3

Title  Attack : the best form of defence / G.F. Cusack.
Creator  Cusack, Ged.
ISBN  9780473538149 paperback (print-on-demand)
Format  337 pages ; 21 cm.
Subject  Dystopian fiction.
          New Zealand fiction 21st century.
Dewey  NZ823.3

Title  Autolycus Mk. II : initial trials in the Auckland area / by P.H. Barker.
Creator  Barker, P. H.
Publishing Details  Auckland, New Zealand : Naval Research Laboratory, 1961.
Format  13 leaves, 17 unnumbered leaves : illustrations (some folded) ; 35 cm.
Series  Naval Research Laboratory report ; no. 21.
Subject  Antisubmarine aircraft Electronic equipment New Zealand Auckland Testing.
          Signal processing Equipment and supplies.
          Submarines (Ships) New Zealand Auckland.

Title  Automania : iconic New Zealand collections / Don Jessen foreword by Mike Pero.
Creator  Jessen, Don, 1950- 
ISBN  1988538246 
         9781988538242 Hardback 
Publishing Details  Auckland, New Zealand : David Bateman, 2020 
Format  319 pages : colour illustrations ; 22 x 29 cm 
Summary  "Visit the most incredible motor vehicle collections from across New Zealand, rarely ever 
showcased for the public before. From vintage cars to motorbikes, military vehicles to famous 
movie cars - the owners of these collections take us inside their garages to celebrate the 
vehicles that have captured their imaginations. These vehicles have intriguing histories, with 
some guaranteed to bring back fond memories of bygone eras, and others we could only 
dream of owning. Many have been painstakingly restored by the owner, or totally built from 
scratch. Discover the beloved vehicles that have inspired exceptional cases of 
Automania!"--Back cover 
Subject  Automobiles Collectors and collecting New Zealand. 
          Motorcycles Collectors and collecting New Zealand. 
Dewey  629.2220993
Title: Avalanche atlas of the Temple Basin: draft / compiled by Josef Szujker.
Creator: Szujker, Josef.
Format: 93 leaves: illustrations; 30 cm.
Series: Avalanche report; no. 11.
Subject: Avalanches Control New Zealand Arthur’s Pass.
Ski resorts New Zealand Arthur’s Pass.
Temple Basin Skifield (N.Z.)

Title: Te Awhiawhi / ko ngā korero nā Cath Rau; ko ngā whakaahua nā Vince Heperi.
Creator: Rau, Cath.
ISBN: 9781776632664 paperback
Publishing Details: [Te Wanganui-a-Tara]: Te Tāhuhu o te Mātauranga, 2019.
Format: 8 pages: colour illustrations; 21 cm.
Subject: Maori language Readers.
Pānui pukapuka.
Dewey: 499.44286

Creator: Rodney, Dick R.
Publishing Details: [Wellington]: [Reserve Bank of New Zealand, Economic Department], [1984]
Format: 4 leaves, 11 unnumbered leaves; 30 cm.
Series: Data memorandum (Reserve Bank of New Zealand. Economic Department) ; D84/3.
Subject: Foreign exchange Accounting.
Foreign exchange New Zealand.

Title: Background information kit on GM foods.
Publishing Details: [Wellington]: MAF Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry Manatū Ahuwhenua, Ngaherehere: Ministry of Health Manatū Hauora, [1999]
Format: 13 unnumbered pages; 30 cm
Contents: Introduction -- Regulatory control in New Zealand -- Assessing the safety of genetically modified (GM) foods -- Common questions about GM food -- Labelling - the issues.
Subject: Genetically modified foods Government policy New Zealand.
Genetically modified foods Labeling New Zealand.
Genetically modified foods New Zealand.
Dewey: 363.192
Title  A bear named Bjorn / Delphine Perret ; translated by Antony Shugaar.
Creator  Perret, Delphine.
ISBN  1776572696 hardcover
       9781776572694 hardcover
Format  53 pages : illustrations ; 22 cm
Contents  The sofa -- The carnival -- Nothing -- The present -- Glasses -- It's time.
Summary  "Bjorn lives in a cave. The walls are very smooth. The floor is pretty comfortable. And right in
         front there is a rough-barked tree, perfect for scratching his back. One day, a sofa is delivered
         unexpectedly. And sometimes things arrive in Bjorn's mailbox: like a fork, which turns out to be
delightfully useful. Every day brings something new. And when the day is done, Bjorn can't
         wait to start again tomorrow"--Back cover.
Subject  Animal fiction.
         Bears Juvenile fiction.
         Picture books for children.
Dewey  843.92

Title  Beaudy : skills, drills & the path to the top / with Rikki Swannell.
Creator  Barrett, Beauden, 1991-
ISBN  1990003052
       9781990003059 hardback
Publishing Source  Upstart Press Ltd
Format  168 pages : colour illustrations ; 24 cm
Summary  From his upbringing with seven siblings in rural New Zealand, experiences in Ireland as a
         child, to his rise through the rugby ranks with Taranaki and the Hurricanes, Beauden Barrett
         will give an insight into what has made him the player he's become, the setbacks he had along
         the way and the choices he had to make. One big decision as an 18-year old changed the
         course of his career and, instead of being lost to New Zealand rugby entirely, set Beauden on
         the path towards becoming an All Black. Now widely seen as one of the best players in the
         game, he could have been an AFL star in Australia if it weren't for one phone call. He may
         have gone from high school to the All Blacks in the space of three years, but the path was far
         from smooth. Packed with tips and skills, along with drills for different ages and abilities to help
         young players progress their game, Beauden will also offer advice on how to become a better
         player off the field, how he learned to adapt to life as a professional sportsman at such a
         young age and who helped him along the way. Beaudy - Skills, Drills and the Path to the Top
         is an aspirational read for fans young and old. About the Author: Rikki Swannell has been a
         sports broadcaster for more than 15 years, and now works in a freelance capacity as a
         commentator and reporter. She can largely be heard on Sky Sport, where she is a regular
         commentator on netball, rugby and tennis, and on the World 7s series, working for World
         Rugby. She started her career as a journalist at Radio Sport and Newstalk ZB and has
         covered everything from snooker and darts, to cricket and rowing, Olympic and
         Commonwealth Games and various World Cups. Since going it alone in 2016, Rikki has
         diversified to become an accomplished event MC, long form print and online writer, media
         advisor and trainer.
Subject  All Blacks (Rugby team)
         Autobiographies.
         Barrett, Beauden, 1991-
         Rugby Union football New Zealand.
         Rugby Union football players New Zealand Biography.
Title  Being me : a guide to friends, identity, puberty and technology for year 7 - 8.
ISBN  9780473535186 paperback

Publishing Details  [Auckland, New Zealand] : [Parenting Place], [2020]
Format  46 pages : colour illustrations ; 30 cm
Subject  Adolescence Juvenile literature.
         Identity (Psychology) Juvenile literature.
         Interpersonal relations Juvenile literature.
         Puberty Juvenile literature.
Dewey  155.53

Title  Berst draws / by Berst.
Creator  Berst (Artist).
ISBN  9780473549527 paperback

Format  1 volume (unpaged) : chiefly illustrations ; 30 cm
Subject  Berst (Artist) Themes, motives.
         Drawing New Zealand.
         Popular culture in art.
Dewey  741.993

Title  Bianca de Lumière / Lisette Prendé
Creator  Prendergast, Lisette.
ISBN  9780473506391 paperback
       9780473506414 epub
       9780473506421 Kindle

Format  iv, 297 pages ; 23 cm
Summary  "There are three things that Bianca Taylor knows for sure. She knows she is an auric empath: Able to see and feel the colourful aura of those around her. She knows she is not albino, though nobody else in the small town of Pentacle Oregon does. She knows that since her sixteenth birthday she has started sleepwalking, waking to find herself naked in the forest, far from home, with visions of dark beasts in her mind. There are also three things that Bianca Taylor does not know. Like, what is brutally killing the cattle on the nearby ranch? Or why a handsome stranger keeps telepathically warning her that she is in danger. And (most importantly) if she is not albino then what is she?"--Author's website.
Subject  Fantasy fiction.
         Sleepwalking Juvenile fiction.
         Telepathy Juvenile fiction.
         Young adult fiction, New Zealand.
Dewey  NZ823.3

**Creator** Moon, Alyssa, 1992-

**ISBN** 9780473554101 paperback
9780473554118 hardback


**Projected Publication Date** 2012

**Format** pages cm

**Summary** "Told from the view of the baby. The Big Bad Bug tells a story of the trials and tribulations of being born during a pandemic. Delayed meeting of family, mask wearing, teddy bears and much more"--Publisher information.

**Subject** COVID-19 (Disease) Juvenile fiction.
Children's stories, New Zealand.
Newborn infants Juvenile fiction.
Picture books for children.

**Dewey** NZ823.3

---

**Title** Bill Birch: minister of everything / Brad Tattersfield.

**Creator** Tattersfield, Brad.

**ISBN** 9780473501976 paperback


**Format** 324 pages : illustrations ; 23 cm

**Summary** "Bill Birch was the quiet achiever of New Zealand politics. A trusted lieutenant to Prime Ministers Muldoon, Bolger and Shipley, Birch was at the heart of the action across a turbulent quarter-century of political and social change. From 'Think Big' and the Employment Contracts Act to overhauls of immigration, health, ACC, fiscal management, industry training, electricity markets and producer boards, Birch managed controversial, risky reforms, and much of what he achieved endures today. As Bill English says: 'I think he was the major force for stability and sometimes the only force for stability. These were, compared to what we deal with now, very tempestuous times. In a caucus that's always under pressure, you need people capable of exercising considered judgement, and the caucus looked to Bill in practical terms.' Birch's story, from humble rural Waikato roots to political change-maker, is of an ordinary New Zealander who achieved extraordinary things. He was a legendary workaholic, the 'doer' who shunned the limelight and did the hard yards behind much of New Zealand's economic transformation. He tells all in 'Bill Birch - Minister of Everything', written by former staffer and journalist Brad Tattersfield"--Back cover.

**Subject** Biographies.
Birch, Bill, 1934-
Legislators New Zealand Biography.
New Zealand Politics and government 1972-
Politicians New Zealand Biography.

**Dewey** 324.2092
Title Black hands : inside the Bain family murders / Martin van Beynen.

Creator Van Beynen, Martin.

ISBN 9780143775263 paperback
      9780143775270 online


Format 304 pages, 16 pages of plates : colour illustrations ; 24 cm

Summary "Journalist Martin van Beynen has covered the Bain story closely for decades ... Now, his book brings the story completely up to date: exploring the case from start to finish, picking through evidence old and new, plumbing the mysteries and motives, interviewing never-before-spoken-to witnesses and guiding readers through the complex police investigation and court cases, seeking to finally answer the question: Who was the killer?"--Publisher information.

Subject Bain family.
      Bain, David Cullen, 1972- Trials, litigation, etc.
      Evidence (Law) New Zealand.
      Mass murder New Zealand Dunedin.
      Trials (Murder) New Zealand Dunedin.

Dewey 364.15234099392

Title BLIS™ for insomniacs : breakthrough new techniques to beat insomnia & turn on your sleep switch / by Allan Baker, aviation psychologist.

Creator Baker, Allan (Psychologist).

ISBN 9780473540180 paperback (print-on-demand)


Format 55 pages : illustrations ; 21 cm

Subject Insomnia Alternative treatment.

Dewey 616.8498206

Title Blitz kids / Kenneth Blackburn.

Creator Blackburn, Kenneth, 1935-

ISBN 9780473531836 print-on-demand


Format 106 pages : illustrations ; 22 cm

Subject Blackburn, Kenneth, 1935- Childhood and youth.
      World War, 1939-1945 Children Great Britain.
      World War, 1939-1945 Personal narratives.

Dewey 940.53161092
Blood never lies : forged by history, bound by time / Penelope Haines.

Title  Blood never lies : forged by history, bound by time / Penelope Haines.
Creator  Haines, Penelope, 1952-
ISBN  9780473536589 paperback (print-on-demand)
Edition  1st ed.
Publishing Details  Wellington, New Zealand : Ithaca Publications, [2020]
Format  438 pages ; 23 cm
Summary  "Families have stories. All families have history reaching back across time to the ones who came before. In the ninth century, an Irish healer rescues a Viking warrior from the sea. Can the story of Ciaran and Thorkell reach through time and affect a sceptical 21st-century woman? A thousand years have passed since Vikings raided the coastal villages of Ireland. The names and stories of those who suffered then have been lost, falling gently into oblivion, wiped from the written record. But there's another invisible repository of history. Tied to every strand of DNA, borne in our blood and stamped into every cell of our bodies, is a living memory of our ancestors. When Erin discovers she is pregnant, she's thrilled but troubled by terrible nightmares. Each night she returns to the same fiery scene of a woman forced to bear witness to an unspeakable atrocity. Soon she is physically reliving experiences from centuries earlier. As past and present become inextricably entwined, a tale of violence a thousand years old threatens to repeat itself"--Back cover.
Subject  Historical fiction.
   New Zealand fiction 21st century.
Dewey  NZ823.3

Blown up, blown over and blown away : the second law of thermodynamics and me / Colin Putt ; edited, compiled and laid out by Jill Kenny, Kerikeri, New Zealand.

Title  Blown up, blown over and blown away : the second law of thermodynamics and me / Colin Putt ; edited, compiled and laid out by Jill Kenny, Kerikeri, New Zealand.
Creator  Putt, Colin, 1926-2016.
ISBN  9780473537791 paperback
Format  368 pages : colour illustrations ; 25 cm
Subject  Autobiographies.
   Chemical engineers Biography.
   Putt, Colin, 1926-2016 Travel.
Dewey  660.092
Title  Bluffing for beginners : a good life novel / Merren Tait.
Creator  Tait, Merren.
ISBN  9780473530983 paperback (print-on-demand)
Publishing Details  Raglan, New Zealand : Lola Publications, [2020]
Format  342 pages ; 21 cm.
Summary  When Em is abandoned by her long-time boyfriend twenty minutes into starting their new life together on a remote island, she's in a tailspin. Somehow, she must forge their fresh start on her own. And when she accidentally gives up the island’s greatest secret, she must perform the biggest bluff of her life to protect her new home.--Adapted from back cover.
Subject  New Zealand fiction 21st century.
Dewey  NZ823.3

Title  The Blundering plundering pirates' plot / Mike Legg, Tricia Legg.
Creator  Legg, Mike.
ISBN  9780473519476 paperback
Format  i volume (unpaged) : colour illustrations ; 30 cm
Subject  Children's stories, New Zealand.
  Picture books for children.
  Pirates Juvenile fiction.
  Prisons Juvenile fiction.
  Stories in rhyme.
  Wood borers Juvenile fiction.
Dewey  NZ823.3

Title  Boeing 787 near Auckland, New Zealand 5 and 6 December 2017.
Format  1 volume (4 pages) : colour illustrations ; 30 cm.
Series  Aviation occurrence report ; AO-2017-009 and AO-2017-010
Subject  Aircraft accidents Investigation New Zealand.
  Boeing 787 Dreamliner (Jet transport) Accidents New Zealand.
Title Boo goes tutti frutti / by Rachel Weston ; illustrated by Scott Tulloch.
Creator Weston, Rachel (Rachel Maree)
ISBN 0473524058 paperback
9780473524050 paperback
Format 1 volume (unpaged) : colour illustrations ; 25 cm
Summary "High on the bench a bowl caught Boo's eye. "Jump! Thump! Bump!" What did Boo spy? You'll laugh out loud when you discover what sends this pint-sized pooch into a tail spin"--Back cover.
Subject Children's stories, New Zealand.
Dogs Juvenile fiction.
Fruit Juvenile fiction.
Humorous fiction.
Picture books for children.
Stories in rhyme.
Dewey NZ823.3

Title Bruce goes outside / Kathryn van Beek.
Creator Van Beek, Kathryn.
ISBN 9780473521387 hardback
Format 1 volume (unpaged) : colour illustrations ; 22 cm.
Summary A small kitten wants to go outside but will he be safe?
Subject Cats Juvenile fiction.
Children's stories, New Zealand.
Neighbours Juvenile fiction.
Picture books for children.
Stories in rhyme.
Dewey NZ823.3

Title Buried alive : a story of hate and acceptance / by A. James.
Creator James, A. (Alex).
ISBN 9780473521622 paperback (print-on-demand)
9780473521639 Kindle
9780473525460 paperback nz edition
Publishing Details [Wellington] : Alex James, [2020]
Format 215 pages ; 22 cm
Subject Adult child sexual abuse victims Biography.
Autobiographies.
James, A. (Alex)
Dewey 362.764
Title  Bus stops on the moon : red mole days 1974-1980 / Martin Edmond.

Creator  Edmond, Martin.

ISBN  9781988592510 paperback


Format  272 pages : illustrations ; 24 cm

Summary  "Bus Stops on the Moon is a personal and a cultural history. As memoir, it is a sequel to The Dreaming Land (2015). A troubled and restless young Martin Edmond is on his way to becoming the wiser, older man who will sit down and write both narratives. As cultural history, the book gives us a participant’s-eye view of the early years of Alan Brunton and Sally Rodwell’s avant-garde theatre troupe Red Mole. Formed in 1974, Red Mole performed Dadaesque cabaret, agit-prop, costume drama, street theatre, circus and puppetry, live music, and became a national sensation. They toured the country with Split Enz and travelled internationally. One of Red Mole’s five founding principles was ‘to escape programmed behaviour by remaining erratic’. They ticked that one off. In Bus Stops on the Moon Martin Edmond offers, with his customary elegance, a rich and entertaining picture of the high times and low lives of Red Mole"--Publisher's website.

Subject  Authors, New Zealand 20th century Biography.

Dewey  792.092


Creator  Rennie, H. B.

ISBN  9780994136091 paperback


Format  viii, 196 pages : illustrations ; 24 cm

Summary  "In 1970, National Business Review, commenced publication. This innovative, under-resourced, but courageous fortnightly tabloid had a small initial impact, but within five years was a major weekly publication. Grouped around it were other magazines, books, and newsletters. Launched by young entrepreneur Henry Newrick, it had editorial input from many of the young journalists of the 1960s. NBR became essential business reading while opening a new market to advertisers and setting new standards in journalism. This memoir, written by one of its founding writers, also discusses major changes in New Zealand society, politics, the economy, and investigative journalism. It chronicles the way in which a few young New Zealanders with ambition but no money, grew an enterprise which attracted a succession of owners, gained millions in value, and led to its Fairfax-funded launch as a daily paper in 1987 which lasting four years"--Publisher's website.

Subject  National business review magazine History 20th century.

Dewey  079.93
Title The Canterbury "Northwester." / by Dr. E. Kidson.
Creator Kidson, E. (Edward), 1882-1939
Publishing Details Wellington, N.Z. : [New Zealand Meteorological Office], 1933.
Format pages 65-75 : illustrations ; 24 cm.
Series Meteorological Office note ; no. 12.
Subject Winds New Zealand Canterbury.

Title The cat who couldn't cook / written by Anita Kelly ; illustrations by Annette Bennett.
Creator Gaunt, Anita Kelly, 1987-
ISBN 9780473545338 paperback
Format 1 volume (unpaged) : colour illustrations ; 21 x 30 cm.
Summary Clawdius Cat loves to cook, he follows the recipes, but nothing comes out right. Chameleon watches him for weeks, and finally finds what is going wrong.
Subject Cats Juvenile fiction.
            Chameleons Juvenile fiction.
            Children's stories, New Zealand.
            Cooking Juvenile fiction.
            Picture books for children.
            Stories in rhyme.
            Success Juvenile fiction.
Dewey NZ823.3

Title Cereal disease management (Revised 2020) : disease control in wheat and barley.
Edition Revised 2020
Format 38 pages : illustrations ; 30 cm.
Series Cropping strategies ; issue 9.
Subject Barley Diseases and pests Control New Zealand.
            Fungicides New Zealand.
            Wheat Diseases and pests Control New Zealand.
Chairman's address: to shareholders at the Annual General Meeting held on 9 November 1984 / RIL Rothmans Industries Limited.

Creator: Rothmans Industries.

Publishing Details: [Napier] : [Rothmans Industries Limited], [1984]

Format: 3 unnumbered pages ; 30cm

Contents: Chairman's address / T.N. Johnston -- Results of polls / J.L. Spencer.

Subject: Rothmans Industries Finance.

Dewey: 338.767970993

Chasing shadows / written by Kathryn Treeby ; illustrated by Lauren Ramsey.

Creator: Treeby, Kathryn.

ISBN: 9780473525200 paperback


Format: 1 volume (unpaged) : colour illustrations ; 11 x 15 cm

Summary: "Beryl couldn't catch her shadow. Then she had an idea"--Back cover.

Subject: Children's stories, New Zealand.

Mother and child Juvenile fiction.

Picture books for children.

Play Juvenile fiction.

Shades and shadows Juvenile fiction.

Dewey: NZ823.3

Checklist, bibliography and quantitative data of the Arthropods of Hispaniola / Daniel E. Perez-Gelabert.

Creator: Perez-Gelabert, Daniel E.

ISBN: 9781776708956 paperback

9781776708963 online edition


Format: 668 pages : illustrations ; 30 cm.

Series: Zootaxa ; 4749.

Summary: "Abstract: An updated and extensively revised checklist of the arthropods of Hispaniola (Dominican Republic and Haiti) is presented 11 years after the publication of the original in 2008. It integrates and quantifies all the terrestrial and surrounding marine arthropod species (plus those of Tardigrada and Onychophora), reported in the zoological literature for Hispaniola through the middle of 2019. A total of 9,920 valid species (8,202 extant and 1,718 fossil) are listed, which represents an increase of 1,683 species (1,369 extant and 314 fossil) from the original list. The largest component is Insecta (6,784 extant and 1,136 fossil), including 2,206 extant species of Coleoptera, 1,042 species of Hemiptera, 929 species of Diptera, 913 species of Lepidoptera and 774 species of Hymenoptera. Emphasis is on reviewing and updating the original list, including all newly recorded taxa and all pertinent taxonomic changes proposed since then. Important corrections have been made, and explanatory notes have been added. For example, multiple authors have confused the Lesser Antillean island of Dominica with the Dominican Republic. This error is much more common in the literature than was initially recognized. Erroneous records attributing species from one island to the other have been identified and corrected. The original spelling of the cricket species Scapsipedus bastardoi Otte & Perez-Gelabert, 2009, dedicated to Dominican biologist Ruth H. Bastardo, is corrected to Scapsipedus bastardoae nom. emend. High species endemism is typical of the biota of Caribbean islands. In this checklist, a total of 3,161 arthropod species (38.6%) are considered endemic or unique to Hispaniola. Among the speciose groups with higher levels of endemism are the Diplopoda (91.6%), Orthoptera..."
(90.1%), Trichoptera (82.6%), Coleoptera (49.3%) and Araneae (47.5%). Also, a total of 201 arthropod species (174 insects + 27 non-insects) are identified as introduced to the island. The accompanying bibliography complements the taxonomic information and includes over 5,000 titles. Keywords: Arthropoda, Biodiversity, Quantitative assessment, Dominican Republic, Haiti, Caribbean, Greater Antilles, West Indies"--Page 4.

Links https://www.mapress.com/j/zt/article/view/zootaxa.4749.1.1

Title Chemists and druggists in early Christchurch and Lyttelton, New Zealand, 1850s to 1880s / Geoffrey W. Rice, emeritus professor of history, University of Canterbury.
Creator Rice, Geoffrey.
ISBN 9780473544607 print

Format 22 leaves ; 25 cm
Subject Chemists New Zealand Christchurch 19th century.
Drugstores New Zealand Christchurch History.
Pharmacists New Zealand Christchurch 19th century.

Dewey 615.109229383

Title Children and young people in Auckland : results from the 2018 census / Laura Roberts, Research and Evaluation Unit (Rimu).
Creator Roberts, Laura (Social researcher).
ISBN 9781990022128 Print
9781990022135 PDF

Format 34 pages : colour illustrations ; 30 cm.
Subject Children New Zealand Auckland Social conditions Statistics.
Children New Zealand Auckland Statistics.
Young adults New Zealand Auckland Social conditions Statistics.
Young adults New Zealand Auckland Statistics.
Title Christchurch architecture : a walking guide / John Walsh ; photography by Patrick Reynolds.
Creator Walsh, John, 1957 March 30-
ISBN 9780995123014 Paperback
Format 175 pages : colour illustrations ; 18 cm
Subject Architecture New Zealand Christchurch Pictorial works.
Buildings New Zealand Christchurch Pictorial works.
Dewey 720.99383

Title Climatic notes : New Zealand districts / Dr. E. Kidson (Director of Meteorological Services).
Creator Kidson, E. (Edward), 1882-1939
Publishing Details Wellington : [New Zealand Meteorological Office], 1937.
Format 32 pages : illustrations ; 24 cm.
Series Meteorological Office note ; no. 17.
Subject Atmospheric temperature New Zealand Statistics.
Rain and rainfall New Zealand Statistics.

Title Climatological observations at Eastbourne, Wellington, and some comparisons / by W.A. Macky, Ph.D., (Meteorological Office).
Creator Macky, W. A.
Publishing Details [Wellington] : [New Zealand Meteorological Office], [1938]
Format 16 pages : illustrations ; 30 cm.
Series Meteorological Office note ; no. 21.
Subject Wellington (N.Z.) Climate Observations.

Title Coastal and estuarine water quality : 2019 annual data report / R Ingley (Research and Evaluation Unit (RIMU)).
Creator Ingley, R. (Rhian)
ISBN 9781990022548 Print
9781990022555 PDF
Format 75 pages : colour illustrations ; 30 cm.
Subject Estuarine health New Zealand Auckland.
Water Pollution Measurement.
Water quality management Management New Zealand Auckland.
Title  Cockroach heaven / Carol Jenkins ; illustrated by Lauren Gilberd.
Creator  Jenkins, Carol, 1946-
ISBN  9780473533748 paperback
Format  1 volume (unpaged) : colour illustrations ; 25 cm
Summary  When 10-year-old Ollie goes to Sydney for a holiday he gets upset when he finds large cockroaches in his brother's flat. Includes fun facts about cockroaches.
Subject  Brothers Juvenile fiction.
Children's stories, New Zealand.
Cockroaches Juvenile fiction.
Sophisticated picture books.
Sydney (N.S.W.) Juvenile fiction.
Dewey  NZ823.3

Title  Coming home : an Ignatian journey / Joy Cowley.
Creator  Cowley, Joy.
ISBN  9780995138759 paperback
Format  80 pages : colour illustrations ; 20 cm
Summary  "Introduction: This book contains the personal experience of a 30-Day Retreat with the Ignatian Exercises, from a feminine viewpoint. I have greatly benefited from two such Retreats directed in the Exercises and, more recently, have completed a two-year course as an Ignatian spiritual director. This journey has been very important and the graces from it continue to shape my life. Almost everything written about Ignatius of Loyola and his spiritual exercises, has come from masculine understanding. This complements feminine spirituality, although at times women will adapt the language to suit the psychological and spiritual knowing of God in their lives. However, this book has not been written solely for women. I hope men will read it too. I am a strong believer in the original version of the Creation story in the book of Genesis. It is not man who is made in God's image. Nor is woman made in God's image. It is man and woman together who are made in the image of God. So God created humankind in his own image, in the image of God he created them; male and female he created them. [GN. 1:27 NRSV] "--Page [v].
Subject  Christian life.
Cowley, Joy.
Devotional literature.
Dewey  248.4092
Title  Comment or no comment? : making the right choice for you, your family and whānau about talking to media after losing someone to suicide.
ISBN  9781877318986 hardcopy
       9781877318993 PDF
Format  6 unnumbered pages ; 21 cm
Subject  Bereavement.
         Mass media New Zealand.
         Suicide victims Family relationships.
Dewey  362.28

Title  Competition law and price control : a study of practical aspects of The Commerce Act 1975 / parts I-III of this paper have been prepared by L.F. Hampton and parts IV-V by J.G. Collinge.
Creator  Collinge, John.
Format  26 pages ; 30 cm.
Series  Continuing education (New Zealand Society of Accountants) ; S.56A.
Subject  Antitrust law New Zealand.
         New Zealand. Commerce Act 1975
         Price regulation New Zealand.

Title  Confessions.
Creator  New Zealand. Evidence Law Reform Committee.
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [New Zealand, Evidence Law Reform Committee], [1985]
Format  18 leaves, 2 leaves ; 30 cm.
Subject  Confession (Law) New Zealand.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Correlation loss in a shallow water Corsair system / by G.J. Fraser.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Fraser, G. J.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publishing Details</strong></td>
<td>Auckland, New Zealand : Naval Research Laboratory, 1960.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Format</strong></td>
<td>16 leaves, 15 unnumbered leaves : illustrations ; 34 cm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Series</strong></td>
<td>Naval Research Laboratory report ; no. 13.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>The COVID chronicles : lessons from New Zealand / Paul Little.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Little, Paul, 1957-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ISBN</strong></td>
<td>9781775492009 ebook</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9781775541691 paperback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Format</strong></td>
<td>289 pages ; 24 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Summary</strong></td>
<td>&quot;For the first time in history, on 15 March 2020 the New Zealand government closed the country's borders. What followed was a story unprecedented in almost every way imaginable. ...The Covid Chronicles is a multi-stranded account of one of the most extraordinary times in Aotearoa's history, and the lessons we must heed for our future&quot;--Back cover.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dewey</td>
<td>993.042</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Daddy monster ABC / written by Diana Neild ; illustrated by Emily Walker.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Neild, Diana, 1961-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ISBN</strong></td>
<td>0995117632 paperback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9780995117631 paperback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publishing Details</strong></td>
<td>Auckland, New Zealand : OneTree House, [2020]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Format</strong></td>
<td>32 pages : colour illustrations ; 23 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Summary</strong></td>
<td>&quot;A little boy and his teddy chase through the house and the alphabet, playing hide and seek with Daddy before being tucked into bed&quot;--Back cover.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dewey</td>
<td>NZ823.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Title** Dark side of the brain : adapting to adversity / Lance Burdett.

**Creator** Burdett, Lance.

**ISBN** 9781988538570 paperback

**Publishing Details** Auckland, New Zealand : David Bateman, 2020.

**Format** 259 pages : illustrations ; 22 cm

**Contents** The basics -- Worry, anxiety, stress and depression -- Suicide -- Making changes -- Finding balance -- Final thoughts.

**Summary** "Adversity can hit anyone at any time, often unexpectedly. The loss of a close family member combined with his own experience of depression spurred Lance Burdett on to share what he has learned about how the brain works. During his time both as a police crisis negotiator and later as a resilience and wellness specialist, Lance has undertaken extensive study into how our brain processes information, in order to better understand the levels of worry, anxiety, stress, depression, and suicide found all around the world. In “Dark Side of the Brain”, he explains how to control your thoughts, reduce the impact of negative emotions and manage your personal wellbeing so that you won’t ‘fall over’ as he once did. He also shows readers how to identify when someone else may be struggling and shares strategies for reaching out to them in a safe way. This book provides plenty of straightforward, practical tools and techniques that will help you form new habits, make positive change and rediscover balance in your life.”--Back cover.

**Subject** Brain.
- Human behavior.
- Human information processing.
- Thought and thinking.

**Dewey** 153.4

---

**Title** Deadhead / Glenn Wood.

**Creator** Wood, Glenn.

**ISBN** 9780995117471


**Format** 357 pages : illustrations ; 24 cm

**Summary** "The story starts with the death of Constable Garrett... and continues with his resurrection as a conscious cyborg initially controlled by Spencer Langle aged 13, inventor, entrepreneur and car thief. Things get even more complicated with the introduction of sinister criminals and Garrett’s ex partner. Includes graphic replays every third chapter for the entertainment of all"--Publisher's website.

**Subject** Bullies Juvenile fiction.
- Children's stories, New Zealand.
- Cyborgs Juvenile fiction.
- Humorous fiction.
- Organized crime Juvenile fiction.
- Police Juvenile fiction.
- Science fiction.
- Thrillers (Fiction)

**Dewey** NZ823.3
Title  The death of music journalism / Simon Sweetman.
Creator  Sweetman, Simon (Music journalist).
ISBN  9781988595276 paperback
Publishing Details  Wellington, Aotearoa New Zealand : The Cuba Press, [2020]
Format  106 pages : illustrations ; 23 cm
Contents  Machine-generated: -- -Starts off well, a lot of name-dropping though ... and I don't hear a single --Simon Sweetman, this is your life -- I took a photo of Sam Hunt in Upper Hutt 20 years ago -- Mark Knopfler called my house one time -- The fucking problem -- Meeting Bruno -- Boxing on -- A ham sandwich walks into a bar -- Friends just can't be found -- Beatles theory -- Convalescence -- Everyone -- All hail -- Giving the drummer some -- Tight connection (to the heart) -- -The (difficult) second section -- End of the Larkin Line -- Father and Son -- Why depression isn't just something that happens to other people -- Date scone -- new lovesong -- Big 0/little o -- The flat on The Terrace -- A fine thing -- Poems -- Memory -- Weekend fun -- Quick fix -- Taxi -- -Yeah, but that's just, like, your opinion, man! -- The TED Bundy talks -- Winner, winner, chicken dinner! -- Name-drop ... what a cock! -- The fluffer to the devil's advocate -- Mindfulness at heart -- Different fires -- In turn -- John Quatrain -- Quatrain refrain -- It takes time to heal but time is not a healer ---& in the end ... Let me entertain you -- That second Eric Clapton concert I went to -- True Stories --We bonded over Sonny Rollins and Faith No More and Lenny Kravitz and so much more -- My brother and me -- Dylan wrote Infidels when he was 42 -- We listen to The Beatles -- realtalk --Acknowledgements.
Summary  " Simon's collection is as wide-ranging as his career to date. He writes about late-night encounters on the phone with rock stars, hanging out as a student in Wellington flats, the simplicity of time spent with family and the unpredictable life of a freelance music reviewer, and what happens when these things occasionally intersect. A natural storyteller whose poetry is filled with characters both famous and ordinary, this eagerly awaited collection is unpredictable, anarchic, playful and surprisingly heartfelt"--Publisher's website.
Subject  New Zealand poetry 21st century.
Dewey  NZ823.3

Title  A detailed history of the straight-eight automobile engine / Stephen Moore.
Creator  Moore, Stephen (Stephen James), 1960-
ISBN  9780473548100 PDF on USB drive
Publishing Details  [Christchurch] : [Stephen James Moore], [2020]
Format  1 USB flash drive (xix, 828 pages) : colour illustrations ; 6 cm.
Summary  "A quick historical overview is followed by a detailed history of straight-eight car production in the countries where most were made. A summary of the straight-eight engine’s competition success appears in Chapter 4 and leads into a detailed technical history of the straight-eight engine in Chapter 5. The largest part of the book is the alphabetical description of straight-eight car manufacturers and the models they made in Chapter 6, which includes specification tables (where such information is available) and as many licenced photographs as I could amass. Chapter 7 dismisses those eight-cylinder or eight-piston cars most often incorrectly described as straight-eights. The end of the book contains a list of straight-eight firsts in Chapter 8"--Page 1.
Subject  Automobiles Motors History.
Internal combustion engines Cylinders History.
Dewey  629.25

National Library of New Zealand  961  Te Puna Matarauranga o Aotearoa
Title  The detection of signals in noise using slow-rate sampling / by M.R. Barber.
Creator  Barber, M. R.
Publishing Details  Auckland, New Zealand : Naval Research Laboratory, 1961.
Format  12 leaves, 9 unnumbered leaves : illustrations ; 35 cm.
Series  Naval Research Laboratory report ; no. 24.
Subject  Experiments.
Signal processing Equipment and supplies.
Underwater acoustics Measurement.

Title  The detective / written by Reina Vaai ; illustrated by Rudy Mahardika.
Creator  Vaai, Reina.
ISBN  9780473523268 paperback
Format  1 volume (unpaged) : colour illustrations ; 18 x 29 cm.
Summary  "There is a special item missing and we need to find out where it is. Who can solve this case?"--Back cover.
Subject  Children's stories, New Zealand.
Detective and mystery stories.
Pacific Islanders Juvenile fiction.
Picture books for children.
Stories in rhyme.
Dewey  NZ823.3

Title  Diurnal variation of rainfall in 1928 and 1929 / by Dr. E. Kidson.
Creator  Kidson, E. (Edward), 1882-1939
Format  pages 331-332 : illustrations ; 24 cm.
Series  Meteorological Office note ; no. 1.
Subject  Rain and rainfall Diurnal variations.
Rain and rainfall New Zealand Measurements.
Title: The diurnal variation of temperature at Wellington / by Dr. E. Kidson and A.G.C. Crust.

Creator: Kidson, E. (Edward), 1882-1939

Publishing Details: Wellington, N.Z. : [New Zealand Meteorological Office], [1932]
Format: pages 278-283 : illustrations ; 24 cm.
Series: Meteorological Office note ; no. 9.

Title: Dog safety education with Peaches and Rangi / written by Kelly Jordan.

Creator: Jordan, Kelly, 1969-
ISBN: 9780473515225 paperback
Format: 27 pages : colour illustrations ; 21 x 30 cm
Language: Parallel text in English and Māori.
Summary: "Peaches the little fat Bulldog explains to her friend Rangi about keeping safe around dogs"--Back cover.
Subject: Children's stories, New Zealand.
Dogs Behavior Juvenile fiction.
Dogs Handling Juvenile fiction.
Dogs Safety measures Juvenile fiction.
Haumarutanga.
Kūrī.
Kōrero paki mā ngā tamariki.
Pakiwaitara.
Picture books for children.
Pukapuka whakaahua.
Dewey: NZ823.3

Title: The Dogon initiative / Lance & James Morcan.

Creator: Morcan, Lance, 1948-
ISBN: 9780473519728 paperback (print-on-demand)
Edition: First ed.
Publishing Details: Papamoa, Bay of Plenty, New Zealand : Sterling Gate Books Ltd, [2020]
Format: 679 pages ; 23 cm.
Subject: New Zealand fiction 21st century.
Thrillers (Fiction)
Dewey: NZ823.3
Title Domestic tourism study / Keith Gordon Dobbie.
Creator Dobbie, K. G. (Keith Gordon), 1929-
Format 6 leaves ; 30 cm.
Series Report (Wellington (N.Z. : Region). Regional Council) ; 83.541.
Subject Tourism New Zealand.

Title Don't look down : musings of a middle-aged man / Stu Hunt.
Creator Hunt, Stu.
ISBN 9780473498061 pbk
Publishing Details [Nelson, New Zealand] : [Stu Hunt], [2020]
Format 90 pages ; 21 cm
Subject Hunt, Stu.
Journalists New Zealand Anecdotes.
Middle-aged men New Zealand Anecdotes.
Dewey 305.2441092

Title Down south / Bruce Ansley.
Creator Ansley, Bruce.
ISBN 9781775491484 online
9781775541172 print
Format 358 pages ; 24 cm
Summary "Author Bruce Ansley travels around and recalls periods of his life spent living in various parts of the South Island, while tracing the sources of the island's wealth at different stages of its history"--Publisher information.
Subject Ansley, Bruce Travel New Zealand.
South Island (N.Z.) Description and travel.
South Island (N.Z.) Guidebooks.
Dewey 919.3704
Title  Drawn to the wild : paintings of New Zealand birds / Nicolas Dillon.
Creator  Dillon, Nicolas.
ISBN  9781988550169 hardback
Format  159 pages : colour illustrations ; 30 x 25 cm
Subject  Birds New Zealand Identification.
         Birds New Zealand Pictorial works.
         Birds in art.
         Dillon, Nicolas.
Dewey  598.09930222

Title  Dry years in New Zealand / by Dr. E. Kidson.
Creator  Kidson, E. (Edward), 1882-1939
Format  pages 79-84 : colour illustrations ; 24 cm.
Series  Meteorological Office note ; no. 8.
Subject  Droughts New Zealand.

Title  Duggie the Buggy / text, Sam Wallace ; illustrations, Shaun Yeo.
Creator  Wallace, Sam, 1981-
ISBN  9781775436300 paperback
Projected Publication Date  2102
Format  pages cm
Summary  "Ronnie the Rocket was bright as a spark, his cheerfulness drew Duggie out of the dark. Ron
told him a story about his big dream, and together they hatched an incredible scheme.
Duggie's dune racing days are over, but a reunion with his old friend Ronnie the bottle rocket
sparks an adventure that will take them out of this world"--Publisher information.
Subject  Children's stories, New Zealand.
         Dune buggies Juvenile fiction.
         Friendship Juvenile fiction.
         Picture books for children.
Dewey  NZ823.3
Title The early derivative water mites (Acari: Hydrachnidia, superfamilies Eylaoidea, Hydrachnoidea and Hydryphantoidea) of Madagascar / Reinhard Gerecke.

Creator Gerecke, Reinhard.

ISBN 9781776708635 paperback
9781776708642 Online edition


Format 77 pages : illustrations ; 30 cm.

Series Zootaxa ; 4727.

Summary "Abstract: A general introduction to the water mites of Madagascar is given, together with a survey of the diversity of the early derivative superfamilies Eylaoidea, Hydrachnoidea, and Hydryphantoidea. The family Teratothyadidae (genera Teratothyas and Teratothyasides) and the hydryphantid subfamilies Euthyadinae (genera Javathyas and Trichothyas) and Wandesinae (genus Wandesia) are recorded for the first time from Madagascar, the latter being new for the Ethiopian bioregion. One subgenus in the family Teratothyadidae, Ascoteratothyas subgen. nov. (genus Teratothyas) and eighteen species are described as new to science: Hydrodroma amoenoderma, H. lasioderma, H. megalonyx, H. mesembrina, H. poseidon, Javathyas nasipalpis, Wandesia pelipoda, W. anjozorobensis, Teratothyas (s. str.) digitata, T. (s. str.) aucta, T. (s. str.) proceripapillata, T. (s. str.) planipapillata, T. (Ascoteratothyas) levigata, T. (A.) porrigens, T. (A.) reducta, Teratothyasides heptaplax, T. ravenala and T. vanillla. Previous Madagascan records of Hydrodroma despiciens (Müller, 1776) and H. capensis (K. Viets, 1914) are attributed to H. poseidon. The subgenus Pseudowandesia is synonymized with the nominate subgenus. New locality records for other species include the first recording on the island of Hydrodroma perreptans (K. Viets, 1913) and H. zhokhovi Tuzovskij, 2014. Limnochares connexa Tuzovskij & Gerecke 2009 is redescribed. A dichotomous key leads to species level for the groups treated here, to family level for representatives of the remaining four superfamilies present on Madagascar. Keywords: Acari, Water mites, Madagascar, new species, zoogeography, taxonomy"--Page 3.

Links https://www.mapress.com/j/zt/article/view/zootaxa.4727.1.1
Title Easter wings / George Herbert, 1593-1633.
Creator Herbert, George, 1593-1633
Publishing Details Paraparaumu near the Domain : The Stray Waif, MMXIV [2014]
Format 1 folded sheet (4 unnumbered pages) ; 21 cm
Subject Easter Poetry.
Fine books New Zealand Specimens.
Keepsakes.
Poems.
Dewey 821.4

Title Eat healthy, be healthy / Zahra Yasmin Soltanian.
Creator Soltanian, Zahra Yasmin.
ISBN 9780473539863 pbk (print-on-demand)
Format 70 pages : colour illustrations ; 23 cm
Contents Plant-based dishes -- Seafood dishes -- Egg dishes -- Chicken dishes -- Red meat dishes --
Daily intake -- Cheat meals.
Summary "Eat healthy, be healthy is a diet and nutrition guide for anyone looking to live a healthy
lifestyle. The 23 low calorie, high nutrition recipes included in the book are designed to provide
a guide for anyone trying to either lose or maintain weight"--Back cover.
Subject Cookbooks.
Cooking.
Dewey 641.5

Title ECCLES : a special-purpose digital correlation computer / by G.J. Fraser.
Creator Fraser, G. J.
Publishing Details Auckland, New Zealand : Naval Research Laboratory, 1960.
Format 15 leaves, 12 unnumbered leaves: illustrations ; 34 cm.
Series Naval Research Laboratory report ; no. 16.
Subject Communications, Military New Zealand Equipment and supplies.
ECCLES (Computer file)
Signal processing Equipment and supplies.
Sound-waves Measurement.
Underwater acoustics Measurements.
Title Egg production in a regenerative future : a Koanga booklet / Kay Baxter.
Creator Baxter, Kay, 1952-
Format 66 pages : illustrations ; 21 cm
Subject Eggs Production.
Poultry industry New Zealand.
Dewey 636.5142

Title Ehara! / ko ngā kupu nā Tangiwai Rewi ; ko ngā whakaahua nā Vince Heperi.
Creator Rewi, Tangiwai.
ISBN 9781776632503 paperback
Format 8 pages : colour illustrations ; 17 x 20 cm.
Subject Maori language Readers.
Pānui pukapuka.
Dewey 499.44286

Title Engagement essentials.
ISBN 9781988551166 paperback
Publishing Details Auckland, New Zealand : Te Pou o te Whakaaro Nui, 2018.
Format 27 pages : colour illustrations ; 30 cm
Subject Mental health counseling New Zealand.
Psychotherapy New Zealand.
Dewey 362.20425

Title Ernie and the magic kennel / Robert Rakete and Jeanette Thomas ; illustrated by Kimberly Andrews.
Creator Rakete, Robert.
ISBN 9781775436331 paperback
Format 1 volume (unpaged) : colour illustrations ; 25 cm
Summary "Ernie is a corgi of right royal pedigree, and lives in a flash kennel that resembles a castle. Benny is a street dog who doesn't have a home. When Ernie receives a magical invitation to visit the Queen at Buckingham Palace, picking up other pedigree dogs along the way, Benny hitches a ride, and together they set off for the other side of the world in Ernie's magic kennel"--Publisher information.
Subject Animal fiction.
Children's stories, New Zealand.
Dogs Juvenile fiction.
Kennels Juvenile fiction.
Magic Juvenile fiction.
Picture books for children.
Dewey NZ823.3
Title  An experimental tetrachoric autocorrelator / by G.J. Fraser.
Creator  Fraser, G. J.
Publishing Details  Auckland, New Zealand : Naval Research Laboratory, 1961.
Format  13 leaves, 9 unnumbered leaves : illustrations ; 34 cm.
Series  Naval Research Laboratory report ; no. 19.
Subject  Correlators.
          Experiments.
          Signal processing.
          Sound-waves Mathematical models.

Title  Exports of services deflator / R. Brooks (Economic Analysis).
Creator  Brooks, R. (Raymond), 1958-.
Format  4 leaves ; 30 cm.
Series  Data memorandum (Reserve Bank of New Zealand. Economic Department) ; 85/2.
Subject  Consumer price indexes New Zealand.
          Customer services New Zealand.
          Exports New Zealand.

Title  An exquisite legacy : the life and work of New Zealand naturalist G.V. Hudson / George Gibbs.
Creator  Gibbs, George W.
ISBN  1988550173 hardback
       9781988550176 hardback
Format  160 pages : illustrations (chiefly colour), portraits (some colour) ; 29 cm
Summary  "George Hudson, 1867-1946, was one of New Zealand's pioneer naturalists, who devoted his life to collecting and describing the New Zealand insect fauna. He amassed what is probably the largest collection of New Zealand insects, now housed at Te Papa ... An Exquisite Legacy is the biography of Hudson, written by his grandson Dr George Gibbs, himself a prominent entomologist. Gibbs outlines the life of this naturalist and artist, whose dedication and output was prodigious"--Inside front cover.
Subject  Entomologists New Zealand History 20th century Biography.
          Hudson, G. V. (George Vernon)
          Natural history illustrators New Zealand History 20th century Biography.
          Naturalists New Zealand History 20th century Biography.
lineages, including one containing Pseudopomyzidae, Cypselosomatidae and Fergusoninidae, the latter of which was previously considered to be related to the family Agromyzidae (Opomyzoidea). Diopsioidea and Nerioidea were not found to be related. Keywords: Diptera, Nerioidea, Diopsioidea, phylogeny, Acalyptratae, redefinition, family groups"--Page 3.

Links https://www.mapress.com/j/zt/article/view/zootaxa.4735.1.1

Title Family trusts : the must-have New Zealand guide / Martin Hawes.
Creator Hawes, Martin, 1952-
ISBN 9780143775300 paperback
9780143775317 online
Format 202 pages : illustrations ; 21 cm
Summary "In 2021, The Trusts Act 2019 comes into force. This is the first major trust law reform in New Zealand in 70 years. Many of the key changes are aimed at making trust law more accessible to both lawyers and the public, strengthening the ability of beneficiaries to hold trustees to account. Anyone involved in a family trust will need to find out about the changes introduced by this new Act. Many will choose to wind up the trust, and those that keep them will need to change how they manage them, so this book is an essential tool"--Publisher information.
Subject Estate planning New Zealand.
Family trusts New Zealand.
Trusts and trustees New Zealand.
Dewey 346.93059

Title Fantastic Mr. Bean / Mary-Anne Scott ; illustrations, Lisa Allen.
Creator Scott, Mary-Anne, 1960-
ISBN 0995117675 paperback
9780995117679 paperback
Format 57 pages : illustrations ; 20 cm
Summary "When Lachie's teacher calls for auditions for the class production of Fantastic Mr Fox, Lachie is keen to try out for the part of Mr Fox. However, he soon realises that being an actor involves more than just saying the lines, and that sometimes you don't have to be the lead to be the star"--Back cover.
Subject Acting Juvenile fiction.
Brothers Juvenile fiction.
Children's plays Juvenile fiction.
Children's stories, New Zealand.
Dahl, Roald. Fantastic Mr Fox Juvenile fiction.
Schools Juvenile fiction.
Dewey NZ823.3
Title: The feather / written and illustrated by Wendy Mary Matthews.
Creator: Matthews, Wendy Mary.
ISBN: 9780473451806 soft cover
9780473451813 hard cover
9780473451820 Kindle

Publishing Details: [Auckland] : [Wendy Matthews Books], [2018]
Format: 1 volume (unpaged) : colour illustrations ; 22 x 28 cm
Summary: "Share the joy as a single white feather is whisked along by the wind through exquisitely illustrated countryside, watched and followed by curious little creatures that witness its delightful journey. When the evening breeze ushers it through the window of a small wooden house, it brings more than its soft touch to the frail young girl sleeping inside. It tenderly carries all the scents and sights from its travel and through it the young girl finds renewed strength and a healing hope" --Back cover.

Subject: Children's stories, New Zealand.
Hope Juvenile fiction.
Picture books for children.
Sick children Juvenile fiction.

Dewey: NZ823.3

Title: Fergus & Mary : two lives, one partnership / Fergus & Mary Sutherland.
Creator: Sutherland, Fergus, 1945-
ISBN: 9780473542016 paperback

Publishing Details: Owaka : CatlinsYEP, [2020]
Format: 345 pages : illustrations ; 23 cm
Subject: Businesspeople New Zealand Biography.
Conservationists New Zealand Biography.
Primary school teachers New Zealand Biography.
Sutherland, Fergus, 1945-
Sutherland, Mary, 1948-
Tourism New Zealand Catlins District History.

Dewey: 333.72092209396
Title Field guide to New Zealand's native trees / John Dawson & Rob Lucas with Barry Sneddon.
Creator Dawson, John, 1928-2019
ISBN 9781988550145 paperback
Format 440 pages : colour illustrations ; 22 cm
Subject Trees New Zealand Identification.
Dewey 582.160993

Title Fishy business / story recounted by Heather & Tony King ; verse form recreated by Allison Brebner ; linocuts, Allison, John & David Brebner.
Creator King, Heather (Author of Fishy business).
ISBN 9781927196052 hardback
Format 1 volume (unpaged) : illustrations (some colour) ; 27 cm
Subject Animal fiction.
Children's stories, New Zealand.
Detective and mystery fiction.
Fine books New Zealand Feilding Specimens.
Goldfish Juvenile fiction.
Greytown (N.Z.) Juvenile fiction.
Illustrated works New Zealand Feilding 21st century.
Juvenile literature.
Paper evidence (Paper)
Ponds Juvenile fiction.
Predatory animals Juvenile fiction.
Publishers' cloth bindings (Binding)
Stories in rhyme.
Theft Juvenile fiction.
Dewey NZ823.3
Title Five o'clock shadows / Richard Langston.
Creator Langston, Richard, 1959-
ISBN 9781988595306 paperback
Format 47 pages ; 21 cm
Subject New Zealand poetry 21st century.
Dewey NZ821.3

Title For Queen and empire / Mike Ponder.
Creator Ponder, Michael, 1943-
ISBN 9780473505073 paperback
Publishing Details Blenheim, New Zealand : Wenlock House, [2020]
Format 428 pages ; 24 cm
Summary "A secret with the power to destroy the British Monarchy is used to blackmail Neville Chamberlain to sign the 1938 Munich Agreement, giving Germany the vital time it needs to prepare its war machine. Now two years later will Churchill succumb to the same demands? The future of Britain, the Monarchy, and the Empire, hang by a thread. Churchill's solution, is to kill the German officer who discovered the secret, and anyone else who may be privy to it. Caught up in Churchill's plot are three strangers, thrown together after their Paris bound train is destroyed by the advancing Germans, a Luftwaffe fighter ace, and the French resistance. Following the international success of The Windsor Conspiracy, and its sequel, Four Kings, readers of For Queen and Empire are again treated to suspense, piled on suspense, by this masterful story teller who adds another twist with every page"--Back cover
Subject Historical fiction.
    New Zealand fiction 21st century.
    Thrillers (Fiction)
Dewey NZ823.3

Title For the love of cats / Kerry Engelbrecht.
Creator Engelbrecht, Kerry.
ISBN 9780473530662 paperback
Publishing Details [Auckland] : Kerry E Media, [2020]
Format 1 volume (unpaged) : colour illustrations ; 15 x 21 cm
Subject Cats Pictorial works.
    Photography of cats.
Dewey 779.329752
Title: Forefathers and scions / Georg Engel.
Creator: Engel, Georg, 1866-1931
ISBN: 9780473545482 paperback
Publishing Details: Auckland, New Zealand : K A Nitz, [2020]
Format: 349 pages ; 21 cm
Summary: "Two brothers of opposite natures find themselves entwined in the story of their uncle's fateful love and its offspring, with fatal consequences"--Back cover.
Dewey: 833.912

Title: Four comic novellas / by Bob Jones.
Creator: Jones, Bob, 1939-
ISBN: 9780473543501 hardback
Format: 231 pages ; 24 cm
Contents: Modern society -- Heaven sent -- The last judgement -- Risk and reward.
Summary: "Introduction: The four novellas in this book were written in 2018, a pre-covid age which today seems almost innocently trouble-free compared to the current virus-induced social, political and economic upheavals the world is grappling with. On the plus side, the lockdown allowed opportunity and time for me to re-read these stories and tidy them up for publication. Regardless of the contemporary turmoil, one thing remains constant and that is the importance of laughter. So Heaven Sent laughs about religion's absurdity, Modern Society about the art world's gullibility and pretentiousness, and most important of all, The Last Judgement about the modern scourge of contrived offence-taking and the clamour by attention-seekers to regiment everyone's thinking. Finally, there's Risk and Reward, a short crime story with a catch"--page [xi].
Subject: Detective and mystery fiction.
       Humorous fiction.
       New Zealand fiction 21st century.
Dewey: NZ823.3

Title: The frequency of frost, snow, and hail in New Zealand / by Dr. E. Kidson.
Creator: Kidson, E. (Edward), 1882-1939
Format: pages 42-54: illustrations ; 24 cm.
Series: Meteorological Office note ; no. 10.
Subject: Frost New Zealand.
       Hail New Zealand.
       Rain and rainfall New Zealand.
Title  Freyberg : a life's journey / Matthew Wright.
Creator  Wright, Matthew, 1962-
ISBN  0947506721
        9780947506728 pbk.
Format  216 pages : illustrations (some colour) ; 24 cm
Summary  In this fresh account of one of the 20th-century's great New Zealanders, Matthew Wright approaches Bernard Freyberg the man rather than the more widely known figure of a military leader. What took a humble immigrant child in Wellington to become a hero in two wars, friend to literary giants and politicians, very private father and husband, and very public governor-general? Freyberg: A Life's Journey is the most accessible biography on 'Tiny' Freyberg yet, with numerous black and white photos.
Subject  Biographies.
        Freyberg, Bernard Cyril Freyberg, Baron, 1889-1963.
        Generals New Zealand Biography.
        Governors general New Zealand Biography.
        New Zealand. Army Biography.
        World War, 1914-1918 Biography.
        World War, 1939-1945 Biography.
Dewey  355.0092

Title  Friends / photography, Lyn Pater ; text, Mike Legg ; graphic design, Tricia Legg.
Creator  Pater, Lyn.
ISBN  9780473521943 paperback
Format  1 volume (unpaged) : colour illustrations ; 22 x 28 cm.
Series  Snuggle up stories.
Summary  A teddy bear makes friends with a small octopus and explores the rocky shore.
Subject  Children's stories, New Zealand.
        Picture books for children.
        Stories in rhyme.
        Teddy bears Juvenile fiction.
Dewey  NZ823.3
Title  Frog and rat.
Creator  Wood, Aileen Jocelyn, 1942-
ISBN  9780473515867 paperback
Format  1 volume (unpaged) ; 10 x 21 cm
Subject  Readers for new literates.
Dewey  428.64

Title  The garden's secrets / written by Sarah Johnson ; illustrated by Deborah Hinde.
Creator  Johnson, Sarah, 1967-
ISBN  9780473526313 paperback
9780473526320 hardback
Format  1 volume (unpaged) : colour illustrations ; 26 cm
Summary  "Follow Cooper as he discovers the garden's many doors and the hidden wonders behind them. Hamilton Gardens is an award-winning garden on the banks of the Waikato River in Hamilton, New Zealand. There are many doors within the garden and not even the staff know where some of them lead."--Back cover.
Subject  Botanical gardens New Zealand Hamilton Juvenile fiction.
Children's stories, New Zealand.
Hamilton Gardens Juvenile fiction.
Picture books for children.
Dewey  NZ823.3

Title  Gas welding equipment. Rubber hoses for welding, cutting and allied processes.
Creator  Standards Australia Limited.
ISBN  1776861809
9781776861804 Print
9781776861811 PDF
Format  v, 17 pages : illustrations ; 30 cm.
Subject  Oxyacetylene welding and cutting Standards Australia.
Oxyacetylene welding and cutting Standards New Zealand.
Welding Standards Australia.
Welding Standards New Zealand.
Dewey  602.18
Title  Generic Review of New Zealand Chrysomelinae (Coleoptera: Chrysomelidae) / Richard A.B. Leschen, Chris A. M. Reid, Konstantin S. Nadein.

Creator  Leschen, Richard A. B.

ISBN  9781776708857 paperback
       9781776708864 Online edition


Format  66 pages : illustrations ; 30 cm.

Series  Zootaxa ; 4740.

Summary  "Abstract: The leaf beetle subfamily Chrysomelinae is reviewed for New Zealand. The native fauna consists of six genera, three new, all of which are described: Aphilon Sharp, 1876; Caccomolpus Sharp, 1886; Chalcolampra Blanchard, 1853; Mauroda gen. nov.; Nanomela gen. nov.; Zeaphilon gen. nov.. Chalcolampra is the senior synonym of Cyrtonogetus Broun, 1915 (comb. nov.). These genera include 51 species, nine newly described and eight in new combinations, as follows: Caccomolpus laticollis (Broun, 1893) comb. nov., from Aphilon; C. pretiosus (Broun, 1880) comb. nov., from Aphilon; Chalcolampra crassa (Broun, 1915) comb. nov., from Cyrtonogetus; Maurodus arcus sp. nov.; M. cinctiger (Broun, 1921) comb. nov., from Caccomolpus; M. impressus (Broun, 1914) comb. nov., from Aphilon; M. lepidus sp. nov.; M. maculatus (Broun, 1893) comb. nov., from Caccomolpus; M. nunni sp. nov.; M. occiduus sp. nov.; M. ornatus (Broun, 1910) comb. nov., from Caccomolpus; M. owenensis sp. nov.; M. plagiatus (Sharp, 1886) comb. nov., from Caccomolpus; M. supernus sp. nov.; Nanomela tiniheke sp. nov.; Zeaphilon marskeae sp. nov.; Z. mirandum sp. nov.. All 11 species in the genus Maurodus are described and a key given for their identification. Type material of the New Zealand species of Aphilon (10 species), Caccomolpus (14 species) and Chalcolampra (13 species) is reviewed and lectotypes designated for 16 species, as well as M. cinctiger. A type species is designated for Caccomolpus: C. globosus Sharp, 1886. Holotypes are confirmed for 26 species. Seven genera and 13 species of exotic Chrysomelinae also occur in New Zealand and their presence is briefly reviewed. One of these exotics has been misnamed as Paropsisterna variicollis (Chapuis, 1877), a junior synonym of P. cloelia (Stål, 1860) (syn. nov.). A key to all genera of Chrysomelinae in New Zealand is provided. Keywords: Coleoptera, host plants, bryophyte, endemic, biocontrol, introduced"--Page 3.

Links  https://www.mapress.com/j/zt/article/view/zootaxa.4740.1.1
Title  George's world : where is my dad? / written by Sharmaine Anna Dobson ; illustrated by Daisy Jane Turner.
Creator Dobson, Sharmaine Anna.
ISBN 9781543495058 EBook
9781543495065 softcover
9781543495072 hardcover
Publishing Details [Christchurch, New Zealand] : [Sharmaine Anna Dobson], 2018.
Format 1 volume (unpaged) : colour illustrations ; 28 cm
Summary "The story of a little boy from a single parent family who wonders where his father is"--Back cover.
Subject Children of separated parents Juvenile fiction.
Children's stories, New Zealand.
Paternal deprivation Juvenile fiction.
Picture books for children.
Separation anxiety in children Juvenile fiction.
Dewey NZ823.3

Title  Glass houses and other stories / Karen Phillips.
Creator Phillips, Karen (Short story writer)
ISBN 9781988595160 paperback
Format 179 pages ; 20 cm
Contents Glass houses -- The invisible line -- Digital silence -- Callum and Briar--Rose --The tenant -- Epiphany -- A silver thread of time -- Flying solo -- If your memory serves you well -- White cross -- Coming ready or not -- The no-show -- Till they do us part.
Subject Short stories, New Zealand.
Dewey NZ823.3

Title  Go fast or go home : the Garth Hogan story / Tim Hanna.
Creator Hanna, Tim.
ISBN 9780473528874 paperback
Format 479 pages, 32 unnumbered pages of plates : colour illustrations ; 24 cm
Summary "Garth Hogan is a man who has lived life the fast lane. [He became] the first New Zealander to drive at more than 200 miles per hour, something he achieved at "Thunderpark," Hastings in 1978 ... [30 years later] his Ford Roadster set a record when it clocked 193 miles per hour. While Garth's life in motor racing is well documented, perhaps less known are his business achievements, his passion for vintage and warbird aircraft, and his involvement with the governing body of world motorsport - the FIA"--Back cover.
Subject Automobile racing drivers New Zealand Biography.
Hogan, Garth, 1947-
Dewey 796.72092
Title
Goddess muscle / Karlo Mila.

Creator
Mila-Schaaf, Karlo.

ISBN
9781775504009 paperback

Publishing Details

Format
215 pages : colour illustrations ; 21 cm

Contents
Your people will gather around you: love after love -- Malaga: the journey -- Oceania -- For Teresia Teaiwa -- Bottled ocean -- A conversation with Hone Tuwhare -- Letter to J C Sturm -- Tagaloa: the order of things -- In the beginning -- Papatūānuku -- Te awa: love song for Manawatū -- Matau mana moana -- Mana -- Ngatu -- Lonely -- Readjusting great expectations -- A woman scorned -- The unfaithful heart of her quiet -- Bruise -- Terms of a Treaty -- Enter hot man at an international conference -- Itinerary of infidelity -- Summer, bad, awake, alone, -- Let me tell you what I remember -- Whiro -- Love isn't -- The good wife’s prayer -- What the student said: O’ahu 313 -- Tūtū Pele intervenes -- Our generation : ‘Āina Aloha -- Intergenerational healing: lessons from Hawai‘i -- Anchoring the cry from within -- Kūkaniloko -- Shark -- Hina: advice column across the ages -- The tale of Hina and Sinitalu -- Hina and her pool -- Rupe/Lupe -- What trees will say -- Dry docked -- Wedding river song -- Is that a sex poem? -- Go-betweens -- Bloodshed -- Carved on a pou -- You’ve written a lot of poems, he said -- Odyssey in black sand -- How to break a curse -- After reading Ancestry -- Son, for the return home -- We find ourselves statistics -- Finding our way -- Our fears -- Moemoeā -- A Tongan reflection on Tino Rangatiratanga -- Tūhoe boys -- For Tamir, with love from Aotearoa -- Now THIS is reverse racism -- For all my sisters -- The sounds of Princess Ashika -- Spirited leadership -- Lost and found -- Poem for the Commonwealth, 2018 -- Kapihe’s prophesy -- Matariki: a call to kāinga -- Te korekore -- Te pō: the dark ages -- Te ao mārama: the world of light -- Unbecoming -- The art of walking in dark light -- Goddess muscle meditation.

Language
In English with some Māori, Samoan and Hawaiian.

Summary
"This...poetry collection...brings together poetry written over a decade. The poems span the intensity of personal relationships and the urgency of political issues. Her voice does not shy away from exploring the effects of racism, poverty and power on Pasifika peoples or from meditating on the daily politics of being a woman, partner and mother. But at their centre, her reflections on love, identity, culture and community honour humanity and the need for an open heart"--Back cover.

Subject
New Zealand poetry 21st century.

Dewey
NZ821.3
Title  Going to hospital? : te tuku atu ki te hōhipera.
Creator  New Zealand. Health and Disability Commissioner.
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : Health and Disability Commissioner, Te Toihau Hauora, Hauātanga, [2020]
Format  16 pages ; 30 cm
Subject  Hospitals Admission and discharge New Zealand.
Hospitals Admission and discharge.
Hōhipera.
Dewey  362.11068

Title  Grab ya boots! : we're going a-hunting : a cool collection of adventure stories / Marion Day with Jason Day & budding young hunters.
Creator  Day, Marion, 1956-
ISBN  9780473518912 paperback
Publishing Details  [Pelorus Sound] : [Marion Day], [2020]
Format  142 pages : colour illustrations ; 22 cm
Summary  "Marion teams up with her hunting-mad son, Jason, and young Kiwi hunters to present an exciting collection of sporting and adventure stories, poems and 'a million things hunters should know'... Each yarn might be true or partly true, or totally made up. There's a bit of fishing -- like the great snapper story -- and the tragedy of the hunting brothers who, like their grandfather, 'pass it on'. Even an unusual myth relating to an ornamental pig, and a boy who plucks possum fur for money. You'll love the story-poem of Papahee as he races out with his father to catch a boar that his killing the farmer's lambs, leaving behind only their snowy-white skins. Most exciting and fresh are stories straight from the pens of our young huntsmen, each one with a photograph of them with their quarry."--Publisher information.
Subject  Children's stories, New Zealand.
Day, Jason (New Zealand writer)
Hunting stories.
Short stories, New Zealand.
Dewey  NZ823.3
The Grand Opening / by James Russell.

Russell, James, 1972-

ISBN 9780473517250 paperback


Format 243 pages : colour maps ; 21 cm

Summary "It's all over - The Pitbull has won! He's captured every last dragon from The Island, and brought them to the mainland. The stage is now set for the grand opening of Dragon World. Meanwhile Flynn, Paddy, and Briar are stuck in their new school, powerless to do anything about it. That is, until they make a new friend..."--Back cover.

Subject Action and adventure fiction.

Brothers Juvenile fiction.

Children's stories, New Zealand.

Courage Juvenile fiction.

Dragons Juvenile fiction.

Good and evil Juvenile fiction.

Dewey NZ823.3

Grandma's car / Mike Legg, Tricia Legg.

Legg, Mike.

ISBN 9780473522995 paperback


Format 1 volume (unpaged) : colour illustrations ; 22 x 28 cm

Summary Grandma Winifred Hill, who relies on her little blue car to bring joy, laughter and fun to her large family of grandchildren.

Subject Children's stories, New Zealand.

Grandmothers Juvenile fiction.

Picture books for children.

Stories in rhyme.

Dewey NZ823.3

Grandma's lost her corgis! / written by Joy H. Davidson ; illustrated by Jenny Cooper.

Davidson, Joy H. (Joy Halloran), 1959-

ISBN 1913337367 HB

9781913337360 HB


Format 1 volume (unpaged) : colour illustrations ; 28 cm

Summary "'We've searched around the palace, And in the gardens too, Because Grandma's lost her corgis And we don't know what to do!' When Queen Elizabeth II loses her corgis, her grandchildren search Buckingham Palace and London to find them"--Back cover.

Subject Children's stories, New Zealand.

Dogs Juvenile fiction.

Elizabeth II, Queen of Great Britain, 1926- Juvenile fiction.

Humorous fiction.

Lost articles Juvenile fiction.

Pembroke Welsh corgi Juvenile fiction.

Picture books for children.

Stories in rhyme.

Dewey NZ823.3
Title  Great-Grandpa's tree / Diane Moyna Ross.
Creator  Ross, Diane Moyna.
ISBN  9780473544980 paperback
Format  v, 247 pages : illustrations ; 21cm
Summary  "'Great-Grandpa's tree' is the story of the Hamiltons, immigrants to New Zealand in 1868, who planted a symbolic acorn on their arrival. We follow them through adventures in New Zealand and across the world to 1968, when the great-grandsons of Joseph Hamilton climb their great-grandpa's mighty oak tree"--Back cover.
Subject  Historical fiction.
          New Zealand fiction 21st century.
Dewey  NZ823.3

Title  The grinny granny donkey / words by Craig Smith ; illustrations by Katz Cowley.
Creator  Smith, Craig, 1972-
ISBN  9781775435976 hardback
Format  1 volume (unpaged) : colour illustrations ; 26 cm.
Summary  "Wonky Donkey has a mum with the same lovable personality as her son. Grinny Granny Donkey likes to dunk biscuits in her tea, fall asleep in the sun, play her banjo, and cuddle up to her pint-sized granddaughter, Dinky, and she has a tendency to lose her false teeth! She's a clinky-clanky, dunky-drinky, you know how it goes -- grinny granny donkey. You can download or stream Craig Smith's catchy music soundtrack"--Publisher information.
Subject  Animal fiction.
          Animals Juvenile fiction.
          Children's stories, New Zealand.
          Donkeys Juvenile fiction.
          Grandmothers Juvenile fiction.
          Humorous fiction.
          Picture books for children.
          Stories in rhyme.
Dewey  NZ823.3
Title  Guardian of the Gryphons / Rebekah Lipp.
Creator  Lipp, Rebekah, 1977-
ISBN  9780473539139 Paperback
        9780473549374 Pbk (print-on-demand)
Format  118 pages : illustrations ; 20 cm
Summary  When Eva and her brother enter a strange new world, Eva must summon her courage and find
          a way to save them.
Subject  Brothers and sisters Juvenile fiction.
          Children's stories, New Zealand.
          Fantasy fiction.
Dewey  NZ823.3

Title  Guide for completing "my health passport".
Creator  New Zealand. Health and Disability Commissioner.
Format  11 pages ; 30 cm
Subject  Medical records Forms.
          People with disabilities Services for New Zealand.
Dewey  362.1028

Title  The haka of Tānerore = Te haka a Tānerore / written by Reina Kahukiwa te kaituhi ;
          pictures by Robyn Kahukiwa te ringa toi ; ko Kiwa Hammond te kaiwhakamāori.
Creator  Kahukiwa, Reina.
ISBN  9780995117563 paperback
Format  31 pages : colour illustrations ; 27 cm
Language  Parallel text in English and Māori.
Summary  Story about the first haka, as a dance performed by the young boy Tānerore.
Subject  Atua.
          Children's stories, New Zealand.
          Haka.
          Kōrero paki mā ngā tamariki.
          Maori (New Zealand people) Juvenile fiction.
          Picture books for children.
          Pukapuka whakaahua.
          Reorua.
Dewey  NZ823.3
Title  Hare Pota me te whatu manapou / nā J. K. Rowling ; nā Leon Heketū Blake i whakamāori.
Creator  Rowling, J. K.
ISBN  9781869409142 paperback
Format  322 pages ; 21 cm
Series  Kotahi rau pukapuka ; 2
Summary  "Kāore anō a Hare Pota i paku rongo kōrero e pā ana ki Hōwata i te taenga haeretanga o ngā reta ki a Mita H. Pota, i Te Kāpata i raro i te Arapiki, i te 4 o te Ara o Piriweti. He mea tuhi ki te wai kānapanapa i runga i te kirihipi āhua kōwhai nei, i tere rā te kōhakina e ngā mātua kēkē wetiweti o Hare, e ngā Tūhiri. Heoi, i te huringa tau te kau mai tahi o Hare, ka papā mai tētahi tangata hītawe ake nei, a Rūpehu Hākiri, me ētahi kōrero whakamiharo: he kirimatarau a Hare Pota, ā, kua whai tūranga ia ki Te Kura Matara o Hōwata.I te pukapuka tuatahi o ngā tino kōrero mā ngā tamariki ā mohoa nei, ka whakamōhio i runga i te kirihipi āhua kēkē wetiweti o Hare, e ngā Tūhiri. Heoi, i te huringa tau te kau mai tahi o Hare, ka papā mai tētahi tangata hītawe ake nei, a Rūpehu Hākiri, me ētahi kōrero whakamiharo: he kirimatarau a Hare Pota, ā, kua whai tūranga ia ki Te Kura Matara o Hōwata.I te pukapuka tuatahi o ngā tino kōrero mā ngā tamariki ā mohoa nei, ka whakamōhio a Rāna rātou ko Heremaiani, ko Tāmaratoo, ko Ahorangi Makōnara i a Hare me te kaipānui ki te Kuitiki me Tērā-e-Mōhiotia-rā, ki te whāinga o te matarau me te oha mai i mua. I te whakaawenga o te whakawhitia ki te reo Māori e Leon Heketū Blake, ka tīmata te kōrero i konei"--Publisher's website.
Subject  Fantasy fiction.
Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and Wizardry (Imaginary organization) Juvenile fiction.
Kōrero paki mā ngā tamariki.
Magic Juvenile fiction.
Pakiwaitara.
Potter, Harry (Fictitious character) Juvenile fiction.
Wizards Juvenile fiction.
Dewey  823.914

Title  Hattie / Frida Nilsson ; illustrations by Stina Wirsén ; translation, Julia Marshall.
Creator  Nilsson, Frida, 1979-
ISBN  1776572718 paperback
9781776572700 USA hardback
9781776572717 paperback
Format  148 pages : illustrations ; 21 cm
Language  Translated from the Swedish.
Summary  "Hattie is a street-smart country girl in her first year of school. She lives just outside of nowhere, right next to no one at all. Luckily she's starting school and that brings new adventures. Hattie gets her first swimming badge, falls madly in love with a hermit crab and meets a best friend. Sometimes things go wrong, like when the hairdresser cuts her hair into stumps just in time for school photos"--Publisher's website.
Subject  Families Juvenile fiction.
Friendship Juvenile fiction.
Girls Juvenile fiction.
Schools Juvenile fiction.
Dewey  839.738
Having suicidal thoughts and finding a way back.

Contents:
- Having suicidal thoughts and finding a way back
- My own survival plan

Subject:
- Suicide New Zealand Popular works
- Suicide New Zealand Prevention

Dewey: 362.204256

Heartland of Aotea: Māori and European in South Taranaki before the Taranaki Wars / Ian Church.

Contents:
- Korero nehe
- New Zealand History 1840-1876
- New Zealand History To 1840
- Ngāti Ruanui (New Zealand people) History 19th century
- Pakanga
- Tāngata
- Whakapono
- Whenua tautohetohe

Dewey: 993.48802
Title  Helmets for use on bicycles and wheeled recreational devices.
Creator  Standards Australia Limited.
ISBN  9781776861927 Print
       9781776861934 PDF
Format  iv, 20 pages : illustrations ; 30 cm
Dewey  602.18

Title  Help if you’ve lost your job.
Publishing Source  ALLA130 Ministry of Social Development
Format  14 pages : illustrations (some colour) ; 21 x 10 cm
Subject  New Zealand Social policy.
         Public welfare New Zealand.
         Unemployment New Zealand.
Dewey  331.137993

Title  Te Hāhi Mihinare : the Māori Anglican Church / Hirini Kaa.
Creator  Kaa, Hirini.
ISBN  9780947518752 paperback
Format  248 pages, 32 unnumbered pages of plates : illustrations (some colour) ; 24 cm
Language  In English and some Maori.
Summary  "This ground-breaking book explores the emergence of Te Hāhi Mihinare – the Māori Anglican Church. Anglicanism, brought to New Zealand by English missionaries in 1814, was made widely known by Māori evangelists, as iwi adapted the religion to make it their own. The ways in which Mihinare (Māori Anglicans) engaged with the settler Anglican Church in New Zealand and created their own unique Church casts light on the broader question of how Māori interacted with and transformed European culture and institutions. Hirini Kaa vividly describes the quest for a Māori Anglican bishop, the translation into te reo of the prayer book, and the development of a distinctive Māori Anglican ministry for today's world. Te Hāhi Mihinare uncovers a rich history that enhances our understanding of New Zealand’s past"--Back cover.
Subject  Anglican Church in Aotearoa New Zealand and Polynesia History.
         Christianity New Zealand History.
         Hāhi Karaitiana.
         Kōrero nehe.
Dewey  283.93
Title  A history of fly fishing on the Shag River / Jim Hinkley.
Creator  Hinkley, Jim.
ISBN 9780473537180 paperback
Format 68 pages : colour illustrations ; 23 cm
Subject Fly fishing New Zealand Shag River (Waihemo) History.
Dewey 799.12409391

Title  Te hāngi / nā Kararaina Gibson-Ngātai ngā kupu ; nā Phillip Paea ngā pikitia.
Creator  Gibson-Ngātai, Kararaina.
ISBN 9781776633029 paperback
Format 8 pages : colour illustrations ; 20 cm.
Series Ngā kete kōrero. Harakeke. E.
Subject Maori language Readers.
Pānui pukapuka.
Dewey 499.44286

Title  Holy sonnet ten / by Dr. John Donne, D.D., Dean of St. Paul's.
Creator  Donne, John, 1572-1631.
Publishing Details Ōtaki on the Plateau : The Stray Waif, MMXVIII [2018]
Format 4 unnumbered pages ; 20 cm
Subject Death Poetry.
Fine books New Zealand Specimens.
Poems.
Printers' devices (Printing)
Dewey 821.4

Creator  Millar, Debra.
ISBN 9780473523626 hardback
Format 270 pages : colour illustrations ; 30 cm
Subject Country homes New Zealand Pictorial collections.
Country homes New Zealand.
Dewey 728.80993
Title  Te Hui / ko ngā kupu nā Cath Rau ; ko ngā whakaahua nā Vince Heperi.
Creator  Rau, Cath.
ISBN  9781776632206 paperback
Format  8 pages : colour illustrations ; 20 cm.
Subject  Maori language Readers.
          Pānui pukapuka.
Dewey  499.44286

Title  Hui e taiki e! / nā Kararaina Gibson-Ngātai ngā kōrero ; nā Adam Williams rāua ko Joshua Wātene ngā pikita.
Creator  Gibson-Ngātai, Kararaina.
ISBN  9781776632145 paperback
Format  8 pages : colour illustrations ; 20 cm.
Subject  Maori language Readers.
          Pānui pukapuka.
Dewey  499.44286

Title  I wish, I wish / Zirk van den Berg.
Creator  Van den Berg, Zirk.
ISBN  9781988595283 paperback
Publishing Details  Wellington, Aotearoa : The Cuba Press, [2020]
Format  173 pages ; 18 cm
Series  Cuba Press novella series ; 1.
Subject  New Zealand fiction 21st century.
Dewey  NZ823.3
Title  If nobody listens then no one will know : the Writers in Youth Justice programme / Ben Brown.
Creator  Brown, Benjamin, 1962-
ISBN  9780473545963 paperback
Format  39 pages ; 15 cm
Summary  "Ben Brown worked with the YPs (young people) of Te Puna Wai ō Tuhiapu as part of the Writers in Youth justice programme to publish ... an anthology of their creative writing. In his 2020 Read NZ Te Pou Muramura Pānui, he continues the mahi by reflecting on the process, the potential, the context, and the rangatahi involved in the production and dissemination of their stories"--Back cover.
Subject  Juvenile delinquents New Zealand.
Juvenile delinquents' writings.
Mahi whakaauraki.
Taiohi.
Taitamariki.
Tuhinga nā te hunga taiohi.
Writers in Youth Justice (Programme)
Dewey  364.360993

Title  The immigration question : does New Zealand need more people? / Michael Hampl (Economist, Parliamentary Library).
Creator  Hampl, Michael.
Format  15 pages ; 30 cm.
Series  Parliamentary library background paper ; no. 1.
Subject  Emigration and immigration Economic aspects New Zealand.

Title  Impact of current economic policies on agriculture / N.W. Taylor, Director, R.M. Davison, Chief Economist Canterbury Chamber of Commerce.
Creator  Taylor, Neil W.
Format  17 leaves : illustrations ; 30 cm.
Series  Paper (New Zealand Meat and Wool Boards' Economic Service) ; no. 1926.
Subject  Agriculture Economic aspects New Zealand.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Inland Revenue Department. Benefits management for the Business Transformation programme.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ISBN</td>
<td>9780995132184</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Series</td>
<td>Parliamentary papers presented to the House of Representatives of New Zealand ; B.29[20f]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Subject | New Zealand. Inland Revenue Auditing.  
Tax administration and procedure New Zealand Auditing. |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Insulated bushings for alternating voltages above 1000 V.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Standards Australia Limited.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| ISBN  | 1776861841  
9781776861842 print  
9781776861859 PDF |
| Format | ii, 61 pages : illustrations ; 30 cm. |
| Subject | Electric apparatus and appliances Safety measures Standards Australia.  
Electric apparatus and appliances Safety measures Standards New Zealand.  
Electric insulators and insulation Standards Australia.  
Electric insulators and insulation Standards New Zealand. |
| Dewey | 602.18 |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>An introduction to Armstrong Jones.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Armstrong, Jones (NZ)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 volume (22 unnumbered leaves) : illustrations ; 30 cm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Subject | Armstrong Jones Premier Investments.  
Armstrong, Jones (NZ) |
| Dewey | 332.63270993 |
Title  It does no harm to wonder/the body of the work.
ISBN  9780473503086 paperback Tales from elsewhere
6780473532628 paperback
Format  2 volumes, 2 sheets : colour illustrations ; in box 28 x 22 x 3 cm
Contents  It does no harm to wonder/the body of the work (book, 182 pages) -- Tales from elsewhere/fairytales for socialists (book of short stories, 43 pages) -- Zig zag (foldout plan of a sculpture) -- [Sheet of 17 stickers] Machine-generated. It does no harm to wonder/the body of the work (Book): Preface / Susanna Shadbolt -- introduction / Kate Linzey -- the work of the body -- bodies and the shapes and combination of everything / Tim Corballis -- timeslipping: Christchurch 1982 / Julian Holcroft -- forbidden planet -- spiral jacobs / Owen Connors -- tales from elsewhere (once) -- learn to spot the dangerous wanderings of a maker mind! / emit snake-beings + Andrew Gibbons -- tales from elsewhere (again) -- to go beyond one's name / Bridget Riggir-Cuddy -- you and i -- the interview / Sophie Jerram + Richard Reddaway -- appendix: sometimes we dream monsters.
Summary  "Reviews 35 years of art and life in Aotearoa New Zealand. Following the exhibition Richard Reddaway: The body of the work/it does no harm to wonder, this publication reframes, extends and at times inverts the conventions of 'the artist's retrospective'"--Back cover.
Subject  Reddaway, Richard, 1962-
Sculpture New Zealand.
Short stories, New Zealand.
Short stories.
Dewey 709.93

Title  It's a new day! / Amelia Appleton.
Creator  Appleton, Amelia.
ISBN  9780473514624 pbk
Publishing Details  New Zealand : All Seasons Publisher, [2020]
Format  15 pages : colour illustrations ; 15 x 21 cm
Subject  Christian poetry.
New Zealand poetry 21st century.
Dewey NZ821.3
Title: Jane Austen's Pride and prejudice & quiz book : complete novel plus: quizzes, crosswords & wordsearches / K Carpenter.

ISBN: 9780473506667 paperback (print-on-demand)
9780473506674 hardback (print-on-demand)

Format: 446 pages : illustrations ; 23 cm
Summary: "The complete novel of Pride and Prejudice, 61 chapter quizzes, 30 crosswords, 31 word searches. All 120+ pages of puzzles have been written specifically for each chapter"--Back cover.
Subject: Puzzles and games.
Romance fiction.
Dewey: 823.7

Title: Just end it / Donna Blaber.
Creator: Blaber, Donna.
ISBN: 9781927229613 Kindle
9781927229620 paperback
9781927229637 EPUB
Format: 125 pages ; 21 cm.
Summary: Jessie, bullied by the new girl at school, then becomes the victim of cyberbullying. Could a sacred rock be to blame?
Subject: Bullying Juvenile fiction.
Cyberbullying Juvenile fiction.
Friendship Juvenile fiction.
Young adult fiction, New Zealand.
Young adult fiction.
Dewey: NZ823.3

Title: Kī tonu te karaehe i te wai / ko Mereaira Hata te kaituhi ; ko Philip Paea te kaitā pikitia.
Creator: Hata, Mereaira.
ISBN: 9781776632565 paperback
Format: 8 pages : colour illustrations ; 21 cm.
Subject: Maori language Readers.
Pānui pukapuka.
Dewey: 499.44286
Title  Kei te rekareka / ko ngā kōrero nā Carla Na Nagara ; ko ngā pikitia nā Jenny Rendall.
Creator  Na Nagara, Carla.
ISBN  9781776630028 paperback
Format  8 pages : colour illustrations ; 20 cm.
Series  Ngā kete kōrero. Harakeke. E.
Subject  Maori language Readers.
        Pānui pukapuka.
Dewey  499.44286

Title  Kei whea koe e mā e? / ko Tangiwai Rewi te kaituhi ; ko Athony Ellison te kaitā.
Creator  Rewi, Tangiwai.
ISBN  9781776632541 paperback
Format  8 pages : colour illustrations ; 21 cm.
Subject  Maori language Readers.
        Pānui pukapuka.
Dewey  499.44286

Title  Khwam pen luuk : kan dern thang suu hua jai khon phra bida / James Jordan.
Creator  Jordan, M. James.
ISBN  0995129908 paperback
        9780995129900 paperback
Publishing Details  Taupo, New Zealand : Fatherheart Media, [2019]
Format  1 online resource
Subject  Christian life.
        God (Christianity)
        Jordan, M. James Religion.
Title  
Ki te iwi Māori o Te Aotearoa me Te Waipounamu.

Publishing Details  

Format  
1 folded sheet (3 unnumbered pages) : illustration ; 22 cm

Subject  
Animal welfare New Zealand.
Horses Health New Zealand.
Hōiho.

Dewey  
636.10832

Title  
The king's nightingale / Sherryl Jordan.

Creator  
Jordan, Sherryl.

ISBN  
9781775436560 paperback

Publishing Details  

Projected Publication Date  
2102

Format  
pages cm

Summary  
"An epic fantasy set in a land of sultans and kings, sumptuous palaces... and slave markets. When Elowen and her brother are seized by pirates and sold, separately, in the slave market of a distant land, Elowen's enduring resolve is to escape, rescue her brother and return home. Sold to a desert ruler who admires her sublime voice, Elowen is given the title of the King's Nightingale. Honoured by the king, and loved by his scribe, Elowen lives a life of luxury, until she makes a fateful mistake and finds herself sold to a less charitable master."--Publisher information.

Subject  
Brothers and sisters Juvenile fiction.
Children's stories, New Zealand.
Fantasy fiction.
Slavery Juvenile fiction.

Dewey  
NZ823.2

Title  
Kiwi kupu : the Māori dictionary for kiwi kids / Rachael Purdie.

Creator  
Purdie, Rachael.

ISBN  
9780995138773 paperback

Publishing Details  

Format  
74 pages ; 21 cm

Language  
Lists terms in English alphabetically, with the Māori word alongside.

Summary  
Designed to help English speakers find equivalent words in Māori.

Subject  
Maori language Dictionaries, Juvenile English.
Papakupu.

Dewey  
499.442321
Title  Kānga papā / ko ngā kōrero nā Heni Collier-Poi ; ko ngā pikitia nā Ali Teo.
Creator  Collier-Poi, Heni.
ISBN  9781776632862 paperback
Format  8 pages : colour illustrations ; 20 cm.
Series  Ngā kete kōrero. Harakeke. E.
Subject  Maori language Readers.
Dewey  499.44286

Title  Ko Aotearoa tātou, we are New Zealand : an anthology / edited by Michelle Elvy, Paula Morris & James Norcliffe, art editor David Eggleton.
ISBN  9781988592527 paperback
Format  248 pages, xxxii pages of plates : colour illustrations ; 22 cm
Summary  "In the aftermath of the Christchurch terrorist attacks of 15 March 2019, Prime Minister Jacinda Ardern declared: 'We are all New Zealanders.' These words resonated, an instant meme that asserted our national diversity and inclusiveness and, at the same time, issued a rebuke to hatred and divisiveness. Ko Aotearoa Tātou | We Are New Zealand is bursting with new works of fiction, nonfiction, poetry and visual art created in response to the editors’ questions: What is New Zealand now, in all its rich variety and contradiction, darkness and light? Who are New Zealanders? The works flowed in from well-known names and new voices, from writers and artists from Kerikeri to Bluff. Some are teenagers still at school; some are in their eighties. Māori, Pākehā, Pasifika, Asian, new migrants, young voices, queer writers, social warriors ... Aotearoa’s many faces are represented in this unique and important compendium. In a society where the arts, especially marginalised arts, are under threat, this anthology shows that creative work can explore, document, interrogate, re-imagine – and celebrate – who we are as citizens of this diverse country, in a diverse world"--Cover flap
Subject  New Zealand literature 21st century.
Dewey  NZ820.8003
Title Nga kūpū poroporoaki o Pihopa Haningitona / Na Hori Ewerata, Minita = "The last words of Bishop Hannington" / by the Rev. George Everard, M.A.

Creator Everard, G. (George).

Publishing Details [London?] : Religious Tract Society, [not before 1885]

Format 1 folded sheet (4 pages) : illustration ; 20 cm

Subject Hannington, James, 1847-1885.
Hāhi Karaitiana.
Mihinare.
Missionaries Uganda History 19th century.

Dewey 266.3092

---

Title He kūri ārahi / ko ngā kōrero nā Te Rōpū a Huia ; ko ngā whakaahua nā Adrian Heke.

ISBN 9781776630004 paperback


Format 8 pages : colour illustrations ; 20 cm.

Series Ngā kete kōrero. Harakeke. E.

Subject Māori language Readers.
Pānui pukapuka.

Dewey 499.44286

---

Title Lamentation : 20 July - 27 October 2019 / Robert Jahnke ; authors: Dr Huhana Smith and Bob Jahnke.

Creator Jahnke, Robert.

ISBN 9780473501075 paperback

Publishing Details Hastings, New Zealand : Hastings City Art Gallery, [2019]

Format 24 unnumbered pages : colour illustrations ; 19 x 28 cm

Contents Foreword / Toni Mackinnon -- Essay / by Dr Huhana Smith -- List of artworks -- Acknowledgements.

Subject Hunga mahi toi.
Jahnke, Robert Criticism and interpretation.
Jahnke, Robert Exhibitions.
Neon lighting in art.
Tuhinga auaha.
Waka toi.
Whakaaturanga toi ataata.
Words in art.

Dewey 709.2
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Title</strong></th>
<th>Land search and rescue in New Zealand, 1934–2020 / Roger Bates.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Creator</strong></td>
<td>Bates, Roger, 1943-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ISBN</strong></td>
<td>9780473545666 paperback (print-on-demand)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Format</strong></td>
<td>viii, 281 pages : illustrations (some colour) ; 23 x 24 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subject</strong></td>
<td>New Zealand Land Search and Rescue Incorporated History.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rescues New Zealand Case studies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Search and rescue operations New Zealand History.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dewey</strong></td>
<td>363.34810993</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Title</strong></th>
<th>Landmarks / Grahame Sydney, Brian Turner, Owen Marshall ; with a foreword by Fiona Farrell.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Creator</strong></td>
<td>Sydney, Grahame, 1948-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ISBN</strong></td>
<td>0143774220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>97801437742228 hardback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publishing Details</strong></td>
<td>New Zealand : Godwit, 2020.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Format</strong></td>
<td>159 pages : colour illustrations ; 25 x 35 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Summary</strong></td>
<td>&quot;Book celebrating the work of three of our literary and artistic heavyweights. The complementary work of artist Grahame Sydney, fiction writer Owen Marshall and poet Brian Turner was first brought together in the hugely successful Timeless Land in 1995. Its pages showed their shared, deep connection to Central Otago, to its vast skies, its wide plains punctuated by jagged ranges, its unique colours and its dwarfing effect on the people who pass through it. Twenty-five years later, this lavish new volume from these three long-time friends showcases a rich selection of their subsequent work, including recently written, previously unpublished pieces. Through their own marks about the land and its people, be it in ink or paint, they offer a love song to the South Island, in particular Central Otago&quot;—Publisher information.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subject</strong></td>
<td>Landscape painting, New Zealand New Zealand South Island.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>New Zealand poetry 20th century.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Short stories, New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>South Island (N.Z.) In art.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>South Island (N.Z.) In literature.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dewey</strong></td>
<td>758.1937</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Title "Let's go girls" : New Zealand women's basketball pioneers 1939-1979 / Glenda P. Taylor.
Creator Taylor, Glenda P.
ISBN 9780473480608 soft cover version
9780473480615 hard cover version
Publishing Details Wellington : New Zealand Basketball Foundation, [2020]
Format xviii, 459 pages : illustrations (some colour) ; 26 cm
Subject Basketball for women New Zealand History 20th century.
Women basketball players New Zealand History 20th century.
Dewey 796.3230820993

Title Level 1 biology 1.3 AME workbook / Cara Scott.
Creator Scott, Cara.
ISBN 9781990015601 paperback
Format 1 volume (various pagings) : illustrations (some colour) ; 26 cm.
Contents Achievement standard 90927 (Biology 1.3) -- Answers and explanations.
Series AME for success.
Subject Study guides.
Dewey 570.76

Title Level 2 analysing economic growth learning workbook / Alastair Blyth.
Creator Blyth, Alastair.
ISBN 9781988586908 paperback
Format vi, 56 pages : illustrations (some colour) ; 26 cm.
Contents Economic growth -- Changes in economic growth -- The circular flow model -- The aggregate supply / aggregate demand (AS/AD) model -- The effects of economic growth -- Answers.
Series Learning workbook
Subject Study guides.
Dewey 330.076
Title  Lockdown with the bears : tales of the Quail Rise Bears during Covid-19 2020 / as told by John Cushen.

Creator  Cushen, John.

ISBN  9780473525972 paperback

Publishing Details  [Queenstown] : John and Amanda Cushen, [2020]

Format  39 pages : colour illustrations ; 24 x 19 cm

Contents  The bubble -- A sunny day -- A touch of winter -- Make a wish, Bears -- The jet ski --Pirates of Quail Rise -- The Guinness Bike record -- A new addition to the bear family -- Adventure activities and Anzac day -- The honey hunt -- Our super stars arrive -- A special surprise -- The national game -- Disaster strikes --The trans-Tasman bubble --Thanks and goodbye.

Subject  Bears Juvenile fiction.

COVID-19 (Disease) New Zealand Juvenile fiction.

Children's stories, New Zealand.

Teddy bears Juvenile fiction.

Dewey  NZ823.3

---

Title  A long time coming : the story of Ngāi Tahu's treaty settlement negotiations with the Crown / Martin Fisher.

Creator  Fisher, Martin, 1983-

ISBN  9781988503110 paperback


Format  214 pages : colour illustrations, maps ; 23 cm

Summary  "The Ngāi Tahu settlement, like all other Treaty of Waitangi settlements in Aotearoa New Zealand, was more a product of political compromise and expediency than measured justice. The Ngāi Tahu claim, Te Kerēme, spanned two centuries, from the first letter of protest to the Crown in 1849 to the final hearing by the Waitangi Tribunal between 1987 and 1989, and then the settlement in 1998. Generation after generation carried on the fight with hard work and persistence and yet, for nearly all Ngāi Tahu, the result could not be called fair. The intense negotiations between the two parties, Ngāi Tahu and the Crown, were led by a pair of intelligent, hard-nosed rangatira, who had a constructive but often acrimonious relationship – Tipene O’Regan and the Minister of Treaty Negotiations Doug Graham – but things were never that simple. The Ngāi Tahu team had to answer to the communities back home and iwi members around the country. Most were strongly supportive, but others attacked them at hui, on the marae and in the media, courts and Parliament. Graham and his officials, too, had to answer to their political masters. And the general public – interested Pākehā, conservationists, farmers and others – had their own opinions. In this measured, comprehensive and readable account, Martin Fisher shows how, amid such strong internal and external pressures, the two sides somehow managed to negotiate one of the country’s longest legal documents. ‘A Long Time Coming’ tells the extraordinary, complex and compelling story of Ngāi Tahu’s treaty settlement negotiations with the Crown. But it also shines a light, for both Māori and Pākehā, on a crucial part of this country’s history that has not, until now, been widely enough known”--Back cover.

Subject  Kerēme (Tiriti o Waitangi).

Kāi Tahu (New Zealand people) Claims.

Kāi Tahu (New Zealand people) Government relations.

Kāi Tahu (New Zealand people) Land tenure.

Kōrero nehe.

Mana whenua.


Tiriti o Waitangi.

Treaty of Waitangi (1840 February 6)
Title  A long-base magnetic gradiometer for surveying harbour defence loop sites / by B.A. Meylan and D.A. McKendry.
Creator  Meylan, B. A.
Publishing Details  Auckland, New Zealand : Naval Research Laboratory, 1959.
Format  15 leaves : illustrations (some folded) ; 34 cm.
Series  Naval Research Laboratory report ; no. 5.
Subject  Experiments.
Fluxgate magnetometers.
Magnetic fields Measurement.
Underwater acoustics New Zealand Measurement.

Title  Louis's garden party / Patricia Snelling ; illustrated by Harold Joyce ; graphic design, Martin Joyce Thoughtfields.
Creator  Snelling, Patricia, 1952-
ISBN  9780473523091 hardback
Publishing Details  [Auckland] New Zealand : Patricia Snelling, [2020]
Format  1 volume (unpaged): colour illustrations ; 27 cm
Summary  When Louis discovers that his friends don't want to come to his garden party he soon realises that it's his best, loyal friends who are the most important.
Subject  Children's stories, New Zealand.
Friendship Juvenile fiction.
Parties Juvenile fiction.
Picture books for children.
Dewey  NZ823.3

Title  Love America : on the trail of writers & artists in New Mexico / Jenny Robin Jones.
Creator  Jones, Jenny Robin.
ISBN  9781877429354 paperback
Format  211 pages ; 23 cm
Summary  "For New Zealand writer Jenny Robin Jones the United States has always been an enigma, a series of questionable notions formed through a lifetime. 'What is America?' she asks herself. Can she rely on her own personal impressions? Jones' journey takes her to the spectacular desert lands of Taos and Santa Fe in New Mexico, where she encounters not only the Pueblo people and their rich culture but also the memory of writers and artists such as herself who have made the same journey in the past: D.H. Lawrence, Willa Cather, Georgia O'Keeffe, Dorothy Brett, Ansel Adams, Dennis Hopper and many others. Where will the dice in this game she calls 'travel roulette' lead her?"--Publisher information.
Subject  Jones, Jenny Robin Travel New Mexico.
New Mexico Description and travel.
Travel writing.
Dewey  917.8904
Title  Love your career from the start : making decisions for your future : a guide for young adults / Caroline Sandford.
Creator  Sandford, Caroline.
ISBN  9781877429293 paperback
Format  162 pages : colour illustrations ; 24 cm
Summary  "This practical book for 15–25-year-olds introduces the four key stages involved in making good decisions for your future. It contains easy exercises that will help you: understand who you are and who you want to become, explore the options that are right for you, create an action plan that ensures you have what you need to realise your goals, identify the strategies your need to create the future that YOU want"--Publisher information.
Subject  Self-actualization (Psychology) Problems, exercises, etc.
Vocational guidance Problems, exercises, etc.
Youth Vocational guidance.
Dewey  331.702076

Title  Love your Lyell : be part of the solution to transform our freshwater jewel back to its former glory / Kaikōura Water Zone Committee.
Publishing Source  E19/7763 Environment Canterbury Regional Council
Format  1 folded sheet (3 pages) : colour illustrations ; 21 cm
Subject  Lyell Creek (N.Z.)
Stream conservation New Zealand Kaikoura District.
Stream restoration New Zealand Kaikoura District.
Dewey  333.9162153099378

Title  Loving the skin you're in / created by Mike de Vetter ; illustrated by Joshua Palmer.
Creator  De Vetter, Mike.
ISBN  9780473500634 paperback
Format  1 volume (unpaged) : colour illustrations ; 23cm
Summary  "Rory the Lion wants to fit in with his friends but doesn't like the way he looks. Over the week he tries to be like everyone else except himself. The results are hilarious and in the end, he realises that his friends really do 'Love the Skin he's in'"--Publisher's website.
Subject  Children's stories, New Zealand.
Individuality Juvenile fiction.
Picture books for children.
Self-acceptance Juvenile fiction.
Social acceptance Juvenile fiction.
Toys Juvenile fiction.
Dewey  NZ823.3
Title  Mō wai ēnei hū? / ko ngā kōrero nā Te Ao Biddle ; ko ngā pikitia nā Jenny Rendall.
Creator  Biddle, Te Ao.
ISBN  9781776631087 paperback
Format  12 pages : colour illustrations ; 20 cm.
Subject  Maori language Readers.
Pānui pukapuka.
Dewey  499.44286

Title  Mō wai? / ko ngā kōrero nā Oho Kaa ; ko ngā whakaahua nā Dean Zillwood.
Creator  Kaa, Oho.
ISBN  9781776631100 paperback
Format  8 pages : colour illustrations ; 21 cm.
Subject  Maori language Readers.
Pānui pukapuka.
Dewey  499.44286

Title  Te Makariri / nā Cath Rau ngā kupu i tuhi ; nā Darcy Solia ngā pikitia i tā.
Creator  Rau, Cath.
ISBN  9781776632244 paperback
Format  12 pages : colour illustrations ; 17 x 20 cm.
Subject  Maori language Readers.
Pānui pukapuka.
Dewey  499.44286
Title  Making ways : alternative architectural practice in Aotearoa / edited by Mike Davis and Kathy Waghorn.
ISBN  9780995121737 paperback
Projected Publication Date  2012
Format  pages cm
Summary  "Published to accompany an architectural exhibition by the same name held at Objectspace, Auckland, in 2019. Contains two essays, and transcripts of four conversations held as part of the exhibition"--Publisher information.
Subject  Architecture New Zealand Exhibitions.
Dewey  720.993074

Title  He Mamae / nā Cath Rau ngā kupu ; nā Vince Heperi ngā whakaahua.
Creator  Rau, Cath.
ISBN  9781776632121 paperback
Format  8 pages : colour illustrations ; 20 cm.
Subject  Maori language Readers.
Pānui pukapuka.
Dewey  499.44286

Title  Mamas in lockdown : personal stories of becoming a parent during Covid-19 lockdown in Aotearoa New Zealand.
ISBN  9780473538927 paperback
Publishing Details  [Dunedin] : Denise Ives, [2020]
Format  385 pages ; 21 cm
Summary  "Mamas in Lockdown is an emotional and inspiring collection of personal stories from 77 parents who were pregnant or gave birth during lockdown in New Zealand"--Publisher information.
Subject  Childbirth Psychological aspects.
Pregnancy Psychological aspects.
Quarantine New Zealand.
Dewey  155.6463
Title Manaaki and te Marama = Manaaki rāua ko te Marama / illustrations by Kim Filshie ; story by Nick King.
Creator King, Nick (Marine biologist).
ISBN 9780995138766 paperback
Format 1 volume (unpaged) : colour illustrations ; 21 x 24 cm
Language Parallel text in English and Maori.
Summary "One evening Manaaki discovers te Marama (the Moon) high up in the starry sky. But when in rains, there is no “Marma” and even when the clouds clear he’s nowhere to be seen. Will te Marama ever come back? = I tētahi pō ka kite a Manaaki kua eke te Marama ki runga rawa o te rangi. Engari ka ua ana, kāore he “Maama”, ā, ahakoa ka kore atu nga kapua kua kore e kitea atu. Ka hoki mai anō te Marama?"--Back cover.
Subject Boys Juvenile fiction.
Children's stories, New Zealand.
Kōrero paki mā ngā tamariki.
Marama.
Moon Juvenile fiction.
Pakiwaitara.
Picture books for children.
Pukapuka whakaahua.
Taitama.
Dewey NZ823.3

Title Manaakahia te honuwhenua / by Susan Rainsford ; illustrator: Andrew Louis ; to TeReo: Te Kura Rua
Creator Rainsford, Sue, 1945-
ISBN 9780473485450
9780473499396 paperback
Publishing Details Auckland, New Zealand : Susan Rainsford, [2020]
Format 1 volume (unpaged) ; illustrations ; 21 cm
Summary Jake rescues a turtle caught up in plastic.
Subject Children's stories, New Zealand.
Coloring books.
Kōrero paki mā ngā tamariki.
Mana o te wai.
Picture books for children.
Pukapuka whakaahua.
Sea turtles Juvenile fiction.
Tūkinotanga ā taiao.
Wildlife rescue Juvenile fiction.
Dewey NZ823.3
Title  Managing director's statement at the extraordinary general meeting to be held on 15 November 1985.
Creator  Lux, Dan.
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [Luxoil No Liability], [1985]
Format  2 leaves ; 30 cm
Subject  Luxoil No Liability.
         Oil well drilling New Zealand.
Dewey  338.762233820993

Title  Managing the provincial growth fund.
ISBN  9780995132177
Format  50 pages : colour illustrations ; 30 cm.
Series  Parliamentary papers presented to the House of Representatives of New Zealand ; B.29[20e].
Subject  Economic development New Zealand Management.
         New Zealand Provincial Growth Fund.
         Regional planning New Zealand Management.

Title  The Maori workforce by industry, 1945-1926 / B.J.G. Thompson.
Creator  Thompson, B. J. G.
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [Victoria University of Wellington, Department of Economics], 1978.
Format  38 pages : illustrations ; 30 cm.
Series  VUW working papers in economic history ; 78/4.
Subject  Ahumahi.
         Industries New Zealand.
         Maori (New Zealand people) Employment Statistics.
         Tatauranga.
         Tāngata whenua.
         Whiwhinga mahi.
Title  Mapping the Anthropocene in Ōtepoti/Dunedin : climate change, community and research in the creative arts.
ISBN  9780908846597 print
Publishing Details  [Dunedin, New Zealand] : [Otago Polytechnic Te Kura Matatini ki Otago], [2020]
Format  31 pages : colour illustrations ; 21 cm
Summary  "Mapping the Anthropocene in Ōtepoti/Dunedin brings together mana whenua, artists, designers and architects, scientists and speakers from the environmental humanities to present a picture of where we are as we learn to live with and act in the changing environment some call the Anthropocene. The term refers to the human-induced changes to our world's systems"--Introduction.
Subject  Arts and society New Zealand Congresses.
Human ecology New Zealand Congresses.
Science and the arts New Zealand Congresses.
Dewey  304.2

Title  Marvellous Marvin / text, Nadia Lim ; illustrations, Fifi Colston.
Creator  Lim, Nadia, 1985-
ISBN  9781775437246 paperback
Projected Publication Date  2012
Format  pages cm
Summary  "Meet MARVELLOUS Marvin, the newest member of the family, for fun on the farm. A debut children's book inspired by true family and farm adventures"--Publisher information.
Subject  Animal fiction.
   Animals Juvenile fiction.
   Chickens Juvenile fiction.
   Chicks Juvenile fiction.
   Children's stories, New Zealand.
   Farm life Juvenile fiction.
   Picture books for children.
Dewey  NZ823.3
Title: A mathematical model for correlation loss / by M.R. Leadbetter.

Creator: Leadbetter, M. R.

Publishing Details: Auckland, New Zealand: Naval Research Laboratory, 1960.

Format: 12 leaves, 3 unnumbered leaves: illustrations; 34 cm.

Series: Naval Research Laboratory report; no. 14.

Subject: Experiments.

Signal processing.

Sound-waves Mathematical models.

Title: Maths plus 5 / Harry O'Brien, Greg Purcell.

Creator: O'Brien, Harry.

ISBN: 9780994130877 paperback


Format: vii, 186 pages: colour illustrations; 30 cm

Subject: Study guides.

Dewey: 510.76

Title: Mattering: a musing / Jae Ellis.

Creator: Ellis, Jae.

ISBN: 9780473509743 paperback (print-on-demand)


Format: 34 pages: colour illustrations; 16 x 15 cm

Subject: Conceptual art.

Ellis, Jae.

Human ecology in art.

Matter Philosophy.

Dewey: 709.2

Title: The maunga at Mount Albert: a history of Ōwairaka / Te Ahi-kā-a-Rakataura / Lisa J. Truttman.

Creator: Truttman, Lisa J., 1963-


Format: 79 pages: illustrations, maps, portraits; 30 cm.


Subject: Kōrero nehe.

Maunga.

Mount Albert (Auckland, N.Z.) History.

Mountains New Zealand Auckland History.

Volcanoes New Zealand Auckland History.

Dewey: 993.24
Title Maungakiekie, One Tree Hill : the archaeological story of a Māori town / Aileen Fox and Sue Bulmer

Creator Fox, Aileen, 1907-2005

ISBN 047348286X
9780473482862 softcover

Edition [Revised and enlarged edition].

Publishing Details Auckland : Cornwall Park Trust Board, 2020

Format iv, 36 pages : colour illustrations, maps ; 26 cm

Contents Acknowledgments -- Editor's note -- Introduction / Malcolm Paterson -- Preface -- Te maunga me te rohe = The mountain and its district -- Ngā ingoa = the names -- Māori history -- Archaeology -- Ngā Tūāpapa = The terraces -- Everyday life in the terraced town -- Te tihi = The summit -- Ngā Pā = The forts -- Ngā Māra a Tāhuri = Tāhuri's gardens -- Recent history -- More about Maungakiekie -- Protecting Maungakiekie -- About the authors.

Summary "The first edition of this booklet was written by Aileen Fox and published in 1978. It was long out of print when Susan Bulmer, with Aileen's approval, commenced a revision and enlargement. She was prevented by ill health in completing the task and this edition has been completed with the endorsement of her family. She had not finally sourced all the illustrations so those used here are those chosen by the editors. The principal changes are incorporation of some newer archaeological knowledge, some updating of references to include recent publications and a change to the orthography with respect to Māori words."--Editor's note, Page 1.

Subject Kōrero nehe.
Maunga.
Maungakiekie Pa.
One Tree Hill (Auckland, N.Z. : City section) History.
Pā.
Tāone.
Whaiapara tangata.

Dewey 993.24

Title Max Gimblett, Ocean Wheel : a selection from the Max Gibblett and Barbara Kirshenblatt-Gimblett gift, 1 August - 15 November 2020.

Creator Gimblett, Max, 1935-

ISBN 9781877375682 sheet

Publishing Details [Christchurch] : Christchurch Art Gallery Te Punahou Whetutu, [2020]

Format 1 sheet : illustrations (some colour) ; 80 x 55 cm, folded to 40 x 27.5 cm

Subject Christchurch Art Gallery Catalogs.
Gimblett, Max, 1935- Catalogs.
Painting, New Zealand Catalogs.

Dewey 759.993
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Me, according to the history of art / Dick Frizzell.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Frizzell, Dick, 1943-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISBN</td>
<td>9780995135413 hardcover</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>311 pages : colour illustrations ; 26 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;Throughout his long career, New Zealand painter Dick Frizzell has often gone way out on a limb to see where it would take him. From his early Pop art-influenced approach to his experiments with landscape and the contested area of appropriation, he's always been brave. Now, he takes on the history of art, starting right back at cave art to discover the key threads of Western art that sit in his DNA as a painter in the twenty-first century. The approach is essential Frizzell: bring everyone along for the ride. It's a fun romp, but despite the humour, it sits on a bedrock of serious scholarship and reverence for the painters of the past. And there's one thing that makes this book different from any other: all the reproductions of significant paintings, from Rubens and Tintoretto to Cezanne and Lichtenstein, are by Frizzell himself, heroically painted over a twelve-month period. Me, According to the History of Art is the art history education you've been missing. Painting tips included&quot;--Publisher's website.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Art History.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Art Reproduction.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Frizzell, Dick, 1943-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dewey</td>
<td>759.993</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Mean daily insolation in New Zealand / by J.F. De Lisle.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>De Lisle, J. F. (John Felix), 1916-2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>pages 992-1005 : illustrations ; 23 cm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Series</td>
<td>Meteorological Office note ; no. 61.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Solar radiation New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Mean temperatures in New Zealand / by Dr. E. Kidson.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Kidson, E. (Edward), 1882-1939</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>pages 140-153 : illustrations ; 24 cm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Series</td>
<td>Meteorological Office note ; no. 7.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Atmospheric temperature New Zealand. Temperature measurements.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Memories of war: stories of our families / contributions from the residents of Summerset at Karaka.


114 pages: illustrations (some colour); 30 cm


Soldiers New Zealand Correspondence.
World War, 1914-1918 New Zealand Biography.
World War, 1939-1945 New Zealand Biography.

940.393
Title: The millipede family Conotylidae in northwestern North America: with a complete bibliography of the family (Diplopoda, Chordeumatida, Heterochordeumatidea, Conotyloidea) / William A. Shear, Casey H. Richart & Victoria L. Wong.

Creator: Shear, William A.

ISBN: 9781776709014 paperback
9781776709021 Online edition


Format: 78 pages: illustrations; 30 cm.

Series: Zootaxa; 4753.

Summary: Abstract: The center of diversity for the chordeumatidan millipede family Conotylidae is northwestern North America, where five of six subfamilies and ten of fourteen previously described genera occur; in this paper, seven additional new genera and 33 new species from the region are described. New species in the genus Taiyutyla Chamberlin, 1952 are: Taiyutyla tillamook, Taiyutyla acuphora, and Taiyutyla amicitia; in the genus Bollmanella Chamberlin, 1941: Bollmanella bombus, Bollmanella washingtonensis and Bollmanella leonardi; in the genus Brunsonia Loomis & Schmitt, 1971: Brunsonia pulchra, Brunsonia digitata, Brunsonia wenatchee, Brunsonia chelanoparva, Brunsonia chelanomagna, Brunsonia selwayana and Brunsonia benewah. Vancouvereuma n. gen. is described with the type species Taiyutyla shawi Shear 2004. Calityla n. gen. includes the new species Calityla siskiyou, Calityla ubicki, Calityla trinitaria, Calityla essigi, and Calityla humboldtensis. Ovaskella, n. gen. includes the new species Ovaskella ovaskae and Ovaskella sinuosa. Karagama, n. gen. includes the new species Karagama ladybird. Complicatella, n. gen. includes the new species Complicatella pectenifera and Complicatella neili. Bifurcatella n. gen. includes the new species Bifurcatella olympiana, Bifurcatella hoh, Bifurcatella angulata, Bifurcatella pacifica, Bifurcatella germania, Bifurcatella uniclada, Bifurcatella inflata and Bifurcatella hobo. Loomisiella, n. gen. includes the new species Loomisiella evergreen and Loomisiella pylei. New distribution records are provided for numerous previously described species of conotylids. A complete bibliography of the family Conotylidae of the world is also included. Keywords: Arthropoda, new genera, new species, descriptions, California, Nevada, Oregon, Idaho, Washington, British Columbia, Alberta"--Page 3.

Title: Mo apoapo ke te mahi = "Business to-morrow" / na te Rev. S.F. Harris, M.A., B.C.L.

Creator: Harris, S. F.

Publishing Details: [London?]: [Religious Tract Society], [19--?]

Format: 1 folded sheet (4 pages): illustration; 19 cm

Summary: Māori language parable about a thoughtless judge in Ancient Greece, who is murdered because he fails to take heed of an important letter. The tract urges the reader to take heed of the Christian faith immediately, and not deny God.

Subject: Christian life.
Hāhi Karaitiana.
Parables.
Religious awakening Christianity.
Whakapono.

Dewey: 243
Title O le moa ma le la'au Lopā = The hen and the Lopā tree / tusia / author and illustrator: Elisa Laumata Ah-Lam.
Creator Ah-Lam, Elisa Laumata.
ISBN 9780473517175 paperback
Publishing Details [Blenheim, New Zealand] : [Elisa Laumata Ah-Lam], [2020]
Format 1 volume (unpaged) : colour illustrations ; 20 x 22 cm
Language Parallel text in Samoan and English. Includes glossary of Samoan to English translations.
Summary Moa the hen wants to cut down the Lopā tree because it drops leaves and seeds. The other animals are not happy about this, so they all help Moa keep the area under the Lopā tree clean and tidy.
Subject Children's stories, Samoan.
Helping behavior Juvenile fiction.
Hens Juvenile fiction.
Picture books for children.
Trees Samoa Juvenile fiction.
Dewey 899.4623

Title Moemoeā / ko ngā kōrero nā Te Rōpū a Huia ; ko ngā pikitia nā Linette Porter.
ISBN 9781776631124 paperback
Format 8 pages : colour illustrations ; 20 cm.
Subject Maori language Readers.
Pānui pukapuka.
Dewey 499.44286

Title Monster hunting / Tanmoy Chakrabarti ; illustrated by Tanmoy and Rudra Chakrabarti.
Creator Chakrabarti, Tanmoy.
ISBN 9780473515126 hardcover
  9780473515133 ebook
  9780473515140 softcover
Format 36 pages : illustrations ; 20 cm.
Contents The chocolate monster -- Monster at the cemetery.
Summary In 'The Chocolate Monster,' the curious little boy inspires his father to hunt down a 'Chocolate Monster.' In 'Monster at the Cemetery,' a cracking kick on the football lands the father and son duo inside a cemetery where magical creatures roam around until a Monster wakes up"--Back cover.
Subject Cemeteries Juvenile fiction.
Children's stories, New Zealand.
Fathers and sons Juvenile fiction.
Horror fiction.
Monsters Juvenile fiction.
Dewey NZ823.3
**Title**  
Monsters in the garden : an anthology of Aotearoa New Zealand science fiction and fantasy / edited by Elizabeth Knox and David Larsen.

**ISBN**  
9781776563104 paperback

**Publishing Details**  

**Format**  
607 pages ; 21 cm

**Contents**  
Introduction I : counting worlds / David Larsen  
Introduction II : here be monsters / Elizabeth Knox  
From Riallaro : the archipelago of exiles / Godfrey Sweven  
From The great romance / Anon--Two sheep / Janet Frame--From The halfmen of O / Maurice Gee--Misrule in Diamond / Margaret Mahy--The parson who thought she or he was a bishop / Patricia Grace--Immortality / Owen Marshall--The gospel according to Mickey Mouse / Phillip Mann--The last white rhinoceros / Witi Ihimaera--Kaibutsu-San / Keri Hulme--By bonelight / Juliet Marillier--Unobtanium / Elizabeth Knox--The rule of twelfths / Craig Gamble--The Paresach's tulips / Dylan Horrocks--The armillary / Bernard Beckett--In the forest with Ludmila / Emma Martin--A problem / Pip Adam--The children / Tina Makereti--The everything store / Danyl McLauchlan--The dreamer and the nightingale / Rachael Craw--A visitation / Kirsten McDougall--The tenth meet / Lawrence Patchett--The stone wētā / Octavia Cade--Where we walk, we walk on bones / Karen Healey--Union / Tamsyn Muir--Analogue / Samantha Lane Murphy--The sharkskin / Jack Barrowman--Ash child / Jack Larsen.

**Subject**  
Fantasy fiction, New Zealand.
Science fiction, New Zealand.
Short stories, New Zealand.

**Dewey**  
NZ823.0876208

---

**Title**  
Mophead tu : the Queen's poem / by Selina Tusitala Marsh.

**Creator**  
Marsh, Selina Tusitala.

**ISBN**  
1869409442 hardback  
9781869409449 hardback

**Publishing Details**  

**Format**  
1 volume (unpaged) ; colour illustrations ; 25 cm

**Summary**  
"Selina is invited to perform for the Queen at Westminster Abbey. But when a colleague calls her a 'sellout', Selina starts doubting herself. Can she stand with her people who struggled against the Queen ... and still serve the Queen? From the sinking islands in the South Seas to the smoggy streets of London, this is a hilariously thought-provoking take on colonial histories and one poet's journey to bridge the divide"--Back cover.

**Subject**  
Ethics Juvenile literature.
Marsh, Selina Tusitala Juvenile literature.
Marsh, Selina Tusitala. Unity Juvenile literature.
Pacific Islanders New Zealand Juvenile literature.
Picture books for children.
Poetry Authorship Juvenile literature.
Poets, New Zealand Juvenile literature.

**Dewey**  
NZ821.3
Title More tales of gold and myrhh / Paul Keller.

Creator Keller, Paul, 1873-1932

ISBN 9780473544942 paperback (print-on-demand)

Publishing Details Auckland, New Zealand : K A Nitz, [2020]

Format 191 pages ; 21 cm

Contents Introduction: Gold and myrrh -- Advent (two miniatures) -- Morning mass -- The schoolbag -- The wonder organ -- Annoyance -- End of spring -- In the forest's schoolhouse -- Gypsy child.

Summary "Eight short stories of rural and village life, and of the trials and tribulations of school teachers"--Back cover.

Subject Short stories, New Zealand.

Dewey 833.912

Title More than bloods and obs : whānau Māori discuss health and hospital care / by Rebekah Graham and Bridgette Masters-Awatere.

Creator Graham, Rebekah.

ISBN 9780473498214 softcover book
9780473498221 PDF version


Publishing Details [Hamilton, New Zealand] : Māori and Psychology Research Unit, University of Waikato, [2020?]

Format v, 84 pages : colour illustrations ; 30 cm

Subject Children Hospital care New Zealand Waikato Case studies.

Hōhipera.

Maori (New Zealand people) Health and hygiene Case studies.

Maori (New Zealand people) Hospital care New Zealand Case studies.

Ora.

Tamariki.

Waikato Hospital.

Whānau.

Dewey 362.198920993
Title The mountain cafe cookbook : a kiwi in the Cairngorms / Kirsten Gilmour.
Creator Gilmour, Kirsten.
ISBN 0957037384
9780957037380 hardback
Format 325 pages : color illustrations ; 26 cm
Contents Introduction -- Have confidence in yourself -- Food for folks with dietary requirements -- Breakfa...ts -- Mains -- Baking -- Bits and bobs -- Drinks -- There is no 'I' in team -- Index.
Summary "Legendary breakfasts to fuel days on the mountain; inventive, zesty salads and indulgent and luxurious cakes: these are all hallmarks of Aviemore's Mountain Cafe. Owner-chef Kirsten Gilmour draws on her Kiwi roots to turn out contemporary dishes with an antipodean love of fresh and bold flavours, and in her debut cookbook she shares her secrets and inspirations with you. The Mountain Cafe Cookbook is packed full of Kirsten's irresistible recipes for the best-loved dishes and drinks at her Highland restaurant, alongside others drawn from her grandparents and influenced by her travels around the world. This is not difficult, fancy restaurant cooking, but gutsy, fresh, hearty food that will taste just as good from your kitchen as from hers."--Publisher information.
Subject Cookbooks.
Cooking.
Dewey 641.50941158

Title My crazy cat / C M Ramos ; illustrated by Ghyvari.
Creator Ramos, C. M. (Corazon M.)
ISBN 9780473513160 softcover
9780473513177 epub
9780473513184 Kindle
9780473515874 hbk
Format 1 volume (unpaged) : colour illustrations ; 28 cm
Summary "Follow Cat's silly antics as he gets into one lot of mischief after another and ends in a funny twist that will surely make story-time the most fun time!"--Back cover.
Subject Animals Juvenile fiction.
Cats Juvenile fiction.
Children's stories, New Zealand.
Curiosity Juvenile fiction.
Humorous fiction.
Picture books for children.
Dewey NZ823.3
Title  My health passport.
Creator  New Zealand. Health and Disability Commissioner.
Format  14 pages ; 30cm
Subject  Medical records Forms. People with disabilities Services for New Zealand.
Dewey  362.1028

Title  My health passport.
Creator  New Zealand. Health and Disability Commissioner.
Edition  Express version.
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : Health and Disability Commissioner, Te Toihau Hauora, Hauātanga, [2020?]
Format  18 pages : illustrations (chiefly colour) ; 21 cm
Dewey  362.1028

Title  My health passport.
Creator  New Zealand. Health and Disability Commissioner.
Edition  Express version.
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : Health and Disability Commissioner, Te Toihau Hauora, Hauātanga, [2020?]
Format  18 pages : illustrations (chiefly colour) ; 30 cm
Dewey  362.1028
Title  Nana's veggie garden = Te māra kai a Kui / written by Marie Munro ; illustrated by Rachel Doragh ; te reo Māori nā Piripi Walker.
Creator  Munro, Marie, 1948-
ISBN  047354444X paperback
        9780473544447 paperback
Format  1 volume (unpaged) : colour illustrations ; 28 cm
Language  Parallel text in English and Māori.
Summary  "This summer, Bella/Ngāpera, Jacob/Hākopa and Lucas help Nana/Kui grow, harvest and eat an amazing garden, and fill every day with heaps of fun, te reo Māori learning and bunches of awesome memories"--Back cover.
Subject  Ahu māra.
         Children's stories, New Zealand.
         Grandparent and child Juvenile fiction.
         Hua whenua.
         Hāngī.
         Kuia.
         Kōrero paki mā ngā tamariki.
         Maori (New Zealand people) Food Juvenile fiction.
         Picture books for children.
         Picture books.
         Pukapuka whakaahua.
         Reorua.
         Stories in rhyme.
         Vegetable gardening New Zealand Juvenile fiction.
Dewey  NZ823.3

Title  National Bank composite indices of regional activity / Stephen Edwards.
Creator  Edwards, Stephen.
Format  75 pages : illustrations ; 30 cm.
Subject  Economic development New Zealand Statistics.
         Economic development New Zealand Wellington Statistics.
         New Zealand Economic conditions 1984- Statistics.
         Regional economics New Zealand Statistics.
         Regional economics New Zealand Wellington Statistics.
Title  National commemoration to mark the 75th anniversary of the end of the second World War : Pukeahu National War Memorial Park, 15 August 2020.

Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [Visits and Ceremonial Office, Department of Internal Affairs], [2020]
Format  21 pages : illustrations (some colour) ; 18 x 18 cm
Subject  Memorial service programs.
World War, 1939-1945 Campaigns Anniversaries, etc.
Dewey  940.546

Title  Nature and wellbeing in Aotearoa New Zealand : exploring the connection / Catherine Knight.
Creator  Knight, Catherine.
ISBN  9780473538637 paperback
Format  192 pages : colour illustrations ; 21 cm
Contents  Exploring the nature-wellbeing connection -- Stories of nature and wellbeing in Aotearoa New Zealand -- Towards a nature-rich future.
Subject  Human ecology New Zealand.
Natural areas New Zealand.
Nature Psychological aspects.
Well-being New Zealand.
Dewey  155.910993

Title  Navigating the stars : Māori creation myths / Witi Ihimaera.
Creator  Ihimaera, Witi, 1944-
ISBN  0143774999 print
9780143774990 print
9780143775003 online
Format  432 pages : illustrations (some colour), map ; 25 cm
Summary  "Ihimaera traces the history of the Maori people through their creation myths. He follows Tawhaki up the vines into the firmament, Hine-titama down into the land of the dead, Maui to the ends of the earth, and the giants and turehu who sailed across the ocean to our shores ... From Hawaiki to Aotearoa, the ancient navigators brought their myths, while looking to the stars - bright with gods, ancestors and stories - to guide the way"--Publisher information.
Subject  Creation Folklore.
Folk tales.
Kōrero nehe.
Maori (New Zealand people) Folklore.
Pūrākau.
Tales New Zealand.
Dewey  398.20899442
Title Neotropical jumping plant-lice (Hemiptera, Psylloidea) associated with plants of the tribe Detarieae (Leguminosae, Detarioideae) / Daniel Burckhardt & Dalva L. Queiroz.

Creator Burckhardt, Daniel.

ISBN 9781776708710 paperback
9781776708727 Online edition


Format 73 pages : illustrations ; 30 cm.

Series Zootaxa ; 4733.

Summary "Abstract: The Detarieae, a small tribe of tropical arborescent Leguminosae, has been reported as host of two species of jumping plant-lice: the Neotropical Macrocorsa beeryi (Caldwell) on Hymenaea courbaril and the Afrotropical Retroacizzia mopanei (Pettey) on Colophospermum mopane. Here we add from Brazil 18 new species of Colophorina, Jataiba gen. nov. and Mitrapsylla from Copaifera, as well as nine species of Jataiba gen. nov. and Platycorypha from Hymenaea. In addition to Jataiba, a new genus which is created for five new species on Copaifera and one on Hymenaea, we erect the new genus Apsyllopsis for Psyllopsis mexicana, which is synonymised with Psyllia beeryi Caldwell. Two new combinations are proposed: Apsyllopsis mexicana (Crawford), comb. nov. from Psyllopsis, and Epicacizzia favis (Brown & Hodkinson), comb. nov. from Euphalerus. The new taxa are described and illustrated, and keys are provided for the identification of adults and immatures, as far as known. Immatures of Apsyllopsis and Colophorina induce galls on the leaves whereas those of the other taxa are free-living. Colophorina spp. seem to be monophagous whereas members of the other genera tend to be oligophagous. All host species are associated with two or more psyllid species. Copaifera langsdorffii, which hosts 11 species of three genera, constitutes a super-host. Keywords: Hemiptera, psyllids, Sternorrhyncha, Apsyllopsis, Colophorina, Jataiba, Mitrapsylla, Platycorypha, Fabaceae, Copaifera, Hymenaea, taxonomy, systematics, Brazil, host plant, biogeography, phylogeny, super-host"--Page 3.

Links https://www.mapress.com/j/zt/article/view/zootaxa.4733.1.1

Title Netipāoro / ko ngā kōrero nā Manu Te Awa ; ko ngā pikitia nā Tamara Kan.

Creator Te Awa, Manu.

ISBN 9781776631209 paperback


Format 8 pages : colour illustrations ; 21 cm.


Subject Maori language Readers.

Dewey 499.44286
Title New admissions : tales of life, death & love in the time of lockdown / Mira Harrison.

Creator Harrison-Woolrych, Mira.

ISBN 0995143315 paperback
0995143323 Kindle
9780995143319 paperback
9780995143326 Kindle


Format xiv, 78 pages ; 20 cm

Contents My mistake : Mandy and Heart Boy -- North and south : Jazz and Brittany -- Labours of love : Sarah and Chloe -- I won't let you down : Ava and Sergei.

Summary "As the global Covid-19 pandemic reaches the shores of Aotearoa New Zealand, four women find themselves in novel circumstances as healthcare professionals, and in their personal lives. In these new fictional tales from the author of Admissions, we meet doctors, nurses and other workers as a public hospital struggles to prepare for the worst. In the days before lockdown, a nurse's visit to the supermarket has an unexpected outcome. A medical student employed in the hospital kitchens begins a relationship with another essential worker who provides her with an alternative education. When her daughter returns home with the virus, a professor of obstetrics faces the challenges of her hospital work while meeting the demands of motherhood under lockdown. Home alone after her husband is taken away, a retired surgeon reflects on life, love and death in the time of Covid."--Back cover.

Subject COVID-19 (Disease) New Zealand Fiction.
Medical fiction.
Medical personnel New Zealand Fiction.
New Zealand fiction 21st century.
Short stories, New Zealand.
Women New Zealand Fiction.

Dewey NZ823.3

---

Title New home / author and illustrator: Soti Vafsi ; editor: Brian Winslade.

Creator Vafsi, Soti.

ISBN 9780473478186 paperback

Publishing Details [Hamilton, New Zealand] : [Soti Vafsi], [2020]

Format 1 volume (unpaged) : colour illustrations ; 17 x 24 cm

Summary The story of a feijoa tree which is transplanted to a different country and thrives, intended to show how children of immigrants and refugees can overcome hardship and be successful in their new home country.

Subject Allegories.
Children of immigrants Juvenile fiction.
Children's stories, New Zealand.
Emigration and immigration Juvenile fiction.
Picture books for children.
Refugee children Juvenile fiction.

Dewey NZ823.3
Title: New species and records of deep-water Orbiniidae (Annelida, Polychaeta) from the Eastern Pacific continental slope, abyssal Pacific Ocean, and the South China Sea / James A. Blake.

Creator: Blake, James A.

ISBN: 9781776708659 paperback
9781776708666 Online edition


Format: 61 pages : illustrations ; 30 cm.

Series: Zootaxa ; 4730.

Summary: "Abstract: Eighteen species of Orbiniidae, 15 new to science, are reported from deep-sea habitats in the Pacific Ocean and the South China Sea. The collection includes specimens from continental slope and abyssal soft sediments as well as hydrothermal vent and methane seep sites. New collections of Califia calida Hartman, 1957, Naineris uncinata Hartman, 1957, and Phylo nudus (Moore, 1911) allow redescription and new distributional records of these species to be documented. Five species of Leitoscoloplos: L., clifftordi n. sp., L. gordaensis n. sp., L. lunulus n. sp., L. sahlingi n. sp., and L. williamsae n. sp. are described together with a new species of Berkeleyia, B. lelievre n. sp., two new species of Scoloplos: S. californiensis n. sp. and S. sparsaciculus n. sp., and a new species of Leodamas, L. bathyalis n. sp. In addition, six new species of Orbiinella are described: O. abyssalis n. sp., O. eugeneruffi n. sp., O. grasslei n. sp., O. longilobata n. sp., O. rugosa n. sp., and O. tumida n. sp. Keywords: Annelida, Gorda Ridge, East Pacific Rise, Cascadia Subduction Zone, Clarion-Clipperton Fracture Zone, hydrothermal vents, methane seeps, Berkeleyia, Califia, Leodamas, Leitoscoloplos, Naineris, Orbiinella, Phylo, Scoloplos"--Page 3.

Links: https://www.mapress.com/j/zt/article/view/zootaxa.4730.1.1
Title  New Zealand disasters : our response, resilience and recovery / written by Maria Gill ; illustrated by Marco Ivančić.
Creator  Gill, Maria, 1961-
ISBN  9781869436218 hardback
Projected Publication Date  2102
Format  pages cm
Summary  "Inspiring stories of courage, resilience and determination in the face of disaster New Zealanders have endured phenomenal natural and human disasters throughout the ages. This inspiring book documents some of these key moments in our history and, more importantly, how we responded and grew stronger; what changes/improvements were made as a result. Cyclones, tornadoes, earthquakes, landslides, floods, volcanic eruptions, fires, aeroplane crashes, pandemics and other disasters are just some of the many themes covered in this comprehensive, vibrantly illustrated account. Includes: Outcomes, Safety Tips, and What to Do in an Emergency"—Publisher information.
Subject  Disasters New Zealand Juvenile literature.
Natural disasters New Zealand Juvenile literature.
Picture books for children.
Dewey  363.340993

Title  A New Zealand prayer book = he Karakia mihinare o Aotearoa / the Anglican Church in Aotearoa, New Zealand, and Polynesia = Te Hāhi Mihinare ki Aotearoa ki Nui Tireni, ki Ngā Moutere o te Moana Nui a Kiwa.
Creator  Anglican Church in Aotearoa New Zealand and Polynesia.
ISBN  9780908675159 hardback
Edition  New edition 2020
Publishing Details  Auckland : The Anglican Church in Aotearoa, New Zealand and Polynesia, [2020]
Format  1 volume (various pagings) ; 21 cm
Language  English with some Māori, Fijian, Tongan, Samoan, Hindi.
Subject  Anglican Church in Aotearoa New Zealand and Polynesia Liturgy Texts.
Hāhi Karaitiana.
Inoi.
Karakia.
Lord's Supper (Liturgy) Texts.
Dewey  283.96
Title  New Zealand seaweed for agar-manufacture / by L.B. Moore (Botany Division, Plant Research Bureau, Department of Scientific and Industrial Research).
Creator  Moore, Lucy B.
Publishing Details  Wellington, N.Z. : Department of Scientific and Industrial Research, New Zealand, 1944.
Format  pages [183]-209 : illustrations ; 25 cm.
Series  Botany Division publication ; no. 9.
Subject  Agar New Zealand.
        Marine algae New Zealand.
        Marine algae industry New Zealand.

Title  New Zealand Transport Agency. Maintaining state highways through Network Outcomes Contracts.
ISBN  9780995132191
Format  50 pages : colour illustrations ; 30 cm.
Series  Parliamentary papers presented to the House of Representatives of New Zealand ; B.29[20g].
Subject  Express highways Maintenance and repair Auditing.
        NZ Transport Agency Auditing.

Title  New Zealand's education delusion: how bad ideas ruined a once world-leading school system / Briar Lipson, foreword by Michael Johnston.
Creator  Lipson, Briar.
ISBN  9780995131125 Print
        9780995131132 online
Publishing Details  Wellington, New Zealand : New Zealand Initiative, [2020].
Format  151 pages : illustrations, some colour ; 21 cm.
Series  Research report (New Zealand Initiative (Organisation)) ; 61.
Subject  Education New Zealand.
        Educational psychology.
        Teaching New Zealand.
Title  Te Ngahuru / nā Kararaina Gibson-Ngātai ngā kupu ; nā Daron Parton ngā pikita.
Creator  Gibson-Ngātai, Kararaina.
ISBN  9781776632268 paperback
Format  8 pages : colour illustrations ; 20 cm.
Subject  Maori language Readers.
          Pānui pukapuka.
Dewey  499.44286

Title  Ngātahi = working as one : report on the evaluation of the Ngātahi project in year two
       (2018-May 2019) (Ngātahi: together, as one, in unison, at the same time) June 2019 / Kay
       Morris Matthews, Anne Hiha, Sally Abel, Charlotte Chisnell, Chris Malcolm, Pippa
       McKelvie-Sebileau, Karlin Austin, Sue Hanna and David Tipene-Leach, Research and
       Innovation Centre, Eastern Institute of Technology.
Creator  Morris Matthews, Kay.
ISBN  9780995113954 online
       9780995113978 print
Format  iv, 148 pages : colour illustrations ; 30 cm
Subject  Children New Zealand Hawkes Bay Health and hygiene.
          Maori (New Zealand people) Health and hygiene.
          Mental health New Zealand Hawkes Bay.
          Ora.
          Tamariki.
Dewey  305.2308999442

Title  Nine lives : expeditions to Everest / Robert Mads Anderson.
Creator  Anderson, Robert Mads.
ISBN  9781988538549 paperback
Publishing Details  Auckland, New Zealand : David Bateman, 2020.
Format  203 pages, 32 unnumbered pages of plates : illustrations (some colour ) ; 24 cm
Subject  Anderson, Robert Mads.
          Everest, Mount (China and Nepal) Description and travel.
          Mountaineering expeditions Everest, Mount (China and Nepal).
Dewey  796.522095496
Title  Te Nohoanga / ko Iria Whiu te kaituhi kupu.
Creator  Whiu, Iria.
ISBN  9781776632282 paperback
Format  8 pages : colour illustrations ; 17 x 20 cm.
Subject  Maori language Readers.
          Pānui pukapuka.
Dewey  499.44286

Title  Noise characteristics of H.M. S/M Andrew / by W.B. McAdam.
Creator  McAdam, W. B.
Publishing Details  Auckland, New Zealand : Naval Research Laboratory, 1960.
Format  17 leaves, 15 unnumbered leaves : illustrations (some folded) ; 35 cm.
Series  Naval Research Laboratory report ; no. 11.
Subject  Andrew (Submarine) Noise.
          Experiments.
          Sound-waves Measurement.
          Underwater acoustics New Zealand Auckland Measurement.

Title  Nonstop nonsense / Margaret Mahy ; Quentin Blake.
Creator  Mahy, Margaret.
ISBN  9781869714369 paperback
Projected Publication Date  2011
Format  pages cm
Summary  "[A] collection of stories and rhyming nonsense from all-star author and artist team, Margaret Mahy and Quentin Blake. Readers meet the man from Fandango who pays a visit once every five hundred years, the word wizard who casts his spell over the Delmonico family, and many other unforgettable characters in this veritable carnival of stories and poems"--Publisher information.
Subject  Children's poetry, New Zealand.
          Children's stories, New Zealand.
Dewey  NZ823.2
Title Northland stories : a Koanga booklet / Kay Baxter.
Creator Baxter, Kay, 1952-
ISBN 9780473515782 paperback
Format 46 pages : illustrations ; 21 cm
Subject Agriculture New Zealand Northland.
Country life New Zealand Northland.
Dewey 630.993

Title Notes on regulations governing the transport of radioactive materials / compiled by M.K. Robertson.
Creator Robertson, M. K. (Murray Kenneth), 1938-
Format 18 pages, 1 unnumbered folded leaf : illustrations ; 30 cm.
Subject Freight and freightage New Zealand Safety measures.
Hazardous substances Transportation Law and legislation New Zealand.
Radioactive substances Transportation New Zealand Safety measures.

Title Notice to shareholders / Sovereign Gold Mines Limited.
Creator Sovereign Gold Mines Limited.
Publishing Details Christchurch, New Zealand : Sovereign Gold Mines Limited, [1985]
Format 4 leaves ; 30 cm
Subject Consolidation and merger of corporations New Zealand.
Sovereign Gold Mines Limited Finance.
Dewey 338.836223422

Title The N.R.L. field station on Great Barrier Island : an experimental installation for the study of underwater acoustics and its application to submarine detection / by R.I. Tait.
Creator Tait, R. I.
Publishing Details Auckland, New Zealand : Naval Research Laboratory, 1960.
Format 13 leaves, 18 unnumbered leaves : illustrations (some folded) ; 34 cm.
Series Naval Research Laboratory report ; no. 12.
Subject Experiments.
Sound-waves Measurement.
Submarines (Ships) Noise.
Underwater acoustics New Zealand Auckland Measurement.
Title Nōu te ao, e hika e! / nā Dr. Seuss ; nā Karena Kelly i whakamāori.
Creator Seuss, Dr.
ISBN 1869409329
9781869409326 hardback
Format 1 volume (unpaged) : colour illustrations ; 29 cm
Series Kotahi rau pukapuka ; 4.
Summary "'Me mihi ka tika, te toa o te rā! Tūrou, Hawaiki! Tō pai! Wehi nā! Topa mai, taka mai, ko ngā piki me ngā heke o te ao o te tangata te aronga nui o tēnei kōrero reka nā te mātanga, nā Dr. Seuss. He kupu akiaki kei roto e maumahara ai te tangata ki ōna painga, e mataara ai ki ngā uuaatanga, me te toro mātātoa atu ki te ao e tāwhiri mai ana"--Publisher's website.
Subject Conduct of life Juvenile fiction.
Imagination Juvenile fiction.
Kōrero paki mā ngā tamariki.
Picture books for children.
Pukapuka whakaahua.
Stories in rhyme.
Success Juvenile fiction.
Whanonga.
Dewey 813.54

Title Nurses in retirement / Chris Davies Curtis.
Creator Davies Curtis, Chris, 1940-
ISBN 9780473537432 paperback
Format 203 pages ; 21 cm
Summary "The three are all in their 40's. Tina is happily married to her Scotsman, David Robb ; Sally working as a Theatre nurse alongside her surgeon husband, Peter Phillips, and Hine is in New Zealand with her husband Jim Broadbent and young Tane, her firstborn son she had lost touch with. Everything should go smoothly, but does it?"--Back cover.
Subject New Zealand fiction 21st century.
Dewey NZ823.3
Title Nutrition and physical activity resource and information toolkit.
Publishing Details [Wellington] : Health Promotion Agency Te Hiringa Hauora, [2019]
Format 9 pages : colour illustrations ; 21 cm
Summary "Provides a snapshot of resource and information that can help you with your work"--Cover verso.
Subject Exercise New Zealand Handbooks, Manuals, etc.
Nutrition New Zealand Handbooks, Manuals, etc.
Physical fitness New Zealand Handbooks, Manuals, etc.
Dewey 613

Title Observations and implications of diurnal asymmetry in "bright" sunshine hours / K.J.A. Revfeim and J.W.D. Hessell.
Creator Revfeim, K. J. A.
Format pages 153-160 : illustrations ; 24 cm.
Series Meteorological Office note ; no. 101.
Subject Meteorology New Zealand Observations.
Solar radiation New Zealand Measurement.
Sunshine New Zealand Measurement.

Title Observations upon the dry strength of clays and clay bodies / by I.C. McDowall and W. Vose.
Creator McDowall, I. C.
Format pages 511-522 : illustrations ; 21 cm.
Series Technical report (New Zealand Pottery and Ceramics Research Association) ; no. 8.
Subject Ceramic materials Viscosity New Zealand.
Clay Testing.

Title The occurrence of thunderstorms in New Zealand / by E. Kidson and A. Thomson.
Creator Kidson, E. (Edward), 1882-1939
Format pages 193-206 : illustrations ; 24 cm.
Series Meteorological Office note ; no. 4.
Subject Thunderstorms New Zealand Statistics.
Title  Off the beaten track : hunting tales from the New Zealand back country : the red stag timber hunters club / Dave Shaw.
Creator  Shaw, Dave, 1980-
ISBN  9781988538488 paperback
Format  256 pages : colour illustrations ; 24 cm
Summary  "For the club, it's all about being physically fit, digging deep to reap the rewards, and hunting in a way that's respectful to the animals and the environment they inhabit — as well as having some adrenaline-pumping adventures and laughs along the way! The wildly popular TV series The Red Stag Timber Hunters Club showcases the exploits of a close-knit team of intrepid and passionate hunters, who regularly put themselves to the test throughout New Zealand's spectacular wilderness areas in pursuit of big game. Join Dave, Dre, Anto, Dan, Tim and Sam on some of their most memorable back-country hunting adventures, shining a light on the trials and tribulations, near misses, close calls, and all the previously unseen material not fit for broadcast captured throughout the show's production. Told with equal measures of humour and heart, and punctuated with stunning location photography, Off the Beaten Track is a must-read for both hunters and adventure seekers alike"—Publisher's website.
Subject  Hunters New Zealand Anecdotes.
          Hunting New Zealand Anecdotes.
          Red stag timber hunters club (television series)
Dewey  799.2922

Title  Offer to shareholders of Hotelcorp New Zealand Limited by Kingsgate Investments Pty Ltd a wholly owned subsidiary of Kingsgate International Corporation Limited.
Creator  Kingsgate Investments.
Publishing Details  [Auckland] : [Kingsgate Investments Pty Ltd], [1988]
Format  6 unnumbered leaves ; 30 cm
Subject  Consolidation and merger of corporations New Zealand Auckland.
          Hotelcorp New Zealand Finance.
          Kingsgate Investments Finance.
          Tender offers (Securities) New Zealand Auckland.
Dewey  332.642
Title  Okay, boomer : New Zealand in the swinging sixties / Ian Chapman.
Creator Chapman, Ian, 1960-
ISBN 9781988538501 paperback
Format 199 pages : illustrations (some colour) ; 25 cm
Summary "OK Boomer! New Zealand in the Swinging Sixties looks at Politics, Sport, Wining & Dining, fashion, night life and everything 60s in a highly illustrated format. Based on the hugely successful Weekly News titles published by Moa back in the early 90’s. This title will take us on a nostalgic trip down memory lane! "--Publisher's website.
Subject New Zealand History 20th century.
   New Zealand Social life and customs 20th century.
   Nineteen sixties.
   Popular culture New Zealand History 20th century.
Dewey 993.035

Title  On the morning of Christ's Nativity / John Milton.
Creator Milton, John, 1608-1674
Publishing Details Paraparaumu near the Domain : The Stray Waif, MMXV [2015]
Format 8 unnumbered pages ; 19 cm
Subject Jesus Christ Nativity Poetry.
   Keepsakes.
   Poems.
   Printers' devices (Printing)
   Typefaces (Type evidence) Goudy.
   Typefaces (Type evidence) Poliphilus.
Dewey 821.4

Title  One little lie / a novel by Carne Maxwell.
Creator Maxwell, Carne, 1961-
ISBN 9780473534509 paperback (print-on-demand)
Publishing Details [Auckland] : [Carne Maxwell], [2020]
Format 434 pages ; 23 cm
Summary "Nineteen-year-old Melissa and her three friends, Katrina, Belinda and Alison, take up an offer of work for the Christmas holidays on Melissa's uncle's tomato farm on Waiheke Island. The girls can't wait to swap their university days for the carefree life, summer provides. However, Melissa hasn't seen her uncle and her two cousins, Seth and Tyler, for eight years, and when she arrives at their home, her life becomes more complicated than she could ever have imagined. Katrina, Belinda and Alison find Seth and Tyler promising attractions, and feeling sorry for their friend, push Melissa into the hands a handsome stranger. When Melissa finds herself compromised, she does the only thing she can think of: she tells one little lie. Melissa's deception turns her holiday upside down. When one of her friends goes missing, and the police start their investigation, Melissa finds that her lie starts to unearth secrets buried for years. Secrets, which send Melissa, her family and her friends down a path of violent clashes of the past, the present and ultimately the future"--Back cover.
Subject New Zealand fiction 21st century.
   Thrillers (Fiction)
Dewey NZ823.3
Title  One man's road : a true tale of a life on the road, leading to an enlightenment and a self-consciousness of what "life" truly honestly is / by Mad Stan Jimmollpat.

Creator  Jimmollpat, Mad Stan.

ISBN  9780473536312 print

Publishing Details  [Thames] : [Mad Stan Jimmollpat], [2020]

Format  336 pages ; 21 cm

Subject  Autobiographies.
          Jimmollpat, Mad Stan,
          Men New Zealand Biography.

Dewey  920.71

Title  Ooey gooey gone / story by Karen Mowbray ; illustrations by Lisa Allen.

Creator  Mowbray, Karen.

ISBN  9781988538617 paperback

Publishing Details  Auckland, New Zealand : Bateman Books, [2020]

Format  1 volume (unpaged) : colour illustrations ; 25 cm

Summary  "It's a hot summer's day and Joe is looking forward to some ooey, gooey ice-cream goodness. What could possibly go wrong?"--Back cover.

Subject  Children's stories, New Zealand.
          Humorous fiction.
          Ice cream cones Juvenile fiction.
          Ice cream, ices, etc. Juvenile fiction.
          Picture books for children
          Stories in rhyme.

Dewey  NZ823.3

Title  Operation Quebec : acoustic propagation in the sea near Great Barrier Island / by A.C. Kibblewhite.

Creator  Kibblewhite, Alick C., 1927-

Publishing Details  Auckland, New Zealand : Naval Research Laboratory, 1961.

Format  21 leaves, 11 unnumbered leaves : illustrations ; 34 cm.

Series  Naval Research Laboratory report ; no. 17.

Subject  Experiments.
          Sound Transmission New Zealand Auckland.
          Sound Transmission New Zealand Waikato.
          Underwater acoustics New Zealand Auckland Measurement.
          Underwater acoustics New Zealand Waikato Measurement.
Title  Operation Seabed : an investigation of underwater sound propagation in the Auckland area.

Publishing Details  Auckland, New Zealand : Naval Research Laboratory, 1955.
Format  1 volume (various pagings) (some folded) : illustrations ; 34 cm.
Series  Naval Research Laboratory report ; no. 1.
Subject  Sound-waves Measurement.
Underwater acoustics New Zealand Auckland Measurement.

Title  The orphan factory / James & Lance Morcan.
Creator  Morcan, James, 1978-
ISBN  9780473519742 paperback (print-on-demand)
Edition  First ed.
Publishing Details  Papamoa, Bay of Plenty, New Zealand : Sterling Gate Books, [2020]
Format  624 pages ; 23 cm.
Subject  New Zealand fiction 21st century.
Spy fiction.
Thrillers (Fiction)
Dewey  NZ823.3

Title  The orphan uprising / James & Lance Morcan.
Creator  Morcan, James, 1978-
ISBN  9780473521042 paperback (print-on-demand)
Publishing Details  Papamoa, Bay of Plenty, New Zealand : Sterling Gate Books, [2020]
Format  687 pages ; 23 cm.
Summary  "Having eluded his former masters at the Omega Agency and escaped his life as an operative, Nine has married his soul mate, Isabelle. Their 5-year-old son has inherited his unique DNA. Their lifestyle is shattered when their son is abducted for scientific testing and experimentation. Desperate to find him, Nine finds himself up against his fellow orphans"--Back cover.
Subject  New Zealand fiction 21st century.
Thrillers (Fiction)
Dewey  NZ823.3
**Title**  Out of bounds : she's out to escape a gene pool that's only ankle-deep / Andrene Low.

**Creator**  Low, Andrene.

**ISBN**  9780995138926 paperback ([print-on-demand])

**Publishing Details**  [Napier] : Squabbling Sparrows Press, [2020]

**Format**  136 pages ; 18 cm.

**Summary**  "A mother who's putting the hard word on her to get marries, and a gene pool that's ankle deep at best? Will six months in the city be long enough to find a husband who's not related before the ceremony?"--Back cover.

**Subject**  New Zealand fiction 21st century.

Romance fiction.

**Dewey**  NZ823.3

---

**Title**  Owner's expectations : expectations for Crown companies and entities monitored by the Treasury, July 2020.

**ISBN**  9781988580975 print


**Format**  60 pages : colour illustrations ; 30 cm

**Subject**  Government business enterprises New Zealand Management.

Government corporations New Zealand Management.

**Dewey**  352.2660993

---

**Title**  Te Paihikara / ko ngā kōrero nā Te Rōpū a Huia ; ko ngā pikitia nā Mike Henry.

**ISBN**  9781776631803 paperback


**Format**  8 pages : colour illustrations ; 17 x 20 cm.


**Subject**  Maori language Readers.

Pānui pukapuka.

**Dewey**  499.44286
Title  Pandemic : the Spanish flu, 1918 / Sally Stone.
Creator  Stone, Sally, 1963-
ISBN  9781775436010 paperback
Format  157 pages : illustrations ; 20 cm
Series  My New Zealand story.
Summary  "It is 1918, and World War I is finally drawing to an end. In the small Canterbury settlement of Southill Downs, 11-year-old Freda Rose looks forward to the return of her brother, Bobby, from the Western Front. But Freda doesn't know that something else is on its way to New Zealand from battle-scarred Europe: a disease that will soon prove more devastating than any war. As the lethal sickness spreads, striking down even the strongest and healthiest, Freda's joy turns to horror and disbelief ... Includes a preface with useful information on the coronavirus outbreak as well as suggestions on what to do in a pandemic. Includes historical note and photos from the 1918 era"--Publisher information.
Subject  Canterbury (N.Z.) History 20th century Juvenile fiction.
Children's stories, New Zealand.
Diary fiction.
Families Juvenile fiction.
Influenza Epidemic, 1918-1919 Juvenile fiction.
World War, 1914-1918 Veterans Juvenile fiction.
Dewey  NZ823.3

Title  Papa tākaro / ko ngā kōrero nā Hine Stanley rātou ko Naomi Te Mara ko Mere Kururangi ; ko ngā pikitia nā Vaitoa Baker.
Creator  Stanley, Hine.
ISBN  9781776631421 paperback
Format  8 pages : colour illustrations ; 20 cm.
Subject  Maori language Readers.
Pānui pukapuka.
Dewey  499.44286
Title  Papatūānuku has a tummy ache! / written by AJ Copping ; illustrated by Renée Cadigan.
Creator  Copping, A. J.
ISBN  9780995143302 paperback
Format  1 volume (unpaged) : colour illustrations ; 21 cm
Summary  The earth mother, Papatūānuku, has a tummy ache due to all of the rubbish and waste building up on the earth. What can the tamariki do to help?
Subject  Children's stories, New Zealand.
  Papatūānuku.
  Picture books for children.
  Pollution Juvenile fiction.
Dewey  NZ823.3

Title  The paradox of freedom / Karl Popper.
Format  1 sheet : colour illustrations ; 21 x 15 cm
Subject  Broadsides.
  Color printing (Printing)
  Keepsakes.
  Liberty.
  Printers' devices (Printing)
  Printing New Zealand Otaki Specimens.
Dewey  123.5

Title  The paradox of tolerance / Karl Popper.
Format  1 sheet : colour illustrations ; 30 x 21 cm
Subject  Broadsides.
  Color printing (Printing)
  Keepsakes.
  Printers' devices (Printing)
  Printing New Zealand Otaki Specimens.
  Toleration.
Dewey  179.9
Parasitic copepods of the family Lernanthropidae Kabata, 1979 (Copepoda: Siphonostomatoida) from Australian fishes, with descriptions of seven new species / Geoff A. Boxshall, James P. Bernot, Diane P. Barton, Ben K. Diggles, Russell Q-Y. Yong, Toby Atkinson-Coyle & Kate S. Hutson.

Abstract: The total number of species of Lernanthropidae previously recorded from Australian waters is 15 (i.e., one species each of Aethon Krøyer, 1837, Lernanthropodes Bere, 1936, and Lernanthropsis Do, in Ho & Do, 1985; 10 species of Lernanthropus de Blainville, 1822; and two species of Sagum Wilson, 1913), and all of these records are reviewed. We report here the presence of three species of Aethon. One species, A. garricki Hewitt, 1968, is reported from Australian waters for the first time and a new species, A. bicamera sp. nov., is described from the latrid, Latris lineatus (Forster, 1801) caught off South Australia. The genus Lernanthropodes is represented by a single species, L. trachinoti Pillai, 1962. We recognize Chauvanium Kazachenko, Kovaleva, Nguyen & Ngo, 2017 as a subjective synonym of Lernanthropodes and transfer its type and only species C. chauvani Kazachenko, Kovaleva, Nguyen & Ngo, 2017 which becomes Lernanthropodes chauvani (Kazachenko, Kovaleva, Nguyen & Ngo, 2017) n. comb. Lernanthropsis mugilii (Shishido, 1898) is reported here from Mugil cephalus Linnaeus, 1758 sampled in Queensland and in New South Wales. The genus Lernanthropus is the most species rich and we report the presence of 20 nominal species on Australian marine fishes. This total includes six new species: L. alepicolus sp. nov. from Alepes apercna Grant, 1987, L. elegans sp. nov. from Atractoscion aequidens (Cuvier, 1830), L. gnathanodontus sp. nov. from Gnathanodon speciosus (Forsskål, 1775), L. paracruccius sp. nov. from Protonibia diacantus (Lacepède, 1802), L. pemphericola sp. nov. from Pempheris compressa (White, 1790), and L. selenotoca sp. nov. from Selenotoca multifasciata (Richardson, 1846). In addition, we report the presence of another four species in Australian waters for the first time: L. abitocephalus Tripathi, 1962, L. cadenati Delamare Deboutteville & Nuñes-Ruivo, 1954, L. microlamini Hewitt, 1968, and L. pomadasysis Rangnekar & Murti, 1961. After reexamination of the types of L. paenulatus Wilson, 1922 held in the USNM, we relegate this species to subjective synonymy with L. seriolii Shishido, 1898. Previous records of L. paenulatus from Australian Seriola species should be reassigned to L. serioli. Lernanthropus ecclesi Kensley & Grindley, 1973 is recognized as a junior subjective synonym of L. micropterygis Richiardi, 1884, and L. delamarei Marques, 1960, which is based on the male only, is tentatively considered to be a junior subjective synonym of L. micropterygis. Males are described for the first time for three species; L. breviculus Kabata, 1979, L. microlamini and L. mollis Kabata, 1979. A member of the genus Mitrapus Song & Chen, 1976, M. oblongus (Pillai, 1964), is reported from Australia for the first time, on Herklotsichthys castelnau (Ogilby, 1897) caught off Queensland and New South Wales. Finally, two species of Sagum were previously known from Australia and here we add three more. Two of the newly reported species were originally described as species of Lernanthropus but we formally transfer them here to Sagum as S. lativentris (Heller, 1865) n. comb. and S. sanguineus (Song, in Song & Chen, 1976) n. comb. The males of S. lativentris and S. vespertilio Kabata, 1979 are described for the first time. A key to the females of the 31 species of lernanthropids found in Australian waters is provided. Keywords: Copepoda, parasites, copepods, Lernanthropidae, taxonomy"--Page 3.

Links https://www.mapress.com/j/zt/article/view/zootaxa.4736.1.1
Title Paterangi and Oruarangi Swamp Pas / F.W. Shawcross and J.E. Terrell (University of Auckland).
Creator Shawcross, F. W.
Publishing Details Wellington : The Polynesian Society (Incorporated), [1965]
Format 27 pages : illustrations ; 24 cm.
Series Polynesian Society reprints series ; no. 12.
Subject Excavations (Archaeology) New Zealand Thames-Coromandel District.
Maori (New Zealand people) Material culture.
Thames-Coromandel District (N.Z.) Antiquities.
Wetlands New Zealand Thames-Coromandel District.

Title Te peita pikitia / nā Cath Rau ngā kupu ; nā Vince Heperi ngā whakaahua.
Creator Rau, Cath.
ISBN 9781776632305 paperback
Format 8 pages : colour illustrations ; 17 x 20 cm.
Subject Maori language Readers.
Pānui pukapuka.
Dewey 499.44286

Title The pharaoh of Venice / Owen Trevor Smith.
Creator Smith, Owen Trevor, 1947-
ISBN 9780473463373 paperback (print-on-demand)
9780473463397 hardback (print-on-demand)
Format 396 pages ; 23 cm
Summary "All Madeleine wanted at the start of the day was a cold glass of lemonade. She didn't expect to end the day investigating a crime that wasn't and questioning the existence of ancient Egyptian gods. A chance meeting in a café in Venice turns from normal to weird in the blink of an eye. A young woman is dragged from her comfortable existence into a dangerous world of international intrigue in the company of a unique and mysterious man. Both must use all of the considerable talents and abilities in their possession against a ruthless adversary with a global agenda and a power that has not been seen on earth for five thousand years"--Back cover.
Subject New Zealand fiction 21st century.
Thrillers (Fiction).
Dewey NZ823.3
Title  Picture no galleries / Jenny Harper.
Creator  Harper, Jenny.
Publishing Details  [Auckland] : Chartwell Trust, [2020]
Format  39 pages : illustrations ; 24 cm
Subject  Art museums New Zealand.
Dewey  708.93

Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [Visits and Ceremonial Office, Department of Internal Affairs], [2020]
Format  7 pages : colour portraits ; 18 cm
Language  In English; text of 'The lost ones' mainly in Māori, with English translation.
Subject  Memorial service programs.
Dewey  993.720412

Title  Piki ake, heke iho / ko ngā kōrero nā Wiremu Grace ; ko ngā pikitia nā Matiaha Paku.
Creator  Grace, Wiremu.
ISBN  9781776632985 paperback
Format  8 pages : colour illustrations ; 20 cm.
Series  Ngā kete kōrero. Harakeke. E.
Subject  Maori language Readers.
Pānui pukapuka.
Dewey  499.44286

Title  He pikiniki / ko ngā kōrero nā Wiremu Grace ; ko ngā pikitia nā Linette Porter.
Creator  Grace, Wiremu.
ISBN  9781776630189 paperback
Format  12 pages : colour illustrations ; 20 cm.
Subject  Maori language Readers.
Pānui pukapuka.
Dewey  499.44286
Title  The platform : the radical legacy of the Polynesian Panthers / Melani Anae.
Creator  Anae, Melani.
ISBN  9781988587400 EPUB
      9781988587417 Kindle
      9781988587424 PDF
      9781988587431 paperback
Format  232 pages ; 18 cm.
Series  BWB texts
Summary  "Recalls the radical activism of Auckland’s Polynesian Panthers. In solidarity with the US Black Panther Party, the Polynesian Panthers was founded in response to the racist treatment of Pacific Islanders in the era of the Dawn Raids. Central to the group’s philosophy was a three-point ‘platform’ of peaceful resistance, Pacific empowerment and educating New Zealand about persistent and systemic racism.”--Publisher information.
Subject  New Zealand Race relations.
          Pacific Islanders New Zealand Politics and government.
          Polynesian Panther Party History.
          Polynesian Panther Party Platforms.
          Racism New Zealand.
Dewey  322.40993

Title  Plymouth to Port Chalmers : ‘Julia’s story’ : contains original shipboard diary / compiled by D.J. Cooper
Creator  Cooper, D. J. (Deirdre Joan)
ISBN  9780473535377 Paperback
Publishing Details  [Dunedin] : [Deirdre Joan Cooper], 2020.
Format  198 pages : illustrations (some colour) ; 21 cm
Summary  "Family have inherited the ship-board diary contained here, from Julia Edmonds. It was written in 1884. This publication is motivated by the desire to get this treasured record out to all interested in the history of early Otago settlement. The additional chapters in this book are intended to orientate the reader to the times in which Julia made this journey, where she came from, and what life may have been like for her”--Back cover.
Subject  Edmonds, Julia, 1870-1946 Diaries.
          Immigrants New Zealand Diaries.
          Ocean travel History 19th century.
          Pioneers New Zealand Otago.
Dewey  910.45
Title  The poetry sampler : inside out / Napier Live Poets.
ISBN  9780473537784 paperback
Format  28 pages ; 21 cm
Contents  Grief's shadowed path / Hilary Smith; Signs: shadows -- Signs: stone -- Rain and haddock -- Haiku-Napier Live Poets; Valentina Teclici -- Dorothy Wharehoka -- Judie Gardiner -- Carole A. Stewart -- Speaking of peace-Napier Live Poets; Rainy season poem / Jeremy Roberts -- My own space / Carole A. Stewart -- The pledge / Gail Baker -- On our way / Rachael Murphy -- The gather of night--MD Rogers; Fearie Tale -- It is people-always people/ Margaret Kitt; Jazz at the winery -- Movies -- Love -- Water in trees / Erice Fairbrother; Habukkuk's garden -- Poetry broadsheet four-2020; Cacophony / Angie Denby -- Against the dark-Joy and Hayley MacCormick; The trouble with idols -- Beginner's eyes -- Serpent strike - Silent victory.
Subject  New Zealand poetry 21st century.
Dewey  NZ821.208

Title  Poiuka / ko ngā kōrero nā Te Rōpū a Huia ; ko ngā pikitia nā Vaitoa Baker.
ISBN  9781776633005 paperback
Format  8 pages : colour illustrations ; 20 cm.
Series  Ngā kete kōrero. Harakeke. E.
Subject  Maori language Readers.
Pānui pukapuka.
Dewey  499.44286

Title  Te ponga / nā Cath Rau ngā kupu ; nā Vince Heperi ngā whakaahua.
Creator  Rau, Cath.
ISBN  9781776633067 paperback
Format  8 pages : colour illustrations ; 17 x 20 cm.
Series  Ngā kete kōrero. Harakeke. E.
Subject  Maori language Readers.
Pānui pukapuka.
Dewey  499.44286
Title  Te pou arahi.
Publishing Details  [Auckland?]: [C.H. Murray?], [not after 1898]
Format  1 folded sheet (4 pages) ; 18 cm
Summary  A text expounding on the meaning of Matthew, 7, 13, 14 “Enter through the narrow gate. For wide is the gate and broad is the road that leads to destruction, and many enter through it. But small is the gate and narrow the road that leads to life, and only a few find it.”
Subject  Bible. Matthew, VII, 13-14.
  Hāhi Karaitiana.
  Paipera Tapu.
  Rongopai.
  Salvation.
  Tracts (Ephemera)
Dewey  234

---

Title  The pōrangi boy / Shilo Kino.
Creator  Kino, Shilo.
ISBN  9781775503996 paperback
Format  251 pages ; 21 cm
Summary  “Twelve-year-old Niko lives in Pohe Bay, a small, rural town with a sacred hot spring and a taniwha named Taukere. The government plan to build a prison here and destroy the home of the taniwha has divided the community. Some are against it, but others see it as an opportunity. Niko is worried about the land and Taukere, but who will listen to him? He’s an ordinary boy who’s laughed at, bullied, and called pōrangi, crazy, for believing in the taniwha. But it’s Niko who has to convince the community that Taukere is real, unite whānau in protest against the prison and stand up to the bullies”--Publisher information.
Subject  Children's stories, New Zealand.
  Habitat conservation New Zealand Juvenile fiction.
  Kaitiakitanga.
  Kōrero paki mā ngā tamariki.
  Taniwha Juvenile fiction.
  Taniwha.
Dewey  NZ823.3
Title  Princess Peach and the precious pearl / written & illustrated by Mary Em.
Creator  Em, Mary.
ISBN  9780995119635 paperback
Format  95 pages ; illustrations ; 20 cm.
Summary  9-year-old Peach discovers a treasure map while on holiday but when she decides to check for buried treasure, she discovers that someone else is looking too.
Subject  Children's stories, New Zealand.
          Princesses Juvenile fiction.
          Treasure troves Juvenile fiction.
Dewey  NZ823.3

Title  Private gross fixed capital formation : land improvements : SNA gross private capital formation : land improvements.
Format  1 volume (various pagings) ; 30 cm.
Series  Data memorandum (Reserve Bank of New Zealand. Economic Department) ; D80/14.
Subject  Capital investments New Zealand.
          Capital stock New Zealand.
          Land use Economic aspects. New Zealand.
          National income New Zealand.

ISBN  9780473285173 USB flash drive
Format  1 USB flash drive : illustrations (some colour) ; 6 cm
Contents  The identification of the unknown child on the Titanic / Colleen Fitzpatrick -- Forensic genealogy: CSI meets roots / Colleen Fitzpatrick -- The secrets of Abraham Lincoln's DNA / Colleen Fitzpatrick -- Genealogy and the six degrees of separation / Colleen Fitzpatrick -- Mr Wakefield and Dr Marx / Tony Simpson -- Let's copy that! / David Adams -- Writing genealogical family history: Elements worth thinking about / Margaret Brown -- Archives New Zealand's digitisation and listing project and how it will help family history research / Jeremy Cauchi -- Alexander Turnbull Library's pictures online project: How it can help your family research / Jenni Chrisstoffels -- Immigration to New Zealand: Finding the ship your ancestors came on / Christine Clement -- The Sedgwick Boys: Young boy immigrants to New Zealand / Christine Clement -- Archives New Zealand: What we hold and how to find it / Jared Davidson -- An introduction to New Zealand Defence Archives / Christine Edney -- Sight, Cite, Site: A new way to look at a familiar procedure / Jan Gow -- Forgotten but not gone: Some early New Zealand census records (text) / Don Hansen -- Forgotten but not gone: Some early New Zealand census records (Table 2) / Don Hansen -- What City Archives can tell us about Wellington’s early settlers / Adrian Humphris -- Britannia: Port Nicholson’s forgotten town / Warwick Johnston -- Publishing your research / Amy Joseph -- Identifying “other”: Aliens in New Zealand / Graham Langton -- New Zealand immigrants of the 1840s / Jim McAloon -- Early Italians in Wellington / Pam McKirdy -- The Low Road: Rituals and records of death in Scotland / Susan McLean -- Forgotten migrants? Irish soldiers discharged from the Imperial military forces in early colonial New Zealand / Brad and Kathryn Patterson -- Using land tax
assessments, 1780-1832 / Allan Penney -- So near yet so far: Cook's wild strait / Ken Scadden
-- Hunting for Pacific ancestors at the Alexander Turnbull Library and the National Library of
New Zealand / Roger Swanson -- The research interface between family biography and social
history / Bill Thomas -- From serial murders to a public library service / Gabor Tóth --
Compassion and care or convenience and control? / Lyn Whelan -- New Zealand Defence
Force personnel records at Archives New Zealand / Vernon Wybrow.

**Subject**
Conference papers and proceedings.
Genealogy Congresses.

**Dewey** 929.1

---

**Title** Progeny of Dunedin: the North Dunedin family of Robert and Jessie Findlay, 1862-1967
/researched and compiled by Robert M Findlay.

**Creator** Findlay, R. M. (Robert Matthew), 1946-

**ISBN** 9780995139107 paperback


**Format** 82 pages: illustrations (some colour); 30 cm

**Subject** Dunedin (N.Z.) Genealogy.
Findlay, Jessie, 1840-1897 Family.
Findlay, Robert, 1835-1897 Family.
Finley family.
New Zealand Genealogy.

**Dewey** 929.2099392

---

**Title** Pru goes troppo / Stevan Eldred-Grigg.

**Creator** Eldred-Grigg, Stevan, 1952-

**ISBN** 9780473538750 softcover
9780473538767 epub
9780473540586 kindle

**Publishing Details** [Wellington? New Zealand]: Piwaiwaka Press, [2020]

**Format** 232 pages; 21 cm

**Subject** Domestic fiction.
New Zealand fiction 21st century.

**Dewey** NZ823.2
Title: He pōtae / ko ngā kōrero nā Hera Taute ; ko ngā pikitia nā Vaitoa Baker.
Creator: Black-Taute, Hera.
ISBN: 9781776632824 paperback
Format: 8 pages : colour illustrations ; 20 cm.
Series: Ngā kete kōrero. Harakeke. E.
Subject: Maori language Readers.
Pānui pukapuka.
Dewey: 499.44286

Title: Pugs by the park / written and illustrated by Karen Groshinski.
Creator: Groshinski, Karen.
ISBN: 9780473521608 paperback
Format: 1 volume (unpaged) ; colour illustrations ; 21 cm
Summary: Pugsy, Goofs and Teddy are three dogs much loved by their owners.
Subject: Children's stories, New Zealand.
Dogs Juvenile fiction.
Picture books for children.
Pug Juvenile fiction.
Dewey: NZ823.3

Title: Te pukapuka / nā Cath Rau ngā kupu; nā Vince Heperi ngā whakaahua.
Creator: Rau, Cath.
ISBN: 9781776632329 paperback
Format: 8 pages : colour illustrations ; 17 x 20 cm.
Series: Ngā kete kōrero. Harakeke. e. i.
Subject: Maori language Readers.
Pānui pukapuka.
Dewey: 499.44286
Title  He pukapuka tātaku i ngā mahi a Te Rauparaha nui / nā Tamihana Te Rauparaha = A record of the life of the great Te Rauparaha / by Tamihana Te Rauparaha ; translated and edited by Ross Calman.
Creator  Te Rauparaha, Tamihana, 1819-1876
ISBN  9781869409203 hardback
Format  xiii, 336 pages, 8 unnumbered leaves of plates : illustrations (some colour) ; 25 cm
Language  Text in Māori and English.
Subject  Hekenga.
          Kōrero nehe.
          Kōrero taumata.
          Maori (New Zealand people) Biography.
          Maori (New Zealand people) History.
          New Zealand History 1840-1876.
          New Zealand History To 1840.
          Ngāti Toa (New Zealand people) Biography.
          Ngāti Toa (New Zealand people) Kings and rulers Biography.
          Pakanga.
          Te Rauparaha, 1770?-1849.
          Tōrangapū.
          Whakapapa.
Dewey  993.01

Title  Purapurawhetū / by Briar Grace-Smith.
Creator  Grace-Smith, Briar.
ISBN  9780908607693 paperback
Projected Publication Date  2011
Format  pages cm
Series  NZ play series.
Summary  "When someone special dies, their spirit joins the others in a wild tango across the night sky." Purapurawhetū is a masterpiece of New Zealand theatre. The town of Te Kupenga has been tainted by a tragedy that happened 30 years ago. Tyler is an outsider who wants to fit in. As Tyler helps weave the tukutuku panel for the new wharenui, new faces and old demons haunt Te Kupenga. Tyler must weave together the secrets of the past in order to save his town from collapsing all over again . . . "--Publisher information.
Subject  Maori (New Zealand people) Drama.
          New Zealand drama 21st century.
Dewey  NZ822.2
Title  Te pōwhiri / nā Cath Rau ngā kōrero ; nā Vince Heperi ngā whakaahua.

Creator  Rau, Cath.

ISBN  9781776633081 paperback


Format  8 pages : colour illustrations ; 20 cm.

Series  Ngā kete kōrero. Harakeke. E.

Subject  Maori language Readers.

Pānui pukapuka.

Dewey  499.44286

Title  Quail Island.

Publishing Details  Christchurch : Department of Conservation, 1996.

Format  1 sheet (2 unnumbered pages) : illustrations ; 30 cm

Subject  Otamahua/Quail Island (N.Z.) Guidebooks.

Trails New Zealand Otamahua/Quail Island Guidebooks.

Dewey  796.5109384

Title  Te rā kura / ko ngā kōrero nā Materoa Tangaere ; ko ngā whakaahua nā Abby Dance.

Creator  Tangaere, Materoa.

ISBN  9781776633104 paperback


Format  8 pages : colour illustrations ; 20 cm.

Series  Ngā kete kōrero. Harakeke. E.

Subject  Maori language Readers.

Pānui pukapuka.

Dewey  499.44286

Title  Rangahaua Te Kūwatawata! : the Te Kūwatawata evaluation : final report / Prof David Tipene Leach, Dr Sally Abel, Dr Anne Aroha Hiha, Prof Kay Morris Matthews, Māori and indigenous research, Research and Innovation Centre, Eastern Institute of Technology, Hawke's Bay.

Creator  Tipene-Leach, David.

ISBN  9780995113923 print


Format  viii, 128 pages : colour illustrations ; 30 cm

Subject  Hauora hinengaro.

Maori (New Zealand people) Health and hygiene New Zealand Hawkes Bay.

Mental health New Zealand Hawkes Bay.

Dewey  305.2308999442
Title  Range dependence of acoustic intensity variation coefficients for 14.5 kc/s propagation in the sea and calculation of the microstructure constant for varying degrees of insolation / by F.H. Sagar.
Creator  Sagar, F. H.
Publishing Details  Auckland, New Zealand : Naval Research Laboratory, 1959.
Format  25 leaves (some folded), 4 unnumbered leaves : illustrations ; 34 cm.
Series  Naval Research Laboratory report ; no. 8.
Subject  Experiments.
         Sound Transmission.
         Underwater acoustics New Zealand Measurement.

Title  Rangitukua / Moana Moeka’a.
Creator  Moeka’a, Moana.
ISBN  9789829813824 paperback
Format  107 pages : illustrations ; 30 cm
Subject  Educators Cook Islands Biography.
         Moeka’a, Rangi Career in teaching.
         Moeka’a, Rangi.
Dewey  370.92

Title  Te raumati / nā Cath Rau ngā kupu ; nā Adam Williams rāua ko Joshua Wātene ngā pikitia.
Creator  Rau, Cath.
ISBN  9781776633128 paperback
Format  8 pages : colour illustrations ; 20 cm.
Series  Ngā kete kōrero. Harakeke. E.
Subject  Maori language Readers.
         Pānui pukapuka.
Dewey  499.44286
Title  Reactive / Helen Vivienne Fletcher.
Creator  Fletcher, Helen Vivienne, 1984-
ISBN  9780473520618 paperback
Format  62 pages ; 21 cm
Summary  "When Toby arrived at this school six months ago, learning magic seemed like a dream come true. Now he'll be happy if he and his classmates just get out of here alive. With teachers, other students and their own magic against them, will Toby and his friends escape from the dangers they face? Or will he be the one they need saving from?"--Back cover.
Subject  Young adult fiction, New Zealand.
Dewey  NZ823.3

Title  Reading the signs / Janis Freegard ; artwork by Neil Johnstone.
Creator  Freegard, Janis.
ISBN  9781988595313 paperback
Publishing Details  Wellington, Aotearoa New Zealand : The Cuba Press, [2020]
Format  96 pages : colour illustrations ; 23 cm
Summary  "The poems in Janis Freegard's new collection take their starting point from the poet's daily
ritual of reading the tea leaves while writing in the Ema Saiko room in the Wairarapa. This leads to unexpected discoveries about the world around her, from spider visitors to the writing room and a papyrus-fine gecko skin in the nearby wildlife sanctuary, to news of the ancient bdelloid rotifers that defy natural disasters and the recently extinct amphibians that did not. Then a gender- and species-fluid interpreter turns up to help the poet work her way through the daily revelations in her tea cup ... Reading the Signs is a series of linked poems that are thoughtful and humorous, provocative and tender, and come together as a quiet epic about a planet that is fast running out of puff"—Back cover.

Subject New Zealand poetry 21st century.
Dewey NZ821.3

Title Ngā pōrearea me ngā matemate o ngā māra kūmara (sweetpotato) crops / Nick Roskruge and Saii Semese.
Creator Roskruge, Nick, 1959-
ISBN 9780473529147 spiral bound
Format 74 pages : colour illustrations ; 21 cm
Subject Aitanga pepeke.
Kararehe kaikino.
Kūmara.
Pests identification New Zealand.
Sweet potatoes Diseases and pests New Zealand.
Sweet potatoes Varieties New Zealand.
Dewey 635.2293

Title Refocusing ethnographic museums through oceanic lenses / Philipp Schorch ; with Noelle M.K.Y. Kahanu, Sean Mallon, Cristián Moreno Pakarati, Mara Mulrooney, Nina Tonga and Ty P. Kāwika Tengan.
Creator Schorch, Philipp
ISBN 0824881176 hardcover
9780824881177 hardcover
Publishing Details Honolulu : University of Hawai'i Press, [2020]
Format xi, 299 pages, 4 unnumbered pages of plates : colour illustrations ; 24 cm
Subject Ethnological museums and collections Oceania.
Ethnology Oceania.
Kamehameha Schools/Bernice Pauahi Bishop Estate.
Museo Antropológico Padre Sebastián Englert.
Museum of New Zealand.
Museums and indigenous peoples Oceania.
Pacific Islanders Museums.
Dewey 305.80074
Abstract: Given the importance of acoustic communication in intraspecific recognition during mating activity, acoustic traits have been widely used to clarify the taxonomy of anurans. They have been particularly useful in the study of taxa with high morphological similarity such as the Neotropical genus Physalaemus. Here, we reviewed the acoustic repertoires of the species of Physalaemus based on homology hypotheses in order to make comparisons more properly applicable for taxonomic purposes. We covered all the known clades and species groups for the genus, analyzing 45 species (94% of the currently recognized taxa). Different call types were labeled with letters (i.e., A, B, and C) to avoid speculative functional propositions for the call types. In order to identify correctly the observed frequency bands, we propose a method to interpret them based on the predicted graphic behavior on audiospectrogram and on the mathematic relationship among bands considering each kind of band production (e.g., harmonics and sidebands). We found different acoustic traits between the major clades P. signifer and P. cuvieri. Species in the P. signifer clade have more than one call type (67% of species in the clade). Furthermore, all species of this clade have A calls with pulses and/or low fundamental frequency (< 500 Hz). In the P. cuvieri clade, species emit only one call type and, in most species, this call is a continuous whine-like emission with relatively high fundamental frequency (> 400 Hz) and several S-shaped harmonics (except for species of P. henselli and P. offersii groups, P. centralis, and P. cicada). Within the P. signifer clade, pulsed calls are present in P. angrensis, P. atlanticus, P. bokermanni, P. crombiei, P. irratus, P. moreira, P. nanus, and P. obtectus, whereas within the P. cuvieri clade this feature is restricted to a few species (10% of the clade): P. jordanensis, P. feioi, and P. orophilus. A principal component analysis of the quantitative data indicates two clusters that substantially correspond to the composition of these two major clades with a few exceptions. Overall, the cluster composed of taxa of the P. signifer clade has lower fundamental frequency, bandwidth and dominant frequency at the end of the call and higher frequency delta and dominant frequency at the end than the cluster with most taxa of the P. cuvieri clade. We also identified and described several similarities among acoustic signals of closely related species, which might correspond to synapomorphies in the evolution of the acoustic signal in the group. Species of the P. deimaticus group emit long sequences of very short A calls with low fundamental frequency (< 300 Hz) and short duration (< 0.2 s). Most species in the P. signifer group have clearly pulsed calls and emit at least two different call types. Species in the P. henselli group have calls with only high frequency bands (> 1700 Hz). Species in P. cuvieri group have continuous calls that resemble nasal-like sounds or whines, with downward frequency modulation. Species in the P. offersii group emit long calls (> 1 s) with ascendant and periodic frequency modulation. Calls of the species in the P. biligonigerus and P. gracilis groups usually have continuous whine-like calls with call envelopes very variable within species. In addition, we describe traits in the genus for the first time, such as complex traits not predicted by simple and linear acoustic models (nonlinear phenomena), and discuss the application of acoustic traits to taxonomy and phylogenetics and morphological constraints of the vocal apparatus that might be related to the different acoustic properties found. Keywords: Amphibia, Homology, behavior, taxonomy, systematics, Amphibia, vocalizations*--Page 3.
Title  A review of the genus Cyana Walker, 1854 from India, with descriptions of five new species and three new subspecies (Lepidoptera: Erebidae: Arctiinae: Lithosiini) / Navneet Singh, Anton V. Volynkin, Jagbir Singh Kirti, Harvinder Singh Datta & Maria S. Ivanova.

Creator  Singh, Navneet.

ISBN  9781776708819 paperback
       9781776708826 Online edition


Format  93 pages : illustrations ; 30 cm.

Series  Zootaxa ; 4738.

Summary  "Abstract: Indian taxa of the genus Cyana Walker, 1854 are reviewed. Five new species and three new subspecies are described: C. rudloffii Volynkin & N. Singh, sp. nov., C. atlanteia N. Singh et al., sp. nov., C. chrysopeleia N. Singh et al., sp. nov., C. dohertyi eirene Volynkin & N. Singh, ssp. nov., C. britomartis N. Singh & Volynkin, sp. nov., C. arama metis Volynkin & N. Singh, ssp. nov., C. dryope Volynkin & N. Singh, sp. nov. and C. conclusa nicobara N. Singh et al., ssp. nov. The replacement name for C. tripunctata Rothschild, 1936 nec. Reich, 1935 is introduced: C. arorai Volynkin et al., nom. nov. Cyana linatula (Swinhoe, 1891), stat. rev. and Cyana watsoni Hampson, 1897, stat. rev. are restored to species rank from the synonymy with Cyana subornata (Walker, 1854) and Cyana moelleri (Elwes, 1890), respectively. Cyana paeninsulana Černý, 2009 is downgraded to a subspecies of C. selangorica (Hampson, 1903): C. selangorica paeninsulana Černý, 2009, stat. nov. Cyana flavotincta (Draudt, 1914) is downgraded to a subspecies of C. coccinea (Moore, 1878): Cyana coccinea flavotincta (Draudt, 1914), stat. nov. Five new synonyms are established: C. detrita Walker, 1854 = Lyclene tripunctata Reich, 1935, syn. nov.; C. obliquilineata (Hampson, 1900) = Cyana baolini Fang, 1992, syn. nov.; C. gelida gelida (Walker, 1854) = Lithosia alborosea Walker, 1864, syn. nov.; C. khasiana Hampson, 1897 = Chionaema hampsoni Kaleka, 2003, syn. nov.; C. arama arama (Moore, 1859) = Bizone trittuttata Walker, 1869, syn. nov. The lectotypes are designated for the following 30 taxa: Cyana detrita Walker, 1854, Barsine suffundens Walker, 1864 [1865], Bizone coccinea Moore, 1878, Chionaema coccinea form flavotincta Draudt, 1914, Bizone puer Elwes, 1890, Bizone linatula Swinhoe, 1891, Cyana dudgeoni Hampson, 1895, Bizone peregrina Walker, 1854, Cyana catorhoda Hampson, 1897, Bizone quadritnata Walker, 1869, Bizone pallens Butler, 1877, Bizone ambabils Moore, 1877, Bizone harterti Elwes, 1890, Doliche gelida Walker, 1854, Lithosia alborosea Walker, 1864, Bizone molleri Elwes, 1890, Cyana watsoni Hampson, 1897, Bizone gazella Moore, 1872, Bizone dohertyi Elwes, 1890, Bizone sikkimensis Elwes, 1890, Cyana khasiana Hampson, 1897, Bizone bellissima Moore, 1878, Bizone arama Moore, 1859, Bizone trittuttata Walker, 1869, Bizone adita Moore, 1859, Bizone bifasciata Poujade, 1886, Bizone signa Walker, 1854, Bizone fasciculata Walker, 1856, Bizone perornata Walker, 1854 and Bizone conclusa Walker, 1862. Keywords: Lepidoptera, Replacement name, new synonym, Revised species status, Lectotype designation"--Page 3.

Links  https://www.mapress.com/j/zt/article/view/zootaxa.4738.1.1
Title: A review of the genus Hemidactylus Goldfuss, 1820 (Squamata: Gekkonidae) from Angola: with the description of two new species / Luis M. P. Ceríaco, Ishan Agarwal, Mariana P. Marques, Aaron M. Bauer.

Creator: Ceríaco, Luis M. P.

ISBN: 9781776708932 paperback
9781776708949 Online edition


Format: 71 pages: illustrations; 30 cm.

Summary: "Abstract: The genus Hemidactylus in Angola is represented by six species, all of them part of taxonomically and nomenclaturally challenging species complexes. We present a detailed taxonomic revision of the group in the region and describe two new species, Hemidactylus nzingae sp. nov. and Hemidactylus paivae sp. nov., both occurring in and potentially endemic to the highlands of Angola. Phylogenetic analysis using a combination of mitochondrial (ND2) and nuclear (MXRA5, PDC, RAG1) markers, as well as morphological and scalation data support the recognition of the new species. In addition, data support the revalidation of Hemidactylus bayonii Bocage, 1893, and Hemidactylus benguellensis Bocage, 1893. We also provide a redefinition of Hemidactylus longicephalus Bocage, 1873 with which we synonymize Hemidactylus mabouia molleri Bedriaga, 1892, from São Tomé in the Gulf of Guinea. Given that the type material of H. bayonii, H. benguellensis, H. longicephalus and H. mabouia molleri have all been lost or destroyed, we designate neotypes for all of these nomina for purposes of nomenclatural stability. The description of the new species and the revision and revalidation of the Angolan species already described contributes to a better understanding of the taxonomy and biogeography of West and Central African Hemidactylus, as well as to the general biogeographic and evolutionary patterns of Angolan fauna. A key to the Angolan species is also presented. Keywords: Reptilia, Biogeography, neotype, nomenclature, Reptilia, southwestern Africa, integrative taxonomy"--Page 3.

Links: https://www.mapress.com/j/zt/article/view/zootaxa.4746.1.1


Creator: Pádua, Diego.

ISBN: 9781776708499 paperback
9781776708505 Online edition


Format: 62 pages: illustrations; 30 cm.

Series: Zootaxa; 4719.

Summary: "Abstract: Acrotaphus Townes, 1960 is a moderately large New World genus of spider attacking parasitoid wasps. Previously, it comprised 11 species. The present study aims to review the genus, and includes descriptions of 15 new species: A. amajari sp. n., A. amazonicus sp. n., A. bodoquenaensis sp. n., A. cuzconus sp. n., A. dolichopus sp. n., A. homeofranklini sp. n., A. jackiechani sp. n., A. kourou sp. n., A. micrus sp. n., A. monotaenius sp. n., A. nambilloensis sp. n., A. pseudoamazonicus sp. n., A. pseudomexicanus sp. n., A. venezuelanus sp. n. and A. zampieronae sp. n.. In addition, we present new characters for the study of the genus and describe the male genitalia for the first time. An illustrated key and maps to the species of the genus are provided. Acrotaphus franklini Gauld, 1991 and A. pseudoamazonicus sp. n. were recorded from the nests of Trypoxylon (Trypargilum) lactitarse Saussure, 1867 (Hymenoptera: Crabronidae). Keywords: Hymenoptera, Amazonia, biodiversity, koinobiont, Neotropical, parasitoids, Polysphincta genus group, rain forest, spiders, South America, taxonomy"--Page 3.
Title  Revision of Leocrates Kinberg, 1866 and Leocratides Ehlers, 1908 (Annelida, Errantia, Hesionidae) / Sergio I. Salazar-Vallejo.

Creator  Salazar-Vallejo, Sergio I.

ISBN  9781776708833 paperback
       9781776708840 Online edition


Format  114 pages : illustrations ; 30 cm.

Series  Zootaxa ; 4739.

Summary  "Abstract: Leocrates Kinberg, 1866 and Leocratides Ehlers, 1908 are two genera of hesionid errant annelids (Hesionidae, Hesioninae) whose species have 16 chaetigers (21 segments). Leocrates species are free living in rocky or mixed bottoms, whereas Leocratides species are usually symbiotic with hexactinellid sponges. Marian Pettibone revised both genera as part of the R/V Siboga Expedition monographs 50 years ago, and most of her ideas have remained unchallenged regarding synonymy for genera and species. For example, she included three genera as junior synonyms of Leocrates: Lamprophaes Grube, 1867, Tyrrhena Claparède, 1868, and Dalhousia McIntosh, 1885, and from 21 nominal species, she regarded only eight as valid. In this revision, all material available was studied, and different morphological patterns were noted in nuchal organs lobes, pharynx armature, and chaetral features. Leocratides species belong to a single pattern; however, in Leocrates several patterns were detected. Three patterns are present for nuchal organs lobes: barely projected posteriorly (horizontal C-shaped), markedly projected posteriorly (U-shaped), and with lateral transverse projections (L-shaped). In the pharynx, upper jaws were noted as single, fang-shaped, or as double, T-shaped structures, whereas the lower jaw can be single, fang-shaped, or a transverse plate. Neurochaetal blades can be bidentate with guards approaching subdistal tooth, unidentate without guards, or with guards hypertrophied projected beyond distal tooth. The combinations of these features are regarded as different genera and consequently, Leocrates is restricted (including Tyrrhena), but Dalhousia, and Lamprophaea (name corrected) are reinstated, and three new genus-group names are proposed: Paradalhousia n. gen., Paralamprophaea n. gen., and Paraleocrates n. gen. Further, the standardization of morphological features allowed several modifications and the recognition of novelties. Thus, four type species were redescribed, four others were reinstated, 10 were newly combined, and 18 from different World localities are described as new. The new species are Lamprophaea cornuta n. sp. from the French Polynesia, L. ockeri n. sp. from the Hawaiian Islands, L. paulayi n. sp. from the Red Sea, L. pettiboneae n. sp. from the Marshall Islands, L. pleijeli n. sp. from La Réunion, L. poupini n. sp. from the French Polynesia, Leocrates ahlfeldiae n. sp. from India, L. harrisae n. sp. from the Revillagigedo Islands, L. mooreae n. sp. from Niva Caledonia, L. reishi n. sp. from the Marshall Islands, L. rizzoeae n. sp. from the Seychelles Islands, L. rousei n. sp. from Papua New Guinea, L. seidae n. sp. from the French Polynesia, Leocratides jimii n. sp. from Madagascar, Paralamprophaea bemisae n. sp. from the Maldives, P. crosnieri n. sp. from Madagascar, P. lesleiiae n. sp. from Kiribati, and P. meyeri n. sp. from the French Polynesia. However, Leocrates japonicus Gustafson, 1930 is a nomen nudum. Keys are included for identifying all hesioninae genera, and for all species in all the included genera. Keywords: Annelida, nuchal organs, pharynx, notacicular lobes, neurochaetal blades"--Page 3.

Links  https://www.mapress.com/j/zt/article/view/zootaxa.4739.1.1
Abstract: The 34 species of Australian Psilota are revised, with 26 new species described (Psilota aislinnae Young sp. nov., Psilota alexanderi Young sp. nov., Psilota apiformis Thompson and Young sp. nov., Psilota auripila Young and van Steenis sp. nov., Psilota azurea Thompson and Young sp. nov., Psilota bicolor Young and Ferguson sp. nov., Psilota brunnipennis Young sp. nov., Psilota calva Young sp. nov., Psilota darwini Young sp. nov., Psilota flavoorta Young and van Steenis sp. nov., Psilota fuscifrons Young sp. nov., Psilota livida Young and van Steenis sp. nov., Psilota longipila Thompson and Young sp. nov., Psilota mcqueeni Young sp. nov., Psilota metallica Thompson and Young sp. nov., Psilota nigripila Young sp. nov., Psilota occidua Young sp. nov., Psilota pollinosa Young and van Steenis sp. nov., Psilota purpurea Thompson and Young sp. nov., Psilota smaragdina Young sp. nov., Psilota solata Young and van Steenis sp. nov., Psilota spathistyla Young and van Steenis sp. nov., Psilota spinifemur Young sp. nov., Psilota viridescens Young and van Steenis sp. nov., Psilota xanthostoma Young sp. nov., Psilota zophos Young sp. nov.) and one new record for Australia (Psilota basalis Walker, 1858). Previously described Australian species are redescribed, with the males of Psilota auricauda Curran, 1925 and P. basalis (Walker, 1858) described for the first time. Six previously described species (Psilota erythrogaster Curran, 1926, Psilota hirta Klocker, 1924, Psilota queenslandica Klocker, 1924, Psilota rubra Klocker, 1924, Psilota rubriventris Bigot, 1885, and Psilota shannoni Goot, 1964) are morphologically indistinguishable from related species. P. erythrogaster, P. rubra, and P. rubriventris are therefore treated under the Psilota cuprea (Macquart, 1850) species complex while P. hirta, P. queenslandica, and P. shannoni treated under the Psilota tristis Klocker, 1924 species complex. Lectotypes for the following species are designated: Coiloprosopa nitida Macquart, 1850, Merodon muscaeformis Walker, 1852, Orthonevra basalis Walker, 1858, Psilota coerulea Macquart, 1846, and Psilota viridis Macquart, 1847. Keywords: Diptera, Taxonomy, Hover Flies, Hoverflies, Haireye, Oceania, male genitalia, true fly, flower visitor, Eristalinae"--Page 3.
Title Revision of the spider genus Hoplopholcus Kulczyński (Araneae, Pholcidae) / Bernhard A. Huber.

Creator Huber, Bernhard A.

ISBN 9781776708611 paperback
9781776708628 Online edition


Format 94 pages : illustrations ; 30 cm.

Series Zootaxa ; 4726.

Summary "Abstract: Hoplopholcus Kulczyński, 1908 is a genus of relatively large pholcid spiders, ranging from eastern Central Europe to Crete, the Levant, and Georgia. Species in this genus are often difficult to distinguish from each other, and the reexamination of previously published material revealed many misidentifications. The present study provides redescriptions of the ten previously described species and descriptions of six new species, all based on males and females: Hoplopholcus suluin sp. n., H. konya sp. n., H. atik sp. n., and H. bursa sp. n. from Turkey, H. gazipasa sp. n. from Turkey and Greece, and H. dim sp. n. from Turkey and Cyprus. The main conclusion is that several species need further investigation, based on focused sampling and ideally including molecular data. Some species seem to include morphologically distinct epigean and hypogean populations; others may eventually need to be split into two or more species. Further undescribed species are most likely to occur in Turkey. Keywords: Araneae, Pholcidae, Hoplopholcus, taxonomy, Turkey, Greece, caves"--Page 3.

Links https://www.mapress.com/j/zt/article/view/zootaxa.4726.1.1

Title Revision of the world Apenesia Westwood (Hymenoptera, Bethylidae) / Isabel D.C.C. Alencar, Celso O. Azevedo.

Creator Alencar, Isabel D. C. C.

ISBN 9781776708574 paperback
9781776708581 Online edition


Format 72 pages : illustrations ; 30 cm.

Series Zootaxa ; 4724.

Summary "Abstract: The world species of Apenesia are revised. Twenty-seven previously described species of Pristocerinae are addressed to Apenesia: A. amoena Evans, A. bicolor Vargas & Terayama, A. chontalica Westwood, A. conradi Kieffer, A. delicata Evans, A. dominica Evans, A. flavipes Cameron, A. formosa Vargas & Terayama, A. laevigata (Evans), A. levis Kieffer, A. leytensis (Terayama), A. makiharai (Sawada, Terayama & Mita), A. malaitensis Brues, A. miki (Terayama), A. modesta (Smith), A. nigra Kieffer, A. parasitica (Smith), A. perlonga Corrêa & Azevedo, A. proxima Kieffer, A. punctata Kieffer, A. sahyadrica Azevedo & Waichert, A. singularis Lanes & Azevedo, A. sjostedti (Tullgren), A. substrati Kieffer, A. unicolor Kieffer, and A. vaurieorum Evans. Additionally, 21 new species are described and illustrated: Apenesia amenula sp. nov.; A. aniela sp. nov.; A. azeda sp. nov.; A. beliella sp. nov.; A. berela sp. nov.; A. bifiela sp. nov.; A. celela sp. nov.; A. chandela sp. nov.; A. clia sp. nov.; A. colombela sp. nov.; A. elela sp. nov.; A. esila sp. nov.; A. eura sp. nov.; A. farela sp. nov.; A. gabela sp. nov.; A. girena sp. nov.; A. goela sp. nov.; A. itoiela sp. nov.; A. joela sp. nov.; A. juliea sp. nov. and A. kelsiela sp. nov. The sexual association of A. celela and A. azeda was possible due to biological data information. A key to species based on males is presented. The genus Apenesia is a parasitoid of beetles that live in galleries in dead wood or seeds. Keywords: Hymenoptera, Chrysidoidea, Pristocerinae, sex association, Cerambycidae, Curculionidae"--Page 3.

Links https://www.mapress.com/j/zt/article/view/zootaxa.4724.1.1
Revisited morphology applied for systematics of flat wasps (Hymenoptera, Bethylidae) / Geane O. Lanes, Ricardo Kawada, Celso O. Azevedo, & Denis J. Brothers.

Summary: The world fauna of the flat wasps (Bethylidae) is represented by about 3,000 valid species. The skeletal morphology of bethylids is still not adequately understood and the terminology is generally not standardized between its internal taxa and with other Hymenoptera families. The same scenario exists in most of the families in this order. To address this problem, we describe the external skeletal morphology of Bethylidae. We review the terms used to describe skeletal features in the Hymenoptera in general and a consensus terminology is proposed for Bethylidae, which is linked to the online Hymenoptera Anatomy Ontology. The morphology of the studied specimens is illustrated with photos and line drawings. We also discuss the morphological variation at both subfamilial and generic ranks. Our analyses challenge hundreds of inappropriate, confused or imprecise terms traditionally used for Hymenoptera morphology. As a result, we have applied hundreds of updates of the terminology available online at the Hymenoptera Anatomy Ontology. Keywords: Hymenoptera, Insecta; Apocrita; anatomy; terminology; homology"--Page 3.

Richard Greager, stage by stage : an operatic odyssey / J. Rosemary Greager.

Summary: "Abstract: The world fauna of the flat wasps (Bethylidae) is represented by about 3,000 valid species. The skeletal morphology of bethylids is still not adequately understood and the terminology is generally not standardized between its internal taxa and with other Hymenoptera families. The same scenario exists in most of the families in this order. To address this problem, we describe the external skeletal morphology of Bethylidae. We review the terms used to describe skeletal features in the Hymenoptera in general and a consensus terminology is proposed for Bethylidae, which is linked to the online Hymenoptera Anatomy Ontology. The morphology of the studied specimens is illustrated with photos and line drawings. We also discuss the morphological variation at both subfamilial and generic ranks. Our analyses challenge hundreds of inappropriate, confused or imprecise terms traditionally used for Hymenoptera morphology. As a result, we have applied hundreds of updates of the terminology available online at the Hymenoptera Anatomy Ontology. Keywords: Hymenoptera, Insecta; Apocrita; anatomy; terminology; homology"--Page 3.
Title  Rio+10 community programme : environment basket of knowledge.


Format  1 portfolio (11 sheets) : color illustrations ; 30 x 22 cm

Contents  Waste -- Transport -- Ozone -- Marine -- Land -- Fresh water -- Energy -- Climate change -- Biodiversity -- Amenity -- Air.

Language  Chiefly in English with some words and phrases in Māori.

Subject  Environmental indicators New Zealand.
Environmental policy New Zealand.
Environmental protection New Zealand.

Dewey  333.720993

Title  Risen gods : a dark fantasy supernatural thriller / J.F. Penn & J. Thorn.

Creator  Penn, J. F.

ISBN  1912105012
1912105225
9781912105014
9781912105229


Format  203 pages : illustration ; 21 cm.

Summary  Ben Henare and Dr. Lucy Campion must save New Zealand from the wrath of menacing Māori gods who have risen again.

Subject  Atua.
Fantasy fiction.
Māori (New Zealand people) Fiction.
Pakiwaitara.
Paranormal fiction.

Dewey  823.92

Title  Roadmap to recovery : briefing to the incoming Government.

Creator  Crampton, Eric.

ISBN  97809995131149 online
97809995131156 print


Format  50 pages : colour illustrations ; 30 cm.

Series  Research report (New Zealand Initiative (Organisation)) ; RR62.

Subject  COVID-19 (Disease) Economic aspects New Zealand.
Economic development New Zealand.
New Zealand Economic policy.
Title  Rose and the street people / written by Michele Ness ; illustrated by Hayley Ness.
Creator  Ness, Michele, 1950-
ISBN  9780473523138 paperback
Format  23 pages : colour illustrations ; 23 cm
Summary  Nan tells her grand-daughter Sophia about Pam Watson and Saint Rose of Lima, both of whom cared for the homeless and those in need.
Subject  Children's stories, New Zealand.
         Homeless persons New Zealand Juvenile fiction.
         Picture books for children.
         Rose, of Lima, Saint, 1586-1617 Juvenile fiction.
         Watson, Pam, 1940-2018 Juvenile fiction.
Dewey  NZ823.3

Title  The Rosenthal connection / Michael Gifford.
Creator  Gifford, Michael, 1941-
ISBN  9780473526559 paperback
Format  144 pages : illustrations (some colour) ; 28 cm
Contents  Hermann Rosenthal -- Isador Julius Rosenthal -- Hella Rosenthal -- Hermann Joseph Rosenthal -- Marion Rosenthal (the war years) -- Evelyn Wechselmann (the war years) -- Paul Wechselmann & family (the war years) -- A note about the Kaplans -- Marion and Walter (a postscript) -- Evelyn (a postscript) -- Daniel Maurice Wechselmann (Gifford) -- Life in the Prison Camps -- Zdunska Wola (birthplace of Hermann Rosenthal) -- Breslau (Wroclaw): today -- A Breslau mystery: the German gold train -- The Jewish tradition in Breslau -- The role of the cantor in Jewish services -- Konigsberg/Kaliningrad -- Family trees.
Subject  Europe Genealogy.
         New Zealand Genealogy.
         Rosenthal family.
Dewey  929.2094
Title  Ross Gray: then again, 1970-2020 / text, Dr. Andrew Paul Wood; design, Hamish Pettengell.
Creator  Wood, Andrew Paul, 1975-
ISBN  9780473512644 pbk.
Format  1 volume (unpaged) : colour illustrations ; 30 cm
Subject  Gray, Ross, 1945- Exhibitions.
          Painting, Abstract New Zealand Exhibitions.
Dewey  759

Title  Rotten / Aaron Dick.
Creator  Dick, Aaron.
ISBN  9780473539160 paperback (print-on-demand)
       9780473539177 eBook
       9780473539184 Kindle
Publishing Details  [Whangaparaoa] : [Aaron Dick], [2020]
Format  264 pages ; 18 cm
Subject  Horror fiction.
          New Zealand fiction 21st century.
          Psychological fiction.
Dewey  NZ823.3

Title  Running on empty: antidepressants and youth suicide: a New Zealand review / Richard Vernall.
Creator  Vernall, Richard.
ISBN  9780995138742 print
Format  xvi, 179 pages : illustrations (some colour) ; 24 cm
Subject  Antidepressants Side effects.
          Suicide New Zealand Prevention.
          Youth Suicidal behavior New Zealand.
Dewey  616.89180993
Title SCAS125 / text, Petrena Fishburn ; design, Hamish Pettengell.
Creator Fishburn, Petrena.
ISBN 97809951444415 paperback.
Format 21 pages : illustrations (some colour) ; 21 cm
Subject Aigantighe Art Gallery History.
South Canterbury Art Society History.
Dewey 708.99387

Title The seagull gang / by Lynette Morris ; illustrations by Edward Haydon.
Creator Morris, Lynette.
ISBN 9780473502492 softcover
Format 1 volume (unpaged) : illustrations ; 22 cm
Subject Children's poetry, New Zealand
Gulls Juvenile poetry.
Dewey NZ821.3

Title Second only to Oxford : a Tims family from Banbury / Lorraine Berry.
Creator Berry, Lorraine, 1941-
ISBN 9798616941206 paperback
Publishing Details Ashburton, New Zealand : Lindsay R. Watson, [2020]
Format x, 421 pages : illustrations ; 23 cm
Summary "Eleanor Rebecca Tims was born in London, England in 1863 ... Eleanor’s grandfather, John Chamberlin Tims broke away from family tradition by forgoing his place in the family law business at Banbury for a vocation in teaching, beginning in London. He was the first to look beyond Britain to the colonies in the 1830s, particularly in seeking a pioneering life in Canada where Eleanor's father (John Rolls Tims) was born. After experiencing an economic boom in the United States John Chamberlin, his wife Harriette Anne Rolls and their family returned to London, England and became involved in the flourishing railroad expansion as office workers. Their two daughters (Harriette Anne and Eleanor Anne) remained in the family home at Banbury throughout their lives while the three surviving sons (Thomas Henry, John Rolls and Charles) looked further afield. All three sailed for New Zealand where two of them settled. Eleanor’s parents, John Rolls Tims and Caroline Elizabeth Meyer, returned to England with one of their daughters while Eleanor Rebecca remained and married a Scotsman, John Howe Chalmers"--Publisher information.
Subject England Genealogy.
New Zealand Genealogy.
Timmons family.
Tims, Eleanor Rebecca Family.
Dewey 929.20993
Title  The sentinel's map / William Henshaw.
Creator  Henshaw, William, 1960-
ISBN  9780473521769 paperback
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [William Henshaw], [2020]
Format  317 pages ; 22 cm
Summary  "Lucas Shaw has just inherited a mysterious collection from his estranged father ... Madison Temple enters Lucas' chaotic life, with an interest in history, but is she all that she seems? Together, two unlikely heroes stumble into a quest to unlock the mystery, with a secret Brotherhood founded during the Inquisition hot on their heels"--Back cover.
Subject  Action and adventure fiction.
New Zealand fiction 21st century.
Thrillers (Fiction)
Dewey  NZ823.3

Title  Sex, with animals / Laura Borrowdale ; with art by Michael Bergt
Creator  Borrowdale, Laura.
ISBN  0473512815 paperback
Format  90 pages : illustrations (black and white) ; 21 cm
Contents  Belief -- Night swimming -- Choirs of angels -- The wasps -- Father figure -- The bull -- Interim -- The anchor -- Piss and vinegar -- Something unthinkable -- The swimmer -- God's gift.
Language  Short stories.
Subject  Sex Fiction.
Short stories, New Zealand.
Women Identity Fiction.
Women Sexual behavior Fiction.
Dewey  NZ823.3

Title  Shadow talk : sketches & poems / Bob Laws ; illustrated by Ann Clement.
Creator  Laws, Bob.
Format  40 unnumbered pages : illustrations ; 21 cm
Contents  Shadow talk -- Clothes choice -- Little boy wishes -- Farewell friend -- Pets lost and found -- Thoughts of an MP's wife -- The perfects -- My dearest garden -- Spring, chat-a-bit-about-it -- Our common wealth -- Communication -- Water wheel -- Old man mirror -- Hello Dad! -- Stability test -- Jasmine -- Shadow love -- The hidden face -- Blessings or burdens -- Checkmate -- A new beginning.
Subject  New Zealand poetry 20th century.
Dewey  NZ821.2
Title  Shared kitchen : real food from scratch / Julie & Ilaria Biuso ; photography by Manja Wachsmuth.
Creator  Biuso, Julie.
ISBN  9781988538464 paperback
Format  287 pages : colour illustrations ; 26 cm
Subject  Cookbooks.
          Cooking.
Dewey  641.5

Title  Shareholders' newsletter. November 13, 1987 / Platinum Group Metals No Liability.
Creator  Platinum Group Metals No Liability.
Publishing Details  Auckland, New Zealand : Platinum Group Metals, [1987]
Format  2 unnumbered leaves ; 32 cm
Subject  Mines and mineral resources New Zealand.
          Platinum Group Metals No Liability.
Dewey  338.7622340993

Title  The sheep with black heads / written by Alice Boyce.
Creator  Boyce, Alice (Alice Claire).
ISBN  9780473517205 paperback
Publishing Details  Blenheim, New Zealand : Published in New Zealand by Prisma Print for Alice Boyce, 2020.
Format  1 volume (unpaged) : colour illustrations ; 20 cm
Summary  A story about how the sheep with black heads, the Dashwood Dorpers, arrived at the farm.
Subject  Children's stories, New Zealand.
          Domestic animals Juvenile fiction.
          Dorper sheep Juvenile fiction.
          Farm life New Zealand Juvenile fiction.
          Picture books for children.
Dewey  NZ823.3

National Library of New Zealand  1078  Te Puna Matarangi o Aotearoa
Title  Shining land : looking for Robin Hyde / Paula Morris and Haru Sameshima.
Creator  Morris, Paula.
ISBN  9780995131828 hardback
Format  93 pages : colour illustrations ; 26 cm
Subject  Creative nonfiction
         Hyde, Robin, 1906-1939 Pictorial works.
Dewey  NZ823.3

Title  Short-path radio absorption measurements / by G. Mck. Allcock.
Publishing Details  Lower Hutt, New Zealand : Dominion Physical Laboratory, [1948]
Format  20 leaves : illustrations ; 34 cm.
Series  Report (Dominion Physical Laboratory (N.Z.) : 1946) ; 8/7/76.
Subject  Radio waves Measurement.

Title  The short-sighted goose / written by Jon Armistead ; illustrated by Sally Ewins.
Creator  Armistead, Jon.
ISBN  9780473504601 paperback
Format  1 volume (unpaged) : colour illustrations ; 21 cm.
Summary  A goose with bad eyesight gets separated from her flock and ends up on Waiheke Island where she mistakes the ferry for a "big goose."
Subject  Geese Juvenile fiction.
         Waiheke Island (N.Z.) Juvenile fiction.
Dewey  NZ823.3

Title  Simulating societal change : counterfactual modelling for social and policy inquiry / Peter Davis, Roy Lay-Yee.
Creator  Davis, Peter, 1947 April 25-
ISBN  3030047857
         9783030047856 hbk.
         9783030047863 ebook
Publishing Details  Cham, Switzerland : Springer, [2019]
Format  ix, 245 pages ; 24 cm.
Series  Computational social sciences.
Summary  This book presents a method for creating a working model of society, using data systems and simulation techniques, that can be used for testing propositions of scientific and policy nature. The model is based on the example of New Zealand, but will be applicable to other countries. It is expected that collaborators in other countries can emulate this example with their data systems for teaching and policy purposes, producing a cross-national "collaboratory". This enterprise will evolve with, and to a degree independently of, the book itself, with a supporting website as well as teaching and scientific initiatives. Readers of this text will, for the first time, have a simulation-based working model of society that can be interrogated for policy and substantive purposes. This book will appeal to researchers and professionals from various disciplines working within the social sciences, particularly on matters of demography and public policy.
Subject  Demography New Zealand.
         Political planning New Zealand.
Title  Sir Bob Charles : the biography / Geoff Saunders ; foreword by Gary Player.
Creator  Saunders, Geoff, 1954-.
ISBN 9780473521813 softcover
Format  xv, 311 pages : illustrations (some colour) ; 26 cm
Subject  Charles, Bob, 1936-
           Golf Tournaments.
           Golfers New Zealand Biography.
           Professional athletes New Zealand Biography.
Dewey  796.352092

Title  Sir Bob Charles : the biography / Geoff Saunders ; foreword by Gary Player.
Creator  Saunders, Geoff, 1954-.
ISBN  9780473521806 hardback
Format  xvii, 311 pages : illustrations (some colour) ; 31 cm
Subject  Charles, Bob, 1936-
           Golf Tournaments.
           Golfers New Zealand Biography.
           Professional athletes New Zealand Biography.
Dewey  796.352092

Title  Sir Singlet / Dawn McMillan ; illustrated by Ross Kinnaird.
Creator  McMillan, Dawn.
ISBN  0947506756 paperback
       9780947506759 paperback
Format  1 volume (unpaged) : colour illustrations ; 23 cm
Summary  "Sir Singlet is clever with needle and thread. He has even won a war with his talent for stitch. An unlikely story? Well, now he is rich... Find out how Sir Singlet saved the day in his colourful, wonderful Knightwear!"--Back cover.
Subject  Children's stories, New Zealand.
           Knights and knighthood Juvenile fiction.
           Picture books for children.
           Picture books.
           Stories in rhyme.
           Underwear Juvenile fiction.
Dewey  NZ823.2
| Title | Soghātī az sarzamīn-e kīvīʹhā golchīnī az bartarīn ash'ār-e sāl-e dohezār-o hevdah-e Niūzīland = Ōrongohau | best New Zealand poems 2017 / translated Fahim Afarinasadi, Nastaran Arjomandi, Mohsen Kafi. |
|-------|-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|
| ISBN  | 9781877159268 paperback                                                                        |
| Format | 1 volume (various pagings) ; 21 cm                                                              |
| Contents | Pākaitore / Airini Beautrais -- Cartographies I / Makyla Curtis -- There is a house that we are in / Gregory Kan -- With love / Jiaqiao Liu -- Mana / Karlo Milla -- Skipping dead insects across the ocean / Emma Shi -- To the trees of summer / Marty Smith -- Stop/move / Jamie Trower -- Like a queen / Chris Tse -- One world / Briar Wood. |
| Language | In English and Persian.                                                                            |
| Subject | New Zealand poetry 21st century.                                                                 |
| Dewey | NZ821.308                                                                                       |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Solid air : Australian and New Zealand spoken word / edited by David Stavanger &amp; Anne-Marie Te Whiu.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ISBN</td>
<td>0702262595 paperback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0702263729 electronic book</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0702263737 electronic publication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0702263745 mobi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9780702262593 paperback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9780702263729 electronic book</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9780702263736 electronic publication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9780702263743 mobi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>xxi, 246 pages ; 23 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contents</td>
<td>Machine-generated: -- Foreword: ALISON WHITTAKER -- Introduction: DAVID STAVANGER AND ANNE-MARIE TE WHIU -- HANI ABIDLE The beautiful ocean -- JESSICA ALICE Landmarks -- EUNICE ANDRADA (Because I am a daughter) of diaspora -- EVELYN ARALUEN Fern your own gully -- KEN ARKIND Godbox -- TUSIATA AVIA Three reasons for sleeping with a white man -- MARYAM AZAM A brief guide to hijab fashion -- HINEMOANA BAKER If I had to sing -- COURTNEY BARNETT Depreston -- THE BEDROOM PHILOSOPHER In my day (Nan) -- HERA LINDSAY BIRD Children are the orgasm of the world -- AMY BODOSSIAN My housemate’s girlfriend -- BEHROUZ BOOCHANI Forgive me my love -- C.J. BOWERBIRD To the flight attendant on QF11 to LA -- ALLAN BOYD (AKA THE ANTIPOET) fly in fly out fly in fly out -- JAKOB BOYD (AKA LAUNDRY MAN) Employment separation certificate -- JESSE JOHN BRAND Dear Mrs Miller -- BEN BROWN Moko -- EDDY BURGER My VICES -- PASCALLE BURTON What is your ceiling? -- RHYAN CLAPHAM (AKA DOBBY) Maury Wiseman -- JOHN CLARKE Sigrid Sassoon: The Prime Minister -- MAXINE BENEBA CLARKE gil scott-heron is on parole -- CLAIRE G. COLEMAN I am the road -- JENNIFER COMPTON Love is not love -- ARIELLE COTTINGHAM Tramlines -- DAMIAN COWELL I took my girl to see Eraserhead -- EMILY CROCKER Spooks -- NATHAN CURNOW Corpse fete -- KORALY DIMITRIADIS My wedding dress -- TUG DUMBLY My country -- QUINN EADES What it’s really like to grow up with lesbians in the 70s and 80s -- ALICE EATHER Yúya karrabúra (Fire is burning) -- ALI COBBY ECKERMAN Circles &amp; Squares -- DAVID EGGLETON Taranaki bitter -- LORIN ELIZABETH Leaves -- TIM EVANS Poem, interrupted -- GABRIELLE EVERALL Vita means life -- BELA FARKAS Brushing with Tom -- JAYNE FENTON KEANE Murmuration -- LIONEL FOGARTY SCENIC MAPS PARTS -- BENJAMIN FRATER To kill the Prime Minister -- ZENOBIA FROST Reality on-demand -- FURY when they legalise gay marriage -- ANDREW GALAN Art, industry,</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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architecture & pets -- IAN GIBBINS dog daze -- ANAHERA GILDEA Sedition -- a letter to the writer from Meri Mangakāhia -- MADDIE GODFREY Labels are for jars -- HADLEY BROOKSIDE Bramble -- DAVID HALLETT Stuff -- JORDAN HAMEL Ham and cheese toasts -- MOHAMED HASSAN Customs: a love story -- KELLY LEE HICKEY How to stay afloat -- DOMINIC HOEY Hotel room -- ELEANOR JACKSON When women go to war -- JOELISTICS Nostromo -- TERI LOUISE KELLY Girls like me -- ZOHAB ZEE KHAN Mosque -- SIMON KINDT One little lonely moment on the train from Brisbane to the coast, and just like that -- LANIYUK Finger on the map -- KLARE LANSON #commute -- DAISY LAVEA-TIMO Whakamana -- MICHELLE LAW The wheel -- LUKA LESSON Yiayia -- L-FRESH THE LION The LION Speaks -- ELEANOR MALBON Somehow fragile -- SARA MANSOUR My Australia -- SELINA TUSITALA MARSH Pussy cat -- LAURIE MAY Houso kid -- IAN MCBRYDE Spree -- LAURA JEAN MCKAY Val Plumwood canoe -- COURTNEY SINASNER How to stay afloat -- DOMINIC HOEY Hotel room -- ELEANOR JACKSON When women go to war -- JOELISTICS Nostromo -- TERI LOUISE KELLY Girls like me -- ZOHAB ZEE KHAN Mosque -- SIMON KINDT One little lonely moment on the train from Brisbane to the coast, and just like that -- LANIYUK Finger on the map -- KLARE LANSON #commute -- DAISY LAVEA-TIMO Whakamana -- MICHELLE LAW The wheel -- LUKA LESSON Yiayia -- L-FRESH THE LION The LION Speaks -- ELEANOR MALBON Somehow fragile -- SARA MANSOUR My Australia -- SELINA TUSITALA MARSH Pussy cat -- LAURIE MAY Houso kid -- IAN MCBRYDE Spree -- LAURA JEAN MCKAY Val Plumwood canoe -- COURTNEY SINASNER You can’t be black -- JESSE OLIVER 20 questions -- SEAN O’CALLAGHAN You see more on foot -- ANGELA PEITA Ways to draw blood from feathers -- KIRI PIAHANA-WONG Of books and bookcases -- Π.Ο. Memo -- TE KAHU ROLLESTON Te Rarangatira -- TESSA ROSE Sean, Shawn, Shorn, Shaun: these I have known -- CANDY ROYALLE Assimilation -- MAX RYAN Old guys -- OMAR SAKR How to live in a world that is burning -- SARA SALEH InshaAllah -- BEN SALTER No security blues -- RAY SHIPLEY The Catholic-Mobile -- STEVE SMART W.O.W. -- AMANDA STEWART postiche -- GRACE TAYLOR Tina ~ (Mother) -- SANDRA THIBODEAUX An early survey of principles -- TAYI TIBBLE Assimilation -- MERLYNN TONG Moonface and me -- SABA VASEFI Student day -- ردا میرزاده پنجکاو نیوک -- SAM WAGAN WATSON -- When pencils sing excuses -- TAIKA WAITITI & EMILY BEAUTRAIS Give nothing -- ANIA WALWICZ Doctor proctor -- wāni On all the things I am still learning to name -- JAHRA ‘RAGER’ WASASALA This is how we burn the endless woman (an excerpt) -- TEILA WATSON (AKA ANCESTRESS) War -- UNCLE HERB WHARTON Tracks -- SEAN M. WHELAN You probably think this poem is about you (and it probably is) -- PHILIP WILCOX this microphone only tells the truth -- SCOTT WINGS THIS IS MY MAXIMALIST POEM ABOUT MYSOGNY -- TROY WONG The pigeon is a Big Man -- LUKE WREN REID Box -- QUAN YEOMANS I get the internet -- EMILIE ZOEY BAKER Hey, Mary Shelley -- MOHSEN SOLTANY ZAND Realpolitik -- Notes on contributors -- Acknowledgements.

Summary A ground-breaking and original collection that celebrates Australia and New Zealand’s leading performance poets, direct from stage to page. Over the past decade, Spoken Word has established itself as a central part of contemporary Australian & New Zealand poetry. For the first-time ever, these voices are transported from the stage to the page, captured in print so that the spoken-word experience can be shared with a new and broader audience. Solid Air showcases the work of more than 100 performance poets - combining elements of slam, hip-hop and experimental performance poetry - to deliver an unforgettable reading experience that is both literary and loud. Poems capture themes of modern culture, identity and resistance. Contributors include: Ali Cobby Eckermann, Hera Lindsay Bird, Claire G. Coleman, Omar Musa, Maxine Benea Clarke, Behrouz Boochani, Taika Waititi, Courtney Barnett, Michelle Law, Hannah Gadsby, Luka Lesson and many, many more.

Subject Australian poetry 21st century.
New Zealand poetry 21st century.
Poetry.
Spoken word poetry.

Dewey NZ821.308
Title  A special place / Cushla M. McGaughey.
Creator  McGaughey, Cushla M.
ISBN  9780473514822 paperback
Publishing Details  Waikanae, New Zealand : Cushla McGaughey, [2020]
Format  73 pages : colour illustrations ; 21 cm
Contents  Waikanae Estuary Scientific Reserve -- Around the lagoons -- Around the estuary -- Kāpiti Marine Reserve -- Did you know? -- Why wetlands matter.
Subject  Kāpiti Marine Reserve Juvenile literature.
         Waikanae Estuary Scientific Reserve Juvenile literature.
         Water birds New Zealand Kapiti Coast District Juvenile literature.
         Wetlands New Zealand Kapiti Coast District Juvenile literature.
Dewey  598.176099361

Title  St John's in the City : part of the Wellington City community since 1853 / this brochure was prepared by the St John's Earthquake Strengthening Committee.
Publishing Details  Wellington, New Zealand : St John's Presbyterian Church, [2019]
Format  9 pages : colour illustrations ; 30 cm
Subject  Church buildings Earthquake effects New Zealand Wellington.
         Earthquake resistant design New Zealand Wellington.
         St. John's in the City (Church : Wellington, N.Z.)
         St. John's in the City (Church : Wellington, N.Z.) History.
Dewey  726.5099363

Title  St Mary's Merivale : a pictorial memory / designed by Judy Ashton.
Creator  Ashton, Judy.
ISBN  9780473541347 spiral bound
Publishing Details  [Christchurch] : [Judy Ashton], [2020]
Format  1 volume (unpaged) : illustrations (some colour) ; 21 x 30 cm
Subject  St. Mary's Church (Merivale, Christchurch, N.Z.) Pictorial works.
Dewey  283.9383022
Title  Stabat mater speciosa.
Publishing Details  Ōtaki on the Plateau : The Stray Waif, MMXVII [2017]
Format  3 unnumbered pages, 10, 3 unnumbered pages ; 18 cm
Language  Parallel English and Latin text.
Subject  Fine books New Zealand Specimens.
          Hymns.
          Keepsakes.
          Mary, Blessed Virgin, Saint Songs and music Texts.
Dewey  871.04

Title  Standards of practice for occupational therapy in New Zealand : local practice standard workbook / The New Zealand Association of Occupational Therapists.
Publishing Details  Wellington, New Zealand : New Zealand Association of Occupational Therapists (Inc.), [1992]
Format  10 leaves : forms ; 30 cm
Summary  Text in two columns so an evaluator can mark "local practice standard" against the "process standard."
Subject  Occupational therapy Evaluation.
          Occupational therapy Practice New Zealand.
          Occupational therapy Quality control.
Dewey  615.8515

Title  The standing strong house = Te whare tū māia / story, Reina Kahukiwa ; pictures, Robyn Kahukiwa ; nā Greg Henderson i whakamāori.
Creator  Kahukiwa, Reina.
ISBN  0995117578 paperback
        9780995117570 paperback
Format  39 pages : colour illustrations ; 27 cm.
Language  Parallel text in English and Māori. Includes glossary of Māori words and meanings.
Summary  "The fictional story of hapū Ngāti Tū Māia revolves around multiple generations, weaving their stories together in a way that celebrates tīpuna (ancestors, grandparents), mokopuna (grandchildren, descendants), and kaitiaki (guardian)"--Back cover.
Subject  Children's stories, New Zealand.
          Kuia.
          Kōrero paki mā ngā tamariki.
          Maori (New Zealand people) Social life and customs Juvenile fiction.
          Mauri.
          Pakiwaitara.
          Picture books for children.
          Pukapuka whakaahua.
          Reorua.
          Taipūwhenuatanga.
          Te Ao Hurihuri.
          Tikanga.
          Whakapapa.
          Whare nui.
Dewey  NZ823.3
Title  
Start with me / Kara Isaac.

Creator  
Isaac, Kara.

ISBN  
9780473525347 print-on-demand
9780473525361 ebook

Publishing Details  

Format  
339 pages ; 23 cm

Subject  
New Zealand fiction 21st century.
Romance fiction.

Dewey  
NZ823.3

Title  
Stories, legends & poetry from our neighbourhood / Papatoetoe Intermediate with Vasani Unka.

ISBN  
0473508788 paperback
9780473508784 paperback

Publishing Details  

Format  
70 pages : illustrations ; 22 cm

Contents  
Rescued / Namrata Maharaj -- The race / Aneeta Alias & Aahana Sharma -- How the shark got tis fin / Jessica Nguyen -- Vayu and Mother Nature / Satveer Kaur -- The Chaos / Aahana Sharma -- Sun and moon / Sylvia Margaret -- Why you be, Bee? / Aneeta Alias -- Finn MacCool and Benandonner / Meg Elise Nicholls -- Tables turn... / Satveer Kaur -- Sun and moon / Navid Panah-Fischer & Alan Jiang -- What I saw on my way to school / Alan Jiang -- Summer / Bonita Touch -- A great escape / Jazzmyn Raju & Prix Ete Ah Ken -- The lonely witch's truth / Bonita Touch -- Nafanua, the goddess of war / Danielynn Silvia -- Cat, dog and a little thief / Azzura Filipo -- The cherry tree blossom tree / Morgan McLeod -- The goddess of fire / Casia-Jade Takai -- The three brothers / Mahukia Te-Moananui -- The legend of the ta'ovala / Sepuita Mohetau -- Fisherman's heart / Marissa Bui -- The storm of ideas / Elisha Alison -- Spooky / Elisha Alison.

Subject  
Children's drawings New Zealand Auckland.
Children's writings, New Zealand New Zealand Auckland.
Legends.
Papatoetoe Intermediate School.
School verse, New Zealand New Zealand Auckland.
Short stories, New Zealand.
Short stories.

Dewey  
NZ820.809283
Title The story of the West Coast Wesleys / written by Alison Wesley.
Creator Wesley, Alison.
ISBN 9781649997319 paperback
Publishing Details Auckland, New Zealand : Alison Wesley, [2020]
Format 91 pages : illustrations (some colour) ; 30 cm
Subject New Zealand Genealogy.
Wesley family.
West Coast (N.Z.) Genealogy.
Dewey 929.2099371

Title Stratford High School jubilee, 11, 89, 92, 1972.
Publishing Details [Stratford] : [Stratford High School Jubilee Committee], [1972]
Format 51 pages : illustrations ; 25 cm
Subject High schools New Zealand Stratford History.
Stratford High School (Stratford, N.Z.) History.
Dewey 373.93485

Title Studies on the genus Chrysodema (Coleoptera: Buprestidae: Chrysochroinae) part I /
David Frank, Lukáš Sekerka
Creator Frank, David (Ecologist).
ISBN 9781776708512 paperback
9781776708529 Online edition
Format 62 pages : illustrations ; 30 cm.
Series Zootaxa ; 4720.
Summary "Abstract: Subgeneric classification of Chrysodema Laporte de Castelnau & Gory, 1835 is revised and following synonymy is established: Chrysodema=Cyalithoides Fisher, 1922 syn. nov.; Pseudochrysodema Saunders, 1874=Leganya Holyński, 1994 syn. nov.,=Marcshiella Holyński, 2014 syn. nov. Four subgenera are recognized as valid: Chrysodema s. str., Gelaeus Waterhouse, 1905, Pseudochrysodema Saunders, 1874, and Thymedes Waterhouse, 1905, and a key to the subgenera is given. Four species-groups are established in the subgenus Chrysodema s. str.: C. aeneoviolacea-group, C. aurostriata-group, C. eximia-group, and C. sonnerati-group. All known species, except the currently accepted synonyms of Chrysodema (Chrysodema) eximia Laporte de Castelnau & Gory, 1835, included in these groups are revised based on comparative study of extensive material including types of all described taxa. Three new species and one subspecies are described: Chrysodema (Chrysodema) dany sp. nov. from Haruku Island, Indonesia; C. (C.) gottwaldi sp. nov. from Palawan Island, Philippines; C. (C.) lewisi nakatai subsp. nov. from Yaeyama Islands, Japan; and C. (C.) vrabeci sp. nov. from Thailand and Laos. Chrysodema (C.) aeneoviolacea Deyrolle, 1864 stat. rev., C. (C.) dohrnii Saunders, 1874 stat. rev., and C. (C.) fuscitarsis Kerremans, 1895 stat. rev. are removed from synonymy with C. (C.) mniszechii Deyrolle, 1864; C. (C.) tonkinea Kerremans, 1909 stat. rev. is removed from synonymy with C. (C.) aurostriata Saunders, 1866. Three new synonyms are established: C. (C.) aeneoviolacea=C. (C.) elongata Kerremans, 1900 syn. nov.=C. (C.) keyensis Théry, 1923 syn. nov. (the latter was formerly synonym of C. (C.) elongata); C. (C.) dohrnii=C. (C.) fairmairei Kerremans, 1895 syn. nov. (formerly synonym of C. (C.) mniszechii). Neotype is designated for C. (C.) sonnerati Laporte de Castelnau & Gory, 1835 and lectotypes are designated for following taxa to ensure their correct application and recognition in future: C. (C.) aurostriata, C. (C.) fairmairei, C. (C.) fuscitarsis, C. (C.) sumatrensis Kerremans, 1895, C. (C.) tonkinea, C. (C.) yerbuyi Waterhouse, 1905, C. (P.) coelestina Obenberger, 1922, and C. (P.) inslabilis Deyrolle, 1864.
Additionally, dark species of the subgenus Pseudochrysodema are revised and as a result C. (P.) coelestina stat. rev. and C. (P.) instabilis stat. rev. are removed from synonymy with C. (P.) radians (Guérin-Méneville, 1830) and a new species C. (Pseudochrysodema) jakli sp. nov. is described from Timor Island, Indonesia. All herein included taxa are illustrated with colour photographs of habitus and the male aedeagus when available. All new taxa are diagnosed and a key to species of the C. aeneoviolacea-group is given. Keywords: Coleoptera, taxonomy, new species, new subspecies, new assignment, new status, restored status, neotype designation, lectotype designation, Southeast Asia, Japan, Oriental Region, Palearctic Region "--Page 3.

Links https://www.mapress.com/j/zt/article/view/zootaxa.4720.1.1

---

**Title** The summer of 1934-35 in New Zealand / by Dr. E. Kidson.

**Creator** Kidson, E. (Edward), 1882-1939

**Publishing Details** Wellington : [New Zealand Meteorological Office], 1935.

**Format** 12 pages : illustrations ; 24 cm.

**Series** Meteorological Office note ; no. 16.

**Subject** Droughts New Zealand Observations.

New Zealand Climate.

Rain and rainfall New Zealand Observations.

---

**Title** A supermelon : ...it could be a superfood... / Semisi Pone (BSc, MSc (Hons))

**Creator** Pone, Semisi, 1961-

**ISBN** 9781988511917 online

**Publishing Details** [Auckland] : Rainbow Enterprises Books, [2020]

**Format** 1 online resource : colour illustrations

**Summary** Information about a hybrid melon developed by the author.

**Subject** Melons Hybridization.

Melons Varieties.

Title  Surf dreams : New Zealand surf culture / Derek Morrison.
Creator  Morrison, Derek, 1974-
ISBN  9780143774730 paperback
Format  237 pages : colour illustrations ; 22 x 26 cm
Summary  "In this ... book, he presents 15 major surfing communities and those who live there and who live to surf (Ahipara, Tutukaka, Piha, Whangamata, Mt Maunganui, Raglan, Taranaki, Gisborne, Lyall Bay, Kaikoura, Westport, Greymouth, Sumner, Dunedin, Riverton). The characters, the competitions, the breaks, the communities, the dream lifestyles"--Publisher information.
Subject  Coasts New Zealand.
Surfers New Zealand.
Surfing New Zealand.
Dewey  797.320993

Title  Survey of New Zealand tank evaporation / J. Finkelstein.
Creator  Finkelstein, Joseph.
Format  pages 119-131 : illustrations ; 21 cm.
Series  Meteorological Office note ; no. 77
Subject  Evaporation (Meteorology) New Zealand.
Pan evaporation New Zealand.

Title  Survive & thrive : entrepreneurship frameworks that work : easy to follow how-to-guides, to create your entrepreneurial initiative / Paul Kewene-Hite.
Creator  Kewene-Hite, Paul.
ISBN  0473535033 paperback
9780473535032 paperback (print-on-demand)
9780473535049 ebook
9780473535056 audiobook
Format  419 pages : illustrations ; 26 cm
Subject  Entrepreneurship Handbooks, manuals, etc.
Kewene-Hite, Paul.
New business enterprises Management Handbooks, manuals, etc.
Success in business Handbooks, manuals, etc.
Dewey  338.04
Title  Taku tāre / ko ngā kōrero nā Tangihōro Fitzgerald ; ko ngā pikitia nā Joanne Kreyl.
Creator  Fitzgerald, Tangihōro.
ISBN  9781776631520 paperback
Format  8 pages : colour illustrations ; 21 cm.
Subject  Maori language Readers.
Pānui pukapuka.
Dewey  499.44286

Title  Tale of a tail / Margaret Mahy.
Creator  Mahy, Margaret.
ISBN  9781869714376 paperback
Projected Publication Date  2011
Format  pages cm
Summary  "Strange and exciting things are in store when Tom and his mum move to Prodigy Street one ordinary Thursday. There's a man with a magical name, a friendly dog with a powerful, waggy tail, and some remarkable surprises when anyone makes a wish. Includes more than 50... black and white illustrations by Tony Ross"--Publisher information.
Subject  Children's stories, New Zealand.
Dogs Juvenile fiction.
Magic Juvenile fiction.
Moving, Household Juvenile fiction.
Wishes Juvenile fiction.
Dewey  NZ823.2

Title  The tale of Poppy & Ed / Poppy Wortman.
Creator  Wortman, Poppy.
ISBN  9780473541262 paperback (print-on-demand)
Format  381 pages : illustrations ; 21 cm
Summary  "Inside an eating disordered mind; this story follows Poppy and her relationship with "Ed", as it develops and starts to control her life, then her bid to start eradicating him"--Publisher information.
Subject  Eating disorders Patients Biography.
Wortman, Poppy.
Dewey  618.92/8520092
Title  Tales & taonga of South Taranaki.
ISBN  047346361X paperback  
9780473463618 paperback
Format  240 pages : illustrations (some colour) ; 30 cm
Contents  Foreword = Wai'inga kōrero -- The Taranaki dialect -- Agriculture = A'uw'enua -- Arts, media & entertainment = Ma'i toi -- Buildings & homes = Ngā w'are -- Business, industry & commerce = Paki'i a'uma'i me te tau'oko'oko -- Civic service = Ratonga ā-'apori -- Clubs & societies = Ngā rōpū -- Conflict & protest = Tauto'e-- Disasters & civil defence = Aituā -- Events = Takunetanga tūmatanui -- Human stories = Ngā kōrero a te tangata-- Immigrants & settlers = Ngā manene -- Infrastructure = 'Anganga -- Landmarks & historic sites = To'u w'enua -- Natural history & environment = Ao tūroa -- Sport = 'Ākinakina -- Our people = Tangata w'enua -- Technology & innovation = 'Angarau -- Transport = Ngā momo waka.
Language  In English with chapter headings in Te Reo o Taranaki.
Summary  "This book is a compilation of South Taranaki stories provided by the public and Aotea Utanganui Museum. This book also features items from our collection and the information and stories behind them"--Back cover.
Subject  Kōrero nehe.
South Taranaki District (N.Z.) History.
Dewey  993.488

Title  Tales of a Vigneron / Barry Johns.
Creator  Johns, Barry, 1941-
ISBN  9780995140615 print
Format  166 pages : colour illustrations ; 21 cm
Subject  Johns, Barry, 1941-
Vintners New Zealand Fielding Biography.
Viticulturists New Zealand Fielding Biography.
Wine and wine making New Zealand Fielding Biography.
Dewey  634.8092
Title  Taranaki artists in lockdown.
ISBN  9780473539528 paperback
Format  175 pages : colour illustrations ; 27 cm
Summary  "The idea for this book came during the Lockdown Exhibition held at the gallery in July 2020, to showcase what Taranaki artists felt, produced and experienced through New Zealand lockdown. Over 80 Taranaki artists are involved in this book. A wide, diverse and eclectic mix of artwork"--Back cover.
Dewey  709.9348

Title  Tarapeke / ko ngā kōrero nā Katarina Edmonds ; ko ngā pikitia nā Vaitoa Baker.
Creator  Edmonds, Katarina.
ISBN  9781776631544 paperback
Format  8 pages : colour illustrations ; 21 cm.
Subject  Maori language Readers. Pānui pukapuka.
Dewey  499.44286

Title  Taxonomic revision of the Neotropical genus Telemiades Hübner, [1819] (Lepidoptera: Hesperiidae: Eudaminae) : with descriptions of fourteen new species / Ricardo Russo Siewert, Olaf Hermann Hendrik Mielke, Mirna Martins Casgrande.
Creator  Siewert, Ricardo Russo.
ISBN  9781776708536 paperback 9781776708543 Online edition
Format  111 pages : illustrations ; 30 cm.
Series  Zootaxa ; 4721.
Summary  "Abstract: Telemiades Hübner, [1819] is currently comprised of 22 species and 14 subspecies distributed exclusively in the neotropics. The genus is defined by the morphological pattern of the uncus, apiculus, labial palpi and venation. However, some species have a uniform pattern of coloration making it difficult to establish their correct identity in some cases. The aims of the present study were to present a taxonomic revision of Telemiades Hübner, [1819] in order to provide a stable taxonomic hypothesis for the group, to describe the new species and to present diagnoses to help in species identification. According to the present study, Telemiades is now composed of 41 species. Fourteen new species are recognized and described. Three subspecies are here treated as valid species: T. marpesus (Hewitson, 1876) stat. rest., T. mislitheus Mabille, 1888 stat. rest. and T. pekahia (Hewitson, 1868) stat. rest. Two synonyms are treated as valid species: T. insulsus (Draudt, 1922), stat. rev. and T. xantho Hayward, 1939 stat. rev. Five new synonyms are proposed: Plesioneura lamus Mabille, 1888 syn. nov. and Telemiades antiope tosca Evans, 1953 syn. nov. of T. antiope (Plötz, 1882), Echelatus punctatus Mabille & Boulet, 1917 syn. nov. of T. epicalus Hübner, [1819], Proteides nicola Plötz, 1882 syn. nov. of T. laogonus (Hewitson, 1876) and Eudamus philus Plötz, 1881 syn. nov. of T. nicomedes (Möschler, 1879). To provide stability for existing names, six neotypes were designated for: Proteides amphion Geyer, 1832, Plesioneura compressa Möschler, 1877,
Papilio avitus Stoll, 1781, Telegonus mygdon Möschler, 1888, Proteides aepopus Plötz, 1882 and Papilio corbulo Stoll, 1781; and 19 lectotypes for: Aethilla buffumi Weeks, 1906, Eudamus marpesus Hewitson, 1876, Telemiades misitneus Mable, 1888, Pterygospidea pekahia Hewitson, 1868, Telemiades lurideolus Mable, 1877, Eudamus laogonus Hewitson, 1876, Eudamus penidas Hewitson, 1867, Telemiades ceramina Herrich–Schäffer, 1869, Telemiades megalloides Schaus, 1902, Pythonides hoyti Weeks, 1906, Eudamus praestes Hewitson, 1876, Telemiades epicalus Hübner, [1819], Eudamus phasias Hewitson, 1867, Telemiades arcturus Herrich–Schäffer, 1869, Echelatus punctatus Mable & Bouillet, 1917, Eudamus centrites Hewitson, 1870, Telegonus gallius Mable, 1888, Telegonus nicomedes Möschler, 1879, and Arteurotia meris Plötz, 1886. Keywords: Lepidoptera, butterflies, skippers, systematics, taxonomy.---Page 3.

Links https://www.mapress.com/j/zt/article/view/zootaxa.4721.1.1

Title That amazing week : easter stories for all the family / written by Rosemary Francis ; illustrated by Shania Chen and Rosemary Francis.
Creator Francis, Rosemary, 1945-
ISBN 9780473518554 paperback (print-on-demand)
Publishing Details [Blenheim] New Zealand : Rosemary Francis, [2020]
Format 22 pages : colour illustrations ; 30 cm
Summary "Walk with Jesus and His people through Holy Week on His journey to Jerusalem"--Unnumbered page 2.
Subject Easter stories.
Jesus Christ Resurrection Biblical teaching.
Dewey 232.97

Title There are no failures, everything is working / Abbra Kotlarczyk, Owen Connors, Jane Wallace, Jade Kake.
Creator Kotlarczyk, Abbra.
ISBN 9780473501815 paperback
Format 61 pages : illustrations ; 23 cm
Subject Costa, Severine Exhibitions.
Dixon, Xander Exhibitions.
Sanders, Daniel John Corbett Exhibitions.
Trà -
n, Anh Exhibitions.
Dewey 709.22
### There's a weta on my sweater = He wētā kei runga i tōku paraka / Dawn McMillan ; illustrated by Stephanie Thatcher ; Māori translation by Ngaere Roberts.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Creator</strong></th>
<th>McMillan, Dawn.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>ISBN</strong></td>
<td>0947506764 hardback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9780947506766 hardback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Format</strong></td>
<td>1 volume (unpaged) : colour illustrations ; 28 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Language</strong></td>
<td>Parallel text in English and Māori.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Summary</strong></td>
<td>&quot;Weta and friends, including beetle, centipede, stick insect and huhu, come to school with the kids for Show and Tell. In the classroom weta marches along while his friends how what they can do - singing, dancing and scaring the teacher! But they don't want to stay in the classroom! Where will they go? Will Koro be able to help his mokopuna keep the critters safe?&quot;--Publisher's website. Includes factual information about weta, and the other insects.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subject</strong></td>
<td>Aitanga pepeke.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Animal fiction.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Children's stories, New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Insects New Zealand Juvenile fiction.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kura tuatahi.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kōrero paki mā ngā tamariki.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Picture books for children.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Picture books.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pukapuka whakaahua.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reorua.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Schools Juvenile fiction.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stories in rhyme.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wetas Juvenile fiction.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wētā.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dewey</strong></td>
<td>NZ823.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### These two hands / Renée.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Creator</strong></th>
<th>Renée, 1929-</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>ISBN</strong></td>
<td>9780995111042 pbk.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Format</strong></td>
<td>432 pages ; 20 cm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Subject
Authors, New Zealand 20th century Biography.
Authors, New Zealand 21st century Biography.
Autobiographies.
Renée, 1929-

Dewey
NZ822.2

Title
This is an important document for all shareholders in Hotelcorp New Zealand Limited.

Creator
Hotelcorp New Zealand.

Publishing Details
[Auckland] : [Hotelcorp New Zealand Limited], [1988]

Format
6 unnumbered leaves ; 30 cm

Subject
Consolidation and merger of corporations New Zealand Auckland.
Hotelcorp New Zealand Finance.
Kingsgate Investments Finance.
Tender offers (Securities) New Zealand Auckland.

Dewey
332.642
Title  This is not how it ends / Jehan Casinader.
Creator  Casinader, Jehan.
ISBN  97817775541561 hardback
Format  259 pages ; 22 cm
Summary  "As an award-winning TV journalist, Jehan Casinader told other people's stories ... until he lost control of his own. Severely depressed, he tried everything, from mindfulness to massage; Prozac to Pilates. Was something missing? "This is not how it ends" chronicles Jehan's four-year battle with depression, and how the power of story-telling helped him to survive. He argues that many of us think our brains are broken, but in fact, our stories are broken. Jehan began an experiment on himself. Could he rewrite his past? Could he reinvent his character? Could he create a whole new plot?"--Publisher information.
Subject  Casinader, Jehan Mental health.
Depression, Mental Treatment.
Depression, Mental, in literature.
Dewey  070.195092

Title  This is the dog / Maura Finn and Nina Rycroft.
Creator  Finn, Maura, 1974-
ISBN  9781775435853 paperback
Projected Publication Date  2102
Format  pages cm
Summary  "This is the dog with the snuffly snout, the half-crumpled ear, the fur that sticks out. A lonely little pup waits each day for a family to pick him, yes him, to take home... but no one ever does. When the latch to his kennel is left open, he undertakes a tour of the township... will it lead him to his forever home?"--Publisher information.
Subject  Children's stories, New Zealand.
Dog adoption Juvenile fiction.
Dogs Juvenile fiction.
Picture books for children.
Dewey  NZ823.3
Title  This special place / Otufanga Fa’u, Teuila Foliano, Daetyn Harris, Mickheila Kibtiani, Noah Robertson, Siaosi Takai, Tavita Tonumaivao, Mishana Tonumalii, Hotili Vaitaiki, and Bella Wynyard of Flatbush School, Otara South Auckland, with Lolohea Anne Vaka and David Riley.

Creator  Fa’u, Otufanga.

ISBN  9780473543235 Paperback

Publishing Details  Auckland, N.Z. : Reading Warrior, [2020]

Format  48 pages : colour illustrations ; 25 cm

Summary  "This is a book in which children from Flat Bush School describe and explain what they love about growing up in Otara, South Auckland"--Introduction.

Subject  Children's writings, New Zealand.
Otara (Auckland, N.Z.) Juvenile literature.
Streets New Zealand Auckland Juvenile literature.

Dewey  808.899282

Title  Thomas Potts of Canterbury : colonist and conservationist / Paul Star.

Creator  Star, Paul, 1950-

ISBN  9781988592428 paperback


Format  328 pages : illustrations (some colour) ; 24 cm

Summary  "In 1858 Canterbury settler Thomas Potts protested against the destruction of tōtara on the Port Hills near Christchurch. A decade later, as a member of Parliament, he made forest conservation a national issue. Through his writing he raised the then novel idea of protecting native birds on island reserves, and proposed the creation of national ‘domains’ or parks. As a pioneering colonist, acclimatist and runholder, however, Potts' own actions threatened the very environments he sought to maintain. This makes him a fascinating subject as we confront present-day problems in balancing development and conservation. This book is about, and partly by, Potts, and through him about New Zealand and the course and consequences of colonisation. It describes and interprets his life, from his early years in England through to his 34 years in New Zealand. Excerpts from Potts' vivid 1850s diary, written from close to the edge of European settlement, are published here for the first time. Thomas Potts of Canterbury also reproduces 11 long-forgotten essays by him from the 1880s, in which he reflected on the 1850s and what had happened since – both to New Zealand's natural environment and to Māori and Pākehā. Sixteen pages of contemporary images supplement the text. Thomas Potts of Canterbury will appeal to anyone interested in the early history of Canterbury, in environmental change, and in early efforts in New Zealand towards conservation. It is a story of conflicting goals, magnificently exemplified in the life and writings of a man who strove, 150 years ago, to be both colonist and conservationist"--Publisher's website.

Subject  Conservation of natural resources New Zealand History 19th century.
Conservationists New Zealand Biography.
Kaitiakitanga.
Kōrero nehe.
Naturalists New Zealand Biography.
Ornithologists New Zealand Biography.
Plant conservation New Zealand History 19th century.
Potts, T. H. (Thomas H.)
Taipūwhenuatanga.

Dewey  508.092
Title Thorndon crossroad : a brief history / Catherine Hodder.
Creator Hodder, Catherine, 1951-
ISBN 9780473541316 pbk
Publishing Details Wellington, New Zealand : HodderBalog Publications, [2020]
Format 214 pages : illustrations (some colour) ; 30 cm
Summary "An important central part of the Wellington suburb of Thorndon was the "crossroad" of Tinakori Road, Molesworth Street, Murphy Street and Park Street ... the book is copiously illustrated with site plan[s], land certificates and subdivision plans, and historical photographs of houses and streetscapes. In addition, there is biographical information about the early owners of land in the Thorndon crossroad area and their familial and business relationships"--Back cover.
Subject Central business districts New Zealand Wellington History.
City planning New Zealand Wellington History.
Pioneers New Zealand Wellington History.
Thorndon (Wellington, N.Z.) History.
Wellington (N.Z.) History.
Dewey 919.363

Title Those heroes that shed their blood and lost their lives ... / Ataturk, 1934.
Publishing Details Ōtaki, on the Plateau : The Stray Waif, MMXVII [2017]
Format 1 sheet : colour illustrations ; 42 x 30 cm
Subject Broadsides.
Color printing (Printing)
Keepsakes.
Printers' devices (Printing)
Printing New Zealand Otaki Specimens.
World War, 1914-1918 Campaigns Turkey Gallipoli Peninsula
Dewey 940.426

Title Three poems for the Annunciation / Christina Rossetti.
Creator Rossetti, Christina Georgina, 1830-1894
Publishing Details Ōtaki on the Plateau : The Stray Waif, MMXX [2020]
Format 1 folded sheet (5 unnumbered pages) : illustration ; 30 cm
Contents Vigil of the Annunciation -- Herself a rose who bore the rose -- Feast of the Annunciation.
Subject Fine books New Zealand Otaki Specimens.
Keepsakes.
Poems.
Printers' devices (Printing)
Dewey 821.8
Title  Tihei mauri ora : supporting whānau through suicidal distress.
ISBN  9781988554044 print
       9781988554051 PDF
Publishing Source  HE2424 Ministry of Health
Format  12 unnumbered pages : colour illustrations ; 21 cm
Subject  Crisis intervention.
         Maori (New Zealand people) Suicidal behavior.
         Mate whakamomori.
         Suicide New Zealand Prevention.
         Whānau.
Dewey  362.204256

Title  Time capsule : a collection of prose, poetry, and graphic storytelling / edited by Kit Willett.
ISBN  9780473548780 print
Projected Publication Date  2012
Format  pages cm
Summary  "This is an anthology of work from AUT's Master of Creative Writing 2020 students. Work includes short stories, poetry, and short comics. Some pieces include themes of coming-of-age, historical, Niuean culture, magic realism, fantasy, mental health, death"--Publisher information.
Subject  New Zealand poetry 21st century.
         Short stories, New Zealand.
Dewey  NZ820.80092

Title  Tiseniko in Samoa / story by June Allen ; illustrations by Gene Harris.
Creator  Allen, June, 1937-
ISBN  0473537052 paperback
       9780473537050 paperback
Publishing Details  Auckland, New Zealand : Kwizzel Publishing, [2020]
Format  24 pages : colour illustrations ; 17 x 21 cm
Summary  Tiseniko is in Samoa, learning about the food and the customs, as well as the dangers of plastic rubbish in the ocean.
Subject  Children's stories, New Zealand.
         Picture books for children.
         Samoa Juvenile fiction.
Dewey  NZ823.3
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Tiseniko keeps safe / story: June Allen ; illustrations: Polly Whimp.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Allen, June, 1937-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISBN</td>
<td>0473509679 paperback 9780473509675 paperback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>Auckland, New Zealand : Kwizzel Publishing, [2020]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>16 pages : colour illustrations ; 17 x 21 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;Tiseniko knows exactly how to keep himself safe around cars, trains and in the water&quot;--Publisher's website.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dewey</td>
<td>NZ823.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Title               | Tōku marae / ko ngā kōrero nā Manu Te Awa ; ko ngā pikitia nā Caroline Adair Down. |
| Creator             | Te Awa, Manu.                                                      |
| ISBN                | 9781776633142 paperback                                            |
| Format              | 8 pages : colour illustrations ; 20 cm.                            |
| Series              | Ngā kete kōrero. Harakeke. E.                                      |
| Subject             | Maori language Readers. Pānui pukapuka.                            |
| Dewey               | 499.44286                                                          |

| Title               | Tōku whānau / ko ngā kōrero nā Te Rōpū a Huia ; ko ngā pikitia nā Vaitoa Baker. |
| ISBN                | 9781776632060 paperback                                            |
| Format              | 8 pages : colour illustrations ; 20 cm.                            |
| Subject             | Maori language Readers. Pānui pukapuka.                            |
| Dewey               | 499.44286                                                          |
**Title**  Together / photography, Lyn Pater ; text, Mike Legg ; graphic design, Tricia Legg.

**Creator**  Pater, Lyn.

**ISBN**  9780473541293 paperback


**Format**  1 volume (unpaged) : colour illustrations ; 22 cm

**Series**  Snuggle up stories.

**Summary**  Two teddy bears go for an intrepid walk across a mountain.

**Subject**  Children's stories, New Zealand.

**Dewey**  NZ823.3

---

**Title**  The toll of the bush / by William Satchell.

**Creator**  Satchell, William.

**ISBN**  9780473536428 print


**Format**  301 pages ; 21 cm

**Subject**  New Zealand fiction 20th century.

**Dewey**  NZ823.1

---

**Title**  The top secret intergalactic notes of Buttons McGinty / Rhys Darby did the words and the pictures.

**Creator**  Darby, Rhys, 1974-

**ISBN**  1775436624


**Format**  192 pages : illustrations ; 19 cm

**Summary**  Comedian Rhys Darby delivers more words AND more pictures in his third hilarious book for kids! Buttons McGinty is back and once again he's travelling through space and time . . . he found Dad in Book 2, but now they're on the trail of Mumsy, who is being held by the evil Queen Zankerflorna! Join Buttons and his friends as they enter a universe unlike any you've seen before. This time Buttons and the gang are solving mysteries with Morse Code and cryptic hieroglyphs! A full-on mystery-comedy series that will have Darby's fans glued to their seats!

**Subject**  Boys Juvenile fiction.

**Dewey**  NZ823.3
Title: Te toto e horoi ai.

Publishing Details: [New Zealand?]: [Religious Tract Society?], [19--?]
Format: 1 sheet (2 pages) : 1 illustrations ; 19 x 12 cm
Summary: Māori language parable about a minister at work in a poor part of London. Offers reassurance that even the greatest sinners will have their sins washed away by the blood of Jesus, if only they will come to Christ to be saved.
Subject: Christian life.
Forgiveness of sin.
Hähi Karaitiana.
Parables.
Whakapono.
Dewey: 234.5

Title: Tourism : its development and promotion in the Wellington Region : recommendations for action / Keith Gordon Dobbie.
Creator: Dobbie, K. G. (Keith Gordon), 1929-
Format: 17 pages ; 30 cm.
Series: Report (Wellington Regional Planning Authority) ; 79.5.
Subject: City promotion New Zealand Wellington (Region).
Tourism New Zealand Wellington (Region).

Title: Towards rectifying limitations on species delineation in dusky salamanders (Desmognathus: Plethodontidae) : an ecoregion-drainage sampling grid reveals additional cryptic clades / David A. Beamer & Trip Lamb.
Creator: Beamer, David A.
ISBN: 9781776708734 paperback
9781776708741 Online edition
Format: 61 pages : illustrations ; 30 cm.
Series: Zootaxa ; 4734.
Summary: "Abstract: Dusky salamanders (Desmognathus) constitute a large, species-rich group within the family Plethodontidae, and though their systematic relationships have been addressed extensively, most studies have centered on particular species complexes and therefore offer only piecemeal phylogenetic perspective on the genus. Recent work has revealed Desmognathus to be far more clade rich—35 reciprocally monophyletic clades versus 22 recognized species—than previously imagined, results that, in turn, provide impetus for additional survey effort within clades and across geographic areas thus far sparsely sampled. We conceived and implemented a sampling regime combining level IV ecoregions and independent river drainages to yield a geographic grid for comprehensive recovery of all genealogically exclusive clades. We sampled over 550 populations throughout the distribution of Desmognathus in the eastern United States of America and generated mitochondrial DNA sequence data (mtDNA; 1,991 bp) for 536 specimens. A Bayesian phylogenetic reconstruction of the resulting haplotypes revealed forty-five reciprocally monophyletic clades, eleven of which have never been included in a comprehensive phylogenetic reconstruction, and an additional three not represented in any molecular systematic survey. Although general limitations associated with mtDNA data preclude new species delineation, we profile each of the 45 clades and assign names to 10 new clades (following a protocol for previous clade nomenclature). We also redefine several species complexes and erect new informal species.
complexes. Our dataset, which contains topotypic samples for nearly every currently recognized species and most synonymies, will offer a robust framework for future efforts to delimit species within Desmognathus. Keywords: Amphibia, Caudata, Desmognathus, mtDNA phylogeny, level IV ecoregion X independent drainage sampling, new clades"--Page 3.

Links https://www.mapress.com/j/zt/article/view/zootaxa.4734.1.1

Title A town trod by poets / by Roger Hickin with photographs and poetry by Peter Olds.
Creator Hickin, Roger, 1951-
Format 83 pages : colour illustrations ; 15 cm
Subject New Zealand poetry 21st century.
Dewey NZ821.2

Title Tracks N'Trails : Eastland/Bay of Plenty.
Publishing Details [Whakatane?] : [Whakatane District Council?], [2015]
Format 39 pages : colour illustrations; 21 cm
Summary "Presenting some of New Zealand's best cycling, including Whakatane, Opotiki, Gisborne, East Cape & featuring the Motu Trails"--Cover.
Subject Bicycle trails New Zealand Gisborne District.
Bicycle trails New Zealand Opotiki District.
Bicycle trails New Zealand Whakatane District.
Gisborne District (N.Z.)
Opotiki District (N.Z.)
Whakatane District (N.Z.)
Dewey 796.6093425

Title Treasure beyond measure : a collective noun safari / by Helen Griffiths ; illustrated by Simon Chadwick.
Creator Griffiths, Helen (Helen Mary)
ISBN 9780473526610 paperback
Format 1 volume (unpaged) : colour illustrations ; 29 cm
Summary "[A] sophisticated picture book written for children aged 7-12 years ... This Collective Noun Safari takes the reader on a journey through its pages discovering funny and fascinating names for groups of animals until it comes across one extremely dangerous creature; a species that steers the safari in a completely different and thought-provoking direction"--Publisher's website.
Subject Animals Juvenile fiction.
Children's stories, New Zealand.
Nature Effect of human beings on Juvenile fiction.
Nature conservation Juvenile fiction.
Safaris Juvenile fiction.
Sophisticated picture books.
Stories in rhyme.
Dewey NZ823.3
Title  Treasured vengeance / MJ King.
Creator  King, M. J. (Melissa J.) .
ISBN  9780473523732 paperback (print-on-demand)
Publishing Details  [Pukekohe] : [MJ King], [2020]
Format  258 pages ; 23 cm
Summary  Ellie, forced into hiding, finally meets the criminal mastermind behind the demise of Shipwreck.
Subject  Islands Juvenile fiction.
          Young adult fiction, New Zealand.
          Young adult fiction.
Dewey  NZ823.3

Title  Tripstones : a selection of poems / Jan Kemp.
Creator  Kemp, Jan, 1949-
ISBN  9780908943517 paperback
Format  32 pages ; 26 cm
Contents  Snow or "alles ist klar" (studying deutsch) -- Chemin des Serres de la Madone, Menton -- Mediterranean -- Centuries -- Chagall Windows, Fraumünster, Zürich -- Swiss apple -- Vindobono, Vienna -- Elephant riding -- A pukeko's trip south -- Swimming -- Beatus -- At Port Ligat -- Dream -- Goethe in Italy -- Golden Week, Kyoto -- Voicetracks -- The Kiwi in me -- Stolpersteine/Tripstones -- Note.
Language  In English and German.
Subject  Fine books New Zealand Auckland Specimens.
          Keepsakes.
          New Zealand poetry 21st century.
          Paper evidence (Paper)
          Poems.
Dewey  NZ821.2

ISBN  9780995113251 paperback
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : Bible Society New Zealand, [2020]
Format  31 pages ; 21 cm
Summary  Workbook to accompany 'Tārore's story.' Includes exercises and questions about the text.
Subject  Bible. Luke Problems, exercises, etc.
Dewey  226.4
ISBN: 9780995113268 paperback
Publishing Details: [Wellington] : Bible Society New Zealand [2020]
Format: 27 pages ; 21 cm.
Summary: Workbook to accompany 'Tārore's story.' Includes exercises and questions about the text.
Subject: Bible. Luke Problems, exercises, etc.
Dewey: 226.4

Title: Troubled water / Anna Kenna.
Creator: Kenna, Anna.
ISBN: 9780473486303 paperback
Format: 169 pages ; 20 cm.
Summary: "A tropical cyclone is just one of the challenges Caitlin faces on her summer holiday. Her story about a polluted river causes a storm of another kind that stirs up community feelings that run as deep as the river itself"--Back cover.
Subject: Children's stories, New Zealand.
Environmentalism Juvenile fiction.
Journalists Juvenile fiction.
Pollution Juvenile fiction.
Rivers Juvenile fiction.
Dewey: NZ823.2

Title: Trust Bank : a community bank in an information age - performance & prospects / Graeme Pentecost, Managing Director Trust Bank New Zealand Ltd.
Creator: Pentecost, Graeme.
Publishing Details: [New Zealand?] : [Trust Bank New Zealand?], [1995]
Format: 18 leaves ; 30 cm
Subject: Banks and banking Information technology New Zealand.
Trust Bank (N.Z.)
Dewey: 332.1

Creator Bain, Stephen (Theatre director).

Publishing Details Wellington : [Stephen Bain?], [2004]

Format 20 pages : illustrations ; 15 cm 1 DVD : sound, colour ; 12 cm

Summary "This booklet is the blueprint of a performance by the same name, Turbulent Flux, presented as part of the Wellington Fringe Festival 2004 at the City Gallery in Wellington ... combines film with live performance and music. The text is based on interviews with over a dozen people whose lives have been shaped by frequent shifting ... The images are based on super8 film shot by Ross Smith of Glenfield between 1960 and 1969. They chronicle his young family on holiday as they grow up, and present a microscopic view of innocence slowly lost, as places and events gently merge and divide"--Acknowledgements.

Subject Experimental films
Lyrical films
Moving, Household Psychological aspects.
Moving, Household, in art.
Nonfiction films

Dewey 709.2

Title Two comedies : The Pink Hammer and Flagons & Foxtrots.

ISBN 9780908607709 paperback


Projected Publication Date 2011

Format pages cm.

Series New Zealand play series ; 28.

Subject Comedy plays.
New Zealand drama 21st century.

Dewey NZ822.052308

Title The unbelievable adventures of Arthur Butts / A.M. Newrick.

Creator Newrick, A.M.

ISBN 9780473531102 paperback

Publishing Details Hamilton, New Zealand : A.M. Newrick, [2020]

Format 195 pages : illustrations ; 21 cm.


Subject Auckland (N.Z.) Juvenile fiction.
Children's stories, New Zealand.
Older people Juvenile fiction.

Dewey NZ823.3
The use of behavioural insights in promoting residential energy efficiency: an overview of available literature / Dr Dina Dosmukhambetova (Research and Evaluation Unit).

Dosmukhambetova, Dina.

The use of behavioural insights in promoting residential energy efficiency: an overview of available literature / Dr Dina Dosmukhambetova (Research and Evaluation Unit).

Dosmukhambetova, Dina.

Using information to improve public housing services. Progress in responding to the Auditor-General's recommendations.


Using information to improve public housing services. Progress in responding to the Auditor-General's recommendations.


Vaporbyte / Cat Connor.

Connor, Cat.

Vaporbyte / Cat Connor.

Connor, Cat.
Title Variability of annual rainfall in New Zealand / by C.J. Seelye, (Meteorological Office).

Creator Seelye, C. J. (Cassilis James), 1912-2006

Publishing Details Wellington, N.Z. : [New Zealand Meteorological Office], 1941.
Format pages 18B-21B : illustrations ; 24 cm.
Series Meteorological Office note ; no. 24.
Subject Rain and rainfall New Zealand.

Title Velvet ants of the tribe Smicromyrmini Bischoff (Hymenoptera: Mutillidae) of Japan / Juriya Okayasu.

Creator Okayasu, Juriya.
ISBN 9781776708550 paperback
9781776708567 Online edition

Format 110 pages : illustrations ; 30 cm.
Series Zootaxa ; 4723.

Summary "Abstract: Japanese species and genera of the tribe Smicromyrmini Bischoff, 1920 are revised. Most of the relevant types were examined. The following eight species in the genera Smicromyrme Thomson, 1870, Nemka Lelej, 1985, Mickelomyrme Lelej, 1995, Andreimyrme Lelej, 1995, Ephucilla Lelej, 1995 and Sinotilla Lelej, 1995 are recognized from Japan: Sm. lewisi Mickel, 1935, ♂♀; N. yasumatsui (Mickel, 1936), stat. rev. et comb. nov., ♂♀; M. hageni (Zavattari, 1913), ♂♀; A. substriolata (Chen, 1957), ♂♀ (Amami-ôshima Is., Okinawa-jima Is.); E. yoshitakei sp. nov., ♂♀ (Amami-ôshima Is.), E. suginoi sp. nov., ♂♀ (Okinawa-jima Is.), E. brevitegula sp. nov., ♂♀ (Ishigaki-jima Is., Iriomote-jima Is.); Si. jambar sp. nov., ♂♀ (Okinawa-jima Is.). The genera Andreimyrme and Sinotilla are newly recorded from Japan. Nemka wotani (Zavattari, 1913) and Ephucilla naja (Zavattari, 1913) are excluded from the Japanese fauna. New synonyms are proposed for N. wotani (Zavattari, 1913) [=Smicromyrme chihpenchia Tsuneki, 1993, syn. nov.], N. limi limi (Chen, 1957) [=Smicromyrme limi nanhai Chen, 1957, syn. nov.], A. substriolata [=Smicromyrme tridentiens Chen, 1957, syn. nov.] and Neotrogaspidia pustulata (Smith, 1873) [=Smicromyrme yakushimensis Yasumatsu, 1934, syn. nov.]. Phimenes flavopictus formosanus (Zimmermann, 1931) (Hymenoptera: Vespidae: Eumeninae) is recorded as a host of Ephucilla brevitegula. Other new records include: Mickelomyrme athalia (Pagden, 1934) from China (Guangdong, Fujian, Yunnan) and Vietnam (Hoa Binh), M. bakeri (Mickel, 1934) from Malaysia (Borneo) and Indonesia (Sulawesi), M. pusillaeformis (Hammer, 1962) from Indonesia (Bali), Andreimyrme sarawakensis Lelej, 1996 from Peninsular Malaysia (Kuala Lumpur) and A. substriolata from Laos (Xiengkhouang, Houaphanh), Thailand (Chiang Mai), Peninsular Malaysia (Kuala Terengganu) and Indonesia (Sumatra). Distributions of Japanese smicromyrmine species are classified into the following three patterns: Asian continental-Palaearctic Japan (Sm. lewisi and N. yasumatsui), Taiwan-Ryûkyû (M. hageni, E. yoshitakei, E. suginoi, E. brevitegula, Si. jambar) and Asian continental-Ryûkyû (A. substriolata). Species of Asian continental-Palaearctic Japan are widely distributed in Palaearctic part of Japan and eastern part of Eurasia, or have the closest relative in continental Asia. They are considered to be native to Japan since it was a part of Eurasia, or have immigrated to Japan through the land bridge between Korean Peninsula and Japan by the end of the Upper Pleistocene. The Taiwan-Ryûkyû species are immigrants from Taiwan through the land bridge. The Asian continental-Ryûkyû species is presumed to have immigrated to Japan during the Upper Pleistocene when the eastern edge of Eurasian Continent was close to Amami-ôshima Is.
Keywords: Hymenoptera, Aculeata, Mutillinae, Trogaspidini, taxonomy, new species, new combination, new synonymy, new record, biogeography, Palaearctic, Oriental, East Asia"--Page 3.

Links https://www.mapress.com/j/zt/article/view/zootaxa.4723.1.1
Title Victory park / Rachel Kerr.
Creator Kerr, Rachel (New Zealand writer).
ISBN 9780995111059 paperback
Publishing Details Wellington : Mākaro Press, [2020]
Format 243 pages ; 20 cm
Summary "Kara lives in Victory Park council flats with her young son, just making a living by minding other people's kids - her nightly smoke on the fire escape the only time she can drop her guard and imagine something better. But the truth is life is threadbare and unpromising until the mysterious Bridget moves in to the flats. The wife of a disgraced Ponzi schemer she brings with her glamour and wild dreams and an unexpected friendship. Drawn in, Kara forgets for a moment who she's there to protect"--Back cover.
Subject New Zealand fiction 21st century.
Dewey NZ823.3

Title Visibility and upper winds at Auckland, Wellington, and Christchurch / by L.N. Larsen, B.Sc.
Creator Larsen, L. N.
Publishing Details [Wellington] : [New Zealand Meteorological Office], [1937]
Format 27 pages : illustrations ; 24 cm.
Series Meteorological Office note ; no. 20.
Subject Winds aloft New Zealand Auckland Observations.
Winds aloft New Zealand Wellington Observations.
Winds aloft New Zealand Christchurch Observations.

Title The Wairarapa floods of August, 1932 / by Dr. E. Kidson.
Creator Kidson, E. (Edward), 1882-1939
Publishing Details Wellington, N.Z. : [New Zealand Meteorological Office], 1933.
Format pages 220-227 : illustrations ; 24 cm.
Series Meteorological Office note ; no. 13.
Subject Floods New Zealand Wairarapa.
Rain and rainfall New Zealand Wairarapa.
Title  Waiting / Barbara Harry.
Creator  Harry, Barbara.
ISBN  9780473533847 pbk
Publishing Details  [Auckland, New Zealand] : Barbara Harry, [2020]
Format  35 pages : illustrations (some colour) ; 22 cm
Subject  Christian life Quotations, maxims, etc.
          God (Christianity) Patience.
Dewey  205.699

Title  Weaving bonds of belonging : knowing our neighbours / research and writing: Cathy Bi-Riley, Sr Kathleen Rushton RSM, Fr Patrick Bridgman, Deacon Danny Karatea-Goddard.
Creator  Bi, Cathy, 1991-
ISBN  9780908348282 print
       9780908348299 online
Publishing Details  Wellington, New Zealand : Caritas Aotearoa New Zealand, [2017]
Format  29 pages : colour illustrations ; 21 cm.
Series  Social Justice Week ... ; 2017: 10-16 September.
Subject  Communities Religious aspects Catholic Church.
          Social justice Religious aspects Catholic Church.

Title  Welding. Guidelines for a metallic materials grouping system.
Creator  Standards Australia Limited.
ISBN  1776861965
       9781776861965 print
       9781776861972 PDF
Format  iv, 7 pages ; 30 cm.
Subject  Welding Standards Australia.
       Welding Standards New Zealand.
Dewey  602.18
Title  The Wellington street races : The definitive history of New Zealand’s iconic motorsport event / Richard McGee.
Creator  McGee, Richard, 1976-
ISBN  9781988538334 hardback
Format  239 pages : colour illustrations ; 22 x 27 cm
Summary  "The Wellington Street Races ran on one of the most challenging and demanding circuits in the world. Between 1985 and 1996, the races brought some of the world’s top teams and drivers to New Zealand. They also played a major role in the development of the Wellington waterfront as a public space. The race track ran through central Wellington streets and along the edge of the waterfront. The races were dramatic and attracted huge crowds. They also kickstarted Wellington becoming New Zealand’s events Capital. Organised and run by a small group of passionate and professional sports marketers, the street races served as the blueprint for the first World Touring Car Championship – a unique series that saw events take place in 10 different countries in 1987. This is the first time that all of the stories about the creation – and the ultimate demise – of the Wellington Street Races have been brought together, along with photos and race information that all motorsport and sports fans will enjoy"--Publisher's website.
Subject  Automobile racing New Zealand Wellington History 20th century.
Nissan Mobil 500 (Car race) History.
Dewey  796.720993141

Title  Te whakamau a Tamoko / nā Cath Rau ngā kupu ; nā Vince Heperi ngā whakaahua.
Creator  Rau, Cath.
ISBN  9781776632367 paperback
Format  8 pages : colour illustrations ; 20 cm.
Subject  Maori language Readers.
Pānui pukapuka.
Dewey  499.44286
Title: What counts as consent?: sexuality and ethical deliberation in residential aged care: final project report 19 November, 2020 / Mark Henrickson, Catherine Cook, Vanessa Schouten, Sandra McDonald and Narges (Nilo) Atefi.

Creator: Henrickson, Mark.

ISBN: 9780473549534 print


Format: 106 pages: colour illustrations; 30 cm

Subject: Older people Institutional care New Zealand.
        Older people Sexual behavior Moral and ethical aspects.
        Older people Sexual behavior New Zealand.

Dewey: 306.70846

Title: What's next for mental wellbeing?: outlining opportunities for youth led change.

ISBN: 9780473545499 paperback


Format: 51 pages: colour illustrations; 21 cm

Subject: Well-being New Zealand Wellington.
        Youth Mental health New Zealand Wellington.

Dewey: 362.7


ISBN: 9781990029196 online


Publishing Source: HP 7430 Ministry of Health

Format: 75 pages; 30 cm

Subject: Hauora.
        Health services administration New Zealand.
        Maori (New Zealand people) Medical care.
        Medical policy New Zealand.
        Tiakitanga.

Dewey: 362.108999442
Title  The wheels on the truck / sung by the Topp Twins ; pictures by Jenny Cooper.
ISBN  9781775436409 paperback
  Format  1 volume (unpaged) : colour illustrations ; 25 cm 1 CD : digital ; 12 cm
Summary  "Another country classic to add to the Topp Twins/Jenny Cooper collection, and this one's a feelin' good bumper of a ride! The wheels are turning as two keen anglers (bearing a strong resemblance to a certain pair of Dames) vroom, screech, and beep their way down the road"--Publisher information.
Subject  Children's songs, English Juvenile sound recordings.
  Children's songs, English Texts.
  Children's songs, New Zealand.
  Humorous songs Texts.
  Picture books for children.
Dewey  782.42083

Title  When Goofs came home / words and illustrations by Karen Groshinski.
Creator  Groshinski, Karen.
ISBN  9780995114135 paperback (print-on-demand)
  Format  1 volume (unpaged) : colour illustrations ; 21 cm
Summary  The arrival of a new puppy takes some getting used to.
Subject  Children's stories, New Zealand.
  Dogs Juvenile fiction.
  Picture books for children.
  Pug Juvenile fiction.
  Puppies Juvenile fiction.
Dewey  NZ823.3

Title  Whitcombe's new syllabus proficiency examination tests. Arithmetic.
Publishing Details  [Auckland] : [Whitcombe & Tombs Limited], [1929?]
  Format  24 sheets ; 19 x 13 cm + 1 answer card
Subject  Arithmetic Examinations, questions, etc. Juvenile literature.
Dewey  513.076
Title  The Whitebaiter : a poem about madness / by Tim Hennessy ; illustration, Carlos Paboudjian.
Creator  Hennessy, Tim.
ISBN  9780473503420 paperback
Format  1 volume (unpaged) : colour illustrations ; 20 cm
Subject  Fishers New Zealand Poetry.
Galaxias Poetry.
New Zealand poetry 21st century.
Picture books.
Dewey  NZ821.3

Title  Winds in the upper air at Wellington / by Dr. E. Kidson.
Creator  Kidson, E. (Edward), 1882-1939
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [New Zealand Meteorological Office], [1932?]
Format  8 pages : illustrations ; 24 cm.
Series  Meteorological Office note ; no. 1.
Subject  Winds aloft New Zealand Wellington Observations.

Title  Wonderland : the New Zealand photographs of Whites Aviation / Peter Alsop.
Creator  Alsop, Peter, 1974-
ISBN  9781988550152 paperback
Format  167 pages : colour illustrations ; 28 cm
Subject  Landscape photography New Zealand Aerial photographs.
New Zealand Aerial photographs.
Photobooks.
Photography, Artistic 20th century.
Whites Aviation Limited Photograph collections.
Dewey  779.3693
Title  Wushu gejiaxueshuo gongxia / responsible editor Li Yangtao.
Creator  Wu, Xiong Zhi.
ISBN  9780995132016 online
Publishing Details  Auckland : TMR Publishing Group, [2020]
Format  272 pages : colour illustrations ; 20 cm
Subject  Medicine, Chinese.
          Typhoid fever.
Dewey  614.5112

Title  Year 10 science study guide / Glennis Moriarty, Jenny Pollock, Cara Scott, Mark Standley.
ISBN  9780947504786 paperback
Format  x, 334 pages : colour illustrations ; 21 cm.
Contents  Pure substances and mixtures -- Atoms -- Acids and bases -- Metals -- Fuels -- Forces --
          Motion -- Magnets -- Sources of current -- Electric circuits -- Earth system -- Atmosphere --
          Hydrosphere -- Geosphere -- Animal life processes -- Cells and plants -- Communities and
          ecosystems -- Human impacts -- Reproduction -- Inheritance -- Answers.
Series  ESA study guide
Subject  Study guides.
Dewey  507.6

Title  Year 9 science learning workbook / Bill Peacock.
Creator  Peacock, Bill, 1946-
ISBN  9780947504960 paperback
Format  viii, 288 pages : illustrations (some colour) ; 26 cm.
Contents  Life processes -- Ecology -- Evolution -- Properties and changes of matter -- The structure of
          matter -- Chemistry and society -- Energy -- Light -- Heat -- Sound -- Earth systems --
          Astronomical systems -- Answers.
Series  Learning workbook
Subject  Study guides.
Dewey  507.6
Title  A year's wind records / by E. Kidson and M.E. Ewart.

Creator  Kidson, E. (Edward), 1882-1939

Publishing Details  Wellington, N.Z. : [New Zealand Meteorological Office], 1933.

Format  pages 208-221 : illustrations ; 24 cm.

Series  Meteorological Office note ; no. 14.

Subject  Winds New Zealand Statistics.

Title  Your will and your trustee.

Publishing Details  [Auckland] : [Guardian Trust], [1938]

Format  15 unnumbered pages ; 20 cm

Subject  Executors and administrators New Zealand.
Guardian Trust and Executors Company of New Zealand.
Trusts and trustees New Zealand.
Wills New Zealand.

Dewey  333.260993

Title  Zeke Battle, earthquake boy / Doug Wilson.

Creator  Wilson, J. D. (J. Douglas)

ISBN  9780473493448 paperback


Format  210 pages ; 20 cm.

Summary  While volcanoes around the Pacific Rim are exploding, gifted street kid Zeke hatches a highly risky, controversial plan to stop the destruction.

Subject  Children's stories, New Zealand.
Gifted children Juvenile fiction.
Survival Juvenile fiction.
Thrillers (Fiction)
Volcanoes Juvenile fiction.

Dewey  NZ823.3
Title  Zen heart : what I've learned from animals and life / Mark Vette with Margie Thomson.
Creator  Vette, Mark.
ISBN  9780143775027 paperback
Format  302 pages, 16 unnumbered pages of plates : illustrations (some coloured) ; 24 cm
Summary  "...The famous animal behaviourist and trainer who captured global attention with 'Dogs Who Drive Cars' and 'Dogs Who Fly Planes' is not just an animal maestro. He's a longtime Buddhist, who brings to his relationships with animals a true emotional bond, enormous respect, and the sure knowledge that we humans are just one piece of this great, interconnected puzzle we call Life on Earth. This is his story, and the stories of the animals he has worked with over the decades. From a classic Kiwi childhood of outdoor activities and sport, with plenty of time on the farm, through a growing conviction that killing animals wasn't for him, to his embracing of Buddhism and his developing work with animals of all kinds..."--Publisher information.
Subject  Animal trainers Biography New Zealand.
          Animal trainers Biography.
          Buddhists Biography.
          Vette, Mark.
Dewey  636.0835092

Title  Zonta print exhibition thirteen artists.
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [Zonta Club of Wellington], [1974]
Format  1 folded sheet (5 unnumbered pages) ; 32 x 15 cm
Subject  Artists New Zealand.
          Exhibition catalogs.
          Prints, New Zealand Exhibitions.
Dewey  769.993